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P r e f a c e  

Space and time capture the imagination like no other scientific subject. 
For good reason. They form the arena of reality, the very fabric of the cos- 
mos. Our  entire existence-everything we do, think, and experience- 
takes place in some region of space during some interval of time. Yet 
science is still struggling to understand what space and time actually are. 
Are they real physical entities or simply useful ideas? If they're real, are 
they fundamental, or do they emerge from more basic constituents? What 
does it mean for space to be empty? Does time have a beginning? Does 
it have an arrow, flowing inexorabiy from past to future, as common ex- 
perience would indicate? Can we manipulate space and time? In this 
book, we follow three hundred years of passionate sc~entific investigation 
seeking answers, or at least glimpses of answers, to such basic but deep 
questions about the nature of the universe. 

Our  journey also brings us repeatedly to another, tightly related ques- 
tion, as encompassing as it is elusive: What is r e a l i ~ ?  We humans only 
have access to the internal experiences of perception and thought, so how 
can we be sure they truly reflect an externai world? Philosophers have 
long recognized this problem. Filmmakers have popularized it through 
story lines involving artificial worlds, generated by finely tuned neurolog- 
ical stimulation that exist solely within the minds of their protagonists. 
And physicists such as myself are acuteiy aware that the reality we 
observe-matter evolving on the stage of space and time-may have little 
to do with the reality, if any, that's out there. Nevertheless, because obser- 
vations are all we have, we take them seriously. We choose hard data and 
the framework of mathematics as our guides, not unrestrained imagina- 
tion or unrelenting skepticism, and seek the simplest yet most wide-reach- 
ing theories capable of explaining and predicting the outcome of today's 
and future experiments. This severely restricts the theories we pursue. (In 
this book, for example, we won't find a hint that I'm floating in a tank, 
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connected to thousands of brain-stimulating wires, making me merely 
think that I'm now writing this text.) But during the last hundred years, 
discoveries in physics have suggested revisions to our everyday sense of 
reality that are as dramatic, as mind-bending, and as paradigm-shaking as 
the most imaginative science fiction. These revolutionary upheavals will 
frame our passage through the pages that follow. 

Many of the questions we explore are the same ones that, in various 
guises, furrowed the brows of Aristotle, Galileo, Newton, Einstein, and 
countless others through the ages. And because this book seeks to convey 
science in the making, we follow these questions as they've been declared 
answered by one generation, overturned by their successors, and refined 
and reinterpreted b!; scientists in the centuries that followed. 

For example, on the perpiexing question of whether completely 
empty space is, like a blank canvas, a real entity or merely an abstract 
idea, we follow the penduium of scientific opinion as it swings between 
Isaac Newton's seventeenth-century declaration that space is real, Ernst 
Mach's conclusion in the nineteenth century that it isn't, and Einstein's 
hventieth-century dramatic reformulation of the question itself, in which 
he  merged space and time, and largely refuted Mach. We then encounter 
subsequent discoveries that transformed the question once again by 
redefining the meaning of "empty," envisioning that space is unavoidably 
suffused with what are called quantum fields and possibly a diffuse uni- 
form energy called a cosmological constant-modern echoes of the old 
and discredited notion of a space-filling aether. What's more, we then 
describe how upcoming space-based experiments may confirm particular 
features of Mach's conclusions that happen to agree with Einstein's gen- 
eral relativity, illustrating well the fascinating and tangled web of scien- 
tific development. 

In our own era we encounter inflationary cosmology's gratifying 
insights into time's arrorv, string theory's rich assortment of extra spatial 
dimensions, hI-theory's radical suggestion that the space we inhabit may 
be but a sliver floating in a grander cosn~os, and the current wild specula- 
tion that the universe we see may be nothing more than a cosmic holo- 
gram. We don't yet know if the more recent of these theoretical proposals 
are right. But outrageous as they sound, we take them seriously because 
they are where our dogged search for the deepest laws of the universe 
leads. Not only can a strange and unfamiliar reality arise from the fertile 
imagination of science fiction, but one may also emerge from the cutting- 
edge findings of modern physics. 

Preface x 1 

The Fabric o j the  Cosmos is intended primarily for the general reader 
who has little or no formal training in the sciences but whose desire to 
understand the workings of the universe provides incentive to grapple 
with a number of con~plex and challenging concepts. As in my first book, 
The Elegant Universe, I've stayed close to the core scientific ideas 
throughout, bvhile stripping away the mathematical details in favor of 
metaphors, analogies, stories, and illustrations. When we reach the book's 
most difficult sections, I forewarn the reader and provide brief summaries 
for those who decide to skip or skim these more involved discussions. In 
this way, the reader should be able to walk the path of discovery and gain 
not just knowledge of physics' current worldview, but an  understanding of 
how and why that worldview has gained prominence. 

Students, avid readers of general-level science, teachers, and profes- 
sionals should also find much of interest in the book. Although the initial 
chapters cover the necessary but standard background material in relativ- 
ity and quantum mechanics, the focus on the corporeality of space and 
time is somewhat unconventional in its approach. Subsequent chapters 
cover a wide range of topics-Bell's theorem, delayed choice experi- 
ments, quantum measurement, accelerated expansion, the possibilib of 
producing black holes in the next generation of particle accelerators, fan- 
ciful worn~hole time machines, to name a few-and so will bring such 
readers up to date on a number of the most tantalizing and debated 
advances. 

Some of the material I cover is controversial. For those issues that 
remain up  in the air, I've discussed the leading viewpoints in the main 
text. For the points of contention that I feel have achieved more of a con- 
sensus, I've relegated differing viewpoints to the notes. Some scientists, 
especially those holding minority views, may take exception to some of 
my judgments, but through the main text and the notes, I've striven for a 
balanced treatment. In the notes, the particularly diligent reader will also 
find more complete explanations, clarifications, and caveats relevant to 
points I've simplified, as well as (for those so inclined) brief mathematical 
counterparts to the equation-free approach taken in the main text. A short 
glossary provides a reference for some of the more specialized sci- 
entific terms. 

Even a book of this length can't exhaust the vast subject of space and 
time. I've focused on those features I find both exciting and essential to 
forming a full picture of the reality painted by modern science. No doubt, 
many of these choices reflect personal taste, and so I apologize to those 
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who feel their own work or favorite area of study is not given adequate 
attention. 

While writing The Fabric ofthe Cosmos, I've been fortunate to receive 
valuable feedback from a number of dedicated readers. Raphael Kasper, 
Lubos Motl, David Steinhardt, and Ken Vineberg read various versions of 
the entire manuscript, sometimes repeatedly, and offered numerous, 
detailed, and insightful suggestions that substantially enhanced both the 
clarity and the accuracy of the presentation. I offer them heartfelt thanks. 
David Albert, Ted Baltz, Nicholas Boles, Tracy Day, Peter Demchuk, 
Richard Easther, Anna Hall, Keith Goldsmith, Shelley Goidstein, 
Michael Gordin, Joshua Greene, Arthur Greenspoon, Gavin Guerra, 
Sandra Kauffman, Edward Kastenmeier, Robert Krulwich, Andrei Linde, 
Shani Offen, Maulik Parikh, Michael Popowits, Mariin Scully, John 
Stachel, and Lars Straeter read all or part of the manuscript, and their 
comments were extremeiy useful. I benefited from conversations with 
Andreas Albrecht, Michael Bassett, Sean Carrol, Andrea Cross, Rita 
Greene, Alan Guth,  Mark Jackson, Daniel Kabat, Will Kinney, Justin 
Khoury, Iiiranya Peiris, Saul Perimutter, Koenraad Schalm, Paul Stein- 
hardt, Leonard Susskind, Neil Turok, Henry Tye, William V7armus, and 
Eiick Weinberg. I owe special thanks to Raphael Gunner, whose keen 
sense of the genuine argument and whose willingness to critique various 
of my attempts proved invaluable. Eric Martinez provided critical and 
tireless assistance in the production phase of the book, and Jason Severs 
did a stellar job of creating the illustrations. I thank my agents, Katinka 
Matson and John Brockman. And I owe a great debt of gratitude to my 
editor, Marty Asher, for providing a wellspring of encouragement, advice, 
and sharp insight that substantially improved the qualit). of the presen- 
tation. 

During the course of my career, my scientific research has been 
funded by the Department of Energy, the Nationai Science Foundation, 
and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. I gratefully acknowledge their sup- 
port. 
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S P A C E .  T I M E ,  A N D  W H Y  T H I N G S  A R E  A S  T H E Y  A R E  

N one of the books in my father's dusty oid bookcase were forbidden. 
Yet while I mas growlng up, I never saw anyone take one down. 
Most were massive tomes-a comprehensive history of civiliza- 

tion, matching volumes of the great works of western literature, numerous 
others I can no longer recall-that seemed almost fused to shelves that 
bowed slightly from decades of steadfast support. But way up  on the high- 
est shelf was a thin little text that, every now and then, would catch my eye 
because it seemed so out of place, like Gulliver among the Brobding- 
nagians. In hindsight, I'm not quite sure why I waited so long before tak- 
ing a iook. Perhaps, as the years went by, the books seemed less like 
material you read and more like family heirlooms you admire from afar. 
Ultimateiy, such reverence gave way to teenage brashness. I reached up 
for the little text, dusted it off, and opened to page one. The  first few lines 
bvere, to say the least, startling. 

"There is but one truly philosophicai problem, and that is suicide," 
the text began. I winced. "Whether or not the world has three dimensions 
or the mind nine or twelve categories," it continued, "conies afterward", 
such questions, the text explained, were part of the game humanity played, 
but they deserved attention only after the one true issue had been settled. 
T h e  book was The Myth ofSisyphus and was written by the Algerian-born 
philosopher and Nobel laureate Albert Camus. After a moment, the ici- 
ness of his words melted under the light of comprehension. Yes, of course, 
I thought. You can ponder this or analyze that till the COWS come home, 
but the real question is whether all your ponderings and analyses will con- 
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\ m c e  you that life is worth living. That's what it all comes domm to. Every- 
thing else is detail. 

My chance encounter with Camus' book must have occurred during 
an especially impressionable phase because, more than anj~thing eise I'd 
read, his words stayed with me. Time and again I'd imagine hou. various 
people I'd met, or heard about, or had seen on television would answer 
this primary of all questions. In retrospect, though, it was his second asser- 
tion-regarding the role of scientific progress-that, for me, proved par- 
ticularly challenging. Camus acknowledged value In understanding the 
structure of the universe, but as far as 1 could tell, he rejected the possibil- 
ity that such understanding could make any difference to our assessment 
of life's worth. Now, certainly, my teenage reading of existential philoso- 
phy was about as sophisticated as Bart Simpson's reading of Romantic 
poetry, but even so, Camus' conciusion struck me as off the mark. To this 
aspiring physicist, it seemed that an informed appraisal of life absolutely 
required a full understanding of life's arena-the universe. I remember 
thlnking that if our species dwelled in cavernous outcroppings buried 
deep underground and so had yet to discover the earth's surface, brilliant 
sunlight, an ocean breeze, and the stars that lie beyond, or if evolution 
had proceeded along a different pathway and we had yet to acquire any 
but the sense of touch, so everything we knew came only from our tactile 
impressions of our immediate environment, or if human mental faculties 
stopped developing d u r ~ n g  early childhood so our emotional and anaiyti- 
cal skills never progressed beyond those of a five-year-old-in short, if our 
experiences painted but a paltry portrait of reality-our appraisal of life 
would be thoroughly compromised. When  we finally found our way to 
earth's surface, or when we finally gained the ability to see, hear, smell, 
and taste, or when our minds were finally freed to develop as they ordi- 
narily do, our collective view of life and the cosmos would, of necessity, 
change radically. Our  previously compromised grasp of reality would 
have shed a very different light on that most fundamental of all philo- 
sophical questions. 

But, you might ask, what of it? Surely, any sober assessment would 
conclude that although we might not understand everything about the 
universe-every aspect of how matter behaves or life functions-we are 
prii? to the defining, broad-brush strokes gracing nature's canvas. Surely, 
as Camus intimated, progress in physics, such as understanding the num- 
ber of space dimensions; or progress in neuropsycholog)., such as under- 
standing all the organizational structures in the brain; or, for that matter, 

Roads to Realitv 

progress in any number of other scientific undertaklngs may fill in impor- 
tant details, but their impact on our evaluation of life and reality would be 
minimal. Sureip, reality is what we think it is; reality is revealed to us by 
our experiences. 

To one extent or another, this view of reality is one many of us hold, if 
only implicitly. I certainly find myself thinking this way in day-to-day life; 
it's easy to be seduced by the face nature reveals directly to our senses. Yet, 
in the decades since first encountering Camus' text, I've learned that 
modern science tells a very different story. The overarching lesson that has 
emerged from scientific inquiry over the last century is that human expe- 
rience is often a misleading guide to the true nature of reality. Lying just 
beneath the surface of the everyday is a world we'd hardly recognize. Foi- 
lowers of the occult, devotees of astroloa., and those who hold to religious 
principles that speak to a reality beyond experience have, from widely 
varying perspectives, long since arrived at a similar conclusion. But that's 
not what I have in mind. I'm referring to the work of Ingenious innovators 
and tireless researchers-the men and women of science-who have 
peeled back layer after layer of the cosmic onion, enigma by enigma, and 
revealed a universe that is at once surprising, unfamiliar, exciting, elegant, 
and thoroughl~. unlike what anyone ever expected. 

These developments are anything but details. Breakthroughs in 
physics have forced, and continue to force, dramatic revisions to our con- 
ception of the cosmos. I remain as convinced now as I did decades ago 
t'hat Camus rightly chose iife's value as the ultimate question, but the 
insights of modern physics have persuaded me that assessing life through 
the lens of everyday experience is like gazing at a van Gogh through an 
empty Coke bottle. Modern science has spearheaded one assault after 
another on evidence gathered from our rudimentary perceptions, show- 
ing that they often yield a clouded conception of the world we inhabit. 
And so whereas Camus separated out physical questions and labeled 
them secondary, I've become convinced that they're primary. For me, 
physical reality both sets t'he arena and provides the illumination for grap- 
piing with Camus' question. Assessing existence while failing to embrace 
the insights of modern physics would be like wrestling in the dark with an 
unknown opponent. By deepening our understanding of the true nature 
of physical reality, we profoundly reconfigure our sense of ourselves and 
our experience of the universe. 

T h e  centrai concern of this book is to explain some of the most 
prominent and pivotal of these revisions to our picture of reality, ~vith an 
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intense focus on those that affect our species' long-term project to under- 
stand space and time. From Aristotle to Einstein, from the astrolabe to the 
Hubble Space Telescope, from the pyramids to mountaintop obsewato- 
ries, space and time have framed thinking since thinking began. With the 
advent of the modern scientific age, their importance has been tremen- 
dously heightened. Over the last three centuries, developn~ents in physics 
have revealed space and time as the most baffling and most con~pelling 
concepts, and as those most instrumental in our scientific analysis of the 
universe. Such developments have also shown that space and time top the 
list of age-old scientific constructs that are being fantastically revised by 
cutting-edge research. 

To Isaac Newton, space and time simply were-they formed an inert, 
universal cosmic stage on which the events of the universe played them- 
sel\.es out. To his contemporary and frequent rival Gottfried Wilhelm von 
Leibniz, "space" and "time" were merely the vocabulary of relations 
between where objects were and when events took place. Nothing more. 
But to Albert Einstem, space and time were the raw material underlying 
realib. Through his theories of relativity, Einstem jolted our thinking 
about space and time and revealed the principai part they play in the evo- 
lution ofthe universe. Ever since, space and time have been the sparkling 
jewels of phys~cs. They are at once familiar and mystifying; fully under- 
standing space and time has become physics' most daunting challenge 
and sought-after prize. 

The  developments we'll cover in this book interweave the fabr~c of 
space and time in various ways. Some ideas will challenge features of 
space and time so bas~c  that for centuries, if not millennia, they've 
seemed beyond questioning. Others will seek the link between our theo- 
retical understanding of space and time and the traits we commonly expe- 
rience. Yet others will ralse questions unfathomable within the limited 
confines of ordinary perceptions. 

K7e will speak only minimally of philosophy (and not at all about sui- 
cide and the meaning of life). But in our scientific quest to solve the mys- 
teries of space and time, we will be resolutely unrestrained. From the 
universe's smallest speck and earliest moments to its farthest reaches and 
most distant future, we will examine space and time in environments 
familiar and far-flung, with an unflinching eye seeking their true nature. 
As the story of space and time has yet to be fully written, we won't arrive at 
any final assessments. But we will encounter a series of developments- 
some intensely strange, some deeply satisfying, some experimentally ven- 
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fied, some thoroughly speculative-that will show how close we've come 
to wrapping our minds around the fabric of the cosmos and touching the 
true texture of reality. 

Classical  Reality 

Historians differ on exactly when the modern scientific age began, but 
certainly by the time Galileo Galilei, RenC Descartes, and Isaac Newton 
had had their say, it was briskly under may. In those days, the new m e n -  
tific mind-set was being steadily forged, as patterns found in terrestrial and 
astronomicai data made it increasingly clear that there is an order to all 
the comings and goings of the cosmos, an order accessible to careful rea- 
soning and mathematical analysis. These early pioneers of modern scien- 
tific thought argued that, when looked at the right way, the happenings In 
the universe not only are explicable but predictable. The  power of science 
to foretell aspects of the future-consistently and quantitatively-had 
been revealed. 

Early scientific study focused on the kinds of things one might see or 
experience in everyday life. Galileo dropped welghts from a leaning tower 
(or SO legend has it) and watched balls rolling down inclined surfaces; 
Newton studied falling apples (or so legend has it) and the orbit of the 
moon. T h e  goal of these investigations was to attune the nascent scientific 
ear to nature's harmonies. To be sure, physical reality ivas the stuff of expe- 
rience, but the challenge was to hear the rhyme and reason behmd the 
rhythm and regularity. Many sung and unsung heroes contributed to the 
rapid and impressive progress that was made, but Newton stole the show. 
With a handful of mathematical equations, he  synthesized everything 
known about motion on earth and in the heavens, and in so doing, com- 
posed the score for what has come to be known as classical physics. 

In the decades following Newton's work, his equations were devel- 
oped into an elaborate mathematical structure that significantly extended 
both their reach and their practical utility. Classical physics gradually 
became a sophisticated and mature scientific discipline. But shining 
clearly through all these advances was the beacon of Newton's original 
insights. Even today, more than three hundred years later, you can see 
Newton's equations scrawled on introductory-physics chalkboards world- 
wide, printed on NASA flight computing spacecraft trajectories, 
and embedded within the complex calculations of forefront research. 
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Newton brought a wealth of physical phenomena within a single theoretl- 
cal framework. 

But while formulating his iaws of motion, Newton encountered a crit- 
ical stumbling block, one that is of particular importance to our story 
(Chapter 2) .  Everyone knew that things could move, but what about the 
arena within urhich the motion took place? Well, that's space, we'd all 
ansn3er. But, Newton would reply, what is space? Is space a real physical 
entity or is it an abstract Idea born of the human struggle to comprehend 
the cosn~os? Newton realized that this key question had to be answered, 
because without taking a stand on the meaning of space and time, his 
equations describing motion would prove meaningless. Understanding 
requlres context; insight must be anchored. 

And so, with a fen. brief sentences in his Principia Mathematzca, 
Newton articulated a conception of space and time, declaring them 
absolute and immutable entities that provided the universe with a rigid, 
unchangeable arena. '4ccording to Newton, space and time supplied an 
invisible scaffolding that gave the universe shape and structure. 

Not everyone agreed. Some argued persuasively that it made little 
sense to ascribe existence to something you can't feel, grasp, or affect. But 
the explanatory and predictive power of Newton's equations quieted the 
critics. For the next two hundred years, his absolute conception of space 
and time was dogma. 

Rela t iv is t ic  Rea l i ty  

The  class~cal Newtonian worldview was pleasing. Not only did ~t describe 
natural phenomena m.ith striking accuracy, but the details of the descrip- 
tion-the mathematics-aligned tightly with experience. If you push 
something, it speeds up. The  harder you throw a ball, the more impact ~t 
has when it smacks ~ n t o  a wall. If you press against something, you feel it 
pressing back against you. T h e  more massive something is, the stronger its 
gravitational pull. These are among the most bas~c  properties of the nat- 
ural world, and ~ v h e n  you learn Newton's framework, you see them repre- 
sented in his equations, clear as day. Unlike a crystal ball's ~nscrutable 
hocus-pocus, the workings of Newton's laws were on display for all with 
minimal mathematical training to take in fully. Classical physics provided 
a rigorous grounding for human intuition. 

Newton had included the force of gravity in his equations, but it was 
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not until the 1860s that the Scottish scientist James Clerk Maxwell 
extended the framework of classicai physics to take account of electrical 
and magnetic forces. Maxwell needed additional equations to do so and 
the mathematics he  employed required a higher level of training to grasp 
fully. But his new equations were every bit as successful at explaining 
electrical and magnetic phenomena as Newton's were at describing 
motion. By the late 1800s, it was evident that the universe's secrets were 
proving no match for the power of human intellectual might. 

Indeed, with the successful incorporation of electricity and magnet- 
ism, there was a growing sense that theoretical physics would soon be 
complete. Physics, some suggested, was rapidly becoming a finished sub- 
ject and its laws would shortly be chiseled in stone. In 1894, the renowned 
experimental Albert Michelson remarked that "most of the 
grand underlying principles have been firmly established" and he  quoted 
an  "eminent scientistn-most believe it was the Br~tish physicist Lord 
Kelv~n-as saylng that all that remained were details of determining some 
numbers to a greater number of decimal places.' In 1900, Kelvin himself 
did note that "two clouds" were hovering on the horizon, one to do with 
properties of light's motion and the other with aspects of the radiation 
objects emit when heated,' but there was a general feeling that these Lvere 
mere details, which, no doubt, would soon be addressed. 

Within a decade, everything changed. As ant~cipated, the two prob- 
lems Kelvin had raised were promptly addressed, but they proved any- 
thing but minor. Each ignited a revolution, and each required a 
fundamental rewriting of nature's laws. T h e  classical conceptions of 
space, time, and reality- the ones that for hundreds of years had not only 
worked but also concisely expressed our intuitive sense of the world- 
were overthrown. 

The  relatiwty revolution, which addressed the first of Kelvin's 
"clouds," dates from i905 and 1915, when Albert Einstein completed his 
special and general theories of relativity (Chapter 3). While struggling 
with puzzles involving electricity, magnetism, and light's motion, Ein- 
stein realized that Newton's conception of space and time, the corner- 
stone of classical physics, was flawed. Over the course of a few intense 
weeks in the spring of 1905, he  determmed that space and time are not 
independent and absolute, as Newton had thought, but are enmeshed 
and relative in a manner that flies in the face of common experience. 
Some ten years later, Einstein hammered a final nail in the Newtonian 
coffin by rewriting the laws of gravitational physics. This time, not only 
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did Einstein show t'hat space and time are part of a unified whole, h e  also 
showed that by warping and curving they participate in cosmic evolution. 
Far from being the rigid, unchanging structures envisioned by Newton, 
space and t ~ m e  in Einstein's reworking are flexible and dynamic. 

The  two theories of relativity are among humankind's most precious 
achievements, and with them Einstein toppled Newton's conception of 
reality. Even though Newtonian physics seemed to capture mathemati- 
cally much of what we experience physically, the reality it describes turns 
out not to be the reality of our world. Ours is a relativistic reality. Yet, 
because the deviation between classical and relativistic reality is manifest 
only under extreme conditions (such as extremes of speed and gravit).), 
Newtonian phys~cs still provides an approximat~on that proves extremelj. 
accurate and useful in many circumstances. But utility and realib are 
ver). different standards. As LG will see, features of space and time that for 
many of us are second nature have turned out to be figments of a false 
Newtonian perspective. 

Quan tum Reality 

The  second anomaly to which Lord Kelvin referred led to the quantum 
revolution, one of the greatest upheavals to which modern human under- 
standing has ever been subjected. By the time the fires subsided and the 
smoke cleared, the veneer of classical physics had been singed off the 
newiy emerging framework of quantum reality. 

A core feature of classical physics is that if you know the positions and 
velocities of all objects at a particular moment, Newton's equations, 
together with their Maxwellian updating, can tell you their positions and 
velocities at any other moment, past or future. Without equivocation, 
classical physlcs declares that the past and future are etched mto the pres- 
ent. This feature 1s aiso shared by both special and general relativity. 
Although the relativistic concepts of past and future are subtler than their 
famiiiar classical counterparts (Chapters 3 and 5j, the equations of reia- 
tivity, together with a complete assessment ofthe present, determine them 
just as completely. 

By the 1930s, however, phps~cists were forced to introduce a whole 
new conceptual schema called quantum mechanics. Quite unexpectedly, 
they found that only quantum laws were capable of resolving a host of 
puzzles and explaining a variety of data newly acquired from the atomic 
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and subaton~ic realm. But according to the quantum laws, even if you 
make the most perfect measurements possible of how things are today, 
the best you can ever hope to do is predict the probability that things will 
be one way or another at some chosen time in the future, or that things 
were one way or another at some chosen time in the past. T h e  universe, 
according to quantum mechanics, is not etched into the present; the uni- 
verse, according to quantum mechanics, participates in a game of chance. 

Although there is still controversy over precisely how these develop- 
ments should be interpreted, most physicists agree that probability is 
deeply woven into the fabric of quantum reality. Whereas human intu- 
ition, and its embodiment in classical physics, envision a reality in which 
things are always definitely one way or another, quantum mechanics 
describes a reality in which things sometimes hover in a haze of being 
partly one way and ~ a r t l y  another. Things become definite only when a 
suitable observation forces them to relinquish quantum possibilities and 
settle on a specific outcome. The  ou tcon~e  that's realized, though, cannot 
be predicted-we can predict only the odds that things will turn out one 
way or another. 

This, plainiy speaking, is weird. We are unused to a reality that 
remains ambiguous until perceived. But the oddity of quantum mechan- 
ics does not stop here. At least as astounding is a feature that goes back to 
a paper Einstein wrote in 1935 with two younger colleagues, Nathan 
Rosen and Boris Podolsky, that was intended as an attack on quantum the- 
01-y.~ With the ensuing twists of scientific progress, Einstein's paper can 
now be viewed as among the first to point out that quantum mechanics- 
if taken at face value-implies that something you do over here can be 
instantaneously linked to something happening over there, regardless of 
distance. Einstein considered such instantaneous connections ludicrous 
and interpreted their emergence from the mathematics of quantum the- 
ory as evidence that the theory was in need of much development before 
it \vould attain an acceptable form. But by the 19SOs, when both theoreti- 
cal and tech~~ological  deveiopments brought experimental scrutmy to 
bear on these purported quantum absurdities, researchers confirmed that 
there can be an instantaneous bond between what happens at widely sep- 
arated locations. Under pristine iaboratory conditions, what Einstem 
thought absurd really happens [Chapter 4). 

The  implications of these features of quantum mechanm for our pic- 
ture of reality are a subject of ongoing research, Many scient~sts, myself 
~ncluded,  view them as part of a radical quantum updating of the meaning 
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and properties of space. Normally, spatial separation implies physical 
~ndependence.  If you want to control what's happening on the other side 
of a football field, you have to go there, or, at the very least, you have to 
send someone or something (the assistant coach, bouncing air molecules 
conveying speech, a flash of iight to get someone's attention, etc.) across 
the field to convey your influence. If you don't-if you remain spatially 
isolated-you will have no impact, since intervening space ensures the 
absence of a physical connection. Quantum mechanics challenges this 
view by revealing, at least in certain circumstances, a capacity to transcend 
space; long-range quantum connections can bypass spatial separation. 
TWO objects can be far apart in space, but as far as quantum mechanics is 
concerned, it's as if they're a single entity. Moreover, because of the tight 
iink between space and time found by Einstein, the quantum connections 
also have temporal tentacles. We'll shortly encounter some clever and 
truly wondrous experiments that have recently explored a number of the 
startling spatio-temporal interconnections entailed by quantum mechan- 
ics and, as \rle'll see, they forcefu1ly challenge the classical, intuitive 
~vorldview many of us hold. 

Despite these many impressive insights, there remains one very basic 
feature of time-that ~t seems to have a direction pointing from past to 
future-for which neither relativity nor quantum mechanics has prov~ded 
an explanation. Instead, the only convincing progress has come from 
research in an area of physics called cosmology. 

Cosmological Reality 

To open our eyes to the true nature of the universe has always been one of 
physics' primary purposes. It's hard to imagine a more mind-stretching 
experience than learning, as we have over the last centur);, that the reality 
we experience is but a glimmer of the reality that is. But physics also has 
the equally important charge of explaining the elements of realit). that we 
actually do experience. From our rapid march through the history of 
physics, ~t might seem as if this has already been achiel~ed, as if ordinary 
experience is addressed by pre-hventieth-century advances in physics. To 
some extent, this is true. But even when it comes to the everyday, we are 
far from a full understanding. And among the features of common experi- 
ence that have resisted complete explanation is one that taps into one of 
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the deepest unresolved mysteries in modern physics-the mystery that 
the great British physicist Sir Arthur Eddington called the arrow oftime.+ 

We take for granted that there is a direction to the way things unfold 
in time. Eggs break, but they don't unbreak; candles melt, but they don't 
unnielt; memories are of the past, never of the future; people age, but they 
don't unage. These asymmetries govern our lives; the distinction between 
forward and back~vard in time is a prevailing element of experiential real- 
it\,. If forward and backrvard in time exhibited the same symmetry we wit- 
ness between left and right, or back and forth, the world would be 
unrecognizable. Eggs would unbreak as often as they broke; candles 
would unmelt as often as they melted; we'd remember as much about the 
future as we do about the past; people would unage as often as they aged. 
Certainly, such a time-symmetric reality is not our reality. But where does 
time's asymmetry come from? What is responsible for this most basic of 
all time's properties? 

It turns out that the known and accepted laws of physics show no such 
asymmetry (Chapter 6): each direction in time, forward and backward, is 
treated by the laws wit'hout distinction. And that's the origin of a huge puz- 
zle. Nothing in the equations of fundamental physics shows any sign of 
treating one direction in time differently from the other, and that is totally 
at odds with everything we experience.5 

Surprisingly, even though we are focusing on a familiar feature of 
everyday life, the most convincing resolution of this mismatch between 
fundamental physics and basic experience requires us to contemplate the 
most unfamiliar of events-the beginning of the universe. This realiza- 
tion has its roots in the work of the great nineteenth-century physicist 
Ludwig Boltzmann, and in the years since has been elaborated on by 
many researchers, most notably the British mathematician Roger Pen- 
rose. As we will see, special physical conditions at the universe's inception 
(a highly ordered environment at or just after the big bang) may have 
imprinted a direction on time, rather as winding up a clock, twisting its 
spring into a highly ordered initial state, allows it to tick forward. Thus, in 
a sense we'll make precise, the breaking-as opposed to the unbreaking- 
of an egg bears witness to conditions at the birth of the universe some 14 
billion years ago. 

This unexpected link between everyday experience and the early uni- 
verse provides insight into why events unfold one way in time and never 
the reverse, but it does not fullJ, solve the mystery of time's arrow. Instead, 
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it shifts the puzzle to the realm of cosmology-the study of the origin and 
e.i,olution of the entire cosmos-and compels us to find out whether the 
universe actually had the highly ordered beginning that this expianation 
of time's arrotv requires. 

Cosmology is among the oldest subjects to captivate our species. And 
it's no wonder. We're storytellers, and h a t  story could be more grand 
than the s ton  of creation? Over the last few millennia, religious and 
philosophical traditions worldwide have weighed in with a wealth of ver- 
slons of how everything-the universe-got started. Science, too, over its 
long history, has tried its hand at cosmology. But it was Einstein's discov- 
ery of general relativity that marked the birth of modern scientific cos- 
n1ology. 

Shortly after Einstein published his theory of general relativity, both 
he and others applied it to the universe as a whole. Within a few decades, 
their research led to the tentative framework for what is now called the big 
bang theory, an approach that successfully explained many features of 
astronon~ical observations (Chapter 8). In the mid-1960s, evidence in 
support of big bang cosmoiogy mounted further, as observations revealed 
a nearly uniform haze of microwave radiation permeating space-invisi- 
ble to the naked eye but readily measured by microwave detectors-that 
was predicted by the theory. And certainly by the 1970s, after a decade of 
closer scrutiny and substantial progress in determining how basic ingredi- 
ents in the cosmos respond to extreme changes in heat and temperature, 
the big bang theory secured its place as the leading cosmologicai theory 
(Chapter 9).  

Its successes notwithstanding, the theory suffered significant short- 
comings. It had trouble explaining why space has the overall shape 
revealed by detailed astronon~ical observations, and it offered no explana- 
tion for why the temperature of the micronwe radiation, intently studied 
ever since its discovery, appears thoroughly uniform across the sky More- 
over, what is of primary concern to the story we're telling, the big bang 
theory provided no compelling reason why the universe might have been 
hlghly ordered near the very beginning, as required by the explanation for 
time's arrow. 

These and other open issues inspired a major breakthrough in the 
late 1970s and early !980s, known as inflationar)1 cosmology (Chapter 10). 
Inflationary cosmology modifies the big bang theory by inserting an 
extremely brief burst of astoundingly rapid expansion during the uni- 
verse's earliest moments (in this approach, the size of the universe 
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increased by a factor larger than a million trillion trillion in less than a 
millionth of a trillionth of a trillionth of a second). As will become clear, 
this stupendous growth of the young universe goes a long way toward fill- 
ing in the gaps ieft by the big bang model-of explaining the shape of 
space and the uniformity of the microwave radiation, and also of suggest- 
ing why the early universe might have been highly ordered-thus provid- 
ing significant progress toward explaining both astronomical obsewations 
and the arrow of time we all experience (Chapter i 1) .  

Yet, despite these mounting successes, for two decades inflationary 
cosn~ology has been harboring its own embarrassing secret. Like the stan- 
dard big bang theory it modified, inflationary cosmology rests on the 
equations Einstein discovered with his general theory of relativity. 
Although volumes of research articles attest to the power of Einstein's - 
equations to accurately describe large and massive objects, physicists have 
long known that an accurate theoreticai analysis of small objects-such as 
the observable universe when it was a mere fraction of a second old- 
requires the use of quantum mechanics. T h e  problem, though, is that 
when the equations of general relativity commingle with those of quan- 
tum mechanics, the result is disastrous. The  equations break down 
entirely, and this prevents us from determining how the universe was born 
and whether at its birth it realized the conditions necessary to explain 
time's arrow. 

It's not an  overstatement to describe this situation as a theoretician's 
nightmare: the absence of mathematical tools with which to analyze a 
vital realm that lies beyond experimental accessibility. And since space 
and time are so thoroughly entwned with this particular inaccessible 
realm-the origin of the universe-understanding space and time fully 
requires us to find equations that can cope with the extreme conditions of 
huge density, energy, and temperature characteristic of the universe's ear- 
liest moments. This is an absolutely essential goal, and one that many 
physicists believe requires developing a so-called unzfied theov. 

U n i f i e d  Reality 

Over the past few centuries, physicists have sought to consolidate our 
understanding of the natural world by showing that d~verse and appar- 
ently distinct phenomena are actually governed by a single set of physical 
laws. To Einstein, this goal of unification-of explaining the widest array 
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of phenomena with the fewest physical principles-became a lifelong 
passion. With his two theories of relativity, Einstein united space, time, 
and gravity. But this success only encouraged him to think bigger. He  
dreamed of finding a single, all-encompassing framework capable of 
embracing all of nature's laws; he  called that framework a unified theory. 
Although now and then rumors spread that Einstein had found a unified 
theory, all such clalms turned out to be baseless; Einstein's dream went 
unfulfilled. 

Einstein's focus on a unified theory during the last thirty years of hls 
life distanced him from mainstream physics. Many younger scientists 
viewed his single-minded search for the grandest of all theories as the rav- 
~ n g s  of a great man who, in his !ater years, had turned down the wrong 
path. But in the decades since Einstein's passing, a growing number of 
physiclsts have taken up fils unfinished quest. Today, developing a unified 
theory ranks among the most important problems in theoretical physics. 

For many years, physiclsts found that the central obstacle to realizing 
a unified theory was the fundamental conflict between the two major 
breakthroughs of twentieth-century physics: general relativity and quan- 
tum mechanlcs. Although these two frameworks are typically applied in 
vastly different realms-general relativity to big things like stars and galax- 
ies, quantum mechanics to small things like molecules and atoms-each 
theor) claims to be universal, to work in all realms. However, as men- 
tioned aboxne, whene\:er the theories are used in conjunction, their com- 
bined equations produce nonsensical answers. For instance, when 
quantum mechanlcs is used with general relativity to calculate the proba- 
bility that some process or other involving gravity will take place, the 
answer that's often found is not something like a probability of 24 percent 
or 63 percent or 91 percent; instead, out of the combined mathematics 
pops an infinite probability. That doesn't mean a probability so high that 
you should put all your money on it because it's a shoo-in. Probabilities 
bigger than 100 percent are meaningless. Calculations that produce an 
infinite probability simply show that the combined equations of general 
relativity and quantum mechanics have gone haywire. 

Scientists ha\.e been aware of the tension between general relativity 
and quantum mechanics for more than half a century, but for a long time 
relatively few felt compelled to search for a resolution. Instead, most 
researchers used general relatia.ity solely for analyzing large and massive 
objects, while reserving quantum mechanics solely for analyzing small 
and light objects, carefully keeping each theory a safe distance from the 
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other so their mutual hostility would be held in check. Over the years, this 
approach to detente has allowed for stunning advances in our under- 
standing of each domain, but it does not yield a lasting peace. 

A very few realms-extreme physical situations that are both massive 
and tiny-fall squarely in the demilitarized zone, requirmg that general 
relativity and quantum mechanics simultaneously be brought to bear. 
T h e  center of a black hole, in which a n  e n t ~ r e  star has been crushed by its 
own weight to a m~nuscule  point, and the big bang, in whlch the entire 
observable universe is imagined to have been con~pressed to a nugget far 
smaller than a single atom, provide the two most familiar exampies. With- 
out a successful union between general relativity and quantum mechan- 
ics, the end of collapsing stars and the origin of the universe would 
remain forever n~ysterious. Many scientists were willing to set aside these 
realms, or at least defer thinkmg about them until other, more tractable 
problems had been overcome. 

But a few researchers couldn't wait. A conflict In the known laws of 
physics means a failure to grasp a deep truth and that was enough to keep 
these scientists from resting easy. Those who plunged in, though, found 
the waters deep and the currents rough. !?or long stretches of time, 
research made little progress; things Iooked bleak. Even so, the tenacib, of 
those who had the determination to stay the course and keep alive the 
dream of uniting general reiativity and quantum mechanics is being 
rewarded. Scientists are now charging down paths blazed by those expior- 
ers and are closing in on a harmonious merger of the laws of the large and 
small. The  approach that many agree is a ieading contender is superstring 
theory (Chapter 12) .  

As we will see, superstring theory starts off by proposing a new answer 
to an  old question: what are the smallest, indivisible constituents of niat- 
ter! For many decades, the conventional answer has been that matter is 
composed of particles-electrons and quarks-that can be modeled as 
dots that are indivisible and that have no size and no internal structure. 
Conventional theory claims, and experiments confirm, that these parti- 
cles combine in various ways to produce protons, neutrons, and the wide 
variety of atoms and molecules making up evevthing we've ever encoun- 
tered. Superstring theory tells a different story. It does not deny the key 
role played by electrons, quarks, and the other ?article species revealed by 
experiment, but it does claim that these particles are not dots. Instead, 
according to superstring theory, every particle is composed of a tiny fila- 
ment of energy, some hundred billion billion times smaller than a single 
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atomic nucleus (much smaller than we can currently probe), which is 
shaped like a little string. And just as a violin string can vibrate in different 
patterns, each of which produces a different musical tone, the filaments of 
superstring theory can also tzibrate in different patterns. But these vibra- 
tions don't produce different musical notes; remarkably, the theory claims 
that they produce different particle properties. ,4 tiny string vibrating in 
one pattern ~vould have the mass and the electric charge of an electron; 
according to the theoq; such a {vibrating string would be what we have tra- 
ditionally called an electron. A tiny string vibrating in a different pattern 
would have the requisite properties to identify it as a quark, a neutrino, or 
any other kind of particle. All species of particles are unified in superstring 
theory since each arises from a different vibrational pattern executed by 
the same underlying entity. 

Going from dots to strings-so-small-they-look-like-dots might not 
seem like a terribiy significant change in perspective. But it is. From such 
humble beginnings, superstring theory combines general re!ativity and 
quantum mechanics into a single, consistent theory, banishing the perni- 
ciously infinite probabilities afflicting previously attempted unions. And 
as if that weren't enough, superstring theory has revealed the breadth nec- 
essary to stitch all of nature's forces and all of matter into the same theo- 
retical tapestry. In short, superstring theory is a prime candidate for 
Einstein's unified theory. 

These are grand claims and, if correct, represent a monumental step 
for~vard. But the most stunning feature of superstring theory, one that I 
have little doubt would have set Einstein's heart aflutter, is its profound 
impact on our understanding of the fabric of the cosmos. As we ~vill see, 
superstring theory's proposed fusion of general relativity and quantum 
mechanics 1s mathematically sensible only if we subject our conception 
of spacetime to yet another upheaval. Instead of the three spatial diinen- 
sions and one time dimension of common experience, superstring theory 
requires nine spatial dimensions and one time dimension. And, in a more 
robust incarnation of superstring theory known as M-theov ,  unification 
requires ten space dimensions and one time dimension-a cosmic sub- 
strate composed of a total of eleven spacetime dimensions. As we don't 
see these extra dimensions, superstring theory is telling us that we've so f i r  
glimpsed but a meager slice ojreality. 

Of course, the lack of observational evidence for extra dimensions 
might also mean they don't exist and that superstring theory is wrong. 
However, drawing that conclusion nrould be extremely hasty. Even 
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decades before superstring theory's discovery, visionary scientists, includ- 
ing Einstein, pondered the idea of spatial dimensions beyond the ones 
we see, and suggested possibilities for where they might be hiding. String 
theorists have substantially refined these ideas and have found that extra 
dimensions might be so tightly crumpled that they're too small for us or 
any of our existing equipment to see (Chapter 121, or they might be large 
but invisible to the ways we probe the universe (Chapter 13). Either 
scenario comes with profound implications. Through their impact on 
string vibrations, the geometrical shapes of tiny crumpled dimensions 
might hold answers to some of the most basic questions, like why our uni- 
verse has stars and planets. And the room provided by !arge extra space 
dimensions might allon1 for something even more remarkable: other, 
nearby worlds-not nearbp in ordinary space, but nearbp in the extra 
dimensions-of which weire so far been completely unaware. 

Although a bold idea, the existence of extra dimensions is not just the- 
oretical pie in the sky. It may shortljr be testable. If they exist, extra dimen- 
sions may lead to spectacular results with the next generation of atom 
smashers, like the first human synthesis of a m~croscopic black hole, or 
the production ofa huge variety of new, never before discovered species of 
particles (Chapter 13).  These and other exotic results may provide the 
first evidence for dimensions beyond those directly visible, taking us one 
step closer to establishing superstring theor). as the long-sought unified 
theory. 

If superstring theory is proven correct, we will be forced to accept that 
the reality we have known is but a delicate chiffon draped over a thick and 
richly textured cosmic fabric. Camus' declaration notwithstanding, deter- 
mining the number of space dimensions-and, in particular, finding that 
there aren't lust three-would provide far more than a scientifically inter- 
esting but ultimately inconsequentiai detail. T h e  discovery of extra 
dimensions would show that the entirety of human experience had left us 
completely unaware of a basic and essential aspect of the universe. It 
would forcefully argue that even those features of the cosmos that we have 
thought to be readily accessible to human senses need not be. 

Past a n d  F u t u r e  Reality 

With the development of superstring theory. researchers are optimistic 
that we finally have a framework that will not break down under any con- 
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ditions, no matter how extreme, allowing us one day to peer back with our 
equations and learn what things Lvere like at the very m o n ~ e n t  when the 
universe as we kno~v it got started. To date, no one has gained sufficient 
dexterity n , ~ t h  the theory to apply it unequivocally to the big bang, but 
understanding cosmology according to superstring theory has become 
one of the highest priorities of current research. Over the past few years, 
vigorous worldwide research programs in superstring cosmology have 
yielded novel cosmological frameworks (Chapter 131, suggested new ways 
to test superstring theor). using astrophysical observations (Chapter 14), 
and provided some ofthe first insights into the role the theory map play in 
explaining time's arrow. 

The  arrow of time, through the defining role it plays in everyday life 
and its intimate link with the origin of the universe, lies at a singuiar 
threshold between the reality we experience and the more refined realib 
cutting-edge science seeks to uncover. As such, the question of time's 
arrow provides a common thread that runs through many of the deveiop- 
ments we'll discuss, and it will surface repeatedly in the chapters that fol- 
low. This 1s fitting. Of the many factors that shape the lives \Ire lead, time 
is among the most dominant. As we continue to gain f a c i l i ~  with super- 
string theory and its extension, iWtheory, our cosmoiogical insights will 
deepen, bringing both time's origin and its arrow into ever-sharper focus. 
If ~ v e  let our imaginations run wild, we can even envision that the depth 
of our understanding will one day allow us to navigate spacetime and 
hence break free from the spatio-temporal chams rvith which we've been 
shackled for millennia (Chapter 15). 

Of course, it is extremely unlikely that we will ever achieve such 
power. But even if we never gain the ability to control space and time, 
deep understanding yields its own empowerment. Our  grasp of the true 
nature of space and time would be a testament to the capacity of the 
human intellect. We would finally come to know space and time-the 
silent, ever-present markers delineating the outermost boundaries of 
human experience. 

Coming  of Age in  Space and T i m e  

When I turned the last page of The Myth ojSisyphus many j7ears ago, I 
was surprised by the text's having achieved an overarching feeling of opti- 
mism. After all, a man condemned to pushing a rock up  a hill with full 
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knonledge that it will roll back down, requiring him to start pushing 
ane\r, is not the sort of story that you'd expect to have a happy ending. Yet 
Camus found profo~ind hope in the ability of Sisyphus to exert free will, 
to press on against insurmountable obstacles, and to assert his c h o ~ c e  to 
survive e\.en when condemned to an  absurd task within an indifferent 
universe. By relinquishing everything beyond immediate experience, and 
ceasing to search for any kind of deeper understanding or deeper mean- 
ing, Sisyphus, Camus argued, triumphs. 

I was thoroughly struck by Camus' ability to find hope where most 
others would see only despair. But as a teenager, and only more so in the 
decades since, I found that I couldn't embrace Camus' assertion that a 
deeper understanding of the universe would fail to make life more r ~ c h  or 
worthnhile. Whereas Sisyphus tvas Camus' hero, the greatest of scien- 
tists-Newton, Einstein, Neils Bohr, and Richard Feynman-became 
mine. And nnhen I read Feynman's description of a rose-ln which h e  
explained how he could experience the fragrance and beauty of the 
floner as fully as anyone, but how his knowledge of physics enriched the 
experience enormously because he  could also take in the wonder and 
magnificence of the underlying molecular, atomic, and subatonlic 
processes-I was hooked for good. I wanted what Feynman described: to 
assess life and to experience the universe on all possible levels, not just 
those that happened to be accessible to our frail human senses. The  
search for the deepest understanding of the cosmos became my lifeblood. 

As a professional physicist, I have long since realized that there was 
much nai'vetk in my high school infatuation with physics. Physicists gen- 
erally do not spend their working days contemplating flowers in a state of 
cosmic awe and reverie. Instead, we devote much of our time to grappling 
with complex mathematical equations scrawled across well-scored chalk- 
boards. Progress can be slow. Promising ideas, more often than not, lead 
nowhere. That's the nature of scientific research. Yet, even during periods 
of minimal progress, I've found that the etiort spent puzzling and calcu- 
lating has only made me feel a closer connection to the cosmos. I've 
found that you can come to know the universe not only by resolving its 
mysteries, but also by immersing yourself within them. Answers are great. 
Answers confirmed by experiment are greater still. But even answers that 
are ultimately proven wrong represent the result of a deep engagement 
with the cosmos-an engagement that sheds intense illumination on the 
questions, and hence on the universe itself. Even when the rock associ- 
ated with a particular scientific exploration happens to roll back to square 
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one, we nevertheiess learn something and our experience of the cosmos is 
enriched. 

Of course, the history of science reveals that the rock of our collective 
scientific inquiry-with contributions from innumerable scientists across - .  

the continents and through the centuries-does not roll down the moun- 
tain. Unlike Sisyphus, we don't begin from scratch. Each generation 
takes over from the previous, pays homage to its predecessors' hard work, 
insight, and creativity, and pushes up  a little further. New theories and 
more refined measurements are the mark of scientific progress, and such 

. - 

progress builds on what came before, almost never wiping the slate clean. 
Because this is the case, our task is far from absurd or pointless. In push- 
ing the rock up the mountain, we undertake the most exquisite and noble 
of tasks: to unveil this piace we call home, to revel in the wonders we dis- 
cover, and to hand off our knowledge to those who follow. 

For a species that, by cosmic time scales, has only just learned to walk 
upright, the challenges are staggering. Yet, over the last three hundred 
years, as we've progressed from classicai to reiativistic and then to quan- 
tum reality, and have now moved on  to explorations of unified reality, our 
mlnds and instruments have swept across the grand expanse of space and 
time, bringing us closer than ever to a world that has proved a deft master 
of disguise. And as we've continued to slowly unmask the cosmos, we've 
gained the intimacy that comes only from closing in on the clarity of 
truth. The  explorations have far to go, but to many it feels as though our 
species is finally reaching childhood's end. 

To be sure, our coming of age here on the outskirts of the Milky Way6 
has been a long time in the making. In one way or another, we've been 
exploring our world and contemplating the cosn~os for thousands of years. 
But for most of that time we made 0111s brief forays into the unknown, 
each time returning home somewhat wiser but largely unchanged. It took 
the brashness of a Newton to plant the flag of modern scient~fic inquiry 
and never turn back. IVe've been heading higher ever since. And all our 
travels began with a simple question. 

\\%at is space? 

The  Universe 
a n d  the  B u c k e t  

I S  S P A C E  A  H U M A N  A B S T R A C T I O N  OR A  P H Y S I C A L  E N T I T Y ?  

I t's not often that a bucket of water is the central character in a three- 
hundred-year-long debate. But a bucket that belonged to Sir Isaac 
Newton is no ordinary bucket, and a little experiment he  described in 

1689 has deeply influenced some of the world's greatest physicists ever 
since. The  experiment is this: Take a bucket filled with water, hang it by a 
rope, hvist the rope tightly so that it's read), to unwind, and let it go. At 
first, the bucket starts to spin but the water ins~de remains fairly stationary; 
the surface of the stationary water stays nice and flat. As the bucket picks 
up  speed, little by little its motion is communicated to the water by fric- 
tion, and the water starts to spin too. As it does, the water's surface takes 
on a concave shape, higher at the rim and lower in the center, as in Fig- 
ure 2.1. 

That's the experiment-not quite something that gets the heart rac- 
ing. But a little thought will show that this bucket of spinning water is 
extremely puzzling. And coming to grips with it, as we have not yet done 
in over three centuries, ranks among the most important steps toward 
grasping the structure of the universe. Understanding why will take some 
background, but it is well worth the effort. 
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Figure 2.1 The surface of the water starts out flat and remains so as the 
bucket starts to spin Subsequently, as the water also starts to spm, its sur- 
face becomes concave, and ~t remains concave a hile t'he water spins, 
e\en as the bucket s l o ~ s  and stops 

Rela t iv i ty  B e f o r e  E i n s t e i n  

"Relativity" is a word we associate with Einstein, but the concept goes 
much further back. Galileo, Newton, and many others were well aware 
that velocity-the speed and direct~on of an object's motion-is relative. 
In modern terms, from the batter's point of view, a well-pitched fastball 
might be approaching at 100 miles per hour. From the baseball's point of 
view, it's the batter \vho is approaching at 100 miles per hour. Both 
descriptrons are accurate; it's just a matter of perspective. Motion has 
meaning only i11 a relational sense: An object's velocity can be specified 
only In relation to that of another object. You've probably experienced 
this. When the train you are on is next to another and you see relative 
motion, you can't immediately tell which train is actually moving on the 
tracks. Galileo described this effect using the transport of his day, boats. 
Drop a coin on a smoothly sailing ship, Galileo said, and it will hit your 
foot just as ~t would on dry land. From your perspective, you are justified 
in declaring that you are stationaq and it's the water that is rush~ng by the 
ship's hull. And smce from this point of view you are not moving, the 
coin's motion relative to your foot will be exactly what it would have been 
before you embarked. 

Of course, there are circumstances under which your motion seems 
intrins~c, when you can feel it and you seem able to declare, without 

The Unzverse and  the 

recourse to external comparisons, that you 
is the case with accelerated motion, motion 

Bucket 2 5 

are definitely mowng. This 
in which your speed andior 

your direction changes. If the boat you are on suddenly lurches one way 
or another, or slows down or speeds up, or changes direction by round- 
ing a bend, or gets caught in a whirlpool and spins around and around, 
you knoiv that you are moving. And you realize this without looking 
out and comparing your motion with some chosen point of reference. 
Even if your eyes are closed, you know you're moving, because you feel 
it. Thus, while you can't feel motion with constant speed that heads in 
an unchanging straight-line trajectory-constant veloclty motion, it's 
called-you can feel changes to your velocity. 

But if you think about it for a moment, there is something odd about 
this. What is it about changes in velocity that allows them to stand alone, 
to have intrinsic meaning? If velocity is something that makes sense only 
by comparisons-by saying that this is moving ~vi th  respect to that-how 
is it that changes in velocity are somehow different, and don't also require 
comparisons to give them meaning? In fact, could it be that they actually 
do require a comparison to be made? Could it be that there is some 
implicit or hidden comparison that is actually at work every time we refer 
to or experience accelerated motion? This is a central question we're 
heading toward because, perhaps surprisingly, it touches on the deepest 
issues surrounding the meaning of space and time. 

Galileo's insights about motion, most notably his assertion that the 
earth itself moves, brought upon him the wrath of the Inquisition. A more 
cautious Descartes, in his Principia Philosophiae, sought to avoid a similar 
fate and couched his understanding of motion in an equivocating frame- 
work that could not stand up to the close scrutiny Newton gave it some 
thirty years later. Descartes spoke about objects' having a resistance to 
changes to their state of motion: something that is motionless will stay 
motionless unless someone or something forces it to move; something 
that is moving in a straight line at constant speed will maintain that 
motion until someone or something forces it to change. But what, New- 
ton asked, do these notions of "motionless" or "straigint line at constant 
speedv really mean? Motionless or constant speed with respect to what? 
I\/Iotionless or constant speed from whose \~iewpoint? If velocity is not 
constant, with respect to what or from whose viewpomt is it not constant? 
Descartes correctly teased out aspects of motion's meaning, but Newton 
realized that he  left key questions unanswered. 

Newton-a man so driven by the pursuit oftruth that he once shoved 
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a blunt needle between his eye and the socket bone to study ocular 
anatomy and, later In life as Master of the Mint, meted out the harshest of 
punishments to counterfeiters, sending more than a hundred to the gal- 
lows-had no tolerance for false or incon~plete reasoning. So he  decided 
to set the record straight. This led him to Introduce the bucket.' 

The Bucket  

When we left the bucket, both it and the water within were spinning, nith 
the water's surface forming a concave shape. T h e  issue Newton raised IS, 
Why does the water's surface take this shape? Well, because it's spinning, 
you say, and just as we feel pressed against the side of a car when it takes a 
sharp turn, the water gets pressed against the side of the bucket as ~t spins. 
And the oniy place for the pressed water to go is upward. This reasoning is 
sound, as far as it goes, but it misses the reai intent of Newton's question. 
He wanted to know what it means to say that the ~vater is spinning: spin- 
ning with respect to what? Newton was grappling with the very founda- 
tion of motion and was far from ready to accept that accelerated motion 
such as spinning-is somehow beyond the need for external compar- 
isons. * 

A natural suggestion is to use the bucket itself as the object of refer- 
ence. But, as Newton argued, this fails. You see, at first when we let the 
bucket start to spin, there is definitely relative motion between the bucket 
and the water, because the water does not immediately move. Even so, 
the surface of the water stays flat. Then,  a little later, ~ v h e n  the water is 
spinning and there isn't r eh ive  motion between the bucket and the 
water, the surface of the water is concave. So, with the bucket as our 
object of reference, we get exactly the opposite of what we expect: when 
there is relative motion, the water's surface is flat; and when there is no 
relative motion, the surface is concave. 

In fact, we can take Newton's bucket experiment one small step fur- 
ther. As the bucket continues to spin, the rope will hvist again (in the 
other direction), causing the bucket to slow down and momentarily come 
to rest, while the water inside continues to spin. At this point, the relative 

"The terms centn'j%gal and cenm'petal force are sometimes used when describlng 
sp~nnlng motion. But they are merely labels. Our  Intent is to understand why splnnlng 
motion gives rise to force. 

The Universe a n d  the Bucket 

motion between the water and the bucket is the same as ~t a,as near the 

I very beg~nnlng of the exper~ment (except for the mconsequential differ- 
ence of clockw~se vs. counterclock\s~ise motion), but the shape of the 

1 nater's surface 1s different (previously being flat, now bemg concave); this 

i s h o w  conclus~vely that the relative motion cannot expiam the surface's 

I shape. 
Having ruled out the bucket as a relevant reference for the motion 

of the water, Newton boldly took the next step. Imagine, h e  suggested, 
I another verslon of the spinning bucket experiment carried out In deep, 

I cold, completely empty space. We can't run exactly the same expermlent, 
i 
i since the shape of the uater's surface depended in part on the pull of 
I earth's gram?, and In t h ~ s  version the earth is absent. So, to create a more 
i 
I workable example, let's lmaglne Lte have a huge bucket-one as large as 
I 
I any amusement park ride-that is floating in the darkness of empty space, 

I and imagine that a fearless astronaut, Homer, is strapped to the bucket's 

I ~nterlor wall. (Nenton didn't actually use this example; he  suggested 
using two rocks tled together by a rope, but the pomt 1s the same.) The  

I telltale slgn that the bucket is spinn~ng, the analog of the water bemg 
i 
I 

pushed outward yelding a concave surface, is that Homer will feel pressed 
1 against the ~nside  of the bucket, h ~ s  facial skm pulling taut, his stomach 
f slightly compressing, and his hair (both strands) straining back toward the 
I 
i bucket wall. Here 1s the questton: In totally empty space-no sun, no 
i 
1 earth, no air, no doughnuts, no anythmg-what could possibly serve as 
j the "somethingn with respect to which the bucket 1s spmningi At first, 

since n e  are maglning space is completely empt) except for the bucket 

I and ~ t s  contents, it looks as if there slmply isn't anythmg else to senie as the 
I something. Newton disagreed. 
I He answered by fixing on the ultlmate contamer as the relevant frame 
i 

of reference: space itself He proposed that the transparent, empty arena 
in which we are all immersed and within w h ~ c h  all motlon takes place 
exlsts as a real, physical entlb,  whlch he  called absolute space ' We can't 

! grab or clutch absolute space, we can't taste or smell or hear absolute 

I space, but nevertheless Newton declared that absolute space 1s a some- 
, thing. It's the something, h e  proposed, that provldes the truest reference 
I 
I for describing motion. An object is truly at rest when it 1s at rest with 
I 
I respect to absolute space. An object 1s truly movlng when it is moving 

~vl th  respect to absolute space. And, most ~mportant ,  Newton concluded, 
an object 1s truly accelerat~ng when it 1s accelerating w t h  respect to 
absolute space. 
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Newton used t h ~ s  proposal to explain the terrestrial bucket expen- 
ment in the following may. At the beginning of the experiment, the bucket 
is spinning with respect to absolute space, but the water is stationary v+rith 
respect to absolute space. That's why the water's surface is flat. As the 
water catches up with the bucket, it is now spinning with respect to 
absolute space, and that's why its surface becon~es concave. As the bucket 
slows because of the tightening rope, the water continues to spin-spin- 
ning with respect to absolute space-and that's why its surface continues 
to be concave. And so, whereas relative motion between the water and the 
bucket cannot account for the observations, relative motion between the 
water and absolute space can. Space itself provides the true frame of ref- 
erence for defining motion. 

The  bucket is but an example; the reasoning is of course far more 
general. According to Ne~vton's perspective, when you round the bend in 
a car, you feel the change in your velocity because you are accelerating 
with respect to absolute space. When the plane you are on is gearing up 
for takeoff, you fee! pressed back in your seat because you are accelerating 
with respect to absolute space. When you spin around on ice skates, you 
feel your arms being flung outward because you are accelerat~ng with 
respect to absolute space. By contrast, if someone were able to spin the 
entire ice arena while you stood still (assuming the idealized situation of 
frictionless skates) -giving rise to the same relative motion between you 
and the ice-you would not feel pour arms flung outward, because you 
would not be accelerating with respect to absolute space. And, lust to 
make sure you don't get sidetracked by the irrelevant details of examples 
that use the human body, when Newton's two rocks tied together by a 
rope twirl around in empty space, the rope pulls taut because the rocks 
are accelerating with respect to absolute space. Absolute space has the 
final word on what ~t means to move. 

But what is absolute space, really? In dealing with this question, Nenz- 
ton responded with a bit of fancy footwork and the force of fiat. He  first 
wrote in the Principla "I do not define time, space, place, and motion, as 
[they] are well known to sidestepping any attempt to describe these 
concepts with rigor or precision. His next words have become famous: 
"Absolute space, in its own nature, without reference to anything external, 
remains always similar and unmovable." That is, absolute space just is, 
and is forever. Period. But there are glimmers that Newton was not com- 
pletely comfortable with s~mply declaring the existence and importance 
of something that you can't directly see, measure, or affect. He wrote, 
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It 1s indeed a matter of great difficulty to discover and effectually 
to distinguish the true n~otions of particular bodies from the 
apparent, because the parts of that immovable space in w h ~ c h  
those motions are performed do bj. no  means come under the 
observations of our senses.' 

So Newton leaves us In a somewhat awkward position. He  puts 
absolute space front and center in the description of the most basic and 
essential element of physics-n~otion-but he  leaves its definit~on vague 
and acknowledges his own discomfort about placmg such an important 
egg In such an eluswe basket. Many others have shared this disconlfort. 

S p a c e  Jam 

Einstein once said that if someone uses words like "red," "hard," or "dis- 
appointed," we all basically know what is meant. But as for the word 
"space," "whose relation with psychological experience is less direct, there 
exists a far-reaching uncertainty of interpretation."' This uncertainty 
reaches far back: the struggie to come to grips with the meaning of space 
is an ancient one. Democritus, Epicurus, Lucretius, Pythagoras, Plato, 
Xristotle, and many of their followers through the ages wrestled in one 
way or another with the meaning of "space." Is there a difference between 
space and matter? Does space have an existence independent of the pres- 
ence of material objects? Is there such a thing as empty space? Are space 
and matter mutually exclus~ve? Is space finite or infinite? 

For millennia, the philosophical parsings of space often arose in tan- 
dem with theological inquiries. God, according to some, is omnipresent, 
an idea that gives space a divine character. This line of reasoning was 
advanced by Henry More, a seventeenth-century theologianIphilosopher 
who, some think, may have been one of Newton's  mentor^.^ He believed 
that if space \vere empty it xould not exist, but he  also argued that this is 
an irrelevant obsemation because, even when devoid of material oblects, 
space is filled \vith spirit, so it is never truly empty. Newton himself took 
on a version of this idea, allowing space to be filled by "spirituai sub- 
stance" as well as material substance, but he  was careful to add that such 
spiritual stuff "can be no obstacle to the motion of matter; no  more than if 
nothing were in its n.ay."' i4bsolute space, Newton declared, is the senso- 
rium of God. 
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Such philosoph~cal and religious musings on space can be com- 
pelling and provocative, yet, as in Einstein's cautionary remark above, 
they lack a critical sharpness of description. But there is a fundamental 
and precisely framed question that emerges from such discourse: should 
we ascribe an Independent reality to space, as we do for other, more ordi- 
nary mater~al objects like the book you are now holding, or should we 
think of space as merely a language for describing relationships between 
ordinary material objects? 

The  great German philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz, who 
was Newton's contemporary, firmly believed that space does not exist In 
any conventional sense. Talk of space, he claimed, is nothing more than 
an easy and convenient way of encoding where things are relative to one 
another. But without the objects zn space, space itself has no independent 
meaning or existence. Think of the English alphabet. It provides an order 
for twenty-six letters-it provides relations such as a is next to b, d is six let- 
ters before j, x is three letters after u, and so on. But without the letters, the 
alphabet has no meaning-it has no "supra-letter," independent exis- 
tence. Instead, the alphabet comes into bemg with the letters whose lexi- 
cographic relations it supplies. Leibniz claimed that the same is true for 
space: Space has no meaning beyond providing the natural language for 
discussing the relationship between one object's location and another. 
According to Leibniz, if all objects were removed from space-if space 
were completely empty-it would be as meaningless as an alphabet that's 
missing its letters. 

Leibniz put forward a number of arguments in support of this so- 
called relationist position. For example, he  argued that if space really 
exists as an entity, as a background substance, God would have had to 
choose where in this substance to place the universe. But how could God, 
whose decisions all have sound justification and are never random or hap- 
hazard, have possibly distinguished one location in the uniform void of 
empiy space from another, as they are all alike? To the scientifically recep- 
tive ear, this argument sounds tinny. But if we remove the theological ele- 
ment, as Leibniz himself did in other arguments he  put forward, we are 
left nrith thorn); issues: Mihat is the location of the universe withln space? 
If the universe were to move as a whole-leaving all relative positions of 
material objects intact-ten feet to the left or right, how would we know? 
What is the speed of the entire universe through the substance of space? If 
we are fundamentally unable to detect space, or changes within space, 
how can we claim it actually exists? 

r 
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It is here that Newton stepped in with his bucket and dramatically 
changed the character of the debate. While Newton agreed that certain 
features of absolute space seem difficult or perhaps impossible to detect 
directly, he  argued that the existence of absolute space does have conse- 
quences that are observable: accelerations, such as those at play in the 
rotating bucket, are accelerations wrth respect to absolute space. Thus, 
the concave shape ofthe water, according to Newton, is a consequence of 
the existence of absolute space. And Newton argued that once one has 
any solid evidence for something's existence, no matter how indirect, that 
ends the discussion. In one clever stroke, Newton shifted the debate about 
space from philosophical ponderings to scientificaIIy verifiable data. The  
effect was palpable. In due course, Leibn~z was forced to admit, "I grant 
there is a difference between absolute true motion of a body and a mere 
relative change of its situation with respect to another body."' This was 
not a capitulation to Newton's absolute space, but it was a strong blow to 
the firm relationist position. 

During the next two hundred years, the arguments of Leibniz and 
others against assigning space an  independent reality generated hardly an 
echo In the scientific ~ o m m u n i t y . ~  Instead, the pendulum had clearly 
swung to Newton's view of space; his laws of motion, founded on his con- 
cept of absolute space, took center stage. Certainly, the success of these 
laws in describing observations was the essential reason for their accep- 
tance. It's striking to note, however, that Newton himself viewed all of his 
achievements in physics as merely forming the solid foundation to sup- 
port what he  considered his really important discovery: absolute space. 
For Newton, it was all about space.10 

i Mach and the Meaning of Space 

1 IVhen I mas grovling up, I used to play a game nith my father as we 
I 

I walked donm the streets of Manhattan. One  of us would look around, 
i secretly fix on somethmg that \\as happening-a bus rushing by, a plgeon 
i landing on a w~ndows~ll ,  a man accidentally dropping a coin-and 

I describe how ~t would look from an unusual perspective such as the tiheel 
of the bus, the plgeon In f l~ght,  or the quarter fallmg earthward. T h e  chal- 
lenge was to take an unfamiliar description like "I'm n a l k ~ n g  on a dark, 

I cylmdr~cal surface surrounded by low, textured walls, and an unruly 

i 
bunch of thick whlte tendrils 1s descending from the skj;" and figure out 

I 
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that it was the vlew of an ant walking on a hot dog that a street vendor n.as 
garnishing with sauerkraut. Although we stopped playing years before I 
took my first physics course, the game is at least partly to blame for my 
having a fair amount of distress when I encountered Newton's laws. 

The  game encouraged seeing the world from different vantage points 
and emphasized that each was as valid as any other. But according to New- 
ton, while you are certainly free to conten~plate the world from any per- 
spective you choose, the different vantage points are by no means on an 
equal footing. From the viewpoint of an ant on an ice skater's boot, it is the 
ice and the arena that are spinning; from the viewpoint ofa spectator in the 
stands, it is the ice skater that is spinning. The  hvo vantage points seem to 
be equally valid, they seem to be on an  equal footing, they seem to stand in 
the symmetric relationship of each spinning with respect to the other. Yet, 
according to Newton, one of these perspectives 1s more right than the other 
since if it really is the Ice skater that 1s spinning, his or her arms will splay 
outward, whereas if it really is the arena that is spinning, his or her arms 
will not. Accepting Newton's absolute space meant accepting an absolute 
conception of acceleration, and, in particular, accepting an absolute 
answer regarding tvho or ~vha t  is really spinning. I struggled to understand 
how this could possibly be true. Every source I consulted-textbooks and 
teachers alike-agreed that only relative motion had relevance when con- 
sidering constant velocity motion, so why in the world, I endlessly puzzled, 
would accelerated motion be so different? \?Thy wouldn't relative accelera- 
tion, like relative velocity, be the only thing that's relevant when consider- 
ing motion at velocity that isn't constant? T h e  existence of absolute space 
decreed otherwise, but to me this seemed thoroughly peculiar. 

Much later I learned that over the last few hundred years many 
physicists and philosophers-sometimes loudly, sometimes quietly-had 
struggled with the very same issue. Although Newton's bucket seemed to 
show defin~tlvely that absolute space is a.hat selects one perspective over 
another (if someone or something is spinning w ~ t h  respect to absolute 
space then they are really spinning; otherwise they are not), this resolu- 
tion left many people who mull over these issues unsatisfied. Beyond the 
intuitive sense that no perspective should be "more right" than any other, 
and beyond the eminently reasonable proposal of Leibniz that only rela- 
tive motion between material objects has meaning, the concept of 
absolute space left many wondering how absolute space can allow us to 
identify true accelerated motion, as with the bucket, while it cannot pro- 
vide a way to identify true constant velocity motion. After all, if absolute 
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space really exists, it should provide a benchmark for all motion, not just 
accelerated motion. If absolute space really exists, why doesn't it provide a 
way of identifying where we are located in an absolute sense, one that 
need not use our position relative to other material objects as a reference 
point! And, if absolute space really exists, how come it can affect us (caus- 
ing our arms to splay if we spin, for example) ~vhile we apparently have no 
\vay to affect it? 

In the centuries since Newton's work, these questions \vere somet~mes 
debated, but it wasn't until the mid-1800s, ~ v h e n  t'he '4ustrian physicist 
and philosopher Ernst Mach came on the scene, that a bold, prescient, 
and extremely influential ne\v view about space was suggested-a view 
that, among other things, would in due  course have a deep impact on 
'Albert Einstein. 

To understand Mach's insight-or, more precisely, one modern read- 
ing of ideas often attributed to Mach" -let's go back to the bucket for a 
moment. There is something odd about Newton's argument. The  bucket 
experiment challenges us to explain whj. the surface of the water is flat In 
one situation and concave in another. In hunting for explanations, we 
examined the is720 situations and realized that the key difference between 
them was whether or not the water was spinning. Naturally, we tried to 
explain the shape of the water's surface by appealing to its state of motion. 
But here's the thing: before introducing absolute space, Newton focused 
solely on the bucket as the possible reference for determining the motion 
of the water and, as we saw, that approach fails. But there are other refer- 
ences that we could naturally use to gauge the water's motion, such as the 
laboratory in nhich the experiment takes place-its floor, ceiling, and 
walls. O r  if we happened to perform the experiment on a sunny day in an 
open fieid, the surrounding buildings or trees, or the ground under our 
feet, would provide the "stationary" reference to determine whether the 
water was spinning. And if we happened to perform this experiment while 
floating in outer space, we ~vould invoke the distant stars as our stationary 
reference. 

'There is debate concerning Zlach's precise wens on the material that follows Some 
oihis writings are a bit ambiguous and some of the ideas attributed to him arose from sub- 
sequent interpretatlons of his n o d  Since he seems to have been aware of these lnterpre- 
tations and never offered corrections, some h a ~ e  suggested that he agreed \wth their 
conciusions But historical accuracy might be better served if e l e q  tlme 1 write ' I\Iach 
argued" or "Mach's ideas," you read it to mean "the prevailing Interpretation of an 
approach mtiated by Mach " 
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This leads to the following question. Might Newton have kicked the 
bucket aside with such ease that he  skipped too quickly over the relative 
motion we are apt to invoke in real life, such as between the water and the 
laboratory, or the water and the earth, or the water and the fixed stars in 
the skpi Might it be that such relative motion can account for the shape of 
the water's surface, eliminating the need to introduce the concept of 
absolute space? That was the line of questioning raised by Mach in the 
1870s. 

To understand Mach's point more fully, imagine you're floating in 
outer space, feeling calm, motionless, and weig'htless. You look out and 
you can see the distant stars, and they too appear to be perfectly stationary. 
(It's a real Zen moment.) Just then, someone floats by, grabs hold of you, 
and sets you spinning around. You ~vill notice two things. First, your arms 
and legs will feel pulled from vour body and if you let them go they will 
splay outward. Second, as you gaze out toward the stars, they will no 
longer appear stationaq. Instead, they will seem to be spinning in great 
circular arcs across the distant heavens. Your experience thus reveals a 
close association between feeling a force on your body and witnessing 
motion with respect to the distant stars. Hold this in mind as we try the 
experiment again but in a different enr rironment. ' 

Imagine now that you are immersed in the blackness of completely 
empty space: no  stars, no galaxies, no  planets, no air, nothing but total 
blackness. (A real existential moment.) This time, if you start spinning, 
will you feei it! Will your arms and legs fee! pulled outward! Our  experi- 
ences in day-to-day life lead us to answer yes: any time we change from 
not spinning (a state in which we feel nothing) to spinning, we feel the 
difference as our appendages are pulled outward. But the current exam- 
ple is unlike anythmg any of us has ever experienced. In t'he universe as 
we know it, there are always othe: material objects, either nearby or, at the 
very least, far away (such as the distant stars), that can serve as a reference 
for our various states of motion. In this example, however, there is 
absolutely no way for j.ou to distinguish "not spinning" from "spinning" 
by comparisons with other material objects; there aren't any other mater- 
ial objects. hIach took this observation to heart and extended it one giant 
step further. He  suggested that in this case there might also be no way to 
feel a difference behveen various states of spinning. More precisely, Mach 
argued that in an otherwise empty universe there is no distinction between 
spinning and not spinning-there is no conception of motion or acceler- 
ation if there are no benchmarks for con~parison-and so spinning and 
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not splnning are the same. If Newton's two rocks tied together by a rope 
were set spinning in an othernrise empty universe, Mach reasoned that the 
rope would remain slack. If you spun around in an  otherwise empty uni- 
verse, your arms and legs would not splay outward, and the fluid in your 
ears would be unaffected; you'd feel nothing. 

This is a deep and subtle suggestion. To reall? absorb it, you need to 
put yourself into the example earnestly and fully imagine the black, uni- 
form stillness of totally empty space. It's not like a dark room in which you 
feel the floor under your feet or in which your eyes slowly adjust to the 
tmy amount of light seeping in from outside the door or wndow; instead, 
we are imagining that there are no things, so there is no floor and there is 
absolutely no light to adjust to. Regardless of where you reach or iook, you 
feel and see absolutely nothlng at all. You are engulfed in a cocoon of 
unvarying blackness, with no mater~al benchmarks for comparison. And 
without such benchmarks, Mach argued, the veqP concepts of motion and 
acceleration cease to have meaning It's not just that you won't feel any- - 
thing if you spln; it's more basic. In a n  otherwse empt). universe, standing 
perfectly motionless and spinning uniformly are indistingu~shable." 

Newton, of course, would have disagreed. He claimed that even con+ 
pletely empQ space still has space. And, although space is not tangible or 
directly graspable, Newton argued that it still provides a something with 
respect to which material objects can be said to move. But remember how 
Newton came to this conclusion: He  pondered rotating motion and 
assumed that the results familiar from the laboratory (the water's surface 
becomes concave; Homer feeis pressed against the bucket wall; your arms 
splay ouisvard when you spin around; the rope tied between two spinning 
rocks becomes taut) vllould hold true if the expermlent were carried out in 
empty space. This assumption led him to search for someth~ng in empty 
space relattve to which the motion could be defined, and the something 
he  came up w t h  nras space itself. Mach strongl~ challenged the key 

"Vhile I like human examples because they make an immediate connect~on 
between the physics we're discussmg and innate sensat~ons, a drawback IS our ability to 
move, volit~onally, one part of our body relative to another-in effect, to use one part of 
our body as the benchmark for another part's m o t ~ o n  (like someone \ ~ h o  s p m  one of his 
arms relative to h ~ s  head). I emphasize uniform splnning mot~on-spinnlng motion In 
which every part of the body splns together-to avoid such irrelevant complications. So, 
when I talk about your body's spinnmg, ~magine  that, like Newton's hvo rocks tled by a 
rope or a skater in the final moments of an Olympic routme, every part of your body spins 
at the same rate as every other. 
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assumption: He argued that what happens in the laboratory is not what 
would happen in con~pletely empty space. 

Mach's was the first significant challenge to Newton's work in more 
than two centuries, and for years it sent shock waves through the physics 
cornmunit). (and beyond: in 1909, whiie living in London, Vladimir 
Lenin wrote a philosophical pamphlet that, among other things, dis- 
cussed aspects of Mach's work"). But if Mach was right and there was no 
notion of spinning in an  otherwise empty universe-a state of affairs that 
would eliminate Newton's justification for absolute space-that still 
ieaves the problem of expiaining the terrestrial bucket experiment, in 
which the water certainly does take on a concave shape. Without invok- 
ing absolute space-if absolute space is not a so~nething-how would 
Mach explain the water's shape! T h e  answer emerges from thinking 
about a simple objection to Mach's reasoning. 

M a c h ,  M o t i o n ,  a n d  t h e  S t a r s  

Imagine a universe that is not compietely empty, as Mach envisioned, 
but, instead, one that has just a handful of stars sprinkled across the sky. If 
you perform the outer-space-spinning experiment now, the stars-even if 
they appear as mere pinpricks of light coming from enormous distance- 
provide a means of gauging your state of n~ot ion.  If you start to spm, the 
distant pinpoints of light will appear to circle around you. And since the 
stars provide a visuai reference that allows you to distinguish spinning 
from not spinning, you would expect to be able to feel it, too. But how can 
a few distant stars make such a difference, their presence or absence 
somehow acting as a switch that turns on or off the sensation of spinning 
(or more generally, the sensation of accelerated motion)? If you can feel 
spinning motion in a universe with merely a few distant stars, perhaps that 
means Mach's idea is just wrong-perhaps, as assumed by Newton, in an 
empty universe you would still feel the sensation of spinning. 

hlach offered an answer to this objection. In an  empty universe, 
according to Mach, you feel nothing if you spin (more precisely, there is 
not even a concept of spinning 11s. nonspinning). At the other end of the 
spectrum, in a universe populated by all t'he stars and other material 
objects existing in our real universe, the splaying force on your arms and 
legs is what you experience when you actually spin. (Try it.) And-here is 
the point-in a universe that is not empty but that has less matter than 
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ours, Mach suggested that the force you would feel from spinning would 
- - 

lie between nothing and what you would feel in our universe. That is, the 
force you feel is proportional to the amount of matter in the universe. In a 
universe with a single star, you would feel a minuscule force on pour body 
if you started spinning. With two stars, the force ~vould get a bit stronger, 
and so on and so on, until you got to a universe with the material content 
of our onm, in which you feel the full familiar force of spinning. In this 
approach, the force you feel from acceleration arises as a collective effect, 
a collective influence of all the other matter in the universe. 

Again, the proposal holds for all kinds of accelerated motion, not just 
spinning. When the airplane you are on is accelerating down the runway, 
nrhen the car you are in screeches to a halt, when the elevator you are in 
starts to ciimb, Mach's ideas imply that the force you feel represents the 
combined influence of all the other matter making up the universe. If 
there were more matter, you would feel greater force. If there were less 
matter, you would feel less force. And if there were no matter, you 
wouldn't feel anything at all. So, in Mach's way of thinking, only relative 
motion and relative acceleration matter. You feel acceleration only when 
you accelerate relatrve to the average distribution ofother materlal ~nhabrt-  
Ing the cosmos. Without other material-without any benchmarks for - 
comparison--hlach claimed there would be no way to experience accel- 
eration. 

For many physicists, this is one of the most seductive proposals 
about the cosmos put forward durlng the last century and a half. Gen- 
erations of physicists have found it deeply unsettling to imagine that 
the untouchable, ungraspable, unclutchable fabric of space is really a 
something-a something substantial enough to provide the ultimate, 
absolute benchmark for motion. To many it has seemed absurd, or at 
least scientifically irresponsible, to base an  understanding of motion on 
something so thoroughly imperceptible, so completely beyond our 
senses, that it borders on the mystical. Yet these same physicists were 
dogged by the question of how else to explain Newton's bucket. Mach's 
insights generated excitement because they raised the possibility of a new 
answer, one in which space is not a something, an answer that points 
back toward the relationist conception of space advocated by Leibniz. 
Space, in Mach's view, is very much as Leibniz imagined-it's the lan- 
guage for expressing the r e l a t i o n s h ~ ~  between one object's position and 
another's. But, like an alphabet without letters, space does not enjoy an 
independent existence. 



Mach vs. Newton 

I learned of Mach's ideas when ! was an undergraduate, and they were a 
godsend. Here, finally, was a theory of space and motion that put all per- 
spectives back on an equal footing, since only relative motion and relative 
acceleration had meaning. Rather than the Newtonian benchmark for 
motion-an invisible thing called absolute space-Mach's proposed 
benchmark is out in the open for all to see-the matter that is distributed 
throughout the cosmos. I felt sure Mach's had to be the answer. I also 
learned that 1 was not alone in having thls reaction; I was following a long 
line of physicists, including Albert Einstein, who had been swept away 
when they first encountered Mach's ideas. 

Is Mach rlght? Did Newton get so caught up in the swirl of his bucket 
that he  came to a wishy-washy conclusion regarding space? Does New- 
ton's absolute space exist, or had the pendulum firmly swung back to the 
relationlst perspective? During the first few decades after Mach intro- 
duced his ideas, these questions couldn't be answered. For the most part, 
the reason was that Mach's suggestion was not a complete theory or 
description, since he never specified how the matter content of the uni- 
verse ~ r o u l d  exert the proposed influence. If his Ideas were right, how do 
the distant stars and the house next door contribute to your feeling that 
you are spinning when you spin around? Without specifying a physical 
mechanism to realize his proposal, it was hard to investigate Mach's ideas 
with any precision. 

From our modern vantage point, a reasonable guess is that gravity 
might have something to do with the influences involved in Mach's sug- 
gestion. In the follo\t4ng decades, this possibility caught Einstein's atten- 
tion and he drew much inspiration from hIach's proposal while 
developing his own theory of gravity, the general theory of relativity. 
When the dust of relativity had finally settled, the question of whether 
space is a something-of whether the absolutist or relationist view of 
space is correct-was transformed in a manner that shattered all previous 
ways of looking at the universe. 

Relat ivi ty  
a n d  t h e  Absolu te  

I S  S P A C E T I M E  A N  E l N S T E l N l A N  A B S T R A C T I O N  

OR A  P H Y S I C A L  E N T I T Y ?  

S ome discoveries provide answers to questions. Other discoveries are 
so deep t'hat they cast questions in a whole new light, showing that 
previous mysteries were misperceived through lack of knowledge. 

You could spend a lifetime - in antiquity, some did -wondering what 
happens when you reach earth's edge, or trying to figure out who or what 
lives on earth's underbelly. But when you learn that the earth is round, 

1 re ren- you see that the previous mysteries are not solved; instead, the)' 
dered irreievant. 

During the first decades of the twentieth centuq; Albert Einstein 
made two deep discoveries. Each caused a radical upheaval in our under- 
standing of space and tlme. Einstein dismantled the rigid, absolute struc- 
tures that Newton had erected, and built his own tower, synthesizing 
space and time in a manner that was completely unanticipated. When he  
was done, time had become so enmeshed with space that the realiv of 
one could no ionger be pondered separately from the other. And so, by 
the third decade of the twentieth century the question of the corporeality 
of space was outmoded; its Einsteinian reiraming, as we'll talk about 
shortly, became: Is spacetime a something? With that seemingly slight 
modification, our understanding of reality's arena was completely trans- 
formed. 
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Is Empty Space Empty? 

Light was the pr imav actor in the relativit). drama written by Einstein in 
the early years of the twentieth century. And it was the work of James 
Clerk Maxwell that set the stage for Einstein's dramatic insights. In the 
mid-1800s, Maxwell discovered four powerful equations that, for the first 
time, set out a rigorous theoretical framework for understanding electric- 
it)., magnetism, and their intimate reiationship.' Maxwell developed 
these equations by carefully studying the work of the English physicist 
Michael Faraday, who in the early 1800s had carried out tens of thou- 
sands of experiments that exposed hitherto unknown features of electric- 
ity and magnetism. Faraday's key breakthrough was the concept of the 
field. Later expanded on by Maxwell and many others, this concept has 
had an enormous influence on the development ofphysics during the last 
hvo centuries, and underlies many of the little mysteries we encounter in 
everyday life. When you go through airport security, how is it that a 
machine that doesn't touch you can determine whether you're carrying 
metallic objects? \I'hen you have an  MRI, how is it that a device that 
remains outside your body can take a detailed picture of your insides? 
When you look at a compass, how is it that the needle swings around and 
points north even though nothing seems to nudge it? The  familiar answer 
to the last question invokes the earth's magnetic field, and the concept of 
magnetic fields helps to explain the previous two examples as well. 

I've never seen a better m.ay to get a visceral sense of a magnetlc field 
than the elementary schooi demonstration in which iron filings are sprin- 
kled in the vicinity of a bar magnet. After a little shaking, the iron filings 
align themselves in an orderly pattern of arcs that begin at the magnet's 
north pole and swing up and around, to end at the magnet's south pole, as 
in Figure 3.1. T h e  pattern traced by the iron filings is direct evidence that 
the magnet creates an invisible something that permeates the space 
around it-a something that can, for example, exert a force on shards of 
metal. The  invisible something is the magnetic field and, to our intuition, 
it resembles a mist or essence that can fill a region of space and thereby 
exert a force beyond the physical extent of the magnet itself. A magnetic 
field provides a magnet what an army provides a dictator and what audi- 
tors provide the IRS: influence beyond their p h p c a l  boundaries, which 
allows force to be exerted out in the "field." That is why a magnetic field 
is also called a force field. 

Relativity a n d  the Absolute 

Figure 3.1 Iron filings sprinkled near a bar magnet trace out ~ t s  magnetic 
held. 

It is the pervasive, space-filling capability of magnetic fields that 
makes them so useful. An airport metal detector's magnetic field seeps 
through your clothes and causes metallic objects to give off their own 
magnetic fields-fields that then exert an  influence back on the detector, 
causing its alarm to sound. ,4n MRI's magnetic field seeps into your body, 
causing particular atoms to gyrate in just the right way to generate their 
own magnetic fields-fields that the machine can detect and decode into 
a picture of internal tissues. T h e  earth's magnetic field seeps through the 
compass casing and turns the needle, causlng it to point along an arc that, 
as a result of eons-long geophysical processes, is aligned in a nearly 
south-north direction. 

Magnetic fields are one familiar kind of field, but Faraday also ana- 
iyzed another: the electric field. This is the field that causes your wool 
scarf to crackle, zaps your hand in a carpeted room when you touch a 
metal doorknob, and makes your skin tingle when you're up in the moun- 
tains during a ponrerful lightning storm. And if you happened to examine 
a compass during such a storm, the way its magnetic needle deflected this 
way and that as the bolts of electric lightning flashed nearby would have 
given you a hint of a deep interconnect~on between electric and magnetic 
fields-something first discovered by the Danish physicist Hans Oersted 
and investigated thoroughly by Faraday through meticulous experimenta- 
tion. Just as developments in the stock market can affect the bond market 
which can then affect the stock market, and so on, these scientists found 
that changes in an  electric field can changes in a nearby mag- 
netic field, which can then cause changes in the electric field, and so on. 
Maxwell found the mathematical underpinnings of these interrelation- 
ships, and because his equations showed that electric and magnetic fields 
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are as entwined as the fibers in a Rastafarian's dreadlocks, they were even- 
tually christened electromagnetic fields, and the influence they exert the 
electromagnetic force. 

Today, we are constantly immersed in a sea of electromagnetic fields. 
Your cellular telephone and car radio n'ork over enormous expanses 
because the electromagnetic fields broadcast by telephone companies 
and radio stations suffuse impressively wide regions of space. The  same 
goes for vkeless Internet connections; computers can pluck the entlre 
World Wide Web from electromagnetic fields that are vibrating all 
around us-in fact, right through us. Of course, in Maxwell's day, electro- 
magnetic technology was less de~reloped, but among scientists his feat was 
no less recognized: through the language of fieids, Maxwell had shown 
that electricity and magnet~sm, although initially viewed as distinct, are 
really just different aspects of a single physical entity. 

Later on, we'll encounter other kinds of fields-gravitational fields, 
nuclear fields, Higgs fields, and so on-and it will become increasingly 
clear that the field concept is central to our modern formulation of physi- 
cal law. But for now the critical next step in our story is also due to 
Maxwell. Upon further analyzing his equations, he  found that changes or 
disturbances to electromagnetic fields travel in a wavelike manner at a 
particular speed: 670 million miles per hour. As this is precisely the value 
other experiments had found for the speed of light, Maxwell realized that 
light must be nothing other than an electromagnetic wave, one that has 
the right properties to interact with chemicals in our retinas and give us 
the sensation of sight. This achievement made Maxwell's already tower- 
ing discoveries all the more remarkable: he had linked the force produced 
by magnets, the influence exerted by electrical charges, and the light we 
use to see <he universe-but it also raised a deep question. 

When we say that the speed of light is 670 million miles per hour, 
experience, and our discussion so far, teach us this is a meaningless state- 
ment if we don't specie relative to what this speed is being measured. The  
funny thing was that Maxwell's equations just gave this number, 670 mil- 
lion miles per hour, without speciking or apparentll, relying on any such 
reference. It was as if someone gave the location for a party as 22 miles 
north without specifvmg the reference location, ~vithout specifjing north 
of what. Most physicists, including Maxwell, attempted to explain the 
speed his equations gave in the following way: Familiar waves such as 
ocean waves or sound waves are carried by a substance, a medium. Ocean 
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waves are carried by water. Sound waves are carried by air. 
of these waves are specified with respect to the medium. 
about the speed of sound at room temperature being 767 

And the speeds 
When we talk 
miles per hour 

(also known as Mach 1, after the same Ernst Mach encountered earlier), 
we mean that sound waves tra~.el through otherwise still air at this speed. 
Naturally, then, physicists surmised that light waves-electromagnetic 
waves-must also travel through some particular medium, one that had 
never been seen or detected but that must exist. To give this unseen light- 
carrying stuff due respect, it was glven a name: the luminiferous aether, or 
the aether for short, the latter being an  ancient term that Aristotle used to 
describe the magical catchall substance of which heavenly bodies were 
imagined to be made. And, to square this proposal with Maxwell's results, 
it n,as suggested that his equations implicitly took the perspective of some- 
one at  rest with respect to the aether. T h e  670 million miles per hour his 
equations came up with, then, was the speed of light relative to the sta- 
tionary aether. 

As 1 . o ~  can see, there is a striking similarit). behveen the luminiferous 
aether and Newton's absolute space. They both originated in attempts to 
provide a reference for defining motion; accelerated motion led to 
absolute space, light's nlotion led to the iuminiferous aether. In fact, many 
physicists viewed the aether as a down-to-earth stand-in for the divine spirit 
that H e n v  More, Newton, and others had envisioned permeating absolute 
space, (Newton and others in hrs age had even used the term "aether" in 
their descriptions of absolute space.) But what actually is the aether? What 
is it made of? Where did it come from? Does it exist everywhere? 

These questions about the aether are the same ones that for centuries 
had been asked about absolute space. But whereas the full M a c h ~ a n  test 
for absolute space involved spinning around in a completely empty uni- 
verse, physicists were able to propose doable experiments to determine 
whether the aether really existed. For example, if you swim through water 
toward an oncoming water wave, the wave approaches you more quickly; 
if you swim away from the wave, it approaches you more slowly. Similarly, 
if you move through the supposed aether toward or away from an oncom- 
ing light wave, the light wave's approach should, by the same reasoning, 
be faster or slower than 670 million miles per hour. But in 1887, when 
Albert Michelson and Ed~vard Morley measured the speed of light, time 
and time again they found exactly the same speed of 670 million miles per 
hour regardless of their motion or that of the light's source. All sorts of 
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clever arguments mere devlsed to explain these results. Maybe, some sug- 
gested, the experlmenters were unwittingly draggmg the aether along 
nith them as they moved. hlaybe, a few ventured, the equipment was 
being warped as it moved throug'n the aether, corrupting the measure- 
ments. But it was not until Einstein had his revolutionan insight that the 
evplanation finally became clear. 

Re la t ive  S p a c e ,  Re la t ive  T i m e  

In June j905, Einstein wrote a paper with the unassuming title "On the 
Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies," which once and for all spelled the 
end of the luminiferous aether. In one stroke, it also changed forever our 
understanding of space and time. Einstein formulated the ideas in the 
paper over an intense five-week period in April and May 1905, but the 
issues it finally laid to rest had been gnawing at him for over a decade. As 
a teenager, Einstein struggled with the question of what a light wave 
would look like if you were to chase after it at exactly light speed. Since 
you and the light rvave would be zipping through the aether at exactly the 
same speed, you would be keeping perfect pace with the light. And so, 
Einstein concluded, from your perspective the light should appear as 
though it wasn't moving. You should be able to reach out and grab a 
handful of motionless light just as you can scoop up a handful of newly 
fallen snow. 

But here's the problem. It turns out that hlaxwell's equations do not 
allow light to appear stationary-to look as if it's standing still. ,4nd cer- 
tainly, there 1s no reliable report of anyone's ever actually catching hold of 
a statlonary clump of light. So, the teenage Einstein asked, ivhat are we to 
make of this apparent paradox? 

Ten years later, Einstein gave the world his answer with his special 
theory of relativity. There has been much debate regarding the intellec- 
tual roots of Einstein's discovery, but there is no doubt that his unshakable 
belief in simplicity played a critical role. Einstein was aware of at least 
some experiments that had failed to detect evidence for the existence of 
the aether.' So why dance around trying to find fault with the experi- 
ments? Instead, Einstein declared, take the simple approach: The  experi- 
ments were failing to find the aether because there is no aether. And since 
Maxwell's equations describing the motion of light-the motion of elec- 
tromagnetic waves-do not invoke any such medium, both experiment 
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and theory would converge on the same conclusion: light, unlike any 
other kind of wave ever encountered, does not need a medium to carry it 
along. Light is a lone traveler. Light can travel through empty space. 

But what, then, are we to make of Maxwell's equation giving light a 
speed of 670 million miles per hour? If there is no aether to provide the 
standard of rest, what is the what with respect to which this speed is to be 
interpreted? Again, Einstein bucked convention and answered with ulti- 
mate simplicity. If Maxwell's theory does not invoke any particular stan- 
dard of rest, the most direct interpretation is that we don't need one. The 
speed of light, Einstein declared, is 670 million miles per hour relative to 
anything and everything. 

Well, this is certainiy a simple statement; it fit well a maxim often 
attributed to Einstein: "Make everything as simple as possible, but no sim- 
pler." T h e  problem is that it also seems crazy. If you run after a departing 
beam of light, common sense dictates that from your perspective the 
speed of the departing light has to be less than 670 million miles per hour. 
If you run toward an  approaching beam of light, common sense dictates 
that from your perspective the speed of the approaching light will be 
greater than 670 million miles per hour. Throughout his life, Einstein 
challenged common sense, and this time was no exception. He  forcefully 
argued that regardless of how fast you move toward or away from a beam 
of light, you will always measure its speed to be 670 million miles per 
hour-not a bit faster, not a bit slower, no  matter what. This would cer- 
tainly solve the paradox that stumped him as a teenager: Maxwell's t heon  
does not allow for stationary light because light never is stationary; regard- 
less of your state of motion, whether you chase a light beam, or run from 
it, or just stand still, the light retains its one fixed and never changing 
speed of 670 million miles per hour. But, we naturally ask, how can light 
possibly behave in such a strange manner? 

Think about speed for a moment. Speed is measured by how far 
something goes divided by how long it takes to get there. It is a measure of 
space (the distance traveled) divided by a measure of time (the duration of 
the journey). Ever smce Newton, space had been thought of as absolute, 
as being out there, as exlsting "w~thout reference to anything external." 
Measurements of space and spatial separations must therefore also be 
absolute: regardless of who measures the distance between two things in 
space, if the measurements are done ~vi th  adequate care, the answers will 
always agree, And although we have not yet discussed it directly, Newton 
declared the same to be true of time. His description of time in the Prin- 
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cipia echoes the language h e  used for space: "Time exists In and of ltself 
and flows equably without reference to anything external." In other words, 
according to Newton, there is a universal, absolute conception of time 
that applies everywhere and everywhen. In a Newtonian universe, regard- 
less of who measures how much time it takes for something to happen, if 
the measurements are done accurately, the answers will always agree. 

These assumptions about space and time comport with our daily 
experiences and for chat reason are the basis of our commonsense conclu- 
sion that light should appear to travel more slo~vly if we run after it. To see 
this, imagine that Bart, who's just received a new nuclear-powered skate- 
board, decides to take on the ultimate challenge and race a beam of light. 
Although he  is a bit disappointed to see that the skateboard's top speed is 
only 500 million miles per hour, he  1s determined to give it his best shot. 
His sister L ~ s a  stands ready with a laser; she counts down from 11 (her 
hero Schopenhauer's favorite number) and when she reaches 0, Bart and 
the laser light streak ot i  into the distance. VJhat does Lisa see? Well, for 
every hour that passes, Lisa sees the light travel 670 million miles while 
Bart travels only 500 million miles, so Lisa rightly concludes that the light 
is speeding away from Bart at 170 million miles per hour. Now let's bring 
Newton into the stor).. His ideas dictate that Lisa's observations about 
space and time are absolute and universal in the sense that anyone else 
performing these measurements would get the same answers. To Newton, 
such facts about motion through space and time bvere as objective as two 
plus two equaling four. According to Newton, then, Bart will agree with 
Lisa and rvill report that the light beam was speeding a\vay from him at 
170 million miles per hour. 

But when Bart returns, he  doesn't agree at all. Instead, he  dejectedly 
claims that no matter what he did-no matter how much he  pushed the 
skateboard's limit-he saw the light speed away at 670 million miles per 
hour, not a bit less.3 And if for some reason you don't trust Bart, bear in 
mind that thousands of meticulous experiments carried out during the 
last hundred years, which have measured the speed of light using moving 
sources and receivers, support his observations with precision. 

How can this be? 
Einstein figured it out, and the answer he  found is a logical yet pro- 

found extension of our discussion so far. It must be that Bart's measure- 
ments of distances and durations, the input that he  uses to figure out how 
fast the light is receding from hlm, are different from Lisa's measure- 
ments. Think about it. Since speed is nothing but distance divided by 
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time, there is no  other way for Bart to have found a different answer from 
Lisa's for how fast the light was outrunning him. So, Einstein concluded, 
Newton's Ideas of absolute space and absolute time were wrong. Einstein 
reaiized that experimenters who are moving relative to each other, like 
Bart and Lisa, will not find Identical values for measurements of distances 
and durations. The  puzzling experimental data on the speed of light can 
be explained only if their perceptions of space and time are different. 

Subtle but  Not Malicious 

The  relativity of space and of time is a startling conclusion. I have known 
about it for more than twenty-five years, but even so, whenever I quietlj. sit 
and think it through, I am amazed. From the well-worn statement that the 
speed of light is constant, we conclude that space and time are in the eye 
of the beholder. Each of us carries our own clock, our own monitor of the 
passage of time. Each clock is equally precise, yet when we move relative 
to one another, these clocks do not agree. They fall out of spchroniza- 
tion; they measure different amounts of elapsed time between two chosen 
events. T h e  same is true of distance. Each of us carries our own yardstick, 
our own monitor of distance in space. Each yardstick is equally precise, 
yet when we move relative to one another, these yardsticks do not agree; 
they measure different distances between the locations of two specified 
events. If space and time did not behave this way, the speed of light would 
not be constant and would depend on the observer's state of motion. But 
it is constant; space and time do behave this way. Space and time adjust 
themselves in an exactly compensating manner so that observations of 
light's speed yield the same result, regardless of the observer's velocity. 

Getting the quantitative details of precisely how the measurements of 
space and time differ is more involved, but requires only high school alge- 
bra. It is not the depth of mathematics that makes Einstein's special rela- 
tivity challenging. It is the degree to which the ideas are foreign and 
apparently inconsistent a i t h  our everyday experiences. But once Einstein 
had the key insight-the realization that h e  needed to break with the 
more than two-hundred-year-old Newtonian perspective on space and 
time-it was not hard to fill in the details. H e  was able to show precisely 
how one person's measurements of distances and durations must differ 
from those of another in order to ensure that each measures an  identical 
value for the speed of light.' 
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To get a fuller sense of what Einstein found, imagine that Bart, wit'h 
heavy heart, has carried out the mandatory retrofitting of his skateboard, 
which now has a maximum speed of 65 miles per hour. If he  heads due 
north at top speed-reading, whistling, yawning, and occasionally glanc- 
ing at the road-and then merges onto a highway pointing in a northeast- 
erly direction. his speed in the northward direction will be less than 65 
miles per hour. The  reason is clear. Initially, all his speed was devoted to 
northward motion, but when he shifted direction some of that speed was 
diverted into eastward motion, leaving a little less for heading north. This 
extremely simple idea actually allows us to capture the core insight of spe- 
cial relativity. Here's how: 

We are used to the fact that objects can move through space, but 
there is another kind of motion that is equally important: objects also 
move through time. Right now, the watch on your wrist and the clock on 
the wall are ticking away, showing that you and everything around jrou are 
reientlessly moving through time, relentlessly moving from one second to 
the next and the next, Newton thought that motion through time was 
totally separate from niotion through space-he thought these two kinds 
of motion had nothing to do with each other. But Einstein found that 
they are intimately linked. In fact, the revolutionary discovery of special 
relativity is this: When you look at something like a parked car, w h ~ c h  
from your viewpoint is stationary-not moving through space, that is-all 
of its motion is through time. T h e  car, its driver, the street, you, your 
clothes are all moving through time in perfect synch: second followed by 
second, ticking away uniformly. But if the car speeds away, some of its 
motion through time is diverted into motion through space. And just as 
Bart's speed in the northward direction slowed down when he  diverted 
some of his northward motion into eastward motion, the speed of the car 
through time slows down when it diverts some of its motion through time 
into motion through space. This means that the car's progress through 
time slows down and therefore time elapses more slowly for the moving car 
and its driver than it elapses for you and everything else that remains sta- 
tionary. 

That, in a nutshell, is special relativity. In fact, we can be a bit more 
precise and take the description one step further. Because of the retro- 
fitting, Bart had no choice but to limit his top speed to 65 miles per hour. 
This is important to the stoiy, because if he  sped up enough when he  
angled northeast, he  could have compensated for the speed diversion and 
thereby maintained the same net speed to~vard the north. But with the 

retrofitting, no  matter how hard he  rem~ed the skateboard's engine, his 
total speed-the combination of his speed toward the north and his speed 
toward the east-remained fixed at the maximum of 65 miles per hour. 
And so when he  shifted his direction a bit toward the east, he  necessarily 
caused a decreased northward speed. 

Special relativity declares a similar l a~v  for all motion: the combined 
speed ofany object's motion through space and  zts motlon through time 1s 
always precisely equal to the speed of light. At first, you may instincti~ely 
recoil from this statement since we are all used to the idea that nothing 
but light can travel at light speed. But that fimiliar Idea reters solely to 
motton through space. We are now talking about something related, yet 
richer: an object's combined motion through space and time. T h e  key 
fact, Einstein discovered, is that these two kinds of motion are always 
complementary. When the parked car you were looking at speeds away, 
what really happens is that some of its light-speed motion is diverted from 
motion through time into motion throug'n space, keeping their combined 
total unchanged. Such diversion unassailably means that the car's motion 
through time s l o ~ ~ s  down. 

As an example, if Lisa had been able to see Bart's watch as he  sped 
along at 500 million miles per hour, she would have seen that it was tick- 
ing about two-thirds as fast as her own. For every three hours that passed 
on Lisa's watch, she would see that only two had passed on Bart's. His 
rapid motion through space would have proved a significant drain on his 
speed through time. 

Moreover, the maximum speed through space is reached when all 
light-speed motion through time is fully diverted into light-speed motion 
through space-one way of understanding why it is impossible to go 
through space at greater than light speed. Light, which always travels at 
light speed through space, is special in that it always achieves such total 
diversion. And just as driving due east leaves no motion for traveling - 
north, moving at light speed through space ieaves no motion for traveling 
through time! Time stops when traveling at the speed of light through 
space. A watch worn by a particle of light would not tick at all. Lig'ht real- 
izes the dreams of Ponce de Le6n and the cosmetics industrv: it doesn't 
age.5 

As this description makes clear, the effects of special relatikit>. are 
most pronounced when speeds (through space) are a significant fraction 
of light speed. But the unfamiliar, complementary nature of motion 
through space and time al~vays applies. T h e  lesser the speed, the smaller 
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the deviation from prerelativity physics-from common sense, that is- 
but the deviation is still there, to be sure. 

Truly. This 1s not dexterous wordpiay, sleight of hand, or psychologi- 
cal illusion. This is how the universe works. 

In 197 1, Joseph Hafele and Richard Keating flew state-of-the-art 
cesium-beam atomic cIocks around the world on a commercial Pan Am 
jet. When they compared the clocks flonm on the plane with identical 
clocks left statLonan. on the ground, they found that less time had elapsed 
on the moving clocks. The difference s a s  tiny-a few hundred billionths 
of a second-but it was precisely in accord with Einstein's discoveries. 
You can't get much more nuts-and-bolts than that. 

In 1908, word began to spread that newer, more refined experiments 
were finding evidence for the aether.6 If that had been so, it would have 
meant that there was an absolute standard of rest and that Einstein's spe- 
cial relativih w7as ivrong. On hearing this rumor, Einstein replied, "Subtle 
is the ~ o r d ;  malicious He  is not." Peering deeply into the workings of 
nature to tease out insights into space and time n.as a profound challenge, 
one that had gotten the better of everyone until Einstein. But to allow 
such a startling and beautiful theory to exist, and yet to make it irrelevant 
to the workings of the universe, that would be malicious. Einstein would 
have none of it; he dismissed the new experiments. His confidence was 
well placed. The  experiments were ultimately shown to be wrong, and the 
luminiferous aether evaporated from scientific discourse. 

But \\/hat About the Bucket? 

This is certainly a tidy ston. for light. Theory and experiment agree that 
light needs no medium to carry its Lvaves and that regardless of the motion 
of either the source of light or the person obsenmg, its speed is fixed and 
unchanging. Every vantage point is on an equal footing with even. other. 
There is no absolute or preferred standard of rest. Great. But what about 
the bucket? 

Remember, while many viewed the luminiferous aether as the physi- 
cal substance giving credibilip to Newton's absolute space, it had nothing 
to do with why Newton introduced absolute space. Instead, after w a n -  
gling n?th accelerated motion such as the spinning bucket, Newton sau. 
no option but to invoke some invisible background stuff with respect to 
which motion could be unambiguously defined. Doing away with the 
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aether did not do away with the bucket, so how did Einstein and h ~ s  spe- 
cial theory of relativity cope with the issue? 

Well, truth be told, in special relativity, Einstein's main focus was on a 
special kind of motion: constant-velocity n~ot ion.  It was not until 1915, 
some ten years later, that he  fully came to grips with more general, accel- 
erated motion, through his general theory of relativity. Even so, Einstein 
and others repeatedly considered the question of rotating motion using 
the insights of special reiativity; they concluded, like Newton and unlike 
Mach, that even In an  otherwise completely empty univese you \vould 
feel the ouhvard pull from spinning-Homer would feel pressed against 
the inner mall of a spinning bucket; the rope behveen the two hvirling 
rocks would pull taut.' Hawng dismantled Newton's absolute space and 
absolute time, how did Einstein explain t h ~ s ?  

T h e  answer is surprising. Its name notwithstanding, Einstein's theory 
does not proclaim that everything is relative. Special relativity does claim 
that some things are relative: velocities are relative; distances across space 
are relative; durations of elapsed time are relative. But the theory actually 
introduces a grand, new, sweepingly absolute concept: absolute space- 
time. Absolute spacetime is as absolute for speciai relativity as absolute 
space and absolute time were for Newton, and partly for this reason Ein- 
stein did not suggest or particularl>l like the name "relativiv theory." 
Instead, he  and other physicists suggested invanance t h e o ~ ,  stressing that 
the theory, at its core, involves something that everyone agrees on, some- 
thing that is not r e l a t i ~ e . ~  

Absolute spacetime is the vital next chapter in the story ofthe bucket, 
because, even if devoid of all material benchmarks for defining motion, 
the absolute spacetime of speciai relativity provides a something with 
respect to which objects can be said to accelerate. 

C a n ~ i n g  Space and  T ime  

To see this, imagine that Marge and Lisa, seeking some quality together- 
time, enroll in a Burns Institute extension course on urban renewal. For 
their first assignn~ent, they are asked to redesign the street and avenue lay- 
out of Springfield, subject to two requirements: first, the streetlavenue 
grid must be configured so that the Soaring Nuclear Monument is 
located right at the grid's center, at 5th Street and 5th Avenue, and, sec- 
ond, the designs must use streets 100 meters long, and avenues, which run 
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perpendicular to streets, that are also 100 meters long. Just before class, 
Marge and L ~ s a  compare thelr designs and realize that something is terri- 
bly wrong. After appropriately configuring her grld so that the Monument 
lies in the center, klarge finds that Kwik-E-Mart is at 8th Street and 5th 
.Avenue and the nuclear power plant is at 3rd Street and 5th Avenue, as 
shown in Figure 3.2a. But in Lisa's design, the addresses are completely 
different: the Kwik-E-Mart is near the corner of 7th Street and 3rd 
Avenue, while the power plant is at 4th Street and 7th Avenue, as in Fig- 
ure 3.2b. Clearly, someone has made a mistake. 

After a moment's thought, though, Lisa realizes what's going on. 
There are no mistakes. She and Marge are both right. They merely chose 
different orientations for their street and avenue grids. Marge's streets and 
avenues run at an angle relative to L~sa's; thelr grids are rotated relative to 
each other; they have sliced up Springfield into streets and avenues in two 
different ways !see Figure 3 . 2 ~ ) .  T h e  lesson here is simple, yet important. 
There 1s freedom in how Springfield-a region of space-can be orga- 
nlzed by streets and avenues. There are no "absolute" streets or "absolute" 
avenues. Marge's choice is as !valid as Lisa's-or an!, other possible orien- 
tation, for that matter. 

Hold this idea in mind as we paint time into the picture. \17e are used 
to thinking about space as the arena of the universe, but physicai 
processes occur in some reglon of space durzng some zntenlal ojtime. .As 
an example, imagine that Itchy and Scratchy are having a duel, as illus- 
trated In Figure 3.3a, and the events are recorded moment by moment in 

Figure 3.2 (a) hlarge's street deslgn. (b) Lisa's street design. 
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Figure 3.2 (c)  Ovenren  of hIarge's and h a ' s  streetlavenue des~gns  
Thelr  g r ~ d s  differ by a rotatlon 

the fashion of one of those old-t~me flip books. Each page is a "time 
slice7'-like a still frame in a fiimstrip-that shotvs what happened in a 
region of space at one moment of time. To see what happened at a differ- 
ent  moment of time you flip to a different page.* (Of course, space is 
three-di~nensional while the pages are two-dimensional, but let's make 
this simplification for ease of thinking and drawing figures. It won't com- 
promise any of our conclusions.) By [vay of terminology, a region of space 
considered over an interval of time is called a region of spacetzme; you can 
think of a region of spacetime as a record of all things that happen in some 
region of space during a particular span of time. 

Now, following the insight of Einstein's mathematics professor Her- 
manil Minkowski (who once called his young student a iaz? dog), con- 
sider the region of spacetime as an entity unto itself: conside: the 
complete f l i p  book as an object in its own right. To do so, imagine that, as 
In Figure 3.3b, we expand the binding of the flip-card book and then 
imagine that, as in Figure 3.3c, all the pages are completely transparent, 
so when you iook at the book you see one continuous block containing all 
the events that happened during a gi.i,en time interval. From this perspec- 
tive, the pages should be thought of as simply providing a convenient walZ 
of organizing the content of the block- that is, of organizmg the events of 

'Like the pages In any fl ip book, the pages In Figure 3.3 only sho\il representatwe 
moments of time. T h ~ s  may suggest to you the Interesting quest~on of whether tlme 1s dis- 
crete or mfinitely divisible. \Ve'll come back to that questlon later, but for now lmaglne 
that tlme 1s infin~teiy divisible, so our flip book really should have an Infinite number of 
pages interpolat~ilg between those shown. 
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Figure 3.3 (a) Flip book of duel. (b) Flip book with expanded binding 

spacetlme. Just as a streetlavenue grid allows us to specif) locations in a 
city easily, by giving their street and avenue address, the division of the 
spacetime block into pages allows us to easily specif) an event (Itchy 
shooting his gun, Scratchy being hit, and so on) by giving the time when 
the event occurred-the page on which it appears-and the locatlon 
within the region of space depicted on the pages. 

Here is the key polnt: Just as Lisa realized that there are different, 
equally valid ways to dice up  a region of space into streets and avenues, 

Figure 3.3 (c) Block of spacetime containmg the duel. Pages, or "time 
slices," organize the events in the block. The spaces between slices are 
for visual clarib only; they are not meant to suggest that t m e  is discrete, 
a quest~on me discuss later. 
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Einstein realized that there are different, equally valid tvap to slice up a 
region of spacetime-a block like that in Figure 3 .3~- in to  regions of 
space at moments of time. The pages in Figures 3.3a, b, and c-with, 
again, each page denoting one moment of time-provde but one of the  
many possible slicings. This may sound like onl). a ininor extension of 
what we know intuitively about space, but it's the basis for overturning 
some of the most basic intuitions that we've held for thousands of years. 
Until 1905, it was thought that everyone experiences the passage of time 
identically, that everyone agrees on what events occur at a given moment 
of time, and hence, that everyone would concur on what belongs on a 
given page in the flip book of spacetime. But when Einstein realized that 
two observers in relative motion have clocks that tick off time differently, 
this all changed. Clocks that are moving reiative to each other fall out of 
synchronization and therefore give different notions of simultaneity. Each 
page in Figure 3.3b is but one observer's view of the events in space taking 
place at a given moment of his or her time. Another observer, moving rel- 
ative to the first, \vill declare that the events on a single one of these pages 
do not all happen at the same time. 

This is known as the relathlit), of sirnultaneif),, and we can see it 
directly. Imagine that Itchy and Scratchy, pistols in paws, are now faclng 
each other on opposite ends of a long, moving railway car with one referee 
on the train and another officiating from the platform. To make the duel as 
fair as possible, all parties have agreed to forgo the three-step rule, and 
instead, the duelers will draw cvhen a small pile of gunpowder, set midway 
between them, explodes. The  first referee, Apu, lights the fuse, takes a sip 
of his refresh~ng Chutney Squishee, and steps back. The  gunpowder 
flares, and both Itchy and Scratchy draw and fire. Since Itchy and Scratchy 
are the same distance from the gunpowder, Apu is certain that light from 
the flare reaches them simultaneously, so he  raises the green flag and 
declares it a fair draw. But the second referee, Martin, who was watching 
from the platform, wildly squeals foul play, claiming that Itchy got the 
light signal from the explosion before Scratchy did. He  explains that 

i because the train was moving forward, Itchy was heading toward the light 
while Scratchy was moving away from it. This means that the light did not 

i 
I 

have to travel quite as far to reach Itchy, since he moved closer to it; more- 
i over, the light had to travel farther to reach Scratchy, since he  moved away 
I 
1 from it. Since the speed of light, moving left or right from anyone's per- 

/ spective, is constant, Martin claims that it took the light longer to reach 

I 
Scratchy since it had to travel farther, rendering the duel unfair. 
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IVhc 1s right, Xpu or Martin? Einstein's unexpected answer is that 
they both are. Although the conclusions of our hvo referees differ, the 
observations and the reasoning of each are flawless. Like the bat and the 
baseball, they simply have different perspectives on the same sequence of 
events. T h e  shocking thing that Einstein rel~ealed is that their different 
perspectives yield different but equally valid claims of what events happen 
at the same time. Of course, at everyday speeds like that of the train, the 
disparity is small-Martin claims that Scratchy got the light iess than a 
trillionth of a second before Itchy-but were the train moving faster, near 
light speed, the time difference would be substantial. 

Think about what this means for the flip-book pages siicing up a 
region of spacetime. Since observers moving relative to each other do not 
agree on what things happen simultaneously, the way each of them will 
slice a block of spacetime into pages-with each page containing all 
events that happen at a given moment from each observer's perspective- 
will not agree, either. Instead, obsewers mowng relative to each other cut 
a biock of spacetime up into pages, into time slices, in different but 
equally valid ways. What Lisa and Marge found for space, Einstein found 
for spacetime. 

Angling the  Slices 

The  analogy between streetlavenue grids and tlme slicings can be taken 
ei8en further. Just as Marge's and Lisa's designs differed by a rotation, 
hpu's and Martin's time slicings, their flip-book pages, also differ by a rota- 
tion, but one that lnvolves both space and time. This is illustrated in Fig- 
ures 3.4a and 3.4b, in ~vhich we see that Martin's slices are rotated relative 
to Apu's, leading him to conclude that the duel was unfair. '4 critical dif- 
ference of detail, though, is that whereas the rotation angle bekveen 
Marge's and Llsa's schemes was merely a design choice, the rotation angle 
betcveen Xpu's and Martin's slicings is determined by their relative speed. 
With minimal effort, we can see d l v .  

Imagine that Itchy and Scratchy have reconciled. Instead of trying to 
shoot each other, they just want to ensure that clocks on the front and 
back of the train are perfectly synchronized. Since they are still equidis- 
tant from the gunpowder, they come up with the following plan. They 
agree to set thelr ciocks to noon just as they see the light from the faring 
gunpowder. From their perspective, the light has to travel the same dis- 
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Figure 3 4 Time slic~ngs according to (a)  .4pu and (b) Afartin, who are In 
relative mot~on Their sl~ces d~ffer b) a rotatlon through space and t ~ m e  
hccord~ng to i p u ,  who 1s on the train, the duel 1s fa~r, accord~ng to LIar- 
tin, who is on the platform, ~t isn't Both views are equally val~d In (b), 
the different angle of thelr slices through spacet~me 1s emphasized 

tance to reach either of them, and since light's speed is constant, it \rill 
reach them simultaneously. But, by the same reasoning as before, Martin 
and anyone else wewing from the platform \rill say that Itchy 1s heading 
toward the emitted light while Scratchy 1s moving away from it, and so 
Itchy will receive the light signal a llttle before Scratch) does Platform 
observers wdl therefore conclude that Itchy set his clock to 12 00 before 

1 Scratchy and will therefore claim that Itchy's clock is set a blt ahead of 

Scratchy's. For example, to a piatform observer like Martin, when ~t 's  
12:06 on Itchg's clock, it may be only 12.04 on Scratchy's (the precise 
numbers depend on the length and the speed of the train; the longer and 

I faster it IS, the greater the discrepancy). Yet, from the viewpoint of Apu and 
I e l e q o n e  on the tram, Itchy and Scratchy performed the synchronizatio~l 

perfectly. Again, although it's hard to accept at a gut le\ el, there is no para- 
dox here. observers in relatzve motion do not agree on simultaneity-they 

1 do not agree on what thzngs happen a t  the same time. 
I This means that one page in the flip book as seen from the per- 
I spectlve of those on the train, a page contalnlng events the! consider 
I 

simultaneous-such as Itchy's and Scratchy's setting their clocks- 

I contains events that iie on dzfferent pages from the perspective of those 
observing from the platform (according to platform observers, Itchy set 
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his clock before Scratchy, so these hvo e\rents are on different pages from 
the platform observer's perspective). And there we have it. A single page 
from the perspective of those on the train contains events that lie on ear- 
lier and later pages of a platform observer. This is why hlartin's and Apu's 
slices in Figure 3.4 are rotated relative to each other: what is a singie time 
slice, from one perspective, cuts across many time slices, from the other 
perspective. 

If Newton's conception of absolute space and absolute time were cor- 
rect, eaevone would agree on a single slicing of spacetime. Each slice 
would represent absolute space as viewed at a given moment of absolute 
time. But this is not how the world works; and the shift from rigid New- 
tonian time to the nen~found Einsteinian flexibility inspires a shift in our 
metaphor. Rather than viewing spacetime as a rigid flip book, it will 
sometin~es be useful to think of it as a huge, fresh loaf of bread. And in 
place of the fixed pages that make up  a book-the fixed Newtonian time 
slices-think of the varlet> of angles at which you can slice a loaf into par- 
allel pieces of bread, as in Figure 3.5a. Each plece of bread represents 
space at one moment oftinie from one observer's perspective. But as illus- 
trated in Figure 3.5b, another observer, moling relative to the first, will 
slice the spacetime loaf at a different angle. T h e  greater the relative veloc- 
ity of the two observers, the larger the angle between their respective par- 
allel slices (as explained in the endnotes, the speed limit set by light 
translates into a nlaximum 45' rotation angle for these slicings9) and the 
greater the discrepancy between what the observers will report as having 
happened at the same moment. 

T h e  B u c k e t ,  According to Special  Relativity 

The relativity of time and space requ~res a dramatic change 111 our think- 
ing. Yet there is an important po~n t ,  mentioned earlier and illustrated no\v 
by the loaf of bread, which often gets lost: not eserything in relativity is rel- 
atise. E ~ . e n  if you and I were to imagine slicing up a loaf of bread in two 
different ways, there is still something that we would fully agree upon: the 
totality of the loaf itself. Although our slices would differ, if I were to imag- 
ine putting all of my slices together and you Lvere to imagine doing the 
same for all of your slices, we would reconstitute the same loaf of bread. 
How could it be otherwise? We both imagined cutting up the same loaf. 

Sin~ilarly, the totali5. of all the slices of space at successive n~oments  
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Figure 3.5 Just as one loaf of bread can be sliced at different angles, a 
block oispacet~me is "time sliced" at different angles by observers in rel- 
ative motion. The greater the relative speed, the greater the angle (with a 
maximum angle oft5" corresponding to the maxlmum speed set by light). 

of time, from any single observer's perspective (see Figure 3.4), collec- 
tively yield the same region of spacetime. Different observers slice up a 
region of spacetime in different ways, but the region itself, like the loaf of 
bread, has an independent existence. Thus, although Newton definitely 
got it wrong, his intuition that there was something absolute, something 
that everyone would agree upon, was not fully debunked by special rela- 
tivity. Absolute space does not exist. Absolute time does not exist. But 
according to special relativity, absolute spacetime does exist. With this 
observation, let's visit the bucket once again. 

In an otherwise empty universe, with respect to what 1s the bucket 
spinning? According to Newton, the answer is absolute space. According 
to Mach, there is no sense in which the bucket can even be said to spin. 
According to Einstein's special relativity, the answer is absolute space- 
time. 

To understand this, let's iook again at  the proposed street and avenue 
layouts for Springfield. Remember that Marge and Lisa disagreed on the 
street and avenue address of the Kwik-E-Mart and the nuclear plant 
because their grids were rotated relative to each other. But regardless of 
how each chose to lay out the grid, there are some things thej, definitely 
still agree on. For exampie, if in the interest of increasing worker effi- 
ciency during lunchtime, a trail is painted on the ground from the 
nuclear plant straight to the Kwik-E-Mart, hlarge and Lisa will not agree 
on the streets and avenues through which the trail passes, as you can see 
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in Figure 3.6. But they will certainly agree on the shape of the trail: they 
will agree that it is a straight line. T h e  geometrical shape of the painted 
trail is independent of the particular streetlavenue grid one happens to 
use. 

Einstein realized that something similar holds for spacetime. Etren 
though two observers in relative motion slice up spacetime in different 
nZap's, there are things they still agree on. As a prlme example, consider a 
straight line not just through space, but through spacetime, Although the 
inclusion of time makes such a traiectory less familiar, a moment's 
thought reveals its meaning. For an object's trajectory through spacetime 
to be straight, the object must not onil- move in a straight line through 
space, but its motion must also be uniform through time; that is, both its 
speed and direction must be unchanging and hence it must be moving 
wlth constant velocity. Now, even though different observers slice up the 
spacetime loaf at different angles and thus will not agree on how much 
time has elapsed or how much distance is covered between various pomts 
on a trajectory, such observers will, like Marge and Lisa, still agree on 
whether a trajectory through spacetime is a straight line. Just as the geo- 
metrical shape of the painted trail to the Kwik-E-Mart is independent of 
the streetiavenue slicing one uses, so the geometrical shapes of trajecto- 
ries in spacetime are independent of the time slicing one uses.'0 

This is a simple yet critical realization, because with it special reiativ- 
ity provided an absolute criterion-one that all observers, regardless of 
their constant relative velocities, would agree on-for deciding whether 
or not something is accelerating. If the trajectory an object follows 
through spacetime is a straight line, like that of the gently resting astro- 

Figure 3.6 Regardless of which street grid is used, everyone agrees on the 
shape of a trail. in this case, a straight line. 
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naut (a) in Figure 3.7, it is not accelerating. If the trajectory an object iol- 
lows has any other shape but a straight line through spacetime, it is accel- 
erating. For example, should the astronaut fire up  her jetpack and fly 
around in a circle o17er and over again, like astronaut (b) in Figure 3.7, or 
should she zip out toward deep space at ever increasing speed, like astro- 
naut (c) ,  her trajectory through spacetime will be curved-the telltale 
sign of acceleration. And so, ~trith these developments n:e learn that geo- 
metrical shapes of tralectories in spacetime provide the absolute standard 
that determines whether something is accelerating. Spacetime, not space 
alone, provides the benchmark. 

In this sense, then, special relativi? tells us that spacetime itself is the 
ultimate arbiter of accelerated motion. Spacetime provides the backdrop 
with respect to which something, like a spinning bucket, can be s a d  to 
accelerate even in an otherwise empty universe. With this insight, the 
pendulum swung back again: from Leibniz the relationist to Newton the 
absolutist to Mach the relationist, and now back to Einstein, whose spe- 
cial relativity showed once again that the arena of reality-viewed as 
spacetime, not as space-is enough of a something to provide the ulti- 
mate benchmark for motion.'' 

F~gure 3.7 The paths through spacetime followed bl three astronauts 
.4stronaut (a) does not accelerate and so follows a straight line through 
spacetime Astronaut (b) flies repeatedly in a circie, and so follows a spi- 
ral through spacetime Astronaut (d accelerates Into deep space, and so 
follows another curved tralector) in spacet~me. 
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G r a ~ r i t y  a n d  t h e  .Age-old Q u e s t i o n  

At this point you might think we've reached the end of the bucket story, 
with Mach's ideas having been discredited and Einstein's radical updating 
of Newton's absolute conceptions of space and time ha\,ing won the day. 
The truth, though, is more subtle and more interesting. But if you're new 
to the ideas we've covered so far, you may need a break before pressing on 
to the last sections of this chapter. In Table 3.1 you'll find a summary to 
refresh your memory when you've geared up to reengage. 

Okay. If you're reading these words, I gather you're ready for the next 
major step in spacetime's story, a step catalyzed in large part by none other 
than Ernst Mach. AIthough special relativity, unlike Mach's theory, con- 
cludes that even in an otherwise empty universe you would feel pressed 
against the inside wall of a spinning bucket and that the rope tied between 
hvo twirling rocks would pull taut, Einstein remained deeply fascinated 
by Mach's ideas. But he realized that serious consideration of these ideas 
required significantly extending them. Mach neirer really specified a 
mechanism whereby distant stars and other matter in the universe might 
play a role in how strongly your arms splay outward when you spin or how 
forcefully you feel pressed against the inner wall of a spinning bucket. 
Einstein began to suspect that if there were such a mechanism it might 
have something to do with gravity. 

This realization had a particular allure for Einstein because in speciai 
relativity, to keep the analys~s tractable, he had completely ignored grav- 

Newton Space is an entity; accelerated motion is not 
relative; absolutist position. , 

1 Leibnlz Space is not an entity; all aspects of motion are 
reiative; relationist position. I 
Space is not an ent~ty; accelerated mot~on 1s 

re1atn.e to aLrerage mass distribut~on in the unl- 
I verse; relationist position. 

Einstein Space and time are individuaIly relat~ve; space- 1 
I 1 S p e c  l a t i  time is an a l u e  entity. I 

Table 3.1 A summan; of various positions on the nature of space and 
spacetime. 
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ity. Maybe, he  speculated, a more robust theory, whlch embraced both 
special relati\rity and gravit)i, would come to a different conclusion regard- 

i d  relativ- ing Alach's ideas. Maybe, he  surmised, a generalization of spec' 
ity that incorporated graviv would show that matter, both near and far, 
determines the force we feel when we accelerate. 

Einstein also had a second, somewhat more pressing, reason for turn- 
ing his attention to graviv. He  realized that specid relativib, with ~ t s  cen- 
tral dictum that the speed of light is the fastest that anything or any 
disturbance can travel, was in direct conflict with Newton's universal law 
of gravity, the monumental achievement that had for over two hundred 
years predicted with fantastic precision the motion of the moon, the plan- 
ets, comets, and all things tossed skyward. The  experimental success of 
Newton's law notwithstanding, Einstein realized that according to New- 
ton, gravity exerts its influence from place to place, from the sun to the 
earth, from the earth to the moon, from any-here to an!,-there, ~nstanta- 
neously, in no time at all, much faster than light. And that directiy contra- 
dicted special relati~.ity. 

To illustrate the contradiction, imagine you've had a really disap- 
pointing evening (hometown ball club lost, no one remembered your 
birthday, someone ate the last chunk of Velveeta) and need a little time 
alone, so you take the family skiff out for some relaxing midnight boat- 
ing. With the moon overhead, the water is at high tide (it's the moon's 
gravik pulling up on bodies of water that creates the tides). and beautiful 
n~oonlight reflections dance on its waving surface. But then, as if your 
night hadn't already been irritating enough, hostile aliens zap the moon 
and beam it clear across to the other side of the galaxy. Now, certaini);, 
the moon's sudden disappearance would be odd, but if Newton's law of 
gravity was rig'nt, the episode would demonstrate something odder still. 
Newton's law predicts that the water would start to recede from high tide, 
because of the loss of the moon's gravitational pull, about a second and 
a half before you saw the moon disappear from the sky. Like a sprinter 
jumping the gun, the water would seem to retreat a second and a half 
too soon. 

T h e  reason is that, according to Nenrton, at the ver!l moment the 
moon disappears its gravitational ~ u l l  would instantaneousl?1 disappear 
too, and without the moon's gravity, the tides would immediately start to 
diminish. Yet, since it takes light a second and a half to travel the quarter 
million miies behveen the moon and the earth, you wouldn't immedi- 
ately see that the moon had disappeared; for a second and a half, it would 
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seem that the tides &,ere receding from a moon that was still shining high 
overhead as usual. Thus, according to Newton's approach, gravity can 
affect us before light-gravity can outrun iight-and this, Einstein felt 
certain, was wrong." 

And so, around 1907, Einstein became obsessed w t h  the goal of for- 
mulating a new theory of gravity, one that would be at least as accurate as 
Newton's but would not conflict with the special theory of relatiyity. This 
turned out to be a challenge beyond all others. Einstein's formidable 
intellect had finally met its match. His notebook from this period is filled 
with half-formulated ideas, near misses in which small errors resulted in 
long wanderings down spurious paths, and exclamations that he  had 
cracked the problem onll. to realize shortly afterward that he'd made 
another mistake. Finally, by 1915, Einstein emerged into the light. 
Although Einstein did have help at critical junctures, most notably from 
the mathematician Marcel Grossmann, the discovery of general relativity 
was the rare heroic struggle of a single mind to master the universe. The  
result is the crowning jewel of pre-quantum physics. 

Einstein's journey tonrard general reiativib began wit'h a key question 
that Newton, rather sheepishly, had sidestepped ix.0 centuries earlier. 
How does gravity exert its influence over immense stretches of space? 
Hon; does the [~astly distant sun affect earth's motion? The  sun doesn't 
touch the earth, so how does it do that? In short, how does gravity get the 
job done? Although Newton discovered an equation that described the 
effect of gravity with great accuracy, he  fully recognized that he  had left 
unanswered the important question of how gravity actually works. In his 
Principia, Newton wryly wrote, "I leave this problem to the consideration 
of the reader."13 As you can see, there is a similariq between this problem 
and the one Faraday and MaxweIl solved in the 1800s, using the Idea of a 
magnetic field, regarding the way a magnet exerts influence on things that 
it doesn't literall!. touch. So you might suggest a similar answer: grav~ty 
exerts its influence bj. another fieid, the gravitational field. .4nd, broadly 
speaking, this is the right suggestion. But realizing this answer in a man- 
ner that does not conflict with special relativity is easier said than done. 

Much easier. It was this task to which Einstein boldly dedicated him- 
self, and with the dazzling framework he developed after close to a decade 
of searching in the dark, Einstein overthrew Newton's revered theory of 
gravity. What is equally dazzling, the story comes full circle because Ein- 
stein's key breakthrough was tightly linked to the very issue Newton high- 
lighted with the bucket: What is the true nature ofacceierated motion? 

Relatlvlty a n d  the  Absolute 

The  E q u i v a l e n c e  of G r a v i t y  a n d  A c c e l e r a t i o n  

In special relativity, Einstein's main focus was on observers who move 
with constant velocity-observers who feel no  motion and hence are all 
justified in proclaiming that they are stationary and that the rest of the 
world moves by them. Itchy, Scratchy, and Apu on the train do not feel 
any motion. From their perspective, it's Martin and everyone else on the 
platform who are moving. Martin also feels no motion. To him, it's the 
train and its passengers that are in motion. Neither perspective is more 
correct than the other. But accelerated motion is different, because you 
can feel it. You feei squeezed back into a car seat as it accelerates forward, 
you feel pushed sideways as a train rounds a sharp bend, you feel pressed 
against the floor of an  elevator that accelerates upward. 

Nevertheless, the forces you'd feel struck Einstein as very familiar. As 
you approach a sharp bend, for example, your body tightens as you brace 
for the sideways push, because the impending force is inevitabie. There is 
no n.ay to shield yourself from its influence. The  only way to avoid the 
force is to change your plans and not take the bend. This rang a loud bell 
for Einstein. He  recognized that exactly the same features characterize 
the gravitational force. If you're standing on planet earth you are subject 
to planet earth's gavitational pull. It's inevitable. There is no  way around 
it. While you can shield yourself from electron~agnetic and nuclear 
forces, there is no  way to shield yourself from gravity. And one day in 
1907, Einstein realized that this was no mere analogy. In one of those 
flashes of insight that scientists spend a lifetime longing for, Einstein real- 
ized that gravity and accelerated motion are two sides of the same coin. 

Just as by changing your planned motion (to avoid accelerating) you 
can avoid feeling squeezed back in your car seat or feeling pushed side- 
ways on the train, Einstein understood that by suitably changing your 
motion you can also avoid feeling the usual sensations associated with 
gravity's pull. T h e  idea is \vonderfully simple. To understand it, imagine 
that Barney is desperately trying to win the Springfield Challenge, a 
monthlong competition among all belt-size-challei~ged males to see who 
can shed the greatest number of inches. But after hvo weeks on a liquid 
diet (Duff Beer), when he  still has an  obstructed view of the bathroom 
scale, he  loses all hope. And so, in a fit of frustration, tvith the scale stuck 
to his feet, he  leaps from the bathroom window. O n  his way down, just 
before into his neighbor's pool, Barney looks at the scale's 
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reading and what does he  see? I&'ell, Einstein was the first person to real- 
ize, and realize fully, that Barney will see the scale's reading drop to zero. 
The scale falls at exactly the same rate as Barney does, so h ~ s  feet don't 
press against ~t at all. In free fall, Barney experiences ?he same weightless- 
ness that astronauts espenence zn outer space. 

In fact, if we imagine that Barney jumps out his window into a iarge 
shaft from which all air has been evacuated, then on his way down not 
only would air resistance be eliminated, but because every atom of his 
body would be falling at exactly the same rate, all the usual external bod- 
ily stresses and strains-hls feet pushing up against h ~ s  ankles, his legs 
pushing into his hips, h ~ s  arms pulling down on his shoulders-~~ould be 
eliminated as well.'+ By closmg his eyes during the descent, Barnerr would 
feel exactly what he  would if he  were floating in the darkness of deep 
space. (And, again, in case you're happier ~i,ith nonhuman exampies: if 
you drop two rocks t ~ e d  by a rope into the evacuated shaft, the rope will 
remain slack, lust as it would if the rocks were floating in outer space.) 
Thus, by changing his state of motion-by fully "giving in to gravityH- 
Barney is able to simulate a gravity-free environment. (As a matter of fact, 
XASA trams astronauts for the graviiy-free environment of outer space by 
hawng them ride in a modified 707 airplane, nicknamed the Vomit 
Comet, that periodically goes Into a state of free fall.) 

Similarly, by a su~table change in motion you can create a force that is 
essentially identical to gra\.iQ. For example, imag~ne  that Barney joins 
astronauts floating weightless in their space capsule, u-ith the bathroom 
scale still stuck to his feet and still reading zero. If the capsule should fire 
up its boosters and accelerate, things will change significantly. Barney will 
feel pressed to the capsule's floor, just as you feel pressed to the floor of an 
upward accelerating elevator. And since Barney's feet are now pressing 
against the scale, its reading is no longer zero. Ifthe captain fires the boost- 
ers with just the right oomph, the reading on the scale \vill agree precisely 
with what Barney saw In the bathroom. Througlfi appropriate acceleration, 
Barney is now experiencing a force that is indistinguishable from gravigr. 

The  same is true of other kinds of accelerated motion. Should Barney 
join Homer in the outer space bucket, and, as the bucket spins, stand at a 
right angle to Homer-feet and scale against the inner bucket wall-the 
scale will register a nonzero reading since his feet will press against it. If 
the bucket spins at just the right rate, the scale will give the same reading 
Barney found earlier in the bathroom: the acceleration of the spinning 
bucket can also simulate earth's graviQ. 
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All this led Einstein to conclude that the force one feels from gravity 
and t'he force one feels from acceleration are the same. They are equiva- 
ient. Einstein called this the principle ofequivalence. 

Take a look at what it means. Right now you feel gravity's influence. If 
you are standing, your feet feel the floor supporting your weight. If you are 
sitting, you feel the support somewhere else. And unless you are reading 
in a plane or a car, you probably also think that you are stationary-that 
you are not accelerating or even moving at all. But according to Einstein 
you actually are accelerating. Since you're sitting still this sounds a little 
silly, but  don't forget to ask the usual question: Accelerating according to 
what benchmark? Accelerating from whose viewpoint? 

With special relativity, Einstein proclaimed that absolute spacetime 
provides the benchmark, but special relativity does not take account of 
gravity. Then, through the equivalence principle, Einstein supplied a 
more robust benchmark that does include the effects of gravity. And this 
entailed a radical change in perspective. Since gravity and acceleration 
are equivalent, if you feel gravity's influence, you must be accelerating. Ein- 
stein argued that only those observers who feel no  force at all-including 
the force of gravity-are justified in declaring that they are not accelerat- 
ing. Such force-free observers provide the true reference po~nts  for dis- 
cussing motion, and it's this recognition that requires a major turnabout 
in the way we usually think about such things. When Barney jumps from 
his window into the evacuated shaft, we would ordinarily describe him as 
accelerating down toward the earth's surface. But this is not a description 
Einstein would agree with. According to Einstein, Barney 1s not accelerat- 
ing. He feels no force. He is weightless. He  feels as h e  would floating in 
the deep darkness of empty space. He  provides the standard against which 
all motion should be compared. And by this comparison, when you are 
cal~niy reading at home, you are accelerating. From Barneys perspective 
as h e  freely falls by your window-the perspective, according to Einstein, 
of a true benchmark for motion-you and the earth and all the other 
things we usually think of as stationary are accelerating upward. Einstein 
would argue that it was Newton's head that rushed up to meet the apple, 
not the other way around. 

Cleariy, t h ~ s  is a radically different way of thinking about motion. But 
it's anchored in the simple recognition that you feel gravity's influence 
only when you res~st it. By contrast, when you fully give in to gravi8 you 
don't feel it. Assuming you are not subject to any other influences (such as 
air resistance), when you give in to gravity and allow yourself to fall freely, 
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you feel as you would if you were freely floating in empty space-a per- 
spectwe which, unhesitatingly, we consider to be unaccelerated. 

In sum, only those individuals who are freely floating, regardless of 
~vhether they are in the depths of outer space or on a collision course with 
the earth's s~~r face ,  are justified in claiming that the) are experiencing no 
acceleration. If jrou pass by such an observer and there is relative acceler- 
ation between the two of you, then according to Einstein, you are acceler- 
a t~ng .  

As a matter of fact, notice that ne~ the r  Itchy, nor Scratchy, nor Apu, 
nor hIartin was truly justified in saylng that he was stationar). during the 
duel, since they all felt the downward pull ofgravib. This has no bearing 
on our earlier discussion, because there, we were concerned only with 
horizontal motion, m o t ~ o n  that nras unaffected by the vert~cal gravity 
experienced by all part~cipants. But as an important point of principle, the 
link Einstein found behveen gravity and acceleration means, once agaln, 
that we are justified only in considering stationary those obsen,ers who 
feel no forces ~vhatsoever. 

Having forged the link behveen gravity and accelerat~on, Einstein was 
nomr ready to take up Nex ton's challenge and seek an  explanation of how 
grat71ty exerts ~ t s  infi uence. 

\ j7arps,  C u r v e s ,  a n d  G r a v l t v  

Through speclal relativity, Einstein showed that every observer cuts up 
spacetime into parallel slices that he  or she considers to be all of space at 
successl1.e instants of time, with the unexpected hvlst that observers mov- 
ing relative to one another at constant velocity will cut through spacet~me 
at different angles. If one such observer should start accelerating, you 
might guess that the moment-to-moment changes in his speed and/or 
direction of m o t ~ o n  ~vould result in moment-to-moment changes In the 
angle and orientation of his slices. Roughly speaking, this is what hap- 
pens. Einstein (using geometrical ins~ghts articulated by Carl Friedrich 
Gauss, Georg Bernhard Riemann, and other mathematicians in the nine- 
teenth century) developed this idea-by fits and starts-and showed that 
the differently angled cuts through the spacetime loaf smoothiy merge 
into slices that are curved but fit together as perfectly as spoons in a silver- 
ware tray, as schematically illustrated in Figure 3.8. An accelerated 
observer carves spatial slices tha t  are warped. 
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With this insight, Einstein was able to invoke the equivalence princi- 
ple to profound effect. Since gravi? and acceleration are equivalent, Ein- 
stein understood that gravity itself must be nothing but warps and curves 
in the fabric of spacetime. Let's see n.hat this means. 

If you roll a marble along a smooth wooden floor, it will travel In a 
straight line. But if you've recently had a terrible flood and the floor dried 
with all sorts of bumps and warps, a rolling marble will no longer travel 
along the same path. Instead, it will be p i d e d  this way and that by the 
warps and curves on the floor's surface. Einstein applied this simple idea 
to the fabric of the unlverse. He  imagined that in the absence of matter or 
e n e r a  -110-sun, no earth, no stars-spacet~me, like the smooth n,ooden 
floor, has no warps or curves. It's flat. This IS schematically illustrated 111 

Figure 3.923, in ~vhich we focus on one slice of space. Of course, space IS 

reall). three dimensional, and so Figure 3.9b is a more accurate depiction, 
but drawings that illustrate ixro dimensions are easier to understand, so 
we'll continue to use them. Einstein then imagined that the presence of 
matte: or e n e r g  has an effect on space much like the effect the flood had 
on the floor. Matter and energy, like the sun, cause space (and space- 
time*) to warp and cuwe as illustrated in Figures ?.!Oa and 3.10b. And 
just as a marble rolling on the u~arped floor travels along a curved path, 
Einstein showed that anything moving through warped space-such as 
the earth moving in the vicin~ty of the sun-will travel along a curved tra- 
jectow as illustrated in Figure 3.1la and Figure ? . l  lb .  

It's as if matter and energy imprint a network of chutes and valleys 
along which objects are gulded by the invisible hand of the spacetime fab- 
ric. That, according to Einstein, is how grayit). exerts its influence. The  
same idea also applies closer to home. Right now, your body would like to 
slide down an indentation In the spacetime fabric caused by the earth's 
presence. But your motion is being blocked by the surface on which 
you're s~tt ing or standing. The  upward push you feel almost everq; 
moment of your life-be it from the ground, the floor of your house, the 
corner easy chair, or your kingsize bed-is a c t ~ n g  to stop you from sliding 

"It's easler to picture warped space, but because of thelr int~mate connection, t m e  1s 
also warped by matter and energy. And lust as a warp In space means that space IS stretched 
or compressed, as In Figure 3.10, a warp in tlme means that tune is stretched or com- 
pressed. That IS, clocks experiencing different gramtational pulls-like one on the sun and 
another in deep, empty space-tick off tlme at different rates. In fact, it turns out that the 
warping of space caused by ordinar)' bodies like the earth and sun (as opposed to black 
holes) IS far iess pronounced than the warping they inflict on tlme.15 
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Figure 3.8 According to general relativib, not only will the spacetime loaf 
be sliced Into space at moments of time at different angles (by o b s e ~ e r s  
in relative motion), but the slices themselves will be warped or curved 
by the presence of matter or energy. 

down a valley in spacet~me. By contrast, should you throw yourself off the 
high diving board, you are giving in to gravity by allowing your body to 
move freely along one of its spacetime chutes. 

Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 schematically illustrate the triumph of 
Einstein's ten-year struggle. !~luch of his work during these years aimed at 
determining the precise shape and size of the warping that would be 
caused b!. a given amount of matter or energy. The  mathematical result 
Einstein found underlies these figures and is embodied in what are called 
the Einstein field equations. '4s the name indicates, Einstein viewed the 
warping of spacetime as the manifestation-the geometrical embodi- 
ment-of a gravitational field. By framing the problem geometrically, 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.9 (a)  Flat space (2-d version). (b) Flat space (3-d version) 
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Figure 3.10 (a) The sun warping space (2-d version). (b) The sun warping 
space (3-d version). 

Einstein was able to find equations that do for gravit)l what hlaxwell's 
equations did for e l e ~ t r o m a ~ n e t i s m . ' ~  And by using these equations, Ein- 
stein and many others made for the path that would be fol- 
lowed by this or that planet, or even by light emitted by a distant star, as it 
moves through curved spacetime. Not only have these predictions been 
confirmed to a high level of accuracy, but in head-to-head competition 
with the predictlons of Newton's theory, Einstein's theory consistently 
matches reality with finer fidelity. 

Of equal importance, since general relativity specifies the detailed 
mechanism by which gravity works, ~t pro1,ides a mathematical frame- 

la) ib) 

Figure 3.1: The earth stays In otblt around the sun because it follows 
curves in the spacetime fabr~c caused b) the sun's presence. (a) 2-d ver- 
slon (b) 3-d verslon. 
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work for determining how fast it transmits its influence. The  speed of 
transmission comes down to the question of how fast the shape of space 
can change in t ~ m e .  That is, how quickly can warps and ripples-ripples 
like those on the surface of a pond caused by a plunging pebble-race 
from place to place through space! Einstein was abie to work this out, and 
the answer he came to was enormousiy gratifying. He  found that warps 
and ripples-gravity, that is-do not travel from place to place instanta- 
neously, as they do in Ne~vtonian calculations of gravity. Instead, they 
travel a t  exactly the speed oflight. Not a bit faster or slonaer, fully in keep- 
ing with the speed limit set by special relativity. If aliens plucked the 
moon from ~ t s  orbit, the tides would recede a second and a half later, at 
the exact same moment we'd see that the moon had vanished. Where 
Ne\t,ton7s theory failed, Einstein's general relativity prevailed. 

G e n e r a l  Re la t iv i ty  a n d  t h e  B u c k e t  

Beyond giving the world a mathematically elegant, conceptuaI1~~ power- 
ful, and, for the first time, fully consistent theory of grawp, the general 
theory of relativity also thoroughiy reshaped our view of space and time. 
In both Newton's conception and that of special relativity, space and time 
provided an unchanging stage for the events of the universe. Even though 
the slicing of the cosmos into space at successive moments has a flexibil- 
ity in special relatiwty unfathomable in Newton's age, space and time do 
not respond to happenings in the universe. Spacetime-the loaf, as we've 
been calling ~t-is taken as a given, once and for all. In general relativity, 
all this changes. Space and time become players in the evolving cosn~os. 
They come alive. Matter here causes space to warp there, which causes 
matter over there to move, which causes space way over there to warp 
even more, and so on. General relativity provides the choreography for an  
entwined cosmic dance of space, time, matter, and energy. 

This is a stunning de~.elopment. But we now come back to our central 
theme: What about the bucket? Does general relativity provide the physi- 
cal basis for Mach's relationlst ideas, as Einstein hoped it would? 

Over the years, this question has generated much controversy. Ini- 
tially, Einstein thought that general reiativitv fully incorporated Mach's 
perspective, a viewpoint he  considered so important that he christened it 
Mach's principle. In fact, in 191 3, as Einsteln was furiously working to put 
the final pieces of general relativity in place, h e  wrote Mach an enthusi- 
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astic ietter in which he  described how generai relativity would confirm 
Mach's analysls of Newton's bucket e ~ p e r i m e n t . ' ~  And in 1918, when 
Einstein wrote an article enumerating the three essential ideas behind 
general relativity, the third point in his list was Mach's principle. But gen- 
eral relativity is subtle and it had features that took many years for physi- 
cists, including Einstein himself, to appreciate ~ o m p l e t e l ~ ~ .  As these 
aspects were better understood, Einsteln found it increasingly difficult to 
fully incorporate hlach's principle into general relativity. Little by little, 
he  grew disillusioned with Mach's ideas and by the later years of his life 
came to renounce them.18 

With an additional half century of research and hindsight, we can 
consider anew the extent to which general relativity conforms to Mach's 
reasoning. Although there is still some controversy, I thlnk the most accu- 
rate statement is that in some respects general reiativity has a distinctly 
Machian flavor, but it does not conform to the fully relationist perspective 
Mach advocated. Here's what I mean. 

Mach argued19 that w'hen the spinning water's surface becomes con- 
cave, or when you feel your arms splay outward, or when the rope tied 
between the two rocks pulls taut, this has nothing to do with some hypo- 
thetical -and, in his view, thoroughly misguided - notion of absolute 
space (or absolute spacetime, in our more modern understanding). 
Instead, he argued that it's evidence of accelerated motion with respect to 
all the matter that's spread throughout the cosmos. 14'ere there no matter, 
there'd be no notion of acceleration and none of the enumerated physical 
effects (concave water, splaying arms, rope pulling taut) \vould happen. 

What does general relativity say! 
According to general relativity, the benchmarks for all motion, and 

accelerated motion in particular, are freely falling observers-observers 
who have fully given in to gravity and are being acted on by no other forces. 
Now, a key point is that the gravitational force to which a freely falling 
observer acquiesces arlses from all the matter (and e n e r a )  spread through- 
out the cosn~os. The  earth, the moon, the distant planets, stars, gas clouds, 
quasars, and galaxies all contribute to the gravitational field (in geometri- 
cal language, to the curvature of spacetime) right where you're now sitting. 
Things that are more massive and less distant exert a greater gravitational 
influence, but the gravitational field you feel represents the combined 
influence of the matter that's out there." T h e  path you'd take were you to 
give in to gravity fully and assume free-fall motion-the benchmark you'd 
become for judging whether sonie other object is accelerating-would be 
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influenced by all matter in the cosmos, by the stars in the heavens and by 
the house next door. Thus, in general relativity, when an object is said to 
be accelerating, it means the object is accelerating with respect to a 
benchmark determined bj, matter spread throughout the universe. That's 
a conclus~on which has the feel ofnlhat Mach advocated. So, in this sense, 
general relatlv~ty does incorporate some of Mach's thinking. 

Nevertheless, general relatiwty does not confirm all of hlach's reason- 
ing, as we can see directly bj.cons~dering, once again, the spmning bucket 
in an otherwise empty universe. In an  empty unchanging unwerse-no 
stars, no planets, no anything at all-there is no gravity." And without 
gravity, spacetime is not warped-it takes the simple, uncurved shape 
shown in Figure 3.9b-and that means we are back in the simpler setting 
of special relativity. (Remember, Einstein ignored grai~ity while develop- 
ing special relat~vit).. General relativit). made up for this deficiency by 
incorporating gravit): but when the universe is empty and unchanging 
there is no gravity? and so genera1 relat~v~ty reduces to special relatilrity. j If 
we now introduce the bucket into this empty universe, it has such a tiny 
mass that its presence hardly affects the shape of space at all. And so the 
discussion u,e had earlier for the bucket in speclal relat~wty applies 
equalIy well to general relativit).. In contradiction to what Mach would 
have predicted. general relativity comes to the same answer as specla1 rel- 
ativity, and proclaims that even in an  otherwise empty universe, you will 
feel pressed against the inner wall of the spinning bucket; in an otherwise 
empty universe, your arms will feel pulled outward if you spin around; in 
an otherwise empty universe, the rope tied between two twirling rocks will 
become taut. The  conclusion we draw is that even in general relativity, 
empty spacetime provides a benchmark for accelerated motion. 

Hence, although general relativity incorporates some elements of 
Mach's thinking, it does not subscribe to the completely relatlve concep- 
t ~ o n  of motion Mach advocated." Mach's prmclple 1s an example of a 
provocative idea that provided inspiration for a revolutionary discoven. 
even though that discovery ult~mately failed to fully embrace the idea that 
inspired it. 

Space t ime in the  Third  Mi l l enn ium 

The  spmning bucket has had a long run. From Newton's absoiute space 
and absolute time, to Leibn~z's and then Mach's relational conceptions, 
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to Einstein's realization in special relativity t'hat space and time are rela- 
t ~ v e  and yet in their union fill out absolute spacetime, to his subsequent 
discover). in general relativity that spacetime is a dynamic player in the 
unfolding cosmos, the bucket has always been there. Twirling in the back 
of the mind, it has provided a simple and quiet test for whether the invisi- 
ble, the abstract, the untouchable stuff of space-and spacetime, more 
generally-is substantial enough to provide the ultimate reference for 
motion. T h e  verdict? Although the issue is still debated, as we've now 
seen, the most stra~ghtforward reading of Einstein and his general relativ- 
ity is that spacetime can provide such a benchmark: spacetime is a some- 
thing.*' 

Notice, though, that this conclusion is also cause for celebration 
among supporters of a more broadly defined relationist outlook. In New- 
ton's view and also that of special relativity, space and spacetlme were 
invoked as entities that provide the reference for defining accelerated 
motion. And since, according to these perspectives, space and spacetime 
are absolutely unchangeable, this notion of acceleration is absolute. In 
general relativity, though, the character of spacetime is completely differ- 
ent. Space and time are dynamic in general relatwity: they are mutable; 
they respond to the presence of mass and energy; they are not absolute. 
Spacetime and, in particular, the way it warps and curves, is an embodi- 
ment of the gravitational field. Thus, in general relativit); acceleration 
relative to spacetime is a far cry from the absolute, staunchly unrelational 
concept~on invoked by previous theories. Instead, as Einstein argued elo- 
quently a few years before he  died," acceleration relative to general rela- 
tivity's spacetime is relational. It is not acceleration relative to material 
objects like stones or stars, but it is acce1e:atlon relative to something just 
as real, tangible, and changeable: a field-the gravitational field." In this 
sense, spacetime-by being the incarnation of g r a v i t y i s  so real in gen- 
eral relativity that the benchmark it provides is one that many relationists 
can comfortably accept. 

Debate on the issues discussed in this chapter will no doubt contlnue 
as we grope to understand what space, time, and spacetime actually are. 
With the development of quantum mechanics, the plot only thickens. 

"In special relativity-the special case of general relativity in which the gravitational 
field is zero-this idea applies unchanged: a zero gravitational field is still a fieid, one that 
can be measured and changed, and hence provides a something relative to which acceler- 
ation can be defined. 
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The  concepts of empty space and of nothingness take on a whole new 
meamng when quantum uncertainty takes the stage. Indeed, since 1905, 
~ t?hen  Einstem did away with the luminiferous aether, the Idea that space 
1s filled with invisible substances has waged a 1 'g orous comeback. As we 
will see in later chapters, key developments in modern physics have rein- 
stltuted various forms of an aetherliite entity, none of which set an 
absolute standard for motion like the original luminiferous aether, but all 
of which thoroughly challenge the nai.ve conception of what it means for 
spacetime to be empty. Moreover, as we will now see, the most basic role 
that space plays in a classical universe-as the medium that separates one 
object from another, as the intervening stuff that allows us to declare 
definitively that one object 1s distinct and independent from another-is 
thoroughl~, challenged b j ~  startling quantum connections. 

Entangling S p a c e  
W H A T  D O E S  I T  M E A N  TO B E  S E P A R A T E  

I N  A  Q U A N T U M  U N I V E R S E ?  

T o accept specla1 and general relativity is to abandon Ne~vtonian 
I vou can tram absolute space and absolute time. TVhile it's not easy,, 

your mmd to do t h ~ s .  TT7henever you move around, lmaglne your 
now shifting away from the n o w  exper~enced bq. all others not moilng 
nlth you. While you are drlvlng along a h~ghway, imaglne your watch 

I ticking away at a different rate compared with timepieces In the homes 
you are speeding past. While jou are gazlng out from a mountaintop, 

1 magine  that because of the warping of spacettme, time passes more 
qulckly for you than for those subject to stronger gravity on the ground far 

i 
below. I say "imagine" because in ordinary circumstances such as these, 

I 
the effects of relativity are so tiny that they go completely unnoticed. 
Everyday experience thus fails to reveal how the unlverse really works, 

I 
and that's why a hundred years after Einstein, almost no one, not even 
professional p lq~s~c~s t s ,  feels relativit). In t h e ~ r  bones. This Isn't surprlslng; 
one is hard pessed to find the survival advantage offered by a sohd grasp 

I of relatwity Newton's flawed conceptions of absolute space and absolute 

1 time work wonderfully ~vell  at the slow speeds and moderate gra~i ty  we 
encounter In daily life, so our senses are under no evolutionar~ pressure 

I 

to develop relativist~c acumen. Deep awareness and true understanding 

1 therefore requlre that we dillgently use our Intellect to fill in the gaps left 

I b? our senses 
i 
I While relatlvitv represented a monumental break w t h  tradlt~onal 

Ideas about the unlrerse, between 1900 and 1930 another revolut~on was 
I 
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also turning physics upside down. It started at the turn of the twentieth 
century with a couple of papers on properties of radiation, one by Max 
Planck and the other by Einstein; these, after three decades of intense 
research, led to the formulation of quantum mechanics. As with relativity, 
whose effects become significant under extremes of speed or gravity, the 
nen. physics of quantum mechanics reveals itself abundantly only in 
another extreme situat~on: the realm of the extremely tmy. But there is a 
sharp distinction between the upheavals of relativity and those of quan- 
tum mechanics. T h e  weirdness of relativity arises because our personal 
experience of space and t m e  differs from the experience of others. It is a 
weirdness born of comparison. We are forced to concede that our view of 
reality is but one among many-an infinite number, in fact-which all fit 
together fiithin the seamless whole of spacetime. 

Quantum mechanics 1s different. Its weirdness is evident without 
comparison. It is harder to train your mind to have quantum mechanical 
intuition, because quantum mechanics shatters our own personal, indi- 
vidual conception of reality. 

The W o r l d  According to the  Q u a n t u m  

Every age develops its stories or metaphors for how the universe was con- 
ceived and structured. According to an  ancient Indian creation myth, the 
universe was created when the gods dismembered the primordial giant 
Purusa, whose head became the sky, whose feet became the earth, and 
whose breath became the wind. To Aristotle, the universe was a collection 
of fifty-five concentric crystalline spheres, the outermost being heaven, 
surrounding those of the pianets, earth and its elements, and finally the 
seven circles of hell.' With Newton and his precise, deterministic mathe- 
matical formulation of motion, the description changed again. The  uni- 
verse n.as likened to the t~cking of an  enormous, grand clockwork: after 
being wound and set into its Initial state, the clockwork universe ticks 
from one moment to the next with complete regularity and predictability. 

Speciai and general relativity pointed out important subtleties of the 
clockwork metaphor: there is no single, preferred, universal clock; there is 
no consensus on what constitutes a moment, what constitutes a now. 
Even so, you can still tell a clockworklike story about the evolving uni- 
verse. The  clock is your clock. T h e  story is your story. But the universe 
unfolds with the same regularity and predictability as In the Ne\vtonian 
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framework. If by some means you know the state of the universe right 
now-if you know where every particle 1s and h o ~ v  fast and in what direc- 
tion each is moving-then, Newton and Einstein agree, you can, in prin- 
clple, use the laws of physics to predict everything about the universe 
arbitrarily far into the future or to figure out what it was like arbitrarily far 
into the past.' 

Quantum mechanics breaks with this tradition. IVe can't ever know 
the exact location and exact velocity of even a single particle. We can't 
predict with total certainty the outcome of even the simplest of experi- 
ments, let alone the evolution of the entire cosn~os. Quantum mechanics 
shows that the best we can ever do is predict the probability that an exper- 
iment will turn out this way or that. And as quantum mechanics has been 
verified through decades of fantastically accurate experiments, the New- 
tonian cosmic clock, even ~vith its Einsteinian updating, is an untenable 
metaphor; it is demonstrably not how the world works. 

But the break with the past is yet more complete. Even though New- 
ton's and Einstein's theories differ sharply on the nature of space and 
time, they do agree on certain basic facts, certain truths that appear to be 
self-evident. If there is space between two objects-if there are isvo birds 
in the sky and one is way off to your right and the other is way off to your 
left-we can and do consider the two objects to be independent. We 
regard them as separate and distinct entities. Space, whatever it is funda- 
mentally, provides the medium that separates and distinguishes one 
object from another. That is what space does. Thlngs occupying different 
locations in space are different things. Moreover, in order for one object 
to influence another, it must in some way negotiate the space that sepa- 
rates them. One  bird can fly to the other, traversing the space between 
them, and then ~ e c k  or nudge its companion. One  person can influence 
another by shooting a slingshot, causing a pebble to traverse the space 
between them, or by yelling, causing a domino effect of bouncing air 
n~olecules, one jostling the next until some bang into the recipient's 
eardrum. Being yet more sophisticated, one can exert influence on 
another by firing a laser, causing a n  electromagnetic wave-a beam of 
light-to traverse the intervening space; or, being more ambitious (like 
the extraterrestrial pranksters of last chapter) one can shake or move a 
massive body (like the moon) sending a gravitational disturbance speed- 
ing from one location to another. To be sure, if we are over here we can 
influence someone over there, but no  matter how we do it, the procedure 
always involves someone or something traveling from here to there, and 
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only when the someone or something gets there can the influence be 
exerted. 

Phys~cists call this feature of the universe locality, emphasizing the 
point that you can directlj~ affect only things that are next to you, that are 
local. Voodoo contravenes locality, since it involves doing something over 
here and affecting something over there without the need for anvthing to 
travel from here to there, but con1n1on experience leads us to think that 
t~erifiable, repeatable experiments would confirm 10caiiir.~ And most do. 

But a class of experiments performed during the last couple of 
decades has shown that something we do over here (such as measuring 
certain properties of a part~cle) can be subtly entwined with something 
that happens over there (such as the outcon~e of measuring certain prop- 
erties of another distant particle), without anything being sent from here 
to there. While intuitively baffling, this phenomenon fully conforms to 
the laws of quantum mechanics, and was predicted using quantum 
mechanics long before the technology existed to do the experiment and 
observe, remarkably, that the prediction is correct. This sounds like 
voodoo; Einstein, who was among the first physicists to recognize-and 
sharplj. criticize-this possible feature of quantum mechanics, called it 
"spooky." But as we shall see, the long-distance links these experiments 
confirm are extremely delicate and are, in a precise sense, fundamentally 
beyond our ability to control. 

Nevertheless, these results, coming from both theoret~cai and experi- 
mental considerations, stroilgly support the conclusion that the universe 
admits interconnections that are not local.' Somethmg that happens over 
here can be entwned with something that happens over there even if 
nothing traveis from here to there-and even if there isn't enough time 
for anything, even light, to travel between the events. This means that 
space cannot be thought of as it once was: Intervening space, regardless of 
how much there is, does not ensure that two ob~ects are separate, since 
quantum mechanics allows an  entanglement, a kind of connection, to 
exist beween them. A particle, like one of the countless number that 
make up you or me, can run but it can't hide. According to quantum the- 
ory and the many experiments that bear out its predictions, the quantum 
connection between two particles can persist even if they are on opposite 
sides of the universe. From the standpoint of their entanglement, notwith- 
standing the many trillions of miles of space between them, it's as if they 
are right on top of each other. 

Numerous assaults on our conception of reality are emerging from 
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modern physics; we will encounter many in the following chapters. But 
of those that have been experimentally verified, I find none more mind- 
boggling than the recent realization that our universe is not local. 

The  Red and  the Blue 

To get a feel for the kind of noniocality emerging from quantum mechan- 
ics, imagine that Agent Scully, long overdue for a vacation, retreats to her 
family's estate in Provence. Before she's had time to unpack, the phone 
rings. It's Agent Mulder calling from America. 

"Did j.ou get the box-the one wrapped in red and blue paper?" 
Scully, who has dumped all her mail in a pile by the door, looks over 

and sees the package. "Mulder, please, I didn't come all the way to Aix 
just to deal with another stack of files." 

"No, no, the package is not from me. I got one too, and inside there 
are these little lightproof titanium boxes, numbered from 1 to 1,000, and 
a letter saying that you would be receiving an  identical package." 

"Yes, so?" Scully slowly responds, beginning to fear that the titanium 
boxes may somehow wsind up cutting her vacatlon short. 

"Well," Mulder continues, "the letter says that each titanium box con- 
tains an alien sphere that will flash red or biue the moment the little door 
on its side is opened." 

"Mulder, am I supposed to be impressed?" 
"Well, not yet, but listen. T h e  letter says that before any given box is 

opened, the sphere has the capacity to flash either red or blue, and it ran- 
domly decides between the two colors at the moment the door is opened. 
But here's the strange part. The letter says that although your boxes worii 
exactly the same way as mine-even though the spheres inside each one 
of our boxes randomly choose between flashing red or blue-our boxes 
somehow work in tandem. The  letter claims that there is a mysterious 
connection, so that if there is a blue flash when I open my box 1, you will 
also find a blue flash when you open your box 1; if I see a red flash when I 
open box 2, you will also see a red flash in your box 2 ,  and so on." 

"Mulder, I'm really exhausted; let's let the parlor tricks wait till I get 
back." 

"Scully, please. I know you're on vacation, but we can't just let this go. 
We'll only need a few mlnutes to see if it's true." 

Reluctantly, Scully realizes that resistance is futile, so she goes aiong 
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and opens her little boxes. And on comparing the colors that flash inside 
each box, Scully and hlulder do indeed find the agreement predicted in 
the letter. Sometimes the sphere in a box flashes red, sonletimes blue, but 
on opening boxes with the same number, Scully and Mulder al~vays see 
the same coior flash. A'Iulder grows increasingly excited and agltated by 
the alien spheres but Scullp is thoroughly unimpressed. 

"hfuider," Scully sternly says Into the phone, "you really need a vaca- 
tion. This is silly. Obviously, the sphere inside each of our boxes has been 
programmed to flash red or it has been programmed to flash blue when 
the door to its box is opened. And whoever sent us this nonsense pro- 
grammed our boxes identicaIIy so that you and I find the same coIor flash 
In boxes w ~ t h  the same number." 

"But no, Scully, the letter saps each alien sphere randomly chooses 
between flashing blue and red when the door is opened, not that the 
sphere has been preprogrammed to choose one color or the other." 

"Mulder," Scully sighs, "my explanation makes perfect sense and it 
fits all the data. What more do you want? And look here, at the bottom of 
the letter. Here's the biggest laugh of all. The  'alien' small print informs 
us that not only will opening the door to a box cause the sphere inside to 
flash, but any other tampering with the box to figure out how it works- 
for example, if we try to examme the sphere's color composition or chem- 
~ c a l  makeup before the door is opened-will also cause it to flash. In 
other words, we can't analyze the supposed random selection of red or 
blue because any such attempt will contammate the very experiment we 
are tn~ing to carry out. It's as if I told you I'm really a blonde, but I become 
a redhead whenever you or anyone or anyth~ng looks at my hair or ana- 
l>.zes it in any way. How could you ever prove me wrong? Your tlny green 
men are p r e p  clever-they've set things up so their ruse can't be 
unmasked. Nou: go and play with your little boxes while I enjoy a little 
peace and quiet." 

It would seem that Scully has this one soundly wrapped up on the 
side of science. Yet, here's the thing, Quantum mechanicians-scientists, 
not aliens-have for nearly e ighb years been making claims about how 
the universe works that closely parallel those described in the letter. T h e  
rub is that there is now strong scientific evldence that a viewpoint along 
the lines of Muider's-not Scullv's-is supported bj, the data. For 
instance, according to quantum mechanics, a  article can hang in a state 
of limbo between having one or another particular property-like an 
"alien" sphere hovering betxreen flashing red and flashing blue before the 
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door to its box is opened-and only when the particle is looked at (mea- 
sured) does it randomly commit to one definite property or another. As if 
this weren't strange enough, quantum mechanics also pedicts that there 
can be connections between particles, s~milar to those claimed to exist 
between the alien spheres. Two prt icles can be so entwined by quantum 
effects that their random selection of one property or another is corre- 
lated: just as each of the alien spheres chooses randomly between red and 
blue and yet, somehow, the colors chosen by spheres in boxes with the 
same number are correlated (both flashing red or both flashing blue), the 
properties chosen randomly by two particles, even if they are far apart in 
space, can similarly be aligned ?erfectlp. Roughly speaking, even though 
the tcvo particles are widely separated, quantum mechanics shows that 
whatever one particle does, the other will do too. 

As a concrete example, if you are wearing a pair of sunglasses, quan- 
tum mechanics shows that there is a 50-50 chance that a particular pho- 
ton-like one that is reflected toward you from the surface of a lake or 
from an asphalt roadway-will make it through your glare-reducing polar- 
ized lenses: when the photon hits the glass, it randomly "chooses" 
between reflecting back and passing through. The  astounding thing is 
that such a photon can have a partner photon that has sped miles away in 
the opposite direction and yet, when confronted with the same 50-50 
probabiliq of passing through another polarized sunglass lens, will some- 
how do whatever the initial photon does. Even though each outcome is 
determined randomly and even though the photons are f i r  apart in space, if 
one photon passes through, so will the other. This is the kind of nonlocality 
predicted by quantum mechanics. 

Einstein, ~ v h o  was never a great fan of quantum mechanics, was loath 
to accept that the universe operated according to such bizarre rules. He  
championed more conventional explanations that did anray with the 
notion that particles randomly select attributes and outcomes when mea- 
sured. Instead, Einstein argued that if tmzo widely separated particles are 
observed to share certain attributes, this is not evidence of some mysteri- 
ous quantum connection instantaneously correlating their properties. 
Rather, just as Scully argued that the spheres do not randomly choose 
between red and blue, but instead are programmed to flash one particular 
color when observed, Einstein claimed that particles do not randomly 
choose between having one feature or another but, instead, are simil- 
arly "programmed" to have one particular, definite feature when suit- 
ably measured. T h e  correlation between the behavior of widely separated 
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photons is evidence, Einstein claimed, that the photons were endowed 
with identical properties bvhen emitted, not that they are subject to some 
bizarre long-distance quantum entanglement. 

For close to five decades, the issue of who was right-Einstein or the 
supporters of quantum mechanics-was left unresolved because, as we 
shall see, the debate became much like that between Scull j~ and Mulder: 
any attempt to disprove the proposed strange quantum mechanical con- 
nections and leave intact Einstein's more conventional vielv ran afoul of 
the claim that the experiments themselves would necessariiy contaminate 
the very features they were trying to study. .All this changed in the 1960s. 
if:ith a stunning insight, the Irish physicist John Bell showed that the : s u e  
could be settled experimentally, and by the 1980s it was. The  most 
straighttbrnrard reading of the data is that Einstein was u-rong and there 
can be strange, weird, and "spooky" quantum connections beisyeen things 
over here and things over there.5 

The reasoning behind this conclusion is so subtle that it took 
physicists more than three decades to appreciate fully. But after covering 
the essential features of quantum mechanics we crill see that the core of 
the argument reduces to nothing more complex than a Click and Clack 
puzzler. 

C a s t i n g  a MJave 

If you shine a laser polnter on a little piece of black, overexposed 35mm 
film from which you have scratched away the emulsion 111 hvo extremely 
close and narrow lines, you will see direct evidence that light 1s a wave. If 
you've never done this, it's worth a try jyou can use many things in place 
of the film, such as the nXire mesh In a fancy coffee plunger). T h e  image 
vou will see when the laser light passes through the slits on the film and 
hits a screen consists of iight and dark bands, as in Figure 4.1, and the 
explanation for this pattern relies on a basic feature of waves. Water waIres 
are easiest to visualize, so let's first explain the essent~al point with waves 
on a large, placid lake, and then apply our understanding to light. 

A water wave disturbs the flat surface of a lake by creating regions 
where the rvater level !s higher than usual and regions where it is lower 
than usual. The highest part of a wave IS called its peak and the lowest part 
is called its trough. A typical wave involves a periodic succession: peak fol- 
lowed by trough followed by peak, and so forth. If two Lvaves head toward 
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Figure 4.1 Laser hght passing through two slits etched on a piece of black 
film yields an interference pattern on a detector screen, showing that 
hght IS a wave. 

each other-if, for example, you and I each drop a pebble into the lake at 
nearby locations, producing outward-moving n,aves that run into each 
other-when they cross there results an important effect known as inter- 
ference, illustrated in Figure 4.2a. When  a peak of one wave and a peak of 
the other cross, the height of the water is even greater, being the sum of 
the hvo peak heights. Sinilarly, when a trough of one wave and a trough 
of the other cross, the depression in the water is even deeper, being the 
sum of the ~o depressions. And here is the most important combination: 
when a peak of one wave crosses the trough of another, they tend to can- 
cel each other out, as the peak tries to make the water go up while the 
trough tries to drag it down. If the height of one wave's peak equals the 
depth of the other's trough, there will be perfect cancellation when they 
cross, so the water at that location will not move at all. 

T h e  same principle explains the pattern that light forms when it 
passes through the h ~ ~ o  slits 111 Figure 4.1. Light is an electromagnetic 
wave; when it passes through the two slits, it splits into hvo waves that 
head toward the screen. Like the hvo mrater waves just discussed, the hvo 
light waves interfere with each other. When they hit various points on the 
screen, son~e t in~es  both waves are at their peaks, making the screen 
bright; sometimes both waves are at t h e ~ r  troughs, also making it bright; 
but sometimes one wave is at its peak and the other is at its trough and 
they cancel, making that point on the screen dark. \i'e illustrate this in 
Figure 4.2b. 

When the \rave motion is analyzed in mathematical detail, including 
the cases of partial cancellations behveen waves at various stages between 
peaks and troughs, one can show that the bright and dark spots fill out the 
bands seen In Figure 4.1. The  bright and dark bands are therefore a tell- 
tale s:gn that light is a wave, an  issue that had been hotly debated ever 
since Newton claimed that light is not a wave but instead is made up of a 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Overlapp~ng water waves produce an interference pattern 
(b) Overlapp~ng light naves produce an interference pattern. 

stream of particies (more on this in a moment). Moreover, this analyis 
applies equally well to any kind of wave (light wave, water wave, sound 
wave, you name ~ t )  and thus, interference patterns provide the metaphor- 
ical smoking gun: you know you are dealing with a wave if, when it is 
forced to pass through two slits of the right size (determined by the dis- 
tance between the wave's peaks and troughs), the resulting intensity pat- 
tern looks like that in Figure 4.1 (with bright regions representing high 
intensity and dark regions being low intensiv). 

In 1927, Clinton Davisson and Lester Germer fired a beam of elec- 
trons-particulate entities ivithout any apparent connection to waves-at 
a piece of nickel cnstal; the details need not concern us, but what does 
matter is that this experiment is equivalent to firmg a beam of electrons at 
a barrier with two slits. IVhen the experimenters allowed the electrons 
that passed through the slits to travel onward to a phosphor screen where 
their impact location was recorded by a tlny flash (the same kind of flashes 
responsible for the picture on your television screen), the results were 
astonishing. Thinking of the electrons as little pellets or bullets, you'd nat- 
urally expect their impact positions to line up with the bvo slits, as in Fig- 
ure 4.3a. But that's not what Davisson and Germer found. Their 
experiment produced data schematically illustrated in Figure 4.3b: the 
electron impact positions filled out an  interference pattern characteristic 
of waves. Davisson and Germer had found the smoking gun. They had 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.3 (a) Classical phpcs  predicts that electrons fired at a barrler 
with two slits will two bright stripes on a detector. (b) Quantum 
physics predicts, and experiments confirm, that electrons will produce 
an mterference pattern, showing that they embody wavelike features. 

shown that the beam ojpartzculate electrons must, unexpectedly, be some 
kind o jwave. 

Non., you might not think this is particularly surprising. IVater is 
made of H 2 0  molecules, and a water wave arises when many molecules 
move in a coordinated pattern. One  group of H 2 0  molecules goes up in 
one location, nxhile another group goes down in a nearby location. Per- 
haps the data illustrated in Figure 4.3 show that electrons, like H 2 0  moi- 
ecules, sometimes move in concert, creating a wavelike pattern in their 
overall, n~acroscopic motion. While at first blush this might seem to be a 
reasonable suggest~on, the actual story is far more unexpected. 

We initially imagined that a flood of electrons was fired continuously 
from the electron gun in Figure 4.3. But we can tune the gun so that it 
fires fewer and fewer electrons every second; in fact, ure can tune it all the 
way down so that it fires, say, oniy one electron every ten seconds. With 
enough patience, we can run this experiment over a long period of time 
and record the impact position of each individual electron that passes 
through the slits. Figures 4.4a-4.4~ show the resulting cumulative data 
after an hour, half a day, and a full day. In the 1920s, images like these 
rocked the foundations of physics. We see that even individuai, particulate 
electrons, moving to the screen independently, separately, one by one, build 
up the interference pattern characteristic o jwaves. 

This is as if an individual H 2 0  molecule could still embody some- 
thing akin to a water wave. But how in the world could that be? Wave 
motion seems to be a collective property that has no meaning when 
applied to separate, ingredients. If every few minutes individ- 

ual spectators in the bleachers get up  and sit down separately, indepen- 
dently, they are not doing the wave. More than that, wave interference 
seems to require a wave from here to cross a wave from there. So how can 
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(c) 

Figure 4.4 Electrons fired one by one toward slits build up an interfer- 
ence pattern dot by dot. In (a)-(c) we illustrate the pattern formmg over 
tme.  

interference be at all relevant to single, individual, particulate ingredi- 
ents? But somehow, as attested by the interference data in Figure 4.4, 
even though individual electrons are tiny particles of matter, each and 
every one also embodies a wavelike character. 

P r o b a b i l i t y  a n d  t h e  Laws o f  Phys ics  

If an individual electron is also a \lave, what is it that is waving? Erwin 
Schrodinger weighed in with the first guess: maybe the stuff of which 
electrons are made can be smeared out in space and it's this smeared elec- 
tron essence that does the waving. An electron particle, from this point of 
view, would be a sharp spike in an eiectron mist. It was quickly realized, 
though, that this suggestion couldn't be correct because even a sharply 
spiked wave shape-such as a giant tidal wave-ultimately spreads out. 
And if the spiked electron wave were to spread we lvould expect to find 
part of a single electron's electric charge over here or part of its mass over 
there. But we never do. When we locate an electron, we always find all of 
its mass and all of its charge concentrated in one tiny, pointlike region. In 
1927, L'fa?; Born put forward a different suggestion, one that turned out to 
be the decisive step that forced physics to enter a radically new realm. The  
wave, he claimed, is not a smeared-out electron, nor is it anything errer 
previously encountered in science. T h e  wave, Born proposed, is a proba- 
bility wave. 
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To understand what this means, picture a snapshot of a water wave 
that shows regions of high intensity (near the peaks and troughs) and 
regions of low intensity (near the flatter transition regions between peaks 
and troughs). The  higher the intensity, the greater the potential the water 
wave has for exerting force on nearby ships or on coastline structures. The  
probability waves envisioned by Born also have regions of high and low 
intensity, but the meaning he  ascribed to these wave shapes was unex- 
pected: the size of a wave a t  u given point in space is proportlonu1 to the 
probability that the electron is located a t  that point In space. Places where 
the probability wave is large are locations where the electron is most likely 
to be found. Places where the probability wave is small are locations 
where the electron is unlikely to be found. And places where the proba- 
bility wave is zero are locations where the electron will not be found. 

Figure 4.5 gives a "snapshot" of a probability wave with the labels 
emphasizmg Born's probabilistic interpretation. Unlike a photograph of 
water waves, though, this image could not actually have been made with 
a camera. No one has ever directly seen a probability wave, and conven- 
tional quantum mechanical reasoning says that no one ever will. Instead, 
we use mathematical equations (deveioped by Schrodinger, Niels Bohr, 
Werner Heisenberg, Paul Dirac, and others) to figure out what t'he proba- 
bility wave should look like in a given situation. We then test such theo- 
retical calculations by comparing them with experimental results in the 
following way. After calculating the purported probability wave for the 
electron in a given experimental setup, we carry out identical versions of 

Third most likely Locatlon 

Figure 4.5 The probability wave of a particle, such as an electron, tells us 
the likelihood of finding the part~cle at one location or another. 
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the experiment over and over agam from scratch, each time recording the 
measured position of the electron. In contrast to what Newton would have 
expected, identical experiments a n d  startzng conditions do not necessarily 
lead to identical measurements. Instead, our measurements yield a variety 
of measured locations. Sometimes we find the electron here, sometimes 
there, and every so often we find it way over there. If quantum mechanics 
is right, the number of times we find the electron at a given point should 
be proportional to the size (actually, the square of the sizej, at  that point, 
of the probability wave that we calculated. Eight decades of experiments 
have shown that the predictions of quantum mechanics are confirmed to 
spectacular precision. 

Only a portion of an electron's probability wave is shown in Figure 
4.5: according to quantum mechanics, every probability wave extends 
throughout all of space, throughout the entire uni~lerse .~  In many circum- 
stances, though, a particle's probability wave quickly drops veqS close to 
zero outside some small region, indicating the overwheiming likelihood 
that the particle is in that region. In such cases, the part of the probability 
wave left out of Figure 4.5 (the part extending throughout the rest of the 
universe) looks very much like the part near the edges of the figure: quite 
flat and near the vaiue zero, Nevertheless, so long as the probability wave 
somewhere in the Andromeda galaxy has a nonzero value, no matter how 
small, there is a tiny but genuine-nonzero-chance that the electron 
could be found there. 

Thus, the success of quantum mechanics forces us to accept that the 
electron, a constituent of matter that we normally envis~on as occupying a 
tiny, pointlike region of space, also has a description invoiving a wave that, 
to the contraq, is spread through the entire universe. Moreover, accord- 
ing to quantum mechanics this particle-wave fusion holds for all of 
nature's constituents, not just electrons: protons are both particlelike and 
wavelike; neutrons are both particlelike and wavelike, and experiments in 
the early 1900s even established that iight-which demonstrably behaves 
like a wave, as in Figure 4.1 -can also be described in terms of particulate 
ingredients, the little "bundles of light" called photons mentioned ear- 
lier.' The familiar electromagnetic uZaces emitted by a hundred-watt bulb, 
for example, can equally well be described in terms of the bulb's emitting 
about a hundred billion billion photons each second. In the quantum 
n~orld, we've learned that eventhing has both particlelike and wavelike 
attributes. 

Over the last eight decades, the ubiquity and utility of quantum 
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mechanical probability waves to predict and explain experimental results 
has been established beyond any doubt. Yet there 1s still no universally 
agreed-upon way to envision what quantum mechanical probabilit). 
waves actually are. Whether we s'hould say that an  electron's probabil- 
ity wave is the eiectron, or that it's associated with the eiectron, or that it's 
a mathematical device for describing the electron's motion, or that it's the 
embodiment ofwhat we can know about the electron is still debated. What 
is clear, though, is that through these waves, quantum mechanics injects 
probability into the laws of physics in a manner that no one had antici- 
pated. hIeteorologists use probability to predict the likelihood of rain. 
Casinos use probability to predict the likelihood you'll throw snake eyes. 
But probability plays a role in these examples because we haven't all of 
the information necessary to make definitive predictions. According to 
Newton, if we knew in complete detail the state of the environment (the 
positions and veiocities of every one of its particulate ingredients), we 
would be able to predict (given sufficient calculational prowess) with cer- 
tainty whether it will rain at 4:07 p.m. tomorrow; if we knew all the phys- 
ical details of relevance to a craps game (the precise shape and 
composition of the dice, their speed and orientation as they left your 
hand, the composition of the table and its surface, and so on), we would 
be able to predict with certainty how the dice will land. Since, in practice, 
we can't gather all this information (and, even if we could, we do not yet 
have sufficiently powerful computers to perform the calculations required 
to make such predictions), we set our sights lower and predict only the 
probability of a given outcome in the weather or at the casino, making 
reasonable guesses about the data we don't have. 

T h e  probability introduced by quantum mechanics is of a different, 
more fundamentai character. Regardless of improvements in data collec- 
tion or in computer power, the best we can ever do, according to quantum 
mechanics, is pedic t  the probability of this or that outcome. The  best we 
can ever do is predict the probability that an electron, or a proton, or a 
neutron, or any other of nature's constituents, will be found here or there. 
Probability reigns supreme in the microcosmos. 

As an example, the explanation quantum mechanics gives for individ- 
uai electrons, one by one, over time, building up  the pattern of light and 
dark bands in Figure 4.4, is now clear. Each individual electron is 
described by its probability wave. When  an electron is fired, its probability 
wave flows through both slits. And just as with light waves and water 
waves, the probability waves emanating from the two slits interfere with 
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each other. At some points on the detector screen the two probability 
maves reinforce and the resulting intensity is large. At other points the 
waves partially cancel and the intensity 1s small. At still other points 
the peaks and troughs of the probability waves completely cancel and 
the result~ng wave intens19 IS exactly zero. That is, there are points on the 
screen where it is ver). likely an electron will land, points  here it 1s far 
less likely that it will land, and places n,here there is no chance at all that 
an electron will land. Over time, the electrons' landing positions are dis- 
tributed according to this probability profile, and hence we get some 
bright, some dimmer, and some completely dark regions on the screen. 
Detailed analysis shows that these light and dark regions will look exactly 
as they do in Figure 4.4. 

Einstein and  Q u a n t u m  Mechanics 

Because of ~ t s  inherentll, probabilistic nature, quantum mechanics differs 
sharply from any prel,ious fundamental description of the unlrerse, quali- 
tative or quantitative. Since its inception last century, phys~cists have 
struggled to mesh this strange and unexpected framework with the com- 
mon worldview; the struggle is still ver). n ~ u c h  under waj.. The  problem 
lies in reconciling the macroscopic experience of day-to-day life with the 
microscopic realit). revealed bj. quantum mechan~cs.  We are used to liv- 
Ing in a world that, while admittedly subject to the vagaries of economic 
or political happenstance, appears stable and reiiable at least as far as its 
physical properties are concerned. You do not nrorry that the atomic con- 
stituents of the air you are now breathing \?ill suddenly disband, ieawng 
you gasping for breath as they manifest their quantum wavelike character 
by rematerializing, ~villy-nilly, on the dark side of the moon. And you are 
right not to fret about this outcome, because according to quantum 
mechanics the probability of its happening, while not zero, 1s absurdly 
small. But what makes the probability so small? 

Roughly speakmg, there are two reasons. First, on a scale set by atoms, 
the moon is enormously far away. And, as mentioned, in many circum- 
stances (although by no means all), the quantum equations sho~v that a 
probabilit). wave typically has an appreciable value in some small region 
of space and quickly drops neariy to zero as you move away from this 
region (as in Figure 4.5). So the likelihood that even a single electron that 
you expect to be in the same room as you-such as one of those that you 
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just exhaled-will be found in a moment or two on the dark side of the 
moon, while not zero, is extremely small. So small, that it makes the 
probability that you will marry Nicole Kidman or Antonio Banderas seem 
enormous by comparison. Second, there are a lot of electrons, as well as 
protons and neutrons, making up the air in your room. The likelihood 
that all of these particles \r.ill do what is extremely unlikely even for one is 
so small that it's hardly n.orth a moment's thought. It would be like not 
only marrying your movie-star heartthrob but then also winning e v e 7  
state iottery every week for, well, a length of time that would make the 
current age of the universe seem a mere cosmic flicker. 

This gives some sense of why we do not directly encounter the proba- 
bilistic aspects of quantum mechanics in day-to-dajr life. Nevertheless, 
because experiments confirm that quantum mechanics does describe 
fundamental physics, ~t presents a frontal assault on our basic beliefs as to 
what constitutes reality. Einstein, in particular, was deeply troubled by the 
probabilistic character of quantum theory. Physics, he  would emphasize 
again and again, is in the business of determining with certainty what has 
happened, what 1s happenmg, and what \?ill happen in the ~vorld around 
us. Physicists are not bookies, and physics is not the business of calculat- 
ing odds. But Einstein could not denp that quantum mechanics was enor- 
mously successful In explaining and predicting, albeit in a statist~cal 
framework, experimental observations of the microworld. And so rather 
than attempting to show that quantum mechanics was wrong, a task that 
still looks like a fool's errand in light of its unparalleled successes, Einstein 
expended much effort on trying to show that quantum mechanics was not 
the final word on how the unwerse works. Even though he  could not say 
what it was, Einstem wanted to convince everyone that there n7as a deeper 
and less bizarre description of the unlverse yet to be found. 

Over the course of many years, Einstein mounted a series of ever 
more sophisticated challenges aimed at revealing gaps in the structure of 
quantum mechanics. One  such challenge, raised in 1927 at the Fifth 
Physical Conference of the Solvay I n ~ t i t u t e , ~  concerns the fact that even 
though an electron's probability wave might look like that in Figure 4.5, 
whenever we measure the electron's whereabouts btre always find it at one 
definite p o s ~ t ~ o n  or another. So, Einstein asked, doesn't that mean that the 
~ r o b a b i i i ~  wave is merely a temporary stand-in for a more precise 
descr~ption-one yet to be discovered-that wouid predict the electron's 
pos~tion with certainty? After all, if the electron is found at X, doesn't that 
mean, in reality, it was at or very near X a moment before the measure- 
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ment was carried out? And if so, Einstein prodded, doesn't quantum 
mechanlcs' reliance on the probability wave-a wave that, in this exam- 
ple, says the electron had some probability to have been far from X- 
reflect the theory's inadequac). to describe the true underlying reality? 

Einstein's vienrpo~nt is simple and compelling. What could be more 
natural than to expect a particle to be located at, or, at the very least, near 
where it's found a moment later? If that's the case, a deeper understanding 
of physics should provide that information and dispense w t h  the coarser 
framework of probabilities. But the Dan~sh  physicist Niels Bohr and his 
entourage of quantum mechanics defenders disagreed. Such reasoning, 
they argued, is rooted in conventional thinking, according to which each 
electron follows a single, definite path as it wanders to and fro. And this 
thinking is strongly challenged by Figure 4.4, since if each electron did 
follow one definite path-like the classical image of a bullet fired from a 
gun-it would be extremely hard to explain the observed interference 
pattern: what would be mterfering with what? Ordinary bullets fired one 
by one from a single gun certainly can't interfere with each other, so if 
electrons did travel like bullets, how would Lve explain the pattern in Fig- 
ure +.if? 

Instead, according to Bohr and the Copenhagen interpretation of 
quantum mechanlcs he  forcefully championed, before one measures the 
electron's positzon there is no sense in even asking where it is. It does not 
have a definite position. T h e  probability wave encodes the likelihood that 
the electron, when examined suitably, will be found here or there, and 
that truly is all that can be said about its position. Period. The  electron has 
a definite position in the usual intuitive sense only at the moment we 
"look" at it-at the moment when we measure its position-identibing 
its location with certainty. But before (and after) Lve do that, all it has are 
potential positions described by a probability wave that, like any wave, is 
subject to Interference effects. It's not that the electron has a position and 
that we don't know the posltion before we do our measurement. Rather, 
contrary to what you'd expect, the electron simply does not have a definite 
position before the measurement is taken. 

This is a radically strange reality. In this view, when we measure the 
electron's position we are not measuring an objective, preexisting feature 
of reality. Rather, the act of measurement is deeply enmeshed in creatlng 
the very reality it is measuring. Scaling this up from electrons to everyday 
life, Einstein quipped, "Do you really believe that the moon is not there 
uniess we are looking at it?" The adherents of quantum mechanics 
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responded with a version of the old saltr about a tree falling in a forest: if 
no one is looking at the moon-if no  one is "measuring its location by 
seeing itn-then there is no  way for us to know whether it's there, so there 
is no point in asking the questron. Einstein found t h ~ s  deeply unsatisbing. 
It was wildly at odds with his conception of reality; he firmly believed that 
the moon is there, whether or not anyone is looking. But the quantum 
stalwarts were unconvinced. 

Einstein's second challenge, raised at the Solvay conference in 1930, 
followed closely on the first. He  described a hypothetical device, which 
(through a ciever combination of a scale, a clock, and a cameralike shut- 
ter) seemed to establish that a partlcle like an electron must har'e definite 
features - before it is measured or examined - that quantum mechanics 
said it couldn't. The  details are not essential but the resolution IS particu- 
larly ironic. When Bohr learned of Einstein's challenge, he  was knocked 
back on his heels-at first, he  couldn't see a flaw in Einstein's argument. 
Yet, within days, he  bounced back and fully refuted Einstein's claim. And 
the surprising thing is that the key to Bohr's response was general relativ- 
ityl Bohr realized that Einstein had failed to take account of his own dis- 
covery that gravity warps time-that a clock ticks at a rate dependent on 
the gravitational field it experiences. When this con~plication n.as 
included, Einstein was forced to admit that his conclusions fell right In 
line with orthodox quantum theory. 

Even though hls objections were shot down, Einstein remained 
deeply uncomfortable with quantum mechanics. In the following years 
he  kept Bohr and his colleagues on their toes, leveling one new challenge 
after another. His most potent and far-reaching attack focused on some- 
thing known as the uncertain? principle, a direct consequence of quan- 
tum mechanics, enunciated in !927 by Werner Heisenberg. 

Heisenberg a n d  Uncertainty 

The  uncertainty principle pro\.ldes a sharp, quantitative measure of how 
tightly probability is woven mto the fabrlc of a quantum universe. To 
understand it, think of the prix-fixe menus in certain Chinese restaurants. 
Dishes are arranged In hvo columns, X and B, and if, for example, you 
order the first dish in column A, you are not allowed to order the first dish 
in column B; if you order the second dish in c o l u n ~ n  A, you are not 
allowed to order the second dish in column B, and so forth. In this way, 
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the restaurant has set up a dietary dualism, a culinary complementarity 
(one, in particular, that is designed to prevent you from piling up the most 
expensive dishes). O n  the prix-fixe menu you can have Peking Duck or 
Lobster Cantonese, but not both. 

Heisenberg's uncertaing. principle is similar. It says, roughly speak- 
ing, that the physical features of the n~icroscopic realm (particle positions, 
velocities, energies, angular nlonlenta, and so on) can be divided into two 
lists, A and B. And as Heisenberg discovered, knowledge of the first fea- 
ture from list A fundamentally compron~ises your ability to ha\.e kno~vl- 
edge about the iirst feature from list B; knowledge of the second feature 
from list A fundamentally compromises your ability to ha1.e knowledge of 
the second feature from list B; and so on. Moreover, like being allowed a 
dish containing some Peking Duck and some Lobster Cantonese, but 
only In proportions that add up to the same total price, the more precise 
your knowledge of a feature from one list, the less precise your knowledge 
can possibly be about the corresponding feature from the second list. The 
fundamental inabili? to determine simultaneously all features from both 
lists-to determine with certainty all of these features of the microscopic 
realm-is the uncertainty revealed by Heisenberg's principle. 

As an example, the more precisely you know where a partlcle is, the 
less precisely you can possibly know its speed. Similarly, the more pre- 
cisel!. you know how. fast a particle is moving, the less jVou can possibly 
know about where it is. Quantum theory thereby sets up its own duality: 
you can determine with precision certain physical features of the micro- 
scopic realm, but in so doing you eliminate the possibility of precisely 
determining certain other, complementary features. 

To understand why, let's follow a rough description developed by 
Heisenberg himself, which, while incon~plete in particular ways that we 
will discuss, does give a useful intuitive picture. When we measure the 
position of any object, we generally interact with it in some manner. Ifwe 
search for the light switch In a dark room, we know we have located it 
when we touch it. If a bat is searching for a field mouse, it bounces sonar 
off its target and interprets the reflected wave. The most common instance 
of all is locating something by seeing it-by receiving light that has 
reflected off the object and entered our eyes. The key point is that these 
interactions not only affect us but also affect the object whose position is 
being determined. Even light, when bouncing off an object, gives it a tiny 
push. Nou; for day-to-day objects such as the book in your hand or a clock 
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on the n d l ,  the ~srispy little push of bouncing light has no noticeable 
effect. But when it strikes a tiny particle like an electron it can have a big 
effect: as the light bounces off the electron, it changes the electron's speed, 
much as your own speed is affected by a strong, gusty wind that whips 
around a street corner. In fact, the more precisely you want to identifp the 
electron's position, the more sharply defined and energetic the light beam 
must be, yielding an even larger effect on the electron's motion. 

This means that if you measure an electron's position with high accu- 
racy, you necessarily contaminate your own experiment: the act of preci- 
sion position measurement disrupts the electron's v e l o c i ~ .  You can 
therefore know precisely where the electron is, but you cannot also know 
precisely how fast, at that moment, it was moving. Conversely, you can 
measure precisely how fast an electron is moving, but in so doing you ~vill 
contaminate your ability to determine with precision its position. Nature 
has a built-in limit on the precision with which such complementary fea- 
tures can be determined, And although we are focusing on electrons, the 
uncertainty principie is completely general: it applies to everything. 

In day-to-day life we routinely speak about things like a car passing a 
particular stop sign (position) whiie traveling at 90 miles per hour (veloc- 
ity), blitheiv specif>iing these two physical features. In reality, quantum 
mechanics says that such a statement has no precise meaning since you 
can't ever simultaneously measure a definite position and a definite 
speed. The reason we get away with such incorrect descriptions of the 
physical world is that on everyday scales the amount of uncertainty 
involved is tiny and generally goes unnoticed. You see, Heisenberg's prin- 
ciple does not just declare uncertainty, it also specifies-with complete 
certainty-the minimum amount of uncertainty in any situation. If we 
apply his formula to your car's velocity just as it passes a stop sign whose 
position is known to within a centimeter, then the uncertainty in speed 
turns out to be just shy of a billionth of a billionth of a billionth of a bil- 
lionth of a mile per hour. h state trooper would be fully complp- 
ing with the laws of quantum physics if he  asserted that your 
speed was between 89.99999999999999999999999999999999999 and 
90.00000000000000000000000000000000001 miles per hour as you 
blew past the stop sign; so much for a possible uncertainty-principle 
defense. But if we were to replace j.our massive car with a delicate elec- 
tron whose position we knew to within a billionth of a meter, then the 
uncertain5 in its speed would be a whopping 100,000 miles per hour. 
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Uncertainti. is always present, but it becomes significant only on micro- 
scopic scales. 

The explanation of uncertainty as arising through the unavoidable 
disturbance caused by the measurenlent process has prov~ded phys~cists 
with a useful intuitive guide as well as a potverfui explanatory framework 
in certain specific situations. However, it can also be misleading. It may 
girre the ~mpresslon that un~er t a in t )~  arises onlj- iihen we lumbering 
experimenters meddle with things. This is not true. Uncertain9 is built 
into the wave structure of quantum mechanics and ex~sts whether or not 
we carry out some clumsy measurement. As an example, take a look at a 
particularly simple probability wave for a particle, the analog of a gently 
rolling ocean wave, sho~vn in Figure 4.6. Since the peaks are all uni- 
formly moving to the right, you might guess that this wave describes a par- 
ticle moving with the velociQ of the wave peaks; experiments confirm 
that supposition. But where is the particle? Since the wave is uniforlnly 
spread throughout space, there is no way for us to say the electron is here 
or there. M'hen measured, it literally could be found anywhere. So, while 
we knonr precisely how fast the partide is moving, there is huge uncer- 
tainty about its position. And as you see, this conclusion does not depend 
on our disturbing the particle. We never touched it. Instead, it relies on a 
basic feature of waves: they can be spread out. 

Although the details get more involved, similar reasoning applies to 
all other wave shapes, so the general lesson is clear. In quantum mechan- 
ICS, uncertainty just is. 

Figure 4.6 A probabili~ wave with a uniform succession of peaks and 
troughs represents a particle n ~ t h  a definite velociq. But since the peaks 
and troughs are uniformly spread in space, the particle's posit~on is con+ 
pletely undetermined. It has an equal likelihood of being anj-where. 

Entangling Space 

E i n s t e i n ,  U n c e r t a i n t y ,  a n d  a Q u e s t i o n  of  Real i t ) ,  

An important question, and one that may have occurred to you, is 
whether the uncertain5 principle is a statement about what we can know 
about reality or whether it is a statement about reality itself. Do  objects 
making up the universe really have a posit1011 and a velocity, like our 
usual classical image of just about everything-a soaring baseball, a jog- 
ger on the boardrvalk, a sunflower slowly tracking the sun's flight across 
the sky-although quantum uncertainty tells us these features of reality 
are forever beyond our ability to know simultaneously, even in principle? 
Or  does quantum uncertainty break the classical mold completely, telling 
us that the list of attributes our classical intuition ascribes to reality, a list 
headed by the positions and velocities of the ingredients making up the 
worid, is misguided? Does quantum uncertainty tell us that, at any given 
moment, particles simply do not possess a definite position and a definite 
velocity? 

To Bohr, this issue was on par with a Zen koan. Physics addresses only 
things we can measure. From the standpoint of physics, that is reality. Try- 
ing to use physics to analyze a "deeper" realiy, one beyond what we can 
know through measurement, is like asking physics to analyze the sound of 
one hand clapping. But in 1935, Einstein together with two colleagues, 
Boris Podolsky and Nathan Rosen, raised this issue in such a forceful and 
clever way that what had begun as one hand clapping reverberated over 
fifty years into a thunderclap that heralded a far greater assault on our 
understanding of reality than even Einstein ever envisioned. 

T h e  intent of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paper was to show that 
quantum mechanics, while undeniably successful at making predictions 
and explaining data, could not be the final word regarding the physics of 
the microcosmos. Their strategy was simple, and was based on the issues 
just raised: they wanted to show that every particle does possess a definlte 
position and a definite velocity at any given instant of time, and thus they 
wanted to conclude that the uncertainty principle reveals a fundamental 
limitation of the quantum mechanical approach. If every particle has a 
position and a velocit); but quantum mechanics cannot deal with these 
features of reality, then quantum mechanics provides only a partial 
description of the universe. Quantum mechanics, they intended to show, 
was therefore an incomplete theory of ~hysica l  reality and, perhaps, 
merely a stepping-stone toward a deeper framework waiting to be discov- 
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ered. In actualip, as we nil1 see, they l a d  the ground~vork for demonstrat- 
ing something even more dramatic: the nonlocalit). of the quantum 
tvorld. 

Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) were partly inspired by Heisen- 
berg's rough explanation of the uncertainty principle: when YOU measure 
where something is you necessarily disturb it, thereby contaminating an). 
attempt to simultaneously ascertam its velocity. Although, as n.e have 
seen, quantum uncertainty is more general than the "disturbance" expla- 
nation indicates, Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen invented what appeared 
to be a convincing and clever end run around any source of uncertainty. 
What if, they suggested, you could perform an indirect measurement of 
both the position and the ~.elocity of a particle in a manner that nel.er 
brings you into contact with the particle itself? For instance, using a clas- 
sical analog., imagine that Rod and Todd Flanders decide to do some 
lone wandering in Springfield's nekl4y formed Nuclear Desert. They start 
back to back in the desert's center and agree to walk straight ahead, in 
opposite directions, at exactly the same prearranged speed. Imagine fur- 
ther that, nine hours later, their facher, Ned, returning from his trek up  
Mount Springfield, catches sight of Rod, runs to him, and desperately 
asks about Todd's whereabouts. Well, by that point, Todd is far a\vay, but 
by questioning and observing Rod, Ned can nevertheless learn much 
about Todd. If Rod is exactly 45 miles due east of the starting location, 
Todd must be exactl!. 45 miles due \{.est of the starting location. If Rod is 
walking at exactly 5 miles per hour due east, Todd must be walking at 
exactly 5 miles per hour due west. So even though Todd is some 90 miles 
aiva); Ned can determine his position and speed, a lbe~ t  indirectly. 

Einstein and his colleagues applied a similar strategy to the quantum 
domain. There are well-known physical processes whereby kvo particles 
emerge from a common location w t h  properties that are related in some- 
what the same Lvay as the motion of Rod and Todd. For example, if an ini- 
tiaI single particie should disintegrate into two particles of equal mass that 
fly off "back-to-back" (like an explosive shooting off two chunks in oppo- 
site directions), something that is common in the realm of subatomic par- 
ticle physics, the velocities of the hvo constituents will be equal and 
opposite. hloreover, the positions of the hvo constituent particles nil1 also 
be closelj. related, and for simplicit). the particles can be thought of as 
always being equidistant from their common origin. 

An important distinction between the classical example involving 
Rod and Todd, and the quantum description of the two particles, is that 
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althougln we can say with certaint); that there is a definite relationship 
between the speeds of the two particles-if one were measured and found 
to be moving to the left at a given speed, then the other would necessarily 
be moving to the right at the same speed-we cannot predict the actual 
numerical value of the speed with which the particles move. Instead, the 
best we can do is use the laws of quantum physics to predict the probabil- 
ity that ana particular speed is the one attained. Similarly, while n.e can 
say with certainty that there is a definite relationship between the posi- 
tions of the particles-if one is measured at a given moment and found to 
be at some location, the other necessarily is located the same distance 
from the starting point but in the opposite direction-we cannot predict 
with certainty the actual location of either particle. Instead, the best we 
can do is predict the probabilit) that one of the particles is at any chosen 
location. Thus, whiie quantum mechanics does not give definitive 
ansbvers regarding particle speeds or positions, it does, in certain situa- 
tions, give definitive statements regarding the relationships behveen the 
particle speeds and positions. 

Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen sought to exploit these relationships to 
show that each of the particles actually has a definite position and a defi- 
nite veiocit), at even' giren instant of time. Here's how: imagine you mea- 
sure the position of the right-moving particle and in this way learn, 
indirectly, the positlon of the left-moving particle. EPR argued that since 
you have done nothing, absolutely nothing, to the left-moving particle, it 
must have had this position, and all you have done is determine it, albeit 
indirectly. They then cleverly pointed out that you couid ha\.e chosen 
instead to measure the right-moving particle's velocity. In that case you 
wouid have, indirectly, determined the velocity of the left-rnoling particle 
without at all disturbing it. Again, EPR argued that since you \r,ould have 
done nothing, absolutely nothing, to the left-moving particle, it must have 
had this velocity, and all you would have done is determine it. Putting 
both together-the measurement that you did and the measurement that 
you could hatre done-EPR concluded that the left-moving particle has a 
definite position and a definite velocity at any given mon~en t .  

As this is subtle and crucial, let me say it again. EPR reasoned that 
nothing in your act of measuring the right-moving particle could possibly 
have any effect on the left-moving particle, because they are separate and 
distant entities. T h e  left-moving particle is totally oblivious to what you 
have done or could have done to the right-moving particle. The  particles 
might be meters, kilometers, or light-years apart when you do your mea- 
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sure~nent on the r~ght-mo~ring particie, so, in short, the left-moving parti- 
cle couldn't care less what you do. Thus, any feature that you actually 
learn or could in prmciple learn about the left-moving particle from 
studying its right-movlng counterpart must be a definite, existing feature of 
the left-moving particle, totally independent of your measurement. And 
since if you had measured the position of the right particle you would 
have learned the position of the left particle, and if you had measured the 
velocity of the right particle you would have learned the velocity of the left 
particle, it must be that the left-moving particle actually has both a defi- 
nite position and veiocity. Of  course, this whole discussion couid be car- 
ried out Interchanging the roles of leftmoving and right-moving particles 
(and, in fact, before doing any measurement we can't even say which par- 
ticle is moving left and which is moving right); this leads to the conclu- 
sion that both particles have definite positions and speeds. 

Thus, EPR concluded that quantum mechanics is an incomplete 
description of realit)-. Particles have definite positions and speeds, but the 
quantum mechanical uncertainty principle shows that these features of 
reality are beyond the bounds of what the theory can handle. If, in agree- 
ment with these and most other physicists, you be1iei.e that a full theory of 
nature should describe every attribute of reality, the failure of quantum 
mechanics to describe both  the positions and the velocities of particles 
means that it misses some attributes and is therefore not a complete the- 
or!'; it is not the final word. That is what Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen 
vigorously argued. 

T h e  Q u a n t u n ~  Response 

While EPR concluded that each particle has a definite pos~tion and 
veiocity at any given moment, notice that if you follow their procedure 
you will fall short of actually determining these attributes. I said, above, 
that you could have chosen to measure the right-moving particle's veloc- 
ity. Had you done so, you would have disturbed its position; on the other 
hand, had you chosen to measure its posltion you would have disturbed 
its velocity If you don'! have both of these attributes of the rlght-moving 
particle in hand, you don't have them for the left-moving particle e~ther.  
Thus, there 1s no conflict with the uncertainty principle: Einstein and his 
collaborators fully recognized that they couid not identi5 both the loca- 
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tion and the veiocity of any given particle. But, and this is key, even with- 
out determining both the position and velocity of elther particle, EPR's 
reasoning sh0a.s that each has a definlte position and velocity. To then], it 
was a question of reality. To them, a theory could not claim to be com- 
piete if there were elements of realit>. that it could not describe. 

Afie: a bit of mtellectual scurrying in response to this unexpected 
observation, the defenders of quantum mechanics settled down to their 
usual, pragmatic approach, summarized well by the eminent physicist 
Wolfgang Pauli: "One should no more rack one's brain about the probiem 
of whether something one cannot know anything about exists all the 
same, than about the ancient question of how many angels are able to sit 
on the point of a needle."9 Physics in general, and quantum mechanics in 
particular, can deal only with the measurable properties of the universe. 
Anything else is simply not in the domain of physics. If you can't measure 
both the position and the velocity of a particie, then there is no sense in 
talking about whether it has bot'h a position and a velocity. 

EPR disagreed. Reality, they maintained, was more than the readings 
on detectors; it was more than the sum total of all observations at a given 
moment. When no one, absolutely no one, no device, no equipment, no 
anything at all is "looking" at the moon, they believed, the moon was still 
there. They believed that it was still part of reality. 

In a way, this standoff echoes the debate between Newton and Leib- 
niz about the realit), of space. Can  something be considered real if we 
can't actually touch it or see it or in some way measure it? In Chapter 2, I 
described how Newton's bucket changed the character of the space 
debate, suddenly suggesting that an influence of space could be observed 
directly, in the curved surface of spinning water. In 1964, in a single stun- 
ning stroke that one commentator has called "the most profound discov- 
ery of ~ c i e n c e , " ' ~  the Irish physicist John Bell did the same for the 
quantum reality debate. 

In the following four sections, we will describe Bell's discovery, iudi- 
ciously steering clear of all but a minimum of techn~calities. All the same, 
even though the discussion uses reasoning less sophisticated than work- 
ing out the odds in a craps game, it does involve a couple of steps that we 
must describe and then link together. Depending on your particular taste 
for detail, there may come a point when you just want the punch line. If 
this happens, feel free to jump to page 112, where you'll find a summary 
and a discussion of conclusions stemming from Bell's discovery. 
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Be l l  and  Spin 

John Bell transformed the central idea of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen 
paper from philosophical speculation into a question that could be 
answered by concrete experimental measurement. Surprisingly, all he 
needed to accomplish t h ~ s  was to consider a situation in which there were 
not lust two features-for instance, position and veiocity-that quantum 
uncertainty prevents us from simultaneously determining. He showed that 
if there are three or more features that s~multaneously come under the 
umbrella of uncertainty-three or more features with the property that in 
measuring one, you contaminate the others and hence can't determine 
anything about them-then there 1s an experiment to address the reaiity 
question. The  simplest such example involves something kno~vn as spin. 

Since the 1920s, physicists have known that particies spin-roughly 
speaking, they execute rotational motion akin to a soccer ball's spinning 
around as it heads toward the goal. But a number of essential features are 
mmed  by this classical image, and foremost for us are the following hilo 
points. First, part~cles-for example, electrons and photons-can spin 
only clockwise or counterclockwise at one never-changing rate about any 
particular axis; a particle's spin axis can change directions but its rate 
of spin cannot slow down or speed up. Second, quantum uncertainty 
applied to spin s h o w  that just as you can't simultaneousiy determine the 
position and the velocity of a particle, so also you can't simultaneo~isly 
determine the spin of a particle about more than one axis. For example, if 
a soccer ball is spinning about a northeast-pointing axis, its spin is shared 
bebyeen a northward- and an eastward-point~ng axis-and by a suitable 
measurement, you could determine the fraction of spin about each. But 
if you measure an electron's spin about any randomly chosen axis, you 
net,er find a fractional amount of spin. Ever. It's as if the measurement 
itself forces the electron to gathe: together all its spinning motion and 
direct it to be either clockwise or counterclockwise about the axis you 
happened to have focused on. Moreover, because of your measurement's 
influence on the electron's spm, you lose the ability to determine how it 
was spinning about a horizontal axis, about a back-and-forth axis, or about 
any other axis, prlor to your measurement. These features of quantum 
mechanical spin are hard to picture fully, and the difficulty highlights the 
limits of classical images in revealing the true nature of the quantum 
world. But the mathematics of quantum theory, and decades of experi- 
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ment, assure us that these characteristics of quantum spin are beyond 
doubt. 

T h e  reason for introducing spin here is not to delve into the intrica- 
cies of particle physics. Rather, the example of particle spin will, in just a 
moment, provide a simple laboratory for extracting wonderfully unex- 
pected answers to the reality question. That is, does a particle simultane- 
ously have a definite amount of spin about each and every axis, although 
we can never know it for more than one axis at a time because of quantum 
uncertainty? Or  does the uncertainty principle tell us something else? 
Does it tell us, contrary to any classical notion of reality, that a partlcle 
simply does not and cannot possess such features simultaneously? Does it 
tell us that a parttcle resides In a state of quantum limbo, having no defi- 
nite spin about any given axis, until someone or something measures it, 
causing it to snap to attention and attain-with a probability determined 
by quantum theory-one particular spin value or another (ciockwise or 
counterclockwise) about the selected axis? By studying this question, 
essentially the same one we asked in the case of particle positions and 
velocities, we can use spin to probe the nature of quantum reality (and to 
extract answers that geatly transcend the specific exampie of spin). Let's 
see this. 

.As explicitly sho~vn by the physicist David  ohm," the reasoning of 
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen can easily be extended to the question of 
whether particles have definite spins about any and all chosen axes. 
Here's how it goes. Set up two detectors capabie of measuring the spin of 
an incoming electron, one on the left side of the laboratory and the other 
on the right side. Arrange for two electrons to emanate back-to-back from 
a source midway between the hvo detectors, such that their spins-rather 
than their positions and \,elocities as in our earlier example-are corre- 
lated. T h e  details of how this is done are not important; what is importa~lt 
is that it can be done and, in fact, can be done easily. T h e  correlat~on can 
be arranged so that if the left and right detectors are set to measure the 
spins along axes pointing in the same direction, they will get the same 
result: if the detectors are set to measure the spin of their respective 
incoming electrons about a vertical axis and the left detector finds that the 
spm is clockwise, so will the right detector; if the detectors are set to mea- 
sure spin along an axis 60 degrees clockwise from the vertical and the left 
detector measures a counterciockwise spin, so will the right detector; and 
so on. Again, in quantum mechanics the best we can do is predict the 
probability that the detectors will find clockwise or counterclock~vise 
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spin, but we can predict ivith 100 percent certainty that whatever one 
detector finds the other will find, too.* 

Bohm's refinement of the EPR argument is now, for all intents and 
purposes, the same as it was in the original version that focused on posi- 
tion and velocity. The  correlation between the particles' spins a l low us to 
measure indirectly the spin of the left-nloving particle about some axis by 
measuring that of its right-moving companion about that axis. Since this 
measurement is done far on the right side of the laboratory, it can't possi- 
bly influence the left-moving particle in any way. Hence, the latter must 
all along have had the spin value just determined; all we did \vas measure 
it, albeit indirectly. Moreover, since we couid have chosen to perform this 
measurement about any axis, the same conclusion must hold for any axis: 
the leftmoving electron must have a definite spin about each and every 
axis, even though we can explicitly determine it only about one axis at a 
time. Of  course, the roles of left and right can be reversed, leading to the 
conclusion that each particle has a definite spin about any axis." 

At this stage, seeing no obvious difference from the position/velocity 
example, you might take Pauli's lead and be tempted to respond that there 
is no point in thinking about such issues. If you can't actually measure the 
spin about different axes, what is the point in wondering whether the par- 
ticle nevertheless has a definite spin-clockwise versus counterclock- 
wise-about each? Quantum mechanics, and physics more generally, is 
obliged only to account for features of the world that can be measured. 
And neither Bohm, Einstein, Podolsky, nor Rosen would have argued that 
the measurements can be done. Instead, they argued that the particles 
possess features forbidden by the uncertaintj. principle even though we 
can never explicitly know their particular values. Such features have come 
to be known as hzdden features, or, more con~monly, hidden variables. 

Here is where John Bell changed everything. He discovered that even 
if you can't actually determine the spin of a particle about more than one 
axis, still, if in fact it has a definite spm about all axes, then there are 
testable, observable consequences of that spin. 

"To avod iingu~stic cornplicatlons, I'm describing the electron splns as perfect]!, cor- 
related, even though the more convent~onal description is one m which they're perfectly 
anrlcorrelated: whatever result one detector finds, the other will find the opposite. To 
compare w ~ t h  the convent~onal descr~ption, Inlagme that I've interchanged all the clock- 
wise and counterclockwise labels on one of the detectors. 
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Reality Testing 

To grasp the gist of Bell's insight, let's return to Mulder and Scully and 
imagine that they've each received another package, also containing tita- 
nium boxes, but with an important new feature. Instead of having one 
door, each titanium box has three: one on top, one on the side, and one 
on the front." The  accompanying letter informs them that the sphere 
inslde each box now randomly chooses between flashing red and flashing 
blue when any one of the box's three doors is opened. If a different door 
(top versus side versus front) on a given box were opened, the color ran- 
domly selected by the sphere might be different, but once one door is 
opened and the sphere has flashed, there is no way to determine what 
would have happened had another door been chosen. (In the physics 
application, this feature captures quantum uncertainty: once you mea- 
sure one feature you can't determine anything about the others.) Finally, 
the letter tells them that there is again a mysterious connection, a strange 
entanglement, between the two sets of titanium boxes: Even though all 
the spheres randomly choose what color to flash when one of their box's 
three doors is opened, if both Mulder and Scully happen to open the 
same door on a box with the same number, the letter predicts that they 
~vill see the same coior flash. If Mulder opens the top door on his box 1 
and sees blue, then the letter predicts that Scully 'ir,ill also see blue if she 
opens the top door on her box 1; if Mulder opens the side door on his 
box 2 and sees red, then the letter predicts that Scully will also see red if 
she opens the side door on her box 2, and so forth. Indeed, when Scully 
and Mulder open the first fetv dozen boxes-agreeing by phone which 
door to open on each-they verify the letter's predictions. 

Although LIulder and Scully are being presented with a somewhat 
more complicated situation than prevtously, at first blush it seems that the 
same reasoning Scully used earlier applies equally well here. 

"Mulder," says Scully, "this is as silly as yesterday's package. Once 
again, there is no mystery. T h e  sphere inside each box must simply be 
programmed. Don't you see?" 

"But now there are three doors," cautions Mulder, "so the sphere 
can't possibly 'know' which door ive'll choose to open, right?" 

"It doesn't need to," explains Scully. "That's part of the programming. 
Look, here's an exampie. Grab hold of the next unopened box, box 3'7, 
and I'll do the same. Now, imagine, for argument's sake, that the sphere in 
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my boy 37 is programmed, say, to flash red if the top door is opened, to 
flash biue if the side door is opened, and to flash red if the front door is 
opened. 1'11 call this program red, biue, red. Clearly, then, if whoever is 
sending us this stuff has input this same program into your box 37, and if 
we both open the same door, we will see the same color flash. This 
explains the 'mysterious connection'. if the boxes in our respective collec- 
tions with the same number have been programmed with the same 
instructions, then we K-ill see the same color if we open the same door. 
There is no mystery!" 

But Mulder does not believe that the spheres are programmed. He  
believes the letter. He believes that the spheres are r a n d o n ~ l ~ ,  chooslng 
between red and blue when one of their box's doors is opened and hence 
he believes, fervently, that his and Scully's boxes do have some mysterious 
long-range connection. 

Who is right? Since there is no way to examine the spheres before or 
durmg the supposed random selection of color (remember, any such tam- 
pering will cause the sphere instantly to choose randomly between red or 
blue, confounding any attempt to investigate how it really works), it seems 
impossible to prove definitively whether Scully or Rlulder is right. 

Yet, remarkabiy, after a little thought, Mulder realizes that there 1s an 
experiment that will settle the question con~pletely. Mulder's reasoning is 
straightforward, but it does require a touch more expliclt mathematical 
reasoning than most things we cover. It's definitely ~vorth trying to follow 
the details-there aren't that many-but don't worry if some of it dips by; 
we'll shortly summarize the key conclusion. 

Rlulder realizes that he  and Scully have so far only considered what 
happens if they each open the same door on a box with a given number. 
. h d ,  as he e~citedly tells Scully after calling her back, there is much to be 
learned if they do not al~vays choose the same door and, instead, randomil. 
and independently choose which door to open on each of their boxes. 

"I\/Iulder, please. Just let me enloy my vacation. What can n,e possibly 
learn b). doing that?" 

"Well, Scully, we can determine nrhether your explanation is right or 
wrong." 

"Okay, I've got to hear this." 
"It's slmple," Mulder continues. "If you're right, then here's what I 

realized: if you and I separately and randomly choose n~hich door to open 
on a given box and record the color n,e see flash, then, after domg this for 
man). boxes we must find that we saw the same color flash more than 50 
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percent of the time. But if that isn't the case, if we find that we don't agree 
on the color for more than 50 percent of the boxes, then you can't be 
right." 

"Really, how is that?" Scully is getting a bit more interested. 
"Well," Mulder continues, "here's an example. Assume you're right, 

and each sphere operates according to a program. Just to be concrete, 
imagine the program for the sphere in a particular box happens to be 
blue, blue, red. Now since we both choose from among three doors, there 
are a total of nine possible door combinations that we might select to 
open for this box. For example, I mlght choose the top door on my box 
while you might choose the side door on your box; or I might choose the 
front door and you might choose the top door; and so on." 

"Yes, of course," Scully iumps in. "If we call the top door 1, the side 
door 2, and the front door 3, then the nine possible door combinations are 
~ u s ~ U J ,  W ) ,  ( l , ? ) ,  ( 2 4 ,  W ) ,  W ) ,  ( U ) ,  (3,2), (3,3)." 

"Yes, that's right," hlulder continues. "NOW here is the point: Of t'hese 
nine possibilities notice that five door combinations- ( 1 , l ) ,  (2,2), (3,3), 
f 1,2), i2,l)-will result in us seeing the spheres in our boxes flash the 
same color. T h e  first three door combinations are the ones in which we 
happen to choose the same door, and as we know, that alwa)~s results in 
our seeing the same color. The  other two door combinations, (1,2) and 
(2,1), result in the same color because the program dictates that the 
spheres will flash the same color-blue-if either door 1 or door 2 is 
opened. Now, since 5 is more than halfof 9, this means that for more than 
half-more than 50 percent-of the possible combination of doors that 
we might select to open, the spheres will flash the same color." 

"But wait," Scull\, protests. "That's just one example of a particular 
program: blue, blue, red. In my explanation, I proposed that differently 
numbered boxes can and generally will have different programs." 

"Actually, that doesn't matter. T h e  conciusion holds for all of the pos- 
sible programs. You see, my reasoning with the blue, blue, red program 
onl)? relied on the fact that two of the colors in the program are the same, 
and so an identicai conclusion follows for any program: red, red, blue, or 
red, blue, red, and so on. Any program has to have at least two colors the 
same; the only programs that are really different are those in which all 
three colors are the same-red, red, red and blue, blue, blue. But for boxes 
n.ith either of these programs, we'll get the same color to flash regardless 
of which doors we happen to open, and so the overall fraction on which 
we shouid agree nil1 only increase. So, if pour explanation is right and the 
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boxes operate according to programs-even with programs that vary from 
one numbered box to another-we must agree on the color we see more 
than 50 percent of the time." 

That's the argument. T h e  hard part is now over. T h e  bottom line is 
that there is a test to determine whether Scully is correct and each sphere 
operates according to a program that determines definitively which color 
to flash depending on which door is opened. If she and Muider indepen- 
dently and randomly choose which of the three doors on each of their 
boxes to open, and then compare the colors they see-box by numbered 
box-they must find agreement for more than 50 percent of the boxes. 

When cast in the language of physics, as it .will be in the next section, 
Mulder's realization is nothing but John Bell's breakthrough. 

C o u n t i n g  A n g e l s  with A n g i e s  

The transiation of this result into physics is straightforward. Imagine we 
have two detectors, one on the left side of the laboratory and another on 
the right side, that measure the spin of an incoming particle like an elec- 
tron, as in the experiment discussed in the section before last. T h e  detec- 
tors require you to choose the axis (vertical, horizontal, back-forth, or one 
of the innumerable axes that lie in behveen) along which the spin is to be 
measured; for simplicity's sake, imagine that we have bargain-basement 
detectors that offer only three choices for the axes. In any given run of the 
experiment, you will find that the incoming electron is either spinning 
clockwise or counterclockwise about the axis you selected. 

According to Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen, each incoming electron 
provides the detector it enters with what amounts to a program: Even 
though it's hidden, even though you can't measure it, EPR claimed that 
each electron has a definite amount of spin-either clockwise or counter- 
clockwise-about each and every axis. Hence, when an electron enters a 
detector, the electron definitively determines whether you will measure 
its spin to be c lock~ i se  or counterclockwise about whichever axis you 
happen to choose. For esample, an  electron that is spinning ciockwise 
about each of the three axes provides the program clockwise, clockwise, 
clockwise; an  electron that is spinning clockwise about the first two axes 
and counterclockwise about the third provides the program clockwise, 
clockwise, counterclockwise, and so forth. In order to explain the correla- 
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tion between the left-moving and right-moving electrons, Einstein, Podol- 
sky, and Rosen simpir; claim that such electrons have identical spins and 
thus provide the detectors they enter with identical programs. Thus, if the 
same axes are chosen for the left and right detectors, the spin detectors 
will find identical results. 

Notice that these spin detectors exactly reproduce everything encoun- 
tered by Scully and Mulder, though ~71th simple substitutions: instead of 
choosing a door on a titanium box, we are choosing an axis; instead of see- 
ing a red or blue flash, bve record a clockwise or counterclockwise spin. So, 
just as opening the same doors on a pair of identicallv numbered titanium 
boxes results in the same color flashing, choosing the same axes on the hvo 
detectors results in the same spin direction being measured. Also, just as 
opening one particular door on a titanium box prevents us from ever know- 
ing what color would have flashed had we chosen another door, measur- 
ing the electron spin about one particular axis prevents us, via quantum 
uncertain@, from ever knowing which spin direction we would have found 
had we chosen a different axis. 

All of the foregoing means that Mulder's analysis of how to learn 
who's right applies in exactly the same way to this situation as it does to the 
case of the alien spheres. If EPR are correct and each electron actually 
has a definite spin value about all three axes-if each electron prov~des a 
"program" that definitively determines the result of any of the three possi- 
ble spin measurements-then we can make the following prediction. 
Scrutiny of data gathered from man11 runs of the experiment-runs in 
which the axis for each detector is randomly and independently 
selected-will sho\ii that more than half the time, the two electron spins 
agree, being both clocku~ise or both counterclockwse. If the electron spins 
do not agree more than half the time, then Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen 
are wrong. 

This is Bell's discovery. It shours that even though you can't actually 
measure the spin of an electron about more than one axis-even though 
you can't explicitly "read" the program it is purported to supply to the 
detector it enters-this does not mean that trying to learn whether it 
nonetheless has a definite amount of spin about more than one axis is tan- 
tamount to counting angels on the head of a pin. Far from it. Bell found 
that there is a bona fide, testable consequence associated with a particle 
having definite spin values. By using axes at three angles, Bell provided a 
way to count Pauli's angels. 
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N o  S m o k e  b u t  F i r e  

In case you missed any of the details, let's sumnlarize where ~ve've gotten. 
Through the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, quantum mechanics 
claims that there are features of the world-like the position and the 
velocit). of a particie, or the spin of a particle about various axes-that can- 
not sin~ultaneously have definite values. A particle, according to quantum 
theory, cannot have a definite posztion and a definite velocity; a particle 
cannot have a definite spin (clockwise or counterclockwise) about more 
than one axis; a particle cannot simultaneously have definite attributes for 
things that lie on opposite sides o j the  uncertainty divide. Instead, particles 
hover in quantum limbo, in a fuzzy, amorphous, probabilistic mixture of 
all possibilities; only when measured 1s one definite outcome selected 
from the many. Cleariy, this is a drastically different picture of reality than 
that painted by classical physics. 

Ever the skeptic about quantum mechanics, Einstein, together with 
his colleagues Podolsky and Rosen, tried to use this aspect of quantum 
mechanics as a weapon agamst the theor). itself. EPR argued that even 
though quantum mechanics does not allow such features to be simulta- 
neously determined, particles nevertheless do have definite values for 
position and velocity; part~cles do have definite spin values about all axes; 
particles do have definite values for all things forbidden by quantum 
uncertainty. EPR thus argued that quantum mechanics cannot handle all 
elements of physical reality-it cannot handle the position and velocrty of 
a particle; it cannot handle the spin of a particle about more than one 
axis-and hence is an incomplete theory. 

For a long t ~ m e ,  the issue of whether EPR were correct seemed more 
a question of metaphys~cs than of physics. h Pauli said, if you can't actu- 
ally measure features forbidden by quantum uncertainty, what difference 
could it possibl~~ make if they, nevertheless, exist in some hidden foid of 
reality? But, remarkably, John Bell found something that had escaped 
Einstein, Bohr, and all the other g~ants  of twentieth-century theoretical 
physics: he  found that the mere existence of certain things, even if they 
are beyond explicit measurement or determination, does make a differ- 
ence-a difference that can be checked experimentally. Bell showed that 
if EPR were correct, the results found by two widely separated detectors 
measuring certain particle properties (spin about various randomly cho- 
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sen axes, In the approach we have taken) would have to agree more than 
50 percent of the time. 

Bell had this insight in 1964, but at that tlme the technology did not 
exist to undertake the required experiments. By the early 1970s it did. 
Beginning with Stuart Freedman and John Clauser at Berkeley, followed 
by Edward Fw and Randall Thompson at Texas A&M, and culminating 
in the early 19S0s with the work ofAlain Aspect and collaborators morkmg 
in France, ever more refined and impressive versions of these experiments 
were carried out. In the Aspect experiment, for example, the two detectors 
were placed 13 meters apart and a container of energetic calcium atoms 
was placed midway between them. Well-understood physics s h o w  that 
each calcium atom, as it returns to its normal, less energetic state, xvill 
emit hilo photons, traveling back to back, whose spins are perfectly corre- 
lated, just as in the example of correlated electron spins we have been dis- 
cussing. Indeed, in Aspect's experiment, whenever the detector settlngs 
are the same, the two photons are measured to have spins that are per- 
fectly aligned. If lights were hooked up to Aspect's detectors to flash red in 
response to a clockwise spin and blue in response to a counterclockwise 
spin, the incoming photons would cause the detectors to flash the same 
color. 

But, and this is the cruc~al point, when Aspect exammed data from a 
large number of runs of the experiment-data in which the left and r~gh t  
detector settmgs nrere not always the same but, rather, were randomly and 
independently varied from run to run-he found that the detectors did not 
agree more than 50 percent of the time. 

This is an earth-shattering result. This is the kind of result that should 
take your breath away. But just in case it hasn't, let me explain further. 
Aspect's results show that Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen were proven by 
experiment-not by theory, not by pondering, but by nature-to be 
wrong. And that means there has to be something wrong with the reason- 
ing EPR used to conclude that particles possess definite values for fea- 
tures-like spin values about distinct axes-for which definite values are 
forbidden by the uncertain$ principle. 

But where could the); have gone wrong? Well, remember that the 
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen argument hangs on one central assump- 
tion: if at a given moment you can determ~ne a feature of an object by an 
experiment done on another, spatially distant object, then the first object 
must have had this feature all along. Their rationale for this assumption 
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cvas simple and thoroughly reasonable. Your measurement was done over 
here while the first object was way over there. The  two objects were spa- 
tially separate, and hence your measurement could not possibly have had 
any effect on the first object. More precisely, since nothing goes faster 
than the speed of light, if your measurement on one oblect were some- 
how to cause a change in the other-for example, to cause the other to 
take on an identical spinning motion about a chosen axis-there would 
hatre to be a delay before this could happen, a delaj, at least as long as the 
time it would take light to traverse the distance between the two objects. 
But in both our abstract reasoning and in the actual experiments, the hvo 
particles are examined b j ~  the detectors at the same time. Therefore, what- 
ever we learn about the first particle by rneasurmg the second must be a 
feature that the first particle possessed, completely independent of 
whether we happened to undertake the measurement at all. In short, the 
core ofthe Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen argument is that a n  object over there 
does not care about what you do to another object over here. 

But as we just saw, this reasoning leads to the prediction that the 
detectors should find the same result more than half the time, a predic- 
tion that is refuted by the experimental results. We are forced to conclude 
that the assumption made by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen, no matter 
how reasonable it seems, cannot be how our quantum universe works. 
Thus, through this indirect but carefully considered reasoning, the exper- 
iments lead us to conclude that a n  object over there does care about what 
you do to another oblect over here. 

Even though quantum mechanics s h o w  that particles randomly 
acquire this or that property when measured, we learn that the randomness 
can be linked across space. Pairs of appropriateiy prepared particles- 
they're caIled entangled particles-don't acquire their measured properties 
independently. They are like a pair of magical dice, one thrown in Atlantic 
City and the other in Las Vegas, each of which randomly comes up one 
number or another, yet the two of which somehow manage always to agree. 
Entangled particles act similarly, except they require no magic. Entangled 
particles, even though spatially separate, do not operate autonomously. 

Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen set out to show that quantum mechan- 
ics provides an incomplete description of the universe. Half a century 
later, theoretical insights and experimental results inspired by their work 
require us to turn their analysis on its head and conclude that the most 
basic, intuitively reasonable, classically sensible part of their reasoning is 
wrong: the universe is not local. The  outconle of what you do at one 
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place can be linked nith what happens at another place, even if nothing 
travels between the two locations-even if there ~sn ' t  enough time for 
anything to complete the journey between the hvo locations. Einstein's, 
Podolsicy's, and Rosen's intuitwely pleasing suggestion that such long- 
range correlations arise merely because particles have definite, preexist- 
ing, correlated properties is ruied out by the data. That's what makes this 
all so s l~ocking. '~  

In 1997, Nicolas Gisin and his team at the gniversity of Geneva car- 
ried out a version of the Aspect experiment in which the two detectors 
were placed 11 kilometers apart. T h e  results were unchanged. O n  the 
microscopic scale of the photon's wavelengths, 11 kilometers is gargan- 
tuan. It  migknt as well be 1 i million kilometers-or ! 1 billion light-years, 
for that matter. There is every reason to believe that the correlatlon 
between the photons would persist no  matter how far apart the detectors 
are placed. 

This sounds totally bizarre. But there is now overwhelming evidence 
for this so-called quantum entanglement. If two photons are entangled, 
the successf~~l n~easurement of either photon's spin about one axis 
"forces" the other, distant photon to have the same spin about the same 
axis; the act of measuring one photon "compels" the other, possibly dis- 
tant photon to snap out of the haze of probability and take on a definitive 
spin value-a value that precisely matches the spin of ~ t s  distant compan- 
ion. And that boggles the mind." 

E n t a n g l e m e n t  a n d  S p e c i a l  Rela t ix~i ty :  The  S t a n d a r d  V i e w  

I have put the words "forces" and " ~ o n ~ ~ e l s "  in quotes because while they 
convey the sentiment our classical intuition longs for, their precise mean- 
ing in this context is critical to whether or not Lve are in for even more of 
an upheaval. With their everyday definitions, these words conjure up an 

vhlany researchers, inciuding me, believe that Bell's argument and Aspect's experi- 
ment establish convmcingiy that the obsened correlations between wldely separated par- 
ticles cannot be explained by Scully-type reasoning-reasoning that attributes the 
correlations to nothing more surprising than the particles' hav~ng acqured defin~te, corre- 
lated properties ivhen they \vere (previously) together. Others have sought to evade or 
lessen the stunning nonlocality conclus~on to whlch thls has led us. I don't share their 
sl~e~ticisrn, but some works for general readers that discuss some of these alternatives are 
cited In the note section. 

15  
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image of volitional causality: we choose to do somethlng here so as to 
cause or force a particular something to happen over there. If that mere the 
right description of how the hvo photons are interrelated, special relativity 
would be on the ropes. T h e  experiments show that from the viewpoint of 
an experimenter In the laboratory, at the preclse moment one photon's 
spin is measured, the other photon immediately takes on the same spm 
property. If somethlng were traveling from the left photon to the right 
photon, alert~ng the right photon that the left photon's spin had been 
determined through a measurement, it would have to travel between the 
photons instantaneously, conflicting with the speed limit set by special 
relativity. 

The  consensus among physicists is that any such apparent conflict 
with special relativity 1s i l l u s o ~ .  T h e  intuitwe reason is that even though 
the hvo photons are spatially separate, their common origm establishes a 
fundamental link beti-r,een them. Although they speed away from each 
other and become spatially separate, their history enhvines them; even 
when distant, they are still part of one physical system. And so, it's really 
not that a measurement on one photon forces or compels another distant 
photon to take on identical properties. Rather, the two photons are so inti- 
mately bound up that it is justified to consider them-even though they 
are spatially separate-as parts of one physical ent~ty. Then we can say 
that one measurement on this single entity-an enti$ containing hvo 
photons-affects the entity; that is, ~t affects both photons at once. 

While this imagerq may make the connection bettveen the photons a 
little easier to swallow, as stated it's vague-what does it really mean to say 
hvo spatially separate things are one? A more preclse argument is the fol- 
iowing. When special relativity says that nothing can trave! faster than the 
speed of light, the "nothing" refers to familiar matter or e n e r g .  But the 
case at hand is subtler, because it doesn't appear that any matter or energy 
is traveling b e h e e n  the hvo photons, and so there ~sn ' t  anything whose 
speed we are led to measure. Nevertheless, there is a way to learn whether 
we've run headlong Into a conflict with special relativity. .A feature com- 
mon to matter and energy is that ~ v h e n  traveling from place to place they 
can transmit information. Photons traveling from a broadcast station to 
your radio carry information. Electrons traveling through Internet cables 
to your computer carry information. So, in any situation where some- 
thing-even something unidentified-is purported to have traveled faster 
than light speed, a litmus test is to ask whether it has, or at least could 
have, transmitted information. If the ans\ver is no, the standard reasoning 
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goes, then nothing has exceeded light speed, and special relativity 
remains unchallenged. In practice, this is the test that physicists often 
employ in determining whether some subtle process has violated the laws 
of special relativity. (None has ever survived this test.) Let's apply it here. 

Is there any way that, by measuring the spin ofthe left-moving and the 
right-moving photons about some given axis, we can send information 
from one to the other? T h e  answer IS no. Why? %Jell, the output found in 
either the left or the right detector is nothing but a random sequence of 
clockwise and counterclockwise results, since on any gwen run there is an 
equal probabilit). of the particle to be found spinning one way or the 
other. In no way can we control or predict the outcome of any particular 
measurement. Thus, there is no  message, there is no hidden code, there 
is no information whatsoever in either of these two random lists. The  only 
interesting thing about the two lists is that they are identical-but that 
can't be discerned until the two lists are brought together and compared 
by some conventional, slower-than-light means (fax, e-mail, phone call, 
etc.). The  standard argument thus concludes that although measuring 
the spin of one photon appears instantaneously to affect t'he other, no 
information is transmitted from one to the other, and the speed limit of 
special relativity remains in force. Ph~,sicists say that the spm results are 
correlated-since the lists are identical-but do not stand In a traditional 
cause-and-effect relationship because nothing travels between the hvo dis- 
tant locations. 

E n t a n g l e m e n t  a n d  Special Rela t iv i ty .  T h e  C o n t r a r i a n  V i e w  

Is that it? Is the potential conflict behveen the nonlocality of quantum 
n~echanics and special relativity fully resolved? Well, probably. O n  the 
basis of the above considerations, the majority of physicists sum it up  by 
saying there is a harmonious coexistence between special relativit). and 
Aspect's results on entangled particles. In short, special relativity survi.i.es 
by the skin of its teeth. Many physicists find this convincing, but others 
have a nagging sense that there IS more to the story. 

At a gut level I've always shared the coexistence view, but there is no 
denying that the issue is delicate. At the end of the day, no matter what 
holistic words one uses or what lack of information one highlights, two 
widely separated particles, each of which is governed by the randomness 
of quantum mechanics, somehow sta). sufficiently "in touch" so that 
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whatever one does, the other instantly does too. And that seems to suggest 
that some kind of faster-than-Iight somethzng is operating between them. 

Where do we stand? There is no ironclad, universally accepted 
answer. Some physicists and philosophers halve suggested that progress 
hinges on our recognizing that the focus of the discussion so far 1s some- 
what misplaced: the real core of special relativity, they rightly point out, is 
not so much that light sets a speed limit, as that light's speed 1s something 
that all observers, regardless of thelr own motion, agree upon.16 More gen- 
erally, these researchers emphasize, the central principle of special rela- 
titity is that no  obsenational vantage point is singled out over any other. 
Thus, the), propose (and many agree) that if the egalitarian treatment of 
all constant-velocity observers could be squared with the experimental 
results on entangled particles, the tension with special relativity would be 
resolved." But achieving this goal is not a trlvial task. To see this con- 
cretely, let's think about how good old-fashioned textbook quantum 
mechanics explains the Aspect experiment. 

According to standard quantum mechanics, when we perform a mea- 
surement and find a partlcle to be here, we cause its probability wave to 
change: the previous range of potential outcomes is reduced to the one 
actual result our measurement finds, as illustrated in Figure 4.7. Physi- 
cists say the measurement causes the probability ivave to collapse and they 
envision that the larger the initial probabiliv wave at some location, the 
larger the likelihood that the wave will collapse to that point-that is, 
the larger the likelihood that the partlcle n-ill be found at  that point. In 
the standard approach, the collapse happens instantaneously across the 
whole universe: once you find the particle here, the thmking goes, the 
probability of ~ t s  bemg found anywhere else immediately drops to zero, 
and this is reflected in an immediate collapse of the probability wave. 

In the Aspect experiment, when the ieft-moving photon's spin is mea- 
sured and is found, say, to be clockwise about some axis, this collapses its 
probability wave throughout all of space, instantaneously setting the coun- 
terclockwise part to zero. Since this collapse happens everywhere, it hap- 
pens also at the location of the right-moving photon. And, it turns out, this 
affects the counterclockwise part of the right-moving  hoto on's probability 
wave, causing ~t to collapse to zero too. Thus, no matter how far awajs the 
right-moving photon is from the left-moving photon, its probability wave is 
instantaneously affected by the change in the left-moving photon's proba- 
bility wave, ensuring that it has the same spin as the left-moving photon 
along the chosen axis. In standard quantum mechanics, then, it is this 
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Figure 6.7 When a particle is observed at some location, the probability 
of finding it at any other location drops to zero, while ~ t s  probability 
surges to 100 percent at the location where it is observed. 

instantaneous change in ?robability waves that is responsible for the faster- 
than-light influence. 

T h e  mathematics of quantum mechanics makes this quaiitative dis- 
cussion precise. And, indeed, the long-range influences arising from col- 
lapsing probability waves change the prediction of how often Aspect's left 
and right detectors (when their axes are randomly and independently 
chosen) should find the same result. A mathematical calculation is 
required to get the exact answer (see notes section1' if you're interested), 
but when the math is done, ~t predicts that the detectors should agree pre- 
cisely 50 percent of the time (rather than predicting agreement more than 
50 percent of the time-the result, as we've seen, found using EPR's 
hypothesis of a local universe). To impressive accuracy, thzs is just what 
Aspect found in his experiments, 50 percent agreement. Standard quantum 
mechanics matches the data impressively. 

This is a spectacular success. Nevertheless, there is a hitch. After more 
than seven decades, no one understands how or even whether the collapse of 
a probabiliiy wave really happens. Over the years, the assumption that 
probabilit) waves collapse has proven itself a powerful link beisveen the 
probabilities that quantum theory predicts and the definite outcomes that 
experiments reveal. But it's an assun~ption fraught with conundrums. For , 

one thing, the collapse does not emerge from the mathematics of quan- 
tum theory; it has to be put in by hand, and there is no agreed-upon or 
experimentally justified way to do this. For another, how is it possible that 
by finding an electron in your detector in New York City, you cause the 
electron's probability wave in the Andromeda galaxy to drop to zero 
instantaneouslyZ To be sure, once you find the particle in New York City, 
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it definitely won't be found in Andromeda, but what unknown mecha- 
nism enforces this with such spectacular efficiency? How, in looser lan- 
guage, does the part of the probability Lvave in Andromeda, and 
evequhere  else, "kno~v" to drop to zero s i m ~ l t a n e o u s l ~ ? ' ~  

We n d l  take up this quantum mechanical measurement problem in 
Chapter 7 (and as we'll see, there are other proposals that avoid the idea of 
collapsing p r o b a b i l i ~  waves entirely), but suffice it here to note that, as 
we discussed in Chapter 3, something that is simultaneous from one per- 
spective is not simultaneous from another moving perspective. (Remem- 
ber Itchy and Scratchy setting their clocks on a moving train.) So if a 
probability wave were to undergo simultaneous collapse across space 
according to one obsenner, it will not undergo such simultaneous collapse 
according to another who IS In motion. As a matter of fact, depending on 
their motion, some obsemers n d l  report that the left photon was mea- 
sured first, while other observers, equally trustworthv, will report that the 
right photon was measured firs:. Hence, even if the idea of collapsing 
probabiiity waves were correct, there would fail to be an objective truth 
regarding which measurement-on the ieft or right photon-affected the 
other. Thus, the collapse of probability waves mould seem to pick out one 
vantage point as speclal-the one according to whlch the collapse is 
simultaneous across space, the one according to ivhich the left and right 
measurements occur at the same moment. But picking out a special per- 
spective creates significant tension with the egaiitarian core of special rel- 
ativity. Proposals have been made to circumvent this problem, but debate 
continues regarding w h ~ c h ,  if any, are s u c c e s ~ f u l . ~ ~  

Thus, although the majority view holds that there 1s a harmonious 
coexistence, some physicists and philosophers consider the exact relation- 
ship between quantum mechanics, entangled particles, and special rela- 
tivity an open question. It's certainly possible, and in my view likely, that 
the majority view will ultimately prevail in some more definitwe form. 
But history shows that subtle, foundationai problems sometimes sow the 
seeds of future revolutions. O n  this one, only time will tell. 

W h a t  A r e  We to M a k e  of All This? 

Bell's reasoning and Aspect's experiments show that the kmd of universe 
Einstein enwsioned may exist in the mind, but not In realio. Einstein's 
was a universe in which nha t  you do right here has immediate relevance 
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only for things that are also right here. Physics, in his view, was purely 
local. But we now see that the data rule out this kind of thinking; the data 
rule out this kind of universe. 

Einstein's was also a universe In which objects possess definite values 
of all possible physical attributes. Attributes do not hang in limbo, waiting 
for an experimenter's measurement to bring them into existence. The  
majority of physicists would say that Einstein was wrong on this point, too. 
Particie properties, in this majority view, come into being when measure- 
ments force them to-an idea we will examine further in Chapter 7. 
When they are not being obsen2ed or interacting with the environment, 
particle properties have a nebulous, fuzzy existence characterized solely 
bj, a probability that one or another potentiality might be realized. The  
most extreme of those who hoid this opinion would go as far as deciaring 
that, indeed, when no one and no thing is "lookmg" at  or interacting with 
the moon in any way, it is not there. 

O n  this Issue, the jury is still out. Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen rea- 
soned that the only sensible explanation for how measurements could 
reveal that widely separated particles had identical properties was that the 
particles possessed those definite properties all along (and, by virtue of 
their common past, their properties were correlated). Decades later, Bell's 
analysis and Aspect's data proved that this intuitively pleasing suggestion, 
based on the premise that particles always have definite properties, fails as 
an explanation of the experimentally observed nonlocal correlations. But 
the failure to explain away the mysteries of nonlocality does not mean that 
the notion of particles always possessing definite properties is itself ruled 
out. The  data rule out a local universe, but they don't rule out particles 
having such hidden properties. 

In fact, in the 1950s Bohm constructed his own version of quantum 
mechanics that incorporates both nonlocalit). and hidden variables. Parti- 
cles, in this approach, always have both a definite position and a definite 
velocity, even though we can never measure both simultaneously. Bohm's 
approach made predictions that agreed fully with those of conventional 
quantum mechanics, but his formulation introduced an even more 
brazen element of noniocaiity In which the forces acting on a particle at 
one location depend instantaneously on conditions at distant locations. 
In a sense, then, Bohm's version suggested how one might go parmay 
toward Einstein's goal of restoring some of the intuitively sensible features 
of classical physics-particles having definite properties-that had been 
abandoned by the quantum revolution, but it also showed that doing so 
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came at the price of accepting yet more blatant nonlocalit).. With this 
heft). cost, Einstein would have found little solace in this approach. 

The  need to abandon localit). is the most astonishing lesson arising 
from the \vork of Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen, Bohm, Bell, and Aspect, as 
well as the many others who played important parts in this line of 
research. By virtue of their past, objects that at present are in vastly differ- 
ent regions of the universe can be part of a quantum mechanically entan- 
gled whole. Even though widely separated, such objects are committed to 
behaving in a random but coordinated manner. 

We used to think that a basic propert). of space is that it separates and 
distinguishes one object from another. But we nonr see that quantum 
mechanics radically challenges this view. Two things can be separated by 
an enonnous amount of space and yet not have a fully independent exis- 
tence. A quantum connection can unite them, making the properties of 
each contingent on the properties of the other. Space does not distinguish 
such entangled objects. Space cannot overcome their interconnection. 
Space, even a huge amount of space, does not neaken their quantum 
mechanical interdependence. 

Some people have interpreted this as telling us that "everything is 
connected to everything else" or that "quantum mechanics entangles us 
all in one universal whole." After all, the reasoning goes, at the big bang 
everything emerged from one place slnce, me believe, all places we now 
think of as different were the same place way back in the beginning. And 
since, like the two photons emerging from the same caicium atom, evenr- 
thing emerged from the same something in the beginning, evevthing 
should be quantum mechanically entangled with evevthing eke.  

While I like the sentiment, such gushy talk is loose and overstated. - .  
T h e  quantum connections between the two photons emerging from the 
calcium atom are there, certainly, but they are extremely delicate. '1Vhen 
Aspect and others carry out their experiments, it is crucial that the pho- 
tons be allowed to travel absolutely unimpeded from their source to the 
detectors. Should they be jostled by stray particles or bump into pieces of 
equipment before reaching one of the detectors, the quantum connection 
behveen the photons will become monumentally more difficult to iden- 
tify. Rather than looking for correlations in the properties of hvo photons, 
one would noFv need to look for a complex pattern of correlations involv- 
ing the photons and everything else they may have bumped into. And as 
all these particles go their ways, bumping and jostling yet other particles, 
the quantum entanglement would become so spread out through these 
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interactions with the e m  ironment that it nrould become \ irtually impossi- 
ble to detect. For all intents and purposes, the original entanglement 
between the photons \vould have been erased. 

Nevertheless, it is truly amazing that these connections do exist, and 
that in carefully arranged laboratory conditions they can be directly 
obsened oler significant distances. They show us, fundamentally, that 
space is not what we once thought it was. 

What about time7 





T h e  Frozen River 
D O E S  T I M E  F L O W ?  

T ime is among the most familiar yet least understood concepts that 
humanity has ever encountered. We say that it flies, we say that it's 
money, we try to save it, we get annoyed when we waste it. But 

what is time? To paraphrase St. Augustine and Justice Potter Stewart, we 
know it when we see it, but surely, at the dawn of the third millennium 
our understanding of time must be deeper than that. In some ways, it is. 
In other ways, it's not. Through centuries of puzzling and pondering, we 
have gained insight into some of time's mysteries, but many remain. 
Where does time come from! What would it mean to have a universe 
without time? Could there be more than one time dimension, just as 
there is more than one space dimension? Can we "travel" to the past? If 
we did, could we change the subsequent unfolding of events? Is there an 
absolute, smallest amount of time? Is time a truly fundamental ingredi- 
ent in the makeup of the cosmos, or simply a useful construct to organize 
our perceptions, but one not found in the lexicon with which the most 
fundamental laws of the universe are written? Could time be a derivative 
notion, emerging from some more basic concept that has yet to be dis- 
covered? 

Finding complete and fully convincing answers to these questions 
ranks among the most ambitious goals of modern science. Yet the big 
questions are by no means the only ones. Even the everyday experience of 
time taps into some of the universe's thorniest conundrums. 
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T i m e  a n d  E x p e r i e n c e  

Special and general relativity shattered the universalit); the oneness, of 
time. These theories showed that we each pick up a shard of Newton's old 
universal time and carry it n.ith us. It becomes our own personal clock, 
our own personal lead relentlessly pulling us from one moment to the 
next. We are shocked by the theories of relativit); by the universe that is, 
because while our personal clock seems to tick away uniformly, in concert 
with our intuitive sense of time, comparison with other clocks reveals dif- 
ferences. Time for you need not be the same as time for me. 

Let's accept that lesson as a given. But urhat is the true nature of time 
for me? What is the full character of time as expenenced and conceived 
by the individual, without primary focus on con~parisons with the experi- 
ences of others? Do these experiences accurately reflect the true nature of 
time? And what do they tell us about the nature of realitr.? 

Our  experiences teach us, overwhelmingly so, that the past is different 
from the future. The  future seems to present a wealth of possibilities, 
while the past is bound to one thing, the fact of w'hat actually happened. 
M'e feel able to influence, to affect, and to mold the future to one degree 
or another, while the past seems immutable. And in between past and 
future is the slippery concept of now, a temporal holding point that rein- 
vents itself moment to moment, like the frames in a movie film as they 
sweep past the projector's intense light beam and become the momentary 
present. Time seems to march to an endless, perfectly uniform rhythm, 
reachmg the fleeting destination of now with every beat of the drummer's 
stick. 

Our  experiences also teach us that there is an apparent lopsidedness 
to hon. things unfoid in time. There is no use crying over spilled milk, 
because once spilled it can never be unspilled: we never see splattered 
milk gather itself together, rise off the floor, and coalesce in a glass that 
sets itself upright on a kitchen counter. Our  world seems to adhere per- 
fectly to a one-\yay temporal arroiv, never deviating from t'he fixed stipula- 
tion that things can start like this and end like that, but the;? can never 
start like that and end like this. 

Our  experiences, therefore, teach us hvo overarching things about 
time. First, time seems to flo~ow. It's as if we stand on the riverbank of time as 
the might). current rushes by, sweeping the future toward us, becoming 
now at the moment it reaches us, and rushing onward as it recedes down- 
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stream into the past. Or, if that is too passive for your taste, invert the 
metaphor: we ride the river of time as it relentlessly rushes forward, 
sweeping us from one now to the next, as the past recedes with the passing 
scenery and the future forever awaits us downstream. (Our  experiences 
have also taught us that time can inspire some of the mushiest 
metaphors.) Second, time seems to have an arrow. T h e  flow of time seems 
to go one way and only one u.a): in the sense that things happen in one 
and only one temporal sequence. If someone hands you a box containing 
a short film of a glass of milk being spilled, but  the film has been cut up 
into its individual frames, by examining the pile of images you can 
reassemble the frames in the right order without any help or instruction 
from the filmmaker. Time seems to have an intrinsic direction, pointing 
from urhat ure call the past toward what we call the f~iture,  and thlngs 
appear to change-milk spills, eggs break, candles burn, people age-in 
universal alignment with this direction. 

These easily sensed features of time generate some of its most tanta- 
lizing puzzles. Does time really flow? If it does, what actually is flowing? 
And honr fast does t h ~ s  time-stuff flow? Does time really have an  arrow? 
Space, for example, does not appear to have an inherent arrow-to an 
astronaut in the dark recesses of the cosmos, left and right, back and forth, 
and up and down, would all be on equal footing-so where would an 
arrow of time come from? If there is an  arrow of time, is it absolute? Or  are 
there things that can evolve in a direction opposite to the way time's arrow 
seems to point? 

Let's build up to our current understanding by first thinking about 
these questions in the context of classical physics. So, for the remainder of 
this and the next chapter (in which we'll discuss the flow of time and the 
arrow of time, respectively) we will ignore quantum probability and quan- 
tum uncertainty. A good deal of what we'll learn, nevertheless, translates 
directly to the quantum domain, and in Chapter 7 we will take up the 
quantum perspective. 

D o e s  T i m e  Flow? 

From the perspective of sentient beings, the answer seems obvious. .As I 
type these words, I cieariy feel time flowing. With every keystroke, each 
now gives way to the next. As you read these words; you no doubt feel time 
flowing, too, as >lour eyes scan from word to word across the page. Yet, as 
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hard as phpicists have tried, no  one has found any convincing evidence 
njthin the laws of physics that supports this intuitive sense that time flows. 
In fact, a reframing of some of Einstein's insights from special relativih 
provides evidence that time does not flow. 

To understand this, let's return to the loaf of-bread depiction of space- 
time introduced in Chapter ! Recall that the slices making up the ioaf 
are the n o w  of a given observer; each slice represents space at one 
moment of time from his or her perspective The  union obtained by plat- 
ing slice next to slice, in the order In which the observer experiences 
them, fills out a region of spacetime. If me take this perspective to a logi- 
cal extreme and imagine that each slice depicts all o i  space at a given 
moment of time according to one observer's viewpoint, and if we include 
every possible slice, from the ancient past to the distant future, the loaf 
will encompass all of the universe throughout all time-the whole of 
spacetime. Eveqr occurrence, regardless of when or where, is represented 
by some point in the loaf. 

This is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.1, but the perspective 
should make you scratch your head. The "outside" perspective of the fig- 
ure, in which we're looking at the whole unwerse, all of space at every 
moment of time, is a fictitious vantage point, one that none of us will ever 

Figure 5.1 ;i schematic depiction of all space throughout all time (depict- 
ing, of course, only part of space thro~lgh part of time) showing the for- 
mation of some early galaxies, the formation of the sun and the earth, 
and the earth's ultimate demise when the sun swells into a red giant, in 
what we now conslder our distant future. 
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have. I i e  are all withzn spacetime. Every experience you or I ever have 
occurs at some location in space at some moment of time. And since Fig- 
ure 5.1 is meant to deplct all of spacetime, it encompasses the totality of 
such experiences-yours, mine, and those of evevone and everything. If 
you could zoom in and closely examine all the comings and goings on 
planet earth, you'd be able to see Alexander the Great having a lesson 
with Aristotle. Leonardo da Vinci laylng the final brushstroke on the 
Mona Lisa, and George Washington crossing the Delaware; as you con- 
tinued scanning the image from left to right, you'd be able to see your 
grandmother playing as a little girl, your father celebrating his tenth birth- 
day, and your own first day at school; looking yet farther to the right in the 
image, you could see yourself reading this book, the blrth of your great- 
great-granddaughter, and, a little farther on, her inauguration as Presi- 
dent. Given the coarse resolution of Figure 5.1, you can't actually see 
these moments, but you can see the (schematic) history of the sun and 
planet earth, from their birth out of a coalescing gas cloud to the earth's 
demise when the sun swells into a red giant. It's all there. 

Unquestionably, Figure 5.1  is an imaginary perspective. It stands out- 
side of space and time. It is the view from nowhere and nowhen. Even 
so-even though we can't actually step beyond the confines of spacetime 
and take in the full sweep of the universe-the schematic depiction of 
Figure 5.1 provides a powerful means of analyzing and clarifying basic 
properties of space and time. As a prime example, the intuitive sense of 
time's flow can be vividly portrayed in thls framework by a variation on the 
movie-projector metaphor. We can envision a light that illuminates one 
time slice after another, momentarily making the slice come alive in the 
present-making it the momentary now-only to let it go instantly dark 
again as the light moves on to the next slice. Right now, in this intuitive 
way of thinking about time, the light is illuminating the slice in which 
you, sitting on planet earth, are reading this word, and now it is illuminat- 
ing the slice in which you are reading this word. But, again, while this 
image seems to match experience, scientists have been unable to find 
anyfhing in the laws of physics that embodies such a moving light. They 
have found no physical mechanism that singles out moment after 
moment to be momentarily real-to be the momentar). now-as the 
mechanism flows ever onward toward the future. 

Quite the contrary. While the perspectzve of Figure 5.1 is certainly 
imaginar), there is cowincing evidence fhat the spacetime loaf-the 
totality of spacetime, not slice by single slice-is real. A less than nridely 
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appreciated implicat~on of Einstein's work is that special relativistic reai- 
ity treats all times equally. Although the notion of now p1aj.s a central role 
in our worldview, relativity subverts our Intuition once again and 
declares ours an egalitarian unlverse In which eIrery moment is as real as 
any other. We brushed up against this idea in Chapter 3 while thinking 
about the spinning bucket in the context of specla1 relativity. There, 
through indirect reasoning analogous to Ne~vton's, we concluded that 
spacetime is at ieast enough of a something to provide the benchmark for 
accelerated motion. Here we take up the issue from another viewpoint 
and go furthe:. We argue that e v e v  part of the spacetime loaf in Figure 
5.1 exists on the same footing as every other, suggesting, as Einstein 
believed, that reality embraces past, present, and future equally and that 
the flow we envision bringing one section to light as another goes dark is 
illusory. 

T h e  Persistent I l Ius ion  o f  Pas t ,  P r e s e n t ,  and  F u t u r e  

To understand Einstein's perspective, we need a working definition of 
reality, an algorithm, if you will, for determining what thmgs exist at a 
given moment. Here's one common approach. When I contenlplate real- 
ity-what exists at this moment-I picture in my mind's eye a kind of 
snapshot, a mental freeze-frame image of the entire universe right notv. As 
I type these words, my sense of Gnat exists right now, my sense of realig., 
amounts to a list of all those things-the tick of m~dnight  on nw kitchen 
clock; n~!, cat stretched out In flight between floor and windowsill; the first 
ray of nlorn~ng sunshine illuminating Dublin; the hubbub on the floor of 
the Tokyo stock exchange; the fus~on  of two particular hydrogen atoms in 
the sun; the emission of a photon from the O r ~ o n  nebula; the last moment 
of a dying star before it collapses into a black hole-that are, at this 
moment, in my freeze-frame mental image. These are the things happen- 
ing right now, so they are the things that I declare exist right notv. Does 
Charlemagne exist right now! No. Does Nero exist right now? No. Does 
Lincoln exist nght now? No. Does Elvis exist r ~ g h t  now? No. None of 
them are on my current now-list. Does anyone born in the year 2300 or 
3500 or 57000 exist now? No. Again, none of them are in my mind's-eye 
freeze-frame image, none of them are on my current time slice, and so, 
none of them are on my current now-list. Therefore, I say without hesita- 
t ~ o n  that they do not currently exist. That is how I define real it^. at any 
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given moment; it's an Intuitwe approach that most of us use? often implic- 
itly, when thinking about existence. 

I \vill make use of this conception belo~v, but be aware of one tricky 
point. X now-list-reality in this way of thinking-is a funny thing. Noth- 
ing you see right now belongs on your now-list, because it takes time for 
light to reach your eyes. Anything you see right now has already hap- 
pened. You are not seeing the words on this page as they are now; 
instead, if you are hoiding the book a foot from your face, you are seeing 
them as they were a billionth of a second ago. If you look out across an 
average room, you are seeing things as they were some 10 billionths to 20 
billionths of a second ago; if you look across the Grand Canyon, you are 
seeing the other side as it n-as about one ten-thousandth of a second ago; 
if you look at the moon, you are seeing it as it was a second and a half 
ago; for the sun, you see it as ~t was about eight minutes ago; for stars vis- 
ible to the naked eye, you see them as they were from roughly a few years 
ago to !0,000 years ago. Curiously, then, although a mental freeze-frame 
image captures our sense of reality, our intuitive sense of "what's out 
there," it consists of events that we can't experience, or affect, or even 
record right now. Instead, an actual now-iist can be compiled oniy after 
the fact. If you know how far alvay something is, you can determine when 
it emltted the light you see now and so you can determine on ~vhich of 
your time slices it belongs-011 which already past now-list it should be 
recorded. Nevertheless, and this is the main pomt, as we use this infor- 
mation to compile the now-list for any given moment, continually updat- 
ing it as rye recewe light from ever more distant sources, the things that 
are listed are the things that we intuitively believe existed at that 
moment. 

Remarkably, this seemingly straightforward way of thinking leads to an 
unexpectedly expansive conception of reaiity. You see, according to New- 
ton's absolute space and absolute time, everyone's freeze-frame picture of 
the universe at a given moment contains exactly the same events; every- 
one's now is the same now, and so e\1eryone1s now-list for a given moment 
is identical. If someone or something !s on your noiv-list for a given 
moment, then it is necessarily also on my now-list for that moment. Most 
people's intuition is still bound up with this way of thinking, but special 
relativity tells a very different story. Look again at Figure 3.4. Two observers 
in relative motion have nows-s~ngle moments in time, from each one's 
perspective-that are different: their nows slice through spacetime at dif- 
ferent angles, And different n o w  mean different now-lists. Observers mov- 
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ing relatzve to each other have different conceptzons ofwhat exzsts a t  a given 
moment, and hence they have different conceptzons of reall?. 

At everyday speeds, the angle between two obsen.ersl now-slices is 
minuscule; that's why In dal-to-day life we never notice a discrepancy 
between our defin~tion of now and anvbody else's. For this reason, most 
discussions of special relativity focus on what would happen if we traveled 
at enormous speeds-speeds near that of light-since such motion would 
tremendously magnify the effects. But there is another way to magnify the 
distinction between tvr'o observers' conceptlons of nolv, and I find that it 
provides a particularly enlightenmg approach to the question of reality. It 
is based on the follovmg slmple fact: if you and I slice up an ordinary loaf 
at slightly different angles, it will have hardly any effect on the resulting 
pieces of bread. But if the loaf is huge, the conclusion is different. Just as a 
tiny opening between the blades of an enormously long pair of scissors 
translates into a large separation between the blade tips, cutting an enor- 
mous loaf of bread at siightly different angles yields slices that dewate by a 
huge amount at distances far from where the slices cross. You can see t h ~ s  
In Figure 5.2. 

The  same 1s true for spacetime. At everyday speeds, the slices depict- 
ing now for hvo observers in reiative m o t ~ o n  n111 be oriented at only 
sliihtly different angles. If the two observers are nearby, this will have 
hardly any effect. But, just as in the ioaf of bread, tiny angles generate 
large separations between slices x h e n  their impact is examined over large 
distances. And for slices of spacetime, a large deviation between slices 
means a significant disagreement on which events each observer consid- 
ers to be happening now. This is illustrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, and it 
impiies that individuals moving relative to each other, even at ordinary, 
ever).day speeds, will have increasingly different conceptions of now if 
they are increas~ngly far apart in space. 

To make this concrete, imagine that Chewie is on a planet in a galaxy 
far, far away- 10 billion lig'nt-years from earth-idl! sitting in his living 
room. Imagine further that you (sitting still, reading these words) and 
Chewie are not moving relative to each other (for simplicity, Ignore the 
motion of the planets, the expansion of the universe, grav~tat~onal effects, 
and so on). Since you are at rest relative to each other, you and Chewie 
agree full) on issues of space and time: you nould slice up spacetime In 
an identical manner, and so your now-lists would coincide exactly. After a 
little while, C h e w e  stands up and goes for a walk-a gentle, reiaxing 
amble-in a direction that turns out to be directly away from you. This 
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Figure 5.2 (a) i n  an  ordinav loaf, slices cut  at slightly different angles 
don't separate significantly. (b) But the larger the ioaf, for the same 
angle, the greater the separation. 

change in Chewie's state of motion means that his conception of now, his 
slicing up of spacetime, will rotate slightly (see Figure 5.3). This tiny 
angular change has no noticeable effect in Chewie's vicinity: the differ- 
ence between his new now and that of anyone still sitting in his living 
room is minuscule. But over the enormous distance of i O  billion light- 

ca) (b) 

Figure 5.3 (a) Two individuals at rest relative to each other have identical 
conceptions of now and hence identical time slices. If one observer 
moves away from the other their t ~ m e  slices-what each observer con- 
siders now-rotate relative to each other; as illustrated, the darkened 
now slice for the moving observer rotates into the past of the stationary 
observer. (b) A greater separation between the obsen~ers yields a greater 
deviation between slices-a greater deviat~on in their conception of now. 
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years, this tiny shift in Chetvie's notion of now is amplified (as in the pas- 
sage from Figure 5.3a to 5.3b, but with the protagonists now being a huge 
distance apart, significantly accentuating the shift in their nows). His now 
and your now, which were one a n d  the same while he was sitting still, jump 
apart because of his modest motion. 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the key idea schematically, but by using 
the equations of spec:al relativity we can calculate how different your 
nows become.' If Chewie walks away from you at about 10 miles per hour 
(Chewie has q u ~ t e  a stride) the events on earth that belong on his new 
now-list are events that happened about 150 years ago, according to you! 
According to his conception of now-a conception that is earery bit as 
valid as >,ours and that up until a moment ago agreed fully with yours- 
you have not yet been born. If h e  nloved toward you at the same speed, 
the angular shift would be opposite, as schematically illustrated in Figure 
5.4, so that his now would coincide with what you would call 150 years in 
the future! Now, according to his now, you may no longer be a part of this 
world. And if, mstead of just ~valking, Chewie hopped into the Millen- 
nium Falcon tra~reling at 1,000 miles per hour (less than the speed of a 
Concorde aircraft), his now would include events on earth that from your 
perspective took place 15,000 years ago or 15,000 years in the future, 

(a) (bj 

Figure 5.4 (a) Same as figure 5.3a, except when one observer moves 
toward the other, her now slice rotates into the future, not the past, of 
the other observer. (bj Same as 5.3b-a greater separation yields a 
greater denatlon in conceptions of now, for the same relative ve1ocit)l- 
with the rotation being toward the future instead ofthe past. 
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depending on ~vhether he  flew away or toxvard you. Given suitable 
choices of direction and speed of motion, Elvis or Nero or Charlemagne 
or Lincoln or someone born on earth way into what you call the future 
ivill belong on his new now-list. 

While surprising, none of this generates any contradiction or paradox 
because, as we explained above, the farther away something is, the longer 
it takes to receive light it emits and hence to determine that it belongs on 
a particular now-list. For instance, even though John Wilkes Booth's 
approaching the State Box at Ford's Theatre will belong on Chewie's new 
now-list if he  gets up  and walks away from earth at about 9.3 miles per 
hour,' he  can take no action to save President Lincoln. At such an enor- 
mous distance, it takes an enormous amount of time for messages to be 
received and exchanged, so only Chewie's descendants, billions of years 
iater, will actually receive the light from that fateful night in Washington. 
The  point, though, is that when his descendants use this information to 
update the vast collection of past now-lists, they will find that the Lincoln 
assassination belongs on the same non4ist that contains Chewie's just get- 
ting up and walking away from earth. And yet, they will also find that a 
moment before Chewie got up, his now-list contained, among many 
other things, you, in earth's twenty-first century, sitting still, reading these 
words.3 

Similarly, there are things about our future, such as who will win the 
U.S. election in the year 2100, that seem completely open: 
more than likely, the candidates for that election haven't even been born, 
much less decided to run for office. But if Chewie gets up from his chair 
and walks ton'ard earth at about 6.4 miles per hour, his now-slice-his 
conception of what ex~sts, his conception of what has happened-will 
include the selection of the first president of the twenty-second century. 
Something that seems completely undecided to us is something that, for 
him, has already happened. Again, Chewie won't know the outcome of 
the election for billions of years, since that's how long it will take our tele- 
vision signals to reach him. But when word of the  election results reaches 
Chewie's descendants and they use it to update Chewie's flip-card book of 
history, his collection of past now-lists, they will find that the election 
results belong on the same nowlist in which Chetvie got up and started 
walking toward earth-a now-list, Chealie's descendants note, that occurs 
just a moment after one that contains you, in the early years of earth's 
twenty-first century, finishing this paragraph. 

This example highlights two important points. First, although we are 
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used to the idea that relativistic effects become apparent at speeds near 
that of light, even at iow velocities relativistic effects can be greatly ampli- 
fied when considered over large distances in space. Second, the example 
gives inslght into the issue of xvhether spacetime ithe loaf) is really an  
entity or just an abstract concept, an abstract union of space rlght now 
together with its history and purported future. 

You see, Chewie's conception of reality, his freeze-frame mental 
image, his conception of what exists now, is every bit as real for him as our 
conception of realitjr is for us. So, in assessing what constitutes reality, it 
would be stunningly narrow-minded if we didn't also include his perspec- 
tive. For Newton, such an egalitarian approach wouldn't make the slight- 
est difference, because, in a universe with absolute space and absolute 
time, everyone's now-slice coincides. But in a relativistic universe, our 
universe, it makes a big difference. Whereas our familiar conception of 
what exlsts right now amounts to a single now-slice-we usually \,iew the 
past as gone and the future as yet to be-we must augment this image 
with Chewie's nowslice, a now-slice that, as the discussion revealed, can 
differ substantially from our o\vn. Furthermore, since Chemie's initial 
location and the speed with which he  moves are arbitrary, we should 
include the now-slices associated with all possibilities. These non '-s 1' ~ces ,  
as in our discussion above, would be centered on Chewie's-or some 
other real or hypothetical observer's-lnitial location in space and would 
be rotated at an angle that depends on the velocity chosen. (The only 
restriction comes from the speed limit set by light and, as explained in the 
notes, in the graphic depiction we are using thls translates into a iimit on 
the rotation angle of45 degrees, either clockwise or counterclockwise.) As 
you can see, in Figure 5.5, the collection of all these now-slices fills out a 
substantial region of the spacetime loaf. In fact, if space is infinite-if 
now-siices extended infinitely far-then the rotated now-slices can be 
centered arbitrarily far away, and hence their union sweeps through ever), 
point in the spacetime loaf. * 

So: if you buy the notion that reality consists of the things in your 
freeze-Fame mental image right now, and if you agree that your now is no 
more valid than the now of someone located far away in space who can 

"Pick any point in the loaf. Draw a slice that Includes the point, and whlch mtersects 
our current now-slice at an angle that 1s less than 45 degrees. This slice will represent the 
now-siice-realiw-of a distant observer who was initially at rest relative to us, like 
C h e i r ~ e ,  but is now mowng relative to us at  less than the speed of light. By design, this slice 
lncludes the (arbitrag,) pomt In the loaf !.ou happened to p~ck .4  

The Frozen River 

Figure 5.5 A sample of now-slices for a variety of observers (real or hypo- 
thetical) situated at a variety of distances from earth, mowng with a vari- 
e? of velocities. 

move freely, then reality encompasses all ofthe events in spacetime. The  
total loaf exists. Just as we envision all of space as really being out there, as 
really existing, \ve should also envision all of time as really being out 
there, as really existing, too. Past, present, and future certainly appear to 
be distinct entitles. But, as Einstem once said, "For we convinced physi- 
cists, the distinction between past, present, and future is only an illusion, 
ho\vever per~is tent ."~  T h e  only thing that's real is the whole of spacetime. 

Experience and :he Flow of Time 

In this way of thinking, events, regardless of when they happen from an!. 
particular perspective, just are. They all exist. They eternally occupy their 
particular point in spacetime. There is no flow. If you were having a great 
time at the stroke of midnight on New Year's Eve, 1999, you still are, since 
that is just one immutable location in spacetime. It is tough to accept this 
description, since our worldview so forcefully distinguishes between past, 
present, and future. But if we stare intently at this familiar temporal 
scheme and confront it with the cold hard facts of modern physics, its 
only place of refuge seems to lie within the human mind. 

Undeniably, our conscious experience seems to sweep through the 
slices. It is as though our mlnds provide the projector light referred to ear- 
lier, so that nlon~ents of time come to life when they are illuminated b!~ 
the polver of consciousness. T h e  flotving sensation from one moment to 
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the nest arises from our conscious recognition of change in our thoughts, 
feelings, and perceptions. And the sequence of change seems to have a 
continuous motion; it seems to unfold into a coherent story. But-rvith- 
out any pretense of psychological or neurobiological precision-we can 
envlsion how we might experience a flow of time even though, in actual- 
ity, there may be no such t h ~ n g .  To see what I mean, imagine plajing 
Gone with the I17ind through a faulty DVD player that randomly jumps 
forward and backward: one still frame flashes momentarily on the screen 
and is followed immediately by another from a completely different part 
of the film. \%en you ~ a t c h  t h ~ s  jumbled version, ~t will be hard for you 
to make sense ofwhat's going on. But Scarlett and Rhett have no poblem.  
In each frame, they do n.hat they've ai~vays done in that frame. Were you 
able to stop the DVD on some particular frame and ask them about their 
thoughts and memories, thej.'d respond n.ith the same answers they 
would have given had jrou played the DVD in a properly functioning 
player. If you asked them whether it was confusing to romp through the 
Civil War out of order: they'd look at you quizzically and figure you'd 
tossed back one too many mint juleps. In any given frame, they'd have the 
thoughts and memorles they've always had in that frame-and, in partic- 
ular, those thoughts and memories would give them the sensation that 
time is smoothly and coherently flowng forward, as usual. 

Similarl); each moment in spacetime-each time slice-is like one 
of the still frames in a film. It exists whether or not some light illuminates 
it. .is for ScarIett and Rhett, to the you who is in any such moment, it is 
the notv. it 1s the moment you experience at that moment. And it always 
will be. hloreover, within each individual slice, your thoughts and mem- 
ories are sufficiently rich to yield a sense that time has continuously 
flowed to that moment. T h ~ s  feeling, this sensation that time is floning, 
doesn't require previous moments -previous frames - to be "sequentially 
i l l~mina ted . "~  

.And if you think about it for one more moment, you'll realize that's a 
very good thing, because the notion of a projector light sequentiallj. bring- 
ing moments to life is highly problematic for another, even more bas~c  
reason. If the projector light properly did its job and illuminated a given 
moment-saj; the stroke of midnight, New Year's Eve, 1999-what 
~vould it mean for that moment to then go dark? If the moment rirere lit, 
then being illuminated would be a feature of the moment, a feature as 
everlasting and unchanging as everything else happening at that moment. 

The Frozen Rzver 

To experience illun~ination-to be "alive," to be the present, to be the 
notv- and to then experience darkness-to be "dorn~ant," to be the past, 
to be what was-IS to experience change. But the concept ofchange has no 
meaning with respect to a single moment in time. T h e  change ~vould have 
to occur through time, the change would mark the passing of time, but 
what notion of time could that possibly be? By definition, moments don't 
mclude the passing of time-at least, not the time we're a\vare of- 
because moments just are, they are the raw material of time, they don't 
change. A particular moment can no more change In time than a partic- 
ular location can move in space: if the location were to move, it wouid be 
a different location in space; if a moment in time were to change, it would 
be a different moment in time. T h e  intuitive image of a projector light 
that brings each new now to life just doesn't hold up to careful examina- 
tion. Instead, every moment 1s illuminated, and even  moment remains 
illuminated. Every moment is. Under close scrutiny, the flowing river of 
time more closely resembles a giant block of ice with e\,erl, moment for- 
ever frozen into place.7 

This conception oftime is significantly different from the one most of 
us have internalized. Even though it emerged from his own insights, Ein- 
stein was not hardened to the difficulty of fully absorbing such a profound 
change in perspectwe. Rudolf Carnap8 recounts a wonderful conversa- 
tion he  had with Einstein on this subject: "Einstein said that the problem 
of the now worr~ed him seriously. H e  explained that the experience of the 
now means something special for man, something essentially different 
from the past and the future, but that this important difference does not 
and cannot occur within physics. That  this experience cannot be grasped 
by science seemed to him a matter of painful but inevitable res~gnation." 

This resignation leaves open a pivotal question: Is science unable to 
grasp a fundamental quality of time that the human mind embraces as 
readily as the lungs take in air, or does the human mind impose on time a 
quality of its own makmg, one that is artificial and that hence does not 
show up  in the laws of physics? If you were to ask me this question during 
the working day, I'd side with the latter perspective, but by nightfall, when 
critical thought eases into the ordinary routines of life, it's hard to main- 
tain full resistance to the former viewpoint. Time is a subtle subject and 
we are far from understanding it fully. It is ~oss ib le  that some insightful 
person will one day devise a new wajZ of looking at time and reveal a bona 
fide physical foundation for a time that flows. Then again, the discussion 
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above, based on logic and relativity, may turn out to be the full story. Cer- 
tainly, though, the feeling that time flows is deeply ingrained in our expe- 
rience and thoroughly pervades our thinking and language. So much so, 
that we h a w  lapsed, and will continue to lapse, into habitual, colloquial 
descriptions that refer to a Rowing time. But don't confuse language with 
reaiity. Human language is far better at capturing human experience than 
at expressing deep physical laws. 

Chance and the  Arrow 
D O E S  T I M E  H A V E  A  D I R E C T I O N ?  

E ven if time doesn't flow, it still makes sense to ask whether it has an 
arrow-whether there is a direction to the way things unfold in time 
that can be discerned in the laws of physics. It is the question of 

whether there is some intrinsic order in how events are sprinkled along 
spacetime and whether there is an essential scientific difference between 
one ordering of events and the reverse ordering. As everyone already 
knows, there certainly appears to be a huge distinction of this sort; it's 
what gives life promise and makes experience poignant. Yet, as we'll see, 
explaining the distinction between past and future is harder than you'd 
think. Rather remarkably, the answer we'll settle upon is intimately bound 
up with the precise conditions at the origin of the universe. 

The  Puzzle 

A thousand times a day, our experiences reveal a distinction between 
things unfolding one way in time and the reverse. A piping hot pizza cools 
down en route from Domino's, but we never find a pizza arriving hotter 
than when it was removed from the oven. Cream stirred into coffee forms 
a uniformly tan liquid, but we never see a cup of light coffee unstir and 
separate into white cream and black coffee. Eggs fall, cracking and splat- 
tering, but we never see splattered eggs and eggshells gather together and 
coalesce into uncracked eggs. The  compressed carbon dioxide gas in a 
bottle of Coke rushes outward when we twist off the cap, but we never 
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find spread-out carbon dioxide gas gathering together and swooshing back 
into the bottle. Ice cubes put into a glass of room-temperature water melt, 
but we never see globules in a room-temperature glass of water coalesce 
into solid cubes of ice. These common sequences of events, as well as 
countless others, happen In only one temporal order. They never happen 
in reverse, and so they provide a notion of before and after-they give us a 
consistent and seemingly universal conception of past and future. These 
observations convince us that were we to examine all of spacetime from 
the outside (as in Figure 5-11, we would see significant asymmetry along 
the time axis. Splattered eggs the worid over ~vould lie to one side-the 
side we conventionally call the future-of their whole, unsplattered 
counterparts. 

Perhaps the most pointed example of all is that our minds seem to 
ha\.e access to a collection of e17ents that rve call the past-our memo- 
ries-but none of us seems able to remember the collection of events we 
call the future. So it seems obvious that there is a big difference behveen 
the past and the future. There seems to be a manifest orientation to how 
an enormous variety of things unfold in time. There seems to be a mani- 
fest distinction betsfreen the things we can remember (the past) and the 
things mre cannot (the future). This is what we mean by time's having an 
orientation, a direction, or an arrow.' 

Physics, and science more generally, is founded on regularities. Sci- 
entists study nature, find patterns, and codifi. these patterns in natural 
laws. You would think, therefore, that the enormous weaith of regularity 
leading us to perceive an apparent arrow of time would be evidence of a 
fundamental law of nature. A silly way to formulate such a law would be 
to introduce the Law of Spilled Milk, stating that glasses of milk spill but 
don't unspill, or the Law of Splattered Eggs, stating that eggs break and 
splatter but never unsplatter and unbreak. But that kind of law buys us 
nothing: it is merely descriptive, and offers no explanation beyond a sim- 
ple observation of what happens. Yet we expect that somewhere in the 
depths of physics there must be a less silly law describing the motion and 
properties of the particles that make up pizza, milk, eggs, coffee, people, 
and stars-the fundamental ingredients of everything-that sho~vs why 
things evolve through one sequence of steps but never the reverse. Such a 
law would give a fundamental explanation to the observed arrow of time. 

T'ne perplexing thing is that no one has discovered any such law. 
What's more, the laws of physics that have been articulated from Newton 
through Maxwell and Einstein, and up until today, show a complete sym- 
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metry between past and future.;' Nowhere in any of these laws do we find a 
stipulat~on that they apply one way in time but not in the other Nowhere 
is there any distinctlon between how the laws look or behave when 
applied in either direction in time. T h e  lams treat what we call past and 
future on a completely equal footing, Even though experience reveals 
over and over again that there is an  arrow of how events unfold in time, 
this arrow seems not to be found in the fundamental laws of physics. 

Pas t ,  F u t u r e ,  a n d  t h e  F u n d a m e n t a l  Laws of Phys ics  

Honr can this be? Do  the laws of physics provide no underpinning that dis- 
tinguishes past from future! How can there be no law of physlcs expiain- 
ing that events unfold in this order but never in reverse? 

T h e  situation is even more puzzling. T h e  known laws of physics actu- 
ally declare-contrary to our lifetime of experiences - that light coffee 
can separate into black coffee and white cream; a spiattered yolk and a 
collection of smashed shell pieces can gather themselves together and 
form a perfectly smooth unbroken egg; the melted ice in a glass of room- 
temperature water can fuse back together into cubes of ice; the gas 
released when you open your soda can rush back into the bottle. All the 
physical 1aa.s that we hold dear fully support what is known as time- 
reversal symmetv. This is the statement that if some sequence of events 
can unfold in one temporal order (cream and coffee mix, eggs break, gas 
rushes outward) then these events can also unfold in reverse (cream and 
coffee unmix, eggs unbreak, gas rushes inward). I'll elaborate on this 
shortly, but the one-sentence s u m m a y  is that not only do known laws fail 
to tell us nrhy lve see events unfold in only one order, they also tell us that, 
in theory, events can unfold in reverse order.' 

T h e  burning question is Why don't we ever see such things? 1 think it's 
a safe bet that no one has ever actually witnessed a spiattered egg unsplat- 

There IS an exceptmn to this statement ha\lng to do ni th a certam class of exotic 
particles .is far as the quest~ons discussed in t h ~ s  chapter are concerned, I cons~der this 
l~helv to be of l~t t le  relevance and so won't m e n t ~ o n  thls quai~fication further If ~ o u  are 
interested, it 1s brleflr d~scussed In note 2. 

'Note that t~me-ret ersal s)mmetw is not about time Itself bemg reversed or "runnlng 
b a c h a r d  Instead, as a e ' \ e  descr~bed, t~me-re~ersal  slmmetr) 1s concerned w t h  \~he ther  
e\ents that happen In t ~ m e ,  in one part~cular temporal order, can also happen In the 
reLrerse order A more appropa te  phrase m g h t  be event reversal or process reversal or event 
order rewrsai,  but ne'll s t d  n ~ t h  the conbent~onal term 
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tering But if the laws of physics allow ~ t ,  and if, moreover, those laws treat 
splattering and unsplattering equally, why does one never happen while 
the other does? 

Time-Reversal Symmetry 

As a first step toward resolving this puzzle, we need to understand in more 
concrete terms what it means for the known laws of physics to be time- 
reversal symmetric. To this end, imagine it's the twenty-fifth century and 
you're playing tennis In the new interplanetary league with your partner, 
Coolstroke Williams. Somewhat unused to the reduced gravio. on Venus, 
Coolstroke hits a gargantuan backhand that launches the ball into the 
deep, isolated darkness of space. A passing space shuttle films the ball as it 
goes by and sends the footage to CNN (Celestial News Network) for 
broadcast. Here's the question: If the technicians at C N N  were to make a 
mistake and run the film of the tennis ball in reverse, wouid there be any 
way to tell? Well, if you knew the heading and orientation of the camera 
during the filming you might be able to recognize their error. But couid 
you figure it out solely by looking at the footage itself, with no additional 
information! The  answer 1s no. If in the correct (forward) time direction 
the footage showed the ball floating by from left to right, then in reverse ~t 
would show the ball floating by from right to left. L4nd certainly, the laws 
of classical physics allow tennis balls to move either left or nght. So the 
motion you see when the film is run in either the forward time direction 
or the reverse time direction is perfectly consistent with the l a w  of 
physics. 

We've so far imagmed that no  forces n,ere acting on the tennis ball, so 
that it moved with constant velocity. Let's now consider the more general 
situation by including forces. According to Newton, the effect of a force is 
to change the velocity of an object: forces impart accelerations. Imagine, 
then, that after floating awhile through space, the ball is captured by 
Jupiter's gravitational pull, causing it to move with increasing speed in a 
downward, rightward-sweeping arc toward Jupiter's surface, as in Figures 
6. l a  and 6.lb. If you play a film of this motion in reverse, the tennis ball 
will appear to move in an arc that sweeps upward and toward the left, 
away from Jupiter, as in Figure 6 . 1 ~ .  Here's the new question: is the 
motion depicted by the film when played backward-the time-reversed 

%w 
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Figure 6.1 (a) A tennis ball flving from Venus to Jupiter together with (b) a 

close-up (c) Tennis ball's motion ~f ~ t s  veloc10 is reversed lust before it 
h~ts  Jupiter 

motion of what was actually filmed-allowed by the classical l a w  of 
physics? Is it motion that could happen in the real world? At first, the 
answer seems obviously to be yes: tennis balls can move in downward arcs 
to the right or upward arcs to the left, or, for that matter, in innumerable 
other trajectories. So what's the difficulty? Well, although the answer 
is indeed yes, this reasoning is too glib and misses the real intent of the 
question. 

When vou run the film in reverse, you see the tennis ball leap from 
Jupiter's surface, movlng upward and toward the left, w t h  exactly the 
same speed (but in exactly the opposite direction) from when it hit the 
planet. This init~al part of the film 1s certamly consistent wrth the laws of 
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physics: we can imagine, for example, someone launching the tennis ball 
from Jupiter's surface with precisely this velocity. The essential question is 
\i>hether the rest of the reverse run is also consistent with the laws of 
physics. Would a ball launched with this initial velocity-and subject to 
Jupiter's downward-pulling gravity-actually move along the trajecton 
depicted in the rest of the reverse run film? Would it exactly retrace its 
original dounard trajectory, but in reverse? 

T h e  answer to this more refined question is yes. To avoid any confu- 
sion, let's spell this out. In Figure 6. la,  before Jupiter's gravity had any sig- 
nificant effect, the ball was heading purely to the right. Then, in Figure 
6.lb,  Jupiter's powerful gravitational force caught hold of the ball and 
pulled it toward the planet's center-a pull that's mostly downward but, as 
you can see in the figure, is also partially to the right.  his means that as 
the ball closed in on Jupiter's surface, its rightward speed had increased 
somewhat, but its downward speed had increased dramatically. In the 
reverse run fiim, therefore, the baIl's launch from Jupiter's surface would 
be headed somewhat lefhvard but predominantly upward, as in Figure 
6. lc.  With this starting velocit); Jupiter's gravity would have had its great- 
est impact on the ball's upward speed, causing it to go slower and sloiver, 
ivhile also decreasing the ball's leftward speed, but less dramatically. And 
with the ball's upward speed rapidly diminishing, its motion would 
become dominated by its speed in the lefhvard direction, causing it to fol- 
low an upward-arcing trajectory toward the left. Near the end of this arc, 
graviQ.would have sapped all the upward motion as well as the additional 
rightward velocity Jupiter's gravity imparted to the ball on its way down, 
leaving the ball moving purely to the left with exactly the same speed it 
had on its initial approach. 

,411 this can be made quantitative, but the point to notice is that this 
trajectory is exactly the reverse of the ball's original motion. Simply by 
reversing the ball's velocity, as in Figure 6 . 1 ~ - b y  setting it off with the 
same speed but in the opposite direction-one can make it fully retrace 
its original trajectory, but in reverse. Bringing the film back into the dis- 
cussion, we see that the upward-arcing trajectory to the left-the trajec- 
tory we just figured out with reasoning based on Newton's laws of 
motion-is exactly what mre ~irould see upon running the film in reverse. 
So the ball's time-reversed motion, as depicted in the reverse-run film, 
conforms to the laws of physics just as surely as its forward-time n~otion.  
The motion we'd see upon running the film in reverse is motion that 
could really happen In the real world. 
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.4lthough there are a few subtleties I've relegated to the endnotes, this 
conciusion is general.' XI1 the known and accepted laws relating to 
motion-from Newton's mechanics just discussed, to Maxwell's electro- 
magnetic theory, to Einstein's special and general theories of relatwit). 
(remember, we are putting off quantum mechanics until the next chap- 
ter)-embody time-reversal symmetry: motion that can occur in the usual 
forward-time direction can equally well occur in reverse, As the terminol- 
ogy can be a bit confusing, let me reemphasize that we are not re\.ersing 
time. Time is doing what it always does. Instead, our conclusion is that we 
can make an object trace its trajectory in reverse by the simple procedure of 

reversing its velocity a t  any point along its path. Equivalently, the same 
procedure-reversing the object's velocity at some point along its path- 
would make the object execute the motion we'd see in a reverse-run film. 

T e n n i s  Balls a n d  S p l a t t e r i n g  Eggs  

Watching a tennis ball shoot between Venus and Jupiter-in either 
direction-is not particularly interesting. But as the conclusion we've 
reached is ~ v i d e l ~  applicable, let's now go someplace more exciting: your 
kitchen. Place an egg on your kitchen counter, roll it toward the edge, 
and let it fall to the ground and splatter. To be sure, there is a lot of 
motion in this sequence of events. T h e  egg falls. T h e  shell cracks apart. 
Yolk splatters this way and that. T h e  floorboards vibrate. Eddies form in 
the surrounding air. Friction generates heat, causing the atoms and mol- 
ecules of the egg, floor, and air to jitter a little more quickly. But just as 
the laws of physics show us how we can make the tennis ball trace its pre- 
cise path in reverse, the same laws show how we can make every piece of 
eggshell, every drop of yolk, every section of flooring, and every pocket of 
air exactly trace its motion in reverse, too. "All" we need do is reverse the 
velocity of each and every constituent of the splatter. hIore precisely, the 
reasoning used with the tennis ball implies that if, hypothetically, we 
were abie to simultaneously reverse the velocity of every atom and mole- 
cuie involved directly or indirectly with the splattering egg, all the splat- 
tering motion would proceed in re.irerse. 

Again, just as with the tennis ball, if we succeeded in reversing all 
these velocities, what we'd see would look like a reverse-run film. But, 
unlike the tennis ball's, the egg-splattering's reversal of motion would be 
extremely impressive. A wave of jostling air molecules and tiny floor vibra- 
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tions would converge on the collision site from all parts of the kitchen, 
causing every bit of shell and drop of yolk to head back toward the impact 
location. Each ingredient would move with exactly the same speed it had 
in the original spiattering process, but each would now move in the oppo- 
site direction. The  drops of yolk would fly back into a globule just as 
scores of little shell pieces arrived on the outskirts, perfectly aligned to 
fuse together into a smooth ovoid container. The  air and floor vibrations 
would precisely conspire with the motion of the myriad coalescing yolk 
drops and shell pieces to give the newly re-formed egg just the right kick 
to jump offthe floor in one piece, rise up to the kitchen counter, and land 
gently on the edge with just enough rotational motion to roll a few inches 
and gracefully come to rest. This is what would happen if me could per- 
form the task of total and exact \-elociq reversal of everything i n v ~ l \ ~ e d . ~  

Thus, whether an  e ~ ~ e n t  is sin~ple,  like a tennis ball arcing, or some- 
thing more complex, like an egg splattering, the laws of physics show that 
what happens in one temporal direction can, at least in principle, also 
happen in reverse. 

Principle and  P r a c t i c e  

The  stories of the tennls ball and the egg do more than illustrate the time- 
reversal symmetry of nature's laws. They also suggest why, in the real 
world of experience, we see many things happen one way but never in 
reverse. To get the tennis ball to retrace its path was not that hard. We 
grabbed it and sent it off ~vith the same speed but in the opposite direc- 
tion. That's it. But to get all the chaotic detritus of the egg to retrace its 
path would be monumentally more difficult. We'd need to grab every bit 
of splatter, and simultaneously send each off at the same speed but in the 
opposite direction. Clearly, that's beyond what we (or even all the King's 
horses and all the King's men) can really do. 

Have we found the answer we've been looking for? Is the reason why 
eggs splatter but don't unsplatter, even though both actions are allowed by 
the laws of physics, a matter of what is and isn't practical? Is the ansn2er 
slmply that it's easy to make an egg splatter-roll it off a counter-but 
extraordinarily difficult to make it unsplatter? 

Well, if it were the answer, trust me, I wouldn't have made it into such 
a big deal. The  issue of ease versus difficulty is an  essential part of the 
answer, but the full story within which it fits is far more subtie and sur- 
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prising. We'll get there in due course, but we must first make the discus- 
sion of this section a touch more precise. And that takes us to the concept 
of entropy. 

Entropy 

Etched into a tombstone in the Zentralfriedhof in Vienna, near the graves 
of Beethoven, Brahms, Schubert, and Strauss, is a single equation, S = k 
log W, which expresses the mathematical formulation of a powerful con- 
cept known as entropy. T h e  ton~bstone bears the name of Ludwig Boltz- 
mann, one of the most insightful physicists working at the turn of the last 
century. In 1906, in failing health and suffering from depression, Boltz- 
mann committed suicide n.hile vacationing with his wife and daughter in 
Italy. Ironically, just a few months later, experiments began to confirm 
that ideas Boltzmann had spent his life passionately defending were cor- 
rect. 

T n e  notion of entropy was first developed during the industrial revo- 
lution by scientists concerned with the operation of furnaces and steam 
engines, irho helped develop the field of thermodynamics. Through 
many years of research, the underlying ideas \yere sharply refined, culmi- 
nating in Boltzmann's approach. His version of entropy, expressed con- 
cisely by the equation on his tombstone, uses statistical reasoning to 
provide a link between the huge number of individual ingredients that 
make up a system and the overall properties the system has.' 

To get a feel for the ideas, imagine unbinding a copy of War and 
Peace, throwing its 693 double-sided pages high into the air, and then 
gathering the loose sheets into a neat pile.' When  you examine the result- 
ing stack, it is enormously more likely that the pages will be out of order 
than in order. T h e  reason is obvious. There are many ways in whlch the 
order of the pages can be jumbled, but only one way for the order to be 
correct. To be in order, of course, the pages must be arranged precisely as 
1 , 2 ;  3, 4; 5,6; and so on, up to 1,385, 1,386. Any other arrangement is out 
of order. A simple but essential obsen~atlon is that, all else being equal, the 
more ways something can happen, the more likely it is that it will happen. 
And if something can happen in enomously more ways, like the pages 
landing in the wrong numerical order, it is enormously more likely that it 
will happen  We all know this intuitively If you buy one lottery ticket, 
there is only one way you can w i n  If you buy a million tickets, each with 
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different numbers, there are a million ways vou can win, so lour  chances 
ofstriking it rich are a million times higher 

Entropy is a concept that makes this idea precise bt counting the 
number of nays, consistent with the laws of phjsics, in ~ i h i c h  any given 
physical situation can be realized Hzgh entropy means that there are 
many ways, low entropy means there are few ways If the pages of Wur 
and Peace are stacked in proper numerical order, that is a lon-entropy 
configuration, because there is one and onl\ one ordering that meets 
the criterion If the pages are out of nunlericai order, that is a high- 
entropy situation, because a 11ttle calculation shows that there are 
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700499292264586435226501 1 199999999999999999999999999999999 
9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
99999999999999999999999 -about 1018i8- different out-of-order page 
ar rangen~ents .~  If you throw the pages in the air and then gather them in 
a neat stack, it is almost certain that they will wind up out of numerical 
order, because such configurations have enormously higher entropy- 
there are many more ways to achieve an out-of-order outcome-than the 
sole arrangement in which the), are in correct numerical order. 

In principle, we could use the laws of classicai physics to figure out 
exactly where each page will land after the whole stack has been thrown 
in the air. So, again in principle, we could precisely predict the resulting 
arrangement of the pages7 and hence (unlike in quantum mechanics, 
which we ignore until the next chapter) there would seem to be no need 
to rely on probabilistic notions such as which outcome is more or less 
likely than another. But statistical reasoning is both powerful and useful. 
If War  and Peace were a pamphlet of only a couple of pages we lust might 
be abIe to successfully complete the necessary calculations, but it would 
be impossible to do this for the real War  and P e ~ c e . ~  Following the precise 
motion of 693 floppy pieces of paper as they get caught by gentle air cur- 
rents and rub, slide, and flap against one another would be a monumental 
task, well beyond the capacity of even the most powerful supercomputer. 

Moreover-and this is critical-having the exact answer wouldn't 
even be that useful. Mllen you examine the resulting stack of pages, you 
are far less interested in the exact details of which page happens to be 
where than you are in the general question of whether the pages are in the 
correct order. If they are, great. You could sit down and continue reading 
about Anna Pavlovna and Nikolai Ilych Rostov, as usual. But if you found 
that the pages were not in their correct order, the precise details of the 
page arrangement are something you'd probably care little about. If 
you've seen one disordered page arrangement, you've pretty much seen 
them all. Unless for some strange reason you get mired in the minutiae of 
which pages happen to appear here or there in the stack, you'd hardly 
notice if someone further jumbled an out-of-order page arrangement 
you'd initially been given. T h e  initial stack would look disordered and the 
further jumbled stack wouid also look disordered. So not only is the statis- 
tical reasoning enormously easier to carr)l out, but the ansurer it yields- 
ordered versus disordered-is more relevant to our real concern, to the 
kind of thing of which we would typically take note. 
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This sort of big-picture thinking is central to the statistical basis of 
entropic reasoning. Just as any lottery ticket has the same chance of cvin- 
ning as anjr other, after many tosses of War and Peace any particular order- 
ing of the pages is just as likely to occur as any other. What makes the 
statistical reasoning fly is our declaration that there are hvo interesting 
classes of page configurations: ordered and disordered. T h e  first class has 
one member (the correct page ordering 1, 2; 3, 4; and so on) while the 
second class has a huge number of members (every other ~oss ib le  page 
ordering). These hilo classes are a sensible set to use since, as above, they 
capture the overall, gross assessment you'd make on thumbing through 
any given page arrangement. 

Even so, you might suggest making h e r  distinctions between these 
two classes, such as arrangements w ~ t h  just a handful of pages out of 
order, arrangements with only pages in the first chapter out of order, and 
so on. In fact, it can sometimes be useful to consider these intermediate 
classes. However, the number of possible page arrangements in each of 
these new subclasses is still extremely small compared with the number in 
the fully disordered class. For example, the total number of out-of-order 
arrangements that involve only the pages in Part O n e  of War and Peace is 
10-178 of 1 percent of the totai number of out-of-order arrangements 

involving all pages. So, although on the initial tosses of the unbound book 
the resulting page arrangement will likely belong to one of the intermedi- 
ate, not fully disordered classes, it is almost certain that if you repeat the 
tossing action many times over, the page order will ultimately exhibit no 
obvious pattern whatsoe~rer. T h e  page arrangement evolves toward the 
fully disordered class, since there are so many page arrangements that fit 
this bill. 

The example of War  and Peace highlights two essential features of 
entropy. First, entropy is a measure of the amount  ofdisorder zn a physical 
system. High entropjr means that many rearrangements of the ingredients 
making up the system would go unnoticed, and this in turn means the sys- 
tem is highly disordered (when the pages of War and Peace are all mixed 
up, any further jumbling will hardly be noticed since it simply leaves the 
pages in a mixed-up state). Low entropy means that very few rearrange- 
ments would go unnoticed, and this in turn means the system is highly 
ordered (when the pages of War and Peace start in their proper order, you 
can easily detect almost any rearrangement). Second, in physical systems 
with many constituents ifor instance, books with many pages being tossed 
in the air) there is a natural evolution toir'ard greater disorder, since disor- 
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der can be achieved in so many more ways than order. In the language of 
entropy, this 1s the statement that physical systems tend to evolve toward 
states of higher entropy. 

Of course, in making the concept of entropy precise and universal, 
the physics definition does not involve counting the number of page 
rearrangements of one book or another that leave it looking the same, 
either ordered or disordered. Instead, the physics definition counts the 
number of rearrangements of fundamental constituents-atoms, sub- 
atomic particles, and so on-that leave the gross, overall, "big-picture" 
properties of a given physical system unchanged. As in the example of 
War and Peace, low entropy means that very few rearrangements would go 
unnoticed, so the system is highiy ordered, while high entropy means that 
many rearrangements would go unnoticed, and that means the system is 
very disordered." 

For a good physics example, and one that will shortly prove handy, 
let's think about the bottle of Coke referred to earlier. When gas, like the 
carbon dioxide that was initially confined in the bottle, spreads evenly 
throughout a room, there are many rearrangements of the individual mol- 
ecules that will have no noticeable effect. For example, if you flail your 
arms, the carbon dioxide molecules mill move to and fro, rapidly chang- 
ing positions and velocities. But overall, there will be no qualitative effect 
on their arrangement. T h e  molecules were spread uniformly before you 
flailed your arms, and they will be spread uniformly after you're done. 
T h e  uniformly spread gas configuration is insensitive to an enormous 
number of rearrangements of its molecular constituents, and so is in a 
state of high entropy. By contrast, if the gas were spread in a smaller space, 
as cvhen it was in the bottle, or confined by a barrier to a corner of the 
room, it has significantly lower entropy. T h e  reason is s~mple .  Just as thin- 
ner books have fewer page reorderings, smaller spaces provide fewer 
places for molecules to be located, and so allow for fewer rearrangements. 

But when you twist off the bottle's cap or remove the barrier, you 
open up  a whole new universe to the gas n~olecules, and through their 
bumping and jostling they cpickip disperse to explore it. D'hy? It's the 
same statistical reasoning as with the pages of War  and Peace. No doubt, 
some of the iostling will move a few gas molecules purely within the ini- 
tial blob of gas or nudge a few that have left the blob back toward the ini- 

"Ent rop~ 1s another evample 111 u h c h  terminolog compilcates Ideas Don't worn2 if 
you hale to remind yourself repeated15 that low entrop! means hzgh order and that hlgh 
ent rop~ means low order (equivalently, h ~ g h  disorder) I often have to 
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tial dense gas cloud. But since the volume of the room exceeds that of the 
initial cloud of gas, there are many more rearrangements available to the 
molecules if they disperse out of the cloud than there are if they remain 
within it. O n  average, then, the gas n~olecules will diffuse from the initial 
cloud and slowly approach the state of being spread uniformly throughout 
the room. Thus, the lower-entropy initla1 configuration, with the gas all 
bunched in a small region, naturally evolves toward the higher-entropy 
configurat~on, with the gas uniformly spread in the larger space. And once 
it has reached such uniformity, the gas will tend to maintain t h ~ s  state of 
high entropy: bumping and jostling still causes the molecules to move 
this \yay and that, giving rlse to one rearrangement after another, but the 
overnlhelming majority of these rearrangements do not affect the gross, 
overall appearance ofthe gas. That's what it means to have high entropy.9 

in principle, as with the pages of Wlar a n d  Peace, we could use the 
laws of classical physics to determine precisely where each carbon dioxide 
molecule will be at a given moment of time. But because of the enor- 
mous number of CO; molecules-about 102%n a bottle of Coke-actu- 
ally carrying out such calculations 1s pract~cally ~mpossible. And even if, 
somehow, we were able to do so, having a list of a million billion billion 
particle positions and velocities tvould hardly give us a sense of how the 
molecules were distributed. Focusing on big-picture statistical features- 
is the gas spread out or bunched up, that is, does it have high or low 
entropy?-is far more illuminating. 

E n t r o p y ,  the Second Law, a n d  t h e  Ar row o f  T i m e  

The  tendency of physical systems to evolve toward states of higher entropy 
is known as the second law ojthermodynamics. (T'ne first law is the famil- 
iar conservation of energy.) As above, the basis of the law is simple statisti- 
cal reasoning: there are more ways for a system to have higher entropy, 
and "more ways" means it is more likeIy that a system wiII evolve Into one 
of these high-entropy configurations. Notice, though, that this is not a law 
in the conventional sense since, although such events are rare and 
unlikely, something can go from a state of high entropy to one of lower 
entropy. When you toss a jumbled stack of pages Into the air and then 
gather them into a neat pile, they can turn out to be in perfect numerical 
order. You wouldn't want to place a high wager on its happening, but it is 
possible. It is also possible that the bumping and jostling will be just right 
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to cause all the dispersed carbon diox~de molecules to move in concert 
and swoosh back into your open bottle of Coke. Don't hold your breath 
waiting for this outcome either, but it can happen.10 

T h e  large number of pages in War and Peace and the large number of 
gas molecules in the room are what makes the entropy difference 
between the disordered and ordered arrangements so huge, and \r.hat 
causes low-entropy outcomes to be so terribly unlikely. If you tossed only 
hilo double-sided pages in the alr over and over again, you'd find that they 
landed in the correct order about 12.5 percent of the t ~ m e .  With three 
pages this would drop to about 2 percent of the tosses, with four pages it's 
about .3 percent, ni th five pages it's about .03 percent, with six pages it's 
about ,002 percent, with ten pages it's .000000027 percent, and with 693 
pages the percentage of tosses that would yield the correct order 1s so 
small-it involves so many zeros after the decimal pomt-that I've been 
convinced by the pubiisher not to use another page to write ~t out explic- 
itly. Similarly, if you dropped only two gas molecules s ~ d e  by side into an 
empty Coke bottle, you'd find that at room temperature their random 
motion would bring them back together (within a millimeter of each 
other), on average, roughly every few seconds. But for a group of three 
molecules, you'd have to [trait days, for four molecules you'd have to wait 
years, and for an initial dense blob of a million billion billion molecules it 
would take a length of time far greater than the current age of the universe 
for their random, dispersive motion to bring them back together into a 
small, ordered bunch. With more certainty than death and taxes, we can 
count on systems with many constituents evolving toward disorder. 

Although it may not be immediately apparent, we have now come to 
an intriguing point. The  second law of thermodynamics seems to have 
given us an  arrow of time, one that emerges when physical systems have a 
large number of constituents. If you were to watch a film of a couple of car- 
bon dioxide molecules that had been placed together in a small box (with 
a tracer showing the movements of each), you'd be hard pressed to say 
whether the film was running forward or in reverse. The  two lnolecuies 
would flit this way and that, sometimes coming together, sometimes mov- 
ing apart, but they would not exhibit any gross, overall behavior distin- 
guishing one direction in time from the reverse. However, if you were to 
watch a film of loz4 carbon dioxide inolecules that had been placed 
together in the box (as a small, dense cloud of molecules, say), you could 
easily determine whether the film was being shown forward or in reverse: 
it 1s overwhelmingly likely that the forward time direction is the one in 
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which the gas molecules become more and more miformi). spread out, 
achieving higher and  higher entropy. If, instead, the film showed uni- 
formly dispersed gas molecules swooshing together into a tight group, 
you'd immediately recognize that you were watching it in reverse. 

The same reasoning holds for essentially all the things we encounter 
in daily life-things, that is, which have a large number of constituents: 
the forward-in-time arrow points in the direction of increasing entropy. If 
you watch a film ofa  glass of ice water placed on a bar, you can determine 
which direction is forward in time by checking that the ice melts-its 
H 2 0  molecuies disperse throughout the glass, thereby achieving higher 
entropy. If you watch a film of a splattering egg, you can determine whlch 
direction is forward in time by checking that the egg's constituena 
become more and more disordered-that the egg splatters rather than 
unsplatters, thereby also achieving higher entropy. 

As you can see, the concept of entropy provides a precise version of 
the "easy versus difficult" conclusion we found earlier It's easy for the 
pages of 1Var and  Peace to fall out of order because there are so many out- 
of-order arrangements. It's difficult for the pages to fall in perfect order 
because hundreds of pages would need to move in just the right way to 
land in the unique sequence Tolstoy mtended. It's easy for an egg to splat- 
ter because there are so many ways to splatter. It's difficult for an egg to 
unsplatter, because an enormous number of splattered constituents must 
move in perfect coordination to produce the single, unique result of a 
pristine egg resting on the counter. For things with many constituents, 
going from lower to higher entropy-from order to disorder-is easy, so it 
happens all the time. Going from higher to lower entropy-from disorder 
to order-is harder, so it happens rarely, at best. 

Notice, too, that this entropic arrow is not completeiy rigid; there is 
no claim that this definition of time's direction is 100 percent fooiproof. 
Instead, the approach has enough flexibility to allow these and other 
processes to happen in reverse as well. Since the second law proclaims 
that entropy increase 1s only a statistical likelihood, not an inviolable fact 
of nature, it allows for the rare possibility that pages can fall Into perfect 
numerical order, that gas molecules can coalesce and reenter a bottle, 
and that eggs can unsplatter. By using the mathematics of entropy, the 
second law expresses precisely how statistically unlikely these events are 
(remember, the huge number on pages 152-53 reflects how much more 
likely it 1s that pages will land out of order), but  it recognizes that they can 
happen. 
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This seems like a convincing story. Statistical and probabilistic rea- 
soning has given us the second lair of thermodynamics In turn, the sec- 
ond law has provided us with an intuitive distinction between what we 
call past and what we call future. It has given us a practical explanation for 
why things in daily life, things that are typically con~posed of huge num- 
bers of constituents, start like this and end like that, while we never see 
them start like that and end like thzs. But over the course of many years- 
and thanks to important contributions by physicists like Lord Kelvin, Josef 
Loschmidt, Henri Poincari., S. H. Burbury, Ernst Zermelo, and Willard 
Gibbs-Ludwig Boltzmann came to appreclate that the full story of 
time's arrow is more surprising. Boltzmann realized that although entropy 
had illuminated important aspects of the puzzle, it had not answered the 
question of why the past and the future seem so different. Instead, entropy 
had redefined the question in an  important way, one that leads to an 
unexpected conclusion. 

Entropy:  Past and  Fu tu re  

Earlier, we introduced the dilemma of past versus future by comparing 
our everyday obsen~ations with properties of Newton's laws of classical 
physics. \Ve emphasized that we continually experience an obvious direc- 
iionality to the way things unfold in time but the laws themselves heat 
what we call forward and backward in time on an  exactly equal footing. As 
there is no arrow within the laws of physics that assigns a direction to time, 
no pointer that declares, "Use these laws in this temporal orientation but 
not in the reverse," we were led to ask: If the laws underlying experience 
treat both temporal orientations symmetrically, why are the experiences 
themselves so temporally lopsided, always happening in one direction but 
not the other? Where does the observed and experienced directionality of 
time come from? 

In  the last section we seemed to have made progress, through the sec- 
ond law of thermodynamics, which apparently singles out the future as 
the direction in which entropy increases. But on further thought it's not 
that simple. Notice that in our discussion of entropy and the second law, 
n.e did not modih  the laws of classical physics in any way. Instead, all we 
did was use the iaws In a "big picture" statisticai framenloric: we ignored 
fine details (the precise order of War and Peace's unbound pages, the pre- 
cise locations and velocities of an  egg's constituents, the precise locations 
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and velocities of a bottle of Coke's C 0 2  n~olecules) and instead focused 
our attention on gross, overall features (pages ordered vs. unordered, egg 
spiattered vs. not splattered, gas molecules spread out vs. not spread out). 
We found that when physical systems are sufficiently complicated (books 
ii~itll many pages, fragile objects that can splatter into many fragments, gas 
~ i - ~ t h  many molecules), there is a huge difference in entropy b e k e e n  their 
ordered and disordered configurations. And this means that there is a 
huge likelihood that the systems will evolve from ioiver to higher entropy, 
which is a rough statement of the second iaw of thermodynamics. But the 
key fact to notice is that the second law is derivative: it is merely a conse- 
quence of probabilistic reasoning applied to Newton's laws of motion. 

This leads us to a simple but astounding point: Since Newton's laws of 
ph~szcs have no built-in temporal onentation, all ofthe reasoning we have 
used to argue that systems will evolve from lower to higher entropy toward 
the future works equally well when applied toward the past. Aga~n, since 
the underlyng lams ofphysics are time-reversal symmetric, there is no way 
for them even to distinguish behveen what we call the past and tihat nr 
call the future. Just as there are no signposts in the deep d a h e s s  of empty 
space that declare this direction up and that direction down, there is noth- 
ing in the laws of classical physics that s a p  this direction is time future and 
that direction 1s time past. T h e  laws offer no temporai orientation; it's a 
distinction to w h ~ c h  they are completely insensitive. -4nd since the lacvs of 
motion are responsible for how things change-both toward what we call 
the future and toward what we call the past-the statistical/probabiliiiic 
reasoning behind the second iaw of thermodynamm applies equally well 
in both temporal directions. Thus, not only is there a n  overwhelming prob- 
abil iy that the entropy o j a  physical system will be hzgher in what we call 
the future, but there is the same orerwhelmmg probability that it was higher 
in what we call the past. IVe illustrate this in Figure 6.7. 

This is the key point for all that follows, but it's also deceptively subtle. 
A common misconception is that if, according to the second law of ther- 
modynamics, entropy increases toward the future, then entropy necessar- 
ily decreases toward the past. But that's where the subtlety comes in. T h e  
second jaw actually says that if at any given moment of interest, a physical 
system happens not to possess the maximum possible entropy, it is extra- 
ordinarily likely that the physical system mill subsequently have and  pre- 
viously had more entropy. That's the content of Figure 6.2b. With laws 
that are blind to the past-versus-future distinction, such time symmetry is 
inevitable. 

Figure 6.2 (a) As it's usually described, the second law of t1lermod)namlcs 
implies that entropy Increases toward the future of any given moment 
(b) Smce the knomn lans of nature treat fornard and backward In t m e  
identically, the second law actuall) implie, that entropy increases both 
toward the future and toward the past from an1 glven moment 

That's the essential lesson. It tells us that the entropic arrow of time is 
double-headed. From any specified moment, the arrow of entropy 
Increase points toward the future and toward the past. And that makes it 
decidedly awkward to propose entropy as the explanation of the one-way 
arrow of experiential t ~ m e .  

Think about what the double-headed entropic arrow implies in con- 
crete terms If it's a warm day and you see partially melted ice cubes in a 
glass of water, you have full confidence that half an hour later the cubes 
will be more melted, since the more melted they are, the more entropy 
they have," But you should have exactl)) the same confidence that half an 
hour earlier they were also more melted, since exactly the same statistical 
reasoning implies that entropy should increase toward the past. And the 
same conclusion applies to the countless other examples we encounter 
every day. Your assuredness that entropy increases toward the future- 
from partially dispersed gas molecules' further dispersing to ~ a r t i a l l ~  jum- 
bled page orders' getting more lumbled-should be  matched by exactly 
the same assuredness that entropy was also higher in the past. 

T h e  troubling thing is that half of these conclusions seem to be Hat- 
out wrong. Entropic reasoning )ields accurate and sensible conclusions 
~i-hen applied in one time direction, toward what me call the future, but 
gives apparently inaccurate and seemingly ridiculous conclusions when 
applied toward what we call the past. Glasses of water with partially 
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melted ice cubes do not usually start out as glasses of water ~ i ~ t h  no ice 
cubes in r.hich molecules of water coalesce and cool into chunks of ice, 
only to start melting once again. Unbound pages of Flkr and  Peace do not 
usually start thorougnly out of numer~cal order and through subsequent 
tosses get less jumbled, only to start ge t t~ng more jumbled again. And 
gomg back to the kitchen, eggs do not generally start out splattered, and 
then coalesce ~ n t o  a pristine whole egg, only to splatter some t ~ m e  later. 

Or  do they? 

Following the Math  

Centuries of scientific investigations hare shown that mathematics pro- 
wdes a powerful and inc~sive language for analyzing fhe universe Indeed, 
the history of modern science IS replete ~ i i t h  examples in which the math 
made predictions that seemed counter to both intuition and experience 
(that the universe contains black holes, that the universe has anti-matter, 
that distant particles can be entangled, and so on) but which experiments 
and obsewations were ultimately able to confirm. Such developments 
have impressed themselves profoundly on the culture of theoretical 
physics. Physicists have come to realize that mathematics, when used 
with sufficient care, is a proven pathbray to truth. 

So. when a mathematical analysis of nature's laws shoivs that entropy 
should be higher toward the future and toward the past of any given 
moment, physicists don't dismiss it out of hand. Instead, something akin 
to a physicists' Hippocratic oath ~mpe l s  researchers to maintain a deep 
and healthy skepticism of the apparent truths of human experience and, 
with the same skeptical attitude, diligently follow the math and see where 
it leads. Only then can we properly assess and interpret any remaining 
mismatch between physical law and common sense. 

Toward this end, imagine it's 10:30 p.m. and for the past half hour 
you've been staring at a glass of ice water (it's a slow night at the bar), 
watching the cubes slo~ily melt into small, misshapen forms. You have 
absolutely no doubt that a half hour earlier the bartender put fully formed 
ice cubes mto the glass; you halve no doubt because you trust your mem- 
ory. And if, by some chance, your confidence regarding what happened 
during the last half hour should be shaken, you can ask the guy across the 
way, d10 was also watching the ice cubes melt (it's a really slow night at 
the bar), or perhaps check the video taken by the bar's surveillance cam- 

:. 
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era, both of which would confirm that your memory is accurate. If you 
were then to ask yourself what you expect to happen to the ice cubes dur- 
ing the next half hour, you'd probably conclude that they'd continue to 
melt. And, if you'd gained sufficient familiarit)- with the concept of 
entropy, you'd explain your prediction by appealing to the o\~er\vheln~ing 
likelihood that entropy will increase from what you see, right now at !0:30 
p.m., toward the future. All that makes good sense and jibes with our intu- 
ition and experience. 

But as we've seen, such entropic reasoning-reasoning that s~mply 
says things are more likely to be disordered since there are more ways to 
be disordered, reasoning which is demonstrably powerful at explaining 
how things unfold toward the future-proclaims that entropy is just as 
likely to also have been higher in the past. This would mean that the par- 
tiall! melted cubes you see at i0:30 p.m. would actually have been more 
melted at earlier times; it would mean that at 10:OO p.m. they did not 
begin as solid ice cubes, but, instead, slowly coalesced out of room- 
temperature iiater on the way to 10:30 p.m., just as surely as they will 
slowly melt into room-temperature water on their way to 11:00 p.m. 

No doubt, that sounds weird-or perhaps you'd say nutty. To be true, 
not only would H 2 0  molecules in a glass of room-temperature wate:. have 
to coalesce spontaneously into partially formed cubes of ice, 'nut the digi- 
tal bits in the surveillance camera, as well as the neurons in your brain 
and those in the brain of the guy across the way, would all need to sponta- 
neously arrange themselves by 10:30 p.m. to attest to there having been a 
collection of fully formed ice cubes that melted, even though there never 
was. Yet this bizarre-sounding conclusion is where a faithful application 
of entropic reasoning-the same reasoning that you embrace ivithout hes- 
itation to explain why the partially melted ice you see at 10:30 p.m. con- 
tinues to melt toward i l : 00  p.m.-leads when applied in the 
time-symmetric manner dictated by the laws of physlcs. This is the trou- 
ble with having fundamental laws of motion with no inbuilt distinction 
between past and future, lams whose mathematics treats the future and 
past of any given moment in exactly the same way." 

Rest assured that we will shortly find a way out of the strange place to 
which an egalitarian use of entropic reasoning has taken us; I'm not going 
to try to convince you that your memories and records are of a past that 
never happened (apologies to fans of The Alatrix).  But we will find it very 
useful to pinpoint precisely the disjuncture between intuition and the 
mathematical laws. So let's keep following the trail. 
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A Q u a g m i r e  

Your intuition balks at a past with higher entropy because, n;hen viewed 
in the usual forward-time unfolding of events, it would require a sponta- 
neous rise in order: water n~olecules spontaneously cooling to 0 degrees 
Celsius and turning into ice, brains spontaneously acq~liring memories of 
things that didn't happen, video cameras spontaneously producing 
images of things that never were, and so on, all of nhich seem extraordi- 
narily unlikely-a proposed explanation of the past at which even Oliver 
Stone would scoff. O n  this point, the physical laws and the mathematics 
of entropy agree with your intuition completely Such a sequence of 
events, when viewed in the forward time direction from 10 p.m. to 10:30 
p.m., goes against the grain of the second law of thermodvnamics-it 

-. - -  
results in a decrease in entropy-and so, although not impossible, it is 
very unlikely. 

By contrast, your intuition and experience tell you that a far more 
likely sequence of events is that ice cubes that were fully formed at 10 
p.m. partially melted into what you see in your glass, right now, at 10:30 
p.m. But on this point, the phys~cal laws and mafhematics of entropy only 
partly agree with your expectation. Math and intuition concur that if 
there really were fully formed ice cubes at 10 p.m., then the most likely 
sequence of events would be for them to melt into the partial cubes you 
see at 10:30 p.m.: the resulting increase in entropy is in line both with the 
second law of thermodynamics and with experience. But where math and 
intuition deviate 1s that our intuition, unlike the math, fails to take 
account of the likelihood, or lack thereof, of actually hairing fully formed 
ice cubes at 10 p.m., given the one observation we are taking as unassail- 
able, as fully trustworthy, that right now, at 10:30 p.m., you see partially 
melted cubes. 

This is the pivotal point, so iet me explain. The  main lesson of the sec- 
ond law of thermod~mamics is that physlcal systems have an ol,erwhelm- 
ing tendency to be in high-entropy configurations because there are so 
many ways such states can be realized And once in such high-entropy 
states, physical systems harr  an overwhelming tendenci to stay in them. 
High entropy is the natural state of being. You should never be surprised 
by or feel the need to explain why any physical system is in a high-entropy 
state. Such states are the norm. O n  the contrary, what does need explain- 
ing is why any given physical system is in a state of order, a state of low 
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entropy. These states are not the norm. They can certainly happen. But 
from the viewpoint of entropy, such ordered states are rare aberrations that 
cry out for explanation. So the one fact in the episode we are taking as 
unquestionably true- your observation at 10:30 p.m. of low-entropy par- 
tially formed ice cubes-is a fact in need of an  explanation. 

And from the point of view of probability, it is absurd to explain this 
low-entropy state by invoking the even lower-entropy state, the even less 
likely state, that at 10 p.m. there were even more ordered, more fully formed 
ice cubes being observed in a more pristme, more ordered environment. 
Instead, it is enormously more likely that things began in an unsurprising, 
totally normal, high-entropy state: a glass of uniform liquid water with 
absolutely no ice. Then,  through an unlikely but every-so-often- 
expectable statistical fluctuation, the glass of water went against the grain 
of the second law and evolved to a state of iower entropy in which partially 
formed Ice cubes appeared. This evolution, although requiring rare and 
unfamiliar processes, completely avoids the even lower-entropy, the even 
less likely, the even more rare state of having fully formed ice cubes. At 
every moment between 10 p.m. and 10:30 p.m., this strange-sounding 
evolution has higher entropy than the normal ice-melting scenario, as you 
can see in Figure 6.3, and so it realizes the accepted observation at 10:30 
p.m. in a way that is more likely-hugely more likely-than the scenario 
in which fully formed ice cubes melt.13 That is t'he crux of the matter." 

"Remember, on pages 152-53 we showed the huge difference behveen the number 
of ordered and disordered configurations for a mere 693 double-sided sheets of paper. We 
are now discussing the behaylor of roughly lo2' H 2 0  n~oiecules, so the difference behveen 
the number of ordered and disordered configurations is breathtakmgly monumental. 
Tvloreover, the same reasoning holds for all other atoms and molecules w t h m  you and 
ns~thin the enwronment [bralns, security cameras, air molecules, and so on). Namely, In 
the standard explanation In ~ r h ~ c h  you can trust your memorles, not only would the par- 
tially melted ice cubes have begun, at 10 p .m. ,  In a more ordered-less likely-state, but 
so would eveqth~ng else: \!;hen a video camera records a sequence of events, there 1s a net 
increase 111 entropy (from the heat and noise released by the recording process); similariy, 
when a brain records a memory, although we understand the microscopic details n.~th less 
accuracy, there is a net Increase in entropy (the bra111 may gal11 order but as wlth any order- 
producmg process, if we take account of heat generated, there 1s a net increase in entropy). 
Thus, if we compare the total entropy In the bar between 10 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. In the 
two scenarios-one In w h ~ c h  you trust your memorles, and the other in which things 
spontaneously arrange themselves from an ~ n i t ~ a l  state of disorder to be cons~stent with 
what you see, no\v, at 10:30 p.m.-there 1s an enormous entropy difference. The  latter sce- 
narlo, ever)' step of the way, has hugelv more entropy than the former scenario, and so, 
from the standpo~nt of probability, 1s hugely more likely. 
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Figure 6.3 A comparison of two proposals for how the ice cubes got to 
their partially melted state, right now, at 10:30 p.m. Proposal 1 aligns 
wlth your memories of melting Ice, but requires a comparatwely low- 
entropy starting point at 10:OO p.m. Proposal 2 challenges your memo- 
ries by describing the partially melted ice you see at 10:30 p.m. as 
hawng coalesced out of a glass of water, but starts off in a high-entropy, 
highly probable configuration of disorder at 10:OO p.m. Every step of the 
way toward 10:30 p.m., Proposal 2 involves states that are more likely 
than those in Proposal 1 -because, as you can see in the graph, they 
have higher entropy-and so Proposal 2 is stat~stically favored. 

It was a small step for Boltzmann to realize that the whole of the uni- 
verse is subject to this same analysis. When you look around the universe 
right now, what you see reflects a great deal of biological organization, 
chemical structure, and physical order. Although the universe could be a 
totally disorganized mess, it's not. Why is this? Where did the order come 
fronr? Well, just as n,ith the ice cubes, from the standpoint of probability it 
is extremely unlikely that the universe we see evolved from an even more 
ordered-an even less likely-state In the distant past that has slo~vly 
unwound to its current form. Rather, because the cosmos has so many 
constituents, the scales of ordered versus disordered are magnified 
intensely. And so what's true at the bar is true with a vengeance for the 
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whole unlverse: it is far more likely - breathtakingly more likely - that the 
whole universe we now see arose as a statistically rare fluctuation from a 
normal, unsurprising, high-entropy, completely disordered configuration. 

Think of it this way: if you toss a handful of pennies over and over 
again, sooner or later they will all land heads. If you have nearly the infi- 
nite patience needed to throw the jumbled pages of War and Peace in the 
air over and over again, sooner or later they will land in correct numerical 
order. If you wait nith your open bottle of flat Coke, sooner or later the 
random jostling of the carbon dioxide molecules will cause them to reen- 
ter the bottle. And, for Boltzmann's kicker, if the unlverse waits long 
enough-for nearly an  eternity, perhaps-its usual, high-entropy, highly 
probable, totally disordered state will, through its own bumping, jostling, 
and random streaming of particles and radiation, sooner or later just hap- 
pen to coalesce into the configuration that we all see right now. Our  bod- 
ies and brams would emerge fully formed from the chaos-stocked with 
memories, knowledge, and skills-even though the past they seem to 

reflect would never really have happened. Everything we know about, 
everything we vaiue, [vould amount to nothing more than a rare but 
every-so-often-expectable statistical fluctuation momentarily interrupting 
a near eternity of disorder. This is schemat~cally illustrated in Figure 6.4. 

Figure 6.4 h schematic graph of the universe's total entropy through 
time. The graph shows the universe spending most of its time in a state 
of total disorder-a state of high entropy-and ever). so often experienc- 
ing fluctuatio~ls to states of varying degrees of order, varying states of 
lower entropy. The greater the entropy dip, the less likely the fluctua- 
tion. Significant dips in entropy, to the kind of order In the universe 
today, are extremely unlikely and would happen very rarely. 
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T a k i n g  a Step B a c k  

M%en I first encountered this idea many years ago, it was a bit of a shock. 
Up until that point, I had thought I understood the concept of entropy 
fairiy well, but the fact of the matter was that, following the approach of 
textbooks I'd studied, I'd only ever considered entropy's implications for 
the future. And, as we've just seen, while entropy applied toward the 
future confirms our intuition and experience, entropy applied toward the 
past just as thoroughly contradicts them. It wasn't quite as bad as suddenly 
learning that you've been betrayed by a longtime friend, but for me, it was 
pretty close. 

Nevertheiess, sometimes it's good not to pass judgment too quickly, 
and entropy's apparent failure to live up to expectations provides a case in 
point. As you're probably thinking, the idea that all we're familiar with just 
popped into existence is as tantalizing as it is hard to swallow. And it's not 
"merely" that this explanation of the universe challenges the veracity of 
everything we hold to be real and important. It also leaves critical ques- 
tions unansn,ered. For instance, the more ordered the universe is today- 
the greater the dip in Figure 6.4-the more surprising and unlikely is the 
statistical aberration required to bring it into existence. So if the universe 
could have cut any corners, making things look more or less like what we 
see right now while skimping on the actual amount of order, probabilistic 
reasoning leads us to believe it would have. But when we examine the 
universe, there seem to be numerous iost opportunities, since there are 
many things that are more ordered than they have to be. If Michael Jack- 
son never recorded Thriller and the millions of copies of this album now 
distributed worldwide all got there as part of an  aberrant fluctuation 
toward lower entropy, the aberration would have been far less extreme if 
only a million or a half-million or just a few albums had formed. If evolu- 
tion never happened and we humans got here via an aberrant iump 
toward lower entropy, the aberration would have been far less extreme if 
there weren't such a consistent and ordered evolutionary fossil record. If 
the big bang never happened and the more than 100 billion galaxies we 
n o ~ v  see arose as an aberrant jump toward lower entropy, the aberration 
would have been less extreme if there were 50 billion, or 5,000, or just a 
handfui, or just one galaxy. And so if the idea that our universe is a statis- 
tical fluctuation-a happy fluke-has any validity, one would need to 
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address how and why the universe went so far overboard and achieved a 
state of such low entropy 

Even more pressing, if you truly can't trust memories and records, 
then you also can't trust the laws of physics Their validit) rests on numer- 
ous experiments whose positive outcomes are attested to only by those 
verv same memories and records So all the reasoning based on the time- 
reversal symrnetn of the accepted laws of phlsics would be totally throan 
into question, thereby undermining our understanding of entropy and the 
whole basis for the current discussion. By embracing the conclusion that 
the universe we know is a rare but every-so-often-expectable statistical 
fluctuation from a configuration of total disorder, we're quickly led into a 
quagmire in which we lose all understanding, Including the very chain of 
reasoning that led us to consider such an odd explanation in the first 
place.': 

Thus,  by suspending disbelief and diligently following the la~vs of 
physics and the mathematics of entropy-concepts which in combina- 
tion tell us that it is overwhelmingly likely that disorder will increase both 
toward the future and toward the past from any given moment-we have 
gotten ourse1i;es neck deep in quicksand. And whiie that might not 
sound for two reasons it's a very good thing. First, it s h o ~  with 
precision why mistrust of memories and records-something at which 
we intuitirel>l scoff-doesn't make sense. Second, by reaching a point 
where our whole analytical scaffolding is on the verge of collapse, we 
realize, forcefully, that we must have left something crucial out of our 
reasoning. 

Therefore, to avoid the explanatory abyss, we ask ourselves: what new 

idea or concept, beyond entropy and the time symmetql of nature's laws, 
do we need in order to go back to trusting our memories and our 
records-our experience of room-temperature ice cubes melting and not 
unmelting, of cream and coffee mixing but not unmixing, of eggs splat- 
tering but not unsplattering? In short, s h e r e  are we led if we t q  to explain 

- 4  closely related polnt 1s that should we convlnce ourselves that the world ive see 
rgh t  now lust coalesced out of total disorder, the exact same reason~ng-invoked anytime 
later-would requirr us to abandon our current belief and, lnstead, attribute the ordered 
world to a yet more recent fluctuation. Thus, in this way of t'hlnking, ever). next moment 
invalidates the beliefs held In each previous moment, a distinctly unconvincing way of 
explaining the cosmos. 
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an asymmetric unfolding of events in spacetime, with entropy to our 
future higher, but entropy to our past lower? Is it possible? 

It is. But only if things were very special early on.I4 

T h e  E g g ,  t h e  C h i c k e n ,  a n d  t h e  Big B a n g  

To see what this means, let's take the example of a pristine, low-entropy, 
fully formed egg. How did this low-entropy physical system come into 
being? Well, putting our trust back in memories and records, we all know 
the answer. The  egg came from a chicken. And that chicken came from 
an egg, which came from a chicken, wirich came from an egg, and so on. 
But, as emphasized most forcefully by the English mathematician Roger 
Penrose," this chicken-and-egg story actually teaches iis something deep 
and leads somewhere definite. 

A chicken, or any living being for that matter, is a physical system of 
astonishingly high order. Where does this organization come from and 
how is it sustained? A chicken stays alive, and in particular, stays alive 
long enough to produce eggs, by eating and breathing. Food and oxygen 
provide the raw materials from which living beings extract the energy they 
require. But there is a critical feature of this energy that must be empha- 
sized if we are to really understand what's going on. Over the course of its 
life, a chicken that stays fit takes in just about as much energy in the form 
of food as it gives back to the environment, mostly in the form of heat and 
other waste generated by its metabolic processes and daily activities. If 
there weren't such a balance of energy-ln and energy-out, the chicken 
would get increasingly hefty. 

The essential point, though, is that all forms of energy are not equal. 
The  energy a chicken gives off to the environment in the form of heat 
is highly disordered-it often results in some air n~olecules here or 
there jostling around a touch more quickly than they othenvise would. 
Such energy has high entropy-it is diffuse and internlingled with the 
environment-and so cannot easily be harnessed for any useful purpose. 
To the contrary, the energ) the chicken takes in from its feed has low 
entropy and is readily harnessed for important life-sustaining activities. So 
the chicken, and every life form in fact, is a conduit for taking in low- 
entropy energy and giving off high-entropy energy. 

This realization pushes the question of where the low entropy of an 
egg originates one step further back. How is it that the chicken's energy 
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source, the food, has such low entropy? How do we explain this aberrant 
source of order? If the food is of animal origin, we are led back to the ini- 
tial question of how animals have such low entropy. But if we follow the 
food chain, nre ultimately come upon animals (like me) that eat only 
plants. How do plants and their products of fruits and vegetables malntaln 
low entropy? Through photosynthesis, piants use sunlight to separate 
ambient carbon dioxide into oxygen, which is given back to the environ- 
ment, and carbon, which the plants use to grow and flourish. So we can 
trace the low-entropy, nonanimal sources of energy to the sun. 

This pushes the question of explaining low entropy another step fur- 
ther back: where did our highly ordered sun come form? The  sun formed 
about 5 billion years ago from an initially diffuse cloud of gas that began 
to swirl and clump under the mutual gravitational attraction of all its con- 
stituents. -4s the gas cloud got denser, the gravitational pull of one part on 
another got stronger, causing the cloud to collapse further rn on itself. 
And as gravity squeezed the cloud tighter, it got hotter. Ultimately, it got 
hot enough to ignite nuclear processes that generated enough outward- 
flowing radiation to stem further gravitational contraction of the gas. A 
hot, stable, brightly burning star was born. 

So where did the diffuse cioud of gas come from? It likely formed 
from the remains of older stars that reached the end of their lives, went 
supernova, and spewed their contents out into space. Where did the dif- 
fuse gas responsible for these early stars come from? We believe that the 
gas was formed in the aftermath of the big bang  Our  most refined theo- 
ries of the origin of the universe-our most refined cosmological theo- 
ries-tell us that by the time the universe was a couple of minutes old, it 
was filled with a nearly uniform hot gas con~posed of roughly 75 percent 
hydrogen, 23 percent helium, and small amounts of deuterium and 
lithium. The  essential point is that this gas filling the universe had extra- 
ordinarily low entropy, T h e  big bang started the universe off in a state of 
low entropy, and that state appears to be the source of the order we cur- 
rently see. In other words, the current order is a cosmological relic. Let's 
discuss this important realization in a little more detail. 

E n t r o p y  a n d  Grav i ty  

Because theory and obsewation show that within a few minutes after the 
big bang, gas was uniformly spread throughout the young 
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universe, you mlght think, given our earlier discussion of the Coke and 
its carbon dioxide molecules, that the primordial gas was in a high- 
entropy, disordered state. But this turns out not to be true. Our  earlier dis- 
cussion of entropy completely ignored gravity, a sensible thing to do 
because gravitj. hardly plays a role in the behavior of the minimal amount 
of gas emerging from a bottle of Coke. And with that assumption, we 
found (hat uniformly dispersed gas has high entropy. But when gravity 
matters, the story is very different. Gravity is a universally attractive force; 
hence, if you have a large enough mass of gas, ever). region of gas will 
pull on ever). other and this will cause the gas to fragment into clumps, 
somewliat as surface tension causes water on a sheet of wax pape: to frag- 
ment into droplets. When gravity matters, as it did in the high-density 
early universe, clumpiness-not uniformity-is the norm; ~t 1s the state 
toward which a gas tends to evolve, as illustrated in Figure 6.5. 

Even though the clumps appear to be more ordered than the mitially 
diffuse gas-much as a playroom with toys that are neatly grouped in 
trunks and bins is more ordered than one in which the toys are uniformly 
strewn around the floor-in calculating entropy you need to tally up the 
contributions from all sources. For the playroom, the entropy decrease In 
going from wildly strewn toys to their all being "clun~ped" in trunks and 
bins 1s more than compensated for by the entropy increase from the fat 
burned and heat generated by the parents who spent hours cleaning and 
arranging everything. Similarly, for the initially diffuse gas cloud, you find 
that the entropy decrease through the formation of orderly clumps is 
more than compensated by the heat generated as the gas compresses, and, 

Figure 6.5 For huge volumes of gas, when gravity matters, atoms and 
rnolecuies evolve from a smooth, evenly spread configuration, Into one 
mvolvlng iarger and denser clumps. 
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ultimately, by the enormous amount of heat and light released when 
nuclear processes begin to take place. 

This is an important point that is sometimes overlooked. T h e  over- 
whelming drive toward disorder does not mean that orderly structures like 
stars and planets, or orderly life forms like plants and animals, can't form. 
They can. And they obviously do. What the second law of thermodynam- 
ics entails is that in the formation of order there is generally a more-than- 
compensating generation of disorder. T h e  entropy balance sheet is still in 
the black even though certain constituents have become more ordered. 
And of the fundamental forces of nature, gravity is the one that exploits 

11 1 o erates across this feature of the entropy tally to the hilt. Because gral 't) p 
vast distances and is universally attractive, ~t instigates the formation of the 
ordered clumps-stars-that give off the light we see In a clear night sky, 
all in keeping with the net balance of entropy increase. 

T h e  more squeezed, dense, and masslve the clumps of gas are, the 
larger the overall entropy. Black holes, the most extreme form of gravita- 
tional clumping and squeezing in the universe, take this to the limit. The  
gravitational pull of a black hole is so strong that nothing, not even light, 
is able to escape, which explains why black holes are black. Thus, unlike 
ordinary stars, black holes stubbornIy hold on to all the entropy they pro- 
duce: none of it can escape the black hole's powerful gravitational grip.'" 
In fact, as we will discuss in Chapter 16, nothing in the universe contains 
more disorder-more entropy-than a black hole.:' This makes good 
intuitive sense: high entropy means that many rearrangements of the con- 
stituents of an  object go unnoticed. Since we can't see inside a black hole, 
it is impossible for us to detect any rearrangement of its constituents- 
whatever those constituents may be-and hence black holes have maxi- 
mum entropy. When gravity flexes its muscles to the limit, it becomes the 
most efficient generator of entropy in the known universe. 

We have now come to the place where the buck finally stops. The ulti- 
mate source oforder, of low entropy, must be the big bang itself In its earli- 
est moments, rather than being filled with gargantuan containers of 
entropy such as black holes, as we would expect from probabilistic con- 
siderations, for some reason the nascent universe was filled with a hot, 
uniform, gaseous mixture of hydrogen and helium. Although this configu- 

"That IS, a black hole of a given slze contalns more entropy than arwth~ng else of the 
same slze. 
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ration has high entropy when densities are so low that we can ignore grav- 
ity, the situation is otherwise when gravity can't be ignored; then, such a 
uniform gas has extremely low entropy. In comparison with black holes, 
the diffuse, nearly uniform gas was in an extraordinarily lowentropy state. 
Ever since, in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics, the 
overall entropy of the universe has been gradually getting higher and 
higher; the overall, net amount of disorder has been gradually increasing. 
After about a billion years or so, gravity caused the primordial gas to 
clump, and the clumps ultimately formed stars, galaxies, and some lighter 
clumps that became planets. At least one such planet had a nearby star 
that provided a relatively low-entropy source of energy that allowed lonr- 
entropy life forms to evolve, and among such life forms there eventually 
was a chicken that laid an egg that found its way to your kitchen counter, 
and much to your chagrin that egg continued on the relentless trajectory 
to a higher entropic state by rolling off the counter and splattering on the 
floor. The  egg splatters rather than unsplatters because it is carrying for- 
ward the drive toward higher entropy that was initiated by the extraordi- 
narily low entropy state with which the universe began. Incredible order 
at the beginning is what started it all off, and we have been living through 
the gradual unfolding toward higher disorder ever since. 

This is the stunning connection we've been leading up to for the 
entire chapter. A splattering egg tells us something deep about the big 
bang. It tells us that the big bang gave rise to an extraordinarily ordered 
nascent cosmos. 

The  same idea applies to all other examples. The  reason why tossing 
the newly unbound pages of War and Peace into the air results in a state of 
higher entropy is that they began in such a highly ordered, low entropy 
form. Their initial ordered form made them ripe for entropy increase. By 
contrast, if the pages initially were totally out of numerical order, tossing 
them in the air would hardly make a difference, as far as entropy goes. So 
the question, once again, is: how did they become so ordered? Well, Tol- 
stolr tvrote them to be presented in that order and the printer and binder 
followed his instructions. And the highly ordered bodies and minds of Tol- 
stoy and the book producers, which allowed them, in turn, to create a vol- 
ume of such high order, can be explained by following t'he same chain of 
reasoning we just followed for an  egg, once again leading us back to the 
big bang. How about the partially melted ice cubes you saw at 10:30 p.m.? 
Now that we are trusting memories and records, you remember that just 
before 10 p.m. the bartender put fully formed ice cubes in your glass. He  
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got the ice cubes from a freezer, which was designed by a clever engineer 
and fabricated by talented machinists, all of whom are capable of creating 
something of such high order because they themselves are highly ordered 
life forms. And again, we can sequentially trace their order back to the 
highly ordered origin of the universe. 

T h e  Cri t ical  Input  

The  revelation we've come to is that we can trust our memories of a past 
with lower, not higher, entropy only if the big bang-the process, event, 
or happening that brought the universe into existence-started off the 
universe in an extraordinarily special, highly ordered state of low entropy. 
bJithout that critical input, our earlier realization that entropy should 
increase toward both the future and the past from any given moment 
would lead us to conclude that all the order we see arose from a chance 
fluctuation from an ordinary disordered state of high entropy, a conclu- 
sion, as we've seen, that undermines the very reasoning on which it's 
based. But by including the unlikely, low-entropy starting point of the uni- 
verse in our analysis, we now see that the correct conclusion is that 
entropy increases toward the future, since probabilistic reasoning operates 
fully and without constraint in that direction; but entropy does not 
increase toward the past, since that use of ~robabilit). would run afoul of 
our new proviso that the universe began in a state of low, not high, 
entropy.17 Thus, conditions at the birth of the universe are criticai to 
directing time's arrow. The future is indeed the direction of increasing 
entropy, The arrow of time-the fact that things start like this and end like 
that but never start like that and end like this-began zts flight zn the highiv 
ordered, lowentropy state of the universe a t  its inception." 

T h e  Remaining  Puzzle  

That the early universe set the direction of time's arrow is a wonderful and 
satisfying conclusion, but we are not done. A huge puzzle remains. How 
is it that the universe began in such a highly ordered configuration, set- 
ting things up so that for billions of yean to follow everything could slo\vly 
evolve through steadily less ordered configurations toward higher and 
higher entropy? Don't lose sight of how remarkable this i s  As me empha- 
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sized, from the standpoint of probabilit). it is much more likely that the 
partially melted ice cubes you saw at 10:30 p.m. got there because a statis- 
tical fluke acted itself out in a glass of liquid water, than that they origi- 
nated in the even less likely state of fully formed ice cubes. And what's 
true for ice cubes is true a gazillion tlmes over for the whole universe. 
Probabilistically speaking, it is mind-bogglingly more likely that every- 
thing we now see in the universe arose from a rare but every-so-often- 
expectable statisticai aberration away from total disorder, rather than 
having s l o w l ~ ~  evolved from the even more unlikely, the incredibly more 
ordered, the astoundingly iow-entropy starting point required by the big 
bang.19 

Yet, when we went with the odds and imagined that everything 
popped into existence by a statistical fluke, we found ourselves in a quag- 
mire: that route called into question the laws of physics themselves. And 
so we are Inclined to buck the bookies and go ~vlth a low-entropy big bang 
as the explanation for the arrow of time. The  puzzle then is ;o explain 
how the universe began in such an unlikely, highly ordered configura- 
tion. That is the question to which the arrolv of time points. It all comes 
down to c ~ s m o i o ~ . ~ ~  

We will take up a detailed discussion of cosmoiogy in Chapters 8 
through 11, but notice first that our discussion of time suffers from a seri- 
ous shortcoming: e v e ~ t h i n g  we've said has been based purely on classical 
physics. Let's now consider how quantum mechanics affects our under- 
standing of time and our pursuit of its arrow. 

T ime  a n d  t h e  Q u a n t u m  
I N S I G H T S  I N T O  T I M E ' S  N A T U R E  F R O M  T H E  Q U A N T U M  R E A L M  

W hen we think about something like time, something we are 
within, something that is fully integrated into our day-to-day 
existence, something that is so pervasive, it is impossible to 

excise-even momentarily-from common language, our reasoning 1s 
shaped by the preponderance of our experiences. These day-to-day expe- 
riences are classical experiences; with a high degree of accuracy, they 
conform to the laws of physics set down by Newton more than three cen- 
turies ago. But of all the discoveries in physics during the last hundred 
years, quantum mechanics is far and away the most startling, since it 
undermines the whole conceptual schema of classical physics. 

So it is worthwhile to expand upon our classical experiences by con- 
sidering some experiments that reveal eyebrowraising features of how 
quantum processes u n h l d  in t i m e  In this broadened context, we will 
then continue the discussio~l of the last chapter and ask whether there is a 
temporal arrow in the quantum mechanical description of nature. b'e 
will come to an answer, but one that is still controversial, even among 
physicists. And once again it will take us back to the origin of the universe. 

The  Pas t  A c c o r d i n g  t o  the Quantum 

Probability played a central role in the last chapter, but as I stressed there 
a couple of times, it arose only because of its practical convenience and 
the utility of the information it provides. Following the exact motion of 
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the 10" H 2 0  molecules in a glass of water is well beyond our computa- 
tional capacity, and even if it were possible, .vr,hat would we do with the 
resulting mountain of data? To determine from a list of 10" positions and 
veiocities whether there were ice cubes in the glass would be a Herculean 
task. So we turned instead to probabilistic reasoning, which is computa- 
tionally tractable and, moreover, deals with the macroscopic properties- 
order versus disorder; for example, ice versus water-we are generally 
interested in. But keep in mind that probability is by no means funda- 
mentally stitched into the fabric of classical physics. In principle, if we 
knew precisely how things were now-knew the positions and velocities 
of every single particle making up  the universe-classical physics says we 
could use that information to predict how things would be at any given 
moment in the future or how they were at any given moment in the past. 
Whether or not you actually follow its nloment-to-moment development, 
according to classical physics you can talk about the past and the future, 
in principle, with a confidence that 1s controlled by the detail and the 
accuracy of your observations of the present.' 

Probability will also play a central role in this chapter. But because 
probability is an inescapable element of quantum mechanics, it funda- 
mentally alters our conceptualization of past and future. We've already 
seen that quantum uncertainty prevents sin~ultaneous knowledge of exact 
positions and exact velocities. Correspondingly, bveie also seen that quan- 
tum physics predicts only the probability that one or another future will 
be realized. We have confidence 111 these probabilities, to be sure, but 
since they are probabilities we learn that there is an unavoidable element 
of chance &.hen it comes to predicting the future. 

When it comes to describing the past, there is aiso a critical difference 
between ciassical and quantum physics. In classical physics, in keeping 
with its egalitarian treatment of all moments in time, the events leading 
up to something we observe are described using exactly the same lan- 
guage, employing exactly the same attributes, n e  use to describe the 
observation itself. If we see a fiery meteor in the night sky, we talk of its 
position and its velocity; if we reconstruct how it got there, we also talk of 
a unique succession of positions and velocities as the meteor hurtled 
through space toward earth. In quantum physics, though, once we 
observe something we enter the rarefied realm in whlch we know some- 
thing with 100 percent certainty (ignoring issues associated with the accu- 
racy of our equipment, and the like). But the past-by which we 
specifically mean the "unobserved" past, the time before we, or anyone, 

JM 
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or anything has carried out a given observation-re~nalns in the usual 
realm of quantum uncertainty, of probabilities. Even though we measure 
an electron's position as right here right now, a moment ago all it had 
were probabilities of being here, or there, or way over there. 

And as we've seen, ~t is not that the electron (or any particle for that 
matter) really was located at only one of these possible positions, but we 
simply don't know which.' Rather, there is a sense in which the electron 
\vas at all of the locations, because each of the possibilities-each of the 
possible histories-contributes to what we now observe. Remember, we 
saw evidence of this in the experiment, described in Chapter 4, in which 
electrons were forced to pass through two slits. Classical physics, which 
relies on the commonlp held belief that happenings have unique, con- 
ventional histories, would say that any electron that makes it to the detec- 
tor screen went through either the left slit or the right slit. But this view of 
the past \vould lead us astray: it n~ould predict the results illustrated in Fig- 
ure 4.3a, which do not agree with what actually happens, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.3b. T h e  observed interference pattern can be explained only by 
invoking an overlap behreen something that passes through both slits. 

Quantum physics provides just such an explanation, but in doing so it 
drastically changes our stories of the past-our descriptions of how the 
particular things we obsewe came to be. According to quantum mechan- 
ics, each eiectron's probability wave does pass through both slits, and 
because the parts of the wave emerging from each slit commingle, the 
resulting probability profile manifests an interference pattern, and hence 
the electron ianding positions do, too. - - 

Compared with everyday experience, this description of the electron's 
past in terms of criss-crossing waves of probability is thoroughly unfamil- 
iar. But, throwing caution to the wind, you might suggest taking this quan- 
tum mechanical description one step further, leading to a yet more 
bizarre-sounding possibility. Maybe each individual electron itself actu- 
ally travels through both slits on its way to the screen, and the data result 
from an interference between these two classes of histories. That is, it's 
tempting to think of the waves emerging from the two slits as representing 
two possible histories for an individual electron-going through the left 
slit or going through the right slit-and since both waves contribute to 
what we observe on the screen, perhaps quantum mechanics is telling us 
that both potential histories of the electron contribute as well. 

Surprisinglg: this strange and wonderful idea-the brainchild of the 
Nobel laureate Richard Feynman, one of the twentieth century's most 
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creative physicists-provides a perfectly viable way of thinking about 
quantum mechanics. According to Fe).nman, if there are alternative ways 
in ~vhich a given outcome can be achieved-for instance, an  electron hits 
a point on the detector screen by traveling through the left slit, or hits the 
same point on the screen but by traveling through the right slit-then 
there is a sense in which the alternative histories all happen, and happen 
simultaneously. Feynman showed that each such history would con- 
tribute to the probability that their common outcome would be realized, 
and if these contributions were correctly added together, the result ~vould 
agree with the total probability predicted by quantum mechanics. 

Feynman called this the sum over hzston'cs approach to quantum 
mechanics; it shows that a probability wave embodies all possible pasts 
that could have preceded a given observation, and illustrates well that to 
succeed ~vhere  classical physics failed, quantum mechanics had to sub- 
stantially broaden the framework of history.3 

There is a variation on the double-slit experiment in which the interfer- 
ence between alternative histories is made even more e\-ident because the 
two routes to the detector screen are more fully separated. It is a little eas- 
ier to describe the experiment usmg photons rather than electrons, so we 
begin with a photon source-a laser-and we fire it toward what is known 
as a beam splitter. This device is made from a half-silvered mirror, like the 
kind used for sun.eillance: which reflects half of the light that hrts it while 
allowing the other half to pass through. The  initial single light beam is 
thus split in two, the left beam and the right beam, similar to what hap- 
pens to a light beam that impinges on the two slits in the double-slit setup. 
Using judiciously placed fully reflecting mirrors, as in Figure 7.1, the two 
beams are brought back together further downstream at the location of 
the detector. Treating the light as a wave, as in the description by 
Maxwell, we expect-and, indeed, we find-an interference pattern on 
the screen. The  length of the ~ourney  to all but the center point on the 
screen !s slightly different for the left and right routes and so whiie the left 
beam might be reaching a peak at a given point on the detector screen, 
the right beam might be reaching a peak, a trough, or something in 
between. The  detector records the combined height of the hvo waves and 
hence has the characteristic interference pattern. 

Figure 7.1 (a) In a beam-splitter experiment, laser light is split into two 
beams that travel two separate paths to the detector screen. (b) The laser 
can be turned down so that ~t fires indiv~dual photons; over t~me,  the 
photon Impact locations build up an interference pattern. 

T h e  classicallquantum distinction becomes apparent as we drasti- 
cally lower the intensity of the laser so that it emits photons singly, sap, one 
etZery few seconds. When a single photon hits the beam splitter, classical 
intuition says that it will either pass through or will be reflected. Classical 
reasoning doesn't even allow a hint of any kind of interference, since there 
is nothing to interfere: all we have are single, individual, particulate pho- 
tons passing from source to detector, one by one, some going left, some 
going right. But when the experiment is done, the individual photons 
recorded over time, much as in Figure 4.4, do yield an  interference pat- 
tern, as in Figure 7. lb.  According to quantum physics, the reason is that 
each detected photon could have gotten to the detector by the left route or 
by going via the right route. Thus, we are obliged to combine these two 
possible histories in determining the probability that a photon will hit the 
screen at one particular point or another. When the left and right proba- 
bility waves for each individual photon are merged in this way, they yield 
the undulating p r o b a b i l i ~  pattern of wave interference. And so, unlike 
Dorothy, who is perplexed when the Scarecrow points both left and right 
in p i n g  her directions to Oz, the data can be explained perfectly b!l imag- 
ining that each photon takes both left and right routes toward the detector. 

Prochoice 

Although we have described the merging of histories in the con- 

text of only a couple of specific examples, this way of thinking about quan- 
tum mechanics is general. Whereas classical physics describes the present 
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as having a unique past, the probability waves of quantum mechanics 
enlarge the arena of history: in Feynman's formulation, the observed pres- 
ent represents an  amalgam-a particular kind of average-of all possible 
pasts compatible with what we now see. 

In the case of the double-slit and beam-splitter experiments, there are 
two ways for an electron or photon to get from the source to the detector 
screen-going left or going right-and only by combining the possible 
histories do we get an  explanation for what we observe. If the barrier had 
three slits, we'd have to take account of three kinds of histories; with 300 
slits, we'd need to include the contributions of the whoie slew of resulting 
possible histories. Taking this to the limit, if we imagine cutting an  enor- 
mous number of slits-so many, in fact, that the barrier effectively disap- 
pears-quantum physics says that each electron would then traverse ever), 
possible path on ~ t s  way to a particular point on the screen, and only by 
combining the probabilities associated with each such hlstory could we 
explain the resulting data. That may sound strange. (It is strange.) But this 
bizarre treatment of times past explains the data of Figure 4.4, Figure 
7. lb ,  and every other experiment dealing with the microworld. 

You might wonder how literally you should take the sum over histo- 
ries description. Does an electron that strikes the detector screen really get 
there by traveling along all possible routes, or is Feynman's prescription 
merely a clever mathematical contrivance that gets the right answer? This 
is among the key questions for assessing the true nature of quantum real- 
ity, so I wish I could give you a definitive answer. But I can't. Physicists 
often find it extremely useful to envision a vast assemblage of combining 
histories; I use this picture in my own research so frequently that it cer- 
tainly feels real. But that's not the same thing as saying that it is real. The  
point is that quantum calculations unambiguously tell us the probability 
that an electron will land at one or another point on the screen, and these 
predictions agree with the data, spot on. h far as the theory's verification 
and predictive utility are concerned, the story we tell of how the electron 
got to that point on the screen is of little relevance. 

But surely, you'd continue to press, we can settle the issue of what 
really happens by changing the experimental setup so that we can also 
Lvatch the supposed fuzzy m6lange of possible pasts melding into the 
observed present. It's a good suggestion, but we already know that there 
has to be a hitch. In Chapter 4, we learned that probability waves are not 
directly observable; since Feynman's coalescing histories are nothing but 
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a particular way of thinking about probability waves, they, too, must evade 
direct obsenration. And they do. Observations cannot tease apart individ- 
ual histories; rather, observations reflect averages of all possible histories. 
So, if you change the setup to observe the electrons in flight, you will see 
each electron pass by your additional detector in one location or another; 
you will never see any fuzzy multiple histories. When you use quantum 
mechanics to explain why you saw the electron in one place or another, 
the answer will involve averaging over all possible histories that could 
have led to that intermediate observation. But the observation itself has 
access only to histories that have already merged. By looking at the elec- 
tron in flight, you have merely pushed back the notion of what you mean 
by a history. Quantum mechanics is starkly efficient: it explains dha t  you 
see but prevents you from seeing the explanation. 

You might f~lrther ask: Why, then, is classical physics-commonsense 
physics-which describes motion in terms of unique histories and trajec- 
torles, at all relevant to the universe? Why does it work so well in explain- 
ing and predicting the motion of everything from baseballs to planets to 
con~ets? How come there is no evidence in day-to-day life of the strange 
way in which the past apparently unfolds into the present? The  reason, 
discussed briefly in Chapter 4 and to be elaborated shortly with greater 
precision, is that baseballs, planets, and comets are comparatively large, at 
least when compared wit'h particles like electrons. And in quantum 
mechanics, the larger something is, the more skewed the averaging 
becomes: All possible trajectories do contribute to the motion of a base- 
ball in flight, but the usual path-the one single path predicted by New- 
ton's law-contributes much more than do all other paths combined. For 
large objects, it turns out that classical paths are, by an  enormous amount, 
the dominant contribution to the averaging process and so they are the 
ones we are familiar with. But when objects are small, like electrons, 
quarks, and photons, many different histories contribute at roughly the 
same level and hence all play important parts in the averaging process. 

You might finally ask: What is so special about the act of obsenling or 
measuring that it can compel all the possible histories to ante up, merge 
together, and yield a single outcome? How does our act of observing 
somehow tell a particle it's time to tally up the histories, average them out, 
and comnlit to a definite result? Why do we humans and equipment of 
our making have chis special power? Is it special? Or  might the human act 
of observation fit into a broader framework of environmental influence 
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that show,  quantum n~echanically speaking, we aren't so special after all? 
We will take up  these perplexing and controversial issues in the latter half 
of t h ~ s  chapter, since not only are they pivotal to the nature of quantum 
reality, but they provide an  important framework for thinking about quan- 
tum mechan~cs and the arrow of time. 

Calculating quantum mechanical averages requires significant tech- 
nical training. And understanding fully how, when, and where the aver- 
ages are tallied requires concepts that physicists are still working hard to 
formulate. But one key lesson can be stated simply: quantum mechanics 
is the ultimate prochoice arena: every possible "choice" something might 
make in going from here to there is included in the quantum mechanical 
probability associated with one possible outcome or another. 

Classical and quantum physics treat the past in very different mays. 

Pruning History 

It is totally at odds with our classical upbringing to imagine one indivisi- 
ble object-one electron or one photon-simultaneousiy moving along 
more than one path. Even those of us with the greatest of self-control 
would have a hard time resisting the temptation to sneak a peek: as the 
electron or photon passes through the doubly slit screen or the beam split- 
ter, whv not take a quick look to see what path it really follows on its way 
to the detector? In the double-slit experiment, why not put little detectors 
in front of each slit to tell you whether the electron went through one 
opening, the other, or both (while still allowing the electron to carry on 
toward the main detector)? In the beam-splitter experiment, why not put, 
on each pathway ieading from the beam splitter, a little detector that will 
tell if the photon took the left route, the right route, or both routes (again, 
while allowing the photon to keep going onward toward the detector)? 

The  answer is that you can insert these additional detectors, but if you 
do, you will find two things. First, each electron and each photon will 
always be found to go through one and only one of the detectors; that is, 
you can determine which path each electron or photon follo\vs, and you 
will find that it always goes one way or the other, not both. Second, you 
will also find that the resulting data recorded by the main detectors have 
changed. Instead of getting the interference patterns of Figure 4.3b and 
7. I b, you get the results expected from classical physics, as in Figure 4.3a. 
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By introducing new elements-the new detectors-you have inadver- 
tently changed the experiments. And the change is such that the paradox 
you were just about to reveal-that you now know which path each parti- 
cle took, so how could there be any interference with another path that 
the particle demonstrably did not take?-is averted. T h e  reason follows 
immediately from the last section. Your new observation singles out those 
histories that could have preceded whatever your new observation 
revealed. And since this observation determined which path the photon 
took, we consider only those hzstories that  traverse this path, thus eliminat- 
ing the possibiliQ ojinteference. 

Niels Bohr liked to summarize such things using his principle of com- 
plementar i~ .  Every electron, every photon, everything, in fact, has both 
wavelike and particlelike aspects. They are complementary features. 
Thinking p e l y  in the conventional particle framework-~n which parti- 
cles move along single, unique trajectories-is incomplete, because it 
misses the wavelike aspects demonstrated by mterference patterns." 
Thinking p r e l y  in the wavelike framework is incomplete, because it 
misses the particlelike aspects demonstrated by measurements that find 
localized particles that can be, for example, recorded by a single dot on a 
screen. (See Figure 4.4.) A complete picture requires both complemen- 
tary aspects to be taken mto account. In any given situation you can force 
one feature to be more prominent by virtue of how you choose to interact. 
If you allow the electrons to travel from source to screen unobserved, their 
wavelike qualities can emerge, yielding interference. But if you observe 
the electron en  route, you know which path it took, so you'd be at a loss to 
explain interference. Reality comes to the rescue. Your observation 
prunes the branches of quantum history. It forces the electron to behave 
as a particle; since particles go one way or the other, no  interference pat- 
tern forms, so there's nothing to explain. 

Nature does weird things. It lives on the edge. But it is careful to bob 
and weave from the fatal punch of logical paradox. 

"Even though Feynman's sum over h~storles approach might seem to make the parti- 
cle aspect prom~nent,  it is lust a particular mterpretatlon of probability waves (smce it 
involves many histor~es for a single part~cle, each making its own probabilistic contribu- 
tion), and so is subsumed by the wavelike s ~ d e  of complementar~ty. When we speak of 
something behavmg like a particle, we will aiways mean a convent~onai part~cle that trav- 
els aiong one and only one tra~ectory. 
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T h e  C o n t i n g e n c y  o f  Hi s to ry  

These experiments are remarkable. They provide simple but powerful 
proof that our world is governed by the quantum laws found by physicists 
in the mentieth century, and not by the classical laws found by Newton, 
Maxwell, and Einstein-laws we now recognize as powerful and insight- 
ful approxin~ations for describing events at large enough scales, Already 
we have seen that the quantum laws challenge conventional notions of 
what happened in the past-those unobserved events that are responsible 
for what we now see. Some simple variations of these experiments take 
this challenge to our intuitive notion of how things unfold in time to an 
even greater, even more surprising level. 

The  first variation is called the delayed-chozce experiment and was 
suggested In 1980 by the eminent physicist John Wheeler. The  expen- 
ment brushes up against an eerily odd-sounding question: Does the past 
depend on the future? Note that this is not the same as asking whether we 
can go back and change the past (a subject we take up in Chapter 15). 
Instead, IVheeler's experiment, u hlch has been carried out and analyzed 
in considerable detail, exposes a provocative interplay between events we 
imagine havlng taken place in the past, even the distant past, and those 
we see taking place right now. 

To get a feel for the physics, imagine you are an art collector and Mr. 
Smithers, chairman of the new Springfield 14rt and Beautification Society, 
is coming to look at varlous works you have put up for sale. You know, 
however, that his real Interest 1s in The Full Monty, a paintlng in your col- 
lection that you never felt quite fit, but one that was left to you by your 
beloved great-uncle Monty Burns, so that deciding whether to sell ~t IS 

quite an enlotional struggle. .After Mr. Smlthers arrives, you talk about 
)'our collection, recent auctions, the current show at the Metropolitan; 
surprisingiy, you learn that, years back, Smithers was your great-uncle's 
top alde. By the end of the conversation you declde that you are willing to 
part with The Full Monty: There are so manv other works vou want, and 
you must exerclse restraint or your collection will have no focus. In the 
world of art collecting, you have alwaj's told yourself, sometimes more is 
less. 

As you reflect back upon this decision, in retrospect it seems that you 
had actually already declded to sell before Rlr. Smithers arrived. Although - 

you have always had a certain affection for The Full Monty, you have long 
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been wary of amassing a sprawling collection and late-twentieth-cent~~ry 
erotic-nuclear realism is an intimidating area for all but the most seasoned 
collector. Even though you remember that before J our vis~tor's arrival you 
had been thinklng that you didn't know what to do, from your current 
vantage point it seems as though you really did. It is not quite that future 
events have affected the past, but your enjo)iable meeting with Mr. 
Smithers and your subsequent declaration of your willingness to sell have 
illuminated the past in a u.ay that makes definite particular things that 
seemed undecided at the time. It is as though the meeting and your dec- 
laration helped you to accept a decision that was already made, one that 
was waiting to be ushered forth into the light of day. T h e  future has 
helped you tell a more complete story of what was going on in the past. 

Of course, in this example, future events are affecting only pour per- 
ception or interpretation of the past, so the events are neither puzzling 
nor surprising. But the delayed-choice experiment of Wheeler transports 
this psychological interplay between the future and the past into the 
quantum realm, where it becomes both precise and startling. We begin 
with the experiment in Figure 7. la,  modified by turning the laser down so 
it fires one photon at a time, as in Figure 7.1b, and also by attaching a new 
photon detector next to the beam splitter. If the new detector is switched 
off (see Figure 7.2b), then we are back in the original experimental setup 
and the photons generate an  interference pattern on the photographic 
screen. But if the new detector is switched on (Figure 7.2a), it tells us 
which path each photon traveled: if it detects a photon, then the photon 
took that path; if it fails to detect a photon, then the photon took the other 
path. Such "which-path" information, as it's called, compels the photon 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.2 (a) By turning on "ahich-path" detectors, we spoil the interfer- 
ence pattern. (b) When the new detectors are switched off, we're back In 
the situation of Figure 7.1 and the interference pattern gets built up. 
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to act like a particle, so the wavelike interference pattern is no longer gen- 
erated. 

Now let's change things, a la Wheeler, by moving the new photon 
detector far downstream along one of the two pathways. In principle, the 
pathways can be as long as you like, so the new detector can be a consid- 
erable distance away from the beam splitter. Again, if this new photon 
detector is switched off, we are in the usual situation and the photons fill 
out an interference pattern on the screen. If it is switched on, it provides 
which-path information and thus precludes the existence of an interfer- 
ence pattern. 

The  new weirdness comes from the fact that the which-path measure- 
ment takes place long affer the photon had to "decide" at the beam 
splitter whether to act as a wave and travel both paths or to act as a particle 
and travel only one. \\%en the photon is passing through the beam 
splitter, it can't "know" whether the new detector is switched on or off-as 
a matter of fact, the experiment can be arranged so that the on/off switch 
on the detector is set aper the photon has passed the splitter To be pre- 
pared for the possibility that the detector is off, the photon's quantum 
wave had better split and travel both paths, so that an amalgam of the  hvo 
can produce the observed interference pattern. But if the new detector 
turns out to have been on-or if it was switched on after the photon fully 
cleared the splitter-it would seem to present the photon with an identity 
crisis: on passing through the splitter, it had already committed itself to its 
wavelike character by traveling both paths, but now, sometime after mak- 
ing this choice, it "realizes" that it needs to come down squarely on the 
side of being a particie that travels one and only one path. 

Son~ehow, though, the photons ahvays get it right. Whenever the 
detector is on-again, even if the choice to turn it on is delayed until long 
after a given photon has passed through the beam splitter-the photon 
acts fully like a particle. It is found to be on one and only one route to the 
screen (if we were to put photon detectors way downstream along both 
routes, each photon emitted by the laser would be detected by one or the 
other detector, never both); the resulting data show no interference pat- 
tern. Whenever the new detector is off-again, even if this decision is 
made after each photon has passed the splitter-the photons act fully like 
a wave, yielding the famous interference pattern showing that they've 
traveled both paths. It's as if the photons adjust their behavior in the past 
according to the future choice of whether the new detector is switched 
on; it's as though the photons have a "premonition" of the experimental 
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situation they will encounter farther downstream, and act accordingly. It's 
as if a consistent and definite history becomes manifest only after the 
future to which it leads has been fully ~ e t t l e d . ~  

There is a similarity to your experience of deciding to sell The Full 
Monty. Before meeting with Mr. Smithers, you were in an an~biguous, 
undecided, fuzzy, mixed state of being both willing and unwilling to sell 
the painting. But talking together about the art world and learning of 
Smithers's affection for your great-uncle made you mcreasingly comfort- 
able wlth the idea of selling. T h e  conversation led to a firm decision, 
which in turn allowed a history of the decision to crystallize out of the pre- 
vious uncertainty. In retrospect it felt as if the decision had really been 
made all along. But if you hadn't gotten on so well with Mr. Smithers, if 
he  hadn't given you confidence that The Full Monty xvould be in trust- 
worthy hands, you might very well have decided not to sell. And the story 
of the past that you might tell in this situation could easily involve a recog- 
nition that you'd actually decided long ago not to sell-that no matter 
how sensible it might be to sell the painting, deep down you've always 
known that the sentimental connection was just too strong to let it go. 
T h e  actual past, of course, did not change one bit. Yet a different experi- 
ence now would iead you to describe a different history. 

In the pspchological arena, rewriting or reinterpreting the past is com- 
monplace; our story of the past is often informed by our experiences in 
the present. But in the arena of physics-an arena we normally consider 
to be objectirze and set in stone-a future contingency of history makes 
one's head spin. To make the spinning even more severe, Wheeler imag- 
ines a cosmic version of the delayed choice experiment in which the light 
source is not a laboratory laser but, instead, a powerful quasar in deep 
space. The  beam splitter is not a laboratory variety, either, but is an inter- 
vening galaxy whose gravitational pull can act like a lens that focuses pass- 
ing photons and directs them toward earth, as in Figure 7.3. Although no 
one has as yet carried out this experiment, in principle, if enough photons 
from the quasar are collected, they should fill out an interference pattern 
on a long-exposure photographic plate, just as in the laboratory beam- 
splitter experiment. But if we were to put another photon detector right 
near the end of one route or the other, it would p r o ~ ~ i d e  whlch-path infor- 
mation for the photons, thereby destroyillg the interference pattern. 

What's striking about this version is that, from our perspective, the 
photons could have been traveling for man11 billions of years. Their deci- 
sion to go one way around the galaxy, like a particle, or both ways, like a 
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Figure 7.3 Light from a distant quasar, split and focused by an intenjen- 
ing galaxy, will, in principle, yleld an interference pattern. If an addi- 
tional detector, which allows the determination of the path taken by 
each photon, were switched on, the ensuing photons would no longer 
fill out an Interference pattern. 

wave, would seem to have been made long before the detector, any of us, 
or even the earth existed. Yet, billions of pears later, the detector was built, 
installed along one of the paths the photons take to reach earth, and 
switched on. And these recent acts somehow ensure that the photons 
under consideration act like particles. They act as though they have been 
traveling along precisely one path or the other on their long journey to 
earth. But if, after a few minutes, we turn off the detector, the photons that 
subsequently reach the photographic plate start to build up an interfer- 
ence pattern, indicating that for billions of years they have been traveling 
in tandem with their ghostly partners, taklng opposite paths around the 
galaxy. 

Has our turning the detector on or off in the twenty-first century had 
an effect on the motion of photons some billions of years earlier? Cer- 
tainly not. Quantum mechanics does not deny that the past has happened, 
and happened fully. Tension arises simply because the concept of past 
according to the quantum is different from the concept of past according 
to classical intuition. Our  classical upbringing makes us long to say that a 
given photon did this or did that. But in a quantum world, our world, this 
reasoning imposes upon the photon a reality that is too restrictive. As we 
have seen, in quantum mechanics the norm is an indeterminate, fuzzy, 
hybrid realit). consisting of many strands, which only crystallizes into a 
more familiar, definite reality when a suitable observation IS carried out. It 
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is not that the photon, billions of ago, decided to go one way around 
the galaxy or t'he other, or both. Instead, for billions of years it has been in 
the quantum norm-a hybrid of the possibilities. 

T h e  act of observation links this unfamiliar quantum real$, with 
everyday classical experience. Observations we make today cause one of 
the strands of quantum history to gain prominence in our recounting of 
the past. In this sense, then, although the quantum evolution from the 
past until non. is unaffected by anything we do now, the story we tell of the 
past can bear the imprlnt of today's actions. If we insert photon detectors 
along the two pathways light takes to a screen, then our story of the past 
will include a description of wl~ich pathway each photon took; by insert- 
ing the photon detectors, we ensure that which-path information is an 
essential and definitive detail of our story. But, if we don't insert the pho- 
ton detectors, our story of the past will, of necessity, be different. Without 
the photon detectors, we can't recount anything about which path the 
photons took; without the photon detectors, which-path details are funda- 
mentally unavailable. Both stories are valid. Both stories are interesting. 
They just describe different situations. 

An observation today can therefore help complete the story we tell of 
a process that began yesterday, or the day before, or perhaps a billion years 
earlier. An observation today can delineate the kinds of details we can and 
must include in today's recounting of the past. 

E r a s i n g  the Past 

It is essential to note that in these experiments the past is not in any way 
altered by today's actions, and that no  clever modification of the experi- 
ments will accon~plish that slippery goal. This raises the question: If you 
can't change something that has already happened, can you do the next 
best thing and erase its impact  on the present? To one degree or another, 
sometimes this fantasy can be realized. A baseball player who, with ttvo 
outs in the bottom of the ninth inning, drops a routine fly ball, allowing 
the opposing team to close within one run, can undo the impact of his 
error by a spectacular diving catch on the ball hit by the next batter. A\nd, 
of course, such an  example is not the slightest bit mysterious. Only when 
an event in the past seems definitively to preclude another event's hap- 
pening in the future (as the dropped fly ball definitively preciuded a per- 
fect game) would we think there was something awry if we were 
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subsequently told that the precluded event had actually happened. The 
quantum eraser, first suggested in 1982 by Marlan Scully and Kai Driihl, 
hints at this kind of strangeness in quantum mechanics. 

A simple version of the quantum eraser experiment makes use of the 
double-slit setup, modified in the following way. A tagging device is 
placed in front of each slit; it marks any passing photon so that when the 
photon is examined later, you can tell through which slit it passed. The 
question of how you can place a mark on a photon-how you can do the 
equivalent of placing an "U' on  a photon that passes through the left slit 
and an "R" on a photon that passes through the right sit-1s a good one, 
but the details are not particularly important. Rough15 the process relies 
on using a device that allo\vs a photon to pass freely through a slit but 
forces its spin axis to point in a particular direction. If the de\,ices in front 
of the left and right slits manipulate the photon spins in specific but dis- 
tinct ways, then a more refined detector screen that not on11 ' re g' isters a 
dot at the photon's impact location, but also keeps a record of the photon's 
spin orientation, wi11 reveal through which slit a given photon passed on 
its way to the detector. 

When this double-slit-with-tagging experiment is run, the photons do 
not build up an interference pattern, as in Figure 7.4a. By now the expla- 
nation should be familiar: the new tagging devices allow ivhich-path infor- 
mation to be gleaned, and which-path information singles out one histor) 
or another; the data show that any given photon passed through either the 
left slit or the right slit. And without the combination of left-slit and right- 
slit trajectories, there are no overlapping probability waves. so no interfer- 
ence pattern is generated. 

Now, here is Scully and DruhlJs Idea What if, just before the photon 
hits the detection screen, you eliminate the possibility of determining 
through which slit it passed by erasing the mark imprinted by the tagging 
device? Without the means, even in principle, to extract the which-path 
information from the detected photon, will both classes of histories come 
back into play, causing the interference pattern to reemerge? Notice that 
this kind of "undoing" the past rrould fall much further into the shocking 
category than the ballplayer's diving catch in the ninth inning. When the 
tagging devices are turned on, we imagine that the photon obediently acts 
as a particle, passing through the left slit or the right slit If somehow, just 
before it hits the screen, we erase the which-slit mark it is carrying, it 
seems too late to alloiv an interference pattern to form. For interference, 
we need the photon to act like a wave It must pass through both slits so 
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(a) 
(b) 

Figure 7.4 In the quantum eraser experiment, equipment   laced in front 
of the two slits marks the photons so that subsequent esamlnat~on can 
reveal through irh~ch slit each photon passed In (a) Lye see that thls 
which-path information spoils the interference pattern In ibl a device 
that erases the mark on the photons is inserted just in front of the detec- 
tor screen. Because the which-path information is eliminated, the inter- 
ference pattern reappears. 

that it can cross-mingle with itself on the way to the detector screen But 
our initial tagging of the photon seems to ensure that it acts like a particle 
and travels either through the left or through the right slit, preventing 
interference from happening. 

In an experiment carried out by Raymond Chiao, Paul Kwlat, and 
h e p h r a m  Steinberg, the setup was, schematically, as in Figure 74 ,  with a 
new erasure device inserted just in front of the detection screen. Agaln, 
the details are not of the essence, but  briefly put, the eraser woiiis by 
ensuring that regardless of whether a photon from the left slit or the right 
slit enters, its spin is manipulated to point in one and the same fixed direc- 
tion. Subsequent examination of its spin therefore ~ i e l d s  no information 
about which slit it passed through, and so the which-path mark has been 
erased. Remarkably, the photons detected by the screen after tliis erasure 
do an interference pattern. When the eraser is inserted just in 
front of the detector screen, it undoes-it erases-the effect of tagging the 
photons way back when they approached the slits. As in the delayed- 
choice experiment, in principle this kind of erasure could occur billions 
of ,.ears after the influence it is tha.arting, in effect undoing the past, even 
undoing the ancient past. 

How are we to make sense of this? Well, keep in mind that the data 
conform perfectly to the theoretical prediction of quantum mechanics. 
Scully and Druhl proposed this experiment because their quantum 
mechanical calculations convinced them it would work. And it does. SO, 
as is usual with quantum mechanics, the puzzle doesn't pit theory against 
experiment It pits theory, confirmed by experiment, against our intuitive 
sense of time and reality. To ease the tension, notice that were you to 
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place a photon detector in front of each slit, the detector's readout would 
establish with certainty whether the photon went through the left slit or 
through the right slit, and there'd be no way to erase such definitive infor- 
mation-there'd be no way to recover an interference pattern. But the 
tagging devices are different because they provide o n l j ~  the potentiai for 
which-path information to be determined-and potentialities are just the 
kinds of things that can be erased. A tagging device modifies a passing 
photon in such a way, roughiy speaking, that it still travels both paths, but 
the left part of its probabilib wave is blurred out relative to the right, or 
the right part of its probability wave is blurred out relative to the left. In 
turn, the orderly sequence of peaks and troughs that would normally 
emerge from each slit-as in Figure 4.2b-is also blurred out, so no mter- 
ference pattern forms on the detector screen. T h e  crucial realization, 
though, is that both the ieft and the right waves are still present. The  
eraser ~vorks because it refocuses the waves. Like a pair of glasses, it com- 
pensates for the blurring, brings both Lvaves back into sharp focus, and 
allows them once again to combine into an interference pattern. It's as if 
after the tagging devices accomplish their task, the interference pattern 
disappears from view but patiently lies in wait for someone or something 
to resuscitate it. 

That explanation may make the quantum eraser a little less myteri- 
ous, but here is the finale-a stunning variation on the quantum-eraser 
experiment that challenges conventional notions of space and time even 
further. 

Shaping the  Pas t"  

This e~per iment ,  the delayed-chozce quantum e~aser, was aiso proposed bv 
Scull!; and Druhl It begins with the beam-splitter experiment of Figure 
7 1, modified by inserting ixo  so-called down-converters, one on each 
pathway Down-con~erters are dewces that take one photon as input and 
produce hco photons as output, each with half the energy ("down- 
con\ erted") of the origlnal One  of the h to  photons (called the szgnal pho- 
ton) is directed along the path that the original would have followed toward 

*Ifyou find thls sect~on tough golng, rou can safely move on to the next section w~th-  
out loss of contlnuitv But i encourage you to tq to get through lt, as the results are truly 
stupendous 
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the detector screen. T h e  other photon produced by the down-converter 
(called the idler photon) is sent in a different direction altogether, as in Fig- 
ure 7.5a. O n  each run of the experiment, we can determine which path a 
signal photon takes to the screen by observing which down-conlrerter splts 
out the idler-photon partner. And once again, the ability to glean ~vhich- 
path information about the signal photons-even though it is totally indi- 
rect, since we are not interacting with any signal photons at all-has the 
effect of preventing an interference pattern from forming. 

Now for the weirder part, What if we manipulate the experiment so as 
to make it impossible to determine from which down-converter a given 
idler photon emerged? What if, that is, we erase the which-path informa- 
tion embodied by the idler photons? Well, something amazing happens: 
even though we've done nothing directly to the signal photons, by erasing 
the which-path information carried by their idler partners n.e can recover 
an interference pattern from the signal photons. Let m e  show jsou how 
this goes because it is truly remarkable. 

Take a look at Figure 7.5b, which embodies all the essential ideas. 
But don't be intimidated. It's simpler than it appears, and we'll now go 
through it in manageable steps. The  setup in Figure 7.5b differs from that 
of Figure 7,5a with regard to how we detect the idler photons after they've 
been emitted. In Figure 7.5a, we detected them straight out, and so we 
could immediately determine from which down-converter each was pro- 
duced-that is, which path a given signal photon took. In the new experi- 
ment, each idler photon is sent through a maze, which compromises our 
ability to make such a determination. For example, imagine that an idler 
photon is emitted from the down-converter labeled "L." Rather than 
immediately entering a detector (as in Figure 7.5a), this photon is sent to 
a beam splitter (labeled "a"), and so has a 50 percent chance of heading 
onward along the path !abeled "A," and a 50 percent chance of heading 
onward along the path labeled "B." Should it head along path A, it will 
enter a photon detector (labeled 'l"), and its arrival will be duly recorded. 
But should the idler photon head along path 0 ,  it will be subject to yet 
further shenanigans. It will be directed to another beam splitter (labeled 
"c") and so will have a 50 percent chance of heading onward along path E 
to the detector labeled "2," and a 50 percent chance of heading onward 
along path F to the detector labeled "3." Now-stay with me, as there is a 
point to all this-the exact same reasoning, when applied to an  idler pho- 
ton emitted from the other down-converter, labeled "R," tells us that if the 
idler heads along path D it will be recorded by detector 4, but if it heads 
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F~gure 7 5  (a) A beamsplitter euper~ment, augmented b] down- 
converters, does not yield an  mterference pattern, smce the idler pho- 
tons weld which-path information (b) If the idler photons are not 
detected directly, but instead are sent through the maze depicted, then 
an mterference pattern can be extracted from the data Idler photons 
that are detected b~ detectors 2 or 3 do not jield wfilch-path mformation 
and hence their signai photons fill out an ~nterference pattern 

along path C it will be detected by either detector 3 or detector 2, depend- 
ing on the path it follows after passing through beam splitter b. 

NOW for why we've added all this complication. Notice that if an idler 
photon is detected by detector i ,  i\!e learn that the corresponding signal 
photon took the left path, since there IS no way for an idler that was emit- 
ted from down-converter R to find its way to this detector. Similarly, if an 
idler photon is detected by detector 4, we learn that its signal photon part- 
ner took the right path. But if an idler photon winds up in detector 2, we 
have no idea which path its signal photon partner took, since there is an 
equal chance that it was emitted by doiirn-converter L and followed path 
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B-E, or that it was emitted by down-converter R and followed path C-E. 
Similarly, if an idler is detected by detector 3, it could have been emitted 
by down-converter L and have traveled path B-F, or by down-con~.erter R 
and traveled path C-F. Thus, for signal photons whose idlers are detected 
by detector 1 or 4, we have which-path znformntion, but for those whose 
idlers are detected by detector 2 or 3, the ~uhich-path information is erased. 

Does this erasure of some of the which-path information-even 
though we've done nothing directly to the signal photons-mean mterfer- 
ence effects are recovered? Indeed it does-but only for those signal pho- 
tons whose idlers wind up in either detector 2 or detector 3.  Namely, the 
totality of impact positions of the signal photons on the screen will look 
like the data in Figure 7.5a, showing not the slightest hint of an  zntefer- 
ence pattern, as is characteristic of photons that have traveled one path or 
the other. But if we focus on a subset of the data points-for example, 
those signal photons whose idlers entered detector 2-then that subset of 
points will fill out an interference pattern! These signal photons-whose 
idlers happened, by chance, not to prov~de any which-path information- 
act as though they've traveled both paths! If we were to hook up the equip- 

ment so that the screen displays a red dot for the position of each slgnal 
photon whose idler w7as detected by detector 2, and a green dot for all oth- 
ers, someone who is color-blind would see no ~nterference pattern, but 
everyone else would see that the red dots were arranged with bright and 
dark bands-an interference pattern. T h e  same hoids true with detector 3 
in place of detector 2.  But there would be no such interference pattern if 
we single out signal photons whose idlers wind up in detector 1 or detec- 
tor 4, since these are the idlers that yield which-path information about 
their partners. 

These results-which have been confirmed by experiment5-are 
dazzling: by including down-converters that have the potential to provide 
whichpath information, we lose the interference pattern, as in Figure 
7.5a. And without interference, we would naturally conclude that each 
photon went along either the left path or the right path. But we now learn 
that this n ~ u l d  be a hasty conclusion. By carefully eliminating the poten- 
tial which-path information carried by some of the idlers, we can coax the 
data to yield up an interference pattern, indicating that some of the pho- 
tons actually took both paths. 

Notice, too, perhaps the most dazzling result of all: the three addi- 
tional beam splitters and the four idler-photon detectors can be on the 
other side of the laboratory or even on the other side of the universe, since 
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nothing in our discussion depended at all on whether they receive a given 
idler photon before or after its signal photon partner has hit the screen. 
Imagine, then, that these devices are all far away, say ten light-years away, 
to be definite, and think about what this entails. You perform the experi- 
ment in Figure 7.5b today, recording-one after another-the impact 
locations of a huge number of signal photons, and you observe that they 
show no sign of interference. If someone asks you to explain the data, you 
might be tempted to sap that because of the idler photons, which-path 
information is available and hence each signal photon definitely went 
along either the left or the right path, eliminating any possibility of inter- 
ference. But, as above, this would be a hasty conclusion about what hap- 
pened; it would be a thoroughly premature description of the past. 

You see, ten years later, the four photon detectors will receive-one 
after another-the idler photons. If you are subsequently informed about 
which idlers wound up, say, in detector 2 (e.g., the first, seventh, eighth, 
twelfth . . . idlers to arrive), and if you then go back to data you collected 
years earlier and highlight the corresponding signal photon locations on 
the screen (e.g., the first, seventh, eighth, twelfth . . . signal photons that 
arrived), you will find that the highlighted data points fill out an  interfer- 
ence pattern, thus revealing that those signal photons should be described 
as having traveled both paths. Alternatively, if 9 pears, 364 days after you 
collected the signal photon data, a practical joker should sabotage the 
experiment by removing beam splitters a and b-ensuring that when the 
idler photons arrive the next day, they all go to either detector 1 or detec- 
tor 4, thus preserving all which-path information-then, when you 
receive this information, you will conclude that evev  signal photon went 
along either the left path or the right path, and there will be no interfer- 
ence pattern to extract from the signal photon data. Thus, as this discus- 
sion forcefully highlights, the s t o v  you'd tell to explain the signal photon 
data depends significantly on measurements conducted ten years after 
those data were collected. 

Again, let me emphasize that the future measurements do not change 
anything at all about things that took place in your experiment today; the 
future measurements do not in any way change the data you collected 
today. But the future measurements do influence the kinds of detaiis 
you can invoke when you subsequently describe what happened today. 
Before you have the results of the idler photon measurements, you really 
can't say anything at all about the v,,hich-path history of any given signal 
photon. However, once you have the results, you conclude that signal pho- 
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tons whose idler partners were successfully used to ascertain which-path 
information can be described as having-years earlier-traveled either 
left or right. You also conclude that signal photons whose idler partners 
had their which-path information erased cannot be described as havlng- 
years earlier-definitely gone one way or the other (a conclusion you can 
convincingly confirm by using the newly acquired idler photon data to 
expose the previously hidden interference pattern among this latter class 
of signal photons). We thus see that the future helps shape the s t 0 7  you 
tell of the past. 

These experiments are a magnificent affront to our conventional 
notions of space and time. Something that takes place long after and far 

ri tion of that away from something else nevertheless is vital to our d e s c  p 
something else. By any classical-commonsense-reckoning, that's, well, 
crazy. Of course, that's the point: classicai reckoning is the wrong kind 
of reckoning to use in a quantum universe. We have learned from the 
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen discussion that quantum physlcs is not local in 
space. If you have fully absorbed that lesson-a tough one to accept in its 
own right-these experiments, which involve a kind of entanglement 
across space and through time, may not seem thoroughly outlandish. But 
by the standards of daily experience, they certainly are. 

Q u a n t u m  M e c h a n i c s  a n d  E x p e r i e n c e  

For a few days after I first learned about these experiments, I remember 
feeling elated. I felt I'd been given a glimpse into a veiled side of reality. 
Common experience-mundane, ordinar)!, day-to-day actlvities-sud- 
denly seemed part of a classical charade, hlding the true nature of our 
quantum world. The  world of the everyday suddenly seemed nothing but 
an inverted magic act, lulling its audience into believing in the usual, 
familiar conceptions of space and time, while the astonishing truth of 
quantum reality lay carefully guarded by nature's sleights of hand. 

In recent years, physicists have expended much effort in trying to 
explain nature's ruse -to figure out precisely how the fundamental laws 
of quantum physics morph into the classical laws that are so successful at 
explaining common experience-in essence, to figure out how the 
atomic and subatomic shed their magical weirdness when they combine 
to form macroscopic objects. Research continues, but much has already 
been learned. Let's look at some aspects of particular relevance to the 
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question of time's arrow, but now from the standpoint of quantum 
mechanics. 

Classical mechanics is based on equations that Newton discovered in 
the late 1600s. Electron~agnetisn~ IS based on equations hifaxwell discov- 
ered in the late 1800s. Special reiativlty is based on equations Einstein dis- 
covered in 1905, and general relativity is based on equations he  
discovered in 1915. What all these equations have in common, and what 
is central to the dilemma of time's arrow (as explained in the last chapter), 
1s their completely symmetric treatment of past and future. Nowhere in 
any of these equations 1s there anythlng that distinguishes "forward" time 
from "backward" time. Past and future are on an equal footing. 

Quantum mechanics is based on an equation that Erwin Schrodinger 
discovered In 1926.6 You don't need to know anything about thls equation 
beyond the fact that ~t takes as input the shape of a quantum mechanical 
probability wave at one moment of time, such as that in Figure 4.5, and 
allows one to determine what the probability \vatre looks like at any other 
time, earlier or later. If the probability wave is associated ~2i th  a particle, 
such as an electron, you can use it to predict the probability that, at any 
specified time, an experiment will find the electron at any specified loca- 
tion. Like the classical laws of Newton, h~Iax\vell, and Einstein, the quan- 
tum law of Schrodinger embraces an  egalitarian treatment of time-future 
and time-past. A "movie" showing a probability wave starting like this and 
ending like that could be run in reverse-showing a probability wave 
starting like that and ending like this-and there would be no way to say 
that one evolution was right and the other wrong. Both would be equally 
valid solutions of Schrodinger's equation. Both would represent equally 
sensible ways in which things couid ev01ve.~ 

Of course, the "n~ovie" now referred to is quite different from the ones 
used in analyzing the motion of a tennis ball or a splattering egg in the last 
chapter. Probability waves are not things \ve can see directly; there are no 
cameras that can capture probability waves on film. Instead, we can 
describe probability waves using mathematical equations and, in our 
mind's eye, we can imagine the simpiest of them having shapes such as 
those in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. But the only access we ha\,e to the probabil- 
~ t y  waves themselves is indirect, through the process of measurement. 

That is, as outlined in Chapter 4 and seen repeatedly In the experi- 
ments above, the standard formulation of quantum mechanics describes 
the unfolding of phenomena using two quite distinct stages. In stage one, 
the probability wave-or, in the more precise language of the field, the 
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wavejunction-of an object such as an  electron evolves according to the 
equation discovered by Schrodinger. This equation ensures that the shape 
of the wavefunction changes smoothly and gradually, much as a ~vater 
wave changes shape as it travels from one side of a lake toward the other." 
In the standard description of the second stage, we make contact with 
observable reality by measuring the electron's position, and when we do 
so, the shape of its wavefunction sharply and abruptly changes. The  elec- 
tron's wavefunction is unlike more familiar examples like water waves and 
sound waves: when we measure the electron's position, its wavefunction 
spikes or, as illustrated in Figure 4.7, it collapses, dropping to the value 0 
everywhere the particle is not found and surging to 100 percent probabil- 
ity at the single location where the particle is found by the measurement. 

Stage one-the evolution of wa\~efunctions according to Schro- 
dinger's equation-is mathematically rigorous, totally unambiguous, and 
fullp accepted by the physics community. Stage two-the collapse of a 
wavefunction upon measurement-is, to the contrav, something that 
during the last eight decades has, at best, kept physicists mildly bemused, 
and at worst, posed problems, puzzles, and potential paradoxes that have 
devoured careers. The  difficulty, as mentioned at the end of Chapter 4, is 
that according to Schrodinger's equation, wavefunctions do not collapse. 
Wavefunction collapse is an  add-on. It was introduced after Schrodinger 
discovered his equation, in an  attempt to account for what experimenters 
actually see. Whereas a raw, uncollapsed wavefunction embodies the 
strange idea that a particle is here and there, experimenters never see this. 
They aiways find a particle definitely at one locatlon or another; (hey 
never see it partially here and partially there; the needle on their measur- 
ing devices never hovers in some ghostly mixture of pointing at this value - 
and also at that value. 

The  same goes, of course, for our own casual observations of the 
world around us. We never observe a chair to be both here and there; we 
never observe the moon to be in one part of the night sky as well as 
another; we never see a cat that is both dead and alive. The  notion of 
\vavefunction collapse aligns with our experience by postulating that the 

"Quantum mechanics, nghtly, has a reputatlon as bemg anything but smooth and 
gadual;  rather, as we will see explicitly In later chapters, ~t reveals a turbulent and iitten 
microcosmos. The  orig~n of thls jittermess 1s the probabilistic nature of the wavefunc- 
tlon-even though thlngs can be one way at one moment, there 1s a probability that they 
will be significantly different a moment later-not an ever-present jitten quality of the 
wavefunction itself. 
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I act of measurement induces the wavefunction to relinqu~sh quantum 
limbo and usher one of the many potent~ali t~es (particle here, or particle 
there) mto reality. 

T h e  Q u a n t u m  Measurement  Puzzle 

But how does an experimenter's making a measurement cause a wave- 
function to collapse? In fact, does wavefunction collapse really happen, 
and if it does, what really goes on at the microscopic level? Do any and all 
measurements cause collapse? When does the collapse happen and how 
long does it take? Since, according to the Schrodinger equation, wave- 
functions do not collapse, what equation takes over in the second stage of 
quantum evolution, and how does the new equation dethrone 
Schrodinger's, usurping its usual ~ronclad power over quantum processes? 
And, of importance to our current concern with time's arrow, while 
Schrodinger's equation, the equation that governs the first stage, makes no 
distinction between forward and backward in time, does the equation for 
stage hvo introduce a fundamental asymmetry between time before and 
tlme after a measurement is carried out? That IS, does quantum mechan- 
ics, including its interbee with the world ojthe everyday vza measurements 
and observations, introduce an  arrow of time into the basic laws of 
physics? After all, we discussed earlier how the quantum treatment of the 
past differs from that of class~cal physics, and by past we meant before a 
particular obsenlation or measurement had taken place. So do measure- 
ments, as embodied by stage-two wavefunction collapse, establish an 
asymmetry between past and future, between before and after a measure- 
ment 1s made? 

These questions have stubbornly resisted complete solution and they 
I remain controversial. Yet, through the decades, the predictive power of 

quantum theory has hardly been compromised. The  stage one 1 stage two 
formulation of quantum theory, even though stage two has remamed mys- 
terious, predicts probabilities for measuring one outcome or another. And 
these predictions have been confirmed by repeating a given experiment 
over and over again and examinmg the frequency with which one or 
another outcome is found. The  fantastic experimental success of this 
approach has far ouheighed the discomfort of not having a precise artic- 
ulation of what actually happens in stage two. 

But the discomfort has always been there. And it is not slmply that 

Time and the Quantum 

some details of wavefunction collapse have not quite been worked out. 
The  quantum measurement problem, as it is called, is an issue that speaks 
to the limits and the universality of quantum mechanics. It's simple to see 
this. T h e  stage one I stage two approach introduces a split between what's 
being observed (an electron, or a proton, or an atom, for example) and the 
experimenter who does the observing. Before the experimenter gets into 
the picture, wavefunctions happily and gently evolve according to 
S ~ h r o d i n ~ e r ' s  equation. But then, when the experimenter meddles with 
things to perform a measurement, the rules of the game suddenly change. 
Schrodinger's equation is cast aside and stage-two collapse takes over. Yet, 
since there is no difference between the atoms, protons, and electrons that 
make up the experimenter and the equipment he  or she uses, and the 
atoms, protons, and electrons that he  or she studies, why in the world is 
there a split in how quantum mechanics treats them? If quantum mechan- 
ics is a universal theory that applies without limitations to everything, the 
observed and the observer should be treated in exactly the same way. 

Niels Bohr disagreed. He  claimed that experimenters and their equip- 
ment are different from elementary particles. Even though they are made 
from the same particles, they are "big" collections of e l e m e n t a ~  particies 
and hence governed by the laws of classical Somewhere between 
the tiny world of individual atoms and subatomic particles and the familiar 
world of people and their equipment, the rules change because the sizes 
change. The  n~otivation for asserting this division is clear: a tiny particle, 
according to quantum mechanics, can be located in a fuzzy mixture of 
here and there, pet we don't see such behavior in the big, everyday world. 
But exactly where 1s the border? And, of vital importance, how do the two 
sets of rules interface when the big world of the everyday confronts the 
mmuscule world of the atomic, as in the case of a measurement? Bohr 
forcefully declared these questions to be out of bounds, by which he 
meant, truth be told, that they were beyond the bounds of what he  or any- 
one else could answer. And since even without addressing them the theory 
makes astonishingly accurate predictions, for a long time such issues were 
far down on the list of critical questions that physicists were driven to settle. 

But to understand quantum mechanics completely, to determine 
fully what it says about reality, and to establish what role it might play in 
setting a direction to time's arrow, we must come to grips with the quan- 
tum measurement problem. 

In the next two sections, we'll describe some of the most promment 
and promising attempts to do so. T h e  upshot, should you at any point 
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want to rush ahead to the last sec t~on focusing on quantum mechan~cs 
and the arrow of time, 1s that much Ingenious work on the quantum mea- 
surement problem has yielded s~gnificant progress, but a broadly 
accepted solution stdl seems just beyond our reach Man) we\$ t h ~ s  as the 
single most important gap in our formulation of quantum la~v 

Real i t ) ,  a n d  t h e  Q u a n t u m  M e a s u r e m e n t  P r o b l e m  

Over the years, there have been many proposals for solving the quantum 
measurement problem. Ironically, although they entail differing concep- 
tions of reali ty-some drastically different-when ~t comes to predictions 
for what a researchei will measure in most every experiment, they a11 
agree and each one works like a charm. Each proposal puts on the same 
show even though, were you to peek backstage, you'd see that their modi 
operandi differ substantially. 

When it comes to entertamment, you generally don't want to know 
wha t i  happening off in the wings; you are perfectly content to focus solely 
on the production. But when it comes to understanding the universe, 
there is an  insatiable urge to pull back a11 curtains, open all doors, and 
expose completely the deep inner workings of reality Bohr considered 
this urge baseless and misguided. To him, reality was the performance. 
Like a Spaiding Gray soliloquy, an  experimenter's bare-bones measure- 
ments are the whole show. There isn't anything else. According to Bohr, 
there is no backstage Trying to analyze how, and when, and why a quan- 
tum wavefunction relinquishes all but one possibility and produces a sin- 
gle definite number on a measuring device is missing the point. The  
measured number itself is all that's worthy of attention. 

For decades, this perspective held sway. However, its calmative effect 
on the mmd struggling with quantum theory notwithstanding, one can't 
help feeling that the fantastic predictive power of quantum mechanics 
means that it is tapping into a hidden reality that underlies the workings 
of the universe. O n e  can't help wanting to go further and understand how 
quantum mechanics interfaces with common experience-how it bridges 
the gap between wavefunction and observation, and what hidden reality 
underlies the observations. Over the years, a number of researchers have 
taken up this challenge; here are some proposals they've developed. 

One  approach, with historical roots that go back to Heisenberg, is to 
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abandon the view that wavefunctions are objective features of quantum 
reality and, instead, view them merely as an embodiment of what we 
know about reality. Before we perform a measurement, we don't know 
where the electron is and, this view proposes, our ignorance of its location 
is reflected by the electron's wavefunctlon describing it as possibly being 
at a varieiy of different positions. At the moment we measure its pos~tion, 
though, our knowledge of its whereabouts suddenly changes: we now 
know its posit~on, In principle, with total precision. (By the uncertainty 
principle, if we know its location we \\ill necessarily be completely igno- 
rant of ~ t s  velocity, but that's not a n  issue for the current discussion.) 
This sudden change in our knowledge, according to this perspect~ve, is 
reflected in a sudden change in the electron's wavefunction: it suddenly 
collapses and tales on the spiked shape of Figure 4.7, indicating our defi- 
nite knowledge of the electron's position. In this approach, then, the 
abrupt collapse of a wavefunction is completely unsurprising: it is nothing 
more than the abrupt change in knowledge that we all experience when 
we learn something new. 

A second approach, initiated in 1957 by Wheeler's student Hugh 
Everett, denies that wavefunctions ever collapse. Instead, each and every 
potential outcome embodied in a wavefunction sees the light of day; the 
daylight each sees, however, streams through its own separate universe. In 
this approach, the Many Worlds interpretation, the concept of "the uni- 

Innumer- verse" is enlarged to include innumerable "parallel universes"- ' 

able verslons of our universe-so that anythlng that quantum mechanics 
predicts could happen, even if only with minuscule probability, does hap- 
pen in at least one of the copies. If a wavefunction says that an electron 
can be here, there, and way over there, then in one universe a version of 
you will find it here; in another univene, another copy of you will find it 
there; and in a third universe, yet another you will find the electron ufay 
over there. T h e  sequence o i  observations that we each make from one 
second to the next thus reflects the reality taking place in but one part of 
this gargantuan, infinite network of universes, each one pop~iiated by 
copies of you and m e  and everyone else who is still alive in a unwerse in 
which certain observations have yielded certam outcomes. In one such 
universe you are now reading these words, in another you've taken a break 
to surf the Web, In yet another you're anxiously awaiting the curtam to 
rise for your Broadway debu t  it's as though there isn't a single spacetime 
block as depicted in Figure 5.1, but an  infinite number, with each realiz- 
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ing one possible course of events. In the hIany Worids approach, then, no 
potential outcome remains merely a potential. Wavefunctions don't col- 
lapse. Every potential outcome comes out in one of the parallel universes. 

A third proposal, developed in the 1950s by David Bohm-the same 
physicist we encountered in Chapter 4 when discussing the Einstein- 
Podolsky-Rosen paradox-takes a completely different approach.8 Bohm 
argued that particles such as electrons do possess definite positions and 
definite velocities, just as in classical physics, and just as Einstein had 
hoped. But, in keeping with the uncertainty principle, these features are 
hidden from view; they are examples of the hidden variables mentioned in 
Chapter 4. You can't determine both simultaneously. For Bohm, such 
uncertainty represented a limit on what we can know, but implied noth- 
ing about the actual attributes of the particles themselves. His approach 
does not fall afoul of Bell's results because, as we discussed toward the end 
of Chapter 4, possessing definite properties forbidden by quantum uncer- 
tainty is not ruied out; only locality is ruled out, and Bohm's approach is 
not local.9 Instead, Bohm imagined that the wavefunction of a particle is 
another, separate element ofreality, one that exists i n  addition to the parti- 
cle itself It's not particles or waves, as in Bohr's complementarity philoso- 
phy; according to Bohm, it's particles and waves. Moreover, Bohm 
posited that a particle's wavefunction interacts with the particle itself-it 
"guides" or "pushes" the particle around-in a way that determines its 
subsequent motion. While this approach agrees fully with the successful 
predictions of standard quantum mechanics, Bohm found that changes to 
the ivavef~~nction in one location are able to immediately push a particle 
at a distant location, a finding that explicitly reveals the nonlocality of his 
approach. In the double-slit experiment, for example, each particle goes 
through one slit or the other, while its wavefunction goes through both 
and suffers interference. Since the wavefunction guides the particle's 
motion, it should not be terribly surprising that the equations show the 
particle is likely to land where the wavefunction value is large and it is 
unlikely to land where it is small, explaining the data in Figure 4.4. In 
Bohm's approach, there is no separate stage of wavefunction collapse 
since, if you measure a particle's position and find it here, that is truly 
where it was a moment before the measurement took place. 

A fourth approach, developed by the Italian physlc~sts Giancarlo Ghi- 
rardi, Alberto Rimini, and Tullio Weber, makes the bold move of modify- 
ing Schrodinger's equation in a clever way that results in hardly any effect 
on the evolution of wavefunctions for individual particles, but has a dra- 
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matic impact on quantum evolution when applied to " b i g  everyday 
objects. The  proposed modification envisions that wavefunctions are 
inherently unstable; even without any meddling, these researchers sug- 
gest, sooner or later every wavefunction collapses, of its oivn accord, to a 
spiked shape. For an individual particle, Ghirardi, Rimini, and Weber 
postuiate that wavefunction collapse happens spontaneously and ran- 
domly, kicking in, on average, only once every billion years or so.'" This is 
so infrequent that it entails only the slightest change to the usual quan- 
tum mechanical description of individual particles, and that's good, since 
quantum mechanm describes the microworld with unprecedented accu- 
racy. But for large objects such as experimenters and their equipment, 
which have billions and billions of particles, the odds are high that in a 
tiny fraction of any given second the posited spontaneous collapse will 
kick in for at least one constituent particle, causing its wavefunction to 
collapse. And, as argued by Ghirardi, Rimini, 'lveber, and others, the 
entangled nature of all the individual wavefunctions in a large object 
ensures that t h ~ s  collapse initiates a kind of quantum domino effect in 
rvhich the wavefunctions of all the constituent particles collapse as well. 
As this happens in a brief fraction of a second, the proposed modification 
ensures that large objects are essentially always in one definite configura- 
tion: pointers on measuring equipment always pomt to one definite value; 
the moon is always at one definite location in the sky; brains inside exper- 
imenters always have one definite experience; cats are always either dead 
or alive. 

Each of these approaches, as well as a number of others we won't dis- 
cuss, has its supporters and detractors. T h e  "wavefunction as knowledge" 
approach finesses the issue of ivavefunction collapse by denying any real- 
ity for wavefunctions, turning them instead into mere descriptors of what 
we know. But why, a detractor asks, should fundamental physics be so 
closely tied to human awareness? If we were not here to observe the 
world, would wavefunctions never collapse, or, perhaps, would the very 
concept of a wavefunction not exist? Was the universe a 1,astly different 
place before human consciousness evolved on   la net earth? What if, 
instead of human experimenters, mice or ants or amoebas or computers 
are the only observers? Is the change in their "knowledge" adequate to be 
associated with the collapse of a wavefunction?" 

By contrast, the Many Worlds interpretation avoids the whole matter 
of wavefunction collapse, since in this approach wavefunctions don't col- 
lapse. But the price to pay is an enormous proliferation of universes, 
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something that many a detractor has found intolerably exorb~tant." 
Bohm's approach also avoids wavefunction collapse; but, its detractors 
claim, in granting Independent reality to both particles and waves, the 
theory lacks economy. Moreover, the detractors correctly argue, in 
Bohm's forn~ulation the wavefunctlon can exert faster-than-light influ- 
ences on the particles it pushes. Supporters note that the former com- 
plaint is subjective at best, and the latter conforms to the nonlocality Bell 
proved unavoidable, so neither criticism is convincing. Nevertheless, per- 
haps unjustifiably, Bohm's approach has never caught on.'! The  
Ghirardi-Rimm-Weber approach deals with wavefunction collapse 
directly, by changing the equations to incorporate a new spontaneous col- 
lapse mechan~sm.  But, detractors point out, there is as yet not a shred of 
experimental evidence supporting the proposed modification to Schro- 
dinger's equation. 

Research seeking a solid and fully transparent connect~on between 
the formalism of quantum mechanics and the experience of everyday life 
will no doubt go on for some time to come, and it's hard to say which, if 
any, of the known approaches will ultimately achieve a majority consen- 
sus. Were phpcis ts  to be polled today, I don't think there nvould be an 
overw'helming favorite. iinfortunately, experimental input is of limited 
help. TVhile the Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber proposal does make predictions 
that can, in certain situations, differ from standard stage one /stage two 
quantum mechanics, the deviations are too small to be tested n~ith today's 
technology. The  situat~on with the other three proposals is worse because 
they stym~e experimental adjudication even more definitively. They agree 
fully with the standard approach, and so each yields the same predictions 
for things that can be observed and measured. They differ only regarding 
what happens backstage, as it were. They only differ, that is, regarding 
n2hat quantum mechanics implies for the underlying nature ofreality. 

Even though the quantum measurement problem remains unsolved, 
d u r ~ n g  the last few decades a framework has been under development 
that, while still incomplete, has widespread support as a likely ingredient 
of any viable solution. It's called decoherence. 

D e c o h e r e n c e  a n d  Q u a n t u m  Rea l i ty  

When you firs: encounter the probabilistic aspect of quantum mechanics, 
a natural reaction is to think that it is no more exotic than the probabilities 
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that arlse in coin tosses or roulette wheels. But when you learn about 
quantum interference, you realize that probability enters quantum 
mechanics in a far more fundamental way. In e v e ~ d a y  examples, various 
outcomes-heads versus tails, red versus black, one iottery number versus 
another-are assigned probabilities with the understanding that one or 
another result will definitely happen and that each result is the end prod- 
uct of an independent, definite history. When a coin is tossed, sometimes 
the spinning motion is just right for the toss to come out heads and some- 
times it's just right for the toss to come out tails. T h e  50-50 probability we 
assign to each outcome refers not just to the final result-heads or tails- 
but also to the histories that lead to each outcome. Half of the possible 
ways you can toss a coin result in heads, and half result in tails. T h e  histo- 
ries themselves, though, are totally separate, isoiated alternatives. There is 
no sense in which different n~otions of the coin reinforce each other or 
cancel each other out. They're all independent. 

But in quantum mechanics, things are different. T h e  alternate paths 
an  electron can follow from the two slits to the detector are not separate, 
isolated histories. T h e  possible histories comm~ngle  to produce the 
observed outcome. Some paths reinforce each other, while others cancel 
each other out. Such quantum interference between the various possible 
histories is responsible for the pattern of light and dark bands on the 
detector screen. Thus, the telltale difience behveen the quantum and the 
classical notions of probabiliiy is that  the former is subject to interference 
and the latter is not. 

Decoherence is a widespread phenomenon that forms a bridge 
behveen the quantum physics of the small and the classical physics of the 
not-so-small by suppressing quantum interference-that is, by diminish- 
ing sharply the core difference between quantum and class~cal probabili- 
ties. T h e  importance o i  decoherence was realized way back in the early 
days of quantum theory, but its modern incarnation dates from a seminal 
paper by the German physicist Dieter Zeh in 1970," and has since been 
developed by many researchers, including Erich Joos, also from Ger- 
many, and Wojciech Zurek, of the Los Alamos National Laboratory in 
New Mexico. 

Here's the idea. When Schrodinger's equation is applied in a simple 
situation such as single, isolated photons passing through a screen with 
two slits, it gives rise to the famous mterference pattern. But there are two 
very special features of this laboratory example that are not characteristic 
of real-world happenings. First, the things we encounter in day-to-day life 
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are larger and more complicated than a single photon Second, the things 
\ve encounter in day-to-day life are not isoiated: they interact with us and 
with the environment. The  book now in your hands is subject to human 
contact and, more generally, is continually struck by photons and air mol- 
ecules. Moreover, since the book itself is made of many molecules and 
atoms, these constantly jittering constituents are continually bouncing off 
each other as well. The  same is true for pointers on measuring devices, for 
cats, for human brains, and for lust about everything you encounter 111 

daily: life. O n  astrophysical scales, the earth, the moon, asteroids, and the 
other pianets are continually bombarded by photons from the sun. Even a 
grain of dust floating in the darkness of outer space is subject to continual 
hits from loiv-energy microwave photons that hare been streaming 
through space since a short time after the big bang. .And so, to understand 
ivhat quantum mechanics sags about real-world happenings-as opposed 
to pristine iaboratory experiments-we should apply Schrodinger's equa- 
tion to these more complex, messier situations. 

In essence, this is ivhat Zeh emphasized, and his \vork, together with 
that of many others who have followed, has revealed something quite 
wonderfui Although photons and air molecules are too small to have any 
significant effect on the motion of a big object like this book or a cat, they 
are able to do something else. They continually "nudge" the big object's 
wavefunction, or, in physics-speak, they disturb its coherence: they blur its 
orderly sequence of crest hllowed by trough followed by crest. This is crit- 
ical, because a wavefunction's orderliness is central to generating interfer- 
ence effects (see Figure 4.2). And so, much as adding iagglng devices to 
the double-siit experiment blurs the resulting wavefunction and thereby 
washes out interference effects, the constant bombardment of objects by 
constituents of their environment also washes out the possibility of 
~ntereference phenomena. In turn, once quantum interference is no 
longer possibie, the probabilities inherent to quantum mechanics are, for 
all practical purposes, just like the probabilities inherent to coin tosses 
and roulette wheels. Once environmental decoherence bIurs a wavefunc- 
tion, the exotic nature of quantum probabilities melts into the more 
familiar probabilities of day-to-day 1ife.l' This suggests a resolution of the 
quantum measurement puzzle, one that, if realized, would be just about 
the best thing we could hope for I l l  describe it first in the most optimistic 
light, and then stress what still needs to be done. 

If a azaiefunction for an isolated electron shows that it has, say, a 50 
percent chance of being here and a 50 percent chance of being there, we 
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must interpret these probabilities using the full-fledged weirdness of 
quantum mechamcs Since both of the alternatives can reveal themselves 
by commingiing and generating an interference pattern, Lie must think of 
them as equally real. In loose language, there's a sense in which the elec- 
tron is at both locations. \ 'ha t  happens now if we measure the electron's 
position with a nonlsolated, everydaysized laboratory instrument? Well, 
corresponding to the electron's ambiguous whereabouts, the pointer on 
the instrument has a 50 percent chance of pointing to t h ~ s  value and a 50 
percent chance of pointing to that value. But because of decoherence, the 
pointer will not be in a ghostly mixture of pointing at both values; because 
of decoherence, we can interpret these probabilities in the usual, classi- 
cal, everyday sense. Just as a coin has a 50 percent chance of landing 
heads and a 50 percent chance of landing tails, but lands either heads or 
tails, the pointer has a 50 percent chance of pointing to this value and a 50 
percent chance of pointing to that value, but it will definitely point to one 
or the other. 

Similar reasoning applies for all other complex, nonisolated objects. 
If a quantum calculation reveals that a cat, sitting in a closed box, has a 50 
percent chance of being dead and a 50 percent chance of being alive- 
because there is a 50 percent chance that an electron will hit a booby-trap 
mechanism that sublects the cat to poison gas and a 50 percent chance 
that the electron misses the booby trap-decoherence suggests that the 
cat will not be in some absurd mixed state of being both dead and alive. 
Althougn decades of heated debate have been devoted to issues like What 
does it mean for a cat to be both dead and alive! How does the act of open- 
ing the box and observing the cat force it to choose a definite status, dead 
or alive!, decoherence suggests that long before you open the box, the 
environment has already completed billions of observations that, in 
almost no time at ail, turned all mysterious quantum probabilities into 
their less mysterious ciassicai counterparts. Long before you look at it, the 
environment has compelled the cat to take on one, single, definite condi- 
tion. Decoherence forces much of the weirdness of quantum physics to 
"leak" from large objects since, bit by bit, the quantum weirdness is car- 
ried away by the innumerable impinging particles from the environment. 

It's hard to imaglne a more satisfying solution to the quantunl mea- 
surement problem, By being more realistic and abandoning the simplih- 
ing assumption that ignores the environment-a simplification that was 
crucial to making progress during the early deveiopment of the field-we 
mould find that q~iantum mechanics has a built-in solution. Human con- 
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sciousness, human experimenters, and human observations would no 
longer play a special role since they (we!) would slmply be elements ofthe 
environment, like air molecules and photons, which can Interact with a 
given physical system There mould also no longer be a stage one 1 stage 
two split between the evolution of the objects and the experimenter who 
measures them. Everything-observed and observer-would be on an 
equal footing. Everything-observed and observer-would be subject to 
precisely the same quantum mechanical law as is set down in Schro- 
dingeri equation. T h e  act of measurement would n o  longer be special; it 
would merely be one specific exampie of contact Lvith the environment. 

Is that it? Does decoherence resolve the quantum measurement prob- 
lem? Is decoherence responsible for ivavefunctions' closing the door on all 
but one of the potential outcomes to ~vhich they can lead? Some think so. 
Researchers like Robert Griffiths, of Carnegie Mellon; Roland Ornnks, of 
Orsay: the Nobel laureate Murray Gell-Mann, of the Santa Fe Institute; 
and Jim Hartle, of the University of California at Santa Barbara, have 
made great progress and claim that they have developed decoherence 
into a complete framework (called decoherent histories) that sol\,es the 
measurement problem. Others, like myself, are intrigued but not yet fully 
convinced. You see, the power of decoherence is that it successfully 
removes the artificial barrier Bohr erected behveen large and small physi- 
cal systems, making everything subject to the same quantum mechanical 
formulas. This is important progress and I think Bohr would have found it 
gratibing. Although the unresolved quantum measurement problem 
never diminished physicists' ability to reconcile theoretical caiculations 
with experimental data, it did lead Bohr and his colleagues to articulate a 
quantum mechanlcal framework with some distinctly awkward features. 
Many found the framework's need for fuzzy words about wavefunction 
collapse or the imprecise notlon of "large" systems belonging to the 
dominion of classical physics, unnerving. To a significant extent, by tak- 
ing account of decoherence, researchers have rendered these vague ideas 
unnecessary. 

However, a key issue that I skirted in the description above is that 
even though decoherence suppresses quantum interference and thereby 
coaxes weird quantum probabilities to be like their familiar classical 
counterparts, each of  the potential outcomes embodied in a wavefunction 
still vies f;,r realization. And so we are still left wondering how one out- 
come "wins" and where the many other possibilities "go" when that actu- 
ally happens. When a coin is tossed, classical physics gives an answer to 
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the analogous question. It says that if examine the way the coin is set 

spinning with adequate precision, you can, in principle, predict whether it 
will land heads or tails. O n  closer inspection, then, precisely one out- 
come is determined by details you initially overlooked. T h e  same cannot 
be said in quantum physics. Decoherence a l low quantum probabilities 
to be interpreted much like classical ones, but  does not provide any finer 
details that select one of the many possible outcomes to actually happen. 

h luch in the spirit of Bohr, some physicists believe that searching for 
such an explanation of how a single, definite outcome arises is misguided. 
These physicists argue that quantum mechanics, with its updating to 
include decoherence, is a sharply formulated theory whose predictions 
account for the behavior of laboratory measuring devices. And according 
to this view, that is the goal of science. To seek an  explanation of what's 
really going on, to strive for an understanding of how a particular outcome 
came to be, to hunt for a ievel of reality beyond detector readings and com- 
puter printouts betrays an unreasonable intellectual greediness. 

Many others, including me, have a different perspectilre. Explaining 
data is what science is about. But many physicists believe that science is 
also about embracing the theories data confirms and going further by 
using them to gain maximal insight into the nature of reality. I strongly 
suspect that there is much insight to be gained by pushing onward toward 
a complete soiution of the measurement problem. 

Thus, although there is wide agreement that environment-induced 
decoherence is a crucial part of the structure spanning the quantum-to- 
classical divide, and while many are hopeful that these considerations will 
one day coalesce into a complete and cogent connection between the 
two, far from everyone is convinced that the bridge has yet been fully 
built. 

Q u a n t u m  Nlechanics a n d  the Arrow of Time 

So where do we stand on the measurement problem, and what does it 
mean for the arrow of time? Broadly speaking, there are two classes of pro- 
posals for linking common experience with quantum r e a l i ~  In the first 
ciass (for example, awefunction as knowledge; Many Worlds; decoher- 
ence), Schrodinger's equation is the be-all and end-all of the ston; the 
proposais simply provide different ways of interpreting what the equation 
means for physical reality. In the second class (for example, Bohm; 
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Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber), Schrodinger's equation must be supplemented 
with other equations (in Bohm's case, an equation that shows how a 
wavefunction pushes a particle around) or it must be modified (in the 
Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber case, to incorporate a new, explicit collapse 
mechanism). X key question for determlning the impact on time's arrow is 
whether these proposals introduce a fundamental asymmetry b e h e e n  
one direction in time and the other. Remember, Schrodinger's equation, 
just like those of Newton, Maxwell, and Einstein, treats forward and back- 
ward in time on a completely equal footing. It provides no arrow to tem- 
poral evolution. Do  any of the proposals change this? 

In the first class of proposals, the Schrodinger framework is not at all 
modified, so temporal spmmetry is maintained. In the second ciass, tem- 
poral symmetry may or may not s u n h e ,  depending on the details. For 
example, in Bohm's approach, the new equation proposed does treat time 
future and time past on an equal footing and so no asymmetn; is intro- 
duced. However, the proposal of Ghirardi, Rimini, and Weber introduces 
a collapse mechanism that does have a temporal arrov,~-an "uncollaps- 
ing" wavefunction, one that goes from a spiked to a spread-out shape, 
wouid not conform to the modified equations. Thus, depending on the 
proposal, quantum mechanics, together with a resolution to the quantum 
measurement puzzle, may or may not continue to treat each direction in 
time equally. Let's cons~der the in~plications of each possibility. 

If time symmetry persists (as I suspect it will), all of the reasoning and 
all of the conclusions of the last chapter can be carried over with iittle 
change to the quantum realm. T h e  core physics that entered our discus- 
sion of time's arrow was the time-reversal symmetry of classicai physics. 
While the basic language and framework of quantum physics differ from 
those of classical physics-wavefunctions instead of positions and veloci- 

1 

ties; Schrodinger's equation instead of Newton's laws- time-reversal sym- 
metry of all quantum equations would ensure that the treatment of time's 
arrow wouid be unchanged. Entropy in the quantum world can be 
defined much as in classical physics so long as we describe particles in 
terms of their wavefunctions. And the conclusion that entropy should 
always be on the rise- increasing both toward what we call the future and 
toward what we call the past-\vould still hold. 

We would thus come to the same puzzle encountered in Chapter 6. If 
we take our observations of the world right now as given, as undeniably 
real, and if entropy should increase both toward the future and toward the 
past, how do we explain how the world got to be the way it is and how it 
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mill subsequently unfold? And the same two possibilities tvould present 
themselves: either all that we see popped into existence by a statistical 
fluke that you would expect to happen every so often in an eternal uni- 
verse that spends the vast majority of its time being totally disordered, or, 
for some reason, entropy was astoundingly low just following the big bang 
and for the last 14 billion years things have been slowly unwinding and 
will continue to do so toward the future. Xs in Chapter 6, to avoid the 
quagmire of not trusting memories, records, and the laws of physics, we 
focus on the second option-a low-entropy bang-and seek an explana- 
tion for how and why things began in such a special state. 

If, on the other hand, time symmetry is lost-if the resolution of the 
measurement problem that is one day accepted reveals a fundamental 
asymmetric treatment of future versus past within quantum mechanics- 
it could very well provide the most straightEorward explanation of time's 
arrow. It might show, for instance, that eggs splatter but don't unsplatter 
because, unlike what we found using the laws of classical physics, spiat- 
tering solves the full quantum equations but unsplattering doesn't. X 
reverse-run movie of a splattering egg would then depict motion that 
couldn't happen in the real world, which would explain why we've never 
seen it. And that would be that. 

Possibly. But even though this would seem to provide a very diiferent 
explanation of time's arrow, in reality it may not be as different as it 
appears. As we emphasized in Chapter 6, for the pages of War and Peace 
to become increasingly disordered they must begin ordered; for an egg to 
become disordered through splattering, it must begin as an ordered, pris- 
tine egg; for entropy to increase toward the future, entropy must be low in 
the past so things have the potential to become disordered. However, just 
because a law treats past and future differently does not ensure that the 
lam dictates a past with lower entropy. T h e  law might still imply higher 
entropy toward the past (perhaps entropir would increase asymmetrically 
toward past and future), and it's even possible that a time-asymmetric law 
rvould be unable to say anything about the past at all. The  latter is true of 
the Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber proposal, one of the only substantive time- 
asymmetric on the market. Once their collapse mechanism 
does ~ t s  trick, there is no way to undo it-there is no  way to start from the 
collapsed wavefunction and e\xolve it back to its previous spread-out form. 
The  detailed form of the wavefunction is lost in the collapse-it turns 
into a spike-and so it's impossible to "retrodict'" what things were like at 
any time before the collapse occurred. 
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Thus, even though a time-asymmetric iaw would provide a partial 
explanation for why things unfold in one temporal order but never in the 
reverse order, it couid very well call for the same key supplement required 
by tirne-symmetric jaws: an explanation for why entropy was low in the 
distant past. Certainly, this is true of the time-asymmetric modificat~ons to 
quantum mechanics that have so far been proposed. And so, unless some 
future discovery reveals two features, both of which I consider unlikely - 
a time-asymmetric solution to the quantum measurement problem that, 
additionally, ensures that entropy decreases toward the past-our effort to 
explain the arrow of time leads us, once again, back to the origin of the 
universe, the subject ofthe next part of the book. 

As these chapters will make clear, cosmological cons~derations wend 
their way through many mysteries at the heart of space, time, and matter. 
So on the journey toward modern cosmology's insights into time's arrow, 
it's worth our while not to rush through the landscape, but rather, to take 
a well-considered stroll through cosmic history. 



O f  Snowflakes 
a n d  Spacet ime 

S Y M M E T R Y  A N D  T H E  E V O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  C O S M O S  

R choose "The world is made of atoms." When we recognize that so 

ichard Feynman once said that if he had to summarize the most 
important finding of modern science in one sentence he would 

" 
much of our understanding of the universe relies on the properties and 
interactions of atoms-from the reason that stars shine and the skv is blue 
to the explanation for why you feel this book in your hand and see these 
words with your eyes-we can well appreciate Feynman's choice for 
encapsulating our scientific legacy. Many of today's leading scientists 
agree that if they were offered a second sentence, they'd choose "Symme- 
try underlies the laws of the universe." During the last few hundred years 
there have been many upheavals in science, but the most lasting discover- 
ies have a common characteristic: they've identified features of the nat- 
ural world that remain unchanged even when subjected to a wide range 
of manipulations. These unchanging attributes reflect what physicists call 
symmetries, and they have played an increasingly vital role in many 
major advances. This has provided ample evidence that symmetry -in all 
its mysterious and subtle guises-sfiines a powerful light into the darkness 
where truth awaits discovery. 

In fact, we will see that the history of the universe is, to a large extent, 
the history of symmetry. The most pivotal moments in the evolution of 
the universe are those in which balance and order suddenly change, 
yielding cosmic arenas different from those of preceding 
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eras. Current theory holds that the universe went through a number of 
these trans~tions during its earliest moments and that evevthzng we've 
ever encountered is a tangible remnant of an earlier, more symmetric cos- 
mic epoch. But there is an even grander sense, a metasense, in which 
symmetry lies at the core of an evolving cosmos Time itself is intimately 
entiv~ned with symmetry. -4s will become clear, the practical connotation 
of time as a measure of change, as well as the very existence o i a  kind of 
cosmic time that allows us to speak sensibly of things like "the age and 
evolution of the unlverse as a whole," rely sensitively on aspects of sym- 
m e t v  And as scientists have examined that evolution, looking back 
toward the beginnmg in search of the true nature of space and time, sym- 
metry has established itself as the most sure-footed of guides, providing 
insights and answers that would otherwise have been completeiil out of 
reach. 

Symmetry and  the Laws of Physics 

Symmetry abounds Hold a cue ball in your hand and rotate it t h ~ s  way or 
that-spin ii'around any axis-and it looks exactly the s a m e  Put a plain, 
round dinner plate on a placemat and rotate it about its center: it looks 
compietely unchanged. Gently catch a newly formed snowflake and 
rotate it so that each rip is moved into the position previously held by its 
neighbor, and you'd be hard pressed to notice that you'd done anything at 
all. Take the letter "A," flip it about a vertical axis passing throughits apex, 
and it will provide you with a perfect replica of the original. 

As these examples make clear, the symmetries of an object are the 
manipulations, real or imagined, to w h ~ c h  it can be subjected with no 
effect on its appearance. The  more kinds of manipulations an object can 
sustain wifh no discernible effect, the more syn~metric it is. A perfect 
sphere is hlghly symmetric, since any rotation about its center-using an 
up-down axis, a lefi-right axis, or any axis in fact-leaves it looking exactly 
the same. A cube is less symmetric, since only rotations in units of 90 
degrees about axes that pass through the center of its faces (and combina- 
tions thereof) leave it looking unchanged. Of course, should someone 
perform any other rotation, such as in Figure S.ic, you obviously can still 
recognize the cube, but you also can see clearly that someone has tam- 
pered with it. By contrast, symmetries are like the deftest ofprowlers; thev 
are manipulations that leave no evidence whatsoever. 

Of Snowflakes and  Spacetime 

(b) (c) (a) 

Figure 8.1 If a cube, as in (a), IS rotated by 90 degrees, or m~ilt~ples 
thereof, around axes passlng through any of ~ t s  faces, 1t looks 
unchanged, as In (b). But any other rotat~ons can be detected, as 
in (c). 

All these are examples of symmetries of objects in space. T h e  symme- 
tries underlying the known laws of physics are closely related to these, but 
zero in on a more abstract question: what manipulations-once again, 
real or imagined-can be performed on you or on the enwronment that 
will have absolutely no effect on the laws that explain the physical phe- 
nomena you observe! Notice that to be a symmetry, manipulations of this 
sort are not required to leave your observations unchanged. Instead, n.e 
are concerned with whether the l a w  governing those observations-the 
laws that explain what you see before, and then what you see after, some 
manipulation-are oncl~anged. As this is a central idea, let's see it at work 
in some examples. 

Imagine that you're an  Olympic gymnast and for the last four years 
you've been traming diligently in your Connecticut g)mnast~cs center. 
Through seemingly endless repetition, youlve got every move in your var- 
ious routines down perfectlJr-you know just how hard to push off the bal- 
ance beam to execute an  aerial walkoie;, how high to jump in the floor 
exercise for a double-twisting layout, how fast to swing on the bars 

to launch your body on a perfect double-somersault dismount. In effect, 
p u r  body has taken on an  innate sense of Newton's laws, since it is these 
very laws that govern your bod\.s motion. NOW, rrhen you finally do your 
routines in front of a packed audience in New York City, the site of the 
Olympic competition itself, you're banking on the same laws holding, 
since you intend to perform your routines exactly as you hare in practice. 
Everything we know about Newton's Ian-s lends credence to your strateg). 
Newton's l a w  are not specific to one location or another. They don't work 
one way in Connecticut and another way in New York Rather, are believe 
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his laws work in exactly the same way regardless of where you are. Even 
though you hare changed location, the laws that govern your body's 
motion remain as unaffected as the appearance of a cue ball that has been 
rotated. 

This symmetry is known as translational synzmetv or translational 
invariance. It applies not only to Newton's laws but also to Maxwell's iaws 
of electronlagnet~sm, to Einstein's special and general reIativities, to 
quantum mechanics, and to just about any proposal in modern physics 
that anyone has taken seriously. 

Notice one important thing, though. T h e  details of your obsenlations 
and experiences can and sometinles will vary from place to place. Were 
you to perform your ~ m n a s t i c s  routines on the moon, you'd find that the 
path your body took in response to the same upward jumping force of 
your legs would be very different. But we fully understand this particular 
difference and it is already integrated into the laws themselves. The  moon 
is less massive than the earth, so it exerts less gravitational pull; as a result, 
your body travels along different trajectories. And this fact-that the grav- 
itational pull of a body depends on its mass-is an  integral part of New- 
ton's law of gravity (as well as of Einstein's more refined general relatiilit\.). 
The  difference behveen your earth and moon experiences doesn't imply 
that the law of gravity has changed from place to place. Instead, it merely 
reflects ail environmental difference that the law of gravity already accom- 
n~odates. So when we said that the known laws of physics apply equally 
well in Connecticut or New York-or, let's now add, on the moon-that 
was true, but bear in mind that you may need to specify environmental 
differences on which the laws depend Nevertheless, and this is the key 
conclusion, the explanatory framework the laws provide is not at all 
changed by a change in location. 9 change in location does not require 
physicists to go back to the drawing board and come up with new laws. 

The laws of physics didn't have to operate this way We can imagine a 
universe in which physical laws are as variable as those of local and 
national governments; we can imagine a universe in which the laws of 
phys~cs with n2hich we are familiar tell us nothing about the laws of 
physics on the moon, in the Andromeda galaxy, in the Crab nebula, or on 
the other side of the universe. In fact, we don't know with absolute cer- 
tainty that the iaws that work here are the same ones that work in far-flung 
corners of the cosmos. But we do know that should the laws somehow 
change tiray out there, it must be way out there, because ever more precise 
astronomical observations have provided ever more convincing evidence 
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that the iaws are uniform throughout space, at least the space we can see. 
This highlights the amazing power of symmety  We are bound to planet 
earth and its vicinity. And yet, because of translational symmetry, we can 
learn about fundamental laws at work in the entire universe without stray- 
ing from home, since the laws we discorrer here are those laws. 

Rotational symmetry or rotational invariance is a close cousin of trans- 
lational invariance. It is based on the idea that every spatial direction is on 
an equal footing with every other. T h e  view from earth certainly doesn't 
lead you to this conclusion. When  you look up, you see very different 
things than you do when you look down But, again, this reflects details o i  
the environment; it is not a characteristic of the underlying laws them- 
selves. If you leave earth and float in deep space, far from any stars, galax- 
ies, or other heavenly bodies, the symmetry becomes evident: there is 
nothing that distinguishes one particular direction in the black void from 
another. They are all on a par. You wouldn't have to give a moment's 
thought to whether a deep-space laboratory you're setting up to investigate 
properties of matter or forces rhould be oriented this way or that, since the 
underlying laws are insensitive to this choice. If one night a prankster 
were to change the laboratory's gyroscopic settings, causing it to rotate 
some number of degrees about some particular axis, you'd expect this to 
have no consequences whatsoever for the laws of physics probed by your 
experiments. Every measurement ever done fully confirms this expecta- 
tion. Thus, we believe that the laws that govern the experiments you carry 
out and explain the results you find are insensitive both to where you 
are-this is translational symmetry-and to how you happen to be ori- 
ented in space-this is rotational symmetry.' 

As we discussed in Chapter 3, Galileo and others were well aware of 
another symmetql that the laws of physics should respect If your deep- 
space laboratory is moving with constant velociq-regardless of whether 
you're moving 5 miles per hour this way or 100,000 miles per hour that 
way-the motion should have absolutely no effect on the laws that 
explain your observations, because you are as justified as the next guy in 
claiming that you are at rest and it's everything else that is moving. Ein- 
stein, as we have seen, extended this symmetv in a thoroughly unantici- 
pated way by including the speed of light among the observations that 
would be unaffected by either your motion or the motion of the light's 
source. This was a stunning move because we ordinarily throw the partic- 
ulars of an object's speed into the environmentai details bin, recognizing 
that the speed observed generally depends upon the motion of the 
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observer. But Einstein, seeing light's symmetry stream through the cracks 
in nature's Nen.tonian f a ~ a d e ,  elevated light's speed to an inviolable law 
of nature, declaring it to be as unaffected by motion as the cue ball is 
unaffected by rotations. 

General relativity, Einstein's next major discovery, fits squarely within 
this march toward theories with ever greater symmetry. Just as you can 
think of speclal relativity as establishing symmetv among all observers 
moving relative to one another with constant velocity, you can think of 
general relativity as p i n g  one step farther and establishing symmetry 
among all accelerated vantage points as well. This is ext raordina~ 
because, as we've emphasized, although you can't feel constant velocity 
motion, you can feel accelerated motion. So it would seem that the laws 
of physics describing your obsenlations must surely be different when you 
are accelerating, to account for the additional force you feel. Such is the 
case with Newton's approach; his laws, the ones that appear in all first-year 
physics textbooks, must be modified if utilized by an  accelerating 
observer But through the principle of equivalence, discussed in Chapter 
3, Einstein realized that the force you fee! from accelerating is indistin- 
guishable from the force you feel in a gravitational field of suitable 
strength [the greater the acceleration, the greater the gravitational field). 
Thus, according to Einstein's more refined perspective, the laws of 
physics do not change when you accelerate, as long as you include an 
appropriate gravitational field in your description of the environment. 
General relativity treats all observers, even those moving at arbitrary non- 
constant velocities, equally-they are completely symmetric-since each 
can claim to be at  rest by attributing the different forces felt to the effect of 
different gravitational fields. The  differences in the observations between 
one accelerating observer and another are therefore no more surprising 
and provide no greater evidence of a change in nature's laws than do the 
differences you find when performing your gymnastics routine on earth or 
the moon.' 

These examples give some sense of why many consider, and I suspect 
Feynman would have agreed, that the copious symmetries underlying 
natural law present a close runner-up to the atomic hypothesis as a sum- 
mary of our deepest scientific insights. But there is more to the story. Over 
the last few decades, physicists have eievated symmet9r principles to the 
highest rung on the explanatory ladder. When you encounter a ~ roposed  
law of nature, a natural question to ask is: Why this law? Why special rela- 
tivity? Why general relativity? Why blaxwell's theory of electromagnet- 

ism? IVhy the Yang-Mills theories of the strong and weak nuclear forces 
(which we'll look at shortly)? O n e  important answer is that these theories 
make predictions that have been repeatedly confirmed by precision exper- 
iments. This is essential to the confidence physicists have in the theories, 
certainly, but it leaves out something important. 

Physicists also believe these theories are on the right track because, in 
some hard-to-describe way, they feel right, and ideas of symmetry are 
essential to this feeling. It feels right that no  location In the universe is 
somehow special compared with any other, so physicists have confidence 
that translational symmetry should be among the symmetries of nature's 
laws. It feels right that no  particular constant-velocity motion is somehox 
special compared with any other, so physicists have confidence that spe- 
cial relativity, by full), embracing symmetry among all constant-velocity 
observers, 1s an  essential part of nature's iaws. It feels right, moreover, that 
any observational vantage point-regardless of the possibly accelerated 
motion involved-should be as valid as any other, and so physicists 
believe that general relativity, the s~mplest  theory incorporating this sym- 
metry, is among the deep truths governing natural phenomena And, as 
we shall shortly see, the theories of the three forces other than gravity- 
electromagnetism and the strong and ireak nuclear forces -are founded 
on other, somewhat more abstract but equally compellillg principles of 
symmetry. So the symmetries of nature are not merely consequences of 
nature's laws. From our modern perspective, symmetries are the founda- 
tion from which laws spring. 

Symmetry and  Time 

Beyond their role in fashioning the laws governing nature's forces, ideas of 
symmetr). are vital to the concept of time itself. No one has as yet found 
the definitive, fundamental definition of time, but, undoubtedly, part of 
time's roie in the makeup of the cosmos is that it is the bookkeeper of 
change. We recognize that time has elapsed by noticing that things now 
are different from how they were then. The  hour hand on your watch 
points to a different number, the sun is in a different position in the slly, 
the pages in your unbound copy of War and Peace are more disordered, 
the carbon dioxide gas that rushed from your bottle of Coke is more 
spread out-all this makes plain that things have changed, and time is 
what provides the potential for such change to be realized. To paraphrase 
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John Wheeler, time is nature's way of keeping everything-all change, 
that is-from happening all at once. 

The  existence of time thus relies on the absence of a particular sym- 
metry: things in the universe must change from moment to moment for us 
even to define a notion of moment to moment that bears any resemblance 
to our intuitive conception. If there were perfect symmetry between how 
things are now and ho\v they were then, if the change from moment to 
moment were of no more consequence than the change from rotating a 
cue ball, time as we normally conceive it wouldn't exist.' That's not to say 
the spacetime expanse, schematically illustrated in Figure 5.1, wouldn't 
exist; it could. But since ereryihing ivould be completely uniform along 
the time asis, there'd be no sense in which the universe evolves or 
changes. Time would be an abstract feature of thls reality's arena-the 
fourth dimension of the spacetime continuum-but otherwise, it would 
be unrecognizable. 

Nevertheless, even though the existence of tlme coincides with the 
lack of one particular symmetry, its application on a cosmic scale requires 
the universe to be highly respectful of a different symmetry, T h e  idea is 
simple and answers a question that may have occurred to you while read- 
ing Chapter 3,  If relativi? teaches us that the passage of time depends on 
how fast you move and on the gravitational field in which you happen to 
be immersed, what does it mean when astrononlers and physicists speak 
of the entire universe's being a particular definite age-an age which 
these days is taken to be about 14 billion years? Fourteen billion years 
according to whom? Fourteen billion years on which clock? Would 
beings living in the distant Tadpole galaxy also conclude that the universe 
is 14 billion years old, and if so, what n.ould have ensured that their 
clocks have been ticking away in synch with ours? The answer relies on 
symmetry-symmetry in space. 

If your eyes could see light whose wavelength is much longer than 
that of orange or red, you would not only be able to see the interlor of your 
microwave oven burst into activity when you push the start button, but 
you would also see a faint and nearly uniform glow spread throughout 
what the rest of us perceive as a dark night sky. More than four decades 
ago, scientists discovered that the universe is suffused with microwave 

radiation-iong-naveiength light-that is a cooi relic of the sweltering 
conditions just after the big bang.' This cosmic micro~i~ave background 
radiation is perfectly harmless. Early on, it was stupendously hot, but as 
the universe evolved and expanded, the radiation steadily diluted and 
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cooled. Today it is just about 2.7 degrees above absolute zero, and its 
greatest claim to mischief is its contribution of a small fraction of the mow 
you see on your television set when you disconnect the cable and turn to 
a station that isn't broadcasting. 

But this faint static gives astronomers what tyrannosaurus bones give 
paleontologists: a window onto earlier epochs that is crucial to recon- 
structing what happened in the distant past. An essential property of the 
radiation, revealed by precision satellite measurements over the last 
decade, is that it is extremely uniform. T h e  temperature of the radiation 
in one part of the sky differs from that in another part by less than a tliou- 
sandth of a degree. O n  earth, such sgmmetn would make the Weather 
Channel of little interest. If it were 85 degrees in Jakarta, you would 
immediately know that it was between 84.999 degrees and 85.001 degrees 
in Adelaide, Shanghai, Cleveland, Anchorage, and everywhere else for 
that matter. O n  a cosmic scale, by contrast, the uniformity of the radia- 
tion's temperature is fantasticaiiy interesting, as it supplies two critical 
insights. 

First, it provides obsenational evidence that in its earliest stages the 
universe was not populated by large, clumpy, high-entropy agglomera- 
tions of matter, such as black holes, since such a heterogeneous environ- 
ment would have left a heterogeneous imprint on the radiation. Instead, 
the uniformity of the radiation's temperature attests to the young universe 
being homogeneous; and, as we saw in Chapter 6 ,  when gravity matters- 
as it did in the dense early universe-homogeneip implies low entrap)!. 

That's a good thing, because our discussion of time's arrow relied heavily 
on the universe's starting out with low entropy. O n e  of our goals in this 
part of the book is to go as far as me can toward explaining this obsema- 
tion-we want to understand how the homogeneous, low-entropy, highly 
unlikely environment of the early universe came to be. This mould take 
us a big step closer to grasping the origin of time's arrow. 

Second, although the universe has been evolving since the big bang, 
on average the evolution must have been nearly identical across the cos- 
m o s  For the temperature here and in the Whirlpool galaxy, and in the 
Coma cluster, and everywhere else to agree to four decimal ~ l a c e s ,  the 
physical conditions in every region of space must have evolved in essen- 
tially the same way since the b ~ g  b a n g  This is an important deduction, 
but you must interpret it properly A glance at the night sky certainly 
reveals a varied cosmos: planets and stars of various sorts sprinkled here 
and there throughout space. T h e  point, though, is that when we anal~rze 
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the evolution of the entire universe we take a macro perspective that 
averages over these "smalln-scale variations, and large-scale averages do 
appear to be almost completely uniform. Thlnk of a glass of water. O n  the 
scale of molecuies, the water is extremely heterogeneous: there is an H 2 0  
molecule over here, an expanse of empty space, another H,O molecule 
over there, and so on. But if we average over the small-scale molecular 
lumpiness and examine the water on the "large" everyday scales we can 
see n.ith the naked eye, the water in the glass looks perfectly uniform. The 
nonuniformity we see when gazing skyward is like the microscopic view 
from a single H 2 0  molecule. But as with the glass of water, when the uni- 
verse IS examined on large enough scales-scales on the order of hun- 
dreds of millions of light-years-~t appears ex t ra~rd ina r i l~~  homogeneous. 
The  uniformity of the radiation is thus a fossilized testament to the uni- 
fornxty of both the laws of physics and the details of the environment 
across the cosmos. 

This conclusion is of great consequence because the universe's uni- 
formity is what allows us to define a concept of time applicable to the uni- 
verse as a whole. If we take the measure of change to be a working 
definition of elapsed time, the uniformity of conditions throughout space 
is evidence of the uniformity of change throughout the cosn~os, and thus 
implies the uniformity of elapsed time as well. Just as the uniforn~it), of 
earth's geological structure allows a geologist in America, and one in 
Afrlca, and another in Asia to agree on earth's history and age, the uni- 
formlty of cosmic evolution throughout all of space allows a physicist in 

A .  

the hfilky U7ay galaxy, and one in the Andromeda galaxy, and another in 
the Tadpole galaxy to all agree on the universe's history and age. Con- 
cretely, the homogeneous evolution of the universe means that a clock 
here, a clock in the Andromeda galaxy, and a clock in the Tadpole galaxy 
will, on average, have been subject to nearly identical physical conditions 
and hence will have ticked off time in nearly the same way. T h e  homo- 
geneity of space thus provides a universal synchrony. 

While I have so far left out important details (such as the expansion of 
space, covered In the nest section) the discussion highlights the core of 
the issue: time stands at the crossroads of sjrmmetry. If the universe had 
perfect temporal symmetry-if it were completely unchanging-it would 
be hard to define what tlme even means. O n  the other hand, if the uni- 
verse did not have symmetry in space-if, for example, the background 
radiation were thoroughly haphazard, having wildly different tempera- 
tures in different regions-time in a cosmological sense would have little 
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meaning. Clocks In different locations would tick off time at different 
rates, and so if you asked what things were like when the unlverse was 
5 b~llion years old, the answer mould depend on whose clock you were 
looking at to see that those 3 billion years had elapsed. That would be 
complicated. Fortunately, our universe does not have so much symmetq 
as to render tlme meaningless, but does have enough s j m m e t r ~  that we 
can avoid such complexities, allowing us to speak of its overall age and its 
overall evolution through time 

So, let's non turn our attention to that evolution and consider the his- 
tory of the unlr erse. 

Stretching the  Fabric 

T h e  history of the universe sounds like a big subject, but in broad-brush 
outline it is surprisingly simple and relies in large part on one essential 
fact: T h e  universe is expanding. As this is the central element in t'he 
unfolding of cosmic history, and, surely, is one of humanity's most pro- 
found discoveries, let's briefly examine how we know it is so. 

In 1929, Edwin Hubble, using the 100-inch telescope at the Mount 
Wilson obsewatory in Pasadena, California, found that the couple of 
dozen galaxies he  couid detect were all rushing away.' In fact, Hubble 
found that the more distant a galaxy is, the faster its recession. To give a 
sense of scale, more refined versions of Hubble's original observations 
(that have studied thousands of galaxies using, among other equ~pment ,  
the Hubble Space Telescope) show that galaxies that are 100 million 
light-years from us are moving away at about 5.5 million miles per hour, 
those at 200 million light-years are moving away twice as fast, at about 1 ! 
million miles per hour, those at 300 million light-years' distance are mov- 
ing away three times as fast, at about 16.5 million miles per hour, and so 
on. Hubble's was a shocklng discovery because the prevailing scientific 
and philosophical prejudice held that the universe was, on its largest 
scales, static, eternal, fixed, and unchanging. But in one stroke, Hubble 
shattered that vlelv. And in a wonderful confluence of experiment and 
theory, Einstein's generai relativity was able to provlde a beautiful expla- 
nation for Hubble's discovery. 

Actually, you might not think that coming up with an explanation 
would be particularly difficult. After all, if you were to pass by a factory 
and see all sorts of material violently flying outward in all directions, you 
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would likely think that there had been an  explosion. And if you traveled 
backward along the paths taken by the scraps of metal and chunks of con- 
crete, you'd find them all converging on a location that would be a likely 
contender for where the explosion occurred. By the same reasoning, 
since the view from earth-as attested to by Hubble's and subsequent 
observations-shows that galaxies are rushing oumard, you might think 
our position in space was the location of an  ancient explosion that uni- 
formly spewed out the raw material of stars and galaxies. The  problem 
with this theor); though, is that it singles out one region of space-our 
region-as unique by making it the universe's birthplace. And were that 
the case, it would entail a deep-seated asymmetry: the physical conditions 
in regions far from the primordial explosion-far from us-would be very 
different from those here. As there is no evidence for such asymmetry in 
astronomical data, and furthermore, as we are highly suspect of anthro- 
pocentric explanat~ons laced with pre-Copernican thinking, a inore 
sophisticated interpretation of Hubble's discovery is called for, one in 
which our location does not occupy some special place In the cosmic 
order. 

General relativity provides such an interpretation. With general reia- 
tivity, Einstein found that space and time are flexible, not fixed, rubbery, 
not rigid; and he  provided equations that tell us precisely how, space and 
time respond to the presence of matter and energy. In the 1920s, the Rus- 
sian mathematician and meteoroiogist Alexander Friedmann and the Bel- 
gian priest and astronomer Georges Lemaitre independently analyzed 
Einstem's equations as they apply to the entire universe, and the two 
found something striking. Just as the gravitational pull of the earth implies 
that a baseball popped high above the catcher must either be heading far- 
ther upward or must be heading downward but certainly cannot be stay- 
ing put (except for the single moment when it reaches its highest point), 
Friedmann and Lemaitre realized that the gravitational pull ofthe matter 
and radiation spread throughout the entire cosmos impiies that the fabr~c 
of space must either be stretching or contracting, but that it could not be 
staying fixed in slze. In fact, this is one of the rare examples in which the 
metaphor not only captures the essence-of the physics but also its mathe- 
matical content since, it turns out, the equations governing the baseball's 
height above the ground are nearly identical to Einstein's equations gov- 
erning the size of the ~ n i v e r s e . ~  

The  flexibility of space in general relativity provides a profound way 
to interpret Hubble's discovery. Rather than explaining the outward 
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motion of galaxies by a cosmic version of the factory explosion, general 
relativity says that for billions of years space has been stretching. And as it 
has swelled, space has dragged the galaxies away from each other much as 
the black specks in a poppy seed muffin are dragged apart as the dough 
rises in baking. Thus, the origin of the outward motion is not an  explosion 
that took place within space. Instead, the outward motion arises from the 
relentless outward swelling of space ~tself. 

To grasp this key idea more fully, think also of the superbly useful bal- 
loon mode! of the expanding universe that physicists often invoke (an 
analogy that can be traced at least as far back as a playful cartoon, which 
you can see in the endnotes, that appeared in a Dutch newspaper in 1930 
following an interview with Willem de Sitter, a scientist who made sub- 
stantial contributions to cosmoiogy'). This analogy likens our three- 
dimensional space to the easier-to-visualize two-dimensional surface of a 
spherical balloon, as in Figure 8.2a, that is being blown up to larger and 
larger size. The  galaxies are represented by numerous evenly spaced pen- 
nies glued to the balloon's surface. Notice that as the balloon expands, the 
pennies all move away from one another, providing a simple analogy for 
how expanding space drives all galaxies to separate. 

An important feature of this mode! IS that there is complete symmetry 
among the pennies, since the view any particular Lincoln sees 1s the same 
as the view any other Lincoin sees. To picture it, imagine shrinking your- 
self, lying down on a penny, and looking out in all directions across the 
balloon's surface (remember, in this analogy the balloon's surface repre- 
sents all of space, so looking off the balloon's surface has no meaning). 
What will you observe? Well, you will see pennies rushing away from you 
in all directions as the balloon expands. And if you lie down on a different 
penny what will you observe? T h e  symmetry ensures you'll see the same 
thing: pennies rushing away in all directions. This tangible image cap- 
tures well our belief-supported by increasingly precise astronomical sur- 
veys-that an observer in any one of the universe's more than 100 billion 
galaxies, gazing across his or her night sky '~vith a powerful telescope, 
would, on average, see an image similar to the one Lve see: surrounding 
galaxies rushing away in all directions. 

And so, unlike a factory explosion within a fixed, preexisting space, if 
outward motion arises because space itself is stretching, there need be no 
special point-no special penny, no special galaxy-that is the center of 
the outward motion. Every point-every penny, every galaxy-is com- 
pletely on a par with every other. The  view from any location seems like 
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the vlew from the center of an explosion: each Lincoln sees all other Lin- 
colns rushing away; an observer, like us, in any galaxy sees all other galax- 
ies rushtng away. But since this IS true for all locations, there is no special 
or unique location that is the center from which the outward motion is 
emanating. 

Moreover, not only does this explanation account qualitativeiy for 
the outward motion of galaxies in a manner that is spatially homoge- 
neous, it also explains the quantitative details found by Hubble and con- 
firmed with greater precision by subsequent observations. As illustrated 
in Figure 8.2b, if the balloon swells during some time interval, doubling 
in size for example, all spatial separations will double in size as well: 
pennies that were 1 inch apart will now be 2 inches apart, pennies that 
were 2 inches apart will now be 4 inches apart, pennies that were 3 
~nches  apart will now be 6 inches apart, and so on. Thus, in any given 
time interval, the increase tn separation between two pennies is propor- 

Figure 8.2 ia)  If evenly spaced pennies are glued to the surface of a 
sphere, the view seen by any Lincoln is the same as that seen by any 
other. This aligns with the belief that the view from any galaxy in the 
universe, on  average, is the same as that seen from any other. (b) If the 
sphere expands, the distances between all pennies increase. Moreover, 
the farther apart two pennies are in 8.2a, the greater the separation they 
experience from the expansion in 8.2b. This aligns well with measure- 
ments showing that the farther away from a given vantage point a galaxy 
is, the faster it inolres away from that pomt. Note that n o  one penny is 
singled out as special, also in keeping with our beiief that n o  galaxy In 
the universe is special or the center of the expansion of space. 
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tional to the initial distance between them. And since a greater increase 
in separation during a given time intenla1 means a greater speed, pennies 
that are farther away from one another separate more quickly. In essence, 
the farther away from each other two pennies are, the more of the bal- 
loon's surface there is between them, and so the faster they're pushed 
apart when it sivells Applying exactly the same reasoning to expanding 
space and the galaxies it contalns, we get an explanation for Hubble's 
obsenrations. The  farther away hvo galaxies are, the more space there is 
between them, so the faster they're pushed away from one another as 
space swells. 

By attributing the observed motion of galaxies to the swelling of 
space, general relativity provides an explanation that not only treats all 
locations in space symmetrically, but also accounts for all of Hubble's 
data in one fell swoop. It is this kind of explanation, one that elegantly 
steps outside the box (in this case, one that actually uses the "box2'-space, 
that is) to explain obsen~ations with quantitative precision and artful sym- 
metry, that physicists describe as a ln~ost  being too beautiful to be wrong. 
There is essentially universal agreement that the fabric of the space is 
stretching. 

T i m e  in a n  Expanding Universe 

Using a slight variation on the balloon model, we can now understand 
more precisely how symmety in space, even though space is expanding, 
yields a notion of time that applies uniformly across the cosmos Imaglne 
replacing each penny by an  identical clock, as in Figure 8 . 3  We know 
from relatluity that identical clocks will tick off time at different rates if 
they are subject to different physical influences-different motions, or dif- 
ferent gravitational fields. But the simple yet key observation is that the 
complete symmetry among all Lincolns on the inflating balloon trans- 
lates to complete symmetry among all the clocks. All the clocks experi- 
ence identical conditions, so all tick at exactly the same rate and 
record identical amounts of elapsed time. Similarly, in an expanding uni- 
verse in which there is a high degree of symmetry among all the galaxies, 
clocks that move along 14.1th one or another galan, must also tick a t  the 
same rate and hence record a n  identical amount of elapsed time. How 
could it be otherwise? Each clock IS on a par with every other, havtng 
experienced, on average, nearly identical ~hysica l  conditions This again 



Figure 8.3 Clocks that move along with galaxies-whose motion, on 
average, arises only from the expansion of space-provide universal cos- 
mic timepieces. They stay synchron~zed even though they separate from 
one another, smce they move with space but not through space. 
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shows the stunning power of symmetq.. Without any calculation or 
detailed analysis, we realize that the uniformity of the physical environ- 
ment, as evidenced by the uniformity of the microwave background radi- 
ation and the uniform distribution of galaxies throughout space,8 allo~vs 
us to infer uniformity of time. 

Although the reasoning here is straightfonvard, the conclusion may 
nevertheless be confusing. Since the galaxies are all rushing apart as 
space expands, clocks that move along with one or another galaxy are also 
rushing apart. What's more, they're moving relative to each other at an 
enormous variety of speeds determined by the enormous variety of dis- 
tances between ;hem. Won't this motion cause the clocks to fall out of 
synchronization, as Einstein taught us with special relativity? For a num- 
ber of reasons, the answer is no; here is one particularly useful way to 
think about it. 

Recall from Chapter 3 that Einstein discovered that clocks that move 
through space in different ways tick off time at different rates (because 
they divert different amounts of their motion through time into motion 
through space; remember the analogy with Bart on his skateboard, first 
heading north and then diverting some of his motion to the northeast). 
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But the clocks we are now discussing are not moving through space at all. 
Just as each penny is glued to one point on the balloon and only moves 
relative to other pennies because of the swelling of the balloon's surface, 
each galaxy occuples one region of space and, for the most part, only 
moves relative to other galaxies because of the expansion of space. And 
this means that, with respect to space Itself, all the clocks are actually sta- 
tionary, so they tick off time   den tic ally. It is precisely these clocks- 
clocks whose only motion comes from the expansion of space- that provide 
the synchronized cosmic clocks used to measure the age of the universe. 

Notlce, of course, that you are free to take your clock, hop aboard a 
rocket, and zip this way and that across space at enormous speeds, under- 
going motion significantly in excess of the cosmic flow from spatial expan- 
sion. If you do this, your clock will tick at a different rate and you will find 
a different length of elapsed time since the bang. T h ~ s  is a perfectly valid 
point of view, but it is completely individualistic: the elapsed time mea- 
sured is tied to the history of your particular whereabouts and states of 
motion. When astrononlers speak of the universe's age, though, they are 
seeking something universal-they are seeking a measure that has the 
same meaning everywhere. The  uniformity of change throughout space 
provides a way of doing that.9 

In fact, the uniformity of the microwave background radiation pro- 
vides a ready-made test of whether you actually are moving with the cosmic 
flow of space. You see, although the microwave radiation 1s homogeneous 
across space, if you undertake additional motion beyond that from the cos- 
mic flow of spatial expansion, you will not o b s e ~ e  the radiation to be 
homogeneous. Just as the horn on a speeding car has a higher pitch when 
approaching and a lower pitch when receding, if you are zipplng around in 
a spaceship, the crests and troughs of the microwaves heading totvard the 
front of your ship will hit at a higher frequency than those traveling toward 
the back of your ship. Higher-frequency microwaves translate into higher 
temperatures, so you'd find the radiation in the direction you are heading 
to be a bit warmer than the radiation reaching you from behind. As it turns 
out, here on "spaceshipn earth, astronomers do find the microwave back- 
ground to be a little lvarmer in one direction in space and a little colder in 
the opposite direction. The  reason is that not only does the earth move 
around the sun, and the sun move around the galactic center, but the 
entire Milky Way galaxy has a small velocity, in excess of cosmic expan- 
sion, toward the constellation Hydra. Only when astronomers correct for 
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the effect these relatively slight additional motions have on the microwaves 
we receive does the radiation exhibit the exquisite uniformit). of tempera- 
ture between one part of the sky and another. It is this uniformit): this over- 
all symmetry between one location and another, that allonrs us to speak 
sensibly oftime when describing the entire universe. 

S u b t l e  F e a t u r e s  of a n  E x p a n d i n g  U n i v e r s e  

A few subtle points in our explanation of cosmic expansion are worthy of 
emphasis. First, remember that in the balloon metaphor, it 1s only the bal- 
loon's surface that plays any role-a surface that is only two-dimensional 
(each location can be specified by giving hvo numbers analogous to lati- 
tude and longitude on earth), whereas the space we see when we look 
around has three dimensions. We make use of this lower-dimensional 
model because it retains the concepts essential to the true, three- 
dimensional story but is far easier to visualize. It's important to bear this in 
mind, especially if you have been tempted to say that there is a special 
pomt in the balloon model: the center point in the interior of the balloon 
away from which the n,hole rubber surface is moving. While this obsewa- 
tion is true, it is meaningless in the balloon analogy because any point not 
on the balloon's surface plays no role. The  surface of the balloon repre- 
sents all of space; points that do not lie on the surface of the balloon are 
merely irrelevant by-products of the analogy and do not correspond to any 
location in the universe." 

"To go beyond the two-dimensional metaphor of a balloon's surface and have a 
spherical three-dimensional model is easy mathematlcallp but difficult to plcture, even for 
professional mathematicians and physicists. You might be tempted to t h d  of a solid, 
three-dimens~onal ball, like a bowling ball without the finger holes. T h ~ s ,  hotvever, Isn't an 
acceptable shape. We want all points in the model to be on a completely equal footing, 
since we believe that ever) place In the universe is (on average) lust like any other. But the 
bo~vling ball has all sorts of different polnts: some are on  the outside surface, others are 
embedded 111 the Interior, one is right in the center. Instead, just as the hvo-dimensional 
surface of a balloon surrounds a three-dimens~onal spherlcai reglon (containing the bal- 
loon's air),  an acceptable round three-dimensional shape would need to surround a four- 
dimens~onal splierlcal region. So the three-dimensional spherical sudace o fa  balloon in a 
four-dirnenslonal space is an acceptable shape. But if that still leaves you groping for an 
linage, do what just about all professionals do: stlck to the easy-to-visualize lower- 
dimensional analogies. They capture almost all of the essential features. .\ blt further on,  
we consider three-dimens~onal flat space, as opposed to the round shape of a sphere, and 
that flat space can be visualized. 
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Second, if the speed of recession is larger and larger for galaxles that 
are farther and farther away, doesn't that mean that galaxies that are suffi- 
ciently distant will rush away from us at a speed greater than the speed of 
light? T h e  answer is a resounding, definite yes. Yet there is no conflict 
with special relativity Why? Well, it's closely related to the reason clocks 
moving apart due to the cosmic flow of space stay synchronized. As we 
emphasized in Chapter 3, Einstein showed that nothing can move 
through space faster than light. But galaxies, on average, hardly move 
through space at all. Their motion is due  almost con~pletely to the stretch- 
ing of space itself And Einstein's theory does not prohibit space from 
expanding in a way that drives two points-two galaxies-away from each 
other at greater than light speed. His results only constrain speeds for 
which motion from spatial expansion has been subtracted out, motion in 
excess of that arising from spatial expansion. Observations confirm that 
for typicai galaxies zipping along with the cosmic flow, such excess 
motion is minimal, fully in keeping with special relativity, even though 
their motion relative to each other, arising from the swelling of space 
itself, may exceed the speed of light." 

Third, if space is expanding, wouldn't that mean that in addition to 
galaxies being driven away from each other, the swelling space within 
each galaxy would drive all its stars to move farther apart, and the s\velling 
space within each star, and within each planet, and within you and me 
and evevthing else, would drwe all the constituent atoms to move farther 
apart, and the swelling of space within each atom ivould drive all the sub- 
atomic constituents to move farther apart! In short, wouldn't swelling 
space cause everytliing to grow in size, including our meter sticks, and in 
that way make it impossible to discern that any expansion had actually 
happened! The  answer: no. Think again about the balloon-and-penny 
model. As the surface of the balloon swells, all the pennies are driven 
apart, but the pennies themsel\,es surely do not expand. Of course, had we 
represented the galaxies by little circles drawn on the balloon with a black 
marker, then indeed, as the balloon grew in size the little circles would 
grow as well. But pennies, not blackened circles, capture what really hap- 
pens. Each penny stays fixed in size because the forces holding its zinc 

"Depending on whether the rate of the universe's expansion IS speeding up or slow- 
Ing down over time, the light emitted from such galaxies may fig'ht a battle that would have 
made Zeno proud: the light map stream toward us at light speed while the expansion of 
space makes the distance the light has yet to cover ever larger, preventing the iight from 
ever reach~ng  us. See notes sectlon for details. 

10 
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and copper atoms together are far stronger than the outward pull of the 
expanding balloon to which it is glued. Similarly, the nuclear force hold- 
ing individual atoms together, and the electromagnetic force holding 
your bones and skin together, and the gravitational force holding planets 
and stars intact and bound together in galaxies, are stronger than the out- 
ward swelling of space, and so none of these objects expands. Only on the 
largest of scales. on scales much larger than individual galaxies, does the 
swelling of space meet little or no resistance (the gravitational pull 
between widely separated galaxies is comparatively small, because of the 
large separations involved) and so only on such supergalactic scales does 
the swelling of space drive objects apart. 

I 
C o s m o l o g y ,  S y m m e t r y ,  and  t h e  S h a p e  o f  S p a c e  

If someone were to wake you in the middle of the night from a deep sleep 
and demand you tell them the shape of the universe-the overall shape of 
space-you might be hard pressed to answer. Even in your grogg): state, 
you know that Einstein showed space to be kind of like Silly Putty and so, 
in principle, it can take on practically any shape. How, then, can you pos- 
sibly answer your interrogator's question? We live on a small planet orbit- 
ing an average star on the outskirts of a galaxy that is but one of hundreds 
of billions dispersed throughout space, so now in the world can you be 
expected to know anything at all about the shape of the entire universe? 
LVell, as the fog of deep begins to lift, you gradually realize that the pon,er 
of symmetry once again comes to the rescue. 

If you take account of scientists' widely held belief that, over large- 
scale averages, all locations and all directions in the universe are symmet- 
rically related to one another, then you're well on your way to answering 
the interrogator's question. The  reason is that almost all shapes fail to 
meet this symmetry criterion, because one part or region of the shape fun- 
damentally differs from another. A pear bulges significantly at the bottom 
but less so at the top; an egg is flatter in the middle but pointier at its ends. 
These shapes, althoug'h exhibiting some degree of symmetry, do not pos- 
sess complete symmetry. By ruling out such shapes, and limiting yourself 
only to those in which every region and direction 1s like every other, you 
are able to narrow down the possibilities fantastically. 

We've already encountered one shape that fits the bill. The balloon's 
spherlcal shape was the key ingredient in establishing the symmetry 
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between all the Lincolns on its swelling surface, and so the three- 
dimensional version of this shape, the so-called three-sphere, is one candi- 
date for the shape of space. But this is not the only shape that yields 
complete symmety. Continuing to reason ivith the more easily visualized 
two-dimensional models, imagine an infinitely wide and infinitely long 
rubber sheet-one that is completely uncurved-with evenly spaced pen- 
nies glued to its surface. As the entire sheet expands, there once again is 
complete spatial symmetry and complete consistency with Hubble's dis- 
covery: ever) Lincoln sees every other Lincoln rush away ivith a speed 
proportional to its distance, as in Figure 8.4. Hence, a three-dimensional 
version of this shape, like an  infinite expanding cube of transparent rub- 
ber with galaxies evenly sprinkled throughout its interior, is another possi- 
ble shape for space. (If you prefer culinary metaphors, think of an 
infinitely large version of the poppy seed muffin mentioned earlier, one 
that is shaped like a cube but goes on forever, ivith poppy seeds playing 
the role of galaxies As the muffin bakes, the dough expands, causing each 
poppy seed to rush away from the others.) This shape is called flat space 
because, unlike the spherical example, it has no curvature [a meaning of 
"flat" that mathematicialls and physicists use, but that differs from the col- 
loquial meaning of "pancake-shaped.")" 

One  nice thing about both the spherlcal and the infinite flat shapes is 
that you can walk endlessly and never reach an  edge or a boundary. This is 
appealing because it allows us to avoid thorny questions: What is beyond 

(a) Ib) 

Figure 8.6 (a)  The vlew from any penny on an lnfinlte flat plane 1s the 
same as the wew from any other. (b) The farther apart two pennies are in 
F~gure  84a ,  the greater the Increase 111 thelr separation ir hen the piane 
expands. 
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Figure 8.5 (a) A video game screen is flat (in the sense of"uncun.ed") and 
has a finite size, but contains no edges or boundarles since it "wraps 
around." Mathematically, such a shape I S  called a two-dirnenslonal torus. 
(b) A three-dimensional version of the same shape, called a three- 
dimensional torus, is also flat (in the sense of uncunled) and has a finite 
volume, and also has no edges or boundaries, because ~t wraps around. If 
you pass through one face, !>ou enter the opposlte face. 

the edge of space? What happens if )IOU walk into a boundary of space? If 
space has no edges or boundaries, the question has no meaning. But 
notice that the two shapes reaiize this attractive feature in different ways. If 
you walk straight ahead in a spherically shaped space, you'll find, like 
Magellan, that sooner or later you return to your starting point, never hav- 
ing encountered an edge. By contrast, if you walk straight ahead in infinite 
Rat space, you'll find that, like the Energizer Bunny. you can keep going 
and going, again never encountering an edge, but also never returning to 
where your journey began. While this might seem like a fundameiltal dif- 
ference between the geometn of a c u n e d  and a flat shape, there is a sim- 
ple variat~on on flat space that strikingly resembles the sphere in this 
regard. 

To picture it, think of one of those v ~ d e o  games in which the screen 
appears to have edges but in reality doesn't, since you can't actually fall 
off: if you move off the right edge, you reappear on the left; if you move off 
the top edge, you reappear on the bottom. The  screen "wraps around," 
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identifying top with bottom and left with right, and in that way the s'hape 
is flat (uncunred) and has finite size, but has no edges. Mathematically, 
this shape is called a two-dimensional torus; it IS illustrated In Figure 
8.5a.l' T'ne three-dimens~onal version of t h ~ s  shape-a three-dimensional 
torus-provides another possible shape for the fabric of space. You can 
think of this shape as an enormous cube that wraps around along all three 
axes: when you walk through the top you reappear at the bottom, when 
you walk through the back, you reappear at the front, ~ v h e n  you walk 
through the left side, you reappear at the right, as in Figure 8.5b. Such a 
shape is flat-again, in the sense of being uncurved, not in the sense of 
being like a pancake-three-dimensional, finite in all directions, and yet 
has no edges or boundaries. 

Beyond these possibilities, there is still another shape consistent with 
the symmetric expanding space explanation for Hubble's discovery. 
Although it's hard to picture in three dimensions, as with the spher~cal 
example there is a good two-dimens~onai stand-in: an infinite version of a 
Pringie's potato chip. T h ~ s  shape, often referred to as a saddle, is a kind of 
inverse ofthe sphere: Whereas a sphere is symmetrically bloated outward, 
the saddle is symmetrically shrunken inward, as illustrated In Figure 8.6. 
Using a bit of mathematical terminology, we sag' that the sphere 1s posi- 
tively curved (bloats outward), the saddle is negatively curved (shrlnks 
inward), and flat space-whether infinite or finite-has no curvature (no  
bioating or shrinking)." 

Researchers have proven that this list-uniformly positive, negative, 
or zero-exhausts the possible curvatures for space that are consistent 
with the requirement of symmetry between all locations and in all direc- 
tions. And that is truly stunning. We are talking about the shape of the 
entire universe, something for which there are endless possibilities. Yet, by 
invoking the immense power of symmetry, researchers have been able to 
narrow the possibilities sharply. And so, if you allow symmetry to guide 
your answer, and your late-night interrogator grants you a mere handful of 
guesses, you'll be able to meet his challenge." 

,211 the same, you mig'nt wonder why we've come upon a variety of 

"Just as the wdeo game screen gives a finite-sized version of Rat space that has no edges 
or boundarles, there are finite-slzed versions of the saddle shape that also have no edges or 
boundaries. I won't discuss this further, save to note that 1t implies that all three possible 
curvatures (positive, zero, negative) can be reaiized by finite-slzcd shapes without edges or 
boundaries. (In pr~nciple, then, a space-faring blagellan couid carry out a cosmic version 
of 111s voyage in a unlverse whose curvature 1s glven by any of the three possibilities.) 
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(a) (b) (c)  

Figure 8.6 Using the two-dimensional anal00 for space, there are three 
types of curvature that are completely symmetr~c-that is, curvatures In 
which the view from any iocat~on is the same as that from any other. 
They are (a) posztive curvature, which uniformly bloats outward, as on a 
sphere; (b) zero curvature, whch does not bioat at all, as on an infinite 
piane or finite video game screen; (c) negative curvature, which uni- 
for~niy shrinks inward, as on a saddle. 

possible shapes for the fabric of space. M7e inhab~ t  a single universe, so 
why can't we specifi. a unique shape? Well, the shapes we've listed are the 
only ones consistent with our belief that every observer, regardless of 
where in the universe they're located, should see on the largest of scales 
an identical cosmos But such considerations of symmetry, while highly 
selective, are not abie to go all the way and pick out a unique answer. For 
that we need Einstein's equations from general relativity. 

As input, Einstein's equations take the amount of matter and e n e r o  
in the universe (assumed, again by consideration of symmetry, to be dis- 
tributed uniformly) and as output, they give the curvature of space The  
difficulty is that for man), decades astronomers have been unable to agree 
on how much matter and energy there actually is. If all the matter and 
energy in the universe were to be smeared uniformly throughout space, 
and if, after this was done, there turned out to be more than the so-called 

critical density of about .00000000000000000000001 grams in 
every cubic meter"-about five hydrogen atoms per cubic meter-Ein- 
stein's equations would yield a positive curvature for space; if there were 
less than the critical density, the equations mould imply negative cuna-  

'Todav, matter In the unnerse IS more abundant than rad~at~on ,  so ~t's concenient to 
express the crhcal  dens$ In units most relevant for mass-grams per c u b ~ c  meter h a t e  
too that n h d e  grams per cubic meter m ~ g h t  not sound i ~ k e  a lot, there are many 
c u b ~ c  meters of space out there In the cosmos h loreo~er ,  the farther back In time you 
look, the smaller the space ~ n t o  a h ~ c h  the mass1energ.r IS squeezed, so the denser the unl- 
Lerse becomes 
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ture; ~f there were exactly the crit~cal density, the equat~ons would tell us 
that space has no overall c u ~ a t u r e .  LVhile this observational issue 1s jet 
to be settled defin~ti~ely,  the most refined data are tippmg the scales on 
the side of no curvature-the flat shape. (But the quest~on of whether the 
Energ~zer Bunny could move forever in one d ~ r e c t ~ o n  and vanish into the 
darkness, or would one day c~rc le  around and catch you from behind- 
whether space goes on forever or wraps back hke a mdeo screen-IS st111 
compietely open.)!' 

Even so, even wit-hout a final answer to the shape ofthe c o s n ~ c  fabr~c,  
\&at's abundantly clear is that symmetry is the essent~al considerat~on 
a l l o w ~ n ~  us to comprehend space and t ~ m e  \$,hen applied to the universe 
as a vdhole. Without ~nvoklng the power of symmetr); we'd be stuck at 
square one. 

Cosmology and Spacetime 

We can now illustrate cosmic h~story by combining the concept of 
expanding space with the loaf-of-bread description of spacetime from 
Chapter 3.  Remember, in the loaf-of-bread portrayal, each siice-even 
though two-dimensional-represents all of three-dimensional space at a 
single moment of time from the perspective of one particular obsemer. 
Different observers slice up  the loaf at different angles, depending on 
details of their relative motion. In the exampies encountered previously, 
we did not take account of expanding space and, instead, imagined that 
the fabric of the cosmos was fixed and unchanging over time. We can now 
refine those examples by including cosmological evolution. 

To do so, we will take the perspective of observers who are at rest with 
respect to space-that is, observers whose only motion arises from cosmic 
expansion, just like the Lincolns glued to the balloon Again, even Chough 
they are moving relative to one another, there is symmetry anlong all such 
obsewers-their watches all agree-and so they slice up the spacetime 
loaf in exactly the same way. Only relative motion in excess of that com- 
ing from spatial expansion, only relative motion through space as opposed 
to motion fium swelling space, would result in their watches falling out of 
synch and their slices of the spacet~me loaf being at different angles. We 
aiso need to specify the shape of space, and for purposes of comparison Lte 
will consider some of the possibilities discussed above. 

T h e  easiest example to draw is the flat and finlte shape, the video 
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ing us on the rightmost time slice. In Figure 8.8b7 by connecting the loca- 
tions on each slice that the light's leading edge passed through during its 
journey, we show the light's path through spacetime. Since we receive 
light from many directions, Figure 8 8 c  shows a sample of trajectories 
through space and time that various light beams take to reach us now. 

The  figures dramatically show how light from space can be used as a 
c o m i c  time capsule. When we look at the Andromeda galaxy, the light 
we receive was emitted some 3 million years ago, so we are seeing 
Andromeda as it was in the distant past. \&%en we look at the Coma clus- 
ter, the light we receive was emitted some 300 million years ago and 
hence we are seeing the Coma cluster as it was in an even earlier epoch. 
If right now all the stars in all the galaxies in this cluster were to go super- 
nova, we would still see the same undisturbed image of the Coma cluster 
and would do so for another 300 million years; only then would light from 
the exploding stars have had enough time to reach us. Similarly, should 
an astronomer in the Coma cluster who is on our current now-slice turn a 
superpowerful telescope toward earth, she will see an abundance of ferns, 
anthro~ods ,  and early reptiles; she won't see the Great Wall of China or 
the Eiffel Tower for almost another 300 million years. Of course, this 
astronomer, well trained in basic cosmology, realizes that she is seeing 
light emitted in earth's distant past, and in laying out her own cosmic 
spacetime ioaf will assign earth's early bacteria to their appropriate epoch, 
their appropriate set of time slices. 

All of this assumes that both we and the Coma cluster astronomer are 
moving only w t h  the cosmic flow from spatial expansion, since this 
ensures that her slicing of the spacetime loaf coincides with ours-it 

Figure 8.9 The tlme slice of an observer moving significantly In excess of 
the cosmic flow from spatlai expansion. 
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ensures that her now-lists agree with ours. However, should she break 
ranks and move through space substantially in excess of the cosmic f ow, 
her slices will tilt relative to ours, as in Figure 8.9. In this case, as we found 
with Chewie in Chapter 5 ,  this astronomer's now will coincide ivith what 
we consider to be our future or our past (depending on whether the addi- 
tional motion is toward or away from us). Notice, though, that her slices 
will no  longer be spatially homogeneous. Each angled slice in Figure 8.9 
intersects the universe in a range of different epochs and so the slices are 
far from uniform. This significantly con~plicates the description of cosn~ic 
history, which is why physicists and astronomers generally don't contem- 
plate such perspectives. Instead, they usually consider only the perspec- 
tive of observers moving solely with the cosmic flow, since this yields 
slices that are homogeneous-but fundamentally speaking, each view- 
point is as valid as any other. 

As we look farther to the left on the cosmic spacetime loaf, the uni- 
verse gets ever smaller and ever denser. And lust as a bicycle tire gets hot- 
ter and hotter as you squeeze more and more air into it, the universe gets 
hotter and hotter as matter and radiation are compressed together more 
and more tightly by the shrinking of space. If we head back to a mere ten 
millionths of a second after the beginning, the universe gets so dense and 
so hot that ordinaq matter disintegrates into a primordial plasma of 
nature's elementary constituents. And if we continue our iourney, right 
back to nearly time zero itself-the time of the big bang-the entire 
known universe is compressed to a size that makes the dot at the end of 

Figure 8.10 Cosmic hlstory-the spacetlme "loafu-for a universe that is 
flat and of finite spatial extent. The fuzziness at the top denotes our lack 
of understanding near the beginning of the universe. 
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this sentence look gargantuan. T h e  densities at such an  early epoch were 
so great, and the conditions were so extreme. that the most refined physi- 
cai theories we currently have are unable to gi1.e us insight into what hap- 
pened  For reasons that will become increasingly clear, the highly 
successful laws o f p h p c s  developed in the twentieth century break down 
under such intense conditions, leaving us rudderless in our quest to 
understand the beginning of time. We will see shortly that recent devel- 
opments are providing a hopeful beacon, but for now we acknowiedge 
our incomplete understanding of what happened at the beginning by 
putting a fuzzy patch on the far left ofthe cosmic spacetime loaf-our ver- 
son of the terra incognita on maps of old. With this finishing touch, we 
present Figure 8.10 as a broad-brush illustration of cosmic history. 

A l t e r n a t i v e  S h a p e s  

We've so far assumed that space is shaped like a video game screen, but 

the story has many of the same features for the other For 
example, if the data ultimately show that the shape of space is spherical, 
then, as we go ever farther back in time, the size of the sphere gets ever 
smaller, the universe gets ever hotter and denser, and at time zero we 
encounter some kind of big bang beginning. Drawing an illustration 
analogous to Figure 8.10 is challenging since spheres don't neatly stack 
one next to the other (you can, for example, imagine a "spherical loaf' 
1~1th each slice being a sphere that surrounds the previous), but aside 
from the graphic complications, the physics is largely the same. 

The  cases of infinite flat space and of infinite saddle-shaped space also 
share many features with the bvo shapes already discussed, but they do dif- 

I fer in one essential way. Take a look at ~ i g u r k  8.1 1, in which the slices 
represent flat space that goes on forever (ofwhlch we can show only a por- 
tion, of course). As you iook at ever earlier times, space shr~nks; galaxies 
get closer and closer together the farther back you look in Figure 8.1 1b. 
However, the overall size of space s t ay  the same. W%y! IVell, mfinity is a 
funny thing If space is infinite and you shrink all distances by a factor of 
two, the size of space becomes half of infinity, and that is still infinite. So 
although everything gets closer together and the densities get ever higher 
as you head further back in time, the overall size of the universe stays infi- 
nite; thmgs get dense everywhere on an infinite spatial expanse. This 
yields a rather different image of the big bang. 
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Normally, we imagine the universe began as a dot, roughly as in Fig- 
ure 8.10, in which there is no exterior space or time. Then, from some 
kind of eruption, space and time unfurled from their compressed form 
and the expanding universe took flight. But if the universe is spatially infi- 
nite, there was already an infinite spatial expanse a t  the moment ofthe big 
bang. At this initial moment, the energy density soared and an incompa- 
rably large temperature was reached, but these extreme conditions existed 
e v e y h e r e ,  not lust at one single point. In this setting, the big bang did 
not take place at one point; instead, the big bang eruption took place 
everywhere on the infinite expanse Comparing this to the conventional 
single-dot beginning, it is as though there were many big bangs, one at 
each point on the infinite spatial expanse. After the bang, space swelled, 
but its overall size didn't increase since something already infinite can't 
get any bigger. What did increase are the separations between objects like 
galaxies (once they forn~ed),  as you can see by looking from left to right in 
Figure 8 1 l b  An obsewer like you or me, iooking out from one galaxy or 
another, wouid see surrounding galaxies all rushing away, just as Hubble 
discovered. 

Rear in mind that this example of infinite flat space is far more than - -  ~ 

academic. We will see that there is mountlng evidence that the overall 

Figure 8.1 1 (a) Schematic depiction of infinite space, populated by galax- 
ies. (b) Space shrinks at ever earlier times-so galaxies are closer and 
more densely packed at earlier times-but the overall size of infinite 
space stays infinite. Our ignorance of what happens at the earliest t~nies 
is again denoted by a fuzzy patch, but here the patch extends through 
the infinite spatial expanse. 
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shape of space is not curved, and smce there 1s no evidence as yet that 
space has a video game shape, the flat, ~nfinitely large spatla1 shape is the 
front-running contender for the large-scale structure of spacetime. 

Cosmology and S~vmmetry 

Considerat~ons of symmetry have clearly been indispensable in the devel- 
opment of modern cosmological theory. The  meaning of time, its applic- 
ability to the universe as a whole, the overall shape of space, and even the 
underlying framework of general relativity, all rest on foundations of svm- 
metry. Even so, there is yet another waj8 in which ideas of symmetry have 
informed the evolving cosmos. Through the course of its history, the tem- 
perature of the universe has swept across an enormous range, from the 
ferociously hot moments just after the bang to the few degrees above 
absolute zero you'd find today if you took a thermometer into deep space. 
And, as I will explain in the next chapter, because of a critical interde- 
pendence between heat and symmetry, what we see today is likely but a 
cool remnant of the far richer symmetry that molded the early universe 
and determined some of the most familiar and essential features of the 
cosmos. 

Vapor iz ing  the  Vacuum 
H E A T .  N O T H I N G N E S S .  A N D  U N I F I C A T I O N  

F or as much as 95 percent of the universe's history, a cosmic corre- 
spondent concerned with the broad-brush, overall form of the uni- 
verse would have reported more or less the same story: Universe 

continues to expand. Matter continues to spread due to expansion. Density 
of universe continues to diminish. Temperature continues to drop. O n  
largest ofscales, universe maintains symmetric, homogeneous appearance. 
But it wouldn't always have been so easy to cover the cosmos. T h e  earliest 
stages would have required furiously h e c t ~ c  reporting, because in those 
initial moments the universe underwent rapid change. And we now know 
that what happened way back then has played a dominant role in what we 
experience today. 

In this chapter, we will focus on critical moments in the first fraction 
of a second after the big bang, when the amount of symmetry embodied 
by the universe is believed to have changed abruptly, with each change 
launching a different epoch in cosmic history. While the cor- 
respondent can now leisurely fax in the same few lines every few billion 
years, in those eariy moments of briskly changing symmetry the job would 
have been considerably more challenging, because the basic structure of 
matter and the forces responsible for its behavior would have been com- 
pletely unfamiiiar. T h e  reason is tied up with an interplay between heat 
and symmetry, and requires a complete rethinking of what we mean by 
the notions of empty space and of nothingness. As we will see, such 
rethinking not only enriches substantially our understanding of the uni- 
verse's first moments, but also takes us a step closer to realizing a dream 
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that harks back to Newton, Maxwell, and, In particular, Einstein-the 
dream of unification. Of equal Importance, these developments set the 
stage for the most modern cosmological framework, mflationary cosmol- 
ogy, an approach that announces answers to some of the most pressing 
questions and thorniest puzzles on nrhlch the standard big bang model 1s 
mute. 

H e a t  and  S y m m e t r y  

When things get very hot or very cold, they sometimes change. And some- 
times the change is so pronounced that you can't even recognize the 
things with which you began. Because of the torrid conditions just after 
the bang, and the subsequent rapid drop in temperature as space 
expanded and cooled, understanding the effects of temperature change is 
crucial in grappling with the early history of the universe. But let's start 
slmpler. Let's start n.ith ice. 

If you heat a v e v  cold piece of ice, at first not much happens. 
-4lthough its temperature rises, its appearance remains pretty much 
unchanged. But if you raise its temperature all the way to 0 degrees Cel- 
sius and you keep the heat on, suddenly something dramatic does hap- 
pen. The  solid ice starts to melt and turns into liquld water. Don't let the 
familiarity of this transformation dull the spectacle. Without previous 
experiences involving Ice and water, it would be a challenge to realize the 
intimate connection between them. One 1s a rock-hard solid while the 
other IS a .i.iscous liquid. Simple observation reveals no direct evidence 
that their molecular makeup, HzO, is identical. If you'd never before seen 
ice or water and were presented with a vat of each, at first you would likely 
think they were unrelated. And yet, as either crosses through 0 degrees 
Celsius, you'd witness a wondrous alchemy as each transmutes into the 
other. 

If you continue to heat liquid water, you again find that for a while not 
much happens beyond a steady rise in temperature. But then, when you 
reach 100 degrees Celsius, there is another sharp change: the liquid water 
starts to boil and transmute into steam, a hot gas that again !s not obviously 
connected to liquid water or to solid ice. Yet, of course, all three share the 
same molecular composition. T h e  changes from solid to liquid and liquid 
to gas are known as phase transitions. Most substances go through a similar 
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sequence of changes if their temperatures are varied through a wide 
enough range.! 

Symmetry plays a central role in phase transitions. In almost all 
cases, if we compare a suitable measure of something's symmetry before 
and after it goes through a phase transition, we find a significant change. 
O n  a molecular scale, for mstance, ice has a crystalline form wit'h H@ 
molecules arranged in an ordered, hexagonal lattice. Like the symme- 
tries of the box In Figure 8.1, the overall pattern of the ice molecules is 
left unchanged only by certain special manipulations, such as rotations 
in units of 60 degrees about particular axes of the hexagonal arrange- 
ment. By contrast, when we heat ice, the crystalline arrangen~ent melts 
into a jumbled, uniform clump of molecules-liquid water-that 
remains unchanged under rotations by any angle, about any axis. So, by 
heating ice and causing it to go through a solid-to-liquid phase transition, 
we have made it more symmetric. (Remember, although you might intu- 
itively think that something more ordered, like ice, is more symmetric, 
quite the opposite IS true; something is more symmetric if it can be sub- 
jected to more transformations, such as rotations, while its appearance 
remains unchanged.) 

Similarly, if we heat liquid water and it turns into gaseous steam, the 
phase transition also results in an  increase of symmetry. In a clump of 
water, the individual H 2 0  n~olecules are, on average, packed together 
with the hydrogen side of one molecule next to the oxygen side of ~ t s  
neighbor. If you were to rotate one or another n~olecule in a clump it 
would noticeably disrupt the molecular pattern. But when the water boils 
and turns into steam, the molecules flit here and there freely; there is no  
longer any pattern to the orientations of the H,O molecules and hence, 
were you to rotate a molecule or group of molecules, the gas would look 
the same. Thus, just as the ice-to-water transition results in an increase in 
symmetry, the water-to-steam transition does so as well. Most (but not 
all') substances behave in a similar way, experiencing an increase of sym- 
metry when they undergo solid-to-liquid and liquid-to-gas phase transi- 
tions. 

T h e  story is much the same when you cool water or almost any other 
substance; it just takes place in reverse. For example, when you cool 
gaseous steam, at first not much happens, but as its temperature drops to 
100 degrees Celsius, it suddenly starts to condense into liquid water; 
when you cooi liquid water, not much happens until you reach 0 degrees 
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Celsius, at which point it suddenly starts to freeze into solid ice. And, fol- 
lowing the same reasoning regarding symmetries-but in reverse-we 
conclude that both of these phase transitions are accompanied bjr a 
decrease in symmetry.' 

So much for ice, water, steam, and their symmetries. What does all 
this have to do with cosmology? Well, in the 1970s, physicists realized that 
not only can objects in the universe undergo phase transitions, but the cos- 
mos as a whole can do so as well. Over the last i-l billion years, the uni- 
verse has steadily expanded and decompressed. And just as a 
decompressing bicycle tire cools off, the te~nperature of the expanding 
universe has steadily dropped During much of this decrease in tempera- 
ture, not much happened. But there is reason to believe that when the 
universe passed through particular critical temperatures-the analogs of 
100 degrees Celsius for steam and 0 degrees Celsius for water-it under- 
went radical change and experienced a drastic reduction in symmetry, 
Many physicists believe that we are now living in a "condensed" or 
"frozen" phase of the universe, one that is profoundly different from ear- 
lier epochs The  cosmologicai phase transitions did not literally involve a 
gas condensing into a liquid, or a liquid freezing into a solid, although 
there are many qualitative similarities with these more familiar exampies. 
Rather, the "substance" that condensed or froze when the universe 
cooled through particular temperatures is a field-more precisel, a 
Higgs field. Let's see what this means. 

F o r c e ,  M a t t e r ,  a n d  Higgs F i e l d s  

Fields provide the framework for much of modern physics. The  electro- 
m a g n e t ~ ~  field, discussed in Chapter 3, is perhaps the simplest and most 
widely appreciated of nature's fieids Living among radio and television 
broadcasts, cell phone communicat~ons, the sun's heat and light, we are 
all constantly awash in a sea of eiectromagnetlc fields. Photons are the 
elementary constituents of electromagnetic fieids and can be thought of 
as the microscopic transmitters of the electromagnetic force. When you 
see somethmg, you can think of it in terms of a wavlng electronlagnetic 

'Eien though a decrease in symmetry means that fewer manlpuiatlons go unnoticed, 
the heat reieased to the environment durlng these transformations ensures that overall 
entropy-~ncludlng that of the en~ironment-st111 Increases 
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field entering your eye and stimulating your retina, or in terms of photon 
particles entering your eye and doing the same thing. For t h ~ s  reason, the 
photon is sometimes described as the messenger particle of the electro- 
magnetic force. 

T h e  gravitational field is also familiar since it constantly and consis- 
tently anchors us, and everything around us, to the earth's surface. 4 s  with 
electromagnetic fields, we are all immersed in a sea of gravitational fields; 
the earth's is dominant, but we also feel the gravitational fields of the sun, 
the moon, and the other planets. Just as photons are particles that consti- 
tute an  electromagnetic field, physicists believe that gravitons are parti- 
cles that constitute a gravitational field. Graviton particles have yet to be 
discovered experimentall~l, but that's not surprising. Gravity is by far the 
weakest of all forces (for example, an  ordinary refrigerator magnet can 
pick up a paper clip, thereby overcoming the pull of the entire earth's 
gravity) and so it's understandable that experimenters have yet to detect 
the snlallest constituents of the feeblest force. Even without experimental 
confirmation, though, most physicists believe that just as photons trans- 
mit the electromagnetic force (they are the electromagnetic force's mes- 
senger particles), gravitons transmit the gravitational force (they are the 
gravitational force's messenger particles). When you drop a glass, you can 
think of the event in terms of the earth's gravitational field pulling on the 
glass, or, using Einstein's more refined geometrical description, you can 
think of it in terms of the glass's sliding along an indentation in the space- 
time fabric caused by the earth's presence, or-if gravitons do indeed 
exist-you can also think of it in terms of graviton particles firing back 
and forth behveen the earth and the glass, comnlunicating a gravitational 
"message" that "tells" the glass to fall to~vard the earth. 

Beyond these well-known force fields, there are two other forces of 
nature, the strong nuclear force and the weak nuclear force, and they also 
exert their influence via fields. The  nuciear forces are less familiar than 
electromagnetisnl and gravity because theg operate only on atomic and 
subatomic scales Even so, their impact on daily life, through nuclear 
fusion that causes the sun to shine, nuclear fission at work in atomic reac- 
tors, and radioactive decay of elements like uranium and plutonium, is no 
less significant T h e  strong and weak nuclear force fields are called Yang- 
lLlills fields after C. N Yang and Robert Mills, who worked out their theo- 
retical underpinnings in the 1950s And just as electromagnetic fields are 
cornposed of photons, and gravitational fields are believed to be com- 
posed of gravitons, the strong and weak fields also have particulate con- 
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stituents. The  particles of the strong force are called gluons and those of 
the weak force are called W a n d  Z particles. The  ex~stence of these force 
particles was confirmed by accelerator experiments carried out in Ger- 
many and Switzerland in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

The  field framework also applies to matter. Roughly speaking, the 
probability waves of quantum mechanics may themselves be thought of as 
space-filling fields that provide the probability that some or other partlcle 
of matter is at some or other location. An electron, for instance, can be 
thought of as a particle-one that can leave a dot on a phosphor screen, as 
in Figure 4.4-but it can (and must) also be thought of ~n terms of a Lvav- 
ing field, one that can contribute to an interference pattern on a phosphor 
screen as in Figure 4.3b.' In fact, although I won't go into it in greater 
detail here,' an electron's probability wave is closely associated with some- 
thing called an electron field-a field that in many ways is similar to an 
electromagnetic field but in which the electron plays a role analogous to 
the photon's, being the electron field's smallest constituent. T h e  same 
kind of field descr~ption holds true for all other species of matter particles 
as well. 

Having discussed both matter fields and force fields, you might think 
~ve've covered everything. But there is general agreement that the story 
told thus far is not quite complete. hfany physicists strongly believe that 
there is yet a third kmd of field, one that has never been experimentally 
detected but that over the last couple of decades has played a pivotal role 
both in modern cosmological thought and in elementary particle physics. 
It is called a Higgs field, after the Scottish physicist Peter Higgs.' And if 
the ideas in the next section are right, the entire universe is permeated by 
an ocean of Higgs field-a cold relic of the big bang-that is responsible 
for many of the properties of the particles that make up you and me and 
everything else we've ever encountered. 

Fields in a Cooling Universe 

Fields respond to temperature much as ordinary matter does. The  h~gher  
the temperature, the more ferociously the value of a fieid will-like the 
surface of a rapidly boiling pot of water-undulate up  and down. At the 
chilling temperature characteristic of deep space today (2.7 degrees above 
absolute zero, or 2.7 Kelvin, as it 1s usually denoted), or even at the 
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warmer temperatures here on earth, field undulations are minuscule But 
the temperature just after the big bang was so enormous-at lo4' sec- 
onds after the bang, the temperature is believed to have been about 10" 
Kelvin-that all fields violently heaved to and fro. 

As the universe expanded and cooled, the initially huge density of 
matter and radiation steadily dropped, the vast expanse of the universe 
became ever emptier, and field undulations became ever more subdued. 
For most fields this meant that their values, on average, got closer to zero. 
At some moment, the value of a particular field might jitter slig'ntly above 
zero (a peak) and a moment later it might dip slightly below zero (a 
trough), but on average the value of most fields closed in on zero-the 
value we intuitiveiy associate with absence or emptiness. 

Here's where the Higgs field comes in. It's a variety of field, 
researchers have come to reaiize, that had properties similar to other 
fields' at the scorchingly high temperatures just after the big bang: it fluc- 
tuated wildly up  and dorvn. But researchers believe that (just as steam 
condenses into liquid water when its temperature drops sufficiently) 
when the temperature of the universe dropped sufficiently, the Higgs field 
condensed into a particuiar nonzero value throughout all of space. Physi- 
cists refer to this as the formation of a nonzero Higgs field vacuum expecta- 
tion value-but to ease the technical jargon, I'll refer to this as the 
formation of a Higgs ocean. 

It's kind of like urhat would happen if you were to drop a frog into a 
hot metal bowl, as in Figure 9 . l a ,  with a pile of worms lying in the center. 
At first, the frog would jump this way and that-high up, ion  down, left, 
right-in a desperate attempt to avoid burning its legs, and on average 
would stay so far from the worms that it \t,ouldn7t even know they were 
there. But as the bowl cooled, the frog would calm itself, would hardly 
jump at all, and, instead, would gently siide down to the most restful spot 
at the bowl's bottom. There, having closed in on the bowl's center, it 
would finally rendezvous with its dinner, as in Figure 9. lb .  

But if the bowl were shaped differently, as In Figure 9 . lc ,  things 
mould turn out differently. Imagine again that the bowl starts out very hot 
and that the worm pile still lies at the bowl's center, now high up on the 
central bump. Were you to drop the frog in, it would again wildly jump 
this may and that, remaining oblivious to the prize perched on the central 
plateau. Then,  as the bowl cooled, the frog would again settle itself, 
reduce its jumping, and slide down the bowl's smooth sides. But because 
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la) (b) 

Figure 9.1 (a) A frog dropped into a hot metal b o d  incessantly jumps 
around. (b) II'hen the bowl cools, the frog calms down, jumps much 
less, and slides dolrn to the bowl's middle. 

of the new shape, the frog ~vould never make it to the bowl's center. 
Instead, it would slide down into the bowl's valley and remain at a dis- 
tance from the worm pile, as In Figure 9. ld .  

If we imagine that the distance between the frog and the [vorm pile 
represents the value of a field-the farther the frog is from the worms, the 
larger the value of the field-and the height of the frog represents the 
energy contalned in that field value-the higher up on the bowl the frog 
happens to be, the more energy the field contams-then these examples 

rc) (d) 

Figure 9.1 (c) As In (a), but ~11th a hot bowl of a different shape. (d)  hs In 
(b), but now when the bowl cools, the frog slides down to the valley, 
which is some dlstance from the bowl's center (where the worms are 
Iocated) 
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convey well the behavior of fields as the uni~.erse cools. When the uni- 
verse is hot, fields jump wildly from value to value, much as the frog 
jumps from place to place in the bowl. As the universe cools, fields "calm 
down," they jump less often and less frantically, and their values slide 
downward to lower energy. 

But here's the thing. '4s with the frog example, there's a possibility of 
two qualitatively different outcomes. If the shape of the field's energy 
bowl-its so-called potential energy- is similar to that in Figure 9. la,  the 
field's value throughout space will slide all the way down to zero, the 
bowl's center, just as the frog slides all the way down to the worm pile. 
However, if the field's potential energil looks like that in Figure 9 . lc ,  the 
field's value will not make it all the way to zero, to the energy bowl's cen- 
ter. Instead, just as the frog will slide down to the valley, which is a 
nonzero distance from the worm pile, the field's value will also slide down 
to the valley-a nonzero distance from the bowl's center-and that 
means the field will have a nonzero value.6 The  latter behavior is charac- 
teristic of Higgs fields. -4s the universe cools, Higgs value gets caught in 
the valley and never makes it to zero. And since what ~ve're describing 
would happen uniformly throughout space, the universe would be per- 
meated by a uniform and nonzero Higgs field-a Higgs ocean. 

The  reason this happens sheds light on the fundamental peculiarity 
of Higgs fields. As a region of space becomes ever cooler and emptier-as 
matter and radiation get ever more sparse-the energy in the region gets 
ever lower. Taking this to the limit, you know you've reached the emptiest 
a region of space can be when you've lowered its energy as far as possible. 
For ordinary fields suffusing a region of space, their energy contribution IS 

lowest w'hen their value has slid all the way down to the center of the bowl 
as in Figure 9 . lb ;  they have zero energ). when their value is zero. That 
makes good, intuitive sense since we associate emptying a region of space 
with setting everything, including field values, to zero. 

But for a Higgs field, things work differently. Just as a frog can reach 
the central plateau in Figure 9 . l c  and be zero distance from the worm 
pile only if it has enough energy to jump up from the surrounding valley, 
a Higgs field can reach the bond's center, and have value zero, only if it too 
embodies enough e n e r a  to surmount the bowl's central bump. If, to the 
contrary, the frog has little or no energy, it will slide to the valley in Figure 
9.ld-a nonzero distance from the worm ~ i l e .  Similarly, a Higgs field 
with little or no e n e r a  will also slide to the bowl's valle>.--a nonzero dis- 
tance from the bowl's center-and hence it will have a nonzero value. 
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To force a Higgs field to ha1.e a vaiue of zero-the value that would 
seem to be the closest you can come to completely removing the field 
horn the reglon, the value that would seem to be the closest you can come 
to a state of nothmgness-j.ou would have to raise its energy and, energet- 
~cally speaking, the region of space would not be as empty as it possibly 
could. Even though it sounds contradictory, removing the Higgs fieid- 
reducing ~ t s  value to zero, that is-is tantamount to adding energy to the 
region. -4s a rough analogy, think of one of those fancy nolse reduct~on 
headphones that produce sound waves to cancel those coming from the 
environment that would other~vise impinge on your eardrums. If the 
headphones work perfectly, you hear silence when they produce their 
sounds, but you hear the ambient noise if you shut them off. Researchers 
have come to believe that lust as you hear less n~hen  the headphones are 
suffused with the sounds they are programmed to produce, so cold, empty 
space harbors as little energy as it possibljr can-it is as empty as it can 
be-when it is suffused with an ocean of Higgs field. Researchers refer to 
the emptlest space can be as the vacuum, and so we learn that the vacuum 
may actually be permeated by a uniform Higgs field. 

The  process of a Higgs fieid's assuming a nonzero \.slue throughout 
space-forming a Higgs ocean-is called spontaneous symmetv breakzngt 
and is one of the most important ideas to emerge in the later decades of 
twentieth-century theoretical physics. Let's see why. 

T h e  h'lggs O c e a n  a n d  the  O r i g i n  of Mass 

If a Higgs field has a nonzero vaiue-if we are all ~mmersed in an ocean 
of Higgs field-then shouldn't we feel ~t or see ~t or otherwse be aware of 
it 111 some way! Absolutely. And modern theory claims we do. Take your 

' T h e  t e r m i n o l o ~ .  ~ s n ' t  particularly ~mportant ,  but brlefly, here's where it comes 
from. The  valley In Figure 9 . l c  and 9 . ld  has a symmetric shape-lt's c~rcular-with every 
point being on a par with every other (each pomt denotes a Higgs field vaiue oflowest pos- 
sible energy). Yet, when the Higgs field's value slides down the bowl, it lands on one par- 
ticular polnt on the clrcular valley, and In so domg "spontaneously" selects one iocatlon 
on the valley as speclal. In turn, the pomts on the valley are no longer all on an equal foot- 
ing, s m e  one has been picked out, and so the Higgs field disrupts or "breaks" the previous 
simrnetry betvc,een them. Thus, puttmg the words together, the process In .ilh~ch the 
Higgs slides down to one part~cular nonzero value In the valley 1s called spontaneous sym- 
met? breakmg. Later In the test, we will describe more tangible aspects of the reduct~on of 
symmetry associated w ~ t h  such a forrnatlon of a Higgs ocean.' 
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arm and swing it back and forth. You can feel your muscles at work driv- 
ing the mass of your arm left and right and back again. If you take hold of 
a bowling ball, jzour muscles will have to work harder, smce the greater 
the mass to be moved the greater the force they n ~ u s t  exert. In this sense, 
the mass of an object represents the resistance it has to being moved; 
more precisely, the mass represents the resistance an object has to 
changes in its motion-to accelerations-such as first going left and then 
right and then left again. But where does this resistance to being acceler- 
ated come from? Or,  in physics-speak, what gives an object its inertia? 

In Chapters 2 and ? we encountered various proposals Newton, 
Mach, and Einste~n advanced as partial answers to this question. These 
scientists sought to specify a standard of rest with respect to which accel- 
erations, such as those arising in the sp~nning-bucket experiment, could 
be defined. For Newton, the standard was absolute space; for Mach, it was 
the distant stars; and for Einstein, it was initially absolute spacetime (in 
special relativity) and then the gravitational field (in general relativity). 
But once delineating a standard of rest, and, in particular, specifying a 
benchmark for defining accelerations, none of these scientists took the 
nest step to explain why objects resist accelerations. That is, none of them 
specified a mechan~sm whereby an object acquires its mass-its inertla- 
the attribute that fights accelerations. With the Higgs field, physicists have 
now suggested an answer. 

T h e  atoms that make up your arm, and the bowling ball you may 
have picked up, are all made of protons, neutrons, and electrons. The  pro- 
tons and neutrons. experimenters revealed in the late 1960s, are each 
composed of three smaller particles known as quarks. So, when you swing 
vour arm back and forth, you are actually swinging all the constituent 
quarks and electrons back and forth, which brings us to the point. T h e  
Higgs ocean in which modern theory claims we are all immersed inter- 
acts with quarks and eiectrons: it res~sts their accelerations much as a vat 
of molasses resists the motion of a Ping-Pong ball that's been submerged. 
And this resistance, this drag on particulate constituents, contributes to 
what you perceive as the mass of your arm and the b o d i n g  ball you are 
swinging, or as the mass of an object you're throwing, or as the mass of 
your entire body as you accelerate toward the finish line in a 100-nieter 
race. And so bye do feel the Higgs ocean. T h e  forces we all exert thousands 
of times a day In order to change the velocity of one object or another-to 
impart an acceleration-are forces that fight against the drag of the Higgs 
ocean. 8 
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The  molasses metaphor captures well some aspects of the Higgs 
ocean. To accelerate a Ping-Pong ball submerged in nlolasses. you'd have 
to push it much harder than when playing with it on ).our basement 
table-it will resist your attempts to change its velocity more strongly than 
it does when not in molasses, and so it behaves as if being submerged in 
molasses has increased its mass. Similarly, as a result oftheir interactions 
with the ubiquitous Higgs ocean, elementary particles resist attempts to 
change their velocities-they acqulre mass. However, the molasses 
metaphor has three misleading features that you should be aware of. 

First, you can always reach into the molasses, pull out the Ping-Pong - 
ball, and see how its resistance to acceleration diminishes. Thrs isn't true 
for particles. We beiieve that, today, the Higgs ocean fills all of space, so 
there is no way to remove particles from ~ t s  influence; all particles have 
the masses they do regardless of where the); are. Second, molasses resists 
all motion, whereas the Higgs field resists oniy accelerated motion. 
Unlike a Ping-Pong ball moving through molasses, a particle moving 
through outer space at constant speed would not be slowed down by 
"friction" with the Higgs ocean. Instead, its motion ~vould continue 
unchanged. Only n.hen we try to speed the particle up or slov,~ it down 
does the ocean of Higgs field make its presence known by the force we 
have to exert. Third, when it comes to familiar matter composed of con- 
glomerates of fundamental particles, there is another important source of 
mass. T h e  quarks constituting protons and neutrons are held together by 
the strong nuclear force: gluon particles (the messenger particles of the 
strong force) stream betlveen quarks, "gluing" them together. Experi- 
ments have shown that these gluons are highly energetic, and since Ein- 
stein's E=mc2 tells us that energy (E) can manifest itself as mass ( m ) ,  we 
learn that the gluons inside protons and neutrons contribute a significant 
fraction of these particles' total mass. Thus, a more preclse picture is to 
think of the moIasses1ike drag force of the Higgs ocean as giving mass to 
fundamental particles such as electrons and quarks, but when these parti- 
cles combine into composite particles like protons, neutrons, and atoms, 
other (well understood) sources of mass also come into play. 

Physic~sts assume that the degree to which the Higgs ocean resists a 
part~cle's acceleration varies with the particular species of particle. This is 
essential, because the known species of fundamental particles all have dif- 
ferent masses. For example, nrhile protons and neutrons are composed of 
ktro species of quarks (called up-quarks and down-quarks: a proton is made 
from two ups and a do\rm; a neutron, from two downs and an up), over the 
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years experimenters using atom smashers have discovered four other 
species of quark particies, whose masses span a wide range, from .OO47 to 
189 times the mass of a proton. Physicists believe the explanation for the 
variety of masses is that different kinds of particles interact more or less 
strongly with the Higgs ocean. If a particle moves smoothly through the 
Higgs ocean with little or no interaction, there will be little or no drag and 
the will have little or no mass T h e  photo11 a a good example. 
Photons pass completely unhindered through the Higgs ocean and so 
have no mass at all. If, to the contrary, a particle Interacts significantly 
with the Higgs ocean, it will have a higher mass T h e  heaviest quark (it's 
called the top-quark), with a mass that's about 350.000 times an electron's, 
interacts 350,000 times more strongly with the Higgs ocean than does an 
electron; it has greater difficulty accelerating through the Higgs ocean, 
and that's why it has a greater mass. If we liken a particle's mass to a per- 
son's fame, then the Higgs ocean is like the paparazzi: those who are 
unknown pass through the swarming photographers with ease, but 
famous politicians and movie stars hare to push much harder to reach 
their destination.' 

This gives a nice framework for thinking about why one particle has a 
different mass from another, but, as of today, there is no  fundamental 
explanation for the precise manner in which each of the known particle 
species interacts with the Higgs ocean  As a result, there is no fundamen- 
tal explanation for nrhY the known particles have the s articular masses 
that have been revealed experimentally. However, most physicists do 
believe that were it not for the Higgs ocean, all fundamental particles 
ivould be like the photon and hose no mass whatsoner. In fact, as we will 
now see, this may have been what things were like in the earliest 
moments of the universe. 

U n i f i c a t i o n  i n  a C o o l i n g  U n i v e r s e  

Whereas gaseous steam condenses into liquid water at 100 degrees Cel- 
sius, and liquid water freezes into solid ice at 0 degrees Celsius, theoreti- 
cal studies have shown that the Higgs field condenses into a nonzero 
value at a million billion (1015) degrees. That's almost 100 million times 
the temperature at the core of the sun, and it is the temperature to which 
the universe is believed to have dropped by about a hundredth of a bil- 
lionth (lo-") of a second after the big bang (ATB) Prior to !O-l1 seconds 
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ATB, the Higgs field fluctuated up  and down but had an average value of 
zero; as with water above 100 degrees Celsius, at such temperatures a 
Higgs ocean couldn't form because it was too hot. The  ocean would have 
evaporated immediately. And without a Higgs ocean there Lvas no resis- 
tance to particles undergoing accelerated motion (the paparazzi van- 
ished), which implies that all the known particles (electrons, up-quarks, 
down-quarks, and the rest) had the same mass: zero. 

This observation partly explains why the formation of the Higgs ocean 
is described as a cosmological phase transition. In the phase transitions 
from steam to water and from water to ice, two essential things happen. 
There is a significant qualitative change in appearance, and the phase 
transition is accompanied by a reduction in symmetry. M7e see the same 
two features in the formation of the Higgs ocean. First, there was a signif- 
icant qualitative change: particle species that had been massless suddeniy 
acquired nonzero masses-the masses that those particle species are now 
found to have. Second, this change was accompanied by a decrease in 
symmetry: before the formation of the Higgs ocean, all particles had the 
same mass-zero-a highly symmetric state of affairs. If you were to 
exchange one particle species' mass with another, no one would know, 
because the masses were all the same. But after the Higgs field con- 
densed, the particle masses transmuted into nonzero-and nonequai- 
values, and so the symmetry between the masses was lost. 

In fact, the reduction in symmetry arising from the formation of the 
Higgs ocean 1s more extensive still. Above 10" degrees, when the Higgs 
field had yet to condense, not oniy were all species of fundamental matter 
particles massless, but aiso, w thou t  the resistive drag from a Higgs ocean, 
all specles of force particles were massless as well. (Today, the 'lT7 and Z 
messenger particles of the weak nuclear force have masses that are about 
86 and 97 times the mass of the proton.) And, as originally discovered in 
the 1960s by Sheldon Glashow, Steven Weinberg, and Abdus Salam, the 
masslessness of all the force particles was accompanied by another, fan- 
tastically beautiful symmetry. 

In the late 1800s Maxwell realized that electricity and magnetism, 
although once thought to be k o  completely separate forces, are actually 
different facets of the same force-the electromagnetic force (see Chap- 
ter 3).  His work showed that electricity and magnetism complete each 
other; they are the yln and yang of a more symmetric, unified whole. 
Glashow, Salam, and Weinberg discovered the next chapter in this story 
of unification. They realized that before the Higgs ocean formed, not only 
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did all the force particles have identical masses-zero-but the photons 
and 1%' and Z particles were identical in essentially ever). other way as 
aell.lo Just as a snowflake is unaffected by the particular rotations that 
interchange the iocations of its tips, physical processes in the absence of 
the Higgs ocean would hare been unaffected by particular interchanges 
of electromagnetic and weak-nuclear-force particles-by particular inter- 
changes of photons and W and Z particles. And just as the insensitivity of 
a snowflake to being rotated reflects a symmetry (rotational symmetry), 
the insensitivity to interchange of these force particles also reflects a sym- 
metry, one that for technical reasons is called a gauge symmetry. It has a 
profound implication. Since these particles convey their respective 
forces-they are their force's messenger particles-the symmetry between 
them means there was symmetry between the forces. At high enough tem- 
peratures, therefore, temperatures that would vaporize today's Higgs-filled 
vacuum, there is no distinction between the weak nuclear force and the 
electromagnetic force. At high enough temperatures, that is, the Higgs 
ocean evaporates; as it does, the distinction between the weak and elec- 
tromagnetic forces evaporates, too. 

Glashow, Wemberg, and Salam had extended Maxwell's century-old 
discovery by showing that the electromagnetic and weak nuclear forces 
are actually part of one and the same force. They had unified the descrip- 
tion of these two forces in what is now called the electro~veak force. 

T h e  symmetry between the electromagnetic and weak forces is not 
apparent today because as the universe cooled, the Higgs ocean formed, 
and-thls is vital-photons and W and Z particles interact with the con- 
densed Higgs field differently. Photons zip through the Higgs ocean as 
easily as B-movie has-beens slip through the paparazzi, and therefore 
remain massless. W and Z particles, though, like Bill Clinton and 
Madonna, have to slog their way through, acquiring masses that are 86 
and 97 times that of a proton, respectively. (Note: this metaphor is not to 
scale.) That's why the electromagnetic and weak nuclear forces appear so 
different in the world around us. The  underlying symmetv between them 
is "broken," or obscured, by the Higgs ocean. 

This is a truly breathtaking result. Two forces that look i e n  different 
at today's temperatures-the electromagnetic force responsible for light, 
electricity, and magnetlc attraction, and the weall nuclear force responsi- 
ble for radioactive decay-are fundamentally part of the same force, and 
appear to be different only because the nonzero Higgs field obscures the 
symmetry between t h e m  Thus, nrhat we normally thmk of as empty 
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space-the vacuum, nothingness-plays a central role in making things 
in the world appear as they do. Only by vaporizing the vacuum, by raising 
the temperature h ~ g h  enough so that the Higgs field evaporated-that is, 
acquired an average value of zero throughout space-would the full sym- 
metry underlying nature's laws be made apparent. 

When Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam were developing these ideas, 
the W a n d  Z particles had yet to be discovered experimentally. It was the 
strong faith these physicists had in the power of theory and the beau5  of 
symmetry that gave them the confidence to go fonvard. Their boldness 
proved well founded. In due course, the W and Z particles were discov- 
ered and the electroweak theory was confirmed experimentally. Glashow, 
Weinberg, and Salam had looked beyond superficial appearances-they 
had peered through the obscuring fog of nothingness-to reveal a deep 
and subtle s).mmetry entwining two of nature's four forces. They were 
awarded the 1979 Nobel Prize for the successful unification of the weak 
nuclear force and electromagnetism. 

G r a n d  U n i f i c a t i o n  

\ Ihen  I was a freshman In college, I'd drop in every now and then on my 
adviser, the physicist Howard Georgi. I netzer had much to say, but it 
hardly mattered. There was always something that Georgi was excited to 
share with interested students O n  one occasion in particular, Georgi w s  
espec~ally worked up and he  spoke rapid fire for over an hour, filling the 
chalkboard a number of times over with symbols and equations. Through- 
out, I nodded enthus~astically, But frankly, I hardly understood a word. 
Years later I realized that Georgi had been telling me about plans to test a 
discovery h e  had made called grand unification. 

Grand unification addresses a question that naturally follows the suc- 
cess of the electroweak unification: If two forces of nature were part of a 
unified whole in the early universe, might it be the case that, at even 
higher temperatures, at even earlier times in the history of the universe, 
the distinctions among three or possibly all four forces might similarly 
evaporate, yieiding even greater symmetry? This raises the mtriguing pos- 
sibility that there m ~ g h t  actually be a single fundamental force of nature 
that, through a series of cosmolog~cal phase transitions, has crystallized 
into the four seemingly different forces of which we are currently aware. 
In 1974, Georgi and Glashow put forward the first theory to go partway 
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toward this goal of total unity. Their grand unified theory, together with 
later insights of Georgi, Helen Quinn,  and Weinberg, suggested that 
three of the four forces-the strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces- 
were all part of one unified force when the temperature mas above 10 bil- 
lion billion billion (1018) degrees-some thousand billion billion times 
the temperature at the center ofthe sun-extreme conditions that existed 
prior to seconds after the bang. Above that temperature, these physi- 
cists suggested, photons, gluons of the strong force, as well as W and Z 
particles, could all be freely interchanged with one another-a more 
robust gauge symmetry than that of the electroweak theory-without any 
observable consequence. Georgi and Glashow thus suggested that at 
these hlgh energles and temperatures there was complete symmetry 
anlong the three nongravitationai-force particles, and hence complete 
symmetry among the three nongravitational forces." 

Glashow and Georgi's grand unified theory went on to say that we do 
not see this symmetry in the world around us-the strong nuclear force 
that keeps protons and neutrons tightly glued together in atoms seems 
completely separate from the weak and electromagnetic forces- because 
as the temperature dropped below 10'' degrees, another species of Higgs 
field entered the story. This Higgs field is called the grand unified Higgs. 
(Whenever they might be confused, the Higgs field involved in elec- 
troweak unification is called the electroweak Higgs.) Similar to its elec- 
troweak cousin, the grand unified Higgs fluctuated wildly above 10'" 
degrees, but caiculations suggested that it condensed into a nonzero value 
lvhen the universe dropped below t h ~ s  temperature. And, as w t h  the elec- 
troweak Higgs, when this grand unified Higgs ocean formed, the universe 
!vent through a ~ h a s e  transition with an  accompanylng reduction in sym- 
metry. In this case, because the grand unified Higgs ocean has a different 
effect on gluons than it does on the other force particles, the strong force 
splintered off from the electroweak force, two distinct nongra\+ 

tational forces where previously there was one. A fraction of a second and 
a drop of billions and billions of degrees later, the electroweak Higgs con- 
densed, causing the weak and electroinagnetic forces to split apart as well. 

While a beautiful idea, grand unification (unlike eiectron.eak unifica- 
tion) has not been confirmed experimentally, To the contrary, Georgi's 
and Glashow's original predicted a trace, residual implication of 
the universe's early symmetry that should be apparent today, one that 
would allow protons to every so often transmute into other species of par- 
ticles (such as anti-electrons and particles known as pions). But after years 
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of painstakmg search for such proton decav In elaborate underground 
experiments-the experiment Georgi had excltedlv descr~bed to me in 
his office years ago-none were found, t h ~ s  ruled out Georg~  and 
Glashou's proposal Since then, ho~+ever,  phjsicists haie developed van- 
ations on that orlginal model that are not ruled out by such euperments, 
however, none of these alternative theorles have been confirmed 

The  consensus among phjs~clsts 1s that grand un~fication is one of the 
great, as l e t  unreal~zed, ~deas  In partlcle phys~cs Since unification and 
cosmological phase t rans~t~ons  have pro1 en so potent for electromagnet- 

I 1sn1 and the weak nuclear force, many feel that it is only a matter of t m e  
before other forces are also gathered within a un~fied framework As we 
shall see in Chapter 12, great strides In t h ~ s  direction have recently been 
made using a different approach-superstrzng theory-that has, for the 
first time, brought all forces, including gravity, into a unified theor!, albeit 
one w h ~ c h  IS stlll, as of t h ~ s  n r~ t ing ,  under vigorous developn~ent But 
nhat  1s alreadv clear, even in just considermg the electroweak theon, IS 

that the uni.ierse we currentlr see exhlb~ts but a remnant of the earl! uni- 
1 erse's resplendent sr mmetry 

T h e  Re tu rn  of t h e  Aether  

The  concept of svmmetry's breaking, and its realization through the elec- 
troweak Higgs field, clearly plays a central role in particle physics and cos- 
mology. But the discussion may have left you wondering about the 
followmg: If a Higgs ocean is an invisible something that fills what we 
ordinarily think of as empty space, isn't it lust another incarnation of the 
long discredited no t~on  ofthe aether? T h e  answer: yes and n o  T h e  expla- 
nation: yes, indeed, in some mays a Higgs ocean does smack of the aether. 
Like the aether, a condensed Higgs field permeates space, surrounds us 
all, seeps right through everythmg material, and, as a nonremovable fea- 
ture of empty space (unless n.e reheat the universe above lOI5 degrees, 
w.hich we can't actually doj, it redefines our conception of nothmgness. 
But unlike the original aether, which was introduced as an invisible 
medium to carry light waves in much the same way that air carries sound 
nzaves, a Higgs ocean has nothing to do with the motion of light; it does 
not affect light's speed in any way, and so experiments from the turn of the 
twentieth century that ruled out the aether by studying light's motion 
have no bearing on the Higgs ocean. 
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Moreover, since the Higgs ocean has no effect on anyth~ng moving 
with constant velocit).; it does not pick out one obsenlational vantage 
point as somehow being special, as the aethe: did. Instead, even with a 
Higgs ocean, all constant veloci9 observers remain on a completely equal 
footing, and hence a Higgs ocean does not conflict with special relativity. 
Of course, these observations do not prove that Higgs fields exist; instead, 
they show that despite certain similarities to the aether, Higgs fields are 
not in conflict w ~ t h  any t h e 0 7  or experiment. 

If there is an ocean of Higgs field, though, it should yield other con- 
sequences that will be experimentally testable within the next few years. 
As a primary exampie, just as electromagnetic fieids are composed of pho- 
tons, Higgs fields are composed of particles that, not surprisingly, are 
called Higgs particles. Theoretical calcuiat~ons have shown that if there is 
a Higgs ocean permeating space, Higgs particles should be among the 
debris from the high-energy collisions that will take piace at the Large 
Hadron Collider, a giant atom smasher now under construction at Centre 
EuropCkne pour la Recherche Nuclaire (CERN) in Geneva, Switzer- 
land, and slated to come online in 2007. Roughly speaking, enormously 
energetic head-on collisions between protons should be able to knock a 
Higgs particle out of the Higgs ocean somewhat as energetic underwater 
collisions can knock H 2 0  molecules out of the Atlantic. In due course, 
these experiments should allow us to determine whether this modern 
form of the aether exists or whether it will go the way of ~ t s  earlier incar- 
nation. Thls is a crit~cal question to settle because, as \ve have seen, con- 
densing Higgs fields play a deep and pivotal role in our current 
formulation of fundamental physics. 

If the Higgs ocean is not found, it will require major rethinking of a 
theoretical framework that has been in  lace for more than thirt). years. 
But if it IS found, the event will be a triumph for theoretical physics: it will 
confirm the potver of symmetry to correctly shape our nlathematical rea- 
soning as we venture forth into the unknown. Beyond this, confirmation 
of the Higgs ocean's existence would also do two more things. First, it 
would provide direct ewdence of an ancient era when various aspects of 
today's unlverse that appear distinct were part of a symmetric whole. Sec- 
ond, it would establish that our intu~tive notion of empty space-the end 
result of removing everything we can from a region so that its e n e r a  and 
temperature drop as low as possible-has, for a long time, been nai've. 
T h e  emptiest empty space need not invol\,e a state of absolute nothing- 
ness. b7ithout invoking the spiritual, therefore, we may well closely brush 
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Figure 9.2 A time line schematically illustrating the standard big bang 
model of cosn~ology. 

up against the thinking of Henry More (Chapter 2)  in our scientific quest 
to understand space and time. To More, the usual concept of empty space 
was meaningless because space is always filled with divine spirit. To us, 
the usual concept of empty space may be similarly elusive, since the 
empty space we're priw to may always be filled with an ocean of Higgs 
field. 

Entropy and Time 

The  time line in Figure 9.2 places the phase transitions we've discussed in 
historical context and hence gives us a firmer grasp of the sequence of 
events the universe has gone t'hrough from the big bang to the egg on your 
kitchen counter. But crucial information is still hidden within the fuzzy 
patch. Remember, knowing how things begin-the order of the stack of 
pages of W z r  and Peace, the pressurized carbon dioxide molecules in your 
bottle of Coke, the state of the universe at the big bang-is essential to 
understanding how they evolve. Entropy can increase only if it is given 
room to increase. Entropy can increase only if it starts out low. If the pages 
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of \Var and Peace begin thoroughly jumbled, further tosses will merely 
l e a ~ e  them jumbled, if the unwerse started out in a thoroughly disor- 
dered, high-entropy state, further cosmic evolution would merely main- 
tain the disorder 

T h e  histow dustrated in Flgure 9 2 is manifestly not a chronicle of 
continual, unchanging disorder Even though particular svmmetries have 
been lost through cosmlc phase transitions; the overall entropy of the uni- 
verse has steadily increased. In the beginning, therefore, the universe 
must have been highly ordered This fact allows us to associate "forward" 
in time with the direction of increasmg entropy, but we still need to figure 
out an  explanation for the incredibly low entropy-the mcrediblv high 
state of uniformity-of the newly born universe This requires that we go 
even farther back than we have so far and try to understand more of what 
went on at the beginning-during the fuzzy patch in Figure 9.2-a task 
to which we now turn. 



Deconstruct ing the  Bang 
W H A T  B A N G E D ?  

A common misconception is that the big bang provides a theory of 
cosmic origins. It doesn't. T h e  big bang is a theory, partly described 
in the last two chapters, that delineates cosmic e\rolution from a 

split second after whatever happened to brmg the universe into existence, 
but it says nothing a t  all about time zero ztself And since, according to the 
big bang theory, the bang is what is supposed to have happened at the 
beginning, the big bang leaves out the bang. It tells us nothrng about what 
banged, why it banged, how it banged, or, frankly, whether it ever really 
banged at all.' In fact, if you think about it for a moment, you'll realize 
that the big bang presents us with quite a puzzle At the huge densities of 
matter and energy characteristic of the universe's earliest moments, grai- 
19 was by far the dominant force. But gravity is an attractwe force. It 
impels things to come together. So ~vha t  could possibly be responsible for 
the outward force that drove space to expand? It would seem that some 
kind of powerful repulsive force must have played a critical role at the 
time of the bang, but which of nature's forces could that possibly be? 

For many decades this most basic of all cosmological questions went 
unanswered. Then, in the 1980s, an  old observation of Einstein's was res- 
urrected in a sparkling new form, giving rise to what has become known 
as inflationay cosmology ;4nd with this discovery, credit for the bang 
could finally be bestowed on the desen~ing force: graviry It's surprising, 
but physicists realized that in just the right environment gravity can be 
repulswe, and, according to the theory, the necessary conditions prevailed 
durrng the earliest moments of cosmic history. For a time interval that 
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would make a nanosecond seem an eternity, the early universe provided 
an arena in which gravity exerted its repulsive side a i th  a vengeance, driv- 
ing every region of space away from every other with unrelenting ferocity. 
So was the repulsive push of gravity that not only was the bang 
identified, it was revealed to be bigger-much bigger-than anyone had 
previously imagined. In the inflationary framework, the early universe 
expanded by an astonishingl!~ huge factor compared with what is pre- 
dicted by (he standard big bang theory, enlarging our cosmological vista 
to a degree that dwarfed last century's realization that ours is but one 
galaxy among hundreds of billions.' 

In this and the next chapter, we discuss inflationary cosmology. FJe 
will see that it provides a "front end" for the standard big bang model, 
offering critical modifications to the standard theory's claims about events 
during the universe's earliest moments. In doing so, inflationary cosmol- 
ogy resolves key issues that are beyond the reach of the standard big bang, 
makes a number of predictions that have been and in the near future will 
continue to be experimentally tested, and,  perhaps most strikingly, shonrs 
how quantum processes can, through cosmological expansion, iron tiny 
wrinkles into the fabric of space fhat leave a visible imprint on the night 
sky. And beyond these achievements, inflationary cosmolog\. gives signifi- 
cant insight into how the early universe may have acquired its exceedingly 
low entraps taking us closer than ever to an explanation of the arrow of 
time. 

Einstein and R e p u l s i v e  G r a v i t y  

After putting the finishing touches on general relativity in 191 5 ,  Einstein 
applied his new equations for gravity to a variety of problems One  was the 
long-standing puzzle that Newton's equations couldn't account for the so- 
called precession of the perihelion of Mercury's orbit-the observed fact 
that Mercury does not trace the same path each time it orbits the sun: 
instead, each successive orbit shifts slightly relative to the previous. When 
Einstein redid the standard orbital calculations with his new equations, 
h e  derived the obsened perihelion precession preciseiY, a result he  found 
so thrilling that it gats him heart palpitations.3 Einstein also applied gen- 
eral relativity to the question of how sharply the path of light emitted by a 
distant star would be bent by spacetime's curvature as it passed by the sun 
on its way to earth. In 1919, two teams of astronomers-one camped out 
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on the island of Principe off the west coast of Africa, the other in Brazil- 
tested this prediction during a solar eclipse by comparing observations of 
starlight that just grazed the sun's surface (these are the light raps most 
affected by the sun's presence, and only during an eclipse are they visible) 
with photographs taken ~ v h e n  the earth's orbit had placed it between 
these same stars and the sun, virtually eliminating the sun's gravitational 
impact on the starlight's trajectory. T h e  comparison revealed a bending 
angle that, once again, confirmed Einstein's calculations. When the press 
caught wind of the result, Einstein became a world-reno~vned celebrity 
overnight. With general relativity, it's fair to say, Einstein was on a roll. 

Yet, despite the mounting successes of general relativity, for years after 
he first applied his theory to the most immense of all challenges-under- 
standing the entire universe-Einstein absoluteiy refused to accept the 
answer that emerged from the mathematics. Before the work of Fried- 
mann and Lemaitre discussed in Chapter 8, Einstein, too, had realized 
that the equations of general relativity showed that the universe could not 
be static; the fabric of space could stretch or it could shrink, but it could 
not maintain a fixed size. This suggested that the universe might have had 
a definite beginning, when the fabrlc was maximally compressed, and 
might even have a definite end. Einstein stubbornly balked at this conse- 
quence ofgeneral relativity, because he  and everyone else "knew" that the 
universe was eternal and, on the largest of scales, fixed and unchanging. 
Thus, nomithstanding the beauty and the successes of general relativity, 
Einstein reopened his notebook and sought a modification of the equa- 
tions that would allow for a universe that conformed to the prevailing 
prejudice. It didn't take him long. In 1917 he  achieved the goal by intro- 
ducing a new term into the equations of general relativity: the cosmologi- 
cal constant4 

Einstein's strategy in introducing this modification is not hard to 
grasp. The  gravitational force between any two objects, whether they're 
baseballs, planets, stars, comets, or what have you, is attractive, and as a 
result, gravity constantly acts to draw objects toward one another. The  
gravitational attraction between the earth and a dancer leaping upward 
causes the dancer to slow down, reach a maximum height, and then head 
back down. If a choreographer wants a static configuration in which the 
dancer floats in midair, there would have to be a repulsive force between 
the dancer and the earth that wouid precisely baiance their gravitational 
attraction: a static configuration can arise only when there is a perfect 
cancellation behveen attraction and repulsion. Einstein realized that 
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exactly the same reasoning holds for the entire universe. In just the same 
way that the attractive pull of gravity acts to slow the dancer's ascent, it 
aiso acts to slow the expansion of space. And just as the dancer can't 
achieve stasis-it can't hover at a fixed height-without a repulsive force 
to balance the usual pull of gravity, space can't be static-space can't 
hover at a fixed overall size-without there also being some kind of bal- 
ancing repulsive force. Einstein introduced the cosmologicai constant 
because h e  found that with this new term included in the equations, grav- 
ity could provide just such a repulsive force. 

But what physics does this mathematical term represent? What is the 
cosmologicai constant, from what is it made, and how does it manage to 
go against the grain of usual attractive gravity and exert a repulsive out- 
ward push? Well, the modern reading of Einstein's work-one that goes 
back to Lemaitre-interprets the cosmological constant as an exotic form 
of energy that uniformly and homogeneously fills all of space. I say 
"exotic" because Einstein's analysis didn't specify where this energy might 
come from and, as we'll shortly see, the mathematical description he  
invoked ensured that it could not be composed of anything familiar like 
protons, neutrons, electrons, or photons. Physicists today invoke phrases 
like "the energy of space itself" or "dark energy" when discuss~ng the 
meaning of Einstein's cosmological constant, because if there were a cos- 
mological constant, space would be filled with a transparent, amorphous 
presence that you wouldn't be abie to see directly; space filled with a cos- 
mological constant would still look dark. (This resembles the old notion 
of an  aether and the newer notion of a Higgs field that has acquired a 
nonzero value throughout space. T h e  latter similarity is more than mere 
coincidence since there is an important connection between a cosmolog- 
ical constant and Higgs fields, which we will come to shortly.) But even 
without specifying the origin or identity of the cosmoiogical constant, 
Einstein was able to work out its gravitational implications, and the 
answer he  found was remarkable. 

To understand it, you need to be aware of one feature of general rela- 
tivity that we have yet to discuss. In Newton's approach to gravity, the 
strength of attraction between two objects depends solely on two things: 
their masses and the distance between them. The  more massive the 
objects and the closer they are, the greater the gravitational pull they exert 
on each other. The  situation in general relativity is much the same, except 
that Einstein's equations show that Newton's focus on mass was too lim- 
ited. According to general relativity, it is not just the mass (and the separa- 
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tion) of objects that contributes to the strength of the gravitational field. 
Energy and pressure also contribute. This is important, so let's spend a 
moment to see what it means. 

Imagine that it's the twenty-fifth centur). and you're being held in the 
Hall of Wits, the newest Department of Corrections experiment employ- 
ing a meritocratic approach to disciplining white-collar felons. The  con- 
victs are each given a puzzle, and they can regain their freedom only by 
solving it. The  guy in the cell next to you has to figure out why Gilligan's 
Island reruns made a surprise comeback in the twentysecond century 
and have been the most popular show ever since, so he's likely to be call- 
ing the Hall home for quite some time. Your puzzle IS simpler. You are 
given two identical solid gold cubes-they are the same size and each is 
made from precisely the same quantity of gold. Your challenge is to find a 
'say to make the cubes register different weights when gently resting on a 
fixed, exquisitely accurate scale, subject to one stipulation: you're not 
allowed to change the amount of matter in either cube, so there's to be no 
chipping, scraping, soldering, shaving, etc. If you posed this puzzle to 
Newton, he'd immediately declare it to have no solution. According to 
Newton's laws, identical quantities of gold translate into identical masses. 
And since each cube will rest on the same, fixed scale, earth's gravita- 
tional pull on them will be identical. Newton would conclude that the 
two cubes must register an identical weight, no ifs, ands, or buts. 

With your twenty-f i f th-cent  high school knowledge of general rel- 
ativity, though, you see a crTay out. General relativity s h o ~ s  that the 
strength of the gravitat~onal attraction between two objects does not just 
depend on their masses' (and their separation), but also on any and all 
additional contributions to each object's total energy. And so far we have 
said nothing about the temperature of the golden cubes. Temperature is a 
measure of how quickly, on average, the atoms of gold that make up each 
cube are movlng to and fro-it's a measure of how energetic the atoms are 
(it reflects their kinetic energy). Thus,  you realize that if you heat up one 
cube, its atoms will be more energetic, so it will weigh a bit more than the 
cooler cube. This is a fact Newton was unaware of (an increase of 10 
degrees Celslus would increase the weight of a one-pound cube of gold by 
about a millionth of a billionth of a pound, so the effect is minuscule), 
and with this solution you win release from the Hall. 

Well, almost. Because your crime was particularly devious, at the last 
minute the parole board decides that you must solve a second puzzle. You 
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are given two identical old-t~me Jack-in-the-box toys, and your new chal- 
lenge is to find a way to make each have a different weight. But in t h ~ s  go- 
around, not only are you forbidden to change the amount of mass in 
either object, you are also required to keep both at exactly the same tem- 
perature. Again, were Newton given this puzzie, he  would immediately 
resign himself to life in the Hall. Since the toys have identical masses, he  
would conclude that their weights are identical, and so the puzzle is insol- 
uble. But once again, your knowledge of general relativity comes to the 
rescue: O n  one of the toys you compress the spring, tightly squeezing Jack 
under the closed lid, while on the other you leave Jack in his popped-up 
posture. Why? Well, a compressed spring has more energy than an 
uncompressed one; you had to exert energy to squeeze the spring down 
and you can see evidence of your labor because the compressed spring 
exerts pressure, causing the toy's lid to strain slightly outward. And, again, 
according to Einstein, any additional energy affects gravity, resulting in 
additional lveight. Thus, the closed Jack-in-the-box, with its compressed 
spring exerting an  outward pressure, weighs a touch more than the open 
Jack-in-the-box, with its uncompressed spring. This is a realization that 
would have escaped Newton, and w ~ t h  it you finally do earn back your 
freedom. 

T h e  solution to that second puzzle hints at the subtle but critical fea- 
ture of general reiativity that we're after. In his paper presenting general 
relativity, Einstein showed mathematically that the gravitational force 
depends not only on mass, and not only on energy (such as heat), but also 
on any pressures that may be exerted. And this is the essential physics 
we need if we are to understand the cosmological constant. Here's why. 
Outward-directed pressure, like that exerted by a compressed sprlng, is 
called positive pressure. Naturally enough, positive pressure makes a posl- 
tive contribution to gravity. But, and this is the critical point, there are sit- 
uations in which the pressure in a region, unlike mass and total energy, 
can be negative, meaning that the pressure sucks inward instead of push- 
ing outward. ,4nd although that may not sound particularly exot~c,  nega- 
tive pressure can result in something extraordinaql from the point of view 
of general relativity: whereas positive pressure contributes to ordinary 
attractive gravity, negatzve pressure contributes to "negative" gravity, that 
IS, to repulswe g r a v i ~ ! ~  

With this stunning realization, Einstein's general relativity exposed a 
loophole in the more than two-hundred-pear-old belief that grawty is 
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always an attractive force. Planets, stars, and galaxies, as Newton correctly 
showed, certainly do exert an  attractive gravitational pull. But when pres- 
sure becomes important (for ordinary matter under everyday conditions, 
the gravitational contribution of pressure is negligible) and, in particular, 
\\:hen pressure is negative (for ordinary matter like protons and electrons, 
pressure is positive, which is why the cosmological constant can't be com- 
posed of anything familiar) there is a contribution to gravity that would 
have shocked Ne~vton.  It's repulsive. 

This result is central to much of what follows and is easily nisunder- 
stood, so let me emphasize one essential point. Gravity and pressure are 
two related but separate characters in this story. Pressures, or more pre- 
cisely, pressure differences, can exert their own, nongravitationai forces. 
When you dive underwater, your eardrums can sense the pressure differ- 
ence between the water pushing on them from the outside and the air 
pushing on them from the inside. That's all true. But the point we're now 
making about pressure and gravity is completely different. According to 
general relativity, pressure can indirectly exert another force-it can exert 
a gravitational force-because pressure contributes to the gravitational 
field. Pressure, like mass and energy, is a source of gravity. And remark- 
ably, if the pressure in a region is negative, it contributes a gravitational 
push to the gravitational field permeating the region, not a gravitationai 
pull. 

This means that when pressure is negative, there is competition 
between ordinary attractwe gravity, arising from ordinary mass and 
energy, and exotic repulsive gravity, arising from the negative pressure. If 
the negative pressure in a region is negative enough, repulsive gravity will 
dominate; gravity will push things apart rather than draw them together. 
Here is where the cosmologlcal constant comes into the story. T h e  cos- 
mological term Einstein added to the equations of general relativity 
would mean that space is uniformly suffused with energy but, crucially, 
the equations show that this energy has a uniform, negative pressure. 
What's more, the gravitational repulsion of the cosmologicai constant's 
negative pressure overwhelms the gravitational attraction coming from its 
positive energy, and so repulsive gravity wins the competition: a cosmo- 
logical constant exerts an  overall repulsive gravitational force.' 

For Einstein, this was just what the doctor ordered. Ordinaq~ matter 
and radiation, spread throughout the universe, exert an attractive gravita- 
tional force, causing every region of space to pull on every othe.. The  new 
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cosmological term, which he  envisioned as also being spread uniformly 
throughout the universe, exerts a repulsive gravitational force, causing 
every region of space to push on every other. By carefully choosing the 
size of the new term, Einstein found that he  could precisely balance the 
usual attractive gravitational force with the newly discovered repulsive 
gravitational force, and produce a static universe. 

Moreover, because the new repulsive gravitational force arises from 
the energy and pressure in space itself, Einstein found that its strength is 
cumulative; the force becomes stronger over larger spatial separations, 
since more intervening space means more outward pushing. O n  the dis- 
tance scales of the earth or the entire solar system, Einstein showed that 
the new repulsive gravitational force is immeasurably tiny. It becomes 
important only over vastly larger cosmological expanses, thereby presew 
ing all the successes of both Newton's theory and his own general relativ- 
i g  when they are applied closer to home. In short, Einstein found h e  
could have his cake and eat it too: h e  could maintain all the appealing, 
experimentally confirmed features of general relativity while basking in 
the eternal serenity of an unchanging cosmos, one that was neither 
expanding nor contracting. 

With this result, Einstein no doubt breathed a sigh of relief. How 
heart-wrenching it would have been if the decade of grueling research he  
had devoted to formulating general relativity resulted in a theory that was 
incompatible with the static universe apparent to anyone who gazed up at 
the night sky. But, as we have seen, a dozen years later the story took a 
sharp turn. In 1929, Hubble showed that cursory skyward gazes can be 
misleading. His systematic observations revealed that the universe is not 
static. It is expanding Had Einstein trusted the original equations of gen- 
eral relativity, h e  would have predicted the expansion of the universe more 
than a decade before it was discovered observationally. That would cer- 
tainly have ranked among the greatest discoveries- it might have been the 
greatest discovery-of all time. f i e r  learning of Hubble's results, Einstein 
rued the day he  had thought of the cosmological constant, and he  care- 
fully erased it from the equations of general r e l a t iv i~ .  H e  wanted eireqone 
to forget the whoie sorry episode, and for many decades eveqone did. 

In the 1980s, however, the cosmological constant resurfaced in a daz- 
zling new form and ushered in one of the most dramatic upheavals in cos- 
mological thinking since our species first engaged in cosmological 
thought. 
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Of J u m p i n g  Frogs  a n d  S u p e r c o o l i n g  

If you caught sight of a baseball flying upward, you could use Newton's 
law of gravity (or Einstein's more refined equations) to figure out its sub- 
sequent trajectory. And if you carried out the required calculations, you'd 
have a solid understanding of the ball's motion. But there would still be 
an unanswered question: Who or what threw the ball uprvard in the first 
place! How did the ball acquire the initlal upn.ard motion whose subse- 
quent unfolding you've evaluated mathematically? In this example, a lit- 
tle further investigation is all it generally takes to find the answer (unless, 
of course, the aspiring big-leaguers realize that the ball just hit is on a col- 
lision course with the windshield of a parked Mercedes). But a more diffi- 
cult version of a similar question dogs general relativity's expianation of 
the expanslon of the unwerse. 

The  equations of general relativity, as originally shown by Einstein, 
the Dutch physicist Willem de Sitter, and, subsequently, Friedmann and 
LemaPtre, allolv for an expanding universe. But, just as Newton's equa- 
tions tell us nothing about how a ball's upward journey got started, Ein- 
stein's equations tell us nothing about how the expansion of the universe 
got started. For many years, cosmoiogists took the initial outward expan- 
sion of space as an unexplained given, and simply worked the equations 
forward from there, This is what I meant earlier when I said that the big 
bang is silent on the bang. 

Such was the case until one fateful night in December 1979, when 
Alan Guth,  a phys~cs postdoctoral fellow working at the Stanford Linear 
Accelerator Center (he is now a professor at MIT),  showed that we can do 
better. Much better. Although there are details that today, more than two 
decades later, have yet to be resolved fully, Guth made a discovery that 
finally filled the cosmological silence by providing the big bang with a 
bang, and one that u'as bigger than anyone expected. 

Guth was not trained as a cosmologist. His specialty was particie 
physics, and in the late 1970s, together with Henry Tye from Cornell Uni- 
versity, he was studying various aspects of Higgs fields in grand unified 
theories. Remember from the last chapter's discussion of spontaneous 
symmetry breaking that a Higgs field contributes the least possible energy 
it can to a region of space when its value settles down to a particular 
nonzero number (a number that depends on the detailed shape of its 
potential energJr b o d ) .  In the early universe, when the temperature was 
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extraordinarily high, we discussed how the value of a Higgs field would 
wildly fluctuate from one number to another, like the frog in the hot 
metal bowl whose legs were being singed, but as the universe cooled, the 
Higgs would roll down the bowl to a value that would minimize its energy. 

Guth and Tye studied reasons why the Higgs field might be delayed 
in reaching the least energetic configurat~on (the bowl's valley in Figure 
9 . 1 ~ ) .  If we apply the frog analogy to the question Guth and Tye asked, it 
was this: what if the frog, in one of its eariier jumps when the bond was 
starting to cool, just happened to !and on the central plateau? And what if, 
as the bowl continued to cool, the frog hung out on the central plateau 
(leisurely eating worms), rather than sliding down to the bowl's valley? Or, 
in physics terms, what if a fluctuating Higgs field's value should land on 
the energy bowl's central plateau and remain there as the universe con- 
tinues to cool? If this happens, physicists say that the Higgs field has super- 
cooled, indicating that even though the temperature of the universe has 
dropped to the point where you'd expect the Higgs value to approach the 
low-energy valley, it remains trapped in a higher-energy configuration. 
(This is analogous to highly purified water, which can be supercooled 
below 0 degrees Celsius, the temperature at which you'd expect it to turn 
into ice, and yet remain liquid because the formation of ice requires small 
impurities around which the crystals can grow.) 

Guth and Tye were interested in this possibility because their calcula- 
tions suggested it might be relevant to a problem (the magnetic monopole 
problem8) researchers had encountered with various attempts at grand 
unification. But Guth  and Tye realized that there might be another impli- 
cation and, in retrospect, that's why their work proved pivotal. They sus- 
pected that the energy associated with a supercooled Higgs field- 
remember, the height of the field represents its energy, so the field has 
zero energy only if its value iies in the bo\vl's valley-might have an effect 
on the expansion of the universe. In early December 1979, Guth followed 
up  on this hunch, and here's what h e  found. 

A Higgs field that has gotten caught on a plateau not only suffuses 
space ivith energ)., but, of crucial importance, Guth  realized that it also 
contributes a uniform negative pressure. In fact, he  found that as far as 
energy and pressure are concerned, a Higgs field that's caught on a 
plateau has the same properties as a cosmological constant: it suffuses 
space with energy and negative pressure, and in exactly the same propor- 
tions as a cosmological constant. So Guth  discovered that a supercooled 
Higgs field does have an  important effect on the expansion of space: like a 
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cosmoiogical constant, lt exerts a repulsive grawtational force that drives 
space to expand.9 

At this point, since you are aiready familiar with negative pressure and 
repulsive graviy, you may be thinking, All right, it's nice that Guth found 
a specific physical mechan~sm for realizing Einstein's idea of a cosmolog- 
ical constant, but so what? What's the big deal? The  concept of a cosmo- 
logical constant had long been abandoned. Its introduction into physics 
was nothing but an embarrassment for Einstein. Why get excited over 
rediscovering something that had been discredited more than six decades 
earlier? 

Inf lat ion 

Well, here's why. Although a supercooled Higgs field shares certaln fea- 
tures with a cosmoiog~cai constant, Guth  reallzed that they are not com- 
pletely identical. Instead, there are two key differences-differences that 
make all the difference. 

First, whereas a cosn~olog~cal constant is constant-~t does not vary 
~vith time, so it prowdes a constant, unchangmg ouhvard push-a super- 
cooled Higgs field need not be constant. Thmk of a frog perched on the 
bump In F ~ g u r e  10.la It may hang out there for a nhlle, but sooner or 

(a) (b) 

Figure 10.1 (a) A supercooled Hlggs fieid is one whose value gets trapped 
on the energy boal's h~gh-energy plateau, like the hog on a bump. (b) 
Typically, a supercooled Higgs field will quickly find its way off the 
plateau and drop to a value w ~ t h  lower energy, iike the frog's lumping off 
the bump. 
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later a random jump this way or that-a jump taken not because the 
bowl is hot (it no longer IS), but merely because the frog gets restless- 
will propel the frog beyond the bump, after which it will slide down to 
the bowl's lowest point, as in Figure 10.lb. A Higgs field can behave sim- 
ilarly. Its value throughout all of space may get stuck on its energy bowl's 
central bump while the temperature drops too low to drive significant 
thermal agitation. But quantum processes will inject random jumps into 
the Higgs field's value, and a large enough jump will propel it off the 
plateau, allowing its energy and pressure to relax to zero.'' Guth's calcu- 
lations showed that, depending on the precise shape of the bowl's bump, 
this jump could have happened rapidly, perhaps In as short a time as 
.0000000000000000000OOOOOOOOOOOOl seconds. Subsequently, 
Andrei Linde, then working at the Lebedev Physical Institute in Moscow, 
and Paul Steinhardt, then working with his student Andreas Albrecht at 
the University of Pennsyivania, discovered a way for the Higgs field's 
relaxation to zero energy and pressure throughout all of space to happen 
even more efficiently and significantly more uniformly (thereby curing 
certain technical poblems inherent to Guth's original proposal11). They 
showed that if the potential energy bowl had been smoother and more 
gradually sloping, as in Figure 10.2, no  quantum jumps would have been 
necessary: the Higgs field's value would quickly roll down to the valley, 
much iike a ball rolling down a hill. T h e  upshot is that if a Higgs field 
acted like a cosmoiogical constant, it did so only for a brief moment. 

T h e  second difference is that whereas Einstein carefully and arbitrar- 
ily chose the value of the cosmological constant-the amount of energ)r 

Figure 10.2 A smoother and more gradually sloping bump allows the 
Higgs field value to roll down to the zero-energy valley more easily and 
more uniformly throughout space. 
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and negatike pressure it contributed to each volume of space-so that its 
1 outward repulsive force nouid precis el^ balance the inward attractive 

force arising from the ordinary matter and radiation in the cosmos, Guth 
\+as able to estimate the energy and negative pressure contributed by the 
Higgs fields he and Tye had been studying. And the answer he  found was 
more than 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 (loloo) 
times larger than the value Einstein had chosen This number is huge, 
obwously, and so the outward push supplied by the H~ggs  field's repulsive 
gra~l ty  is monumental compared with what Emstein en\woned originally 
nrith the cosmological constant. 

Non, if we combine these hilo observations-that the Higgs field will 
stay on the plateau, in the high-energy, negative-pressure state, only for 

I the briefest of instants, and that while it is on the plateau, the repulsive 
1 outward push it generates is enormous-what do we have? IVell, as Guth 

realized, we have a phenomenal, short-litred, outward burst. In other 
words, we have exactly dha t  the blg bang theory was mlssing a bang, and 
a b ~ g  one at that That's why Guth's disco~ery is someth~ng to get excited 
about." 

The cosmological picture emerging from Guth's breakthrough is thus 
the following. X long time ago, when the universe was enormously dense, 
its energy was carried by a Higgs field perched at a value far from the low- 

i est point on its potential energy bowl. To distinguish this particuiar Higgs 
field from others (such as the electroweak Higgs field responsible for giv- 
ing mass to the famiiiar particle species, or the Higgs fieid that arises in 

I grand unified theories13) it is usually called the inflaton field.. Because of 
its negative pressure, the inflaton field generated a gigantic gravitational 
repulsion that drove every region of space to rush away from every other; 

1 in Guth's language, the inflaton drove the universe to inpate. The  repul- 
sion lasted only about seconds, but it was so powerful that even in 
that brief moment the universe swelled by a huge factor. Depending on 
details such as the precise shape of the inflaton field's potential energy, 
the universe could easily have expanded by a factor of lo3', 10j0, or 10"O 
or more. 

These numbers are staggering. An expansion factor of 10"-a con- 
sen~ati\.e estimate-would be like scaling up  a molecule of DNA to 

'You mlght thlnk !'ve left out an "I" In the last scllable of "mflaton," but I haven't, 
ph)slclsts often gl\e fields names, such as photon and gluon, ~ h i c h  end with "on." 

@ 
* 
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roughly the size of the Milky Way galaxy, and in a time interval that's 
much shorter than a billionth of a billionth of a billionth of the blink of an 
eye. By comparison, even this consen~ative expansion factor 1s billions 
and billions of times the expansion that would have occurred according to 
the standard big bang theory during the same time interval, and it exceeds 
the total expansion factor that has cumulatively occurred over the subse- 
quent 14 billion years! In the many models of inflation in which the cal- 
cuiated expansion factor is much iarger than lo3', the resulting spatial 
expanse is so enormous that the region we are able to see, even with the 
most powerful telescope possible, is but  a tiny fraction of the whole uni- 
verse. According to these models, none of the light emitted from the vast 
majority of the universe could have reached us yet, and much of it won't 
arrive until long after the sun and earth have died out. If the entire cosmos 
were scaled down to the size of earth, the part accessible to us would be 
much smaller than a grain of sand. 

Roughly lo-" seconds after the burst began, the inflaton field found 
its way off the high-energy plateau and its value throughout space slid 
down to the bottom of the bowl, turning off the repulsive push. And as the 
inflaton value rolled down, it relinquished its pent-up energy to the pro- 
duction of ordinary particles of matter and radiation-like a foggy mist 
settling on the grass as morning dew -that uniformly filled the expanding 
space.14 From this point on, the story is essentially that of the standard big 
bang theory: space continued to expand and cool in the aftermath of the 
burst, allowing particles of matter to clump into structures like galaxies, 
stars, and planets, which slowly arranged themselves into the universe we 
currently see, as illustrated in Figure 10.3. 

Guth's discovery-dubbed inflationav cosmology-together with the 
important improvements contributed by Linde, and by Albrecht and 
Steinhardt, provided an explanation for what set space expanding in the 
first $ace. A Higgs field perched above its zero energy value can provide 
an outward blast driving space to swell. Guth providedthe big bang with 
a bang. 

The  Inflationary Framework 

Guth's discovery was quickly hailed as a major advance and has become a 
dominant fixture of cosmological research. But notice two things. First, in 
the standard big bang model, the bang supposedly happened at time zero, 
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Figure 10.3 (a) Inflationary cosmoiogy inserts a quick, enormous burst of 
spatial expansion early on In the history of the universe. (b) After the 
burst, the evolution of the universe merges Into the standard evolution 
theorized in the blg bang mode!. 

at the very beginning of the universe, so it is viewed as the creation event. 
But just as a stick ofdynamlte explodes only when it's properly lit, in infla- 
tionary cosmology the bang happened only when conditions were right- 
when there was an inflaton field whose value provided the energy and 
negative pressure that fueled the outward burst of repulsive gravity-and 
that need not have coincided with the "creation" of the universe. For this 
reason, the inflationary bang is best thought of as an event that the preex- 
isting universe experienced, but not necessarily as the event that created 
the universe. We denote this in Figure 10.3 by maintaining some of the 
fuzzy patch of Figure 9.2, indicating our continuing ignorance of funda- 
mental origin: specifically, if inflationary cosmology is right, our igno- 
rance of why there is an  inflaton field, why its potential energy bowl has 
the right shape for inflation to have occurred, why there are space and 
time within which the whole discussion takes place, and, in Leibniz's 
more grandiose phrasing, why there is something rather than nothing. 

A second and related observation is that inflationary cosmology is not 
a single, unique theory Rather, it is a cosmological framework built 
around the realization that gravit). can be repulsive and can thus drive a 
swelling of space. T h e  precise details of the outward burst-arhen it hap- 
pened, how long it lasted, the strength of the ouhvard push, the factor by 
which the universe expanded during the burst, the amount of energy the 
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inflaton deposited in ordinary matter as the burst drew to a close, and SO 

on-depend on details, most notably the size and shape of the inflaton 
field's potential energy, that are presently beyond our abilih to determine 
from theoretlcal considerations alone. So for many years physicists hake 
studied all sorts of possibillties-various shapes for the potential energy, 
various numbers of inflaton fields that work In tandem, and so on-and 
determined which choices give rise to theorles consistent 1% ith astronoml- 
cal obsenlations. T h e  important thlng is that there are aspects of inflation- 
ary cosmological theories that transcend the details and hence are 
common to essentially any realizatlon. T h e  outward burst itself, by defin- 
i t~on ,  is one such feature, and hence any inflatlonary model comes with a 
bang. But there are a number of other features inherent to all inflationary 
models that are vital because they solve important problems that have 
stumped standard big bang cosmology. 

Inflation and the Horizon Problem 

O n e  such problem 1s called the honzon problem and concerns the 
uniformity of the microwave background radiation that we came across 
previousiy Recall that the temperature of the microwave radiation reach- 
ing us from one direction in space agrees with that coming from any other 
direction to fantastic accuracy (to better than a thousandth of a degree). 
This obsen~ational fact is pivotal, because it attests to homogeneity 
througinout space, allowing for enormous simplifications in theoretical 
models of the cosmos. In earlier chapters, we used this homogenei9 to 
narrow down drastically the possible shapes for space and to argue for a 
uniform cosmic tlme. T h e  problem arises ~ v h e n  we try to explain how the 
universe became so uniform. How is it that vastly distant regions of the 
universe have arranged themselves to have nearly identical temperatures? 

If you think back to Chapter 4, one possibility is that just as nonlocal 
quantum entanglement can correlate the spins of hvo widely separated 
particles, maybe it can also correlate the temperatures of two widely sepa- 
rated regions of space. While this is an  interesting suggestion, the tremen- 
dous dilution of entanglement in all but the most controlled settings, as 
discussed at the end of that chapter, essentially rules it out. Okay, perhaps 
there is a simpler explanation. Maybe a long time ago when every region 
of space was nearer to ever). other, their temperatures equalized througin 
their close contact much as a hot kitchen and a cool living room come to 
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the same temperature when a door between them is opened for a whiie. 
In the standard big bang theory, though, this explanation also fails. Here's 
one tvay to think about it. 

Imagine watching a film that depicts the full course of cosmic evolu- 
tion from the beginning until today. Pause the film at some arbitrary 
moment and ask yourself: Could two particular regions of space, like the 
kitchen and the living room, have influenced each other's temperature? 
Could they have exchanged light and heat! The  answer depends on two 
things: The  distance between the regions and the amount of time that has 
elapsed since the bang  If their separation is less than the distance light 
could have traveled in the time since the bang, then the regions could 
have influenced each other; otherwise, they couldn't have. Now, you 
might think that all regions of the obsenlable universe could have inter- 
acted with each other way back near the beginning because the farther 
back we wind the film, the closer the regions become and hence the eas- 
ier it is for them to intereact. But this reasoning is too quick; it doesn't take 
account of the fact that not only were regions of space closer, but there 
was also less time for them to have communicated. 

To do a proper analysis, imagine running the cosn~ic film in reverse 
while focusing on two regions of space currently on opposlte sides of the 
obsenable universe-regions that are so distant that they are currently 
beyond each other's spheres of influence If in order to halve their separa- 
tion me have to roll the cosmic film more than halfway back toward the 
beginning, then even though the regions of space were closer together, 
communication between them was still impossible: they were half as far 
apart, but the time since the bang was less than half of what it is today, and 
so light could travel only less than half as far. Similarly, if from that point 
in the film we have to run more than halfhay back to the beginning in 
order to halve the separation between the regions once again, communi- 
cation becomes more difficult still. With this kind of cosmic evolution, 
even though regions were closer together in the past, it becomes more 
puzzling-not less-that they somehow managed to equalize their tem- 
peratures. Relative to how far light can travel, the regions become increas- 
mgly cut off as we examme them ever farther back in time. 

This is exactly what happens in the standard big bang theory. In the 
standard big bang, gravity acts only as an attractive force, and so, ever 
since the beginning, it has been acting to slow the expansion of space. 
Now, if something is slowing down, it will take more time to cover a given 
distance. For Instance, imagine that Secretariat lefi the gate at a blistering 
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pace and covered the first half of a racecourse in two minutes, but because 
it's not his best day, he  siows down considerably during the second half 
and takes three more minutes to finish. When viewing a film of the race 
in reverse, we'd have to roll the film more than halfway back in order to 
see Secretariat at the course's halfway mark (we'd have to run the five- 
minute film of the race all the way back to the two-minute mark). Simi- 
lady, since in the standard blg bang theory gravity slows the expansion of 
space, from any point in the cosmic film we have to wind more than 
halfivalar back in time in order to halve the separation between two 
regions. And, as above, this means that even though the regions of space 
were closer together at earlier times, it was more difficult-not less-for 
them to influence each other and hence more puzzling-not less-that 
they somehow reached the same temperature. 

Physicists define a region's cosmic horizon (or horizon for short) as the 
most distant surrounding regions of space that are close enough to the 
given region for the two to have exchanged light s~gnals in the time since 
the bang. The  analogy is to the most distant things we can see on earth's 
surface from any particular vantage point.'5 The  horizon problem, then, is 
the puzzle, inherent in the observations, that regions whose horizons 
have always been separate-regions that could never have interacted, 
comn~unicated, or exerted any kind of influence on each other-some- 
how have nearly identical temperatures. 

The  horizon problem does not imply that the standard big bang 
model is wrong, but it does cry out for explanation, Inflationary cosmol- 
ogy provldes one. 

In inflationary cosmology, there was a brief instant durlng which 
gravity was repulsive and this drove space to expand faster and faster. Dur- 
ing this part of the cosmic film, you would have to wind the film less than 
halfway back in order to halve the distance between two regions. Think of 
a race in which Secretariat covers the first half of the course in two min- 
utes and, because he's having the run of his life, speeds up and blazes 
through the second half in one minute. You'd only have to wind the three- 
minute film of the race back to the two-minute mark-less than ha lhay  
back-to see him at the course's halfhay point. Similarly, the increasingly 
rapid separation of any two regions of space during inflationar)~ expansion 

implies that halving their separation requires winding the cosnllc film 
less-much less-than halfway back toward the beginning. As we go far- 
ther back in time, therefore, it becomes easler for any two regions of space 
to influence each other, because, proportionally speaking, there is more 
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time for them to communicate. Calculations show that ifthe inflationary- 
expansion phase drove space to expand by at least a factor of lo3', an 
amount that is readily achieved in specific realizations of inflationav 
expansion, all the regions in space that we currently see-all the regions 
in space whose temperatures we have measured-were able to communi- 
cate as easily as the adjacent kitchen and living room and hence effi- 
ciently come to a common temperature in the earliest moments of the 
universe.l6 In a nutshell, space expands slo\vly enough in the very begin- 
nlng for a uniform temperature to be broadly established and then, 
through an intense burst of ever more rapid expansion, the universe 
makes up for the sluggish start and widely disperses nearby regions. 

That's how inflationary cosmology explains the other~vise mysterious 
uniformity of the microwave background radiation suffusing space. 

I n f l a t i o n  a n d  t h e  F l a t n e s s  P r o b l e m  

X second problem addressed by inflationary cosmology has to do with 
the shape of space. In Chapter 8, we imposed the criterion of uniform 
spatial symmetry and found three ways in which the fabric of space can 
curve. Resorting to our two-dimensionai visualizations, the possibilities 
are positive curvature (shaped like the surface of a ball), negative curva- 
ture isaddle-shaped), and zero curvature (shaped like an infinite flat 
tabletop or like a finite-slzed video game screen). Since the early days of 
general relativity, physicists ha~ie  reaiized that the total matter and energy 
in each volume of space-the matterlenergy denszh-determine the cur- 
vature of space. If the matterienergy density is high, space mill pull back 
on itself in the shape of a sphere; that is, there will be positive curvature. 
If the matterlenerg) density is low, space will flare outward iike a saddle; 
that is, there ~vill be negative curvature. Or, as mentioned in the last 
chapter, for a very special amount of matterlenergy density-the critical 
densit): equal to the mass of about five hydrogen atoms (about 
grams) in each cubic meter-space will lie just b e b e e n  these hvo 
extremes, and will be perfectly flat: that is, there will be no curnature. 

Now for the puzzle. 
The  equations of general relativity, which underlie the standard big 

bang model, show that if the matterienergy density early on was exactly 
equal to the critical density, then it wouid stay equal to the critical density 
as space expanded." But if the matterienergy densit? was even slightly 
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more or slightly less than the critical density, subsequent expansion would 
drive it enormously far from the critical density. Just to get a feel for the 
numbers, if at one second ATB, the universe was just shy of criticality, 
having 9999 percent of the critical density, calculations show that by 
today its density would have been driven all the way down to 
.00000000001 of the critical density. It's kind of like the situation faced by 
a mountain climber who is walking across a razor-thin ledge with a steep 
drop off on either side. If her step is right on the mark, she'll make it 
across. But even a tiny mmtep that's just a little too far left or right will be 
amplified into a significantly different outcome. (And, at the risk of hav- 
ing one too many analogies, this feature of the standard big bang model 
also reminds me of the shower years ago in my college dorm: if you man- 
aged to set the knob perfectly, you could get a comfortable water temper- 
ature. But if you were off by the slightest bit, one way or the other, the 
water would be either scalding or freezing. Some students just stopped 
showering altogether.) 

For decades, physicists have been attempting to measure the matter1 
energy density in the universe. By the 1980s, although the n~easuren~ents  
were far from complete, one thing was certain: the matterienergy density 
of the universe is not thousands and thousands of times smaller or larger 
than the critical density; equivalently, space is not substantially curved, 
either positl\rely or negatively. This realization cast an awkward light on 
the standard big bang model. It implied that for the standard big bang to 
be consistent with observatlons, some mechanism-one that nobody 
could explain or identify-must have tuned the matterlenerg~r density of 
the early universe extraordinarily close to the critical density. For exam- 
ple, caiculations showed that at one second ATB, the matterlenergy den- 
sity of the universe needed to hare been within a millionth ofa  millionth 
of a percent of the critical density; if the matterienergy density deviated 
from the critical value by any more than this nlinuscule amount, the stan- 
dard big bang model a matterlenergi. densib toda)~ that is vasth 
different from what we observe. According to the standard big bang 
model, then, the early universe, much like the mountain climber, 
teetered along an extremely narrow ledge. A tiny deviation in conditions 
billions of years ago would have led to a present-day unlverse very differ- 
ent from the one revealed by astronomers' measurements. This 1s known 
as the flatness problem. 

Although we've covered the essential idea, it's important to under- 
stand the sense in which the flatness problem is a problem. By no means 
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does the flatness problem show that the standard big bang model is 
wrong. X staunch believer reacts to the flatness problem with a shrug of 
the shoulders and the curt repiy "That's just hohv it was back then," taking 
the finely tuned matterlenergy density of the earl). universe-which the 
standard big bang requires to yield predictions that are in the same ball- 
park as observations-as an unexplained given. But this answer makes 
most physicists recoil. Physicists feel that a theory is grossly unnatural if 
its success hinges on extremely precise tunings of features for which we 
lack a fundamental explanation. Without supplying a reason for why the 
matterlenergy density of the early universe would have been so fineip 
tuned to an acceptable value, many physicists have found the standard 
big bang model highly contrived. Thus, the flatness problem highlights 
the extreme sensitivity of the standard big bang modei to conditions in the 
remote past of which we know very little; it shows how the theory must 
assume the universe was lust so, in order to work. 

By contrast, physicists long for theorles whose predictions are insensi- 
tive to unknown quantities such as how things were a long time ago. Such 
theories feel robust and natural because their predictions don't depend 
delicately on details that are hard, or perhaps even impossible, to deter- 
mine directly. This is the kind of theory provided by inflationary cosmol- 
ogy, and its soiution to the flatness problem illustrates why. 

The  essential obsenrat~on is that whereas attractive gravity amplifies 
any deviation from the critical matterlenergy density, the repuisi~re gravity 
of the inflationary theory does the opposite: it reduces any deviation from 
the critical densltv. To get a feel for why this is the case, it's easiest to use 
the tight connection between the universe's matterlenergy density and its 
curvature to reason geometrically. In particular, notice that even if the 
shape of the  universe were significantiy curved early on, after inflationary 
expansion a portion of space large enough to encompass todaj.' J s observ- 
able universe looks v e n  neariy flat. This is a feature of geometry we are all 
well aware of: The  surface of a basketball is obviously curved, but it took 
both time and thinkers with chutzpah before everyone was convinced 
that the earth's surface was also curved. The  reason is that, all else being 
equal, the larger something is, the more gradually ~t curves and the flatter 
a patch of a given size on its surface appears. If you draped the state of 
Nebraska over a sphere just a few hundred miles in diameter, as in Figure 
!0.4a, it would look curved, but on the earth's surface, as just about all 
Nebraskans concur, it looks flat. If you laid Nebraska out on a sphere a bil- 
lion times larger than earth, it would look flatter still. In inflationary cos- 
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la) (b) (c )  (d) 

Figure 10.h A shape of fixed stze, such as that of the state of Nebraska, 
appears flatter and flatter when laid out on larger and larger spheres. In 
this analog, the sphere represents the entlre unn erse, while Nebraska 
represents the observable universe-the part withln our cosmlc horizon. 

mology, space was stretched by such a colossal factor that the observable 
universe, the part we can see, is but a small patch in a gigantic cosn~os. 
And so, like Nebraska laid out on a giant sphere as in Figure 10.4d, even 
if the entire universe were curved, the observable universe ~vould be ver). 
nearly flat.'' 

It's as if there are powerful, oppositely oriented magnets embedded in 
the mountain climber's boots and the thin ledge she is crossing. Even if 
her step is aimed somewhat off the mar!!, the strong attraction between 
the magnets ensures that her foot lands squarely on the ledge. Simiiarl),, 
even if the early universe deviated a fair bit from the critical matterlenergy 
density and hence was far from flat, the inflationaq expansion ensured 
that the part of space we have access to was driven toward a flat shape and 
that the matterienergy densii). we ha~ze access to was drlven to the critical 
value. 

P rogress  a n d  P r e d i c t i o n  

Inflationary cosmology's insights Into the horizon and flatness probiems 
represent tremendous progress For cosmological evolution to yield a 
homogeneous unwerse ohose matterlenerp densih is e i en  remotelv 
close to what we observe todal, the standard b ~ g  bang model requires pre- 
cise, unexpla~ned, almost eerie fine-tuning of conditions earl! on This 
tunmg can be assumed, as the staunch adherent to the standard b ~ g  bang 
advocates, but the lack of an explanation makes tile theory seem artificial 
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To the contrary, regardless of the detailed properties of the early unlverse's 
matterlenergy density, inflationary cosmologlcai evolution predicts that 
the part we can see should be ver) nearly flat; that is, ~t predicts that the 
matterlenergy density n,e observe should be very nearly 100 percent of the 
cr~tical densib,. 

Insensitivity to the detailed properties of the early unwerse is a won- 
derful feature of the inflationary theory, because it allo\vs for definitive 
predictions irrespective of our ignorance of conditions lollg ago. But we 
must now ask: How do these predictions stand up to detailed and precise 
observations? Do  the data support inflationary c o s m o l o ~ ' ~  prediction 
that me should observe a flat universe containing the critical d e n s i ~  of 
matterlenergy? -. 

For many years the answer seemed to be "Not quite." Numerous 
astronomlcal surveys carefully measured the amount of matterlenergy 
that could be seen in the cosmos, and the answer they came up with was 
about 5 percent of the critical density. This is far from the enormous or 
minuscule densities to which the standard big bang naturally leads- 
wlthout artificial fine-tuning-and is what I alluded to earlier when I said 
that observations establish that the unlverse's matterlenergy density is not 
thousands and thousands of times larger or smaller than the critical 
amount. E\.en so, 5 percent falls short of the 100 percent inflation pre- 
dicts. But physicists ha\,e long realized that care must be exercised in eval- 
uating the data. The  astronomical surveys tallying 5 percent took account 
only of matter and energy that gave off light and hence could be seen with 
astronomers' telescopes. 4 n d  for decades, even before the discovev of 
inflationary cosmology, there had been mountlng evidence that the uni- 
verse has a hefty dark side. 

A Prediction of Darkness 

%ring the early 1930s, Fritz Zwicky, a professor of astronomy at the Cal- 
ifornia Institute of Technology (a  Famously caustic scientist whose appre- 
clation for symmetry led him to call his colleagues spherical bastards 
because, he  explained, they were bastards any way you looked at  then^'^), 
realized that the outlying galaxles in the Coma cluster, a collection of 
thousands of galaxies some 370 million light-years from earth, were mov- 
ing too quickly for their vlsibie matter to muster an adequate gravitational 
force to keep them tethered to the group. Instead, his analysis showed that 
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many of the fastest-movlng galaxies should be flung clear of the cluster, 
like water droplets thrown off a spinning bicycle tire. And yet none were. 
Zwicky conjectured that there might be  additional matter permeating the 
cluster that did not give off light but supplied the additional gravitational 
pull necessary to hold the cluster together. His calculations showed that if 
this explanation was right, the vast majority of the cluster's mass would 
comprise this nonluminous material. By 1936, corroborating ei~idence 
was found by Sinclair Smith of the Mount  Wilson observatory, \ tho was 
studying the Virgo cluster and came to a similar conclusion. But since 
both men's observations, as well as a number of subsequent others, had 
various uncertainties, many remained unconvinced that there was volu- 
minous unseen matter whose gravitational pull was keeping the groups of 
galaxies together. 

Over the next thirty years obsenational evidence for noniuminous 
matter continued to mount," but it was the work of the astronomer Vera 
Rubin from the Carnegie Institution of Washington, together with Kent 
Ford and others, that really clinched the case. Rubin and her collabora- 
tors studied the movements of stars within numerous spinning galaxies 
and concluded that if what you see is what there is, then many of the 
ga1axj~'s stars should be routinely flung outward. Their observations 
showed conclusively that the visible galactic matter could not exert a grav- 
itational grip anywhere near strong enough to keep the fastest-mo\'ing 
stars from breaking free. However, their detailed analyses also showed that 
the stars wlould remain gravitationally tethered if the galaxies they inhab- 
ited were immersed in a giant ball of noniuminous matter (as in Figure 
10.5), whose total mass far exceeded that of the  galaxy's luminous mater- 
ial. And so, like an audience that infers the presence of a dark-robed mime 
even though it sees only his white-gloved hands flitting to and fro on the 
unlit stage, astronomers concluded that the universe must be suffused 
with dark matter-matter that does not clump together in stars and hence 
does not give off light, and that thus exerts a gravitational pull without 
revealing itself visibly. T h e  universe's luminous constituents-stars- 
were revealed as but floatlng beacons in a giant ocean of dark matter. 

But if dark matter must exist in order to produce the observed motions 
of stars and galaxies, what's it made of? So far, no  one knows. The  identi9 
of the dark matter remains a malor, looming mystery, although 
astronomers and physic~sts have suggested numerous possible con- 
stituents rangmg from various kinds of exotic particles to a cosmic bath of 
miniature black holes. But even without determining its composition, by 
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Figure 10.5 .4 galaxy ~mmersed in a ball of dark matter (with the dark 
matter artificial11 highlighted to make it ~isible in the figure) 

closely analyzing its gravitational effects astronomers have been able to 
determine with significant precision how much dark matter is spread 
throughout the unir~erse. And the answer they've found amounts to about 
25 percent of the critical densib2 '  Thus, together with the 5 percent 
found in visible matter, the dark matter brings our tally up to 30 percent 
of the amount predicted by inflationary cosmology. 

Well, this is certainly progress, but for a long time scientists scratched 
their heads, wondering how to account for the remaining 70 percent of 
the onivene, which, if inflationary cosmology was correct, had apparently 
gone AI170L. But then, in 1998, two groups of astronomers came to the 
same shocking conclusion, which brings our story full circle and once 
again reveals the prescience ofAlbert Einstein. 

T h e  Runaway Universe  

Just as you may seek a second opinion to corroborate a medical diagnosis, 
physicists, too, seek second opinions when they come upon data or theo- 
ries that point toward puzzling results. Of these second opinions, the most 
convincing are those that reach the same conclusion from a point of view 
that differs sharply from the original analysis When the arrows of expla- 
nation converge on one spot from different angles, there's a good chance 
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that they're pointing at the scientific bull's-eye. Naturally then, with infla- 
tionary cosmology strongly suggesting something totally bizarre-that 
70 percent of the universe's masslenergy has vet to be measured or 
identified-physicists have yearned for independent confirmation. It has 
long been realized that measurement of the deceleration parameter would 
do the trick. 

Since just after the initial inflationay burst, ordinaty attractive gravity 
has been slowing the expansion of space. The rate at which this slowing 
occurs is called the deceleratlon parameter. A precise measurement of the 
parameter would provide independent insight into the total amount of 
matter in the universe: more matter, whether or not ~t gives off light, 
implies a greater gravitational pull and hence a more pronounced slow- 
ing of spatial expansion. 

For many decades, astronomers have been trying to measure the 
deceleration of the universe, but although doing so is straightforward in 
principle, it's a challenge in practice. When we observe distant heavenly 
bodies such as galaxies or quasars, we are seeing them as they were a long 
time ago: the farther away they are, the farther back in time we are look- 
ing. So, if we could measure how fast they were receding from us, we'd 
have a measure of how fast the universe was expanding in the distant past. 
Moreover, if we could carry out such measurements for astronomicai 
objects situated at a variety of distances, we would have measured the uni- 
verse's expansion rate at a variety of moments in the past. By comparing 
these expansion rates, we could determine how the expansion of space is 
slowing over time and thereby determine the deceleration parameter. 

Carrying out this strategy for measuring the deceleration parameter 
thus requires two things: a means of determining the distance of a given 
astronomical object (so that we know how far back in time we are looking) 
and a means of determining the speed with which t'he object is receding 
from us (so that we know the rate of spatial expansion at that moment in 
the past). The latter ingredient is easier to come by Just as the pitch of a 

car's siren drops to lower tones as it rushes away from us, the fre- 
quency of vibration of the light emitted by an astronomicai source also 
drops as the object rushes away. And since the light emitted by atoms like 
hydrogen, helium, and oxygen -atoms that are among the constituents of 
stars, quasars, and galaxies-has been carefully studied under laboratory 
conditions, a precise determination of the object's speed can be made by 
examining how the light ire receive differs from that seen in the lab. 

But the former ingredient, a method for determining precisely how 
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far away an object is, has proven to be the astronomer's headache. The  far- 
ther away something is, the dimmer you expect it to appear, but turning 
this simple observation into a quantitative measure is difficult. To judge 
the distance to an  object by its apparent brightness, you need to know its 
intrinsic brightness-how bright it would be were it right next to you. And 
it is difficult to determine the intrinsic brightness of an object billions of 
light-years away. The  general strategy is to seek a speaes of heavenly bod- 
ies that, for fundamental reasons of astrophysics, always burn ~vith a stan- 
dard, dependabie brightness. If space were dotted with glowing 100-watt 
lightbulbs, that would do the trick, since we could easiij, determine a 
given bulb's distance on the basis of how dim it appears (although it 
would be a challenge to see 100-watt bulbs from significantl~r far away). 
But, as space isn't so endowed, what can play the role of standard- 
b r i g h e s s  iightbulbs, or, in astronomy-speak, what can play the role o i  
standard candles? Through the years astronomers have studied a variety of 
possibilities, but the most successfui candidate to date is a particular class 
of supernova explosions. 

\{hen stars exhaust their nuclear fuel, the outward pressure from 
nuclear fusion in the star's core diminishes and the star begins to implode 
under its own weight. As the star's core crashes in on itself, its tenlperature 
rapidly rises, sometimes resulting in an enormous explosion that blows off 
the star's outer layers in a brilliant display of heavenly iire~vorks. Such an 
explosion is known as a supernova; for a period ofweeks, a single exploding 
star can burn as bright as a billion suns. It's truly mind-boggling: a single 
star burning as bright as almost an entire galaxy! Different types of stars- 
of different sizes, with different atomic abundances, and so on-give rlse 
to different kinds of supernova explosions, but for many years astronomers 
have realized that certain supernova explosions alrvays seem to burn n'ith 
the same mtrinsic brightness. These are type la supernova explosions. 

In a type Ia supernova, a white dn.arfstar-a star that has exhausted its 
supply of nuclear fuel but has insufficient mass to ignite a supernova 
expiosion on its own-sucks the surface material from a nearby compan- 
ion star. When the dwarf star's mass reaches a particular critical value, 
about 1.4 times that of the sun, it undergoes a runaway nuclear reaction 
that causes the star to go supernova. Since such supernova explosions 
occur when the dwarf star reaches the same critical mass, the characteris- 
tics of the explosion, including its overall intrinsic brightness, are largely 
the same from episode to episode. Moreover, since supernovae, unlike 
100-watt lightbulbs, are so fantastically powerful, not only do they have a 
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standard, dependable brightness but you can also see them clear across 
the universe. They are thus prime candidates for standard candles." 

In the 1990s, two groups of astronomers, one led by Saul Perlmutter 
at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and the other led by Brian 
Schmidt at the Australian National University, set out to determine the 
deceleration-and hence the total masslenergy-of the universe by mea- 
suring the recession speeds of type Ia supernovae. Identifving a supernova 
as being of type Ia is fairly straightforward because the light their explo- 
sions generate follows a distinctive pattern of steeply rising then gradually 
falling intensity. But actually catching a type Ia supernova in the act is no 
small feat, since they happen only about once every few hundred years in 
a vpical galaxy. Nevertheless, through the innovative technique of simul- 
taneously observing thousands of galaxies wiith wide-field-of-view tele- 
scopes, the teams were able to find nearly four dozen type Ia supernovae 
at various distances from earth. After painstakingly determining the dis- 
tance and recessional velocities of each, both groups came to a totally 
unexpected conclusion: ever since the universe was about 7 billion years 
old, its expansion rate has not been decelerating. Instead, the expansion 
rate has been speeding up. 

T h e  groups concluded that the expansion of the universe siowed 
down for the first 7 billion years after the initial outward burst, much like 
a car slowing down as it approaches a highway tollbooth. This was as 
expected But the data revealed that, like a driver who hits the gas pedal 
after gliding through the Ez-Pass lane, the expansion of the universe has 
been accelerating ever since. The  expansion rate of space 7 billion years 
ATB was less than the expansion rate 8 billion years ATB, which was less 
than the expansion rate 9 billion years ATB, and so on, all of which are 
less than the expansion rate today. T h e  expected deceleration of spatial 
expansion has turned out to be an  unexpected acceleration. 

But how could this be? Well, the answer provides the corroborating 
second opinion regarding the missmg 70 percent of masslenerg~l that 
physicists had been seeking. 

T h e  M i s s i n g  70 P e r c e n t  

If y o ~ i  cast your mind back to 1917 and Einstein's introduction of a cos- 
mological constant, you have enough information to suggest how it 
might be that the universe is accelerating. Ordinary matter and energy 
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give rise to ordinary attractive gravity, which slows spatial expansion. But 
as the universe expands and things get increasingly spread out, this cos- 
mic gravitational pull, while still acting to slow the expansion, gets 
weaker. And this sets us up for the new and unexpected twist. If the uni- 
verse should have a cosmological constant-and if its magnitude should 
have just the right, small value-up until about 7 billion years ATB its 
gavitational repulsion would have been overwhelmed by the usual grav- 
itational attraction of ordinary matter, yielding a net slowing of expan- 
sion, in keeping with the data. But then, as ordinary matter spread out 
and its gravitational pull diminished, the repulsive push of the cosmo- 
logical constant (whose strength does not change as matter spreads 
out) would have gradually gamed the upper hand, and the era of deceler- 
ated spatml expansm tvould have given way to a new era of accelerated 
expansmn. 

In the late 1990s, such reasoning and an in-depth analysis of the data 
led both the Perlmutter group and the Schmidt group to suggest that Ein- 
stein had not been wrong some eight decades earlier when h e  introduced 
a cosinological constant into the gravitational equations. The  universe, 
they suggested, does have a cosmological ~ o n s t a n t . ~ '  Its magnitude is not 
what Einstein proposed, since h e  was chasing a static universe in which 
gravitational attraction and repulsion matched precisely, and these 
researchers found that for billions of years repuision has dominated. But 
that detail notwithstanding, should the discovery of these groups continue 
to hold up under the close scrutiny and follou,-up studies now under way, 
Einstein will have once again seen through to a fundamental feature of 
the universe, one that this time took more than eighty vears to be con- 
firmed experin1entall.i:. 

The  recession speed of a supernova depends on the difference 
between the gravitational pull of ordinary matter and the gravitational 
push of the "dark energy" supplied by the cosmological constant. Taking 
the amount of matter, both visible and dark, to be about 30 percent of the 
critical density, the supernova researchers concluded that the accelerated 
expansion they had observed required an outward push of a cosn~ological 
constant whose dark energy contributes about 70 percent of the critical 
density. 

This is a remarkable number. If it's correct, then not only does ordinary 
matter-protons, neutrons, electrons-constitute a paltry 5 percent of the 
m a s s i e n e r ~  of the universe, and not only does some currently unidenti- 
fied form of dark matter constitute at  least five times that amount, but aiso 
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the majoriv of the massienera In the universe is contributed by a totally 
different and rather mysterious form of dark energy that is spread through- 
out space If these ideas are right, they dramatically extend the Coperni- 
can revolution: not only are we not the center of the universe, but the stuff 
of which we're made is like flotsam on the cosmic ocean. If protons, neu- 
trons, and electrons had been left out of the grand design, the total 
massienerg). of the universe would hardly have been diminished. 

But there is a second, equally important reason why 70 percent is a 
remarkable number. A cosmological constant that contributes 70 percent 
of the critical density would, together with the 30 percent coming from 
ordinary matter and dark matter, bring the total masslenerg of the uni- 
verse right up to the full 100 percent predicted by inflationary cosmology~ 
Thus, the outward push demonstrated by the supernova data can be 
explained by just the right amount of dark energy to account for the 
unseen 70 percent of the universe that inflationary cosmologists had been 
scratching their heads over. The  supernot7a measurements and inflation- 
ary cosmology are wonderfully complementary. The). confirm each 
other. Each provides a corroboratmg second opinion for the ~ t h e r . ' ~  

Combiil~ng the observational results of supernovae with the theoreti- 
cal insights of inflation, we thus arrive at the following sketch of cosn~ic 
evolution, summarized in Figure 10.6. Early on,  the energy of the uni- 
verse was carried by the inflaton field, which was perched alvay from its 
minimum energy state. Because of its negative pressure, the infaton field 
drove an enormous burst of ~nflationary expansion. Then, some sec- 

onds later, as the inflaton field slid down its potential energy b o d ,  the 
burst of expansion drew to a close and the inflaton released its pent-up 
energy to the production of ordinan matter and radiation. For many bil- 
lions of years, these familiar consti t~~ents of the universe exerted an ordi- 
nary attractive gravitational that slowed the spatial expansion. But as 
the universe grew and thinned out, the gravitational pull diminished. 
About 7 billion years ago, ordinary gravitational attraction became weak 
enough for the gravitational repulsion of the universe's cosmological con- 
stant to become dominant, and since then the rate of spatial expansion 
has been continually increasing. 

About 100 billion years from now, all but the closest of galaxies will be 
dragged away by the swelling space at faster-than-light speed and so ivould 
be impossible for us to see, regardless of the power of telescopes used. If 
these ideas are right, then in the far future the universe will be a vast, 
empty, and lonely place. 
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Figure 10.6 A time line of cosmic evolution. (a) Inflationary burst. 
(b) Standard Big Bang evolution. (c) Era of accelerated expansion. 

P u z z l e s  a n d  Progress  

With these discoveries, it thus seemed manifest that the pieces of the cos- 
mological puzzle were falling mto place. Questions left unanswered by 
the standard big bang theory-What ~gnited the outward swelling of 
space? TVhy is the ten~perature of the microwave background radiation so 
uniform! Why does space seem to have a flat shape?-were addressed by 
the inflationary theory. Even so, thorny issues regarding fundamental ori- 
gins have continued to mount: \j7as there an era before the inflationary 
burst, and if so, what was it like? What introduced an inflaton field dis- 
placed from its lowest-energ). configuration to initiate the inflationary 
expansion? And, the newest quest~on of all, why is the universe apparently 
composed of such a mlshmash of ingredients- 5 percent familiar matter, 
25 percent dark matter, 70 percent dark energy? Despite the immensely 
pleasing fact that this cosmic recipe agrees with inflation's prediction that 
the universe should have 100 percent of the critical densit)., and although 
it si~nultaneously explains the accelerated expansion found by supernova 
studies, many physicists view the hodgepodge composition as distinctly 
unattractive. M'h!., many have asked, has the universe's composlt~on 
turned out to be so complicated? Why are there a handful of disparate 
ingredients in such seemingly random abundances? Is there some sensi- 
ble underlying plan that theoretical studies have yet to reveal? 

No one has advanced any convincing answers to these questions; they 
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are among the pressing research problems driving current cosmological 
research and they s e n e  to remind us of the many tangled knots we must 
still unravel before we can claim to have fully understood the birth of the 
universe. But despite the significant challenges that remain, inflation is 
far and away the front-running cosmological theory To be sure, physicists' 
belief in inflation is grounded in the achievements we've so far discussed. 
But the confidence in inflationary c o s m o l o ~  has roots that run deeper 
still. As we'll see in the next chapter, a number of other considerations- 
coming from both obsenlational and fheoreticai discoveries-ha\le con- 
vinced many physicists who work in the field that the i n f l a t i o n a ~  
framework is our generation's most important and most lasting contribu- 
tion to cosmological sclence. 



Q u a n t a  in  the  Sky 
w i t h  D i a m o n d s  

I N F L A T I O N .  Q U A N T U M  J I T T E R S .  A N D  THE A R R O W  OF T I M E  

T he discovery of the inflationary framework launched a new era in 
cosmological research, and in the decades since, many thousands 

I of papers hare been written on the subject. Scientists haw explored 
just about every nook and cranny of the theory you could possibly imag- 
ine. TT'hile many of these works have focused on details of technical 
importance, others haze gone further and shown how ~nflation not only 
solves specific cosmological proble~ns beyond the reach of the standard 
big bang, but also provides powerfill new approaches to a number of age- 
old questions. Of these, there are three developments-having to do with 
the formation of clumpy structures such as galaxies; the amount of energy 
required to spawn the universe we see; and (of prime importance to our 
story) the orlgin of time's arrorrf-on which inflation has ushered In sub- 
stantial and, some would say, spectacular progress. 

Let's take a look. 

Q u a n t u m  Skyvnt ing 

Inflationary cosmoiogv's solution to the horizon and flatness problems 
nras its initial claim to fame, and rightly so. As we've seen, these were 
major accomplishments. But in the years since, many physicists have 
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come to believe that another of inflation's achievements shares the top 
spot on the list of the theory's most important contributions. 

The lauded insight concerns an issue that, to this point, I have 
encouraged you not to think about: How is it that there are galaxies, stars, 
planets, and other clumpy things in the universe? In the !ast three chap- 
ters, I asked you to focus on astronomically large scales-scales on which 
the universe appears homogeneous, scales so large that entire galaxies can 
be thought of as single H 2 0  molecules, while the universe itself is the 
whole, uniform glass of water. But sooner or later cosmology has to come 
to grips with the fact that when you examine the cosmos on "finer" scales 
you discover clumpy structures such as galaxies. And here, once again, we 
are faced with a puzzle. 

If the universe is indeed smooth, uniform, and homogeneous on large 
scales-features that are supported by observation and that lie at the heart 
of all cosmological analyses-where could the smaller-scale lumpiness 
have come from? The staunch believer in standard big bang cosmology 
can, once again, shrug off this question by appealing to highly favorable 
and mysteriously tuned conditions in the early universe: "Near the very 
beginning," such a believer can say, "things were, by and large, smooth and 
uniform, but not pefectly uniform. How conditions got that way, I can't 
say. That's just how it was back then. Over time, this tiny lumpiness grew, 
since a lump has greater gravitational pull, being denser then its surround- 
ings, and therefore grabs hold of more nearby material, growing larger still. 
Ultimately, the lumps got big enough to form stars and galaxies." This 
would be a convincing story were it not for two deficiencies: the utter lack 
of an explanation for either the initial overall homogeneity or these impor- 
tant tiny nonuniformities. That's where inflationav cosmology provides 
gratibing progress. 1d7e't7e already seen that inflation offers an explanation 
for the large-scale uniformity, and as \ve'll now learn, the explanatory 
power of the theory goes even further. Remarkably, according to inflation- 
ary cosmoiogy, the initial nonuniformiy that ultimately resulted in the for- 
mation of stars and galaxies came from quantum mechanics. 

This magnificent idea arises from an interplay between isvo seemingly 
disparate areas of physics: the inflationary expansion of space and the 
quantum uncertainh; principle The  uncertainty principle tells us that 
there are always trade-offs in how sharply various complementary physical 
features in the cosmos can be determined. The most familiar example (see 
Chapter 4) involves matter: the more precisely the position of a particle is 
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determined, the less prec~sely its velocity can be determined. But the 
uncertainty principle also applies to fields. By essentially the same reason- 
ing l ie used in its application to particles, the uncertainty principle implies 
that the more precisely the value of a field is determined at one location In 
space, the less precisely its rate of change at that iocation can be deter- 
mined. (The posit~on ofa partlcle and the rate ofchange of its position-its 
veiocity-play analogous roles In quantum mechanics to the value of a 
field and the rate of change of the field value, at a given location in space.) 

I like to summarize the uncertainty principle by saying, roughly speak- 
ing, that quantum mechanics makes thmgs jittery and turbulent. If the 
velocity of a particle can't be delineated with total precision, we also can't 
delineate a.here the particle will be located even a fraction of a second 
iater. since r e l o c q  now determines posit~on then In a sense, the particle is 
free to take on t h ~ s  or that velocity, or more precisely, to assume a mixture 
of many different velocities, and hence it will jitter frantic all^ haphazardly 
going this way and that. For fields, the situation is similar. If a field's rate of 
change can't be delineated with total precis~on, then we also can't delin- 
eate what the value of the field will be, at any location, even a moment 
iater. In a sense, the field it-ill undulate up or down at this or that speed, or, 
more precisely, it will assume a strange m~xture of many different rates of 

1 ~ change, and hence its value n d l  undergo a frenzied, fuzzy, random jitter. 
I 

In daily life we aren't directly aware of the jitters, either for particles or 
fields, because they take place on subatomic scales. But that's n)here infla- 
tion makes a big impact. The  sudden burst of inflationary expansion 
stretched space by such an enormous factor that what initially inhabited 
the microscopic was drawn out to the macroscopic. As a hey example, 
pioneers1 of inflationary cosmology realized that random differences 

! between the quantum jitters in one spatial location and another would 
have generated slight iiihomogene~ties in the microscopic realm; because 
of the indiscriminate quantum agitation, the amount of energy in one 
location ii.ould haire been a bit different from what it was in another. Then, 
through the subsequent inflationary swelling of space, these tiny variations 
would haie been stretched to scales far larger than the quantum domain, 
yielding a small amount of lumpiness, much as tiny wiggles drawn on a 
balloon with a M a g ~ c  Marker are stretched clear across the balloon's sur- 
face when you blow it up. This, physicists believe, is the origin of the 
lumpiness that the staunch believer in the standard big bang model simply 
deciares, without justification, to be "how it was back then." Through the 
enormous stretching of inevitable quantum fluctuations, inflationay cos- 
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mology provides an explanation: inflationay expansion stretches tini; 
inhomogeneous quantum jitters and smears them clear across the sky. 

Over the few billion years following the end of the brief inflationary 
phase, these tiny lumps continued to grow through gravitational clump- 
i n g  Just as in the standard big bang picture, lumps have slightly higher 
gravitational pull than their sorroundings, so they draw in nearby mater- 
ial, growing larger still. In time, the lumps grew large enough to yield the 
matter maklng up  gaiaries and the stars that inhabit them. Certainly, 
there are nunlerous steps of detail in going from a little lump to a galaxy, 
and many still need elucidation. But the overall framework is clear: in a 
quantum world, nothing is ever perfectiy uniform because of the jitteri- 
ness inherent to the uncertainty principle. And, in a quantum nrorld that 
experienced inflationary expansion, such nonuniformity can be stretched 
from the microworld to far larger scales, providing the seeds for the for- 
mation of large astrophysical bodies like galaxies. 

That's the basic idea, so feel free to skip over the next paragraph. But 
for those who are interested, I'd like to make the discussion a bit more pre- 
cise. Recall that inflationary expansion came to an end when the inflaton 
field's value slid down its potential energy bowl and the field relinquished 
all its pent-up energy and negative pressure. We described this as happen- 
ing uniformly throughout space-the inflaton value here, there, and 
eierywhere experienced the same evolution-as that's what naturally 
emerges from the governing equations. However, this is str~ctly true only 
if we Ignore the effects of quantum mechanics O n  average, the inflaton 
field value did indeed slide down the bowl, as we expect from thinking 
about a simple classical object like a marble rolling doivn an incline. But 
just as a frog sliding doivn the bowl is likely to jump and jiggle along the 
may, quantum mechanics tells us that the inflaton field experienced quiv- 
ers and jitters, O n  its way down, the value may have suddenly jumped up 
a little bit over there or jiggled doivn a little bit over there. And because of 
this jittering, the inflaton reached the value of lowest energy at different 
places at slightly different moments In turn, inflationay expansion shut 
off at slightly different times at different locations in space, so that the 
amount of spatial expansion at different locations varied slightly, giving 
rise to inhomogeneities -wrinkles-similar to the kind you see when the 
pizza maker stretches the dough a bit more in one place than another and 
creates a little bump. Now (he normal intuit~on 1s that jitters arising from 
quantum mechanics would be too small to be relevant on astrophyslcal 
scales. But with inflation, space expanded at such a colossal rate, dou- 
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bling in size every seconds, that even a slightly different duration of 
inflation at nearby locations resulted in a significant wrinkle. In fact, cal- 
culations undertaken in specific realizations of inflation have shown that 
the lnhomogeneities produced in this way have a tendency to be too 
large; researchers often have to adjust details In a given inflationary model 
ithe precise shape of the inflaton field's potential energy bowl) to ensure 
that the quantum jitters don't predict a universe that's too lumpy. And so 
inflationary cosn~ology supplies a ready-made mechanism for under- 
standing how the small-scale nonuniformity responsible for lumpy struc- 
tures like stars and galaxies emerged in a universe that on the largest of 
scales appears thoroughly homogeneous. 

According to inflation, the more than 100 billion galaxies, sparkling 
throughout space like heavenly diamonds, are nothing but quantum 
mechanics writ large across the sky. To me, this realization is one of the 
greatest wonders of the modern scientific age. 

T h e  G o l d e n  A g e  of C o s m o l o g y  

Dramatic evidence supporting these ideas comes from meticulous 
satellite-based observations of the microwave background radiation's tem- 
perature. I have emphasized a number of times that the temperature of 
the radiation in one part of the sky agrees with that In another to high 
accuracy. But what I have yet to mention is that by the fourth digit after 
the decimal pIace, the temperatures in different locations do differ. Preci- 
sion measurements, first accomplished in 1992 by COBE (the Cosmic 
Background Explorer satellite) and more recently by WMAP (the Wilkin- 
son Microwave ,4nisotropy Probe), have determined that while the tem- 
perature might be 2.7249.~elvin in one spot in space, it might be 2.7250 
Kelvin in another, and 2.725 1 Kelvin in still another. 

The  wonderful thing is that these extraordinarily small temperature 
variations follow a pattern on the sky that can be explained by attributing 
them to the same mechanism that has been suggested for seeding galaxy 
formation: quantum fluctuations stretched out by ~nflation. The  rough 
idea is that when tmy quantum jitters are smeared across space, they make 
it slightly hotter in one region and slightly cooler in another (photons 
received from a slightly dense: region expend more energ). overcoming 
the slightly stronger gravitational field, and hence their energy and tem- 
perature are slightly lower than those of photons received from a less dense 

Figure 11 .I (a) Inflationary c o s m o l o ~  s prediction for temperature varia- 
t~ons of the microlrave background radlatlon from one pomt to another 
on the shy. (b) Comparison of those predictions nith satellite-based 
observations 

region). Physicists have carried out precise calculations based on this pro- 
posal, and generated predictions for how the microwave radiation's tem- 
perature should vary from place to place across the sky, as illustrated in 
Figure 1 l . la .  (The detaiis are not essential, but the horizontal axis 1s 
related to the angular separation of two points on the sky, and the vertical 
axis is related to their temperature difference.) In Figure 11.1 b, these pre- 
dictions are compared with satellite observations, represented by little dia- 
monds, and as you can see there is extraordinary agreement. 

I hope you're blown away by this concordance of theory and observa- 
tion, because if not it means I've failed to convey the full wonder of the 
result. So, just in case, let me reemphasize what's going on here: satellite- 
borne telescopes have recently measured the temperature of microwave 
photons that have been traveling toward us, unimpeded, for neariy 14 bil- 
lion years, They've found that photons arrivlng from different directions 
in space have nearly identical temperatures, differing by no more than a 
few ten-thousandths of a degree. Moreover, the observations have shown 
that these tiny temperature differences fill out a particular pattern on the 
sk!;, demonstrated by the orderly progression of diamonds in Figure 11. lb .  
And marvel of marvels, calculations done today, using the inflationary 
framework, are able to explain the pattern of these minuscule tempera- 
ture \lar~atioi~s-variations set down nearly 14 billion years ago-and, to 
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top it off, the key to t h ~ s  explanation involves jitters arising from quantum 
uncertainty. Wow. 

This success has convinced many physicists of the inflationary the- 
ory's validity. What is of equal importance, these and other precision 
astrononlical measurements, which have only recently become possible, 
have allowed cosmoloa  to mature from a field based on speculation and 
conjecture to one firmly grounded in obsewation-a coming of age that 
has inspired many in the field to call our era t'he golden age of cosmology. 

C r e a t i n g  a U n i v e r s e  

With such progress, physicists have been motivated to see how much fur- 
ther inflationary cosmology can go. Can it, for example, resolve the ulti- 
mate mystery, encapsulated in Leibniz's question of why there is a 
universe at all? Well, at least with our current level of understanding, 
that's asking for too much. Even if a cosn~ological theor): were to make 
headway on this question, we c o ~ ~ l d  ask why that particular theory-its 
assumptions, ingredients, and equations-\{,as relevant, thus merely push- 
ing the question of origin one step further back. If logic alone somehow 
required the universe to exist and to be governed by a unique set of laws 
wlth unique ingredients, then perhaps we'd have a convincing story. But, 
to date, that's nothing but a pipe dream. 

A related but somewhat less ambitious question, one that has aiso 
been asked in various guises through the ages, is: Where did all the 
masslenergy making up the universe come from? Here, although infla- 
tionary cosmology does not provide a complete answer, it has cast the 
question in an  intriguing new light. 

To understand how, thlnk of a huge but flexible box filled \{.ith many 
thousands of swarming children, incessantly running and jun~ping. Imag- 
ine that the box is completely ~mpermeabie,  so no heat or energy can 
escape, but because it's flexible, its walls can move ouhvard. As the chil- 
dren relentlessly slam into each of the box's walls-hundreds at a time, 
with hundreds more immediateiy to follow-the box steadily expands. 
Now, you might expect that because the nralls are impermeable, the total 
energy embodied by the swarming children will stay fully within the 
expanding box. After all, where else could their e n e r a  go? Well, although 
a reasonabie proposition, it's not quite right. There is some place for it to 
go. The  children expend energy every time they slam into a wall, and 
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much of this energy is transferred to the wall's motion. T h e  verjr expansion 
of the box absorbs, and hence depletes, the children's energy. 

Now imagine that a few pranksters among the children decide to 
change things a bit. They hook a number of enormous rubber bands 
between each of the opposite, outward-moving box walls. The  rubber 
bands exert an inward, negative pressure on the box walls, which has 
exactly the opposite effect of the children's ouhvard, positive pressure; 
rather than transferring energ1 to the expansion of the box, the rubber 
bands' negative pressure "saps" energy from the expansion. As the box 
expands, the rubber bands get increasingly taut, which means the): 
embody increasing amounts of e n e r u .  

Of course, our real interest is not with expanding boxes, but with the 
expanding universe. And our theories tell us that space IS filled not with 
swarms of children and scores of rubber bands, but depending on the cos- 
n~ological epoch, with a uniform ocean of inflaton field or a stew of ordi- 
n a y  particles (electrons, photons, protons, etc.). Nevertheless, a simple 
obsewation allows us to carry over to cosmology t'he conclusions we've 
reached in the setting of the box. Just as the fast-moving children nzork 
against the inward force exerted by the box's wall as it expands, the fast- 
moving particles in our universe work against an inward force as space 
expands: they work against the force of gravity. This suggests (and the 
mathematics confirms), that we can analogize between the universe and 
the box by substituting the force of gravity for the box's walls. 

Thus, just as the total energy embodied by the children drops because 
it's continuously transferred to the energy of the walls as the box expands, 
the total energy carried by ordinary part~cles of matter and radiation drops 
because it's continuously transferred to gravzt), as the universe expands. 
Furthermore, we've learned that just as the prankster's rubber bands exert 
a negative pressure within the expanding box, a uniform inflaton field 
exerts a negative pressure within the expanding universe. 4 n d  so, just as 
the total energ!/ embodied by the rubber bands increases as the box 
expands because they extract energy from the box's walls, the total enerD1 
embodied by the inflaton field increases as the universe expands because 
it gums energy from gravlt)]. ' 

:'While useful, the rubber-band analogy is not perfect. The  ~nward, negative pressure 
exerted by the rubber bands Impedes the expansion of the box, whereas the inflaton's neg- 
ative pressure drives the expanslon of space. T h ~ s  important difference illustrates the clar- 
ification emphasized on page 278: In cosmolog, it 1s not that uniform negatlve pressure 
drives expanslon (only pressure differences result In forces, so uniform pressure, whether 
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To summarize: as the universe expands, matter and radiation lose 
energy to gravity while an  inflaton field gains energy from gravity. " 

The  pivotal nature of these observations becomes clear when we try 
to explain the origin of the matter and radiation that make up galaxies, 
stars, and everything else inhabiting the cosmos. In the standard big bang 
theory, the masslenergy carried by matter and radiation has steadily 
decreased as the universe has expanded, and so the masslenergy in the 
early unlverse greatly exceeded \vhat \ye see today. Thus, Instead of offer- 
ing an explanation for [vhere all the massienergy currently inhabiting the 
universe originated, the standard big bang fights an unending uphill bat- 
tle: the farther back the theory looks, the more masslenerm it must some- 
how explain. 

In inflationary cosmology, though, much the opposite is true. Recall 
that the inflationary theory argues that matter and radiation were pro- 
duced at the end of the inflationary phase as the inflaton field released its 
pent-up energy by rolling from perch to valley in its potential-energy 
bowl. The  relevant question, therefore, is whether, iust as the inflationary 
phase was drawing to a close, the theory can account for the inflaton field 
embodying the stupendous quantity of masslenerg). necessary to yield the 
matter and radiation in todajs's uniarerse. 

The answer to this question is that inflation can, without even break- 
ing a svveat. As just explained, the inflaton field is a grai,itational para- 
site-it feeds on gravity-and so the total energy the inflai-on field carried 
increased as space expanded. More precisely, the mathematical analysis 
shows that the energy density of the inflaton field remained constant 
throughout the inflationary phase of rapid expansion, implying that the 
total energy it embodied grew in direct proportion to the volume of the 
space it filled. In the previous chapter, we saw that the size of the universe 
increased by at least a factor of lo3' during inflation, which means the 
volume ofthe universe increased by a factor ofat  least (1030)' = lo9'. Con- 

p o s ~ t ~ ~ e  or negative, exerts no force). Rather, pressure, like mass, gives rlse to a gravlta- 
tional force. And negat~ve pressure gives rlse to a repuls~ve grawtational force that drwes 
expansion. This does not affect our conclus~ons. 

'As the universe expands, the energy loss of photons can be directly observed because 
thelr wavelengths stretch-they undergo redshift-and the longer a photon's wavelength, 
the less energy it has. The microaave backgroulld photons have undergone such redshift 
for nearly i4  billion years, expla~mng their long-nxcrowave-wavelengths, and their low 
temperature, hIatter undergoes a s~milar  loss of its k ~ n e t ~ c  energy i e n e r ~  from part~cle 
motlon), but the total energy bound up In the mass of particles (their rest energy-the 
energy equivalent of the11 mass, when at rest) remains constant. 
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sequently, the energy embodied In the inflaton field increased by the same 
huge factor: as the inflationary phase drew to a close, a mere lo-" or so 
seconds after it began, the energy in the inflaton fieid grew by a factor on 
the order of lo9', if not more. This means that a t  the onset ojlnflation, the 
inflaton field didn't need to have much energy, smce the enormous expan- 
slon it was about to spawn would enormously amplifi the energy it carried. 
A simple calculation shows that a tiny nugger, on the order of 10-16 cen- 
timeters across, filled with a uniform inflaton field-and weig'hing a mere 
twenty pounds-would, through the ensuing inflationary expansion, 
acquire enough energy to account for all we see in the universe today2 

Thus, in stark contrast to the standard big bang theory in which the 
totai niasslenergy of the early universe was huge beyond words, inflation- 
ary cosmology, by "n~ining" gravity, can produce all the ordinary matter 
and radiation in the universe from a tiny, twentypound speck of inflaton- 
filled space. By no means does this ans\ver Leibniz's question of why there 
is something rather than nothing, since we've yet to explain why there is 
an  inflaton or even the space it occupies. But the something in need of 
explanation weighs a whole lot less than my dog Rocky, and that's certainly 
a very different starting point than envisaged in the standard big bang." 

I n f l a t i o n ,  S m o o t h n e s s ,  a n d  t h e  Ar row of  T i m e  

Perhaps my enthusiasm has already betrayed my bias, but of all the 
progress that science has achieved in our age, advances in cosmology fill 
me with the greatest awe and humility. I seem never to have lost the rush 
I initially felt years ago when I first read up on the basics of general rela- 
tivity and realized that from our tiny iittle corner of spacetime we can 
apply Einstein's theory to learn about the evolution of the entire cosmos. 
Now, a few decades later, technological progress is subjecting these once 
abstract proposals for how the universe behaved In its earliest moments to 
observational tests, and the theor~es really work. 

*Some researchers, ~ncluding Alan Guth and Eddie Farh~,  have invest~gated ahether 
one might, hypothetically, create a new unwerse In the laboratoy by synt'hesmng a nugget 
of inflaton field. Beyond the fact that we still don't have direct exper~mental verificat~on 
that there 1s such a thmg as an Inflaton field, note that the twenty pounds of inflaton field 
would need to be crammed in a tlny space, roughly 10-l6 or so centimeters on a s ~ d e ,  and 
hence the density \vould be enormous-some lo6' t ~ m e s  the denslty of an atomic 
nucleus-way beyond a h a t  we can produce, now or perhaps ever. 
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Recall, though, that besides cosmology's overall relevance to the story 
of space and time, Chapters 6 and 7 launched us into a study of the uni- 
verse's eariy history with a specific goal: to find the origin of time's arrow. 
Remember from those chapters that the only convincing framework 
we found for explaining time's arrow was that the early universe had 
extremely high order, that is, extremely low entropy, which set the stage 
for a future in which entropy got ever iarger. Just as the pages of Wzr and 
Peace ~vouldn't have had the capacity to get increasingly jumbled if they 
had not been nice and ordered at some point, so too the universe wouldn't 
have had the capacity to get increasingly disordered-milk spilling, eggs 
breaking, people aging-unless it had been in a highiy ordered configu- 
ration early on. The  puzzle we encountered is to explain how this high- 
order, locv-entropy starting point came to be. 

Inflationan cosmolog~, offers substantial progress, but let m e  first 
remind you more precisely of the puzzle, in case any of the relevant 
details have slipped your mind. 

There is strong evidence and little doubt that, early in the history of 
the universe, matter was spread uniformly throughout space. Ordinarily, 
this would be characterized as a hlgh-entropy configuration-like the car- 
bon dioxide molecules from a bottle of Coke being spread uniformly 
throughout a roon1-and hence would be so comnlonplace that it would 
hardly require an explanation. But when gravity matters, as it does when 
considering the entire universe, a uniform distribution of matter is a rare, 
low-entropy, highly ordered configuration, because grawty drives matter 
to form clumps. Similarly, a smooth and uniform spatial curvature also 
has very low entropy; ~t is highly ordered compared with a wildly bumpy, 
nonuniform spatial curvature. (Just as there are many ways for the pages of 
War and Peace to be disordered but only one way for them to be ordered, 
so there are many ways for space to have a disordered, nonuniform shape, 
but very few t i y s  in which ~t can be fully ordered, sn~ooth,  and uniform.) 
So we are left to puzzle: Why did the eariy universe have a low-entropy 
(h~ghly  ordered) uniform dist'ribution of matter instead of a high-entropy 
(highljr disordered) clumpy distribution of matter such as a diverse popu- 
lation of biack holes? And ~ v h y  was the curvature of space smooth, 
ordered, and uniform to extremely high accuracy rather than being rid- 
dled usith a variety of huge warps and severe curves, also like those gener- 
ated by black holes? 

As first discussed in detail by Paul Dav~es  and Don Page,3 inflationary 
cosmology gives important insight into these issues. To see how, bear in 
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mind that an  essentiai assumption of the puzzle is that once a clump 
forms here or there, its greater gravitational pull attracts yet more mater- 
ial, causing ~t to grow larger; correspondingly, once a wrinkle in space 
forms here or there, its greater gravitational pull tends to make the wrinkle 
yet more severe, leading to a bumpy, highly nonuniform spatial curvature. 
When gravity matters, ordinary, unremarkable, high-entropy configura- 
tions are lumpy and bumpy. 

But note the following: this reasoning relies completely on the attrac- 
twe nature of ordinary gravity. Lumps and bumps grow because they pull 
strongly on nearby material, coaxing such material to join the lump. Dur- 
ing the brief inflationary phase, though, gravity was repulsive and that 
changed everything. Take the shape of space. T h e  enormous ouhvard 
push of repulsive gravity drove space to swell so swiftly that initial bumps 
and warps were stretched smooth, much as fully inflating a shriveled bal- 
loon stretches out its creased surface." What's more, since the volume of 
space increased by a colossal factor during the brief inflationary period, 
the density of any clumps of matter was completely diluted, much as the 
density of fish in your aquarium would be diluted if the tank's volume 
suddenly increased to that of an  Olympic swimming pool. Thus, 
alt'hough attractive gravity causes clumps of matter and creases of space to 
grow, repulsive gravity does the opposite: it causes them to diminish, lead- 
mg to an ever smoother, ever more uniform outcome. 

Thus, by the end of the inflationary burst, the size of the universe had 
grown fantast~cally, any nonuniformity In the curvature of space had been 
stretched away, and any initial clumps of anything at all had been diluted 
to the point of irrelevance. Moreover, as the inflaton field slid down to the 
bottom of its potential-enera bowl, bringing the burst of inflationary 
expansion to a close, it converted its pent-up energy into a nearly uniform 
bath of particles of ordinary matter throughout space (uniform up to the 
tiny but critical inhomogeneities coming from quantum jitters). In total, 
this all sounds like great progress. T h e  outcome we've reached via infla- 
t i o n - ~  smooth, uniform spatial expansion populated by a nearly unifinn 
distribution of matter-was exactly what we were trying to explain. It's 
exactly the low-entropy configuration that we need to explain time's 
arrow. 

'Don't get confused here: T h e  Inflationary stretch~ng of quantum jitters discussed In 
the last section still produced a m~nuscule, unavo~dable nonuniformiiy of about 1 part In 
100,OOC). But that t ~ n y  nonuniformlty overla~d an othenv~se smooth universe. We are no\v 
describmg how the latter-the underlying smooth uniformity-came to be. 
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E n t r o p y  a n d  I n f l a t i o n  

Indeed, this is significant progress. But t~vo  important issues remaln. 
First, we seem to be concluding that the inflationary burst smooths 

thmgs out and hence lowers total entropy, embodying a physical mecha- 
nism-not just a statist~cal fluke-that appears to violate the second law of 
thermodynamics. Were that the case, either our understanding of the sec- 
ond law or our current reasoning would have to be in error. In actuality, 
though. we don't have to face either ofthese options, because total entropy 
does not go down as a result of inflation What really happens during the 
inflationary burst is that the total entropy goes up, but it goes up much less 
than it mlght have. You see, by the end of the inflationary phase, space was 
stretched smooth and so the gravitational contribution to entropy-the 
entropy associated with the possible bumpy, nonordered, nonuniform 
shape of space-was minimal. However, when the ~nflaton field slid down 
its bowl and relinquished its pent-up e n e r u ,  it is estmated to have pro- 
duced about 10'' particles of matter and radiation. Such a huge number 
of particles, like a book with a huge number of pages, embodies a huge 
amount of entropy. Thus, even though the gravitat~onal entropy went 
down, the increase in entropy from the production of all these particles 
more than compensated. The total entropy increased, just as we expect 
from the second jaw. 

But, and this is the important point, the inflationary burst, by smooth- 
ing out space and ensuring a hon~ogeneous, uniform, low-entropy gravi- 
tational field, created a huge gap beki.een what the entropy contribution 
from gravity was and what it might have been. Overall entropy increased 
during inflation, but by a paltry amount compared nr~th how much it 
could have increased. It's in this sense that inflation generated a low- 
entropy universe: by the end of inflation, entrap), had increased, but by 
nowhere near the factor by which the spatial expanse had increased. If 
entropy is likened to property taxes, it  odd be as if New York City 
acquired the Sahara Desert T h e  total properiy taxes collected would go 
up, but by a tiny amount compared with the total increase in acreage. 

Ever since the end of inflation, gravity has been trying to make up the 
entropy difference. Every clump-be it a galaxy, or a star in a galaxy, or a 
planet, or a black hole-that gravity has subsequently coaxed out of the 
uniformity (seeded by the t ~ n y  nonunifornity from quantum jitters) has 
increased entropy and has brought gravity one step closer to realizing its 
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entropy potential. In this sense, then, inflation 1s a mechanism that 
yielded a large universe with relatively low gravitational entropy, and in 
that way set the stage for the subsequent billions of years of gravitational 
clumping whose effects we now witness. And so inflationary cosmology 
gives a direction to time's arrow by generating a past with exceedingly ~OFLJ  

gravitational entropy; the future is the direction in which this entropy 
grows.' 

The  second issue becomes apparent ~ v h e n  we continue down the path 
to which time's arrow led us in Chapter 6. From an egg, to the chicken 
that laid it, to the chicken's feed, to the plant kingdom, to the sun's heat 
and light, to the big bang's uniformIy distributed primordial gas, we fol- 
lowed the universe's evolution into a past that had ever greater order, at 
each stage pushing the puzzle of low entropy one step further back in 
time. We have just now realized that an even earlier stage of inflationaq 
expansion can naturally explain the smooth and uniform aftermath of the 
bang. But what about inflation itself! Can we explain the init~al link in 
t h ~ s  cham we've followed! Can we explain why conditions were nght for 
an inflationary burst to happen at all? 

This is an issue of paramount importance. No matter how many puz- 
zles inflationary cosmology resolves in theov,  if an era of inflationav 
expansion never took place, the approach will be rendered irrelevant. 
Moreover, since we can't go back to the early universe and determine 
directly whether inflation occurred, assessing whether we're made real 
progress in sett~ng a direction to time's arrow requires that we determine 
the likelihood that the conditions necessaq for an inflationary burst were 
achieved. That is, physicists bristle at the standard big bang's reliance on 
finely tuned homogeneous initial conditions that, while obsen7ationally 
motivated, are the ore tic all>^ unexplained. It feels deeply unsatisfying for 
the lowentropy state of the early universe simply to be assumed; it feels 
hollo\v for time's arrow to be imposed on the universe, nr~thout explana- 
tion. At first blush, inflation offers progress by showing that what's 
assumed in the standard big bang emerges from i n f l a t i o n a ~  evolution. 
But if the initiation of ~nflation requires yet other, highly special, exceed- 
ingly lowentropy conditions, are will p r e q  much find ourselves back at 
square one. We will merely have traded the big bang's special conditions 
for those necessary to ignite inflat~on, and the puzzle of time's arrow will 
remain just as puzzling. 

What are the conditions necessan for inflation! We've seen that infla- 
tion is the inevitable result of the inflaton field's value getting stuck, for 
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just a moment and within just a tiny region, on the high-enera plateau in 
its potential energy bowl. O u r  charge, therefore, is to determine how 
likel;, this startmg configuration for inflation actually is. If in~tiating infla- 
tion proves easy, we'll be in great shape. But if the necessaq conditions 
are extraordinarily uniikely to be attained, we will merely have shifted the 
question of tme's  arrow one step further back-to finding the explanation 
for the lowentropy inflaton field configuration that got the ball rolling. 

I'll first describe current thinking on this issue in the most optimistic 
light, and then return to essential elements ofthe story that remain cloudy. 

Bol tzmann Redux 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the inflationary burst is best 
thought of as an event occurring In a preexisting universe, rather than 
being thought of as the creation of the universe itself. Although we don't 
have an unassailable understanding of what the universe was like during 
such a preinflationary era, let's see how far we can get if we assume that 
things were in a thoroughly ordinary, high-entropy state. Specifically, let's 
imagine that primordial, pre inf la t iona~ space was riddled with warps and 
bumps, and that the inflaton field was also highly disordered, its value 
jumping to and fro like the frog in the hot metal bowl. 

No\\{, just as you can expect that if you patiently play a fair slot 
machine, sooner or later the randomly spinning dials will land on triple 
diamonds, we expect that sooner or later a chance fluctuation w~th in  this 
highly energetic, turbulent arena of the primordiai universe will cause the 
inflaton field's value to jump to the correct, uniform value in some small 
nugget of space, initiating an outward burst of inflationary expansion. As 
explained in the previous section, calculations show that the nugget of 

space need oniy have been tiny-on the order of centimeters 
across-for the ensuing cosmological expansion (inflationary expansion 
followed by standard big bang expansion) to have stretched it larger than 
the universe we see today. Thus, rather than assuming or simply declaring 
that conditions in the early universe were right for inflationary expansion 
to take place, in this way of thinking about things an ultramicroscopic 
fluctuation w e ~ g h ~ n g  a mere twenty pounds, occurrmg within an ordi- 
n a q ,  unremarkable environment of disorder, gave rlse to the necessary 
conditions. 

What's more, just as the slot machine will also generate a wide variety 
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of nonwinning results, in other regions of primordial space other kinds of 
inflaton fluctuations would also have happened. In most, the fluctuation 
wouldn't have had the right value or have been sufficiently uniform for 
inflationary expansion to occur. (Even in a region that's a mere cen- 

timeters across, a fieid's value can vary \vildly.) But all that matters to us is 
that there was one nugget that yielded the space-smoothing inflationary 
burst that provided the first link in the lowentropy cham, ultimateiy lead- 
ing to our familiar cosmos. As we see only our one big universe, we only 
need the cosmic slot machine to pay out once.' 

Since we are tracing the universe back to a statistical fluctuation from 
primordial chaos, this explanation for time's arrow shares certain features 
with Boltzmann's original proposal. Remember from Chapter 6 that 
Boltzmann suggested that everything we now see arose as a rare but every 
so often expectable fluctuation from total disorder. T h e  problem with 
Boltzmann's original formulation, though, was that it could not explain 
why the chance fluctuation had gone so far overboard and produced a 
universe hugely more ordered than it would need to be even to support 
life as we know it. Why 1s the universe so vast, having billions and billions 
of galaxies, each with billions and billions of stars, when it could have 
drastically cut corners by having, say, just a few galaxies, or even oniy one? 

From the statistical point of view, a more modest fluctuation that pro- 
duced some order but not as much as we currentl), see urould be far more 
likely. Moreover, since on average entropy is on the rise, Boltzmann's rea- 
soning suggests that it would be much more likely that everything we see 
today just now arose as a rare statistical jump to lower entropy. Recall the 
reason: the farther back the fluctuation happened, the lowe: the entropy it 
would have had to attain (entropy starts to rise after any dip to low entropy, 
as in Figure 6.4, so if the fluctuation happened ).esterday, it must have 
dipped down to yesterday's lower entropy, and if it happened a billion 
years ago, it must have dipped down to that era's even lower entropy). 
Hence, the farther back in time, the more drastic and improbable the 
required fluctuation. Thus, it is much more likely that the jump just hap- 
pened. But if we accept thls conclusion, we can't trust memories, records, 
or even the laws of physics that underlie the discussion itself-a com- 
pletely intolerable position. 

The  tremendous advantage of the inflationaql mcarnation of Boltz- 
mann's idea is that a small fluctuation early on-a modest jump to the 
favorable conditions, w i th~n  a tiny nugget of space-inevitably yields the 
huge and ordered universe we are aware of. Once inflationary expansion 
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set in, the little nugget was znexorably stretched to scales at least as large as 
the unlverse we currently see, and hence there is no mystery as to why the 
unwerse didn't cut corners; there is no  mystery why the universe is vast 
and IS populated by a huge number ofgalaxies. From the get-go, inflation 
gave the universe an amazing deal. 4 jump to lower entropy withln a tiny 
nugget of space was leveraged by mflationary expansion into the vast 
reaches of the cosmos. And, of utn~ost  importance, the inflationary 
stretching didn't just yield any old large unlverse. It yielded our large uni- 
verse-inflation explains the shape of space, it explains the large-scale 
uniformity, and it even explains the "smaller"-scale mhomogeneities such 
as galaxies and temperature variations in the background radiation. Infla- 
tion packages a wealth of explanatory and predictive power in a single 
fluctuation to low entropy. 

And so Boltzmann may well have been right. Everything we see may 
have resulted from a chance fluctuation out ofa  highly disordered state of 
primeval chaos. In thls realization of his ideas, though, we can trust our 
records and we can trust our memories: the fluctuation did not happen 
lust now. The  past really happened. Our  records are records of things that 
took place. Illflationas), expansion amplifies a tiny speck of order in the 
early universe-it "wound up" the universe to a huge expanse with mini- 
mal gravitational entropy-so the 14 billion years of subsequent unwind- 
ing, of subsequent clumping Into galaxies, stars, and planets, presents no 
puzzle. 

In fact, this approach even tells us a blt more. Just as it's possible to hit 
the jackpot on a number of slot nlachlnes on the floor of the Bellagio, In 
the primordial state of hlgh entropy and overall chaos there was no reason 
why the conditions necessary for inflationary expansion would arise only 
in a single spatial nugget. Instead, as l n d r e i  Linde has proposed, there 
could have been many nuggets scattered here and there that underwent 
space-smoothing inflationary expansion. If chat were so, our universe 
wouid be but one anlong many that sprouted-and perhaps continue to 
sprout-when chance fluctuations made the conditions right for an infla- 
tionary burst, as illustrated in Figure 11.2. As these other universes would 
likely be forever separate from ours, it's hard to imagine how we would 
ever estabiish whether this "n~ul t i~~erse"  picture is true. However, as a con- 
ceptual framework, it's both rich and tantalizing. Among ocher things, it 
suggests a possible shift in how we think about cosmoiogy: In Chapter 10, 
I described inflation as a "front end" to the standard big bang theory, in 
which the bang is identified with a fleeting burst of rapid expansion. But 
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Figure 11 2 Inflation can occur repeatedly, sprouting new universes from 
older ones. 

if we think of the inflationay sprouting of each new universe in Figure 
11.2 as its own bang, then inflation itself is best viewed as the overarching 
cosn~oiogical framework within which big bang-like evolutions happen, 
bubble by bubble  Thus, rather than inflation's being incorporated into 
the standard big bang theory, in t h e  approach the standard big bang 
would be  mcorporated into inflation. 

Inflation a n d  the Egg 

So why do you see an  egg splatter but not unsplatter? Where does the 
arrow of time that !tie all experience come from? Here is where this 
approach has taken us. Through a chance but even- so often expectable 
fluctuation from an unremarkable d rim or dial state with high entropy, a 
tiny, twenty-pound nugget of space achieved conditions that led to a brief 
burst of inflationary expansion. T h e  tremendous outward swelling 
resulted in space's being stretched enormously large and extremely 
smooth, and, as the burst drew to a close, the inflaton field relinquished 
its hugely amplified energy by filling space nearly uniformly with matter 
and radiation. As the inflaton's repuisire gravi9 diminished, ordinav 
attractive gravity became dominant, And, as we've seen, attractive gravib 
exploits tin); lnhomogeneit~es caused by quantum jitters to cause matter 
to clump, forming galaxies and stars and ultimately leading to the forma- 
tion of the sun, the earth, the rest of the solar system, and the other fea- 
tures of our obsened universe (As discussed, some 7 billion or so years 
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ATB, repulsive gravity once again became dominant, but this is only rele- 
vant on the largest of cosn~ic scales and has no direct impact on smaller 
entities like individual galaxies or our solar system, where ordinary attrac- 
tive gravity still reigns.) T h e  sun's relatively low-entropy ene rD was used 
by low-entropy plant and animal life forms on earth to produce yet more 
low-entropy life forms, slowly raising the total entropy through heat and 
waste. Ultimately, this chain produced a chicken that produced an egg- 
and you know the rest of the story: the egg rolled off your kitchen counter 
and spiattered on the floor as part of the universe's relentless drive to 
higher entropy. It's the low-entropy, highiy ordered, uniformly smooth 
nature of the spatial fabric produced by inflationary stretching that is the 
analog of having the pages of W a r  and Peace all in their proper numerical 
arrangement; it is t h ~ s  early state of order-the absence of severe bumps 
or warps or gargantuan black holes-that primed the universe for the sub- 
sequent evolution to higher entropy and hence provided the arrow of time 
we all experience. With our current level of understanding, this is the 
most complete explanation for time's arrow that has been given. 

The  Fly i n  the Ointment? 

To me, this story of inflationary cosmology and time's arrow is lovely. 
From a wild and energetic realm of primordial chaos, there emerged an 
ultramicroscopic fluctuation of uniform inflaton field weighing far less 
than the limit for carry-on luggage. This initiated inflationary expansion, 
which set a direction to time's arro\v, and the rest is h i s t o ~  

But in telling this story, we've made a pivotal assumption that's as yet 
unjustified. To assess the likelihood of inflation's being initiated, we've 
had to specifji the characteristm of the preinflationary realm out of which 
~nflationarp expansion is supposed to have emerged. T h e  particular realm 
we've envisioned-wild, chaotic, energetic-sounds reasonable, but 
delineating this mtuiti~re description with mathematical precision proves 
challenging. Moreover, it is only a guess. The  bottom line is that we don't 
know what conditions were like in the supposed preinflationary realm, in 
the fuzzy patch of Figure 10.3, and without that information we are 
unable to make a convincing assessment of the likelihood of inflation's 
initiating; any calculation of the likelihood depends sensitively on the 
assumptions we ~ n a k e . ~  

With this hole in our understanding, the most sensible summary is 
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that inflation offers a powerful e~planator~r  framework that bundles 
together seemingly disparate problems-the horizon problem, the flat- 
ness problem, the origin-of-structure problem, the low-entropy-of-the- 
early-universe problem -and offers a single solution that addresses them 
a l l  This feels right. But to go to the next step, we need a theory that can 
cope with the extreme conditions characteristic of the fuzzy patch- 
extremes of heat and colossal densib-so that we will stand a chance of 
gaining sharp, unambiguous insight into the earliest moments of the 
cosmos. 

As we will learn in the next chapter, this requires a t ' h e o ~  that can 
overcome perhaps the greatest obstacle theoretical physlcs has faced dur- 
ing the last eighh years: a fundamental rift between general re1atii.i~ and 
quantum mechan~cs.  Many researchers believe that a relatively new 
approach called superstring theoly may have accomplished thls, but if 
superstring theory is right, the fabric of the cosmos is far stranger than 
almost anyone ever imagined. 



U N I  



T h e  World on a Str ing 
T H E  F A B R I C  A C C O R D I N G  T O  S T R I N G  T H E O R Y  

I magine a universe in which to understand anything you'd need to 
understand everything. A universe in which to say anything about why 
a planet orbits a star, about why a baseball flies along a particular tra- 

jectory, about how a magnet or a battery works, about how light and grav- 
ity operate-a universe in which to say anything about anything-you 
would need to uncover the most fundamental laws and determine how 
they act on the finest constituents of matter. Thankfully, this universe is 
not our univexe. 

If it were, it's hard to see how science would have made any progress 
at all. Over the centuries, the reason we've been able to make headway is 
that we've been able to work piecemeal; we've been able to unravel mys- 
teries step by step, with each new d i s c o v e ~  going a bit deeper than the 
previous. Newton didn't need to know about atoms to make great strides 
in understanding motion and gravity. Maxwell didn't need to know about 
electrons and other charged particles to develop a powerful theory of elec- 
tromagnetism. Einstein didn't need to address the primordial incarnation 
of space and time to formulate a theory of how thep curve in the service of 
the gravitational force. Instead, each of these discoveries, as well as the 
many others that underlie our current conception of the cosmos, pro- 
ceeded within a limited context that unabashedly left many basic ques- 
tions unanswered. Each discovery was able to contribute its own piece to 
the puzzle, even though no one knew-and we still don't know-what 
grand synthesizing picture comprises all the puzzle's pieces. 

A closely related observation is that although today's science differs 
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sharply from that of even fifiy years ago, it ~vouid be siinplistlc to summa- 
rize scientific progress in terms of new theorles overthrowing their prede- 
cessors. X more correct description is that each new theory refines its 
predecessor by providing a more accurate and more wide-reaching frame- 
work. Newton's theory of gravity has been superseded by Einstein's gen- 
eral relativity, but it would be nai've to say that Nervton's theory was wrong. 
In the domain of objects that don't move anywhere near as fast as light 
and don't produce gravitational fields anywhere near as strong as those of 
biack holes, Newton's theory is fantastically accurate. Yet this is not to say 
that Einstein's theory is a minor variant on Newton's; in the course of 
improving Newton's approach to gravit): Einstein invoked a whole new 
conceptual schema, one that radically altered our understanding of space 
and time. But the power of Newton's discovery within the domain he 
intended it for (planetary motion, commonplace terrestrial motion, and 
so on) is unassailable. 

We envision each ne\v theory taking us closer to the elusive goai of 
truth, but n,hether there is an  ultimate theory-a theory that cannot be 
refined further, because it has finally revealed the workings of the uni- 
verse at the deepest possible ievei-is a question no one can answer. Even 
so, the pattern traced out during the last three hundred gears of discovery 
gives tantalizing evidence that such a theory can be developed. Broadly 
speaking, each new breakthrough has gathered a wider range of physical 
phenomena under fewer theoretical umbrellas. Newton's discoveries 
showed that the forces governing planetary motion are the same as those 
governing the motion of falling objects here on earth. Maxwell's discover- 
ies showed that electricity and magnetism are two sides of the same coin. 
Einstein's discoveries showed that space and time are as inseparable as 
Midas' touch and gold. The  discoveries of a generation of physicists in the 
early twentieth century established that myriad mysteries of microphysics 
could be explained with precision using quantum mechanics. More 
recently, the discoveries of Glashow, Salam, and Weinberg showed that 
electromagnetisn~ and the weak nuclear force are two manifestations of a 
slngie force-the electron~eak force-and there is even tentative, circum- 
stantial evidence that the strong nuclear force may jo~n the eiectroweak 
force in a yet grander synthesis.' Taking all this together, we see a pattern 
that goes from complexibr to simplicity, a pattern that goes from diversity 
to unity. T h e  explanatory arrows seem to be converging on a powerful, 
yet-to-be discovered framework that would unify all of nature's forces and 
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all of matter within a single theory capable of describing all physical phe- 
nomena. 

Albert Einstein, who for more than three decades sought to comblne 
electromagnetism and general relativity in a single theory, is rightly cred- 
ited with initiating the modern search for a unified theory, For long 
stretches during those decades, he  was the sole searcher for such a unified 
theory, and his passionate yet solitary quest alienated him from the main- 
stream physics community. During the iast twenty years, though, there 
has been a dramatic resurgence in the quest for a unified theory; Ein- 
stein's lonely dream has become the driving force for a whole generation 
of physicists. But with the discoveries since Einstein's time has come a 
shift in focus. Even though we don't yet have a successful theory combin- 
ing the strong nuclear force and the electroweak force, all three of these 
forces (electromagnetic, weak, strong) have been described by a single 
uniform language based on quantum mechanics. But general relativib, 
our most refined theory of the fourth force, stands outside this framework. 
General relativity is a classicai theory: it does not incorporate any of the 
probabilistic concepts of quantum the00 A primary goal of the modern 
unification program is therefore to combine general relativity and quan- 
tum mechanics, and to describe all four forces within the same quantum 
mechanical framework. This has proven to be one of the most difficult 
problems theoretical physics has ever encountered. 

Let's see why. 

Q u a n t u m  J i t t e r s  a n d  E m p t y  S p a c e  

If I had to select the single most evocative feature of quantum mechanics, 
I'd choose the uncertainty principle. Probabilities and wavefunctions cer- 
tainly povide a radically new framework, but it's the uncertainty princi- 
pie that encapsulates the break from classical physics. Remember, in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, scientists believed that a complete 
description of physical reality amounted to specifying the positions and 
velocities of eFrery constituent of matter making up  the cosmos. And with 
the advent of the field concept in the nineteenth centur>; and its subse- 
quent application to the electromagnetic and gravitational forces, this 
view was augmented to include the value of each field-the strength of 
each field, that is-and the rate of change of each field's value, at every 
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location in space. But by the 193(,s, the uncertainty principle dismantled 
this conception of reality by showing that > o u  can't ever know both the 
position and the velocity of a particle; you can't ever know both the value 
of a field at some location in space and how quickly the field value is 
changing. Quantum uncertainty forbids it. 

As we discussed in the iast chapter, this quantum uncertalnty ensures 
that the microworld is a turbulent and jittev realm. Earlier, we focused 
on uncertainty-induced quantum jitters for the inflaton field, but quan- 
tum uncertainty applies to all fields. T h e  electromagnetic field, the strong 
and weak nuclear force fields, and the gravitational field are all subject to 
frenzied quantum jitters on microscopic scaies. In fact, these field jitters 
exist even in space you'd normally think of as empt), I s p ace that would 
seem to contain no matter and no fields. This is an idea of critical impor- 
tance, but if you ha~ren't encountered ~t previously, it's natural to be puz- 
zled. If a region of space contains nothing-if it's a vacuum-doesn't that 
mean there's nothing to jitter! Well, we've already learned that the con- 
cept of nothingness is subtle. Just think of the Higgs ocean that modern 
theory c l ams  to permeate empty space. The  quantum jitters I'm now 
referring to serve only to make the notion of "nothing" subtler still. Here's 
~vhat  I mean. 

In prequantum (and pre-Higgs) physics, we'd declare a region of 
space completely empty if it contained no particles and the value of every 
field was uniformly zero." Let's now think about this classical notion of 
emptiness in light of the quantum uncertalnty principle. If a field were to 
have and maintain a vanishing value, we ~ . o u l d  know its value-zero- 
and also the rate of change of its value-zero, too. But according to the 
uncertainty principle, it's impossible for both these properties to be defi- 
nite. Instead, if a field has a definite value at some moment, zero in the 
case at hand, the uncertainty principle tells us that its rate of change is 
completely random. And a random rate of change means that in subse- 
quent moments the field's value will randomly jitter up and down, even in 
mhat we normally think of as completely empty space. So the intuitive 
notlon of emptiness, one in which all fields have and maintain the value 

*For ease of writing, we'll consider only fields that reach thelr lowest e n e r g  when 
their \ d u e s  are zero. T h e  discussion for othe: fields-Higgs fieids-1s identical, except the 
jitters fluctuate about the field's nonzero, io\vest-energ value. If you are tempted to say 
that a region of space 1s empty only if there is no  matter present and all fields are absent, 
not just that they have the value zero, see notes section.' 
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zero, is incompatible with quantum mechanics. A field's value can jitter 
around the value zero but it can't be uniformly zero throughout a region for 
more than a brief moment3 In technical language, physicists say that fields 
undergo vacuum fluctuations. 

The  random nature of vacuum field fluctuations ensures that in all 
but the most microscopic of regions, there are as many "up" jitters as 
"down" and hence they average out to zero, much as a marble surface 
appears perfectly sn~ooth  to the naked eye even though an electron micro- 
scope reveals that it's jagged on minuscule scales. Nevertheless, eren 
though we can't see them directly, more than half a century ago the real- 
ity of quantum field jitters, eren in empty space, was concluslveiy estab- 
lished through a simple yet profound discoveq. 

In 1948, the Dutch physicist Hendrik Casimir figured out honr vac- 
uum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field could be experimentally 
detected. Quantum theory says that the jitters of the electromagnetic field 
in empty space will take on a variety of shapes, as illustrated in Figure 
1Z.la. Caslmir's breakthrough was to realize that by placing two ordinary 
metal plates in an  otherwise empty region, as in Figure lZ.lb,  he  could 
induce a subtle modification to these vacuum field jitters. Namely, the 
quantum equations show that in the region between the plates there will 
be fewer fluctuations (only those electromagnetlc field fluctuations 
whose values vanish at the iocation of each plate are allowed). Casimir 
analyzed the implications of this reduction in field jitters and found 

(a) Ib) 

Figure 12.1 (a) Vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetlc field. (b) Vac- 
uum fluctuations behveen hilo metal ~ la tes  and those outside the plates. 
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something extraordinary. Much as a reduction in the amount of air in a 
region creates a pressure imbalance (for example, at high altitude you can 
fee! the thinner air exerting less pressure on the outside of you1 
eardrums). the reduction in quantum field jitters between the plates also 
yields a pressure imbalance: the quantum field jitters behveen the plates 
become a blt weaker than those outside the plates, and this imbalance 
drives the plates toward each other. 

Think about how thoroughly odd this is. You place t\vo plain, ordi- 
naqr, uncharged metal plates into an empty region of space, facing one 
another. As thelr masses are tiny, the gravitational attraction between 
them is so small that it can be completel, ignored. Since there is nothing 
else around, you naturally conclude that the plates will stay put. But this 
is not what Caslmir's calculations predicted would happen. He  concluded 
that the plates mould be gently guided by the ghostly grip of quantum vac- 
uum fluctuations to move toward one another. 

When Casimir first announced these theoretical results, equipment 
sensitive enough to test his predictions didn't exist. Yet, within about a 
decade, another Dutch physicist, Marcus Spaarnay, was able to initiate 
the first rudimentary tests of this Casimir force, and increasingly precise 
experiments have been carried out ever since. In 1997, for example, Steve 
Lamoreaux, then at the University of Washington, confirmed Casin~ir's 
predictions to an accuracy of 5 percent.' (For plates roughjy the size of 
playing cards and piaced one ten-thousandth of a centimeter apart, the 
force between them is about equal to the lveight of a single teardrop; this 
shows how challenging it is to measure the Casimir force.) There is now 
little doubt that the intuitive notion of empty space as a static, calm, 
eventless arena is thoroughly off base. Because of quantum uncertainty, 
empty space is teeming with quantum activity. 

It took scientists the better part of the twentieth century to fully 
develop the mathematics for describing such quantum activity of the 
electromagnetic, and strong and weak nuclear forces. The  effort was well 
spent: calcuiatlons using this mathematical framework agree with experi- 
mental findings to an unparalleled precision ( e g ,  calculations of the 
effect of vacuum fluctuations on the magnetic properties of electrons 
agree with experimental results to one part in a billion).' 

Yet despite all this success, for many decades physicists have been 
aware that quantum jitters ha i~e  been fomenting discontent within the 
laws of physics. 

The 1T70rld on a String 

Jitters and T h e i r    is content^ 

So far, we've discussed only quantum jiners for fields that exlst within 
space. What about the quantum jitters of space itself? While this might 
sound mysterious, it's actually just another example of quantum field 
jitters-an example, however, that proves particularly troublesome In the 
general theory of relativity, Einstein established that the gravitational 
force can be described by warps and cunes  in the fabric of space; he 
showed that gravitational fields manifest themselves through the shape or 
geometry of space (and of spacetime, more generally). Nor; just like any 
other field, the gravitational field is subject to quantum jitters: the uncer- 
tainty principle ensures that over tiny distance scales, the gravitational 
field fluctuates up and down. And since the gravitational field is synony- 
n ~ o u s  with the shape of space, such quantum jitters mean that the shape of 
space fluctuates randomly Again, as with all examples of quantum uncer- 
tainty, on everyday distance scales the jitters are too small to be sensed 
directly, and the surrounding environment appears smooth, placid, and 
predictable But the smaller the scale of observation the larger the uncer- 
tainty, and the more tumultuous the quantum fluctuations become. 

This is illustrated in Figure 11.2, in v;hlch we sequentially magnify 
the fabric of space to reveal its structure at ever smaller distances The  
lowexnost level of the figure shows the quantum undulations of space on 
familiar scales and, as you can see, there's nothing to see-the undula- 
tions are unobservably small, so space appears calm and flat. But as we 
home in by sequentlallg magnibing the region, we see that the undula- 
tions of space get increasingly frenetic. By the highest level in the figure, 
~vhich shorvs the fabric of space on scales smaller than the Planck 
length-a millionth of a billionth of a billionth of a billionth (lo-") of a 
centimeter-space becomes a seething, boiling cauldron of frenzied Ruc- 
tuations. Xs the illustration makes clear, the usual notions of leftlrlght, 
backlforth, and up/do~vn become so jumbled by the ultramicroscopic 
tumult that they lose all meanlng. Even the usual notion of beforelafter, 
which we've been illustrating by sequential slices in the spacetime loaf, is 
rendered meaningless by quantum fluctuations on time scales shorter 
than the Planck time, about a tenth of a millionth of a trillionth of a tril- 
lionth of a trillionth (lo4:') of a second (which is roughly the time it takes 
light to travel a Planck length)  Like a blurry photograph, the wild undu- 
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Figure T2.2 Successive magnifications of space reveal that below the 
Planck length. space becomes unrecognizably tumultuous due to quan- 
tum jitters. (These are imaginary magnifying glasses, each of which 
magnifies between 10 million and 100 million times.) 

lations in Figure 12 .2  make it in~possible to distinguish one time slice 
from another unambiguously when the t ~ m e  interval between them 
becomes shorter than the ~ 1 a n c k  time. T h e  upshot is that on scales 
shorter than Planck distances and durations, quantum uncertainty ren- 
ders the fabric of the cosmos so twisted and distorted that the usual con- 
ceptions of space and time are no ionger applicable. 

\Vhile exotic in detail, the broad-brush lesson illustrated by Figure 
12.2 is one with which me are already familiar: concepts and conclusions 
relevant on one scale may not be applicable on all scales This is a key 
principle in physics, and one that we encounter repeatedly even in far 
more prosaic contexts. Take a glass of water. Describing the water as a 
smooth, uniform liquid is both useful and relevant on everyday scales, but 
it's an approximation that breaks down if we analyze the water with u b -  
m~croscop~c precision. O n  tiny scales, the smooth image gives way to a 
completely different framework of widely separated n~olecules and atoms. 
Similarly, Figure 12.2 shoivs that Einstein's conception of a smooth, gen- 
tly c u ~ i n g ,  geometrical space and time, although powerfuI and accurate 
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for describmg the universe on large scales, breaks down if we analyze the 
universe at extremely short distance and time scales. Physicists believe 
that, as with water, the smooth portrayal of space and time is an approxi- 
mation that gives way to another, more fundamentai framework when 
considered on ultramicroscopic scales. What that framework is-what 
constitutes the "molecules" and "atoms" ofspace and time-is a question 
currently being pursued with great vigor. It has yet to be resolved. 

Even so, what is thoroughly clear from Figure 12.2 is that on tiny 
scales the smooth character of space and time envisioned by general rela- 
tivity locks horns wlth the frantic, jittery character of quantum mechanics. 
T h e  core principle of Einstein's general relativity, that space and time 
form a gently curving geometrical shape, runs smack into the core princl- 
ple of quantum mechanics, the uncertainty principle, ~vhlch implies a 
a d d ,  tumultuous, turbulent environment on the tiniest of scales. T h e  vio- 
lent clash between the central ideas of general relativity and quantum 
mechanics has made meshing the two theories one of the most difficult 
challenges physicists have encountered during the last eighty years. 

Does I t  M a t t e r ?  

In practice, the incompatibility between relativity and quantum 

mechanics rears its head in a very specific way. If you use the combined 
equations of general relativity and quantum mechanics, they almost 
always yield one answer: infinity. And that's a problem. It's nonsense. 
Expe:in~enters never measure an infinite amount of anything. Dials 
never spin around to infinity. Meters never reach infinity. Calculators 
never register infinit).. Almost always, an infinite answer is meaningless. 
A11 it tells us is that the equations of general relativity and quantum 
mechanics, when merged, go haywire. 

Notice that thls 1s quite unlike the tension between special relativity 
and quantum mechanics that came up  in our discussion of quantum non- 
locality in Chapter 4. There we found that reconciling the tenets of spe- 
cial relativity (in ~ar t icuiar ,  the symmetry among all constant velocit). 
observers) with the behavior of entangled particles requires a more com- 
plete understanding of the quantum measurement ~ r o b l e m  than has so 
far been attained (see pages 117-120). But this incompieteiy resolved 
issue does not result in mathematicai inconsisteilcies or in equations that 
yield nonsensical answers. To the contrary, the combined equations of 
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special relativity and quantum mechanics have been used to make the 
most precisely confirmed predictions in the history of science. The  quiet 
tension between special relativity and quantum mechanics points to an 
area in need of further theoretical deveiopment, but it has hardly any 
impact on their combined predictive power. Not so with the explosive 
union between general relativity and quantum mechanics, in whlch all 
predictii.e power is lost. 

Nevertheless, you can still ask whether the inconlpatibility between 
general relativity and quantum mechanics really matters. Sure, the com- 
bined equations may result in nonsense, but when do you ever really need 
to use them together? Years of astronon~ical observations have shown that 
general relativity describes the macro world of stars, galaxies, and even the 
entire expanse of the cosmos with impressive accuracy; decades of experi- 
ments have confirmed that quantum mechanics does the same for the 
micro world of n~olecules, atoms, and subatomic particles. Since each 
theory works wonders in its own domain, why o,orry about combining 
them? Whjr not keep them separate? Why not use general relativity for 
things that are large and masswe, quantum mechanics for things that are 
tiny and light, and celebrate humankind's impressive achievement of suc- 
cessfully understanding such a wide range of physical phenomena? 

As a matter of fact, this is what most physicists have done since the 
early decades of the twentieth century, and there's no denying that it's 
been a distinctll. fruitful approach. The  progress science has made by 
working in this disjointed framework is impressive, All the same, there are 
a number of reasons why the antagonism behireen general relatiwe and 
quantum mechanics must be reconciled. Here are two. 

First. at a gut level, it is hard to believe that the deepest understanding 
of the universe consists of an uneasy union between two powerful theoret- 
ical frameworks that are mutually incompatible. It's not as though the uni- 
verse comes equipped with a line in the sand separating things that are 
properly described by quantum mechanics from things properly 
described by general relativity. Dividing the unlverse mto two separate 
realms seems both artificial and clumsy. To many, this is evidence that 
there must be a deeper, unified truth that overcomes the rift behveen gen- 
eral relativity and quantum mechanics and that can be applied to every- 
thing We have one universe and therefore, many strongly believe, we 
should have one theory. 

Second, although most things are either big and hea\y or small and 
light, and therefore, as a practical matter, can be described using general 
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relativity or quantum mechanics, this is not true of all things. Black holes 
provide a good example According to general relativity, all the matter that 
makes up a black hole is crushed together at a single minuscule point at 
the black hole's center.' This makes the center of a black hole both enor- 
mously massive and incredibly tiny, and hence it falls on both sides of t'he 
purported divide: we need to use general relativity because the large mass 
creates a substantiai gravitational field, and we also need to use quantum 
mechanics because all the mass is squeezed to a tiny size. But in combi- 
nation, the equations break down, so no one has been able to determine 
what happens right at the center of a black hole. 

That's a good example, but if you're a real skeptic, you might still 
wonder whether this is something that should keep anyone up at night. 
Since we can't see inside a black hole unless we jump in, and, moreover, 
were we to jump in we wouldn't be able to report our observations back to 
the outside world, our incomplete understanding of the black hole's inte- 
rior may not strike you as particularly worrisome. For physicists, though, 
the existence of a realm in whlch the known laws of physics break down- 
no matter now esoteric the realm might seem-throws up red flags. If the 
known laws of physics break down under any circumstances, it is a ciear 
signal that we have not reached the deepest possible understanding. After 
all, the universe works; as far as we can tell, the universe does not break 
down. T h e  correct theor>. of the universe should, at the very least, meet 
the same standard. 

Well, that surely seems reasonable. But for my money, the full 
urgency of the conflict between general relativity and quantum mechan- 
ics is revealed only through another example. Look back at Figure 10.6. 
As you can see, we have made great strides in piecing together a consistent 
and predictive story of cosmic evolution, but the picture remalns incom- 
plete because of the fuzzy patch near the inception of the unlrerse And 
within the foggy haze of those earliest moments lies insight into the most 
tantalizing of mysteries: the origin and fundamental nature of space and 
time. So what has prevented us from penetrating the haze? The  blame 
rests squarely on the conflict between general relativity and quantum 
mechanics. The  antagonism betnreen the laws of the large and those of 
the small is the reason the fuzzy patch remains obscure and we still have 
no insight into what happened at the \ley beginning of the universe. 

To understand why, imaglne, as in Chapter 10, running a film of the 
expanding cosn~os in reverse, heading back toward the big bang. In 
reverse, everything that is now rushing apart comes together, and so as we 
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run the film farther back, the unii~erse gets ever smaller, hotter, and 
denser. As we close in on time zero itself, the entire observable unlverse is 
compressed to the size of the sun, then further squeezed to the size of the 
earth, then crushed to the size of a borvling ball, a pea, a grain of sand- 
smaller and smaller the universe shrinks as the film rewinds toward its ini- 
tial frames. There comes a moment in this reverse-run film when the 
entire known universe has a size close to the Planck length-the mil- 
lionth of a billionth of a billionth of a billionth of a centimeter at which 
general relativity and quantum mechanics find themselves at logger- 
heads. At this moment, all the mass and energy responsible for spaiilning 
the observable universe is contained in a speck that's less than a hun- 
dredth of a billionth of a billionth of the size of a single atom.' 

Thus, just as in the case of a black hole's center, the early universe 
falls on both sides of the divide: The  enormous density of the early uni- 
verse requires the use of general re la t iv i~ .  The  tiny size of the early uni- 
verse requires the use of quantum mechanics. But once again, In 
combination the laws break down. The  projector jams, the cosmic film 
burns up, and we are unable to access the universe's earliest moments. 
Because of the conflict between general relativity and quantum mechan- 
ics, we remain ignorant about what happened at the beginning and are 
reduced to drawing a fuzzy patch in Figure 10.6. 

If we ever hope to understand the origin of the universe-one of the 
deepest questions in all of science-the conflict between general relativ- 
ity and quantum mechanics must be resolved. We must settle the differ- 
ences between the laws of the large and the jaws of the small and merge 
them into a single harmonious theory. 

T h e  Unlikely Road to a Solution" 

As the work of Newton and Einstein exemplifies, scientific breakthroughs 
are sometimes born of a single scientist's staggering genius, pure and sim- 
p l e  But that's rare Much more frequently, great breakthroughs represent 
the collective effort of man!, scientists, each buiiding on the insights of 

"The remamder of this chapter recounts the d i s c o v e ~  of superstr~ng theory and dis- 
cusses the theov's essential Ideas regarding unification and the structure of spacet~rne. 
Readers of The Elegant Unwerse (especially Chapters 6 through 8j  ill be familiar with 
much of this material, and should feel free to skim this chapter and move on to the next. 
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others to accomplish what no individual could have achieved in isolation. 
O n e  scientist might contribute an idea that sets a colleague thinking, 
which leads to an observation that reveals an unexpected relationship that 
inspires an  important advance, which starts anew the cycle of discovery. 
Broad knowledge, technical facility-, flexibility- of thought, openness to 
unanticipated connections, immersion in the free flow of ideas world- 
wide, hard work, and significant luck are all critical parts of scientific dis- 
corer) In recent times, there is perhaps no major breakthrough that 
better exemplifies this than the development of superstring theon:. 

Superstring theory is an approach that many scientists believe suc- 
cessfully merges general relativity- and quantum mechanics. And as we 
will see, there is reason to hope for even more. Although it is still very 
much a woi! in progress, superstring theory may well be a fully unified 
theory of all forces and all matter, a theory that reaches Einstein's dream 
and beyond-a theory, I and many others believe, that is blazing the 
beginnings of a trail which will one day lead us to the deepest laws of the 
universe Truthfully, though, superstring theory was not conceived as an 
ingenious means to reach these noble and long-standing goals. Instead, 
the history of superstring theory is full of accidental discoveries, false 
starts, missed opportunities, and nearly ruined careers. It is also, in a pre- 
cise sense, the story of the discovery of the right solution for the wrong 
problem. 

In 1968, Gabricle Veneziano, a young postdoctoral research fellow 
working at CERN, was one of many physicists trying to understand the 
strong nuclear force by studying the results o i  high-energy particle colli- 
sions produced in atom smashers around the world. After months of ana- 
lyzing patterns and regularities in the data, Veneziano recognized a 
surprising and unexpected connection to an esoteric area of mathematics. 
He  realized that a two-hundred-year-old formula discovered by the 
famous Swiss mathenlatlclan Leonhard Euler (the Euler beta function) 
seemed to match data on the strong nuclear force with precision. While 
this might not sound particularly unusual-theoretical physicists deal 
with arcane formulae all the time-it was a striking case of the cart's 
rolling miles ahead of the horse. More often than not, physicists first 
develop an intuition, a mental picture, a broad undentanding of the phys- 
ical principles underlying whatever they are studying and only then seek 
the equations necessaq to ground their intuition in rigorous mathemat- 
ics. Veneziano, to the contrary, jumped right to the equation; his bril- 
liance was to recognize unusual patterns in the data and to make the 
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unanticipated link to a formula dewsed centuries earlier for pureiy math- 
ematical interest. 

But although Veneziano had the formula in hand, he had no expla- 
nation for why ~t worked. He  lacked a physical picture of why Euler's 
beta function should be relevant to particies influenc~ng each other 
through the strong nuclear force. Within two years the situation com- 
pletell, changed. In 1970, papers by Leonard Susskind of Stanford, Hol- 
ger Nielsen of the Niels Bohr Institute, and Yoichiro Nambu of the 
Uni~rersity of Chicago revealed the phys~cal underpinnings ofveneziano's 
discovery. These physicists showed that if the strong force betu,een two 
particles were due to a tiny, e s t r emel~~  thm, almost rubber-band-like 
strand that connected the particles, then the quantum processes that 
Veneziano and others had been poring over would be mathematically 
described using Euler's formula. The  little elastic strands were christened 
strings and now, with the horse properly before the cart, string theory was 
officially born. 

But hold the bubbly. To those in~rolved in this research, it was gratifri- 
ing to understand the physical origin of Veneziano's insight, since it sug- 
gested that physicists were on their nay to unmasking the strong nuclear 
force. Yet the discovev was not greeted w ~ t h  universal enthusiasm; far 
from ~ t .  Very far. In fact, Susskind's paper was returned by the journal to 
w h ~ c h  he submitted ~t w t h  the comment that the work was of minimal 
interest, an evaluation Susskind recalls well: "I was stunned, I was 
knocked off my chair, I was depressed, so I went home and got d r ~ n k . " ~  
Eventually, his paper and the others that announced the string concept 
were all published, but it \\>as not long before the theory suffered two 
more devastating setbacks. Close scrutiny of more refined data on the 
strong nuclear force, collected during the early 1970s, showed that the 
string approach failed to describe the ne\ver results accurately. Moreover, 
a new proposal called quantum chromodynamzcs, which was firmly rooted 
in the traditional ingredients of particles and fields-no str~ngs at all-was 
able to describe all the data convincingly. ;lnd so by 1974, string theory 
had been dealt a one-two knockout punch. O r  so it seemed. 

John Schwarz was one of the earliest string enthusiasts. He once told 
me that from the start, he  had a gut feeling that the theory was deep and 
important. Schwarz spent a number of years analyzing its ~rarious mathe- 
matical aspects; among other things, this led to the discovery of super- 
string theory-as we shall see, an  important refinement of the original 
string proposal. But with the rise of quantum chromodynamics and the 
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failure of the string framework to describe the strong force, the justifica- 
tion for continuing to work on string theory began to run thin. Neverthe- 
less, there was one particular mismatch behieen string theory and the 
strong nuclear force that kept nagging at Schwarz, and h e  found that h e  
just couldn't let it go. T h e  quantum mechan~cal  equations of string theory 
predicted that a particular, rather unusual, particle should be copiously 
produced in the high-energ collisions taking place in atom smashers. 
The  would have zero mass, like a photon, but string theory pre- 
dicted it would have spin-two, meaning, roughly speaking, that it would 
spin h r i c e  as fast as a photon. None of the experiments had ever found 
such a particle, so this appeared to be among the erroneous predictions 
made by string theory. 

Schwarz and his collaborator Joel Scherk puzzled over this case of a 
missing particle, until in a magnificent leap they made a connection to a 
c o n ~ ~ i e t e l y  different problem. Although no one had been able to com- 
bine generai relativity and quantum mechanics, physicists had deter- 
mined certai~l  features that would emerge from any successful union. 
And, as indicated in Chapter 9, one feature they found was that j~lst as the 
electron~agnetic force is transmitted microscopically by photons, the grav- 
itational force shouid be microscopically transmitted by another class of 
particles, graritons (the most elementav,  quantum bundles of gravity). 
Although gravitons have yet to be detected exper~mentally, the theoretical 
analyses all agreed that graritons must have two properties: they must 
be massless and have spin-two. For Schwarz and Scherk this rang a loud 
bell-these were just the properties of the rogue particle predicted by 
string theory-and inspired them to make a bold move, one that would 
transform a failing of string theory into a dramatic success. 

They proposed that string theory shouldn't be thought of as a quan- 
tum mechanical theory of the strong nuclear force. They argued that even 
though the theon  had been discovered in an attempt to understand the 
strong force, it was actually the solution to a different problem It was 
actually the first ever quantum mechanical theory of the gravitational 
force. They claimed that the nlassless spin-two particle predicted by string 
theory was the graalton, and that the equations of string theory necessarily 
embodied a quantum mechanical description of gravity. 

Schwarz and Scherk published their proposal in 1974 and expected a 
major reaction from the physics c o m m u n i ~  Instead, their work was 
ignored. In retrospect, it's not hard to understand why. It seemed to some 
that the string concept had become a theory in search of an application. 
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Afier the attempt to use string theory to explain the strong nuclear force 
had failed, it seemed as though its proponents wouldn't accept defeat and, 
instead, were flat out determined to find relevance for the theory eise- 
where. Fuel was added to this view's fire when it became clear that 
Schwarz and Scherk needed to change the size of strings in their theory 
radically so that the force transmitted by the candidate gravitons would 
have the familiar, known strength of gravity. Since gravity is an extremely 
weak force* and since, it turns out, the longer the string the stronger the 
force transm~tted, Schwarz and Scherk found that strings needed to be 
extremely tiny to transmit a force with gravity's feeble strength; they 
needed to be about the Planck length In size, a hundred billion billion 
times smaller than previously e n v i s i o n e d . " ~ ~  small, doubters wryly noted, 
that there was no equipment that n,ould be able to see them, ~vhich meant 
that the theory could not be tested expe:imentally.'" 

By contrast, the 1970s witnessed one success after another for the 
more conventional, non-string-based theories, formulated with point par- 
ticles and fields. Theorists and experi~nenters alike had their heads and 
hands full of concrete ideas to investigate and predictions to test. Why 
turn to speculative string theory when there was so much exciting work 
to be done within a tried-and-true framework? In much the same vein, 
although physicists knew in the backs of their minds that the problem of 
merging gravity and quantum mechanics remained unsolved using con- 
ventional methods, it was not a problem that commanded attention. 
Almost everyone acknowledged that it was an important issue and would 
need to be addressed one day, but with the wealth of work still to be done 
on the nongravitational forces, the problem of quantizing gravity was 
pushed to a barely burning back burner, And, finally, in the mid to late 
197Os, string theory was far from having been completely worked out. 
Containing a candidate for the graviton was a success, but many concep- 
tual and technical issues had yet to be addressed. It seemed thoroughly 
plausible that the theory would be unable to surmount one or more of 
these issues, so working on string theory meant taking a considerable risk. 
Within a few years, the theow might be dead. 

Schwarz remained resolute. He  believed that the discovery of string 
theory, the first plausible approach for describing gravity in the language 

"Remember, as noted in Chapter 9; even a puny magnet can overpower the pull of 
the entlre earth's gray15 and pick up a paper clip. Numerically, the gravltat~onal force has 
about lo-'' times the strength of the electromagnetic force. 

? 
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of quantum mechanics, was a major breakthrough. If no one wanted to 
listen, fine. He  would press on and develop the theory, so that when peo- 
ple were ready to pay attention, string theory would be that much further 
along. His determination proved prescient. 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Schwarz teamed up with Michael 
Green, then of Queen Mary College in London, and set to work on some 
of the technical hurdles facing string theory. Primary among these was the 
problem of anomalies. T h e  details are not of the essence, but, roughly 
speaking, an anomaly is a pernicious quantum effect that spells doom for 
a theory by implying that it violates certain sacred principles, such as 
e n e r g  conservation. To be viable, a theory must be free of all anomalies. 
Initial investigations had revealed that string theory was plagued by 
anomalies, which was one of the main technical reasons it had failed to 
generate much enthus~asm. The  anomalies signified that although string 
theory appeared to provide a quantum theory of gravit): since it contained 
gravitons, on closer inspection the theory suffered from its own subtle 
mathematical inconsistencies. 

Schwarz realized, however, that the situation was not clear-cut. There 
was a chance-it was a long shot-that a complete calculation would 
reveal that the various quantum contributions to the anomalies afflicting 
string theory, when combined correctly, cancelled each other out. 
Together with Green, Schwarz undertook the arduous task of calculating 
these anomalies, and by the summer of 1984 the hvo hit pay dirt. One  
stormy night, while working late at the Aspen Center for Physics in Col- 
orado, they completed one of the field's most important calculations-a 
calculation proving that all of the potential anomalies, in a way that 
seemed almost miraculous, did cancel each other out. String theory, they 
revealed, was free of anomalies and hence suffered from no rnathematicai 
inconsistencies. String theory, they demonstrated convincingly, was quan- 
tum mechanically viable. 

This time physicists listened. It was the mid-!980s, and the climate In 
physics had shifted considerably. Rlany of the essential features of the 
three n~n~rav i t a t iona l  forces had been worked out theoretically and con- 
firmed experimentally. Although important details remained unre- 
solved-and some still do-the community was ready to tackle the next 
major problem: the merging of general relativity and quantum mechan- 
ics. Then,  out of a little-known corner of physics, Green and Schwarz 
burst on the scene with a definite, mathematically consistent, and aes- 
thetically pleasing proposal for how to proceed. Almost overnight, the 
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number of researchers working on strmg theory leaped from two to over a 
thousand. The  first string revolution rvas under way. 

T h e  F i r s t  R e v o l u t i o n  

I began graduate schooi at Oxford University in the fall of 1984, and 
within a few months the corridors were abuzz with talk of a revolution in 
physics. As the Internet was yet to be widely used, rumor was a dominant 
channel for the rapid spread of information, and every day brought word 
of new breakthroughs. Researchers far and wide commented that the 
atmosphere was charged in a way unseen since the early days of quantum 
mechanics, and there was serious talk that the end of theoretical physics 
was within reach. 

String theory was new to almost everyone, so in those early days its 
details were not common knowledge. We were particularly fortunate at 
Oxford: Michael Green had recently visited to lecture on siring theory, so 
many of us became familiar with the theory's basic ideas and essential 
ciaims. And impressive claims they were. In a nutshell, here is what the 
theory said: 

Take any piece of matter-a block of ice, a chunk of rock, a slab of 
iron-and imagine cutting it in half, then cutting one of the pieces in half 
again, and on and on; imagine continually cutting the material into ever 
smaller pieces. Some 2,500 years ago, the anc~en t  Greeks had posed the 
problem of determining the finest, uncuttable, indivisible ingredient that 
would be the end product of such a procedure. In our age we have 
learned that sooner or later you come to atoms, but atoms are not the 
answer to the Greeks' question, because they can be cut into finer con- 
stituents. Atoms can be split. We have learned that they consist of elec- 
trons that swarm around a central nucleus that is composed of yet finer 
particles-protons and neutrons. And in the late 1960s, experiments at 
the Stanford Linear Accelerator revealed that even neutrons and protons 
themselves are made up of more fundamental constituents: each proton 
and each neutron consists of three particles known as quarks, as men- 
tioned in Chapter 9 and illustrated in Figure 12.3a. 

Conventional theory, supported by state-of-the-art experiments, envi- 
sions electrons and quarks as dots with no spatial extent whatsoever; In 
this view, therefore, they mark the end of the line-the last of nature's 
matryoshka dolls to be found in the microscopic makeup of matter. Here 
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la) (b) 

Figure 12.3 (a) Conventional theory 1s based on electrons and quarks as 
the baslc const~tuents of matter. (b) Strlng theor), suggests that each par- 
ticle 1s actually a v~bratlng strmg. 

is where string theory makes its appearance. String theory challenges 
the conventional picture by proposing that electrons and quarks are not 
zero-sized particles. Instead, the conventional particle-as-dot mode!, ac- 
cording to string theory, is an approximation ofa more refined portrayal in 
w h ~ c h  each partlcle is actually a tiny, vibrating filament of energy, called 
a stnng, as you can see in Figure 12.3b. These strands of vibrating energy 
are envisioned to have no thickness, only length, and so strings are one- 
dimensional entitles. Yet, because the strings are so small, some hundred 
billion billion times smaller than a single atomic nucleus centi- 

meters), they appear to be points even when examined with our most ad- 
vanced atom smashers. 

Because our understanding of string theory is far from complete, no 
one knows for sure whethe: the story ends here-whether, assuming the 
theory is correct, strings are truly the final Russian doll, or whether strings 
themselves might be composed of yet finer ingredients. We will come 
back to this issue, but  for now we follow the historical development of the 
subject and imagine that strings are truly where the buck stops; we imag- 
ine that strings are the most elernentav ingredient in the universe. 

S t r i n g  Theory a n d  Unification 

That's string theol); in brief, but to convey the power of this new 
approach, I need to describe conventional particle physics a little more 
fully. Over the past hundred years, physicists hare prodded, pummeled, 
and pulverized matter in search of the universe's elementan7 constituents. 
And, indeed, they have found that in almost everything anyone has ever 
encountered, the fundamental ingredients are the electrons and quarks 
just mentioned-more as in Chapter 9, electrons and hvo kinds 
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of quarks, up-quarks and down-quarks, that differ in mass and in electrical 
charge. But the experiments also revealed that the universe has other, 
more exotic particle species that don't arise in ordinary matter. In addition 
to up-quarks and down-quarks, experimenters have identified four other 
species of quarks (charm-quarks, strange-quarks, bottom-quarks, and top- 
quarks) and two other species of particles that are very much like elec- 
trons, only heavier (nzuons and taus). It is likely that these particles were 
plentiful just after the big bang, but today they are produced only as the 
ephemeral debris from high-energy collisions between the more familiar 
particle specles. Finally, experimenters have also discovered three species 
of ghostly particles called neutrinos (electron-neutrinos, muon-neutrinos, 
and tau-neutrrnos) that can pass through trillions of miles of lead as easily 
as we pass through air. These particles-the electron and its two heavier 
cousins, the six kinds of quarks, and the three kinds of neutrinos-consti- 
tute a modern-day particle physicist's answer to the ancient Greek ques- 
tion about the makeup of matter." 

The  l a u n d r  list of particle species can be organized into three "fami- 
lies" or i'generations" of particles, as in Table 12.1. Each family has two of 
the quarks, one of the neutrinos, and one of the electronlike particles; the 
only difference between corresponding particles in each family is that 
their masses increase in each successive family. T h e  division into families 
certainlj. suggests an underlying pattern, but the barrage of particles can 
easily make your head spin (or, n20rse, make your eyes glaze over)  Hang 
on, though, because one of the most beautiful features of string theory is 
that it provides a means for taming this apparent complexity. 

According to string theory, there is only one fundamental ingredient- 
the string-and the wealth of particle specles smply reflects the different 
vibrational patterns that a string can execute. It's just like what happens 
with more familiar strings like those on a violin or cello. -A cello string can 
vibrate in many different ways, and nre hear each pattern as a different 
musical note. In this way, one cello string can produce a range of different 
sounds. The  strings in string theory behave similarly: they too can vibrate 
in different patterns. But Instead of yielding different musical tones, the 
different vibratzonal patterns in string theory corres~ond to different kinds 
ofparticles. The  key realization 1s that the detailed pattern of vibration 
executed by a string produces a specific mass, a specific electric charge, a 
specific spin, and so on-the specific list of properties, that is, ~vhich dis- 
tinguish one kind of particle from another. A string vibrating in one par- 
ticular pattern might have the properties of an electron, while a string 
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Family 1 Family 2 Family 3 1 Particle Mass Particle Mass Particle hlasr 1 
I 

11 Tau !.9 ' 
Electron- Muon- Tau- 
neutrmo neutnno <lo-' neutrmo 

Up-quark 0047 Charm-quark 1.6 Top-quark 189 

Down-quark ,0074 Strange-quark . i 6  Bottom-quark 5.2 

Table 12.1 The three families of fundamental particles and their masses 
(in multiples of the proton mass). The values of the neutrino masses are 
known to be nonzero but then exact values have so far eluded experi- 
mental determination. 

vibrating in a different pattern might hare the properties of an up-quark, a 
down-quark, or any ofthe other particle species in Table 121 .  It is not that 
an  "electron string" makes up  an electron, or an "up-quark string" makes 
up  an up-quark, or a "down-quark string" makes up  a down-quark. Instead, 
the single species of string can account for a great variety of particles 
because the string can execute a great varie5 of vibrational patterns. 

i s  you can see, this represents a potentially giant step toward unifica- 
t i on  If string theory is correct, the head-spinning, eye-glazing list of parti- 
cles in Table 12.1 manifests the vibrational repertoire of a single basic 
ingredient Metaphorically, the different notes that can be played by a sin- 
gle species of string would account for all of the different particles that 
have been detected. ,At the ultra~nicroscopic level, the universe would be 
akin to a string symphony vibrating matter into existence. 

This is a delightfully elegant framework for explaining the particles in 
Table 12.1, yet string theory's proposed unification goes even further. In 
Chapter 9 and in our discussion above, we discussed how the forces of 
nature are transmitted at the quantum level by other ~ar t ic les ,  the mes- 
senger particles, which are summarized in Table 12.2. String theory 
accounts for the messenger  articles exactly as it accounts for the matter 
particles. Namely, each messenger d article is a string that's executing a 
particular vibrational pattern A photon is a string vibrating in one partic- 
ular pattern, a W particle is a string vibrating in a different pattern, a 
gluon is a string vibrating in pet another pattern. And, of prime impor- 
tance, what Schwarz and Scherk showed in 1974 is that there IS a parti- 
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1 
Force Force particle  ass 1 
1 Strong Gluon I 

O 1 e ' Electromagnetic 

Weak n7, z 86,97 

, Gravity Gral lton 
O 1 

Tabie 12.2 The four forces of nature, together with their associated force 
particles and their masses in rnultlples of the proton mass. (There are ac- 
tually two M' particles-one with charge +i and one with charge -1 - 
that have the same mass; for simplicity we ignore thls detail and refer to 
each as a LVparticle. 

cular vibrational pattern that has all the properties of a graviton, so that 
the gravitational force is included in string theory's quantum mechan- 
ical framea2ork. Thus, not oniy do matter particles arise from vibrating 
strings, but so do the messenger particles-even the messenger particle for 
gravity. 

And so, beyond providing the first successful approach for merging 
gravity and quantum mechanics, string theory revealed its capacity to pro- 
vide a unified description of all matter and all forces. That's the claim that 
knocked thousands of physicists off their chairs in the mid-1980s; by the 
time they got up and dusted themselves off, many ivere converts. 

W h y  Does Str ing Theory Work! 

Before the development ofstring theory, the path of scientific progress was 
strewn with unsuccessful attempts to merge gravity and quantum mechan- 
ics. So what is it about string theory that has allowed it to succeed thus far? 
We've described how Schwarz and Scherk realized, much to their sur- 
prise. that one particular string vibrational pattern had just the right prop- 
erties to be the grariton particle, and how they then conciuded that string 
theory provided a ready-made framework for merging the two theories. 
Historically, that is indeed how the power and promise of string theon  was 
fortuitously realized, but as an  explanation for why the string approach 
succeeded where all other attempts failed, it leaves us wanting. Figure 
12.2 encapsulates the conflict between general relativity and quantum 
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mechanics-on ultrashort distance (and time) scaies, the frenzy of quan- 
tum uncertainty becomes so violent that the smooth geometrical model of 
spacetime underlying general relativity is destroyed-so the question is, 
How does string theory solve the problem? How does string theory calm 
the tumultuous fluctuations of spacetime at ultramicroscopic distances? 

T h e  main new feature of string theor!! is that its basic ingredient is not 
a point particle-a dot of no size-but instead is an object that has spatial 
extent. This difference is the key to string theory's success in merging 
gravity and quantum mechanics. 

T h e  wild frenzy depicted in Figure 12.2 arises from applying the 
uncertain$. principle to the gravitational field; on smaller and smaller 
scales, the uncertain9 principle implies that fluctuations in the gravita- 
tional field get larger and larger. O n  such extremely tiny distance scales, 
though, we should describe the gravitational field in terms of its funda- 
mental constltuents, gravitons, much as on molecular scales we should 
describe water in terms of H 2 0  molecules. In this language, the frenzied 
gravitational field undulations should be thought of as large numbers of 
gravitons wildly flitting this way and that, like bits of dirt and dust caught 
up in a ferocious tornado. Now, if gravitons were point [as envi- 

sioned in all earlier, failed attempts to merge general relativity and quan- 
tum mechanics), Figure 12.2 would accurately reflect their collective 
behavior: ever shorter distance scales, ever greater agitation. But string 
theory changes this conclusion. 

In string theory, each graviton is a vibrating string-something that is 
not a polnt, but instead is roughly a Planck length centimeters) in 

size." And since the gravitons are the finest, most elementary con- 
stituents of a gravitational field, it makes no sense to talk about the behav- 
ior of gravitational fields on sub-Planck length scales. Just as resolution 
on your TV screen is limited by the size of individual pixels, resolution of 
the gravitational field in string theory is limited by the size of gravitons. 
Thus, the nonzero size of gravitons (and everything else) in string theory 
sets a limit, at roughly the Planck scale, to how finely a gravitational field 
can be resolved. 

That is the vital realization. T h e  uncontrollable quantum fluctua- 
tions illustrated in Figure 12.2 arise only when we cons~der quantum 
uncertainty on arbitrarily short distance scales-scales shorter than the 
Planck length. In a theory based on zero-sized point particles, such an 
application of the uncertainty principle is warranted and, as we see in the 
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figure, this leads us to a wild terram beyond the reach of Einstein's general 
relativity. A theory based on strings, hotvever, includes a built-in fail-safe. 
In string theory, strings are the smallest ingredient, so our journey Into the 
ultranicroscopic comes to an end when we reach the Planck length-the 
size of strings themselves. In Figure 12.2, the Planck scale is represented 
by the second highest level; as you can see, on such scales there are still 
undulations in the spatial fabric because the gravitational field is still subs 
lect to quantum jitters. But the jitters are mild enough to avoid irreparable 
conflict with general relativity The precise mathematics underlying gen- 
eral relativity must be modified to incorporate these quantum undula- 
tions, but this can be done and the math remains sensible. 

Thus, by limiting how small you can get, string theov limits hon7 vio- 
lent the jitters of the gravitational field become-and the limit is just big 
enough to avoid the catastroph~c clash between quantum mechanics and 
general relativity. In this way, string theory quells the antagonism between 
the two frameworks and is able, for the first time, to join them. 

C o s m l c  Fabr ic  in the  Reaim of the Snlall 

What does this mean for the ultramicroscopic nature of space and spacs- 
time more generally? For one thing, it forcefully challenges the conven- 
tional notion that the fabric of space and time IS continuous-that you 
can always divide the distance between here and there or the duration 
between now and then in half and in half again, endlessiy partitioning 
space and time into ever smaller units. Instead, rvhen you get down to the 
P!anck length (the length of a string) and Planck time (the time it would 
take light to travel the length of a string) and tv to partition space and 
time more finely, you find you can't. The concept of "going smaller" 
ceases to have meaning once jrou reach the size of the smallest con- 
stituent of the cosmos. For zero-sized point particles this introduces no 
constraint, but since strings have size, ~t does. If string theory is correct, 
the usual concepts of space and time, the framework within which all of 
our daily experiences take place, simpiy don't appiy on scales finer than 
the Planck scale-the scale of strings thenlselves. 

'4s for ~vhat concepts take over, there is as yet no consensus. One pos- 
sibility that jibes with the expianation above for how string theory meshes 
quantum mechanics and general relativity is that the fabric of space on 
the Planck scale resembles a lattice or a grid, with the "space" between 

the grid lines being outside the bounds of physical realib. Just as a micro- 
scopic ant walking on an ordinai); piece of fabric would have to leap from 
thread to thread, perhaps motion through space on ultramicroscopic 
scales similarly requires discrete leaps from one "strand" of space to 
another. Time, too, could have a grainy structure, with individual 
moments being packed closely together but not melding into a seamless 
continuum. In this way of thinking, the concepts of ever smaller space 
and time intervals would sharply come to an end at the Planck scale. Just 
as there is no such thing as an American coin value smaller than a penny, 
if ultramicroscopic spacetime has a grid structure, there would be no such 
thing as a distance shorter than the Planck length or a duration shorter 
than the Planck time. 

Another possibility is that space and t ~ m e  do not abruptly cease to 
have meaning on extremely sn~all  scales, but instead gradually morph 
into other, more fundamental concepts. Shrinking smaller than the 
Planck scale would be off limits not because you run into a fundamental 
grid, but because the concepts of space and time segue into notions for 
which "shrinking smaller" is as meaningless as asking whether the num- 
ber nine is happy. That is, we can envision that as familiar, macroscopic 
space and time gradually transform into their unfamiliar ultramicroscopic 
counterparts, many of their usual properties-such as length and dura- 
tion-become irrelevant or meaningless. Just as you can sensibly study 
the temperature and viscosity of liquid water-concepts that apply to the 
macroscopic properties of a fluid-but when you get down to the scaie of 
individual H 2 0  molecules, these concepts cease to be meaningful, so, 
perhaps, although you can divide regions of space and durations of time 
in half and in half again on everyday scales, as you pass the Planck scale 
they undergo a transformation that renders such division meaningless. 

hZanv string theorists, ~ncluding me, strongly suspect that something 
along these lines actually happens, but to go further we need to figure out 
the more fundamental concepts into whlch space and time transform."' 
To date, this is an unanswered question, but cutting-edge research 
(described in the final chapter) has suggested some possibilities with far- 
reaching ~mplications. 

'I mlght note that the proponents of another approach for merging general relat~vib 
and quantum mechanics, loop quantumgravify, to be briefly discussed in Chapter 16, take 
a v~ewpoint that is closer to the former conlecture-that spacetime has a discrete structure 
on the smallest of scales. 
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The  F i n e r  Po in t s  

With the description I've given so far, it might seem baffling that any 
physicist would resist the allure of string theory Here, finally, is a theory 
that promises to realize Einstein's dream and more; a theory that could 
quell the hostilih behveen quantum mechanics and general relativity; a 
theory with the capacity to uniiy all matter and all forces by describing 
everything in terms of vibrating strings; a theory that suggests an ultrami- 
croscopic realm in which familiar space and time might be as quaint as a 
rotary telephone; a theory, in short, that promises to take our understand- 
ing of the universe to a whole new level. But bear in mind that no  one has 
ever seen a string and, except for some maverick ideas discussed in the 
next chapter, it is likely that even if string theory is right, no one e\.cr will. 
Strings are so small that a direct observation would be tantamount to read- 
ing the text on this page from a distance of 100 light-years: it would 
require resolving power neariy a billion billion times finer than our cur- 
rent technology allows. Some scientists argue vociferously that a theory so 
removed from direct empirical testing lies in the realm of philosophy or 
theology, but not physics. 

I find thls view shortsighted, or, at the very least, premature. IVhile we 
may never have technoiogv capable of seeing strings directly, the history 
of science is replete o i th  theories that were tested experimentally through 
indirect means." String theory isn't modest Its goals and promises are 
big. And that's exciting and useful, because ifa theory is to be the theory of 
our universe, it must match the real world not just in the broad-brush out- 
line discussed so far, but also in minute detail. As we'll now discuss, 
therein lie potential tests. 

During the 1960s and 1970s, particle physicists made great strides in 
understanding the quantum structure of matter and the nongrai,itational 
forces that govern its behavior. T h e  framework to which they were finally 
led by experimental results and theoretical insights is called the standard 
model of particle physics and is based on quantum mechanics, the matter 
particles in Table 12.1, and the force particles in Table 12.2 (ignoring the 
graviton, since the standard model does not incorporate gravity, and 
including the Higgs particle, ~vh ich  is not listed in the tables), all viewed 
as point particles. T h e  standard model is able to explain essentially all 
data produced by the worid's atom smashes, and over the years its inven- 

tors have been deservedly lauded with the highest of honors. Even so, the 
standard model has significant limitations. W7e've already discussed how 
it, and every other approach prior to string theory, failed to merge gravi9 
and quantum mechanics. But there are other shortcomings as well. 

T h e  standard model failed to explain why the forces are transmitted 
by the precise list of particles in Table 12.2 and why matter is composed 
of the precise list of particles in Table 12.1. Why are there three families 
of matter particles and why does each family have the it does? 
Why not hvo families or just one? Why does the electron have three 
times the electric charge of the down-quark? Why does the muon weigh 
23.4 times as much as the upquark, and why does the top-quark weigh 
about 350,000 times as much as an electron? Why is the universe con- 
structed tirith this range of seemingly random numbers? The  standard 
model takes the particles in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 (again, ignoring the 
graviton) as input, then makes impressively accurate predictions for how 
the particles will interact and influence each other. But the standard 
model can't explain the input-the particles and their properties-any 
more than your calculator can explain the numbers you input the last 
time you used it. 

Puzzling over the properties of these particles is not an academic 
question of ~vhy  this or that esoteric detail happens to be one way or 
another. Over the last century, scientists have realized that the universe 
has the familiar features of common experience only because the parti- 
cles in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 have precisely the properties they do. Even 
fairly minor changes to the masses or electric charges of some of the parti- 
cles would, for example, make them unable to engage in the nuclear 
processes that power stars. And without stars, the universe would be a 
completely different place. Thus,  the detailed features of the elementary 
particles are entwined with what many view as the deepest question in all 
of science: Why do the e l e m e n t a ~  particles have just the nght properties to 
allow nuclear processes to happen, stars to light up, planets to form around 
stars, and on a t  least one such planet, life to exist? 

T h e  standard model can't offer any insight into this question since the 
particle properties are part of its required input. T h e  theory won't start to 
chug along and produce results until the particle properties are specified. 
But string theory is different. In string theor?, particle properties are deter- 
mined by string vibrational patterns and so the theor)! holds the promise of 
providing an explanation. 
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P a r t i c l e  P r o p e r t i e s  i n  S t r i n g  T h e o r v  

To understand string theory's new explanatory framework, we need to 
hare a better feel for how string vibrations produce particle properties, so 
let's consider the simplest property of a particle, its mass. 

From E = me', we know that mass and energy are interchangeable; 
like dollars and euros, they are convertible currencies (but unlike mone- 
tary currencies, they have a fixed exchange rate, given by the speed of 
light times itself, c2). Our  survival depends on Einstein? equation, since 
the sun's life-sustaining heat and light are generated by the conversion of 
4.3 million tons of matter into e n e r p  every second; one day, nuclear reac- 
tors on earth ma); emulate the sun by safely harnessing Einstein's equation 
to provide humanity with an essentially limitless supply of energy 

In these examples, energy is produced from mass. But Einstein's 
equat~on works perfectly well in reverse-the direction in w h ~ c h  mass is 
produced from energy-and that's the direction in w h s h  string theory 
uses Einstein's equation The  mass of a particle in string theory is nothing 
but the energy of its vibrating strmg. For instance, the explanation string 
theoq  offers for why one particle is heavier than another is that the string 
constituting the heavier particle 1s vibrating faster and more furiously 
than the string constitnting the lighter particle. Faster and more furious 
vibration means higher energy. and higher energy translates, via Ein- 
stein's equation, into greater mass. Conversely, the lighter a particle is, the 
slower and less frenetic is the corresponding string vibration; a massless 
particle like a photon or a graviton corresponds to a string executing the 
most placid and gentle vibrational pattern that it possibly can.*'' 

Other properties of a particle, such as its electric charge and its spin, 
are encoded through more subtle features of the string's vibrations. Com- 
pared ivith mass, these features are harder to describe nonmathematically, 
but they follow the same basic idea: the vibrational pattern is the particle's 
fingerprint; all the properties that we use to distinguish one particle from 
another are determined by the vibrational pattern of the particle's string. 

In the early 1970s, a l ien  physicists analyzed the vibrational patterns 
arising in the first incarnation of string theory-the bosonic string theov- 

"The relatlonshlp to mass arlslng from a Higgs ocean mlll be discussed later In the 
chapter. 

%- 
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to determ~ne the kinds of properties the theory predicted, they hit 

a snag. E\xery vibrational pattern in the bosonic string theory had a whole- 
number amount of spin: spin-0, spin-i, spin-2, and so on. This was a prob- 
lem, because although the messenger particles have spin values of this 
sort, particles of matter (like electrons and quarks) don't. They have a frac- 
tional amount of spin, spin-%. In 1971, Pierre Rarnond ofthe University of 
Florida set out to remedy this deficiency; in short order, he  found a way to 
modify the equations of the bosonic string theory to allow for half-integer 
vibrational patterns as well. 

In fact, on closer inspection, Ramond's research, together ~vith results 
found by Schwarz and his collaborator AndrC Neveu and later insights of 
Ferdinando Gliozzi, Joel Scherk, and David Olive, revealed a perfect 
balance-a novel symmetry-behveen the vibrational patterns with dif- 
ferent spins in the modified string theory. These researchers found that 
the new vibrational patterns arose in pairs whose spin values differed 
by half a unit. For every vibrational pattern with spin-% there was an asso- 
ciated vibrational pattern with spin-0. For every vibrational pattern of 
spin-1, there was an associated vibrational pattern of spin-%, and so on. 
The  relationship between integer and half-integer spin values was named 
supersynmetv, and with these results the supersymmetric string theon, or 
superstring theov, was born. Nearly a decade later, when Schwarz and 
Green showed that all the potential anomalies that threatened string the- 
ory canceled each other out, they were actually working in the frame- 
work of superstring theory, and so the revolution their paper ignited in 
1984 is more appropriately called the first superstring revolution. (In what 
follows, we will often refer to strings and to string theor)., but that's just a 
shorthand; we always mean superstrings and superstring theor)..) 

\&'it11 this background, we can now state what it would mean for string 
theog; to reach be~zond broad-brush features and explain the universe in 
detail. It comes down to this: among the vibrational patterns that strings 
can execute, there must be patterns whose properties agree with those 
of the kno\vn species. T h e  theory has vibrational patterns with 
spin-%, but it must have spin-% vibrational patterns that match precisely 
the known matter particles, as summarized in Table 12.1. The  theory has 
spin-1 vibrational patterns, but it must have spin-1 vibrational patterns 
that match precisel?i the known messenger particles, as summarized in 
Table 12.2. Finally, if experiments do indeed discover spin-0 particles, 
such as are predicted for Higgs fields, string theory must yield vibrational 
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patterns that match precisely the properties of these particles as well. In 
short, for string theorJ. to be viable, its vibrational patterns nlust lieid and 
explain the particles of the standard model. 

Here, then, is string theory's grand opportunity If string theory is 
right, there is an expianation for the particle properties that experimenters 
have measured, and it's to be found in the resonant vibrational patterns 
that strings can execute. If the properties of these vibrational patterns 
match the particle properties in Tables 12.1 and 12.2, I think that would 
convince even the diehard skeptics of string theory's veracity, whether or 
not anyone had directly seen the extended structure of a string itself. And 
beyond establishing itself as the long-sought unified theory, with such a 
match behveen theory and experimental data, string theory would pro- 
vide the first fundamental explanation for why the universe is the way it is. 

So how does string theory fare on this crit~cal test? 

Too Many Vibrations 

Well, at first blush, string theory fails. For starters, there are an infinite 
number of different string vibrational patterns, with the first few of an end- 
less series schematically illustrated in Figure 12.4. Yet Tables 12.1 and 
12.2 contain only a finite list of particles, and so from the get-go we appear 
to have a vast mismatch between string theory and the real world. What's 
more, when we analyze mathematically the possible energies-and 
hence masses-of these vibrational patterns, we come upon another sig- 
nificant mismatch b e k e e n  theory and observation. The  masses of the 
permissible string vibrational patterns bear no resemblance to the experi- 
mentally measured particle masses recorded in Tables 12.1 and 12.2. It's 
not hard to see why. 

Since the early days of string theory, researchers have realized that the 
stiffness of a string is ~nversely proportional to its length (its length 
squared, to be more precise): ~vhile long strings are easy to bend, the 
shorter the string the more rigid it becomes. In 1974, when Sch~varz 
and Scherk proposed decreasing the size of strings so that they'd 
embody a gravitational force of the right strength, they therefore also 
proposed increasing the tension of the strings-all the wajr, it turns 
out, to about a thousand trillion trillion trillion ( 1 0 ~ ~ )  tons, about 
100000000000000000000000000000000000000000 ( 1041) times the ten- 
sion on an average piano string. Now, if you imagine bending a tiny, 
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Figure 12.4 The first few examples of string vibrational patterns. 

extremely stiff string into one of the increasingly elaborate patterns in Fig- 
ure 12.4, you'll realize that the more peaks and troughs there are, the 
more energy you'll have to exert. Conversely, once a string is vibrating in 
such an elaborate pattern, it embodies a huge amount of e n e r o .  Thus, all 
but the simplest string vibrational patterns are highly energetic and 
hence, via E = me2, correspond to particles with huge masses. 

And by huge, I really mean huge. Calculations show that the masses 
of the string vibrations follow a series analogous to musical harmonics: 
they are all multiples of a fundamental mass, the Planck mass, much as 
overtones are all multiples of a fundamental frequency or tone. By the 
standards of particle physics, the Planck mass is colossal-it is some 10 
billion billion ( l0l9) times the mass of a proton, roughly the mass of a dust 
mote or a bacterium. Thus, the possible masses of string vibrations are 0 
times the Planck mass, 1 times the Planck mass, 2 times the Planck mass, 
3 times the Planck mass, and so on, showing that the masses of all but the 
0-mass string vibrations are 

As you can see, some of the particles in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 are 
indeed massless, but most aren't. And the nonzero masses in the tables are 
farther from the Planck mass than the Sultan of Brunei is from needing a 
loan. Thus, we see clearly that the known particle masses do not fit the 
pattern advanced by string theory Does this mean that string theory is 
ruled out? You might think so, but  it doesn't. Having an endless list of 
vibrational patterns whose masses become ever more remote from those 
of known particles is a challenge the theory must overcome. Years of 
research have revealed promising strategies for doing so. 

As a start, note that experiments with the known particle species have 
taught us that h e a ~ ~  particles tend to be unstable; typically, heaiq' parti- 
cles disintegrate cpickl? into a shower of iower-mass particles, ultimately 
generating the lightest and most familiar species in Tables 12.1 and 12.2. 
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(For instance, the top-quark disintegrates in about lo-" seconds.) We 
expect this lesson to hold true for the "superheavy" string vibrational pat- 
terns, and that would explam why, even if they were copiously produced 
in the hot, earl!, universe, few if any wouid have sunwed until today. 
Even if string theory 1s right, our only chance to see the superheavy vibra- 
tional patterns would be to produce them through high-eneru collisions 
in particle accelerators. However, as current accelerators can reach only 
energies equivalent to roughly 1,000 times the mass of a proton, they are 
far too feeble to excite any but string theoq's most placid L-ibrational pat- 
terns. Thus, string the or),'^ prediction of a tower of particles with masses 
starting some million billion times greater than that achievabie with 
today's technology is not in conflict with observations. 

This explanation also makes clear that contact between string theory 
and particle physics will involve only the lowest-energ),-the massless- 
strmg vibrations, since the others are way beyond v-hat n,e can reach 
w t h  today's technology. But what of the fact that most of the particles 
in Tabies 12.1 and 12.2 are not massless? It's an important issue, but 
less troubling than it inight at first appear. Since the Planck mass 1s huge, 
e\,en the most massive particle known, the top-quark, weighs In at only 
.0000000000000000116 (about lo-") times the Planck mass. As for the 
electron, it weighs in at .0000000000000000000000034 (about lo-") 
times the Planck mass. So, to a first approximation-valid to better than 1 
part zn 10"-all the particles in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 do have masses 
equal to zero times the Planck mass (much as most earthlings' wealth, to 
a first approximation, is 0 times that of the Sultan of Brunei), just as "pre- 
dicted" by string theory. Our  goal is to better this approxin~ation and show 
that string theor) explains the tiny deviations from 0 times the Planck 
mass characteristic of the particles in Tables 12.1 and 12.2. But massless 
vibrational patterns are not as grossly at odds with the data as you might 
have mitially thought. - 

This is encouraging, but detailed scrutiny reveals yet further chal- 
lenges. Using the equations of superstring theory, physicists have listed 
every massless string vibrational pattern. One  entry is the spm-2 graviton, 
and that's the great success which launched the whole subject; it ensures 
that gravity is a part of quantum string theory. But the calculations also 
show that there are many more massless spin-1 vibrational patterns than 
there are particles in Table 12.2, and there are many more massless spin- 
K vibrational patterns than there are particles in Table 12.;. Moreover, 
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the list of spin-M vibrational patterns shows no trace of any repetitive 
groupings like the family structure of Table 12.1. With a less c o r s o ~  
inspection, then, it seems increasingly difficult to see how string ribra- 
tions will align with the known particle species. 

Thus, by the mid-1980s. while there were reasons to be excited about 
superstring theory, there were also reasons to be skeptical U n d e n i a b l ~  
superstring theory presented a bold step toward unification By providing 
the first consistent approach for merging gravity and quantum mechanics, 
it did for physics what Roger Bannister did for the four-minute mile: it 
showed the seemingly impossible to be possible. Superstring theory estab- 
lished definitively that mZe could break through the seemingly impenetra- 
ble barrier separating the two pillars of twentieth-century physics. 

Yet, in trying to go further and show that superstring theory could 
explain the detailed features of matter and nature's forces, physicists 
encountered difficulties. This led the skeptics to proclaim that superstring 
t h e o n  despite all its potential for unification, was merely a mathematical 
structure with no direct relevance for the physical universe. 

Even with the probiems iust discussed, at the top of the skepticsi list of 
superstring theory's shortcomings was a feature I've vet to introduce. 
Superstring theory does indeed pror.ide a successful merger of gravity and 
quantum mechanics, one that is free of the mathematical inconsistencies 
that plagued all previous attempts. However, strange as it may sound, in 
the early years after its discovery, phys~cists found that the equations of 
superstring theory do not have these enviable properties if the universe 
has three spatiai dimensions. Instead, the equations of superstring theory 
are mathematically consistent only if the universe has nine spatial dimen- 
sions, or, including the time dimension, they work only in a universe with 
ten spacetime dimensions! 

In comparison to this bizarre-sounding claim, the difficulty in making 
a detailed alignment between string vibrational patterns and known parti- 
cle species seems like a secondary issue. Superstring theory requires the 
existence of six dimensions of space that no  one has ever seen. That's not 
a fine point-that's a problem. 

O r  is it? 
Theoret~cal  discoveries made d u r ~ n g  the eariy decades of the hventi- 

eth centur), long before string theory came on the scene, suggested that 
extra dimensions need not be a problem at all. And, with a late-twentieth- 
century updating, showed that these extra d~mensions hare the 
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capacity to bridge the gap between string theory's vibrational patterns and 
the elementary particles experimenters have discovered. 

This is one of the theory's most gratifjing developments; kt's see how 
it works. 

U n i f i c a t i o n  i n  H i g h e r  D i m e n s i o n s  

In 1919, Einstein recelved a paper that could easil!. have been dismissed 
as the ravings of a crank. It was written by a little-known German mathe- 
matician named Theodor Kaiuza, and in a few brief pages it laid out an  
approach for unifying the two forces known at the time, gravity and elec- 
tromagnetism. To achieve this goal, Kaluza proposed a radical departure 
from something so basic, so con~pletely taken for granted, that it seemed 
beyond questioning. He proposed that the universe does not have three 
space dimensions. Instead, Kaluza asked Einstein and the rest of the 
physics community to entertain the possibility that the universe has four 
space dimensions so that, together with time, it has a total of five space- 
time dimensions. 

First off, what in the ivorld does that mean? Well, when we say that 
there are three space dimensions we mean that there are three indepen- 
dent directions or axes along which you can move. From your current 
position you can delineate these as leftiright, backlforth, and upidown; in 
a universe with three space dimensions, any motion you undertake is 
some con~bination of motion along these three directions. Equivalentlv, 
in a universe with three space dimensions you need precisely three pieces 
of mformatlon to specify a location. In a city, for example, you need a 
building's street, its cross street, and a floor number to spec$ the where- 
abouts of a dinner party. And if you want people to show up while the food 
is still hot, you also need to specify a fourth piece of data: a time. That's 
what we mean by spacetime's being four-dimensional. 

Kaluza proposed that in addition to leftiright, backlforth, and 
upldown, the universe actually has one more spatial dimension that, for 
some reason, no one has ever seen. If correct, this would mean that there is 
another independent direction in which things can move, and therefore 
that we need to give four pieces of information to specify a precise location 
in space, and a total of fir-e pieces of information if we aiso specify a time. 

Okay; that's uha t  the paper Einstein received in April 1919 proposed. 
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T h e  question is, Why didn't Einstein throw it away? We don't see another 
space dimension-ire never find ourselves wandering aimlessly because a 
street, a cross street, and a floor number are somehow insufficient to spec- 
ify an address-so why contemplate such a bizarre idea? Well, here's why. 
Kaluza realized that the equations of Einstein's generai theory of relativity 
could fairly easily be extended mathematically to a universe that had one 
more space dimension. Kaluza undertook this extension and found, natu- 
rally enough, that the higher-dimensional version of general r e l a t i u i ~  not 
only included Einstein's original gravity equations but, because of the 
extra space dimension, also had extra equations. When Kaluza studied 
these extra equations, h e  discovered something extraordinan: the extra 
equations were none other than the equations Maxwell had discovered in 
the nineteenth century for describing the electromagnetic field! By imag- 
ining a universe irith one new space dimension, Kaluza had proposed a 
solution to uha t  Einstein viewed as one o i  the most important problems 
in all of physics. Kalura had found a framework that combined Einstein's 
original equations ofgeneral relativity with those of Maxwell's equations of 
electromagnetisnl. That's whir Einstein didn't throw Kaluza's paper away. 

Intuitively, you can think of Kaluza's proposal like this. In general rel- 
ativity, Einsteln awakened space and t i m e  As they flexed and stretched, 
Einstein realized that he'd found the geometrical embodiment of the 
gravitational force. Kaiuza's paper suggested that the geometrical reach of 
space and time mas greater still. Whereas Einstein realized that gravita- 
tional fields can be described as warps and ripples in the usual three space 
and one time dimensions, Kaluza realized that in a universe with an addi- 
tional space dimension there would be additionai warps and ripples. -And 
those warps and ripples, his analysis showed, would be just right to 
describe electromagnetic fields. In Kaluza's hands, Einstein's own geo- 
metrical approach to the universe proved powerful enough to unite grar- 
ity and electromagnetism. 

Of course, there was still a problem. Although the mathematics 
worked, there was-and still is-no evidence of a spatial dimension 
beyond the three we all know about. So was Kaluza's discovery a mere 
curiosity, or was it somehoiv relevant to our universe? Kaluza had a po\i1- 
erful trust in theory-he had, for example, learned to swim by studying a 
treatise on swimming and then diving into the sea-but the idea of an  
invisible space dimension, no matter how compelling the theoo, still 
sounded outrageous. Then,  in 1926, the Swedish ~ h p i c i s t  Oskar Klein 
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injected a new twist into Kaluza's idea, one that suggested where the extra 
dimension might be hiding 

T h e  H i d d e n  D i m e n s i o n s  

To understand Klein's idea, picture Philippe Petit walking on a long, 
rubber-coated tightrope stretched between Mount Everest and Lhotse. 
Vieived from a distance of many miles, as in Figure 12.5, the tightrope 
appears to be a one-dimensional object like a line-an object that has 
extension only along its length. If we were told that a tiny worm was slith- 
ering along the tightrope in front of Philippe, ~ve'd wildly cheer it on 
because it needs to stay ahead of Philippe's step to avoid disaster. Of 
course, with a moment's reflection we all realize that there is more to the 
surface of the tightrope than the leftiright dimension are  can directly per- 
ceive. Although difficult to see with the naked elre from a great distance, 
the surface of the tightrope has a second dimension: the clock\vise/coun- 
terclockwise dimension that is "wrapped" around it. With the aid of a 
modest telescope, this circular dimension becomes visible and we see that 
the worm can move not only in the long, unfurled leftlright direction but 
also ln the short, "curled-up" clockrvise/counterclockwise direction. That 
is, at every point on the tightrope, the worm has hvo independent direc- 
tions in which it can move (that's what we mean when we say the 
tightrope's surface is two-dimensional*), so it can safely stay out of 
?hilippe7s way either by slithering ahead of him, as we initially envi- 
sioned, or by craivling around the tiny circuiar dimension and letting 
Philippe pass above. 

The  tightrope illustrates that dimensions-the independent direc- 
tions in which anything can n~ove-come in two qualitatively distinct 
varieties. They can be big w d  easy to see, like the leftiright dimension of 
the tightrope's surface, or they can be tiny and more difficult to see, like 
the clockwiseicounterclockwise dimension that circles around the 
tightrope's surface. In this example, it was not a major challenge to see the 
small circular girth of the tightrope's surface. All \ve needed was a reason- 
able magnifying instrument. But as you can imagine, the smaller a 

"Were you to count ieft, right, clockwise, and counterclocka~lse all separately, you'd 
conclude that the worm can move in four directions. But when we speak of "independent" 
directions, we always group those that lie aiong the same geometrlcai axis-like left and 
right, and also clockwise and counterclockw~se. 
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Figure 12.5 From a distance, a tightrope wire looks one-dimensional, 
although with a strong enough telescope, ~ t s  second, curled-up dimen- 
sion becomes visible. 

curled-up dimension, the more difficult it is to detect. .At a distance of a 
few miles, it's one thing to reveal the circular dimension of a tightrope's 
surface; it would be quite another to reveal the circular dimension of 
something as thin as dental floss or a narrow nerve fiber. 

Klein7s coniribution was to suggest that what's true for an object 
within the universe might be true for the fabric of the unwerse itself. 
Namely, just as the tightrope's surface has both large and small dimen- 
sions, so does the fabric of space, Maybe the three dimensions we all know 
about-leftirignt, backlforth, and upldown-are like the horizontai 
extent of the tightrope, dimensions of the big, easy-to-see v a r i e ~  But just 
as the surface of the tiglntrope has an  additlonal, small, curled-up, circular 
dimension, maybe the fabric of space also has a small, curled-up, circular 
dimension, one so small that no one has enough magnifving 

~ n ~ ~ m m e n t  to reveal its existence Because of its tiny size, Klein argued, -7--r 

the dimension would be hidden. 
How small is small? Well, by incorporating certain features of quan- 

tum mechanics into Kaluza's original proposal, Klein's mathematical 
analysis revealed that the radius of an extra circular spatial dimension 
~ r o u l d  likely be roughly the Planck length,'* certainly way too small for 
experimental accessibility (current state-of-the-art equipment cannot 
resolve anything smaller than about a thousandth the size of an atomic 
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nucleus, falling short of the Planck length by more than a factor of a mil- 
lion billion). Yet, to an imaginary, P!anck-sized worm, this tiny, curled-up 
circular dimension would provide a new direction in which ~t couid roam 
just as freely as an ordina~y worm negotiates the circular dimension of the 
tightrope in Figure 12.5. Of course, just as an  ordinary worm finds that 
there isn't much room to explore In the clockwise direction before it finds 
itself back at its starting point, a Planck-sized worm slithering along a 
curled-up dimension of space would also repeatedly circle back to its start- 
ing point. But aslde from the length of the travel it permitted, a curled-up 
dimension would provlde a direction in which the tiny \vorm could move 
just as easil), as it does in the three familiar unfurled dimensions. 

To get an Intuitive sense ofwhat this looks like, notice that what we'.ire 
been referrmg to as the tightrope's curled-up dimension- the clockwise/ 
counterclockwise direction-exzsts a t  each poznt along its extended dimen- 
szon. The earthlvorm can slither around the circular girth of the tightrope 
at any point along its outstretched length, and so the tightrope's surface 
can be described as having one long dimension, with a tiny, circular direc- 
tion tacked on at each point, as in Figure 12.6. This 1s a useful Image to 
have in mind because it also applies to the Klein's proposal for hlding 
Kaluza's extra dimension of space. 

To see this, let's again examine the fabric of space by sequentially 
showing its structure on ever smaller distance scales, as in Figure 12.7. At 
the first few levels of magnification, nothing new is re~~ealed:  the fabric of 
space still appears three-dimensional (n.hich, as usual, we schematically 
represent on the printed page by a two-dimensional grid). However, when 
we get down to the Planck scale, the highest level of magnification in the 
figure, Klein suggested that a new, curled-up dimension becomes visible. 

Figure 12.6 The surface of a tightrope has one long dimension with a clr- 
cular dimension tacked on at each pomt. 
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Figure 12.7 The Kaluza-Kleln proposal is that on very small scales, space 
has an extra c~rcular dimension tacked on to each familiar po~nt. 

Just as the circular dimension of the tightrope exists at each point along its 
big, extended dimension, the circular dimens~on in this proposal exists at 
each point in the familiar three extended din~ensions of daily l ife 111 Fig- 
ure 12.7, \\-e illustrate this b~ drawing the additional circular dimension at 
rrarious points along the extended dimensions (since drawing the circle 
at every point would obscure the image) and you can immediately see 
the similarity with the tightrope in Figure 12.6. In Klein's proposal, there- 
fore, space should be envisioiied as having three unfurled dimensions 
(of which we show only two in the figure) with an additionai circular di- 
mension tacked on to each pomt. Notice that the extra dimension is 
not a bump or a loop within the usual three spatial dimensions, as the 
graphic limitat~ons of the figure might lead you to think. Instead, the extra 
dimension is a new direction, completely distinct from the three we know 
about, which exists at eLrery point in our ordinan three-dimensional space, 
but is so small that it escapes detection even with our most sophisticated 
instruments. 

115th this modification to Kaluza's original idea, Klein provided an 
answer to how the unlverse might have more than the three space dimen- 
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sions of common experience that could remain hidden, a framework that 
has since become known as Kaluza-Klein theory. And since an extra 
dimension of space was all Kaluza needed to merge general relat~vity and 
electromagnetisn~, Kaluza-Klein t h e o ~  would seem to be just what Ein- 
stein was looking for. Indeed, Einstein and many others became quite 
excited about unificat~on through a new, hidden space dimension, and a 
vlgorous effort was launched to see whether this approach nrould work in 
complete detail. But it  n7as not long before Kaluza-Klein t h e o v  encoun- 
tered ~ t s  own problems. Perhaps most glaring of all, attempts to incorpo- 
rate the electron into the extra-dimensional picture proved unworkable." 
Einstein continued to dabble in the Kaluza-Klein framework until at least 
the early !940s, but the initla1 promise of the approach faiied to material- 
ize, and interest gradually died out. 

N7ithin a few decades, though, Kaluza-Klein theory would make a 
spectacular comeback. 

String Theory and  Hidden Dimensions 

In additlon to the difficulties Kaiuza-Klein theory encountered in trying 
to describe the microworld, there was another reason scientists were hesl- 
tant about the approach. Many found it both arbitrary and extravagant to 
postulate a hidden spatial dimens~on. It is not as though Kaluza was led to 
the idea of a new spatial dimension by a rigid chain of deductive reason- 
ing. Instead, he pulled the idea out of a hat, and upon analyzing its impli- 
cations discovered an unexpected link between general relativity and 
electromagnetism. Thus, although it was a great discoven in its own right, 
it lacked a sense of inevitabiIi8. If you asked Kaluza and KIem why the 
universe had five spacetime dimensions rather than four, or six, or seven, 
or 7,000 for that matter, they wouldn't have had an answer much more 
convincing than "Why not?" 

More than three decades later, the situation changed radically. String 
theory is the first approach to merge general relativity and quantum 
mechanics; moreover, ~t has the potential to unify our understanding of 
all forces and all matter. But the quantum mechanical equations of strlng 
theory don't work in four spacetime dimensions, nor in five, six, seven, or 
7,000. Instead, for reasons discussed in the next section, the equations of 
string theory work only in ten spacetime dimensions-nine of space, plus 
time. String theory demands more dimensions. 
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This is a fundamentally different kind of result, one never before 
encountered in the history ofphysics. Prior to strings, no  theory said any- 
thing at all about the number of spatial dimensions in the universe E v e n  
theory from Newton to Maxwell to Einstein assumed that the unn7erse had 
three space dimensions, much as we all assume the sun will rise tomorrow. 
Kaluza and Klein proffered a challenge by suggesting that there were four 
space dimensions, but this amounted to yet another assumption-a differ- 
ent  assumption, but an assumption nonetheless. Now, for the first time, 
string theory equations that predicted the number of space 
dimensions. A calculation-not an assumption, not a hypothesis, not an 
inspired guess--deternlines the number of space dimens~ons according to 
string theory, and the surprising thing is that the calculated number is not 
three, but nine. String theory leads us, znevitably, to a universe with six 
extra space dimensions and hence provides a compelling, ready-made 
context for invoking the ideas of Kaluza and Klein. 

The  original proposal of Kaluza and Klein assumed only one hidden 
dimension, but it's easily generalized to two, three, or even the six extra 
dimensions required by strlng theory. For example, in Figure 12.8a we 
replace the additional circular dimension of Figure 12.7, a one- 
dimensional shape, with the surface of a sphere, a two-dimensional shape 
(recall from the discussion in Chapter 8 that the surface of a sphere is two- 
dimensional because you need two pieces of information-like latitude 

la) (b) 

Figure 12.8 A close-up of a universe with the three usual dimensions, rep- 
resented by the grid, and (a) two curled-up dimensions, In the form of 
hollow spheres, and (b) three curled-up dimensions in the form of solid 
balls. 
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and longitude on the earth's surface-to specify a iocation). As with the 
circle, you should envision the sphere tacked on to every point of the 
usual dimensions, even though in Figure 12.8a, to keep the lmage clear, 
n.e draw only those that lie on the intersections of grid lines. In a universe 
of this sort, you would need a total of five pieces of information to locate a 
position In space: three pieces to locate your position in the big dimen- 
sions (street, cross street, floor number) and two pieces to locate your posi- 
tion on the sphere (latitude, longitude) tacked on at that point. Certainly, 
if the sphere's radius were tiny-billions of times smaller than an atom- 
the last two pieces of information wouldn't matter much for compara- 
tively large beings like ourselves. Nevertheless, the extra dimension would 
be an integral part of the ultramicroscopic makeup of the spatial fabric. 
An ultramicroscopic worm would need all five pieces of information and, 
if we include time, it would need six pleces of information in order to 
show up at the right dinner party at the right time. 

Let's go one dimension further. In Figure l i .8a,  we considered only 
the surface of the spheres. Imagine no\v that, as in Figure 12.8b, the fab- 
ric of space also includes the interior of the spheres-our little Planck- 
sized worm can burrow into the sphere, as ordinary worms do with apples, 
and freely move throughout its interior. To specib the worm's location 
would now require six pleces of information: three to locate its position in 
the usual extended spatial dimensions, and three more to locate its posi- 
tion in the ball tacked on to that point (latitude, longitude, depth of pen- 
etration). Together ~vith time, this is therefore an example of a universe 
with seven spacetime dimensions. 

Now comes a leap. Although it is impossible to draw, imagine that at 
every point in the three extended dimensions of everyday life, the universe 
has not one extra dimension as in Figure 12.7, not hire extra dimensions as 
in Figure 12.8a, not three extra dimensions as in Figure 12.8b, but six 
extra space dimensions. I certainly can't visualize this and I've never met 
anyone ~ v h o  can. But its meaning is clear. To specib the spatial location of 
a Planck-sized worm in such a universe requires nzne pieces of informa- 
tion: three to locate its position in the usual extended dimensions and six 
more to locate its position in the curled-up dimensions tacked on to that 
point. When time is also taken into account, this is a ten-spacetime- 
dimensional universe, as required by the equations of string theory. If the 
extra six dimensions are curled up  small enough, they would easily have 
escaped detection. 
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T h e  Shape of Hidden Dimensions 

T h e  equations of string theory actually determine more than just the 
number of spatial dimensions They also determine the kinds of shapes 
the extra dimensions can assume.'* 1n the figures above, we focused on 
the simplest of shapes-circles, hollow spheres, solid balls-but the equa- 
tions of string theory pick out a significantly more complicated class of six- 
dimensional shapes known as Calabi-Yau shapes or Calabi-Yau spaces. 
These shapes are named after two mathematicians, Eugenio Calabl and 
Shing-Tung Yau, who discovered them mathematically long before their 
relex~ance to string theory was realized; a rough illustration of one exam- 
ple is given in Figure 12.9a Bear in mind that in this figure a hvo- 
dimensional graphic illustrates a six-dimensional object, and this results 
in a variety of significant distortions. Even so, the picture gives a rough 
sense of what these shapes look like. If the particular Calabi-Yau shape in 
Figure 129a  constituted the extra six dimensions in string theory, on 
ultramicroscopic scales space would have the form illustrated in Figure 
12.9b. As the Caiabi-Yau shape would be tacked on to every point in the 
usual three dimensions, you and I and everyone else would right now be 
surrounded by and filled with these little shapes Literally, as yoii walk 

Figure 12.9: (a) One example of a Calabl-Yau shape (b) A hlghlv magnl- 
fied port1011 of space wth additional d~mensrons in the form of a tiny 
Calabl-Yau shape 
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from one place to another, your body would move through all nine 
dimensions, rapidly and repeatedly circumnavigating the entire shape, on 
average making it seem as if you weren't moving through the extra six 
dimensions at all. 

If these ideas are right, the ultramicroscopic fabric of the cosmos is 
embroidered with the r~chest  of textures. 

S t r i n g  Phys ics  a n d  E x t r a  D i m e n s i o n s  

The  beauty of general relativity is that the physics of gravity is controlled 
by the geometry of space. With the extra spatlai dimensions proposed by 
string theory, you'd naturally guess that the power of geometry to deter- 
mine physics would substantially increase. And it does. Let's first see this 
by taking up a question that I've so far skirted. Why does string theon. 
require ten spacetime dimensions? This is a tough question to answer 
nonmathematically, but let me explain enough to illustrate how it comes 
down to an interplay of geometry and physics. 

Imagine a string that's constrained to vibrate only on the two- 
dimensional surface of a flat tabletop. The  string will be able to execute a 
variety of vibrational patterns, but only those involving motion In the 
leftiright and backlforth directions of the table's surface. If the string is 
then released to vibrate in the third dimension, motion in the upidown 
dimension that leaves the table's surface, additional vibrationai patterns 
become accessible. Now, although it is hard to picture in more than three 
dimensions, this conclusion-more dimensions means more vibrational 
patterns-is general. If a string can vibrate in a fourth spatial dimension, it 
can execute more vibrational patterns than it could in only three; if a 
string can vibrate in a fifth spatial dimension, it can execute more vibra- 
tional patterns than it could in only four; and so on. This is an important 
realization, because there is an equation in string theory that demands 
that the number of independent vibrational patterns meet a very precise 
constraint. If the constralnt is violated, the mathematlcs of string theory 
falls apart and its equations are rendered meaningless. In a uniiverse with 
three space dimensions, the number of vibrational patterns is too small 
and the constralnt is not met; with four space dimensions, the number of 
vibrationai patterns is still too small; with five, six, seven, or eight dimen- 
sions it is still too small; but with nine space dimensions, the constraint on 
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the number of vibratlonal patterns is satisfied perfectly. And that's how 
string theory determines the number of space  dimension^."^ 

While this illustrates well the interplay of geometry and physics, their 
association within string theory goes further and, in fact, provides a way 
to address a critical problem encountered earlier. Recall that, in tv ing 
to make detailed contact between string vibrational patterns and the 
known particle species, physicists ran into trouble. They found that there 
were far too many massless string vibrational patterns and, moreover, the 
detailed properties of the vibrational patterns did not match those of 
the known matter and force particles. But what I didn't mention earlier, 
because we hadn't yet discussed the idea of extra dimensions, is that 
although those calculations took account of the number of extra dimen- 
sions (explaining, in part, why so many string vibratlonal patterns were 
found), they did not take account of the small size and complex shape of 
the extra dimensions-they assumed that all space dimensions were flat 
and fully unfurled-and that makes a substantial difference. 

Strings are so small that even when the extra six dimensions are crum- 
pled up into a Calabi-Yau shape, the strings still vibrate into those direc- 
tions. For two reasons, that's extremely important. First, it ensures that the 
strings always vibrate in all nine space dimensions, and hence the con- 
straint on the number of vibrational patterns continues to be satisfied, 
even when the extra dimensions are tightiy curled up. Second, just as the 
vibratlonal patterns of air streams blown through a tuba are affected by the 
twists and turns of the instrument, the vibrational patterns of strings are 
influenced by the twists and turns in the geometry of the extra six dimen- 
sions. If you were to change the shape of a tuba by makmg a passageway 
narrower or by making a chamber longer, the air's vibrational patterns and 
hence the sound of the instrument would change. Similarly, if the shape 
and size of the extra dimensions were modified, the precise properties of^ 

'Let me prepare you for one relevant development \ve will encounter In the next 
chapter. S t r~ng  theor~sts have kn0n.n for decades that the equat~ons they generally use to 
mathematically analyze string theory are approximate (the exact equatiol>s have proven 
difficult to Identify and understand). However, most thought that the approx~mate equa- 
tions were suffic~ently accurate to determine the requlred number of extra dimens~ons. 
More recently (and to the shock of most physicists in the field), some str~ng theorists 
showed that the approx~mate equations rnlssed one dimension; it is now accepted that the 
theory needs seven extra dimens~ons. '4s we will see, t h ~ s  does not compromise the mater- 
la1 discussed In t h ~ s  chapter, but shows that ~t fits within a larger, in fact more unified, 
f ramew~rk . '~  
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each possible vibrat~onal pattern of a string would also be significantly 
affected. And slnce a string's vibrational pattern determines its mass and 
charge, this means that the extra dimensions play a pivotal role in deter- 
mining particle properties. 

This is a key realization. The precise srze and shape ojthe extra dimen- 
sions has a profound impact on string vibratronal patterns and  hence on 
particle properties. As the basic structure of the universe-from the forma- 
tion of galaxies and stars to the existence of life as we know it-depends 
sensitively on the particle properties, the code of the cosmos may well be 
written in the geometry of a Calabi-Yau shape. 

We saw one example of a Calabi-Yau shape In Figure 12.9, but there 
are at least hundreds of thousands of other possibilities. The  question, 
then, is ~+zhich Calabi-Yau shape, if any, constitutes the extra-din~ensionai 
part of the spacetime fabric. This is one of the most important questions 
string theory faces since only with a defin~te choice of Calabi-Yau shape 
are the detailed features of string \4xational patterns determ~ned. To date, 
the question remains unanswered. The  reason is that the current under- 
standing of string theory's equations provides no ins~ght into how to pick 
one shape from the many; from the point of view of the knoivn equations, 
each Calabi-Yau shape is as valid as any other. The  equations don't even 
determme the slze of the extra dimensions. Since we don't see the extra 
dimensions, they must be small, but precisely how small remains an open 
question. 

Is this a fatal flaw of s t r~ng theory? Possibly. But I don't think so. As we 
will discuss more fully in the next chapter, the exact equations of string 
theory have eluded theorists for many years and so much work has used 
approximate equations. These have afforded insight into a great many fea- 
tures of string theory, but for certain questions-including the exact size 
and shape of the extra dimensions-the approximate equations fall short. 
As we continue to sharpen our mathematical analysis and improve these 
approximate equations, determining the form of the extra dimensions is a 
prime-and in my opinion attainable-objective. So far, this goal remains 
beyond reach. 

Nevertheless, we can still ask whether any choice of Calabi-Yau shape 
yields string vibrational patterns that closely approximate the known parti- 
cles. And here the answer is quite gratifjmg. 

Although we are far from having investigated every possibility, exam- 
ples of Calabi-Yau shapes have been found that give rlse to string vibra- 
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tional patterns in rough agreement with Tables 12.1 and 12.2. For 
instance, in the mid-1980s Philip Candelas, Gary Horowitz, -4ndrew Stro- 
minger, and Edward Witten (the team of physicists who realized the rele- 
vance of Calabi-Yau shapes for string theory) discovered that each 
hole-the term is used in a precisely defined mathematical sense-con- 
tained withm a Calabi-Yau shape gives rise to a family of lowest-energ). 
strmg vibrational patterns. A Calabi-Yau shape with three holes would 
therefore povide  an explanation for the repetitive structure of three fami- 
lies of elementary particles in Table 12.1. Indeed, a number of such three- 
holed Caiabi-Yau shapes have been found. Moreover, among these 
preferred Calabi-Yau shapes are ones that also yield just the right number 
of messenger particles as well as just the right electric charges and nuclear 
force properties to match the particles in Tables 12. i and 12.2. 

This is an extremely encouraging result; by no means was it ensured. 
In merging general relativity and quantum mechanics, string theov  
might have achieved one goal only to find it impossible to come any- 
where near the equally important goal of explaining the properties of the 
known matter and force particles. Researchers take heart in the theory's 
having blazed past that disappointing possibility. Going further and calcu- 
lating the precise masses of the is significantly more challenging. 
As we discussed, the particles in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 have masses that 
deviate from the lowest-energy string vibrations-zero times the Planck 
mass-by less than one part in a million billion. Calculating such infini- 
tesimal deviations requires a level of precision way beyond what we can 
muster with our current understanding of string theory's equations. 

'4s a matter of fact, I suspect, as d o  many other string theorists, that the 
tiny masses in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 arise in string theory much as they do 
in the standard model. Recall from Chapter 9 that in the standard model, 
a Higgs field takes on a nonzero value throughout a11 space, and the mass 
of a particle depends on how much drag force it experiences as it wades 
through the Higgs ocean  A similar scenario likely plays out in string the- 
ory. If a huge collection of strings all vibrate in just the right coordinated 
way throughout all of space, they can ~ r o v i d e  a uniform background that 
for all intents and purposes would be indistinguishable from a Higgs 
ocean. String vibrations that initially yielded zero mass would then 
acquire tiny nonzero masses through the drag force they experience as 
they move and vibrate through the string theory version of the Higgs 
ocean. 
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Notice, though, that in the standard model, the drag force experi- 
enced by a glven particle-and hence the mass it acquires-is deter- 
mined by experimental measurement and specified as an  input to the 
theor).. In the string theory version, the drag force-and hence the masses 
of the vibrational patterns-would be traced back to interactions between 
strings (since the Higgs ocean would be made of strings) and should be 
calculable. String theory, at least in principie, allows all particle properties 
to be determined by the theory itself. 

No one has accomplished this, but as emphasized, string t h e o ~ )  is still 
very much a work in progress. In time, researchers hope to realize fully 
the vast potential of this approach to unification. The  mot~vation is strong 
because the potentla1 payoff is big. With hard work and substantial luck, 
string theory may one day explain the fundamental particle properties 
and, in turn, explain why the universe is the way it IS. 

T h e  Fabric of the  Cosmos According to String u Theory 

Even though much about s t r~ng theory still lies beyond the bounds of our 
comprehension, it has already exposed dramatic new vistas. Most strik- 
ingly, in mending the rift between general relativity and quantum 
mechanics, string theory has revealed that the fabric of the cosmos may 
have many more dimensions than we percelve directly-dimensions that 
may be the key to resolving some of the universe's deepest mysteries. 
Moreover, the theory intimates that the familiar notions of space and time 
do not extend into the sub-Planckian realm, which suggests that space 
and tlme as we currently understand them may be mere approximations 
to more fundamental concepts that still await our discovery. 

In the universe's initial moments, these features of the spacetime fab- 
ric that, today, can be accessed only mathematically, would have been 
manifest. Early on, \\,hen the three familiar spatial dimensions were also 
small, there would likely have been little or no distinction between what 
we now call the big and the curled-up dimensions of string theory. Their 
current slze disparity would be due to cosmological evolution which, in a 
way that we don't yet understand, would have had to pick three of the spa- 
tial dimensions as special, and subject only them to the 14 billion years of 
expansion discussed in earlier chapters. Looking back in time even fur- 
ther, the entire observable universe would have shrunk into the sub- 
Planckian domain, so that what we've been referring to as the fuzzp patch 
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(in Figure 10.6), we can now identify as the reaim where familiar space 
and time have yet to emerge from the more fundamental entities-what- 
ever they may be-that current research is struggling to comprehend. 

Further progress in understanding the primordial universe, and 
hence in assessing the origin of space, time, and time's arrow, requires 
a significant honing of the theoretical toois we use to understand string 
theory-a goal that, not too long ago, seemed noble yet distant. '4s we'll 
now see, with the development of M-theory, progress has exceeded many 
of even the optimists' most optin~istic predictions. 
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S tring theory has one of the most twisted histories of any scientific 
breakthrough. Even today, more than three decades after its initial 
articulation, most string practitioners believe we still don't have a 

comprehensive answer to the rudimentary question, What is string theory? 
We know a lot about string theory. U'e know its basic features, we know its 
kc!, successes, we know the promise it holds, and we know the challenges 
it faces; we can also use string theory's equations to make detailed caicu- 
lations of how strings should behave and interact in a a ide  range of cir- 
cumstances. But most researchers feel that our current forn~ulation of 
string theory still lacks the kind of core principle a.e find at the heart 
of other major advances. Special relativity has the constancy of the speed 
of light. General relativity has the equivalence principle. Quantum 
mechanics has the uncertainty principle. String theorists continue to 
grope for an analogous principle that would capture the theory's essence 
as completely. 

To a large extent, this deficiency exists because string theory devel- 
oped piecemeal instead of emerging from a grand, overarching vision. 
The goal of string theoqn- the unification of all forces and all matter In a 
quantum mechan~cal framework-is about as grand as it gets, but the the- 
ory's evolution has been distinctly fragmented. After its serendipitous dis- 
covery more than three decades ago, string theory has been cobbled 
together as one group of theorists has uncovered key properties by study- 
ing these equations, while another group has revealed critical implica- 
tions by examining those. 
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String theorists can be likened to a primitive tribe excavating a buried 
spacecraft onto which they've stumbled. By tinkering and fiddling, the 
tribe would slowiy establish aspects of the spacecraft's operation, and this 
would nurture a sense that all the buttons and toggles work together in a 
coordinated and unified manner. A similar feeling prevails among string 
theorists. Results found over many years of research are dovetailing and 
converging. This has instilled a grouling confidence among researchers 
that string theory is closing in on one powerful, coherent framework- 
which has yet to be unearthed fully, but  ultimately will expose nature's 
inner workings with unsurpassed clarity and comprehensiveness. 

In recent times, nothing illustrates this better than the realization that 
sparked the second superstring revolution-a revolution that has, among 
other things, exposed another hidden dimension entwined in the spatial 
fabric, opened new possibilities for experimental tests of string theor)', 
suggested that our universe majn be brushing up against others, revealed 
that black holes may be created in the next generation of high-energy 
accelerators, and led to a novel cosmological theory in w'nich time and its 
arrow, like the graceful arc of Saturn's rings, may cycle around and 
around. 

The S e c o n d  S u p e r s t r i n g  R e v o l u t i o n  

There's an awkward detail regarding string theory that I've yet to divulge, 
but that readers of my previous book, The Elegant Universe, may recall. 
Over the last three decades, not one but five distmct versions of string the- 
ory have been developed. While their names are not of the essence, they 
are called Type I, Type IIA, Type IIB, Heterotic-0, and Heterotic-E. '41 
share the essential features introduced in the last chapter-the basic 
ingredients are strands of vibrating energy-and, as calculations in the 
1970s and 1980s revealed, each theory requires six extra space dimen- 
sions; but when they are analyzed in detail, significant differences appear. 
For example, the Type I theory includes the vibrating string loops dis- 
cussed in the last chapter, so-called closed strings, but unlike the other 
string theories, it also contains open strings, vibrating string sn~ppets that 
have two ioose ends. Furthermore, calculations show that the list of string 
vibrational patterns and the way each pattern interacts and influences oth- 
ers differ from one formulation to another. 

T h e  most optimistic of string theorists envisioned that these differ- 
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ences would serve to eliminate four of the five versions when detailed 
comparisons to experimental data could one day be carried out. But, 
frankly, the mere existence of five different fornlulations of string theory 
was a source of quiet discon~fort. T h e  dream of unificat~on is one in 
which scientists are led to a unique theory of the unii~erse. If research 
established that only one theoretical framework could embrace both 
quantum mechanics and general reiatwity, theorists would reach unifica- 
tion nirvana. They would have a strong case for the framework's validity 
even in the absence of direct experimental verification. After all, a wealth 
of exper~inental support for both quantum mechanics and general relativ- 
ity already exists, and ~t seems plain as day that the laws governing the uni- 
verse should be mutually compatible. If a particular theory were the 
unique, mathematically consistent arch spanning the two experimentally 
confirmed pillars of twentieth-century phylcs, that would prov~de power- 
ful, albeit indirect, evidence for the theory's inevitability. 

But the fact that there are five versions of string theory, superficially 
similar yet distinct in detail, would seem to mean that string theory fails 
the uniqueness test. Even if the optimists are some day imdicated and 
only one of the five string theories is confirmed experimentally, we ~ o u l d  
still be vexed by the nagging question of why there are four other consis- 
tent formulations. Would the other four simply be mathematical cur~osi- 
ties? Would they have any significance for the physical world? Might their 
existence be the tip of a theoret~cal iceberg in w h ~ c h  clever scient~sts 
would subsequently show that there are actually five other versions, or six, 
or seven, or perhaps even an endless number of distinct mathematicai 
variations on a theme of strings? 

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, with many physicists hotly 
pursuing an understanding of one or another of the string theories, the 
enlgma of the five versions was not a probiem researchers typically dealt 
with on a day-to-day basis. Instead, it was one of those quiet questions that 
everyone assumed would be addressed in the distant future, when the 
understanding of each individual string theory had become significantly 
more refined. 

But in the spring of 1995, with little warning, these modest hopes 
were wildly exceeded. Drawing on the work of a number of string theorists 
(including Chris Hull, Paul Townsend, Ashoke Sen, Michael Duff, John 
Schwarz, and many others), Edward Witten-who for two decades has 
been the world's most renowned string theorist-uncovered a hidden 

uniQ that tied all five string theories together. Witten showed that rather 
than being distinct, the five theories are actually just five different ways of 
mathematically analyzing a single theory. Much as the translations of a 
book into five different languages might seem, to a nlonolingual reader, to 
be five distinct texts, the five string formulations appeared distinct only 
because Witten had yet to write the dictionary for translating among 
them. But once revealed, the dictionary provided a convincing demon- 
stration that-like a single master text from which five translations have 
been made-a single master theory links all five string formulations. The  
unifiing master theory has tentatively been called M-theory, M belng a 
tantalizing placeholder whose meaning-Master? Majestic? hilother? 
Magic? Mystery? Matr~s?-awaits the outcome of a vigorous \vorldtvide 
research effort now seeking to complete the new vision illuminated by 
Witten's powerfui insight. 

This revolutionary discovery was a gratifying leap forward. String the- 
ory, Witten demonstrated in one of the field's most prized papers (and in 
important follow-up work with Petr Hofava), is a single theory. No longer 
did strlng theorists have to qualifv their candidate for the unified theoq  
Einstein sought by adding, with a tinge of embarrassment, that the pro- 
posed unified framework lacked unity because it came in five different 
\rersions. How fitting, by contrast, for the farthest-reaching proposal for a 
unified theory to be, itself, the subject of a meta-unification. Through 
\;t7itten's work, the unity embodied by each individual string theory Lvas 
extended to the whole string frame~vork. 

Figure i 3.1 sketches the status of the five s t r~ng theories before and 
after Witten's discovery, and is a good summary image to keep in mind. It 
illustrates that &I-theory is not a new approach, per se, but that, by clear- 
ing the clouds, it promises a more refined and complete formulation of 
ph>rs~cal law than is provided by any one of the individual string theones. 
hl-theory links together and embraces equally all five string theories by 
showing that each is part of a grander theoretical synthesis. 

The  Power of Translation 

Although F ~ g u r e  i 3.1 schematically con\ eys the essent~al content of ll'it- 
ten's discovery, expressed In t h ~ s  way ~t might strike you l ~ k e  a blt of lnslde 
baseball. Before 11'1tten's breakthrough, researchers thought there were 
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(b) 

Figure 13.1: (a) Schematlc portralal of the five string theorles, prlor 
to 1995 (b) Schematlc portrayal of the meta-unlficatlon revealed by 
M-theory. 

five separate versions of string theory; after his breakthrough, they didn't, 
But if you'd never known that there were five purportedly distinct string 
theories, why should you care that the cleverest of all string theorists 
showed they aren't distinct after all? Why, in other words, was Witten's dis- 
covery revolutionary as opposed to a modest insight correcting a previous 
misconception? 

Here's why. O\.er the past few decades, string theorists have been 
s5,mied repeatedly by a mathematlcai problem. Because the exact equa- 
tions describing any one of the five string theories have proven so difficult 
to extract and analyze, theorists have based much of their research on 
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approximate equations that are far easier to \{.ark with. \&%ile there are 
good reasons to believe that the approximate equations should, 111 many 
circumstances, give ans\vers close to those given by the true equations, 
approxlmations-iike translations-alivays miss something. For this rea- 
son, certain key problems have proved beyond the approximate equa- 
tions' mathematical reach, significantly i~npeding progress. 

For the imprecision inherent in textual translations, readers have a 
couple of immediate remedies. T h e  best option, if the reader's linguistic 
skills are up to the task, 1s to consult the original manuscript. At the 
moment, the analog of this option is not available to string theorists. By 
virtue of the consistency of the dictionary developed by b'itten and oth- 
ers, we have strong evidence that all five string theories are different 
descriptions of a single master theor)., hl-theoq, but researchers have yet 
to develop a con~plete understanding of this theoretical nexus. R7e have 
iearned much about M-theory In the last f en  years, but we still have far to 
go before anyone could sensibly claim that it 1s properly or completely 
understood. In string theoq, it's as if we have five translations of a pet-to- 
be-discovered master text. 

Another heipful remedy, well known to readers of translations a.ho 
either don't have the original (as in string theory) or, more commonly, 
don't understand the language in ivtnich it's written, is to consult several 
translations of the master text into languages with which they are familiar. 
Passages on which the translations agree give confidence; passages on 
which they differ flag possible inaccuracies or highlight different interpre- 
tations. It is this approach that Witten made available with his discovery 
that the five string theories are different translations of the same underly- 
ing theory. In fact, his discover), provided an extremely powerful version 
of this line of attack that is best understood throug'n a slight extension of 
the translation analogy. 

Imagine a master manuscript infused with such an enormous range 
of puns, rhymes, and offbeat, culture-sensitive jokes, that the complete 
text cannot be expressed gracefully in any single one of iive glven lan- 
guages into whlch it is being translated. Some passages might translate 
into S~vahili with ease, while other portions might prove thoroughly 
impenetrable in this tongue. Much  insight into some of the latter passages 
might emerge from the Inuit translation; in yet other sections that transla- 
tion might be compietelj~ opaque. Sanskrit might capture the essence of 
some of these tricky passages, but for other, particularly troublesome sec- 
tions, all five translations might leave you dumbfounded and only the 
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master text rvill be intelligible. This is much closer to the situation with 
the five string theories. Theorists have found that for certain questions, 
one of the five may give a transparent description of the physical implica- 
t~ons,  while the descriptions given by the other four are too mathe- 
matically complex to be useful. And therein lies the power of Witten's 
discovery. Prior to his breakthrough, string thee? researchers who en- 
countered mtractably difficult equations would be stuck. But JVitten's 
work showed that each such question admits four mathematical transla- 
tions-four mathematical reformulations-and son~etinles one of the 
reformulated questions proves far simpler to answer. Thus, the dictionary 
for translating between the five theories can sometimes provide a means for 
translatzng impossibly difficult questions into comparatively szmple ones. 

It's not foolproof. Just as all five translations of certain passages in that 
master text might be equally incomprehensible, sometimes the mathe- 
matical descriptions given by all five string theories are equally difficult to 
understand. In such cases, just as we \vould need to consult the original 
text itself, we would need full comprehension of the elusive M-theory to 
make progress. Even so, in a wealth of circun~stances, Witten's dictionary 
has provided a powerful new tool for analyzing string theory. 

Hence, just as each translation of a complex text serves an  ~mportant  
purpose, each string formulation does too. By combining insights gained 
from the perspective of each, we are able to answer questions and reveal 
features that are completely beyond the reach of any singie string formu- 
lation. Witten's discovery thus gave theorists five times the firepower for 
advancing string theory's front line. And that, in large part, is whv it 
sparked a revolution. 

E l e v e n  D i m e n s i o n s  

So, with our newfound power to analyze string theory, what insights have 
emerged? There have been many. I will focus on those that have had the 
greatest impact on the story of space and time. 

Of primary importance, Witten's work revealed that the approximate 
string theory equations used in the 1970s and 1980s to conclude that the 
universe must have nine space dimensions mzssed the true number by one. 
The  exact ansn.er, his anaiysis showed, is that the universe according to 
M-theory has ten space dimensions, that is, eleven spacetime dimensions. 
Much as Kaluza found that a universe with five spacetime dimensions 
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provided a framework for unifying eiectromagnetism and gravity, and 
much as string theorists found that a universe with ten spacetime dimen- 
sions provided a framework for unifying quantum mechanics and general 
relativity, Witten found that a universe with eleven spacetime dimensions 
provided a framewoti for unifying all string theories. Like five villages 
that appear, viewed from ground Ieve!, to be completely separate but, 
when viewed from a mountaintop-making use of an  additional, vertical 
dimension-are seen to be connected by a web of paths and roadways, the 
additional space dimension emerging from Witten's analysis was crucial 
to his finding connections between all five string theories. 

While Witten's discovery surely fit the historical pattern of achieving 
unity through more dimensions, when he  announced the result at the 
annual international string theory conference in 1995, it shook the foun- 
dations of the field. Researchers, including me, had thought long and 
hard about the approximate equations being used, and everyone was con- 
fident that the analyses had given the final word on the number of dimen- 
sions. But Witten revealed something startling. 

He showed that all of the previous analyses had made a mathematical 
simplification tantamount to assuming that a hitherto unrecognized tenth 
spatial dimension would be extremely small, much smaller than all oth- 
ers. So small, in fact, that the approximate string theory equations that all 
researchers were using lacked the resolving power to reveai even a mathe- 
matical hint of the dimension's existence. And that led everyone to con- 
clude that string theory had only nine space dimensions. But with the new 
insights of the unified M-theoretic framework, Witten was able to go 
beyond the approximate equations, probe more finely, and demonstrate 
that one space dimension had been overlooked all along. Thus, Witten 
showed that the five ten-dimensional frameworks that string theorists had 
developed for more than a decade were actually five approximate descrip- 
tions of a single, underlying eleven-dimensional theory. 

You might wonder whether this unexpected realization invalidated 
previous work in string theory By and large, it didn't. T h e  newfound 
tenth spatial dimension added an unanticipated feature to the theory, but 
if stringM-theor); is correct, and should the tenth spatial dimension turn 
out to be much smaller than all others-as, for a iong time, had been 
unwittingly assumed-previous work would remain valid. However, 
because the known equations are still unable to nail down the sizes or 
shapes of extra dimensions, string theorists have expended much effort 
over the last few years investigating the new possibility of a not-so-small 
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tenth spatial dimension. Among other things, the wide-ranging results of 
these studies have put the schematic illustration of the unifying poiver of 
M-theory, Figure 1 3.1, on a firm mathematical foundation. 

I suspect that the updating from ten to eleven dimensions-regardless 
of ~ t s  great importance to the mathematical structure of stringM-theory- 
doesn't substantially alter your mind's-eye picture of the theory. To all but 
the cognoscenti, trying to imagine sei7en curled-up dimensions is an exer- 
cise that's pretty much the same as trying to imagine six. 

But a second and closely related insight from the second superstring 
revolution does alter the basic intuitive picture of string theory The  
collective insights of a number of researchers-Witten, Duff, Hull, 
Townsend, and many others-established that stnng the09 is not just Q 

theory of strings. 

Branes 

.A natural question, which may have occurred to you in the last chapter, is 
Why strings? Why are one-dimensional ingredients so special? In recon- 
ciling quantum mechanics and genera! relativity, we found it crucial that 
strings are not dots, that they have nonzero size. But that requirement can 
be met nzith two-dimensional ingredients shaped like miniature disks or 
Frisbees. or by three-dimensional bloblike ingredients, shaped like base- 
balls or lumps of clay. Or, since the theory has such an  abundance of 
space dimensions, we can even imagine blobs with more dimensions still. 
Why don't these ingredients play any role in our fundamental theories? 

In the 1980s and early 1990s, most string theorists had what seemed 
like a convincing answer They argued that there had been attempts to 
formuiate a fundamental theory of matter based on bloblike constituents 
by, among others, such icons of twentieth-centun physics as Werner 
Heisenberg and Paul Dirac. But their work, as well as many subsequent 
studies, showed that it was extremely difficult to develop a theory based on 
tiny blobs that met the most basic ofphysical req~iirements-for example, 
ensuring that all quantum mechanical probabilities lie between 0 and 1 
(no sense can be made of negative probabilities or of probabilities greater 
than I ) ,  and debarring faster-than-light communication. For point parti- 
cles, a half-century of research initiated in the i920s showed that these 
conditions could be met (as long as gravity was ignored). And, by the 
1980s, more than a decade of invest~gation by Schwarz, Scherk, Green, 
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and others established, to the surprise of most researchers, that the condi- 
tions could also be met for one-dimensional ingredients, strings (which 
necessariiv included gravit).) But it seemed impossible to proceed to fun- 
damental ingredients with hvo or more spatial dimensions. T h e  reason, 
briefly put, is that the number of symmetries respected by the equations 
peaks enormously for one-dimensional objects (strings) and drops off pre- 
cipitously thereafter. The  symmetries in question are more abstract than 
the ones discussed in Chapter 8 (they have to do with how equations 
change if, while studying the motion of a string or a higher dimensional 
ingredient, we were to zoom in or out, suddenly and arbitrarily changing 
the resolution of our observatio~ls). These transformations prove critical 
to formulating a physically sensible set of equations, and beyond strings it 
seemed that the required fecundity of symmetries was absent.' 

It was thus another shock to most string theorists when Witten's paper 
and an avalanche of subsequent results' led to the realization that string 
theory, and the M-theoretic frameivoil to ivlnich it now belongs, does con- 
tain ingredients besides strings. T h e  analyses showed that there are hvo- 
dimensional oblects called, naturally enough, membranes (another 
possible meaning for the "M" in M-theoy) or-in deference to systemat- 
ically naming their h~gher-dimenslonal cousins-two-branes. There are 
objects with three spatial dimensions called three-branes. And, although 
increasingly difficult to visualize, the analyses showed that there are also 
objects w t h  p spatial dimensions, where p can be any whole number less 
than 10, known -with no derogation intended -as p-bmnes Thus, 
strings are but one ingredient in string theory, not the ingredient. 

These other ingredients escaped earlier theoret~cal investigation for 
much the same reason the tenth space dimension did: the approximate 
string equations proved too coarse to reveal them. In the theoretical con- 
texts that string researchers had investigated mathematically, ~t turns out 
that all p-branes are significantly heavier than strings. And the more mas- 
sive something is, the more energy is required to produce i t  But a limita- 
tion of the approximate string equations-a limitation embedded in the 
equations and well known to all string theorists-is that they become less 
and less accurate when describing entities and processes involving more 
and more energy. At the extreme energies relevant for p-branes, the 
approximate equations lacked the precision to expose the branes lurk~ng 
in the shadows, and that's why decades passed without their presence 
being noticed in the mathematics But with the various rephrasings and 
new approaches provided by the unified M-theoretic framework, 
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researchers were able to skirt some of the previous technical obstacles, 
and there, in full mathematical vien: they found a whole panoply of 
higher-dimensional ingredients.' 

The  reveiation that there are other ingredients besides strings in string 
theory does not mvalidate or make obsolete earlier work any more than 
the discovery of the tenth spatial dimension did. Research shows that if 
the higher-dimens~onal branes are much more massive than strlngs-as 
had been unknowingly assumed In previous studies-they have minimal 
impact on a wide range of theoretical calculations. But just as the tenth 
space dimension does not have to be much smaller than all others, so the 
higher-dimensional branes do not have to be much heavier. There are a 
variety of circumstances, still hypothetical, in which the mass of a higher- 
dimensional brane can be on  a par with the lowest-mass string vibrational 
patterns, and in such cases the brane does have a significant impact on the 
resulting physics. For example, my own work w t h  Andrew Strominger 
and David Morrison showed that a brane can wrap itself around a spheri- 
cal portion of a Caiabi-Yau shape, much like plast~c wrap vacuum-sealed 
around a grapefruit; should that portion of space shrink, the wrapped 
brane would also shrink, causing its mass to decrease. This decrease in 
mass, we were able to show, allo\vs the portion of space to collapse fully 
and tear open-space itself can rip apart-~vhile the wrapped brane 
ensures that there are no catastrophic physical consequences. I discussed 
this development in detail in The Elegant Universe and will briefly return 
to ~t when we discuss time travel In Chapter 15, so I won't elaborate fur- 
ther here. But this snippet makes clear how higher-dimens~onal branes 
can have a significant effect on the physics of string theor).. 

For our current focus, though, there is another profound way that 
branes impact the view of the universe according to stringM-theory. The  
grand expanse of the cosn~os-the entirety of the spacetime of which we 
are an.are-may itself be nothing but an enormous brane. Ours may be a 
braneworld. 

Braneworlds 

Testing string theory is a challenge because strings are ultrasmall. But 
remember the physics that determined the string's size. T h e  messenger 
particle of gravity-the grawton-is among the lowest-energy string vibra- 
tional patterns, and the strength of the gravitational force it communi- 
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cates is proportional to the length of the string. Since gravity is such a 
weak force, the string's length must be tiny; calculations s h o ~  that it must 
be within a factor of a hundred or so of t'he Planck length for the string's 
graviton vibrational pattern to communicate a gravitational force with the 
observed strength. 

Given this explanation, \ye see that a highly energetic string is not 
constrained to be tiny, since it no longer has any direct connection to the 
graviton particle (the graviton is a low-energy, zero-mass vibrational pat- 
tern). In fact, as more and more energy is pumped into a string, at first it 
will vibrate more and more frantically. But after a certain point, additional 
energy will have a different effect: it will cause the string's length to 
increase, and there's no iimit to how long it can grow. By pumplng 
enough energy into a string, you could even make it grow to macroscopic 
size. With today's technology we couldn't come anywhere near achievmg 
this, but it's possibie that in the searingly hot, extremely energetic after- 
math of the big bang, long strings were produced. If some have managed 
to survive until today, they could very well stretch ciear across the sky. 
Although a long shot, it's even possible that such long strings could leave 
tiny but detectable imprints on the data we receive from space, perhaps 
allowing string theory to be confirmed one day through astronomical 
obsewations. 

Higher-dimensional p-branes need not be tiny, either, and because 
they have more dimensions than strings do, a qualitatively new possibility 
opens up.  When  \ve picture a long-perhaps infinitely long-string, we 
envision a long one-dimensional object that exists within the three large 
space dimensions of everyday iife, A power line stretched as far as the eye 
can see provides a reasonable image. Similarly, if we picture a large-per- 
haps infinitely large-two-brane, we envision a large two-dimensional 
surface that exists within the three large space dimensions of common 
experience. I don't know of a realistic analogy, but a ridiculously huge 
drive-in movie screen, extremely thin but as high and as wide as the eye 
can see, offers a visual image to latch on to. When it comes to a large 
three-brane, though, we find ourselves in a qualitatively new situation. h 
three-brane has three dimensions, so if it were large-perhaps infinitely 
large-it would fill all three big spatial dimensions. Whereas a one-brane 
and a two-brane, like the power line and movie screen, are objects that 
exist tvlthin our three large space dimensions, a large three-brane would 
occupy all the space of which we're aware. 

Tnis raises an intriguing possibility. blight we, r ~ g h t  no\v, be liwng 
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within a three-brane? Like Snow White, whose world exists within a two- 
dimensional mo~rie screen-a two-brane-that itself resides !tithin a 
higher-dimensional unlverse (the three space dimensions of the movie 
theater), might eveqqhing we know exist within a three-dimensional 
screen - a three-brane - that ltself resides mithln the higher-dimensional 
universe of stringA4-theow Could it be that what Newton, Leibnlz, 
Mach, and Einstein called three-dimenslonai space is actually a particu- 
lar three-dimensional entity in stringA4-theory? Or, in more relativistic 
language, could it be that the four-dimensional spacetime developed by 
Minkowski and Einstein is actually the wake of a three-brane as it evolves 
through time? In short, might the universe as we know it be a brane?' 

The  possibility that we are living within a three-brane-the so-called 
braneworid scenarto-is the latest twist in stringM-theory's story. As we 
will see, it provides a qualitatively new way of thinking about stringhf- 
theon, with numerous and far-reaching ramifications. The essential 
physics is that branes are rather like cosn~ic Velcro; in a particuiar way 
we'll now discuss, they are very sticky. 

S t i cky  B r a n e s  and V i b r a t i n g  S t r i n g s  

One of the motivations for mtroducing the term "M-theory" is that we 
now realize that "string theory" highlights but one of the theory's inany 
ingredients. Theoretical studies revealed one-dimensional strings decades 
before more refined analyses discovered the higher-dimensional branes, 
so "string theory" is something of an historical artifact But, even though 
M-theory exhibits a democrac~. in which extended objects of a variety of 
dimensions are represented, strings still play a central role In our current 
formulation. In one waJ8 this is immediately clear. When a11 the higher- 
dimensionai p-branes are much heavier than strings, they can be ignored, 
as researchers had done unknowingly since the 1970s. But there is 
another, more general way in which strings are first among equals. 

In 1995, shortly after Witten announced his breakthrough, Joe 
Polchinski of the Unitersity of California at Santa Barbara got to thinking. 
Years earlier, in a paper he had written with Robert Leigh and Jin Dai, 
Polchinski had discovered an interesting though fairly obscure feature of 
string theory. Polchinski's motivation and reasoning were somewhat tech- 
nical and the details are not essential to our discussion, but his results are. 
He found that in certain situations the endpoints of open strings- 
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remember, these are string segments with two loose ends-would not be 
able to move with complete freedom. Instead, just as a bead on a wire is 
free to move, but must follow the wire's contour, and just as a pinball 
is free to move, but musk follow the contours of the pinball table's sur- 
face, the endpoints of an  open string wouid be free to move but would 
be restricted to particular shapes or contours in space. While the string 
would still be free to vibrate, Polchinski and his collaborators showed that 
its endpoints would be "stuck" or "trapped" within certain regions. 

In some situations, the region mlght be one-dimensional, in which 
case the string's endpomts would be like two beads sliding on a Lvire, with 
the string itself being like a cord connecting them. In other situations, the 
region might be two-dimensional, in which case the endpoints of the 
string would be very much like tu.0 pinballs connected blr a cord, rolling 
around a pinball table. In yet other situations, the region might have 
three, four, or any other number of spatial dimensions less than ten. 
These results, as shown by Polchinski and also by Petr Hoiava and Michael 
Green, helped resolve a long-standing puzzle in the comparison of open 
and closed strings, but over the years, the work attracted limited atten- 
tion.' In October 1995, when Polchinski finished rethinking these earlier 
insights in light of Witten's new discoveries, that changed. 

A question that Polchinski's paper left without a complete answer is 
one that may have occurred to you while reading the last paragraph: If the 
endpoints of open strings are stuck w t h i n  a particuiar region of space, 
what is it that they are stuck to? Wires and pinball machines have a tangi- 
ble existence independent of the beads or balls that are constrained to 
move along them. What about the regions of space to which the end- 
points of open strings are constrained? Are they filled with some indepen- 
dent and fundamental ingredient of string theory, one that jealously 
clutches open string endpoints? Prlor to 1995, when string theory was 
thought to be a theory of strings only, there didn't seem to be any candi- 
date for the job. But after Witten's breakthrough and the torrent of results 
it inspired, the answer became obvious to Polchinski: if the endpoints of 
open strings are restricted to move within some p-dimensional region of 
space, then that region of space must be occupied by a p-brane* His cal- 
culations showed that the newly discovered p-branes had exactly t'he right 
properties to be the objects that exert an unbreakable grip on open string 

"The more preclse name for these sticky entlties is Dinchiet-p-branes, or D-p-brancs 
for short. We will stick with the shorter p-brane. 
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endpoints, constraining them to move within the p-dimensionai region of 
space they fill 

To get a better sense for what this means, look at Figure 13.2. In (a), 
we see a couple of two-branes with a slew of open strings moving around 
and vibrating, all with their endpoints restricted to motion along their 
respectwe branes. Although it is increasingly difficult to draw, the situa- 
tion with higher-dimensional branes is identical. Open string endpoints 
can move freely on and within the p-brane, but they can't leave the brane 
itself. When it comes to the possibility of motion off a brane, branes are 
the stickiest things imaginable. It's also possible for one end of an open 
string to be stuck to one p-brane and its other end to be stuck to a different 
p-brane, one that may have the same dimension as the first (Figure !!.7b) 
or map not (Figure 1 3 . 2 ~ ) .  

To Witten's discovery of the connection behveen the various string 
theories, Polchinski's paper provided a companion manifesto for the sec- 
ond superstring revolution. While some of the great minds of twentieth- 
century theoretical physics had struggled and failed to formulate a theory 
containing fundamental ingredients with more dimensions than dots 
(zero dimensions) or strings (one dimension), the results of Witten and 
Polchinski, together with important insights of many of today's leading 
researchers, revealed the path to progress. T o t  only did these physicists 
establish that stringA4-theory contains higher-dimensional ingredients. 

la) (b) rc) 

Figure 13.2 (a)  Open strings with endpoints attached to two-dimensional 
branes, or two-branes. (b) Strings stretching from one ko-brane to 
another. (c) Strings stretching from a two-brane to a one-brane. 
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but Polchinski's insights in particular provided a means for analyzing their 
detailed physical properties theoretically (should they prove to exist). T h e  
properties of a brane, Polchinski argued, are to a large extent captured by 
the properties of the vibrating open strings whose endpoints it contains. 
Just as you can learn a lot about a carpet by running your hand through its 
pile-the snippets of wool whose endpoints are attached to the carpet 
backing-many qualities of a brane can be determined by studying the 
strings whose endpoints it clutches. 

That was a paramount result. It showed that decades of research 
that sharp mathematical methods to study one-dimensional 
objects-strings-could be used to study higher-dimensional objects, 
p-branes. Wonderfully, then, Polchinski revealed that the analysis of 
higher-dimensional objects was reduced, to a large degree, to the thor- 
oughly familiar, if still hypothetical, analysis of strings. It's in this sense 
that strlngs are special among equals. If you understand the behavior of 
strings, you're a long nay toward understanding the behavior of p-branes. 

With these insights, let's now return to the braneworld scenario-the 
possibility that we're all living out our lives within a three-brane. 

O u r  U n i v e r s e  a s  a B r a n e  

If we are living within a three-brane-if our four-dimensional spacetime 
is nothing but the history swept out by a three-brane through time-then 
the venerable question of whether spacetime is a something would be cast 
in a brilliant new light. Famiiiar four-dimensional spacetime would arise 
from a real physical entity in stringhl-theory, a three-brane, not from 
some vague or abstract idea. In this approach, the reality of our four- 
dimensional spacetime would be on a par with the reality of an electron 
or a quark. (Of course, you could still ask whether the larger spacetime 
within which strings and branes exist-the eieven dimensions of 
stringmi-theory-is itself an entib;  the reality of the spacetime arena we 
directly experience, though, would be rendered obvious.) But if the uni- 
LTerse we're aware of really is a three-brane, wouldn't even a casual glance 
reveai that we are immersed within something-within the three-brane 
interior? 

Well, we've already learned of things within which modern physics 
suggests we may be immersed-a Higgs ocean; space filled with dark 
energy; myriad quantum field fluctuations-none of which make them- 
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selves directly apparent to unaided human perceptions. So it shouldn't be 
a shock to learn that str ingM-theon adds another candidate to the list of 
invisible things that may ti11 "empty" space. But let's not get cavalier. For 
each ofthe previous possibilities, we understand its impact on physics and 
how we might establish that it truly exists. Indeed, for t\vo of the three- 
dark energy and quantum fluctuations-we've seen that strong evidence 
supporting their existence has already been gathered; evidence for the 
Wigs  field is being sought at current and future accelerators. So what is 
the corresponding situation for life within a three-brane? If the brane- 
world scenario is correct, why don't we see the three-brane, and how 
would we establish that it exists? 

The answer highlights how the physical implications of stringA11- 
theory in the braneworld context differ radicallv from the earlier "brane- 
free" (or, as the~z're sonletimes affectionately called, no-braner) scenarios. 
Cons~der,  as an important example, the motion of light-the motion of 
photons. In string theo~);, a photon, as you now know, is a particular string 
vibrational pattern. But mathematxal studies have shown that in the 
brane~vorld scenario, only open string vibrations, not closed ones, pro- 
duce photons, and this makes a big difference. Open string endpoints are 
constrained to move within the three-brane, but are otherwise completely 
free. This implies that photons (open strings executing the photon mode 
of vibration) would travel without any constraint or obstruction through- 
out our three-brane. And that would make the brane appear completely 
transparent-completely invisible-thus preventing us from seeing that 
we are immersed within it. 

Of equal importance, because open string endpoints cannot leave a 
brane, they are unable to move into the extra dimensions. Just as the wire 
constrams its beads and the pinball machine constrains its balls, our sticky 
three-brane would permit photons to move only within our three spatial 
dimensions. Since photons are the messenger particles for electromagnet- 
ism, this implies that the electromagnetic force-light-would be 
trapped within our three dimensions, as illustrated (in two dimensions so 
we can draw it) in Figure 13.3 .  

m 
I hat's an intense realization with important consequences. Earlier, 

\ve required the extra dimensions of stringA4-theory to be tightly curled 
up. The  reason, clearly, is that we don't see the extra dimensions and so 
they must be hidden away. And one way to hide them is to make them 
smaller than we or our equipment can detect. But let's now reexamine 
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Figure 13.3 (a) In the braneworld scenario, photons are open strings wth 
endpoints trapped within the brane, so they-light-cannot leave the 
brane itself. (b) Our branea'orld could be floating in a grand expanse of 
additional dimens~ons that remain inv~sible to us, because the light we 
see cannot leave our brane. There might also be other braneworlds Boat- 
ing nearby. 

this issue in the branenlorld scenario. HOW do we detect things! Well, 
when mZe use our eyes, we use the electronlagnetic force; when we use 

instruments like electron microscopes, we also use the electro- 
magnetic force; \?hen we use atom smashers, one of the forces we use to 
probe the ultrasmall is, once again, the electromagnetic force. But if the 
electromagnetic force is confined to our three-brane, our three space 
dimensions, it is unable to probe the extra dimensions, regardless of their 
size. Photons cannot escape our dimensions, enter the extra dimensions, 
and then travel back to our eyes or equipment allowing us to detect the 
extra dimensions, even if they were as large as the familiar space dimen- 
sions. 

So, if we live in a three-brane, there is an alternative explanation for 
ivhy we're not aware of the extra dimensions It is not necessarily that the 
extra dimensions are extremely snlall. They could be big. We don't see 
them because of the way we see. We see by using the electromagnetic 
force, ~{ihich is unable to access any dimensions beyond the three we 
know about. Like an  ant walking along a lily pad, completely unaware of 
the deep raters lying just beneath the visible surface, we could be floating 
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within a grand, expansive, higher-dimensional space, as in Figure 1 3.4b, 
but the electron~agnetic force-eternally trapped w~th in  our dimen- 
sions-would be unable to reveal this. 

Okay, you might say, but the electromagnetic force is only one of 
nature's four forces. What about t'he other three? Can they probe Into 
the extra dimensions, thus enabling us to reveal their existence? For 
the strong and rveak nuclear forces, the answer is, again, no. In the 
braneworld scenario, calculations show that the messenger particles for 
these forces-gluons and W and Z particles-also arise from open-string 
vibrational patterns, so they are just as trapped as photons, and processes 
involving the strong and weak nuclear forces are lust as blind to the extra 
dimensions. The same goes for particles of matter. Electrons, quarks, 
and all other particie species also arise from the vibrations of open strings 
with trapped endpomts. Thus, in the braneworld scenario, you and I and 
everything weke ever seen are permanently zmprisoned withzn our three- 
brane. Taking account of time, everyth~ng is trapped within our four- 
dimensional slice of spacetme. 

Well, almost everything. For the force of gravity, t'he situation is differ- 
ent. Mathematical analyses of the braneworld scenario have shown that 
grawtons arise from the vibrational pattern of closed strings, much as they 
do in the previously discussed no-braner scenarios. And closed strings- 
strings with no endpoints-are not trapped by branes. They are as free to 
leave a brane as they are to roam on or through it. So, if we were living in 
a brane, we cvould not be completely cut off from the extra dimensions. 
Through the grav~tational force, we could both influence and be influ- 
enced by the extra dimensions. Grawty, in such a scenario, would provide 
our sole means for interacting beyond our three space dimensions. 

How big could the extra dimensions be before we'd become aware of 
them through the gravitational force? This is an interesting and critical 
question, so let's take a look. 

G r a v i t y  a n d  L a r g e  Ex t ra  D i m e n s i o n s  

Back In 1687, M hen Newton proposed his unwersal law of gravitv, he was 
actually making a strong statement about the number of space dlmen- 
sions Newton dldn't just say that the force of attraction between two 
objects gets weaker as the distance between them gets larger. He proposed 
a formuia, the Inverse square law, n hich describes precisel) hoa the grac- 
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itational attraction will diminish as two objects are separated. According 
to t h ~ s  formula, if you double the distance between the objects, their grav- 
itational attraction u d l  fall by a factor of 4 (2');  if you triple the distance, 
it will fall by a factor of 9 (3'); if you quadruple the distance, it will fall by 
a factor of 16 (4'); and more generally, the gravitational force drops in pro- 
portion to the square of the separation. As has become abundantly evident 
over the last fen. hundred years, thls formula works. 

But why does the force depend on  the square of the distance? Why 
doesn't the force drop like the cube of the separation (so that if you dou- 
ble the distance, the force diminishes by a factor of 8) or the fourth power 
(so that if you double the distance, the force diminishes by a factor of 16), 
or perhaps, even more simply, \vhy doesn't the gravitational force 
between two objects drop in direct proportion to the separation (so that if 
you double the distance, the force diminishes by a facior of ?)? T h e  
answer is tied directly to the number of dimensions of space. 

One  way to see this is to thmk about how the number of gravitons 
emitted and absorbed by the two objects depends on their separation, or 
by thinking about how the cuwature of spacetime that each object experi- 
ences diminishes as the distance between them increases. But let's take a 
slmpler, more old-fashioned approach, which gets us quickly and intu- 
itively to the correct answer. Let's draw a figure (Figure 13.4a) that 
schematically illustrates the grav~tational field produced by a massive 
object-let's say the sun-much as Figure 3.1 schematically illustrates 
the magnetic field produced by a bar magnet. Whereas magnetic field 
lines sweep around from the magnet's north pole to its south pole, notice 
that gra\itational field lines emanate radially outward in all directions and 
just keep on going. The  strength of the gravitational pull another object- 
imagine it's an orbiting satellite-would feel at a given distance 1s propor- 
tional to the density of field lines at that location. The  more field lines 
penetrate the satellite, as in Figure 13.4b, the greater the grarltational 
pull to which it is subject. 

We can now explain the origin of Newton's inverse square law. An 
imaginary sphere centered on the sun and passing through the satellite's 
location, as in Figure 13.4c, has a surface area that-like the surface of 
any sphere in three-dimensional space -is proportional to the square of its 
radius, which in this case is the square of the distance between the sun 
and the satellite. This means that the density of iield lines passing through 
the sphere-the total number of field lines divided by the sphere's area- 
decreases as the square of sun-satellite separation. If you double the dis- 
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(a) (b) Ic) 

Figure 13.4 (a) The gravitational force exerted by the sun on an object, 
such as a satellite, 1s inversely proportional to the square of the distance 
between them. The reason is that the sun's grav~tational field lines 
spread out uniformly as in (b) and hence have a density at  a distance d 
that 1s inversely proportional to the area of an maginary sphere of radius 
d-schematically drawn in (c) -an area which basic geometry shows to 
be proportionai to d2. 

tance, the same number of field lines are now uniformly spread out on a 
sphere with four times the surface area, and hence the gravitational pull 
at that distance will drop by a factor of four. Newton's inverse square law 
for gravity is thus a reflection of a geometrical property of spheres in three 
space dimensions. 

By contrast, if the universe had two or even just one space dimension, 
how wouid Newton's formula change! Well, Figure l3 .5~1 shows a two- 
dimensional version of the sun and its orbitmg satellite. As you can see, at 
any glven distance the sun's gravitational field lines uniformly spread out 
on a circle, the analog of a sphere in one lower dimension. Since the cir- 
cle's cmumference is proportional to its radius (not to the square of its 
radius), if you double the sun-satellite separation, the density of field 
lines will decrease by a factor of 2 (not 4) and so the strength of the sun's 
grav~tational pull will drop only by a factor of 2 (not 4). If the universe had 
only two space dinlensions, then, grav~tational pull nlould be ~nversely 
proportional to separation, not the square of separation. 

If the universe had only one space dimension, as in Figure l3.5b, the 
law of gravity would be simpler still. Gravitationai field lines urouid have 
no room to spread out, and so the force of gravity would not decrease with 
separation. If you were to double the distance bekveen the sun and the 
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F~gure 13 5 (a) In a universe crzith onlv h o  spatial dimensions, the gravi- 
tat~onal force drops In proport~on to separation, because grahitat~onal 
field lmes un~formlv spread on a circle whose circumference 1s propor- 
t~onal to ~ t s  radlus (b) In a universe wth  one space d~mension, g ra~~ ta -  
tional field l~nes do not h a ~ e  any room to spread, so the graLitationa1 
force 1s constant, regardless of separat~on 

satellite (assuming that \zersions of such objects could exist in such a uni- 
verse), the same number of field lines would penetrate the satellite and 
hence the force of gravity acting between them would not change at all. 

Although it IS impossible to draw, the pattern illustrated by Figures 
i 3.4 and 13.5 extends directly to a universe with four or five or SIX or any 
number of space dimensions. The  more space dimensions there are, the 
more room gravitational lines of force have to spread out. And the more 
they spread out, the more precipitously the force of gravity drops with 
increasing separation. In four space dimensions, Newton's law  would be 
an inverse cube la\v (double the separation, force drops by a factor of 8); 
in five space dimensions, it would be an  inverse fourth-power law (double 
the separation, force drops by a factor of 16); in six space dimensions, it 
would be an inverse fifth-power law (double the separation, force drops by 
a factor of 32); and so on for ever higher-dimensional universes. 

You might think that the success of the inverse square version of New- 
ton's law in explaining a wealth of data -from the motion of planets to the 
paths of comets-confirms that we 1i~-e  in a universe with precisely three 
space dimensions, But that conclusion would be hasty We know that the 
inverse square law works on astronomical scales,6 and we know that it 
works on terrestrial scales, and that jibes well with the fact that on such 
scales we see three space dimensions. But do \ve know that it works on 
smaller scales? How far down into the n~icrocosmos has grav~ty's inverse 
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square law been tested? As it turns out, experimenters have confirmed 
it down to only about a tenth of a millimeter; if two objects are brought 
to within a separation of a tenth of a millimeter, the data ~.erify that the 
strength of their gravitational attraction follows the predictions of the 
inverse square law. But so far, it has proven a significant technical chal- 
lenge to test the inverse square law on shorter scales (quantum effects and 
the weakness of gravity complicate the experiments). This is a critical 
issue, because deviations from the inverse square law would be a convinc- 
ing signal of extra din~ensions. 

To see this explicitly, let's work with a lower-dimensional toy example 
that we can easily draw and analyze. Imagine we lived in a uni\,erse with 
one space dimension-or so we thought, because only one space dimen- 
slon was visible and, moreover, centuries of experiments had shown that 
the force of gravity does not vary with the separation between objects. But 
also imagine that in all those years experimenters had been able only to 
test the law of gravit). down to distances of about a tenth of a millimeter. 
For distances shorter than that, no one had any data. Now, imagine fur- 
ther that, unbeknownst to everyone but a handful of fringe theoretical 
physicists, the universe actually had a second, curled-LIP space dimension 
making its shape like the surface of Philippe Petit's tightrope, as in Figure 
12.5 .  How would this affect future, more refined gravitational tests? We 
can deduce the answer by look~ng at  Figure i 3.6. As two tin11 objects are 
brought close enough together-much closer than the circumference of 
the curled-up dimension- the two-dimensional character of space would 
become apparent immediately, because on those scaIes gravitational field 
lines would have room to spread out (Figure 13.6a) Rather than being 

(a) (b) 

Figure 13.6 (a) When objects are close, the gravitationai pull varies as 
~t does in two space dimensions (b) When objects are farther apart, 
the grawtational pull behaves as ~t does In one space dimens~on-~t is 

constant 
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independent of distance, the force of gravity ~vould v a v  inversely with sep- 
aration when objects were close enough together. 

Thus, if you were an experimenter in this universe, and you devel- 
oped exquisitely accurate methods for measuring gravitational attraction, 
here's what you would find. When two objects were extremely close, 
much closer than the size of the curled-up dimension, their gravitational 
attraction would diminish in proportion to their separation, just as you 
expect for a universe with two space dimensions. But then, when the 
objects were about as far apart as the circumference of the curled-up 
dimension, things ~vould change. Beyond this distance, the gravitational 
field lines would be unable to spread any further. They would have 
spilled out as far as they could into the second curled-up dimension- 
they would have saturated that dimension-and so from this distance 
onward the gravitational force would no longer diminish, as illustrated in 
Figure ! 3.6b. You can compare this saturation with the plumbing in an 
old house. If someone opens the faucet in the kitchen sink when you're 
just about to rinse the shampoo out of your hair, the water pressure can 
drop because the water spreads between the two outlets. T h e  pressure will 
diminish yet again should someone open the faucet in the laundry room, 
since the water will spread even more. But once all the faucets in the 
house are open, the pressure will remain constant. Although it might not 
provide the relaxing, high-water-pressure experience you'd anticipated, 
the pressure in the shower will not drop any further once the water has 
completely spread throughout all "extra" outlets. Similarly, once the grav- 
itational field has completely spread throughout the extra curled-up 
dimension, it will not diminish with furthe: separation. 

From your data you would deduce two things. First, from the fact that 
the gravitational force diminished in proportion to distance when objects 
are very close, you'd realize that the universe has two space dimensions, 
not one. Second, from the crossover to a gravitational force that is con- 
stant-the result known from hundreds of years of previous experi- 
ments-you'd conclude that one of these dimensions is curled up, with a 
size about equal to the distance at which the crossover takes place. And 
with this result, you'd overturn centuries, if not millennia, of belief regard- 
ing something so basic, the number of space dimensions, that it seemed 
almost beyond questioning. 

'4lthough I set this story in a lower-dimensional universe, for visual 
ease, our situation could be much the same. Hundreds of years of experi- 
ments have confirmed that gravity varies inversely with the square of dis- 
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tance, giving strong evidence that there are three space dimensions. But 
as of 1998, no experiment had ever probed graviiy's strengfh on separa- 
tions smaller than a millimeter (today, as mentioned, this has been 
pushed to a tenth of a millimeter). This led Saws Dimopoulos, of Stan- 
ford, ATima Arkmi-Hamed, now of Hanard,  and Gia Dvali, of New York 
University, to propose that in the branetvorld scenario extra dimensions 
could be as large as a millimeter a n d  would still have been undetected. This 
radical suggestion inspired a number of experimental groups to initiate a 
study of gravity at submillimeter distances in hopes of finding violations of 
the Inverse square law; so far, none have been found, down to a tenth of a 
millimeter Thus, even with today's state-of-the-art gravity experiments, if 
we are living within a three-brane, the extra dimensions could be as large as 
a tenth of a nzillimeter, and  yet we wouldn't know it. 

This is one of the most striking realizations of the iast decade. Using 
the three nongravitational forces, we can probe down to about a billionth 
of a billionth (10-'*,I of a meter, and no one has found any evidence of 
extra dimensions. But in the braneworld scenario, the nongravitational 
forces are impotent in searching for extra dimensions since they are 
trapped on the brane ltself. Only gravity can give insight into the nature 
of the extra dimensions, and, as of today, the extra dimensions could be 
as thlck as a human hair and yet they'd be completely invisibie to our 
most sophisticated instruments Right now, right next to you, right next 
to me, and right next to everyone eke,  there could be another spatial 
dimension-a dimension beyond ieftlright, backiforth, and upldown, a 
dimension that's curled up but still large enough to swalloiv something as 
thick as this page-that remains beyond our grasp,' 

L a r g e  E x t r a  D i m e n s i o n s  a n d  L a r g e  S t r i n g s  

B j  trapping three of the four forces, the braneworld scenario significantly 
relaxes experimental constraints on how big fhe extra dimensions can be, 
but the extra dimensions aren't the only thing thls approach allows to get 
bigger. Drawing on inslghts of Witten, Joe Lykken, Constantin Bachas, 

"There 1s ecen a proposal, from i lsa Randall, of Elanlard, and Raman Sundrum, of 
Johns HopLns, In dh lch  g r a r ~ h  too can be trapped, not b) a stlclv brane, but b) 
evtra d ~ m e n s ~ o n s  that curve In just the r ~ g h t  war, relaying even further the constra~nts on 
t h e ~ r  slze 
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and others, ignatios Antoniadis, together with hrkani-Hamed, Dimopou- 
los, and Dvali, realized that in the braneworld scenario even unexcited, 
lowenergy strings can be much larger than thought. In fact, the 

two scales-the size of extra dimensions and the size of strings-are 
closely related. 

Remember from the previous chapter that the basic size of string is 
determined by requiring that its graviton vibrational pattern communi- 
cate a gravitational force of the obsenred strength. T h e  weakness of gravity 
translates into the string's being very short. about the Planck length ( lo-" 
centimeters). But this conclusion is highly dependent on the size of the 
extra dimensions. T h e  reason is that in strlngA~1-theory, the strength of the 
gravitational force we observe in our three extended dimensions repre- 
sents an interplay behveen two factors. O n e  factor is the intrinsic, funda- 
mental strength of the  gravitational force The  second hctor is the size of 
the extra dimensions. The  larger the extra dimensions, the more gravlty 
can spill into them and the weaker its force will appear in the familiar 
dimensions. Just as iarger pipes yield weaker water pressure because they 
allow water more room to spread out, so larger extra dimensions yield 
~veaker gravity, because they give gravity more room to spread out. 

The  original calculations that determined the string's length assun~ed 
that the extra dimensions were so tiny, on the order of the Planck length, 
that gravity couldn't spill into them at a l l  Under this assumption, gravity 
appears weak because it is weak. But now, if we work in the braneworld 
scenario and allow the extra dimensions to be much larger than had pre- 
viously been considered, the observed feebleness of gravity no ionger 
means that it's intrinsically weak. Instead, gravity could be a relatively 
powerful force that appears weak only because the relatively large extra 
dimensions, like large pipes, dilute its intrinsic strength. Following this 
line of reasoning, if gravity is much stronger than once thought, the 
strings can be much longer than once thought, too. 

4 s  of today, the question of exactly how long doesn't have a unique, 
definite answer. With the newfound freedom to vary both the size of 
strings and the size of the extra dimensions over a much wider range than 
previously envisioned, there are a number of possibilities Dimopoulos 
and his collaborators hare argued that existing experimental results, both 
from particle physics and from astrophysics, show that unexcited strings 
can't be larger than about a billionth of a billionth of a meter (lo-" 
meters). While small by everyday standards, this is about a hundred mil- 
lion billion (lo") times larger than the Planck length-nearly a hundred 
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million billion tzmes larger than previouslv thought. ils we'll no\v see, that 
nfould be large enough that signs of strings could be detected by the next 
generation of particle accelerators. 

S t r i n g  T h e o r y  C o n f r o n t s  E x p e r i m e n t ?  

The possibility that we are living within a large three-brane is, of course, 
lust that: a possibility. And, within the braneworld scenario, the possibility 
that the extra dimensions could be much larger than once thought-and 
the related possibility that strings could also be much larger than once 
thought-are also just that: possibilities. But they are tremendousl~~ excit- 
ing possibilities. True, even if the braneworld scenario is right, the extra 
dimensions and the string size couid still be Planckian. But the possibiliv 
within stringMtheory for strings and the extra diinensions to be much 
larger-to be just beyond the reach of today's technology-is fantastic. It 
means that there is at least a chance that in the next few years, string/ 
h4-theory will make contact with obsen-able phjsics and become an 
experimental science. 

How big a chance? I don't know, and nor does anyone else. My intu- 
ition tells me it's unlikely, but my mtuition is informed by a decade and a 
half of i ioi l~ing within the conventional framework of Plancdsized strings 
and Planck-sized extra dimensions. Perhaps my instincts are old- 
fashioned. Thankfully, the question will be settled without the slightest 
concern for anyone's intuition. If the strings are big, or if some of the extra 
dimensions are big, the implications for upcoming experiments are spec- 
tacular. 

In the next chapter, we'll consider a variety of experiments that will 
test, among other things, the possibilities of comparatively large strings 
and iarge extra dimensions, so here I will just whet your appetite. Ifstrings 
are as large as a billionth ofa billionth (lo-'') of a meter, the particles cor- 
responding to the higher harmonic vibrations in Figure 12.4 will not have 
enormous masses, in excess of the Planck mass, as in the standard sce- 
nario. Instead, their masses will be only a thousand to a few thousand 
times that of a proton, and that's low enough to be within reach of the 
Large Hadron Collider now being built at CERN. If these string vibra- 
tions were to be excited through high-energy collisions, the accelerator's 
detectors would light up like the Times Square crystal ball on New Year's 
Eve. A whole host of never-before-seen particles would be produced, and 

their masses would be related to one another's much as the various har- 
monics are related on a cello. String theory's signature would be etched 
across the data with a flourish that would have impressed John Hancock. 
Researchers wouldn't be able to miss it, even without their glasses. 

Moreover, in the braneworld scenario, high-energy collisions might 
even produce-get this-miniature black holes. Although we normall! 
think of black holes as gargantuan structures out in deep space, it's been 
known since the early days of general relativity that if you crammed 
enough matter together in the palm of your hand, you'd create a tiny black 
hole. This doesn't happen because no one's grip-and no mechanicai 
device- is even remotely strong enough to exert a sufficient compression 
force. Instead, the only accepted mechanism for black hole production 
involves the gravitational pull of an enormously massive star's overcoming 
the outward pressure normally exerted by the star's nuclear fusion 
processes, causing the star to collapse in on  itself. But if gravity's intrinsic 
strength on small scales is far greater than previously thought, tiny black 
holes could be produced with significantly less compression force than 
previously believed. Caiculations show that the Large Hadron Collider 
may have just enough squeezing power to create a cornucopia of micro- 
scopic black holes through high-energy collisions between protons.7 
Think about how amazing that wouid be. T h e  Large Hadron Collider 
might turn out to be a factory for producing microscopic black holes! 
These black holes would be so small and wouid last for such a short time 
that they wouldn't pose us the slightest threat (years ago, Stephen Harvk- 
ing showed fhat all black holes disintegrate via quantum processes-big 
ones very slowly, tiny ones ven: quickly)l but their production would pro- 
vide confirmation of some of the most exotic ideas ever contemplated. 

Bra i l ewor ld  C o s m o l o g y  

A primary goal of current research, one that is being hotly pursued by sci- 
entists worldwide (including me), is to formulate an  understanding ofcos- 
moiog. that incorporates the new insights of stringfil-theon T h e  reason 
is clear: not only does cosmology grapple with the big, gulp-in-the-throat 
questions, and not only have we come to realize that aspects of familiar 
experience-such as the arrow of time-are bound up rvith conditions at 
the universe's birth, but cosmology also provides a theorist: with what New 
York provided Sinatra: a proirlng ground par excellence. If a theory can 
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make it in the extreme conditions characteristic of the universe's earliest 
moments, it can make it anywhere. 

As of today, cosmology according to stringhl-theory is a work in 
progress, with researchers heading down two main pathways. The  first 
and more conventional approach imagines that just as inflation provided 
a brief but profound front end to the standard big bang theory, stringhl- 
theory provides a yet earlier and perhaps yet more profound front end to 
inflation. The  vision is that str~nginl-theory will unfuzz the fuzzy patch 
we've used to denote our ignorance of the universe's earliest moments, 
and after that, the cosmological drama will unfold according to mflation- 
ary theory's remarkably successful script, recounted in earlier chapters. 

While there has been progress on specific details required by this 
vision (such as trying to understand ivhy only three of the universe's spa- 
tial dimensions underwent expansion, as well as developing mathemati- 
cal methods that may prove relevant to analyzing the spacelessitimeless 
realm that may precede inflation), the eureka moments have yet to occur. 
The  intuition is that whereas inflationary cosmology imagmes the observ- 
able universe getting ever smaller at ever earlier times-and hence being 
ever hotter, denser, and energetic-stringfi1-theor57 tames this unruly (in 
physics-speak, "singular") behavior by introducing a minimai size (as in 
our discussion on pages 350-351) below which new and less singular 
physical quantities become relevant. This reasoning lies at the heart of 
stringh4-theory's successf~il merger of general relativity and quantum 
mechanics, and my gut feeling is that we will shortly determine how to 
apply the same reasoning in the context of cosmolog!.. But, as of now, the 
fuzzy patch still looks fuzzy, and it's anybody's guess when clarity will be 
achieved. 

The  second approach employs the braneworld scenario, and in its 
most radical incarnation posits a completely new cosmological frame- 
work. It is far from clear whether fhis approach will survive detailed math- 
ematical scrutiny, but it does provide a good example of how 
breakthroughs in fundamental theory can suggest novel trails through 
well-trodden territor).. The proposal is called the cyclic modei. 

Cyclic Cosmology 

From the standpoint of time, ordinary experience confronts us with two 
hpes  of phenomena: those that have a clearly delineated beginning, mid- 
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dle, and end (this book, a baseball game, a human iife) and those that are 
cyclic, happening over and over again (the changing seasons, the rising 
and setting of the sun, L a r ~  King's weddings). Of course, on closer 
scrutiny we learn that cyclic phenomena also have a beginning and end, 
since cycles do not generally go on forever. The  sun has been rising and 
setting-that is, the earth has been spinning on its axis while revolwng 
around the sun-every day for some 5 billion years. But before that, the 
sun and the solar system had yet to form. And one day, some 5 billion 
years from now, the sun will turn into a red giant star, engulfing the inner 
planets, including earth, and there will no longer even be a notion of a ris- 
ing and setting sun, at least not here. 

But these are modern scientific recognitions. To the ancients, cyclic 
phenomena seemed eternally cyclic. And to many, the cyclic phenom- 
ena, running their course and continuously returning to begm anew, were 
the primary phenomena The  cycles of days and seasons set the rhythm of 
work and life, so it is no wonder that some of the oldest recorded cos- 
mologies envisioned the unfolding of the worid as a cyclical process. 
Rather than positing a beginning, a middle, and an  end, a cyclic cosmol- 
ogy imagines that the world changes through t ~ m e  much as the moon 
changes through phases: after it has passed through a compiete sequence, 
conditiolls are ripe for elrerything to start afresh and initiate yet another 
cycle. 

'c ic cosmo- Since the discovery of general relativity, a number of c j  1' 
logical models have been proposed; the best-known was developed in the 
1930s by Richard Tolman of the Californla Institute of Technologr 701- 
man suggested that the observed expansion of the universe might slow 
doivn, someday stop, and then be followed by a period of contraction in 
which the universe got ever smaller. But instead of reaching a fiery finale 
in which it implodes on itself and comes to an  end, the universe might, 
Tolman proposed, undergo a bounce: space might shrink down to some 
small size and then rebound, initiating a new cycle of expansion followed 
once again by contraction. A universe eternally repeat~ng this c p l e -  
expansion, contraction, bounce, expansion again-would elegantly amid 
the thorny issues of origin: In such a scenario, the very concept of origin 
would be inapplicable since the universe always was and would always be. 

But Tolman realized that looking back in time from today, the cycles 
could have repeated for a while, but not indefinitely. T h e  reason is that 
during each cycle, the second law of thermodynamics dictates that 
entropy would, on average, rise8 And according to general relatirib, the 
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amount of entrap). at the beginning of each new cycle determines how 
long that cjcle will last. Llore entropy means a longer period of expansion 
before the outward motion grinds to a halt and the inward motion takes 
over. Each successwe cycle would therefore last much longer than its pre- 
decessor; equivalently, earlier cycles would be snorter and shorter. When 
analyzed mathematicalli; the constant shortening of the cycles implies 
h a t  they cannot stretch infinitely far into the past. Even in Tolman's 
cyclic frame~vork, the universe would have a beginning. 

Toiman's proposal ini~oked a spherical universe, which, as [ve've seen, 
has been ruled out bj. observations. But a radically new incarnation of 
cyclic cosmoloa: involving a flat universe, has recently been developed 
within stringhf-theory. The  idea comes from Paul Steinhardt and his col- 
laborator Neil T~lrok of Cambridge University (with h e a q  use of results 
discovered in their collaborations with Burt Ovrut, Nathan Seiberg, and 
Justin Khoury) and proposes a new mechanism for driving cosmic evolu- 
tiom9 Briefly put, they suggest that we are living within a three-brane that 
violently collides every few trillion p a r s  with another nearby, parallel 
three-brane. And the "bang" from the collision initiates each new cosmo- 
logical cycle. 

The  basic setup of the proposal 1s illustrated in Figure 13.7 and was 
suggested some years ago by HoPava and Witten in a noncosn~ological 

Figure 13.7 TAIO three-branes, separated by a short ~ntewal  
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context. Hoiava and Witten were trying to complete Witten's proposed 
u n i t  among all five string theories and found that if one of the seven extra 
dimensions in M-theory had a very s ~ m p l e  shape-not a circle, as in Fig- 
ure 12.7, but a little segment of a straight line, as in Figure 13.7-and was 
bounded by so-called end-of-the-world branes attached like bookends, 
then a direct connection could be made between the Heterotic-E string 
theory and all others. T h e  details of how they drew this connection are 
neither obvious nor of the essence (if you are interested, see, for example, 
The Elegant Universe, Chapter 12) ;  what matters here is that it's a starting 
point that naturally emerges from the theory itself. Steinhardt and Turok 
enlisted it for their cosmoiogicai proposal. 

Specifically, Steinhardt and Turok irnagine that each brane in Figure 
13.7 has three space dimensions, with the line segment between them 
promding a fourth space dimension. T h e  remaining six space dimensions 
are curled up into a Caiabi-Yau space (not shown in the figure) that has 
the right shape for string vibrational patterns to account for the known par- 
ticle species.10 T h e  universe of which we are directly aware corresponds to 
one of these three-branes; if you like, you can think of the second three- 
brane as another universe, whose inhabitants, if any, would also be aware 
of only three space dimensions, assuming that their experimental technol- 
ogy and expertise did not greatly exceed ours. In this setup, then, another 
three-brane-another universe-is right next door. It's hovering no more 
than a fraction of a millimeter away (the separation being in the fourth 
spatial dimension, as in Figure !3.7), but because our three-brane is so 
sticky and the gravity we experience so weak, we have no direct evidence 
of ~ t s  existence, nor its hypothetical inhabitants any evidence of ours. 

But, according to the cyclic cosmoiogical model of Steinhardt and 
Turok, Figure 13.7 isn't how it's always been or how it mill always be. 
Instead, in their approach, the two three-branes are attracted to each 
other - almost as though connected by tiny rubber bands - and this 
implies that each drives the cosmological evolution of the other: the 
branes engage in an endless cycle of collision, rebound, and collision 
once again, eternally regenerating their expanding three-dimensional 
worlds. To see how this goes, look a t  Figure 13.8, which illustrates one 
complete cycle, step by step. 

At Stage 1, the two three-branes have just rushed toward each other 
and slammed together, and are now rebounding. The  tremendous e n e r g  
of the collision deposits a significant amount of high-temperature radia- 
tion and matter on each of the rebounding three-branes, and-this is 
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Figure 13.8 \'arious stages in the cyclic braneworld cosmolog~cal model. 

key- Steinhardt and Turok argue that the detailed properties ofthis matter 
and  radiation have a nearly identical profile to what's produced in the inpa- 
t ionan model. Although there is still some controversy on this point, 
Steinhardt and Turok therefore claim that the collision between the two 
three-branes results in physical conditions extremely close to what fhey'd 
be a moment aHer the burst of inflationary expansion in the more con- 
ventional approach discussed in Chapter 10. Not surprisingli, then, to a 
hypothetical observer within our three-brane, the next few stages in the 
cyclic cosmological model are essentially the same as those in the stan- 
dard approach as illustrated in Figure 9.2 (where that figure is n o n  inter- 
preted as depicting evolution on one of the three-branesj. Namely, as our 
three-brane rebounds from the collision, it expands and cools, and cosmic 
structures such as stars and galaxles gradually coalesce from the primor- 
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dial plasma, as you can see in Stage 2. Then ,  inspired by the recent super- 
nova obsenlations discussed in Chapter 10, Steinhardt and Turok config- 
ure their model so that about 7 billion years into the cycle-Stage 3-the 
energy in ordinary matter and radiation becomes sufficiently diluted by 
the expansion of the brane so that a dark energ). component gains the 
upper hand and, through its negative pressure, drives an era of acceler- 
ated expansion. (This requires an arbitrary tuning of details, but it allows 
the model to match observation, and so, the cyclic model's proponents 
argue, is well motivated.) 'About 7 billion years later, we humans find our- 
selves here on earth, at least in the current cycle, experiencing the early 
stages of the accelerated phase. Then, for roughly the next trillion years, 
not much new happens beyond our three-brane's continued accelerated 
expansion. That's long enough for our three-dimensional space to have 
stretched by such a colossal factor that matter and radiation are diluted 
almost completely away, leaving the braneworld looking almost com- 
pletely empty and completely uniform: Stage 4. 

By this point, our three-brane has c o n ~ ~ i e t e d  its rebound from the ini- 
tial collision and has started to approach the second three-brane once 
again. As we get closer and closer to another collision, quantum jitters of 
the strings attached to our brane overlie its uniform emptiness with tiny 
rippies, Stage 5. As we continue to pick up speed, the ripples continue to 
grow; then, in a cataclysmic collision, we smack into the second three- 
brane, we bounce off, and the cycle starts anew. T h e  quantum ripples 
imprint tiny inhomogenelties in the radiation and matter produced dur- 
ing the collision and, much as in the inflationary scenario, these devia- 
tions from perfect uniformity grow into clumps that ultimately generate 
stars and galaxies. 

These are the major stages in the cyclic model (also known tenderiy 
as the big spiat). Its premise - colliding braneworlds- is very different 
from that of the successful inflationary theory, but there are, nevertheless, 
significant points of contact between the two approaches. That both rely 
on quantum agitation to generate initial nonuniformities is one essential 
similarity. In fact, Steinhardt and Turok argue that the equations govern- 
ing the quantum rippies in the cyclic model are nearly identical to those 
in the inflationary picture, so the resulting nonuniformities predicted by 
the two theories are nearly identlcai as well." Moreover, while there isn't 
an inflationary burst in the cyclic model, there is a trillion-year perlod 
(beginning at Stage 3) of milder accelerated expansion. But it's really just 
a matter of haste versus patience; what the inflationary mode! accom- 
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plishes in a flash, the cyclic n~ode! accomplishes in a comparative eter- 
niv.  Since the collision in the cyclic model is not the beginning of the 
universe, there is the luxury of slowlp resolving cosmologicai issues (like 
the flatness and horizon problems) during the final trillion years of each 
previous cycle. Eons ofgentle but steady accelerated expansion at the end 
of each cycle stretch our three-brane nice and flat, and, except for tiny but 
important quantum fluctuations, make it thoroughly uniform. And so the 
long, finai stage of each cycle, followed by the splat at the beginning of 
the next cycle, yields an environment very close to that produced by the 
short surge of expansion in the inflationary approach. 

A Brief Assessment 

At their present levels of development, both the inflationary and the 
cyclic models provide insightful cosmological frameworks, but neither 
offers a complete theory. Ignorance of the prevailing conditions during 
the unii~erse's earliest moments forces proponents of inflationary cosmol- 
ogy to simply assume, without theoretical justification, that the conditions 
required for initiating inflation arose. If they did, the theory resolves 
numerous cosmological conundrums and launches time's arrow. But 
such successes hinge on inflation's happening in the first place. FVhat's 
more, inflationary cosmology has not been seamiessly embedded within 
strlng theory and so is not yet part of a consistent merger of quantum 
mechanics and general relativity. 

The  cyclic model has its own share of shortcomings. As with Tolman's 
model, consideration of entropy buildup (and also of quantum mechan- 
ics") ensures that the cyclic model's cycles could not have gone on for- 
ever. Instead, the cycles began at some definite time in the past, and so, as 
with ~nflation, we need an explanation of how the first cycle got started. If 
it did, then the theory, also like inflation, resolves the key cosmological 
problems and sets time's arrow pointing from each lowentropy splat for- 
ward through the ensulng stages of Figure 13.. But, as it's currently con- 
ceived, the cyclic model offers no explanation of how or why the universe 
finds itself in the necessary configuration of Figure 13.8. Why, for 
instance, do six dimensions curl themselves up into a particular Calabi- 
Yau shape while one of the extra dimensions dutifully takes the shape of a 
spatial segment separating two three-branes? How is it that the two end-of- 
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the-world three-branes line up  so perfectly and attract each other with just 
the right force so that the stages in Figure 13.8 proceed as we've 
described? ,4nd, of crltical importance, what actually happens when the 
two three-branes collide In the cyclic model's version of a bang? 

O n  this last question, there is hope that the cyclic model's splat is 
less problematic than the singularity encountered at time zero in infla- 
tionary cosmology Instead of all of space being infinitely compressed, in 
the cyclic approach only the single dimension between the branes gets 
squeezed down; the branes themselves experience overall expansion, not 
contraction, during each cycle. And this, Steinhardt, Turok, and their col- 
laborators have argued, implies finite temperature and finite densities on 
the branes themselves. But this is a highly tentative conclusion because, 
so far, no one has been able to get the better of the equations and figure 
out what would happen should branes slam together. In fact, the analyses 
so far completed point toward the splat being subject to the same problem 
that afflicts the inflationary theory at time zero: the mathematics breaks 
down. Thus, cosmology is still In need of a rigorous resolution of its sin- 
gular start-be it the true start of the universe, or the start of our current 
cycle. 

The  most compelling feature of the cyclic model 1s the way it incor- 
porates dark energy and the observed accelerated expansion. In 1998, 
when it rvas discovered that the universe is undergoing accelerated expan- 
s o n ,  it was quite a surprise to most and astronomers. LVhile it 
can be incorporated into the inflationary cosmological picture by assum- 
ing that the universe contains precisely the right amount of dark energy, 
accelerated expansion seems like a clumsy add-on. In the cyclic model, 
by contrast, dark energy's role is natural and pivotal. The  trillion-year 
period of slow but steadily accelerated expansion IS crucial for wiping the 
slate clean, for diluting the observable universe to near nothingness, and 
for resetting conditions in preparation for the next cycie From this point 
of vlew, both the inflationan model and the cyclic model rely on acceler- 
ated expansion-the inflationary model near its beginning and the cyclic 
model at the end of each of its cycles-but only the latter has direct obser- 
vational support. (Remember, the cyclic approach !s designed so that we 
are just entering the trillion-year phase of accelerated expansion, and 
such expansion has been recently obsenled.) That's a tick in the cyclic 
model's column, but it also means that should accelerated expansion fail 
to be confirmed by future observations, the inflationar). model could sur- 
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vive (although the puzzle of the missmg 70 percent of the universe's 
energy budget would emerge anew) but the cyclic model could not. 

N e w  Visions of Spacetime 

The  braneworld scenario and the cyclic cosmological model it spawned 
are both highly speculative. I have discussed them here not so much 
because I feel certain that they are correct, as because I want to illustrate 
the striking new ways of thmking about the space we inhabit and the evo- 
lution it has experienced that have been inspired by stringfil-theory. Ifwe 
are living wifhin a three-brane, the centuries-old question regarding the 
corporeality of three-dimensional space would have its most definite 
answer: space would be a brane, and hence would most definitely be a 
something. It might also not be anything particularly special as there 
could be many other branes, of various dimensions, floating within 
stringA4-theory's higher dimensional expanse. And if cosmological evolu- 
tion on our three-brane is driven by repeated collisions with a nearby 
brane, time as we know it would span only one of the universe's many 
cycles, with one big bang followed by another, and then another. 

To me, it's a vision that's both exciting and humbling. There may be 
much more to space and time than we anticipated; if there is, what we 
consider to be "eveq~thing" may be but a small constituent of a far richer 
reality. 

REA 

I M A  



Up in the  Heavens and 
Down in the  Earth 

E X P E R I M E N T I N G  W I T H  S P A C E  A N D  T I M E  

W e've come a iong way since Empedocles of Agrigento explained 
the universe using earth, air, fire, and water. And much of the 
progress we've made, from Newton through the revolutionary 

discoveries of the twentieth centurq; has been borne out spectacularly by 
experimental confirmation of detailed and precise theoretical predic- 
tions. But since the mid-1980s, we've been the victims of our own success. 
b7ith the incessant urge to push the limits of understanding ever further, 
our theories have entered realms beyond the reach of our current tech- 
nology. 

Nevertheless, with diligence and luck, many forefront ideas will be 
tested during the next few decades. As we'll discuss in this chapter, exper- 
iments either planned or under way have the potential to give much 
insight into the existence of extra dimensions, the composition of dark 
matter and dark energy, the origin of mass and the Higgs ocean, aspects of 
early-universe cosmology, the relevance of supersymmetry, and, possibly, 
the veracity of string theory itself. And so, with a fair bit more luck, some 
imaginative and innovative ideas regarding unification, the nature of 
space and time, and our cosmic origins may finally be tested. 
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E i n s t e i n  i n  D r a g  

111 hls decade-iong struggle to formulate the general t heon  of relativity, 
Einstein sought inspiration from a variety of sources. Most influential of 
all tvere insights into the mathematics of curved shapes developed in the 
nineteenth century by mathematical luminaries including Carl Friedrich 
Gauss, Jlnos Bolyai, Nikolai Lobachevsky, and Georg Bernhard Rie- 
m a n n  As we discussed in Chapter 3, Einstein was also inspired by the 
ideas of Ernst Mach. Remember that Mach advocated a relational con- 
ception of space: for him, space provided the language for speciiiing the 
location of one object reiative to another but was not itself an indepen- 
dent entity. initially, Einstein was an enthusiastic champion of Mach's 
perspective, because it was the most relative that a theory espousing reia- 
tivity could be. But as Einstein's understanding of general relativity deep- 
ened, he  realized that it did not incorporate hlacii's ideas fully According 
to general relativity, the water in Newton's bucket, spinning in an other- 
wise empty universe, would take on a concave shape, and this conflicts 
with h l a c h i  purely relational perspective, since it impiies an  absolute 
notion of acceleration. Even so, general relativity does incorporate some 
aspects of h/lach's vie\vpoint, and within the next fen, years a more than 
$500 million experiment that has been in development for close to forty 
pears will test one of the most prominent Machian features. 

The physics to be studied has been known since 1918, when the Aus- 
trian researchers Joseph Lense and Hans Thlrring used general r e i a t i v i ~  
to sho~v that just as a massive object warps space and time-like a bowling 
ball resting on a trampoline-so a rotating object drags space (and time) 
around it, like a spinning stone immersed in a bucket of syrup. This is 
known as fiame dragging and implies, for example, that an asteroid freely 
falling t o a x d  a rapidly rotating neutron star or black hole will get caught 
up in a whirlpool of spinning space and be whipped around as it journey 
do\vnward The  effect is called frame dragging because from the point of 
view of the asteroid-from its frame of reference-it isn't being vhipped 
around at all. Instead, it's falling straight down along the spatial grid, but 
because space is swirling (as in Figure 14.1) the grid gets twisted, so the 
meaning of "straight down" differs from what you'd expect based on a dis- 
tant, nonswirling perspective. 

To see the connection to Mach, think about a version of frame drag- 
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Figure 14.1 A massive spinnlng object drags space-the freely falling 
frames-around with ~ t .  

ging in which the massiw rotating object 1s a huge, hollow sphere Cal- 
cdations initiated in 1912 by Einstein (even before h e  completed general 
relativity), which weie significantly extended in 1965 by Dieter Brill and 
Jeffrey Cohen, and finally completed in 1985 by the German physicists 
Herbert Pfister and K Braun, showed that space inside the holloii. sphere 
would be dragged by the rotational motion and set into a whirlpool-like 
spin.' If a stationary bucket filled o.ith water-stationaiy as viewed from a 
distant vantage point-were placed inside such a rotating sphere, the cal- 
culatioix show that the spinning space mould exert a force on the station- 
ary water, causing it to rise up the bucket walls and take on a concave 
shape. 

This result would have pleased Mach no end. Although h e  might not 
have liked the description in terms of "spinning space7'-since this phrase 
portrays spacetime as a something-he irouid have found it extremely 
gratifying that relative spinning motion between the sphere and the 
bucket causes the water's shape to change In fact, for a shell that contains 
enougn mass, an amount on a par with that contained in the entire uni- 
verse, the calculations show that it doesn't matter one bit whether you 
think the holloiv sphere is spinning around the bucket, or the bucket is 
spinning within the hollow sphere. Just as Mach advocated, the oilly thing 
that matters is the relative spinning motion between the t w o  And since 
the calculations I've referred to make use of nothing but general relativiv, 
this is an explicit example of a distinctly Machian feature oiEinstein's the- 
ory. (Nevertheless, whereas standard Machian reasoning would claim 
that the water would stay flat if the bucket spun in an infinite, empQ uni- 
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irerse, general relativity disagrees. What the Pfister and Braun results show 
is that a sufficiently massive rotating sphere is able to completely block 
the usual influence of the space that lies beyond the sphere itself.) 

In 1960, Leonard Schiff of Stanford University and George Pugh of 
the U.S. Department of Defense independently suggested that general 
relat~vity's prediction of frame dragg~ng might be experimentally tested 
using the rotational m o t ~ o n  of the earth. Schiff and Pugh realized that 
according to Newtonian physics, a spinning arroscope-a spinning 
wheel that's attached to an axis-floating in orbit high above the earth's 
surface would point in a fixed and unchanging direction. But, according 
to general relativity, its axis would rotate ever so slightly because of 
the earth's dragging of space. Since the earth's mass is pun)  in compari- 
son with the hypothetical hollow sphere used in the Pfister and Braun 
calculation above, the degree of frame dragging caused by the earth's 
rotation is tiny. The  detailed calculat~ons showed that if the gyroscope's 
spin axis were initially directed tonrard a chosen reference star, a year 
later. slowly swirling space would shift the direction of its axis by about 
a hundred-thousandth of a degree. That's the angle the second hand on 
a clock sweeps through in roughly two millioilths of a second, so its 
detection presents a major scientific, technological, and engineering 
challenge. 

Four decades of development and nearly a hundred doctoral disserta- 
t~ons  later, a Stanford team led by Francis Everitt and funded by NASA IS 

ready to glve the experiment a g o  During the next few years, their Gravity 
Probe B satellite, floating 400 miles out in space and outfitted with four of 
the most stable gyroscopes ever built, will attempt to measure frame drag- 
ging caused by the earth's rotation. If the experiment is successful, it will 
be one of the most precise confirmations of general relativih ever 
achieved, and will provide the first direct evidence of a Machian effect.' 
Equally exciting is the possibility that the experiments will detect a devia- 
tion from what general relativity predicts. Such a tiny crack in general rel- 
ativity's foundation might be just what we need to gain an experimental 
glimpse into hitherto hidden features of spacetime. 

Catching the Wave  

An essentiai lesson of genera1 relativity is that mass and energy cause the 
fabric of spacetime to warp; we illustrated this in Figure 3 ~ 1 0  by showing 
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the curved environment surrounding the sun. O n e  limitation of a still fig- 
ure, though, is that it fails to illustrate how the warps and curves in space 
evolve when mass and energy move or in some way change their configu- 
r a t i ~ n . ~  Genera1 relativity predicts that, just as a trampoline assumes a 
fired, warped shape if you stand perfectly still, but heaves when you jump 
up  and doa~n ,  space can assume a fixed, warped shape if matter is per- 
fectly still, as assumed in Figure 3.10, but ripples undulate through its fab- 
ric when matter moves to and fro. Einstein came to this realization 
between 1916 and 1918, when he  used the newly fashioned equations of 
general reiatirity to show that-much as electric charges racing up and 
down a broadcast antenna produce electromagnetic waves (this is how 
radio and television waves are produced) -matter racing this way and that 
(as in a supernova explosion) produces gravitational wares. And since 
gravity is curvature, a gravitatioilal wave is a wave of curvature. lust as toss- 
ing a pebble into a pond generates outward-spreading water ripples, g) rat- 
ing matter generates outward-spreading spatial ripples; according to 
general r e l a t i i i ~ ,  a distant supernova explosion is like a cosmic pebble 
that's been tossed into a spacetime pond, as illustrated in Figure 14.2. The  
figure highlights an important distinguishing feature of gravitational 
waves: unlike electromagnetic, sound, and water ivaves-naves that travel 
through space-gravitational waves travel within space. They are traveling 
distortions in the geometry of space itself. 

While gravitational waves are now an accepted prediction of general 
relativity, for many years the subject was mired in confusion and contro- 

Figure 14.2 Gravitational waves are ripples in the fabric of spacetime 
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versy, at least in part because of overadherence to Machian philosophy. If 
general relativity fully incorporated Mach's ideas, then the "geometry of 
space" would merely be a convenient language for expressing the location 
and motion of one massive object with respect to another. Empty space, 
in this way of thinking, would be an empty concept, so how could it be 
sensibie to speak of empt).. space wiggling? hlany physicrsts tried to prove 
that the supposed n.aves in space amounted to a misinterpretation of the 
mathematics of general relativity. But in due course, the theoretical anaiy- 
ses con~,erged on the correct conclusion: gravitational waves are real, and 
space can ripple. 

With every passing peak and trough, a grav~tational wave's distorted 
geometry would stretch space-and everything in it-in one direction, 
and then compress space-and e i~eqthing in it-in a perpendicular 
direction, as in the highly exaggerated dep~ction in Figure 14.3, in  princi- 
ple, you could detect a gravitational wave's passing by repeatedly measur- 
ing distances between a vanety of locations and finding that the ratios 
between these distances had momentarily changed. 

In practice, no one has been able to do this, so no one has directly 
detected a gravitational wave. (Hoivever, there is compelling, indirect evi- 
dence for gravitatlonal waves.') T h e  difficulhr is that the distorting influ- 
ence of a passing gravitatlonal wave is typically minute. T h e  atomic bomb 
tested at Trinity on July 16, 1945, packed a punch equivalent to 20,000 
tons of TNT and was so bright that witnesses miles away had to near eye 
protection to avoid serious damage from the electromagnetic waves it 
generated. f7et, even if you Lvere standing right under the hundred-foot 
steel tower on which the bomb was hoisted, the gravitational a w e s  its 
explosion produced wouid have stretched your body one way or another 

Figure 14.3 A passing gravitational wave stretches an object one way and 
then the other. (In this Image, the scale of distortion for a $pica1 gravita- 
tional wave is hugely eliaggerated.) 
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only by a minuscule fraction of an atomic diameter. That's how compara- 
tivel~l feeble gravitational disturbances are, and it gives an inkling of the 
technological challenges involved in detecting (hem. (Since a gravita- 
tional wave can also be thought of as a huge number of gravitons traveling 
in a coordinated manner-just as a n  electromagnetic wave is composed 
of a huge number of coordinated photons-this also gives an inkling of 
how difficult it is to detect a single graviton.) 

Of course, we're not particuiarly interested in detecting gravitational 
waves produced by nuclear weapons, but the situation w t h  astrophysical 
sources is not much easier. T h e  closer and more massive the astrophysical 
source and the more energetic and violent the motion involved, the 
stronger the gravitational waves we would receive. But even if a star at a 
distance of 10,000 light-years were to go supernova, as the resulting gravi- 
tational wave passed by earth it \vould stretch a one-meter-long rod by 
only a millionth of a billionth of a centimeter, barely a hundredth the size 
of an atomic nucleus. So, unless some highly unexpected astrophysical 
event of truly cataclysmic proportions were to happen relatively nearby, 
detecting a gravitational wave will require an apparatus capable of 
responding to fantastically small length changes. 

The  scientists who deslgned and built the Laser Inteferometer Gravi- 
tational Wuve O b s e n ~ a t o ~  (LIGO) (being run jointly by the Californla 
Institute of Technology and the IVlassachusetts Institute of Technoloa  
and funded by the National Science Foundation) ha1.e risen to the chal- 
lenge. LIGO is impressive and the expected sensitivity is astounding. It 
consists of two hollow tubes, each four kilometers long and a bit over a 
meter wide, tvhich are arranged in a glant L. Laser light simultaneously 
shot down vacuum tunnels inslde each tube, and reflected back by highly 
polished mirrors, is used to measure the relative length of each to fantas- 
tic accuracy. T h e  idea is that should a gravitational wave roll by, it will 
stretch one tube relative to the other, and if the stretching is big enough, 
scientists will be able to detect it. 

Tr 
I he  tubes are long because the stretching and conlpressing accom- 

plished by a gravitationai wave is cumulative. If a gravitational wave were 
to stretch something four meters long by, say, lo-'' meters, it would stretch 
something four kilometers long bil a thousand times as much. !0-" 
meters. So, the longer the span being monitored, the easier it is to detect a 
change in its length. To capitalize on this, the LIGO experimenters actu- 
ally direct the laser beams to bounce back and forth between mirrors at 
opposite ends of each tube more than a hundred times on each run. 
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increasing the roundtrip distance being monitored to about 800 kilome- 
ters per beam. Mrith such clever tricks and engineering feats, LIGO 
should be able to detect any change in the tube lengths that exceeds a tril- 
lionth of the thickness of a human hair-a hundred millionth the size of 
an atom. 

Oh ,  and there are actually hvo of these L-shaped devices. O n e  is in 
Livingston, Louisiana, and the other is about 2,000 miles away In Han- 
ford, Washington. If a gravity Rave from some distant astrophysical hul- 
labaloo rolls by earth. it should affect each detector identicallv so any 
wave caught by one experiment had better also shoiv up in the other. 
T h ~ s  is an important consistency check, since for all the precautions that 
have been taken to shield the detectors, the disturbances of everyday life 
(the rumble of a passing truck, the grinding of a chainsaiv, the impact of 
a falling tree, and so on) could masquerade as gravitational waves. 
Requiring coincidence behveen distant detectors serves to rule out these 
faise positives. 

Researchers have also carefully calculated the gravitational iiJars fre- 
quencies-the number of peaks and troughs that should pass by their 
detector each second-that they expect to be produced by a range of 
astrophysical phenomena inciuding supernow explosionsl the rotational 
motion of nonspherical neutron stars, and collisions between black holes. 
Without this information the experimenters would be looking for a nee- 
dle in a haystack; ivith it, they can focus the detectors on a sharply defined 
frequency band of physical interest. Curiousl>~, the calculatioiis reveal 
that some gravltationai wave frequencies should be in the ranee of a few 

" -. 
thousand cycles per second; if these were sound waves, they'd be right in 
the range of human audibility. Coalescing neutron stars would sound like 
a chirp with a rapidly rising pitch, while a pair of colliding black holes 
a~ould  mimic the trill of a sparrow that's received a sharp blow to the 
chest. There's a jungleiike cacophonyof gravitational waves oscillating 
through the spacetime fabric. and if all goes according to plan, LIGO will 
be the first instrument to tune 

What makes this all so exciting is that gravitational waves maxlmize 
the utility of gravity's hro main features: its weakness and lts ubiquity Of 
all four forces, gravity interacts with matter most feebly This implies that 
gravitational wares can pass through material that's opaque to light, giving 
access to astrophysical realms previously hidden. What's more, because 
everything is subject to gravity (ivhereas, for example, the electromagnetic 
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force only affects objects carving an electric charge), eventhing has the 
capacity to generate gravitational waves and hence produce an observable 
signature. LIGO thereby marks a significant turning point in the way we 
examine the cosmos. 

There was a time when all we could do was raise our eyes and gaze 
skyward. In the seventeenth centuy,  Hans Li~pershey and Galileo 
Galilel changed that; with the aid of the telescope, the grand vista of the 
cosmos came within humanity's purview. But in time, ire realized that ris- 
ible light represented a narrow band of electromagnetic waves. In the 
hventieth century, ivith the aid of infrared, radio, X-ray, and gamma ray 
telescopes, the cosmos opened up to us anew, revealing wonders invisible 
in the wavelengths of light that our eyes have evolved to see. NOW, in the 
twenty-first century. we are opening up the heavens once again. With 
LIGO and its subsequent improven~ents,' we will view the cosmos in a 
completely new way. Rather than using electromagnetic waves, we m4ll 
use gravitational waves; rather than using the electromagnetic force, we 
will use the gravitational force. 

To appreciate how revolutionary this new technology mag be, imag- 
ine a world on which alien scientists were just now discovering how to 
detect electromagnetic waves-light-and think about how their view of 
the universe would, in short order, profoundly change. We are on the 
cusp of our first detection of gravitational waves and so may well be in a 
similar position. For millennia we have looked into the cosmos; now it's as 
if, for the first time in human history, me will listen to it. 

The  H u n t  for Extra  D i m e n s i o n s  

Before 1996, most theoretical models that incorporated extra dimensions 
imagined that their spatial extent a-as roughly Planckian centiine- 

ters). As this is seventeen orders of magnitude smaller than anything 
resolvable using currently available equipment, without the discoveq of 
miraculous new technology Planckian physics will remain out of reach. 

"One of these 1s the planned Laser Interfero~neter Space Antenna (LISA), a space- 
based version of LIGO comprising multiple spacecraft, separated by millions of kilome- 
ters, playing the role of LIGO's four-kilometer tubes LIGO will also be teamlng up with 
VIRGO, a French-Italian gravitational wave detector situated outslde the town of Pisa. 
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But if the extra dinlensions are "large," meaning larger than a hundredth 
of a billion of a billionth (lo-*') of a meter, about a millionth the size of 
an atomic nucleus, there is hope. 

As we discussed in Chapter 13, if any of the extra dimensions are "very 
large1'-within a f en  orders of magnitude of a millimeter-precision 
measurements of gravity's strength should reveal their existence. Such 
experiments have been under nZay for a few years and the techniques are 
being rapidly refined So far, no  dev~ations from the inverse square law 
characteristic of three space dimensions have been found, so researchers 
are pressmg on to smaller distances. A positive signal would, to say the 
least, rock the foundations of physics It would provide compelling evi- 
dence of extra dimensions accessible only to gravity) and that ivould give 
strong circumstantial support for the braneworld scenario of stringA4- 
theory. 

If the extra dimensions are iarge but not very large, precision gravity 
experments will be unlikely to detect them, but other indirect 
approaches remain available. For example, we mentioned earlier that 
large extra dimensions nnuid imply that graviQ3s intrinsic strength is 
greater than previously thought. The  observed weakness of gravity would 
be attributed to its leaking out mto the extra dimensions, not to its being 
fundamentally feeble; on short distance scales, before such leakage 
occurs, gravity would be strong. Among other implications, this means 
that the creation of tiny black holes mould require far less mass and energy 
than it would in a universe in which gravity is intrinsically far weaker. In 
Chapter 13, u.e discussed the possibility that such microscopic black 
holes m ~ g h t  be produced by high-energy proton-proton collisions at the 
Large Hadron Collider, the particle accelerator now under construction 
in Geneva, Switzerland, and slated for completion by 2007. That is an 
e~c i t lng  prospect. But there is another tantalizing possibility that was 
raised by Alfred Shapere, of the University of Kentucky, and Jonathan 
Feng, of the University of California at Irvine. These researchers noted 
that cosn~ic rays-elementary particles that stream through space and 
continually bombard our atmosphere-mig'nt also initiate production of 
microscopic black holes. 

Cosmic ray particles were discovered In 1912 by the Austrian scientist 
Victor Hess; more than nine decades later, they still present many myster- 
ies. Every second, cosmic rays slam Into the atmosphere and initiate a cas- 
cade of billions of don!nward-raining particles that pass through your body 
and mine; some of them are detected by a variety of dedicated instru- 
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ments \vorldwide. But no one is completely sure what kinds of particles 
constitute the impinging cosmic rays (although there is a growing con- 
sensus that they are protons), and despite the fact that some of these high- 
energy are believed to come from supernova explosions, no  one 
has any ldea of idnere the highest-energy cosn~ic ray particles originate. 
For example, on October 15, 1991, the Fly's Eye cosmic ray detector, in 
the Utah desert, measured a particle streaking across the sky with an 
energy equivalent to 30 billion proton masses. That's almost as much 
e n e r g  in a single subatomic particle as in a Mariano Rivera fastball, and 
is about 100 million times the size of the particle energles that will be pro- 
duced by the Large Hadron C011ider.~ T h e  puzzling thmg is that no 
known astrophysical process could produce particles with such high 
energy; experimenters are gathering more data with more sensitive detec- 
tors in hopes of solving the mystery. 

For Shapere and Feng, the origin oisuper-energetic cosmic ray parti- 
cles was of secondary concern. They realized that regardless of where 
such particles come from, if grarihj on n~icroscopic scales is far stronger 
than formerly thought, the highest-enera cosmic ray particles m ~ g h t  have 
just enough oomph to create tiny black holes when they violently slam 
into the upper atmosphere. 

As with their production in atom smashers, such tiny black holes 
would pose absolutely no danger to the experimenters or the world at 
iarge, After their creation, they would quickly disintegrate, sending off a 
characteristic cascade of other, more ordinary particles. In fact, the micro- 
scopic black holes ioould be so short-lived that experimenters ivould not 
search for them directly; instead, they would look for evidence of black 
holes through detailed studies of the resulting particle showers raining 
down on t h e ~ r  detectors. T h e  most sensitive of the world's cosmic ray 
detectors, the Pierre Auger Observatory-ivith an obseriing area the size 
of Rhode Island-is now being built on a izast stretch of land in western 
Argentina. Shapere and Feng estimate that if all of the extra dimensions 
are as large as 10-l4 meters, then after a year's worth of data collection, the 
Auger detector will see the characteristic particle debris from about a 
dozen tiny black holes ?rodwed in the upper atmosphere. If such black 
hole signatures are not found, the experiment will conclude that extra 
dimensions are smaller. Finding the remains of black holes produced in 
cosmic ray collisions is certainly a long shot, but success would open the 
first experimental window on extra dimensions, black holes, string theory, 
and quantum gravity. 
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Beyond black hole production, there is another, accelerator-based 
way that researchers will be iooking for extra dimensions during the next 
decade. The  idea is a sophisticated variant on the "space-between-the- 
cushions" explanation for the loose coins missing from your pocket. 

A central principle of physics is conservation of e n e r p .  Energy can 
manifest itself in many forms-the kinetic energy of a ball's motion as it 
flies off a baseball bat, grawtational potential energ) as the ball flies 
upward, sound and heat energy v,~hen the ball hits the ground and excites 
all sorb ofvibrational motion, the mass energy that's locked inside the ball 
itself, and so on-but when all carriers of energ. have been accounted 
for, the amount with which you end always equals the amount with which 
you began.' To date, no experiment contradicts this law of perfect energy 
balance. 

But depending on the precise size of the hypothesized extra dimen- 
sions, high-energy experiments to be carried out at the newly upgraded 
facilih at Fermilab and at the Large Hadron Collider may reveal 
processes that appear to violate energy conservation: the energy at the end 
of a collision may be less than the energy at the beginning. The  reason is 
that, much like your missing coins, energy (carried by gravitons) can seep 
into the cracks-the tiny additional space-provided by the extra dimen- 
sions and hence be inadvertently overlooked in the e n e r a  accounting 
calculation. T h e  possibility of such a "missing energy s~gnal" provides yet 
another means for establishing that the fabrlc of the cosmos has complex- 
IF well beyond what we can see directly. 

No doubt, when it comes to extra dimensions, I'm biased. I've worked 
on aspects of extra dimensions for more than fifteen years, so they hold a 
special place in my heart. But. with that confession as a qualifier, it's hard 
for me to imagme a discovery that would be more exciting than finding 
evidence for dimensions beyond the three with which we're all familiar. 
To my mind, there is currently no other serious proposal whose confirma- 
tion would so thoroughly shake the foundation of physics and so thor- 
oughly establish that we must be willing to question basic, seemingly 
self-evident, elements of reality. 

T h e  Higgs ,  S u p e r s y m m e t r r ,  a n d  S t r i n g  T h e o r y  

Beyond the scientific challenges of searching into the unknown, and the 
chance of finding evidence of extra dimens~ons, there are a couple of spe- 
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c~f ic  motivations for recent upgrades on  the accelerator at Fermilab and 
for building the mammoth Large Hadron Collider One  is to find Hlggs 
particles. 4s we discussed in Chapter 9,  the elusive Higgs would 

be the smallest constituents of a Higgs field-a field, physicists hypothe- 
size, that forms the Higgs ocean and thereby gnes mass to the other fun- 
damental particle specles Current theoret~cal and exper~mental stud~es 
suggest that the Higgs should hare a mass in the range of a hundred to a 
thousand times the mass of the proton If the lower end of this range turns 
out to be r~ght ,  Fermllab stands a reasonably good chance of discovering a 
Higgs particle in the near future And certainly, if Fermilab fails and if the 
est~mated mass range is nonetheless correct, the Large Hadron Col l~der  
should produce Higgs particles galore by the end of the decade The  
detection of Higgs particles would be a malor m~lestone, as it would con- 
firm the ex~stence of a species of field that theoretical particle physic~sts 
and cosmo10~1sts have invoked for decades, w~thout  any supporting experi- 
mental evidence. 

Another major goal of both Fermilab and the Large Hadron Collider 
is to detect evidence of supersymmetr~1. Recall from Chapter 12 that 
s u p e r s y m m e t ~  pairs particles whose spins differ by half a unit and is an  
idea that originally arose from studies of string t h e o ~  in the early 1970s. If 
supersymmetry is relevant to the real world, then for even. known particle 
species with spin-"here should be a partner species with spin-0; for every 
known particle species of spin-1, there should be a partner species with 
spin-ir. For example, for the spin-% electron there should be a spin-0 
species called the supersymmetric electron, or selectron for short; for the 
s p i n -  quarks there should be supersymmetric quarks, or squarks; for spin- 
% neutrinos there should be spin-0 sneutrinos; for spin-l gluons, photons, 
and W and Z particles there should be spin-ir giuinos, photinos, and winos 
and zmos. (Yes, physicists get carried away.) 

No one has ever detected any of these purported doppelgangers, and 
the explanation, physicists hope with fingers crossed, is that the supersym- 
metric are substantially heavier than their known counterparts. 
Theoretical considerations suggest that the supersymmetric particles 
could be a thousand times as massive as a proton, and in that case their 
failure to appear in experimental data wouldn't be mysterious: existing 
atom smashers don't have adequate power to produce them. In the corn- 
ing decade this will change -Already, the newly upgraded accelerator at 
Fermilab has a shot at discovering some supersymmetric particles. And, as 
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with the Higgs, should Fermilab fail to find evidence of supersymmetry 
and if the expected mass range of the supersymmetric particles is fairly 
accurate, the Large Hadron Collider should produce them with ease. 

The confirmation of supersymmetry would be the most important 
development in elementary particle physics in more than two decades. It 
wouid establish the next step in our understanding beyond the successful 
standard model of particle physics and would provide circumstantial evi- 
dence that string theory is on the right track. But note that it wouldn't 
prove string theory itself. Even though supersymmetry was discovered in 
the course of deveioping string theory, physicists have long since realized 
that supersymmetry is a more general principle that can easily be incor- 
porated in traditional point-particie approaches. Confirmation of super- 
symmetry would establish a vital element of the string framework and 
would guide much subsequent research, but it wouldn't be string theory's 
smoking gun. 

O n  the other hand, if the braneworld scenario is correct, upcoming 
accelerator experiments do have the potential of confirming string theory. 
As mentioned briefly in Chapter 13, should t'he extra dimensions in the 
braneworld scenario be as large as 10-l6 centimeters, not only wouid g rac  
ity be intrinsically stronger than previously thought, but strings would be 
significantly longer as well Since longer strings are less stiff, they require 
less energy to vibrate. IVhereas in the conventional string framework, 
string vibrational patterns would have energies that are more than a mil- 
lion billion times beyond our experimental reach, in the branebvorld sce- 
nario the energies of string vibrational patterns could be as low as a 
thousand times the proton's mass. Should this be the case, high-energy 
collisions at the Large Hadron Collider will be akin to a well-hit golf ball 
ricochet~ng around the inside of a piano; the collisions will have enough 
energy to excite many "octaves" of string vibrational patterns. Experi- 
menters would detect a panoply of new, never before seen particles- 
neiv, never before seen string vibrational patterns, that is-whose energies 
would correspond to the harmonic resonances of string theory. 

The  properties of these particles and the relationships between them 
would show unmistakably that they're all part of the same cosmic score, 
that they're all different but related notes, that they're all distinct vibra- 
tional patterns of a single kind of object-a string. For the foreseeable 
future, this is the most likely scenario for a direct confirmation of string 
theory. 
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Cosmic Origins 

As we saw in earlier chapters, the cosmic microwave background radiation 
has played a dominant role in cosmological research since its discovery in 
the mid-1960s. The  reason is clear: in the early stages of the universe, 
space was filled with a bath of electrically charged particles-electrons 
and protons-n.hich, through the electromagnetic force, incessantly buf- 
feted photons this way and that. But by a mere 300,000 years afier the 
bang (ATB), the universe cooled off just enough for electrons and protons 
to combine into electrically neutral atoms-and from this nlonlent 
onward, the radiation has traveled throughout space, mostly undisturbed, 

a sharp snapshot of the early universe There are roug'nly 400 
million of these pimordial cosmic microwave photons streaming through 
even7 cubic meter of space, pristine relics of the early universe. 

Initial measurements of the microwave background radiation 
revealed its temperature to be remarkably uniform, but as me discussed in 
Chapter 11, closer inspection, first achieved in 1992 by the Cosmic Back- 
ground Explorer (COBE) and since improved by a number of observa- 
tionai undertakings, found evidence of small temperature variations, as 
illustrated in Figure 14.4a T h e  data are grayscaie coded, with light and 
dark patches indicating temperature vanations of about a few ten- 
thousandths of a degree. T h e  figure's splotchiness s h o ~ s  the minute but 
undeniably real unevenness of the radiation's temperature across the ski'. 

IVhile an impressive discovery in its own right, the COBE experi- 
ment also marked a fundamental change in the character of cosmological 
research. Before COBE,  cosmological data nrere coarse. In turn, a cos- 
mological theory was deemed viable if it could match the broad-brush 
features of astrononlical observations. Theorists could propose scheme 
after scheme with only minimal consideration for s a t i s ~ i n g  obse~at ional  
constraints. There simply weren't many observational constraints, and the 
ones that existed ureren't particularly precise. But COBE initiated a new 
era in which the standards have tightened considerably. There is now a 
growing body of precision data with which any theory must reckon suc- 
cessfully even to be considered, In  2001, the Wilkinson Microwave 
Anisotropy Probe (FVhL4P) satellite, a joint venture of N.ISA and Prince- 
ton University, was launched to measure the microi+7ai~e background radi- 
ation with about fo r5  times COBE7s resolution and sensitivih. By 
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Figure 14.4 (a) Cosmic microwave background radiat~on data gathered by 
the COBE satellite. The radiation has been traveling through space 
unimpeded since about 300,000 pears after the big bang, so this picture 
renders the tiny temperature variations present in the universe nearly 14 
billion years ago. (b) Improved data collected by the i W A P  satellite. 

comparing WMhP's initial results, Figure 14.4b, with COBE's, Figure 
14.4a, you can immediately see how much finer and more detailed a pic- 
ture 1;InIAP 1s able to provide. Another satellite, Planck, which is being 
developed by the European Space Agency, is scheduled for launch in 
2007, and if all goes according to plan, will better \$'hL4P1s resolution by 
a factor of ten. 

The  influx of precision data has winnowed the field of cosmological 
proposals, with the inflationary model be~ng ,  far and anray, the leading 
contender. But as we mentioned in Chapter lO ,~nf l a t iona~ l  cosmology is 
not a unlque theory. Theorists have proposed nlany different versions (old 
inflat~on, new inflation, warm inflation, hybrid inflation, hyperinflation, 
assisted inflation, eternal inflation, extended inflation, chaotic inflation, 
double inflation, ~veak-scale inflation, hypernatural inflation, to name 
just a few), each involving the hallmark brlef burst of rapid expansion, but 
all differing in detail (in the number of fields and their potential energy 
shapes, in which fields get perched on  plateaus, and so onj. These differ- 
ences give rise to slightly different predictions for the properties of the 
microwave background radiation (different fields with different energies 
have slightly different quantum fluctuations). Comparison with the 
W h U P  and Planck data should be able to rule out many proposals, sub- 
stantially refining our understanding. 

In fact, the data may be able to thin the fieid even further. Although 
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quantum fluctuations stretched by inflationary expansion provide a com- 
pelling explanation for the observed temperature variations, this model 
has a competitor. T h e  cyclic cosmological model of Steinhardt and 
Turok, described In Chapter 13, offers a n  alternative proposal. As the two 
three-branes of the cyclic modei slowly head toward each other, quantum 
fluctuations cause different parts to approach at slightly different rates. 
When they finally slam together roughly a trillion years later, different 
locations on the branes ~ 4 1  make contact at slightly different moments, 
rather as if two pieces of coarse sandpaper were being slapped together. 
The  tiny deviations from a perfectly uniform impact yield tiny deviations 
from a perfectly uniform evolution across each brane. Since one of these 
branes is supposed to be our three-dimensional space, the deviations from 
uniformity are deviations we should be able to detect. Steinhardt, Turok, 
and their collaborators have argued that the ~nhomogeneities generate 
temperature deviations of the same form as those emerging from the infla- 
tionary framework, and hence, with today's data, the cyclic model offers 
an  equally viable explanation of the observations. 

However, the more refined data being gathered over the next decade 
may be abie to distinguish between the two approaches. In the inflation- 
ary framework, not only are quantum fluctuations of the inflaton field 
stretched by the burst of exponential expansion, but tiny quantum ripples 
in the spatial fabric are aiso generated by the intense outward stretching. 
Since ripples in space are nothing but grav~tational waves (as in our ear- 
lier discussion of LIGO), the inflationary framework predicts that gravita- 
tional warJes were produced in the earliest moments of the u n i v e ~ s e . ~  
These are often called primordial gravitational waves, to distinguish them 
from those generated more recently by violent astrophysicai events. In the 
cyclic model, by contrast, the deviation from perfect uniformity is built up 
gently, over the course of an almost unfathomable length of time, as the 
branes spend a trillion !,ears slowly heading toward their next splat. T h e  
absence of a brisk and vigorous change in the geometry of the branes, and 
in the geometry of space, means that spatial ripples are not generated, so 
the cyclic model predicts an absence of primordial gravitational waves. 
Thus, if primordial cosmological gravitational malres should be detected, 
it will be yet another triumph for the inflationary framework and will 
definitively rule out the cyclic approach. 

It is unlikely that LIGO will be sensitive enough to detect inflation's 
predicted gavitationai waves, but it is ~oss ib le  that they will be observed 
indirectly either by Planck or by another satellite experiment called the 
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Cosmic Microwave Background Polarization experiment (ChdBPol) that 
is now bemg planned. Planck, and CMBPol in particular, will not focus 
solely on temperature variations of the microwave background radiat~on, 
but will also measure polarization, the average spin directions of the 
microwave photons detected. Through a cham of reasoning too involved 
to cover here, it turns out that gravitational waves from the bang would 
leave a distinct imprint on the polarization of the microwave background 
radiation, perhaps an imprint large enough to be measured. 

So, within a decade, we may get sharp insight into whether the bang 
was really a splat and whether the universe we're aware of is really a three- 
brane  In the golden age of cosmologi) some of the wildest ideas may 
actually be testable. 

D a r k  M a t t e r ,  D a r k  E n e r g y ,  a n d  t h e  F u t u r e  of t h e  U n i ~ r e r s e  

In Chapter 10 we went through the strong theoretical and observationai 
evidence indicating that a mere 5 percent of the universe's heft comes 
from the constituents found in familiar matter-protons and neutrons 
(electrons account for less than 05 percent of ordinary matter's mass)- 
while 25 percent comes from dark matter and 70 percent from dark 
energy. But there is still significant uncertainty regarding the detailed 
identity of all this dark stuff. -4 natural guess is that the dark matter 1s also 
composed of protons and neutrons, ones that somehow avoided clumping 
together to form light-emitting stars. But another theoretical considera- 
tion makes this possibility very unlikely. 

Through detailed observations, astronomers have a ciear knowledge 
of the average relative abundances of light elements-hydrogen, heiium, 
deuter~um, and lithium-that are scattered throughout the cosmos. To a 
high degree of accuracy, the abundances agree with theoretical calcula- 
tions ofthe processes believed to hare synthes~zed these nuclei during the 
first few minutes of the universe. This agreement is one of the great suc- 
cesses of modern theoretical cosmology. However, these calculations 
assume that the bulk of the dark matter is not composed of protons and 
neutrons; if, on cosn~ological scales, protons and neutrons were a domi- 
nant constituent, the cosmic recipe IS thrown off and the calculations 
yieid results that are ruled out by obseniations. 

So, if not protons and neutrons, what constitutes the dark matter? As 
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of today, no  one knows, but there is n o  shortage of proposals. T h e  candi- 
dates' names run the gamut from axions to zinos, and \vhoeve: finds the 
answer will surel!l pay a visit to Stockholm. That no one has yet detected a 
dark matter particle places significant constraints on any T h e  

reason is that dark matter is not only s~tuated out in space; it is distributed 
throughout the universe and so IS also wafting by us here on earth. 
According to man!; of the proposals, right now billions of dark matter par- 
ticles are shooting through your body ever). second, so viable candidates 
are only those particles that can pass through bulky matter without leav- 
ing a significant trace. 

Neutrinos are one possibility. Calculations estimate their relic abun- 
dance since they were produced in the big bang, at about 55  million per 
cubic meter of space, so if any one of the  three neutrino species weighed 
about a hundredth of a millionth (lo-') as much as a proton, they would 
supply the dark matter. Although recent experiments have given strong 
evidence that neutrinos do have mass, according to current data they are 
too light to suppiy the dark matter; they fall short of the mark by a factor of 
more than a hundred. 

Another promising proposai involves supersymmetric particles, espe- 
cially the photino, the rino, and the higgsino (the partners of the photon, 
the Z, and the Higgs). These are the most standoffish of the supersym- 
metric particles-the!; could nonchalantly pass through the entire earth 
without the slightest effect on t h e ~ r  motion-and hence could easily have 
escaped d e t e c t i ~ n . ~  From calculations of how many of these particles 
would have been produced in the big bang and survived until today, 
physicists estimate that they would need to have mass on the order of 100 
to !,000 times that of the proton to supply the dark matter. This is an 
intriguing number, because various studies of supersymrnetric-particle 
models as well as of superstring theory have arril'ed at the same mass 
range for these particles, without any concern for dark matter or cosmol- 
ogy This would be a puzzling and completely unexplained confluence, 
unless, of course, the dark matter is indeed composed of supersymmetric 
particles. Thus, the search for supersymmetric particles at the world's cur- 
rent and pending accelerators may also be viewed as searches for the heav- 
ily favored dark matter candidates. 

More direct searches for the dark matter particles streaming through 
the earth have also been under way for some time, although these are 
extremely challenging experiments. Of the million or so dark matter par- 
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ticles that should be passlng through an area the size of a quarter each sec- 
ond, at most one per day would leave any evidence in the specially 
designed equipment that various experimenters have built to detect them. 
To date, no confirmed detection of a dark matter particle has been 
ac i~ ieved , '~  With the prize still very much up  in the air, researchers are 
pressing ahead wlth much intensity. It is qulte possible that within the 
next few years, the identity of the dark matter will be settled. 

Definitive confirmation that daric matter exists, and direct determina- 
tion of its composition, would be a major advance. For the first time in 
history, we would learn something that is at once thoroughly basic and 
s~rpr is ingl~.  elusive: the makeup of the vast ma!ority of the universe's 
material content. 

All the same, as ive saw in Chapter 10, recent data suggest strongly 
that erren with the identification of the dark matter, there would still be a 
significant plot hvist in need of experimental vetting: the supernova obser- 
vations that give evidence of an outward-pushing cosmological constant 
accounting for 70 percent of the total energy in the universe. As the most 
exciting and unexpected discovery of the last decade, the evidence for a 
cosn~ological constant-an energy that suffuses space-needs vigorous, 
airtight confirmatlon. .A number of approaches are planned or already 
under wq7. 

The  rnlcroivare background experiments play an important role here as 
well. The size ofthe splotches in Figure 14.4-where, again, each spiotch 
is a region of uniform temperature-reflects the overall shape of the spatial 
fabric. If space were shaped like a sphere, as in Figure &?a, the ouhvard 
bloating ivould cause the splotches to be a bit bigger than they are in Figure 
14.1b; if space were shaped like a saddie, as in Figure 8.7c, the inward 
shrinking would cause the spiotches to be a bit smaller; and if space were 
Rat, as in Figure 8.7b. the splotch size iiould be in behveen The precision 
measurements Initiated by COBE and since bettered by l I M 4 P  strongly 
support the proposition that space is flat. Not oniy does this match the theo- 
retical expectations coming irom inflationar) models, but it also jibes per- 
fectly w t h  the supernova results. ii we've seen, a spatially flat universe 
requires the total madenergy denslty to equal the critical density. With 
ordinary and dark matter contributlng about 30 percent and dark energy 
contributing about '70 percent, everj-thing hangs together impressively 

A more direct confirmation of the supernova results is the goal of the 
SuperNovalAcceleration Probe (SNAP). Proposed by scientists at the 
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Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, SNAP would be a satellite-borne orbiting 
telescope with (he capaclfy to measure hvenh times the number of super- 
novae studied in the earlier ground-based observations. Not only would 
SNAP be able to confirm the earlier result that 70 percent of the universe 
is dark energy, but it should also be able to determine the nature of the 
dark energy more precisely. 

You see, although I have described the dark energy as being a version 
of Einstein's cosmological constant-a constant, unchanging energy that 
pushes space to expand-there is a ciosely related but alternative possibil- 
ity Remember from our discussion of inflationary cosmology (and the 
lumping frog) that a field whose value is perched above its lowest energy 
configuration can act like a cosn~ological constant, driving an accelerated 
expansion of space, but will typically do so only for a short time. Sooner or 
later, the field will find its way to the bottom of its potential energy b o d ,  
and the outward push will disappear. In inflationaq c o s m o l o ~ ,  this hap- 
pens in a tiny fraction of a second. But by introducing a new field and by 
carefully choosing its potential energy shape, physicists have found ways 
for the accelerated expansion to be far milder in its outward push but to 
last far longer-for the field to drive a comparatively slow and steady 
accelerated phase of spatial expansion that lasts not for a fraction of a sec- 
ond, but for billions of as the field slowly rolls to the lowest e n e r o  
value. This raises the possibility that, right now, we may be experiencing 
an extremely gentle version of the i n f l a t i o n a ~  burst believed to have hap- 
pened during the universe's eariiest moments. 

The  difference between a true cosmoiogical constant and the latter 
possibility, known as quintessence, is of minimal importance today, but 
has a profound effect on the long-term future of the universe A cosmo- 
logical constant is constn~it-it a never-ending accelerated 

expansion, so the universe will expand ever more quickly and become 
ever more spread out, diluted, and barren. But quintessence provides 
accelerated expansion that at some point draws to a close, suggesting a far 
future less bleak and desolate than that following from accelerated expan- 
sion that's eternal By measuring changes in the acceleration of space over 
long time spans (through obsen.ations of supernovae at various distances 
and hence at various times in the past), SNAP ma! be able to distinguish 
behveen the b o  possibilities. By determining whether the dark e n e r g  
truly is a cosmologicai constant, SNAP will give insight into the longterm 
fate of the universe. 
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S p a c e ,  Time,  a n d  S p e c u i a t i o n  

The  journey to discover the nature of space and time has been long and 
filled with man!) surprises; no  doubt it is still in its early stages. During the 
last few centuries, we've seen one breakthrough after another radically 
reshape our conceptions of space and time and reshape them again. The  
theoretical and experimental proposals we've covered in this book repre- 
sent our generation's sculpting of these ideas, and will likely be a major 
part of our scientific legacy. In Chapter 16, we will discuss some of the 
most recent and speculative advances in an effort to cast light on what 
might be the next few steps of the journey. But first, in Chapter i 5, we will 
speculate in a different direction. 

While there is no set pattern to scientific discovery, history sho~vs that 
deep understanding is often the first step toward technological control. 
Understanding ofthe electromagnetic force in the 1800s ultimately led to 
the telegraph, radio, and televis~on. With that knowledge, in conjunction 
with subsequent understanding of quantum mechanics, we were able to 
develop computers, lasers, and eiectron~c gadgets too numerous to men- 
tion. Understanding of the nuclear forces led to dangerous m a s t e ~  over 
the most powerful weapons the world has ever itno~vn, and to the devel- 
opment of technologies that might one day meet all the world's energy 
needs with nothing but vats of salt water Could our ever deepening 
understanding of space and time be the first step in a similar pattern of dis- 
covery and technological development? Will we one day be masters of 
space and time and do things that for now are only part of science fiction? 

No one knows. But let's see how far we've gotten and what it might 
take to succeed. 

T e l e p o r t e r s  
a n d  T i m e  M a c h i n e s  

T R A V E L I N G  T H R O U G H  S P A C E  A N D  T I M E  

P erhaps I just lacked imagination back in the 1960s, but \\,hat really 
struck me as unbelievable was the con~puter  on board the Enter-  
prise. My grade-school sensibilit~es granted poetic license to warp 

drive and to a universe by aliens fluent in English. But a 

machine that could-on demand- immediately display a picture of any 
historical figure who ever lived, give technical specifications for any piece 
of equipment ever built, or provide access to any book ever written? T h a t  
strained my ability to suspend disbelief. In the late 1960s, this preteen was 
certain that there'd never be a way to gathe:, store, and give ready access 
to such a wealth of information. And yet, less than half a century later, I 
can sit here in my kitchen with laptop, wireless Internet connection, and 
voice recognition sof!mare and play Kirk, thumbing through a vast store- 
house of knowledge-from the pivotal to the puerile-ix7ithout liiiing a 
finger. True, the speed and efficiency of computers depicted in the 
twenty-third-century world of S tar  Trek  is still enviable, but it's easy to 
envisage that when that era arriires, our technologil will have exceeded the 
imagined expectatio~~s.  

This example is but one of many that have made a cliche of science 
fiction's ability to presage the future But what of the most tantaliz~ng of 
all devices-the one in which someone enters a chamber, flips a 
s\vitch, and is transported to a faraway place or a different time? Is it possi- 
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ble we will one day break free from the meager spatial expanse and tem- 
poral epoch to which n e  have been so far confined and explore the far- 
thest reaches of space and time? O r  will this distmct~on behveen science 

.---. 

fiction and reality remain forever sharply drawn? Having already been 
exposed to my childhood failure to anticipate the information revolutioil. 
vou might questlon my abh'q to dnine  future technological break- 
throughs So, rather than speculat~ng on the likeiihood of what may be, in 
t h ~ s  chapter I'll descr~be hou far we've actual11 gone, in both theory and 
practice, toward reallzing teleporters and time machines, and what ~t 
~ o u l d  take to go further and attam control o\ er space and t ~ m e  

T e l e p o r t a t i o n  in a  Quan tum W o r l d  

In conventional science fiction depictions, a teleporter (or, in Star Trek 
lingo, a traiisponer) scans an object to determine its detailed composition 
and sends the information to a distant location, where the object is recon- 
stituted. Whether the object itself is "dematerialized," its atoms and mol- 
ecules being sent along with the blueprint for putting them back together, 
or whether atoms and molecuies located at the receiving end are used to 
build an exact replica of the object, varies from one fictional incarnation 
to another. As we'll see, the scientific approach to teleportation developed 
over the last decade is closer in spirit to the latter category, and this raises 

I two essentiai questions. The  first is a standard but thorny philosophical 
conundrunl: \'hen, if ever, shouid an  exact replica be identified, called, 
considered, or treated as if it \fiere the original? The  second is the question 
ofwhether it's possible, even in principie, to examine an object and deter- 
mine its composition with complete accuracy so that we can draw up a 
perfect blueprint with which to reconstitute it. 

In a universe governed bj, the laws of classical physics, the answer to 
the second question alouid be yes. In principle, the attributes of every par- 
ticle making up an object-each particle's ~dentity, position, veloc~ty, and 
so on-could be measured with total precision, transmitted to a distant 
location, and used as an instruction manual for recreating the object. 
Doing this for an object con~posed of more than just a handful of ele- 
mentary part~cles would be laughably bej.ond reach, but in a classical 
universe, the obstacle would be complexity, not physics. 

In a universe governed by the laws of quantum physics-our uni- 
verse-the situation is far more subtle. We've learned that the act of mea- 
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surement coaxes one of the myriad potential attributes of an object to 
snap out of the quantum haze and take on a definite value. When we 
observe a particle, for example, the definite features we see do not gener- 
ally reflect the fuzzy quantum mixture of attributes it had a moment 
before we looked.' Thus, if we want to replicate an  object, we face a quan- 
tum Catch-22. To replicate we must obsewe, so we know what to repli- 
cate. But the act of observation causes change, so if we replicate what we 
see, we will not replicate what was there before we looked. This suggests 
that teleportation in a quantum universe is unattainable, not merely 
because of practical limitations arising from complexity, but  because of 
fundamental limitations inherent in quantum physics. Nevertheless, as 
we'll see in the next section, in the early 1990s an international team of 
physicists found an ingenious way to circumvent this conclusion. 

As for the first question, regarding the relationship betsveen replica 
and original, quantum physics gives an  answer that's both precise and 
encouraging. According to quantum mechanics, ever). electron in the 
universe 1s identical to every other, in that they all have exactly the same 
mass, exactly the same electric charge, exactly the same weak and strong 
nuclear force properties, and exactly the same total spin. Moreover, our 
well-tested quantum mechanical description says that these exhaust the 
attributes that an  electron can possess; electrons are all identical w t h  
regard to these properties, and there are no other properties to consider. 
In the same sense, every up-quark is the same as every other, every down- 
quark is the same as every other, every photon is the same as every other, 
and so on for all other particle species. As recognized by quantum practi- 
tioners many decades ago, particles may be thought of as the smallest pos- 
sible packets of a field (e.g., photons are the smallest packets of the 
electromagnetic field), and quantum physics shows that such snlallest 
constituents of the same field are always identical. (Or,  in the framework 
of string theory, part~cles of the same species have identical properties 
because they are identical vibrations of a single species of string.) 

\\'hat can differ between two particles of the same species are the 
probabilities that they are located at various positions, the probabilities 
that their spins are pointing in particular directions, and the probabilities 
that they have particular velocities and energies. Or, as physicists say more 
succinctly, the h o  particles can be in different quantum states. But if two 
particles of the same species are in the same quantum state-except, pos- 
sibly, for one particle having a high likelihood of being here while the 
other particle has a high likelihood of bemg over there-the laws of quan- 
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tum mechanics ensure that they are indistingurshable, not just in practice 
but in principle They are perfect twins If son~eone were to exchange the 
particles' positions (more precisely, exchange the two particles' probabili- 
ties of bemg located at any given position), there'd be absolutely no wa). to 
tell. 

Thus, if we imagine starting with a particle located here," and some- 
how put another particie of the same species into exactly the same quan- 
tum state (same probabilities for spin orientation, energy, and so on) at 
some distant location, the resulting particle would be indistinguishable 
from the original and the process woi~ld rightly be called quantum tele- 
portation. Of  course, were the or~ginai particle to sun-ive the process 
intact. you might be tempted to call the process quantum cloning or, per- 
haps, quantum faxlng. But as we'll see, the scientific realization of these 
ideas does not preserve the original particle-it is unavoidably modified 
during the teleportation process-so we won't be faced with this taxo- 
nomic dilemma. 

A more pressing concern, and one that phiiosophers have considered 
closely 111 various forms, is iihether what's true for an mdividual particle is 
true for an  agglomeration. If you were able to teleport from one location 
to another every single particle that makes up your DeLorean, ensuring 
that the quantum state of each, including its relationshrp to all others, mas 
reproduced with 100% fidelity, would you ham succeeded in teleporting 
the vehicle? Although we have no empirical evidence to guide us, the the- 
oretical case in support of having teieported the car is strong. Atomic and 
molecular arrangements determine how an object looks and feels, sounds 
and smells, and even tastes, so the resulting vehicle should be identical to 
the original DeLorean-bumps, nicks, squeaky left wing-door, musty 
smell from the family dog, all of it-and the car should take a sharp turn 
and respond to flooring the gas pedal exactly as the original did. T h e  ques- 
tion of whether the vehicle actually is the original or, instead, is an exact 
duplicate, is of no concern. If you'd asked United Quantum Van Lines to 
ship your car by boat from New York to London but, unbeknownst to you, 

"Since teleportatlon starts w ~ t h  somethmg here and seeks to make ~t appear at a dis- 
tant location, In t h ~ s  section I will often speak as if particles have defin~te positions. To be 
more precise, I should always say, "startmg w ~ t h  a particie that has a h ~ g h  likelihood of 
bemg located here" or "starting with a particle wlth a 99 percent chance of being located 
here," with similar language used where the particle 1s teleported, but for brevity's sake I 
will use the iooser language. 
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they teleported it in the manner described, you could never know the dif- 
ference - even in principle. 

But what if the moving company did the same to your cat, or, having 
sated your appetite for airplane gastronomy, what if you decided on tele- 
portation for your own transatlantic travel? Wouid the cat or person who 
steps out of the receiving chamber be the same as the one \vho stepped 
into the teleporter? Personally, I think so. Again, since we have no rele- 
vant data, the best that I or anyone can do is speculate. But to my way of 
thinking, a living being whose constituent atoms and n~olecules are in 
exactly the same quantum state as mine zs me. Even if the "original" me 
still existed after the "copy" had been made, I (we) would say without hes- 
itatlon that each was me. We'd be of the same mind-literally-~n assert- 
ing that neither would have priority over the other. Thoughts, memories, 
emotions, and judgments have a physical basis in the human body's 
atomic and molecular properties; an identical quantum state of these ele- 
mentary constituents should entail an    den tical conscious being. As time 
went by, our experiences \vould cause us to differentiate, but I truly 
believe that henceforth there'd be two of me, not an original that was 
somehow "really" m e  and a copy that somehow wasn't. 

In fact, I'm willing to be a bit looser. Our  physical composition goes 
through numerous transformations all the time-some minor, some dras- 
tic-but we remain the same person. From the Haagen-Dazs that inun- 
dates the bloodstream with fat and sugar, to the MRI that flips the spin 
axes of various atomic nuclei in the brain, to heart transplants and lipo- 
suction, to the trillion atoms in the average human body that are replaced 
every millionth of a second, we undergo constant change, yet our per- 
sonal identity remains unaffected. So, even if a teleported being did not 
match my physical state with perfect accuracy, it could very well be fully 
indistinguishable from me. In mJr book, it could very well be me. 

Certainly, if you believe that there is more to life, and conscious life 
in particular, than its physical makeup, your standards for successful tele- 
portation will be more stringent than mine. This tricky issue-to what 
extent is our personal identity tied to our physical being?-has been 
debated for years in a variety of guises without being answered to every- 
one's satisfaction. While I believe identity all resides in the physical, oth- 
ers disagree, and no one can claim to have the definitive answer. 

But irrespective of your point of view on the hypothetical question of 
teleporting a living being, scientists have now established that, through 
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the wonders of quantum mechanrcs, irzdivzdual partzcles can be-and 
haven been - teleported. 

Let's see how. 

Q u a n t u m  E n t a n g l e m e n t  a n d  Q u a n t u m  T e l e p o r t a t i o n  

In 1997, a group of phys~cists led by Anton Zeilinger, then at the Univer- 
sity of Innsbruck, and another group led by A. Francesco De  Martini at 
the Unwersity of Rome,' each carried out the first successful teleportation 
o i a  single photon. In both experiments, an initial photon in a particular 
quantum state was teleported a short distance across a labor at or^^, but 
there is every reason to expect that the procedures would have worked 
equally ivell over any distance. Each group used a technique based on 
theoretical insights reported in 1993 by a team of physrcists-Charles 
Bennett of I B M i  Watson Research Center; Gilles Brassard, Claude Cre- 
peau, and Richard Josza of the University ofMontrea1; the Israeli physicist 
Asher Peres and William IIbotters of Williams College-that rely on 
quantum entanglement (Chapter 4). 

Remember, h ~ ~ o  entangled particles, say hro photons, have a strange 
and intimate relat~onship While each has only a certain probability of 
spinning one way or another, and wfhiie each, when measured, seems to 
"choose" randomly between the various possibilities, whatever "choice" 
one makes the other immediately makes too, regardless of their spatial 
separat~on. In Chapter 4, we explained that there is no way to use entan- 
gled particles to send a message from one location to another faster than 
the speed of light. I l  a succession of entangled photons were each mea- 
sured at widely separated locations, the data collected at either detector 
ivould be a random sequence of results [with the overall frequency of 
spinning one way or another being consistent with the particles' probabil- 
i& waves). The  entanglement nauld  become evident only on comparing 
the hvo lists of results, and seeing, remarkably, that they were identical. 
But that comparison requires some kind of ordinary, slower-than-light- 
speed con~munication. And smce before the comparison no trace of the 
entanglement could be detected, n o  faster than light-speed signal could 
be sent. 

Nevertheless, even though entanglement can't be used for superlu- 
minal c o m m ~ ~ n ~ c a t i o n ,  one can't help feeling that long-distance correla- 
tions between particles are so b~zarre that they'\,e got to be useful for 
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something extraordinary. In 1993, Bennett and his collaborators discov- 
ered one such possibility. They showed that quantum entanglement 
could be used for quantum teleportation. You might not be able to send a 
message at a speed greater than that of lig'ht, but if you'll settle for slower- 
than-light teleportation of a particle from here to there, entanglement's 
the ticket. 

T h e  reasoning behind this conclusion, while mathematlcally straight- 
forward, is cunning and ingenious. Here's the flavor of how ~t goes. 

Imagine I want to teleport a particular photon, one 1'11 call Photon A, 
from my home in New York to my friend Nicholas in London. For sim- 
plicity, let's see how I'd teleport the exact quantum state of the photon's 
spin-that is, how I'd ensure that Nicholas would acquire a photon 
whose probabilities of spinning one way or another were identical to Pho- 
ton A's. 

I can't just measure the spin of Photon A, call Nicholas, and have him 
manipulate a photon on his end so its spin matches my observation; the 
result I find ~vould be affected by the observation I make, and so would 
not reflect the true state of Photon A before I looked. So what can I do? 
Well, according to Bennett and colleagues, the first step 1s to ensure that 
Nicholas and I each have one of two additional photons, let's call them 
Photons B and C ,  which are entangled. How we get these photons is not 
particularly important. Let's just assume that Nicholas and I are certain 
that even though we are on opposite sides of the Atlantic, if I were to mea- 
sure Photon B's spin about any given axis, and he  were to do the same for 
Photon C, we would find exactly the same result. 

The  next step, according to Bennett and coworkers, is not to directly 
measure Photon A-the photon I hope to teleport-since that turns out 
to be too drastic an  intervention. Instead, I should measure a joint feature 
of Photon -4 and the entangled Photon B. For instance, quantum theory 
allows me to measure whether Photons X and B have the same spin about 
a vertical axis, without measuring t h e ~ r  spins rndividually. Similarly, quan- 
tum theory allows me to measure whether Photons A and B have the same 
spin about a horizontal axis, without measuring their spins individually. 
With such a joint measurement, I do not learn Photon A's spin, but I do  
learn how Photon A's spin is related to Photon B's. And that's important 
information. 

T h e  distant Photon C is entangled with Photon B, so if I know how 
Photon A is related to Photon B, I can deduce how Photon X 1s related to 
Photon C. If I now phone this information to Nicholas, con~municating 
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how Photon A is spinning relative to his Photon C, he  can determine how 
Photon C must be manipulated so that its quantum state will match Pho- 
ton X's. Once he  carries out the necessary manipulation, the quantum 
state of the photon in his possession will be identical to that of Photon A, 
and that's all we need to declare that Photon A has been successfully tele- 
ported. In the smplest  case, for example, should my measurement reveal 
that Photon B's spin is identical to Photon A's, we would conclude that 
Photon C's spin is also identical to Photon A's, and w~thout  further ado, 
the teleportation would be complete. Photon C would be In the same 
quantum state as Photon A, as deslred. 

Well, almost. That's the rough idea, but to expiain quantum teleporta- 
tion in manageable steps, I've so far left out an absolutely crucial element 
of the story, one I'll now fill in. When I carry out the joint measurement on 
Photons A and B, I do indeed learn how the spin of Photon A is related to 
that of Photon B. But, as with all observations, the measurement itself 
affects the photons. Therefore, I do  not learn how Photon A's spin was 
related to Photon Bh before the measurement Instead, I learn how they 
are related after the~s've both been disrupted by the act of measurement. 
So, at first sight, we seem to face the same quantum obstacle to replicating 
Photon A that I described at the outset: the unavoidable disruption caused 
by the measurement process. That's byhere Photon C comes to the rescue. 
Because Photons B and C are entangled, the disruption I cause to Photon 
B in New York will also be reflected in the state of Photon C in London. 
That is the wondrous nature of quantum entanglement, as elaborated in 
Chapter 4 i n  fact, Bennett and his collaborators showed mathematically 
that through its entanglement with Photon B, the disruption caused by my 
measurement is imprinted on the distant Photon C. 

And that's fantastically interesting. Through my measurement, we are 
able to learn how Photon A's spin is related to Photon B's, but w t h  the 
prickly problem that both photons were disrupted by my meddling. 
Through entanglement, ho~vever, Photon C is tied in to my measure- 
ment-even though it's thousands of miles a n q - a n d  this allows us to 
isolate the effect of the disruption and thereby have access to information 
ordinarily lost in the measurement process. If I now call Nicholas with the 
result of my measurement, he will learn how the spins of Photons A and B 
are related after the disruption, and, via Photon C ,  h e  will have access to 
the impact ofthe disruption ztself This allows Nicholas to use Photon C 
to, roughly speaking, subtract out the disruption caused by my measure- 
ment and thus skirt the obstacle to duplicating Photon A. In fact, as Ben- 
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nett and collaborators show in detail, by at most a simple manipulation of 
Photon C's spin (based on my phone call informing him how Photon A is 
spinning relative to Photon B) Nicholas will ensure that Photon C, as far 
as its spin goes, exactly replicates the quantum state of Photon '4 prior to 
my ineasurement Moreover, although spin is only one characteristic of a 
photon, other features of Photon A's quantum state (such as the probabil- 
ity that it has one energy or another) can be replicated simiiarly Thus, 
b i  using this procedure, we could teleport Photon A from New York to 
 ond don.' 

As you can see, quantum teleportation involves tnro stages, each of 
which conveys crit~cal and complementary information. First, \re under- 
take a joint measurement on  the photon we want to teleport with one 
member of an entangled pair of photons. T h e  disruption associated with 
the measurement is imprinted on the distant partner ofthe entangled pair 
through the weirdness of quantum noniocality That's Stage 1, the dis- 
tinctly quantum part of the teleportation process. In Stage 2, the result of 
the measurement itself is communicated to the distant reception location 
by more standard means (telephone, fax, e-mail . . .) in what might be 
called the classical part of the teleportation process. In combination, 
Stage 1 and Stage 2 allow the exact quantum state of the photon we want 
to teleport to be reproduced by a straightfornjard operation (such as a rota- 
tion by a certain amount about particular axes) on the distant nlenlber of 
the entangled pair. 

Notice, as well, a couple of key features of quantum teleportation. 
Since Photon A's original quantum state \vas disrupted by my measure- 
ment, Photon C zn London is now the only one ln that original state. There 
aren't two copies of the orlginal Photon A and so, rather than calling this 
quantum faxing, it is indeed more accurate to call this quantum teiepor- 
tation.' Furthermore, even though we teleported Photon A from New 
York to London-even though the photon in London becomes indistin- 
guishable from the original photon we had in New York-we do not learn " 

Photon A's quantum state. T h e  photon in London has exactly the same 
probabilihr of spinning in one direction or another as Photon h did before 
my meddling, but we do not know what that probabiliv is. In  fact, that's 
the trick underlying quantum teleportation. T h e  disruption caused by 
measurement prevents us from determining Photon A's quantum state, 
but in the approach described, we don't need to know the photon's quan- 
tum state in order to teleport it. We need to know only an aspect of its 
quantum state-what we learn from the joi~lt measurement with Photon 
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B, Quantunl entanglement with distant Photon C fills in the rest. 
Implementing this strategy for quantum teieportation was no small 

feat. By the early 1990s, creating an  entangied pair of photons was a stan- 
dard procedure, but carrying out a joint measurement o f h o  photons (the 
joint measurement on Photons A and B described above, technically 
called a Bell-state measurement) had neve: been attained. The  achieve- 
ment of both Zeilinger's and De  Martini's groups was to invent ingenious 
experimental techniques for the joint measurement and to realize them 
in the laboratory.' By 1997 they had achieved this goal, becoming the first 
groups to achieve the teleportatlon of a single particle. 

Realistic Te lepor ta t ion  

Since you and I and a Deiorean and everything else are con~posed of 
many particles, the natural next step is to imagine applying quantum tele- 
portation to such large collections of particles, allowmg us to "beam" 
macroscopic objects from one place to another. But the leap from tele- 
porting a single particle to teleporting a macroscopic collection of parti- 
cles is staggering, and enormously far beyond what researchers can now 
accomplish and what many leaders in the field imagine achieving even in 
the distant future. But for kicks, here's how Zeilinger fancifully dreams we 
might one day go about it. 

Imagine I want to teleport my DeLorean from New York to London. 
Instead of providing Nicholas and m e  w ~ t h  one member each of an 
entangled pair of photons (what we needed to teleport a single photon), 
we must each have a chamber of particles containing enough protons, 
neutrons, electrons, and so on to build a DeLorean, with all the particles 
in my chamber being quantum entangled ~vith all those in Nicholas's 
chamber (see Figure i 5~1). I also need a device that measures joint prop- 
erties of all the particles making up my DeLorean with those particles flit- 
ting to and fro within my chamber (the analog of measuring ~ o i n t  features 
of Photons A and B). Through the entangiement of the particles in the 
two chambers, the ~ m p a c t  of the joint measurements I carry out in New 
York will be imprinted on Nicholas's chamber of particles in London (the 
analog of Photon C's state reflecting the joint measurement of A and B). 
If I call Nicholas and communicate the results of my measurements (it'll 
be an expensive call, as I'll be giving Nicholas some lo3' results), the data 
will instruct him on how to manipulate the particles in his chamber 
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Figure 15 1 A fanclful approach to teleportatlon envlslons having t x o  

chambers of quantum entangied partlcles at dlstant locations, and a 
means of carving out appropriate lomt measurements of the partlcles 
mahng up the object to be teleported wth the particles in one of the 
chambers The results of these measurements would then provide the 
necessar) mformatlon to manipulate the partrcles In the second cham- 
ber to repilcate the object, and complete the teleportatlon 

(much as my earlier phone call instructed him on how to manipulate 
Photon C )  When he  finishes, each particle in his chamber will be in pre- 
clsely the same quantum state as each ~ a i t i c i e  in the DeLorean (before it 
rvas subjected to any measuren~ents) and so, as in our earlier discussion, 
Nicholas will now haw the DeLorean." Its tele~ortat ion from New York 
to London will be complete. 

Note, though, that as of today, every step in this macroscopic version 
of quantum teleportatlon is fantasy. i n  object like a DeLorean has in 
excess of a billion billion billion particles. While exper~menters are gain- 
ing facility with entangling more than a single  air of particles, they are 
extremely far from reaching numbers relevant for inacroscopic entities. 

6 

Setting up the two chambers of entangled particles is thus absurdly 
beyond current reach. Moreover, the joint measurement of two photons 
was, in itself, a difficult and impressive feat. Extending this to a joint mea- 
surement of billions and billions of particles is, as of today, unimaginable. 
From our current vantage point, a dispassionate assessment would con- 

"For collections of ?articles-as opposed to ~ndiv~dual  particles-the quantum state 
also encodes the relationship of each particle in the collection to even  other. So, by 
exactly reproducing the quantum state of the particles making up the DeLorean, we 
ensure that they all siand In the same relation to each other; the only change they experi- 
ence is that t h e ~ r  overall locat~on would have been shifted from New York to London. 
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d u d e  that teleporting a n~acroscopic object, at least in the manner so far 
employed for a single particle, is eons-if not an eternity-a~vay. 

But, as the one constant in science and technology is the transcen- 
dence of naysaying prophesies, I'll simply note the obvious: teleportation 
of macroscopic bodies looks unlikely. Yet, who knows? Fort) years ago, the 
Enterprzse's computer looked pretty unlikely too.' 

T h e  P u z z l e s  of Time Trave l  

There's no denying that life would be different if teleporting macroscopic 
objects were as easJas calling FedEx or hopping on a subway. Impractical 
or impossible jo~irneys would become available, and the concept of travel 
through space would be revolutionized to that rare degree at which a leap 
in convenience and practicality marks a fundamental shift in worldvieiv. 

Even so, teleportation's impact on our sense of the universe would 
pale in comparison to the upheaval wrought by achieving volitional travel 
through time. Everyone knows that with enough effort and dedication we 
can, at least in principle, get from here to there. Although there are tech- 
nological limitations on our travels through space, within those con- 
straints our travels are guided by choice and whim. But to get from now to 
then? Our  experlences overwhelmingly attest to there being at most one 
route: we must wait it out-second must follo~v second as tick by tock now 
methodically gives way to then. And this assumes that "then" :s later than 
"now." If then precedes now, experience dictates that there is no route at 
all; traveling to the past seems not to be an  option. Unlike travels through 
space, travels through time appear to be anything but a matter of choice 
and whim. When it comes to time, aie get dragged along in one direction, 
whether we like it or not. 

Were we able to navigate time as easily as we naligate space, our 
worldview would not just change, it would undergo the single most dra- 
matic shift in the history of our species. In light of such undeniable 
impact, I am often struck by how few people realize that the theoretical 
underpinnmgs for one kind of time travel-time travel to the future- 
have been in place since earlp last century. 

When Einstein discovered the nature of special relativistic spacetime, 
he  laid out a blueprint for fast-forwarding to the future. If you want to see 
ii2hat's happening on planet earth 1,000, or 10,000, or 10 million years in 
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the future, the laws of Einsteinian ~ h y s i c s  tell you h o r ~  to go about it. You 
build a vehicle whose speed can reach, say 99 9999999996 percent of 
hght speed. At full throttle, you head off into deep space for a day, or ten 
days, or a little over twenty-seven years according to your ship's clock. then 
abruptly turn around and head back to earth, again at full throttle. O n  
your return, 1,000, or 10,000, or 10 million years of earth time will have 
elapsed. This is an undisputed and experimentally verified prediction of 
special relativity; it is an  example of the siowing of time with the increas- 
ing of speed described in Chapter 3.8 Of course, since vehicles of such 
speed are beyond what we can build, n o  one has tested these predictions 
literally. But as we discussed earlier, researchers have confirmed the pre- 
dicted slowing of time for a cornmerclal airliner, traveling at a small frac- 
tion of light speed, as well as that of e lementan particles like muons 
racing through accelerators at very neariy the speed of light (stationan 
muons decay into other particles in about hvo millionths of a second, but 
the faster they travel the slower their internal clock's tick, and so the 
ionger the muons appear to live). There is eve? reason to believe, and no 
reason not to believe, that special relativity is correct, and its strategy for 
reaching the future would work as predicted techno lo^, not physics, 
keeps each of us tethered to this epoch.* 

Thornier issues arise, though, when we think about the other kind of 
time travel, travel to the past. No  doubt you are familiar with some of 
these. For example, there's the standard scenario in which you travel to 
the past and prevent your own birth. i n  many fictional descriptions this ?s 
achieved with violence; however, any less drastic but equally effective 
mtervention-such as preventing your parents from meeting-would do 
just as well  T h e  paradox is clear: if you were never born, how did you 
come to be, and, in particuiar, how did you travel to the past and keep 
your parents from meeting? To trailel to the past and keep your parents 

"The fragility of the human body is another practical limitation: the accelerat~on 
required to reach such h ~ g h  speeds In a reasonable length of time IS well beyond what the 
bodv can ~vithstand Note, too, that the slo\ving of tlme glves a strate@, in ~rincipie,  for 
reaching distant locations In space. If a rocket were to leave earth and head for the 
Andromeda galaxy, traveling at 99.999999999999999999 percent of light speed, we'd have 
to wait nearly 6 million years for ~t to return. But at that speed, time on the rocket slows 
down relative to time on earth so dramatically that upon returning the astronaut would 
have aged only e~gh t  hours (setting as~de  the fact that he or she couldn't have sunwed the 
accelerations to get up to speed, turn back, and finally stop). 
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apart, you had to have been born; but if you were born, traveled to the 
past, and kept your parents apart, you tvouldn't have been born. We run 
headlong into a logical Impasse. 

X similar paradox, suggested by the Oxford philosopher Michael 
Dummett and highlighted by his colleague David Deutsch, teases the 
brain in a slightly different, perhaps even more baffling way. Here's one 
\version. Imagine I build a time machine and travel ten years into the 
future. After a quick lunch at Tofu-4-U (the chain that overtook hlcDon- 
ald's after the great mad-cow pandemic put a dent in the public enthusi- 
asm for cheeseburgers), I find the nearest Internet caf6 and get online to 
see n.hat advances have been made in string theory. And do I get a splen- 
did surprise. I read that all open issues In strmg theory have been resolved. 
The theory has been completely worked out and successfully used to 
explain all known particle properties. Incontrovertible evidence for the 
extra dinlensions has been found, and the theory's predictions of super- 
symmetric partner particles-their masses, electric charges, and so on- 
have just been confirmed, spot on, by the Large Hadron Collider. There 
is no longer any doubt: string theory is the unified theory of the universe. 

When I dig a little deeper to see n h o  is responsible for these great 
advances, I get an even bigger surprise. T h e  breakthrough paper was writ- 
ten a year earlier by none other than Rita Greene. My mother. I'm 
shocked. No disrespect intended: my mother is a ~vonderful person, but 
she's not a scientist, can't understand why anybody would be a scientist, 
and, for example, read only a few pages of The Elegant Universe before 
putting it down, saying it gave her a headache. So how in the world could 
she have written the key paper in string theory? Well, I read her paper 
online, am blown away by the simple yet deeply insightful reasoning, and 
see at the end that she's thanked me for years of intense instruction in 
mathematics and physics after a Tony Robbins seminar persuaded her to 
overcome her fears and pursue her inner physicist. Yikes, I think. She'd 
just enrolled in that seminar ~ v h e n  I embarked on in!, trip to the future. I'd 
better head back to my orvn time to begin the instruction. 

Well, I go back in time and beg111 to tutor my mother in string theory. 
But it's not going well. '4 year goes by. Then two. And although she's try- 
ing hard, she's just not gettlng it. I'm starting to worry. We stay at it for 
another couple of years, but progress is minimal. Now I'm really ~vorried. 
There is not much time left before her paper is supposed to appear. How 
is she going to write it? Finally, I make the b ~ g  decision. TVhen I read her 
paper in the future, it left such an impression on me that I remember it 
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clear as day. And so, instead of having her discover it on her own-some- 
thing that's iooking less and less likely-I tell her what to write, making 
sure she includes everything exactly as I remember reading it. She 
releases the paper, and in short order it sets the physics world on fire All 
that I read about durlng my time in the future comes to pass. 

Now- here's the puzzling issue. Who  should get the credit for my 
mother's groundbreaking paper! I certainly shouldn't. 1 learned of the 
results by reading them in her paper. Yet how can my mother take credit, 
when she wrote only what I told her to? Of course, the issue here is not 
really one of credit-it's the issue of where the new knowledge, ne\v 
insights, and new understanding presented in my mother's paper came 
from. To what can I point and say, "This person or this computer came up 
with the new results"? I didn't have the insights, nor did my mother, there 
wasn't anyone else involved, and we didn't use a computer. Neveriheless, 
somehow these brilliant results are all in her paper. Apparently, in a world 
that allows time travel both to the future and to the past, knowledge can 
materialize out of thin air. Although not quite as paradoxical as prevent- 
ing your own birth, this is positively weird. 

\&%at should tve make of such paradox and weirdness? Should we 
conclude that while time travel to the future is allowed by the laws of 
physics, any attempt to return to the past must fail? Some have certainly 
thought so. But, as we'll now see, there are ways around the tricky issues 
we've come upon. This doesn't mean that travel to the past is possible- 
that's a separate issue we'll consider shortly-but it does show that travel 
back in tlme can't be ruled out merely by invoking the puzzles we've just 
discussed. 

Rethinking the  Puzzles 

Recall that in Chapter 5 we discussed the flow of time, from the perspec- 
tive of classical physics, and came upon an image that differs substantially 
from our intuitive picture. Careful thought led us to envision spacetime 
as a block of ice with every moment forever frozen in place, as opposed to 
the familiar image o t  time as a river sweeping us forward from one 
moment to the next. These frozen moments are grouped into nows-into 
events that happen at the same time-in different ways by obseners in dif- 
ferent states of motion. And to accommodate this flexibilit). of slicing the 
spacetime block into different notions of now, we also invoked an equira- 
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lent metaphor in which spacetime is viewed as a loaf of bread that can be 
sliced at different angles. 

But regardless of the metaphor, Chapter 5's lesson is that moments- 
the events making up the spacetime loaf-lust are. They are timeless. 
Each moment-each event or happening-exists, just as each point in 
space exists. A'Ioments don't momentarily come to life when illuminated 
by the "spotlight" of an observer's present; that image aligns well ~vith our 
intuition but fails to stand up to logical analysis. Instead, once illumi- 
nated, aln~ays illuminated. Moments don't change. Mon~ents are. Being 
illuminated 1s simply one of the many unchanging features that constitute 
a moment. This is particularly evident from the insightful though imagi- 
nary perspective of Figure 5.1, in which all events makmg up the histor). 
of the universe are on vieti,; they are all there, static and unchanging. Dif- 
ferent obsen.ers don't agree on which of the events happen at the same 
t ~ m e  -they time-slice the spacetime loaf at different angles- but the totai 
loaf and its constituent events are universal, literally. 

Quantum mechanics offers certain modifications to this classical per- 
spective on time. For example, \ire saw m Chapter 12 that on extremely 
short scales, space and spacetime become unavoidably n i a y  and bumpy. 
But (Chapter 7), a full assessment of quantum mechanics and time 
requires a resolution of the quantum measurement problem. One of the 
proposals for doing so, the Many Worlds interpretation, is particularly rel- 
evant for copmg nit11 paradoxes arlsing from time travel, and bve will take 
that up in the nest section. But in t h ~ s  section, let's stay classical and 
bring the block-of-iceAoaf-of-bread depiction of spacetme to bear on 
these puzzles. 

Take the paradoxical example of your having gone back in time and 
hav~ng prevented your parents from meeting. Intuitively, we all know 
what that's supposed to mean. Before you time-traveled to the past, your 
parents had met-say, at the stroke of midnight, December 31, 1965,'' at 
a New Year's party-and, in due course, your mother gave birth to you. 
Then, many years later, you decided to travel to the past-back to 
December 31, 1965-and once there, you changed things; in particular, 
you kept your parents apart, preventing your own conception and birth. 
But let's now counter this i11tuiti.i.e description with the more fully rea- 
soned spacetime-loaf depiction of time. 

.4t its core, the intuitive description fails to make sense because it 

"Of course, I realli should say January 1, 1966, but let's not worw about that. 
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assumes moments can change. The intuitive picture envisions the stroke 
of midnight, December 31, 1965 ( u s ~ n g  standard earthling time-slicing), 
as "initially" being the moment of your parents meeting, but envisions 
further that pour interference "subsequently" changes things so that at the 
stroke ofmidnight, December 31, 1965, ),our parents are miles, if not con- 
tinents, apart. The problem with t h ~ s  recounting of events, though, is that 
moments don't change; as we've seen, they lust are. The spacetime loaf 
esists, fixed and unchanging. There is no meaning to a moment's "ini- 
tially" being one xay and "subsequently" bemg another way. 

If you time-trai.eled back to December 3!, 1965, then you were there, 
you were always there, you will ain.ays be there, you were never not there. 
December 31, 1965, did not happen twice, with your n~ i ss~ng  the debut 
but attending the encore. From the timeless perspective of Figure 5.1, 
you exist-static and unchanging-at various locations in the spacetime 
loaf. If today you set the dials on ),our tlme machine to send you to 11:50 
p.m., December 31, 1965, then this latter moment will be among the 
locations in the spacetime loaf at which you can be found. But your pres- 
ence on New Year's Eve, 1965, will be an eternal and immutable feature 
of spacetime. 

This realization still leads us to some quirky conclusions, but it avoids 
paradox. For example, j.ou would appear in the spacetime loaf at ! 1:50 
p.m., December 3!, 1965, but before that moment there would be no 
record of your existence. This is strange, but not paradoxical. If a guy saw 
you pop in at 11:50 p.m. and asked you, with fear in his eyes, where you 
came from, you could calmly answer, "The future." In this scenario, at 
least so far, are are not caught in a logical impasse. V'here things get more 
interesting, of course, is if you then try to c a r v  out ),our mission and keep 
your parents from meeting. What happens? Well, carefully mamtaining 
the "spacetime block" perspective, Lve inescapabl!7 conclude that you 
can't succeed. No matter ~vhat  you do on that fateful New Year's Eve, 
you'll fail. Keep~ng your parents apart-while seeming to be within the 
realm of things you can do-actually amounts to logical gobbledygook. 
Your parents met at the stroke of midnight. You were there, And >IOU will 
"ai~vays" be there. Each moment just is; it doesn't change. Applymg the 
concept of change to a moment makes as much sense as subjecting a rock 
to psychoanalysis. Your parents met at the stroke of midnight, December 
31, l965, and notlzing can change that because their meeting is an 
immutable, unchangeable event, eternally occupying ~ t s  spot 111 space- 
time. 
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In fact, now that you think about it, you remember that sometime in 
your teens, when you asked your dad what it nzas like to propose to your 
mother, he  told you that h e  hadn't planned to propose at all. H e  had 
barely met your mother before asking the big question. But about ten 
minutes before midnight at a New Year's party, he got so freaked by seeing 
a man pop in from nowhere-a man who claimed to be from the future- 
that when he  met your mother he  decided to propose, right on the spot. 

The point is that the complete and unchanging set of events in space- 
time necessarily fits together into a coherent, self-consistent whole. The  
unlverse makes sense. If you time-travel back to December 31, 1965, you 
are actually fulfilling your own destiny. In the spacetime loaf, there is 
someone present at  11:50 p.m. on December 31, 1965, who is not there at 
any earlier time. From the imaginary, outside perspective of Figure 5.1, 
we would be able to see this directly; we would also see, undeniably, that 
the person is you at your current age. For these events, situated decades 
ago, to make sense, you must time-travel back to 1965. What's more, from 
our outside perspective we can see your father ask~ng you a question just 
after 11:50 p.m. on December 31, 1965, looking frightened, rushing 
away, and meeting your mother at midnight; a little further along the loaf, 
n.e can see your parents' wedding, your blrth, your ensuing childhood, 
and, iater on, your stepping into the tlme machine. If time travel to the 
past were possible, we could no longer explaln events at one time solely in 
terms of events at earlier times (from any given perspective); but the total- 
ity of events would necessarily constitute a sensible, coherent, noncontra- 
dictory story. 

As emphasized in the last section, this doesn't, by an), stretch of the 
imagination, signify that time travel to the past is possible. But it does sug- 
gest strongly that the purported paradoxes, such as preventing your own 
birth, are themselves born of logical flaws. If you time-travel to the past, 
you can't change it anIr more than you can change the value of pi. If you 
travel to the past, you are, will be, and al~vays were part of the past, the 
very same past that leads to your traveling to it. 

From the outside perspectlve of Figure 5.1, this explanation is both 
tight and coherent. Surveying the totality of events in the spacetime loaf, 
ri:e see that they interlock wlth the rigid economy of a cosmic crossword 
puzzle. Yet, from your perspective on December 31, 1965, things are still 
puzzling. I declared above that even though you may be determined to 
keep your parents from meeting, you can't succeed in the classical 
approach to this problem. You can watch them meet. You can even facili- 
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tate their meeting, perhaps inadvertently as in the s toy  I've told. You can 
travel back in time repeatedly, so there are many of you present, each 
intent on preventing your parents' union. But to succeed in preventing 
your parents from meeting would be to change something with respect to 
which the concept of change is meaningless. 

But, even with the insight ofthese abstract obsewations, we can't help 
asking: What stops you from succeeding? If you are standing at the party at 
11:50 p.m. and see your young mother, what stops ).ou from whisking her 
away? Or, if you see your young father, what stops you from-oh, \r.hat the 
heck, let's just say it-shooting him? Don't you have free will? Here is 
where, some suspect, quantum mechanics may enter the story. 

F r e e  W i l l ,  Many W o r l d s ,  a n d  T i m e  T r a v e l  

Free will is a tricky issue, even absent the complicating factor of time 
travei. T h e  lana of classical physics are deterministic. As we saw earlier, if 
you were to know precisely how things are now (the position and velocity 
of e v e v  in the universe), the laws of classical physics would tell 
you exactly how things were or would be at any other moment you speci- 
fied. The  equations are indifferent to the supposed freedom of human 
will. Some have taken this to mean that in a classical universe, free will 
would be an illusion. You are made of a collectlon of particles, so if the 
laws of classical physics could determine everything about your particles 
at any moment-where they'd be, h o n  they'd be moving and so on-your 
willful abilit). to determine your own actions would appear fully compro- 
mised. This reasoning convinces me, but those who believe we are more 
than the sum of our may disagree. 

Anyway, the relevance of these obsewations is limited, since ours is a 
quantum, not a classical, universe. In quantum physics, real-world 
physics, there are resemblances to this classical perspective; there are also 
potentially pii~otal differences. As you read in Chapter 7, if you know the 
quantum wavefunction right now for eveql particle in the universe, 
Schrodinger's equation tells you how the wavefunction was or \r.ill be at 
any other moment you s p e c i ~ .  This component of quantum physics is 
fully deterministic, just as in classical physics. However, the act of obser- 
vation complicates the quantum mechanical story and, as we've seen, 
heated debate over the quantum measurement problem still rages. If 
physicists one day conclude that Schrodinger's equation is all there is to 
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quantum mechanics, then quantum physics, in its entire$ would be 
every bit as deterministic as classical phjsics. As with classical determin- 
ism, some .vr,ould say this means free will is an illusion; others would not. 
But if we're currently missing part of the quantum stor).-if the passage 
from probabilities to definite outcomes requires something beyond the 
standard quantum framework-it's at least possible that free will mlght 
find a concrete realization within physical law. We might one day find, as 
some physicists have speculated, that the act of conscious observation is 
an integral element of quantum mechanics, being the catalyst that coaxes 
one outcome from the quantum haze to be r e a l i ~ e d . ~  Personally, I find 
this extremely unlikely, but I know of no way to rule it out. 

The  upshot 1s that the status of free will and its role v,,ithin funda- 
mental physlcal law remaln unresolved. So let's consider both possibiii- 
ties, free will that's illusory and free will that's real. 

If free will is an illusion, and if time travel to the past is possible, then 
your inability to prevent your parents from meeting poses no puzzle. 
Although you feel as if you have control over your actions, the laws of 
physics are really pulling the strings. When you go to whisk away your 
mother or shoot your father, the laws of physics get in the way. The  time 
machine lands you on the wrong side of town, and you arrlve after your 
parents have met; or you try to pull the trigger and the gun jams; or you do 
pull the trigger, but you miss the target and instead knock off your father's 
only competitor for your mother's hand, clearlng the way for their union; 
or, perhaps, when you step out of the time machlne you no longer have 
the desire to prevent your parents from meeting. Regardless of your inten- 
tion when you enter the time machine, your actlons when you exit are 
part of spacetime's consistent story. T h e  1a~t.s of physics trump all attempts 
to thwart logic. Everything you do fits in perfectly. It always has and 
always will. You can't change the unchangeable. 

If free will is not an illusion, and if time travel to the past is possible, 
quantum physics gives alternatwe suggest~ons for what might happen, and 
is distinctly different from the formulation based on classical physics. One  
particularly compelling proposal, championed by Deutsch, makes use of 
the Many Worlds interpretatlon of quantum mechanics. Remember from 
Chapter 7 that in the Many Worlds framework, ever). potential outcome 
embodied in a quantum wavefunction-a particle's spinning this way or 
that, another particle's being here or there-is realized in its own sepa- 
rate, parallel universe. The  universe we're aware of at any given moment 
is but one of an infinite number in which every possible evolution 
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allotved by quantum physics is separately realized. In this framework, it's 
tempting to suggest that the freedom we feel to make this or that choice 
reflects the possibility we have to enter this or that parallel universe in a 
subsequent moment. Of course, since infinitely many copies of you and 
me are sprinkled across the parallel universes, the concepts of personai 
identity and free will need to be interpreted in this broadened context. 

'4s far as time travel and the potential paradoxes go, the Many Worlds 
interpretation suggests a novel resolution. When you travel to 11:50 p.m. 
on December 31, 1965, pull out your weapon, aim at pour father, and 
pull the trigger, the gun works and you hit the intended target. But since 
this is not what happened in the universe from which you embarked on 
your time travel odyssey, your journey must not only have been through 
time, it must haw been also from one parallel universe to another. The  par- 
allel universe in which you now find yourself is one in whlch your parents 
never did meet-a universe which the Many Worlds interpretation 
assures us is out there (since every possible universe consistent with the 
laws of quantum physics is out there). And so, in this approach, we face no 
logical paradox, because there are various versions of a given moment, 
each situated in a different parallel universe; in the Many Iliorlds inter- 
pretations, it's as if there are infinitely many spacetime loaves, not just 
one. In the universe of origination, your parents met on December 31, 
1965, you were born, you grew up, you held a grudge against your father, 
you became fascinated with time travel, and you embarked on a journey 
to December 31, 1965. In the universe in which you arrive, your father is 
killed on December 31, 1965, before meetmg your mother, by a gunman 
claiming to be his son from the future. A version of you is never born in 
this universe, but that's okay, since the you who pulled the trigger does 
have parents. It's just that they happen to live in a different parallel uni- 
verse. Whether anyone in this universe believes your story or, instead, 
views you as delusional, I can't say. But what's clear 1s that in each uni- 
verse-the one you left and the one you entered-we a\-oid self- 
contradictory circumstances. 

What's more, even in this broadened context, your time travel expedi- 
tion doesn't change the past. In the universe you left, that's manifest, since 
you never visit its past. In the universe you enter, your presence at 1l:FO 
p.m. on December 31, 1965, does not change that moment: in that uni- 
verse you were, and always nil1 be, present at that moment. g a ~ n ,  in the 
Many Worlds interpretation, every ~hysically consistent sequence of 
events happens in one of the universes. T h e  universe you enter is 
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one in w h ~ c h  the murderous actions you choose to undertake are real- 
ized. Your presence on December 3 1, 1965, and all the mayhem you cre- 
ate, are part of the unchangeable fabric of that universe's realib. 

The Many Worlds interpretation offers a similar resolution to the 
issue of knowledge seemingly materializing from nowhere, as in the sce- 
nario of my mother's writing a decis~ve paper m string theory. According 
to the A'Iany Worlds interpretation, in one of the myriad parallel universes 
my mother does develop qulckljr into a string theory expert, and on her 
own discovers all that I read In her paper. When I undertake my excursion 
to the future, my time machine takes me to that universe. The  results I 
read in mj. mother's paper while I'm there were indeed discovered by the 
version of my mother in that world. Then, when I travel back in time, I 
enter a different one of the parallel uni\,erses, one in which my mother 
has difficulty understanding physics. After years of trying to teach her, I 
gwe up and finally tell her what to write In the paper. But in this scenario 
there is no puzzle regarding who is responsible for the breakthroughs. 
The discoverer 1s the version of my mother in the universe in which she's 
a physics whiz. All that's happened as a result of my various time travels is 
that her discoveries are communicated to a version of herself in another 
parallel universe. Assuming you find parallel universes easie, to swallow 
than authorless discoveries-a debatable proposition-this prowdes a less 
baffling explanation of the interplay of knon3edge and time travel. 

Kone of the proposals we've discussed in this or the previous section 
are necessarily the resolution to the puzzles and paradoxes of time travel. 
Instead, these proposals are meant to show that puzzles and paradoxes do 
not rule out time travel to the past since, ~vith our current state of under- 
standing, physics provides possible a18enues for end runs around the prob- 
lems. But failing to rule something out is a far cry from declaring it 
possible. So we are nonz led to ask the main question: 

Is T ime  Trave l  t o  t h e  Pas t  Poss ib le?  

Most sober physicists ~ ~ l o u i d  answer no. I would sajr no. But unlike the 
definitive no you'd get if you asked ~vhether special relativit). allows a mas- 
sive object to accelerate up to and then exceed the speed of light, or 
whether Maxwell's theory allows a particle with one unit of electric 
charge to disintegrate into particles with hvo units of electrlc charge, this 
is a qualified no. 
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T h e  fact is, no one has shonm that the laws of physics absolutely rule 
out past-directed time travel. To the contrary, some physicists have even 
laid out hypothetical instructions for how a civilization with unlimited 
technological prowess, operating fully within the known laws of physics, 
might go about building a time machine (when we speak of time 
machines, we will always mean something that 1s able to travei both to the 
future and to the past). The  proposals bear no resemblance to the spin- 
ning gizmo described by H. G. Wells or Doc Brown's souped-up 
DeLorean. And the design elements all brush r ~ g h t  up against the limits 
of known physics, leading many researchers to suspect that with subse- 
quent refinements in our grasp of nature's laws, exlsting and future pro- 
posals for time machines will be deemed beyond the bounds of what's 
physically possible. But as of today, this suspicion is based on gut feeling 
and circumstantial evidence, not solid proof. 

Einstein himself, d u r ~ n g  the decade of intense research leading to 
the publication of 111s general theory of relativity, pondered the question 
of travel to the past.'0 Frankly, it would have been strange if he  hadn't. As 
his radical reworkings of space and time discarded long-accepted dogma, 
an ever-present question was how far the upheaval would go. Which fea- 
tures, if any, of familiar, everyday, intuitive time would survive? Einstein 
never wrote much on the issue of time travel because, by his own 
account, he  never made much progress. But in t'he decades following the 
release of his paper on general relativity, slowly but surely, other physi- 
cists did. 

Among the earliest general relativity papers with relevance for time 
machines were those written in 1937 by the Scottish physicist W J ,  van 
Stockurn" and in 1949 by a colleague of Einstein's at the Institute for 
Advanced Study, Kurt Godel. \'an Stockum studied a hypothetical prob- 
lem in general relativity in which a very dense and infinitely long cylinder 
is set into spinning motion about ~ t s  (infinitely) long axis. Although an 
infinite cylinder is physically unrealistic, van Stockum's analysis led to an 
interesting revelation. As we saw in Chapter 14, massive spinning objects 
drag space into a whirlpool-like swirl. In this case, the swirl IS so signifi- 
cant that, mat'hematical analysis shows, not only space but also time 
would get caught up in the whirlpool. Roughly speaking, the spinning 
twists the tlme direction on its side, so that circular motion around the 
cylinder takes you to the past. If your rocket ship encircles the cylinder, 
you can return to your starting point in space before you embark on your 
journey. Certainly, no one can build an infinitely long spinning cylinder, 
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but this ~vork was an early hint that general relativity mlght not prohibit 
time travel to the past. 

Godel's paper also investigated a situation ~nvolving rotational 
motion. But rather than focusing on an object rotating within space, 
Gijdel studied d h a t  happens if all of space undergoes rotational motion. 
Mach would have thought this meaningless. If the ~vhole universe is rotat- 
ing, then there's nothing with respect to which the purported rotation is 
happening. 4Iach would conclude, a rotating universe and a stationary 
universe are one and the same. But t h ~ s  is another example in whlch gen- 
eral relativib fails to fully conform to Mach's relational conception of 
space. According to general relativity, it does make sense to speak of the 
entire universe's rotating, and with this possibility come simple observa- 
tional consequences. For example, if you fire a laser beam in a rotating 
universe, general relativity sho\vs that it will appear to travel along a spiral 
path rather than a straight line (somewhat like the path you'd see a slow- 
moving bullet follow if you fired a toy gun up~vard while riding a merry- 
go-round). The surprising feature of Godel's analysis nzas his realization 
that if your rocket ship were to follo\v appropriate trajector~es in a spin- 
ning universe, you could also return to your place of origin in space before 
the time of your departure. A rotating universe would thus itself be a time 
machine. 

Einstem congratulated Godel on his discovery, but suggested that fur- 
ther investigation m ~ g h t  show that solutions to the equations of general 
relativin permitting travel to the past run afoul of other essential physical 
requirements, making them no more than mathematical curiosities. As 
far as Godel's solution goes, increasmgly precise obsen.ations have mini- 
mized the direct r e l e ~ m c e  of his nrork by establishing that our universe is 
not rotating. But van Stockum and Godel had let the genie out of the bot- 
tle; w~th in  a couple of decades, yet more solutions to Einstein's equations 
permitting time travel to the past were found. 

In recent decades, interest in hypothetical time machine designs has 
revived. In the 1970s, Frank Tipler reanaiyzed and refined van Stockurn's 
solut~on, and in 1991, Richard Gott of Princeton LJniversiQ discovered 
another method for building a time machine making use of so-called cos- 
mic strings (hypothetical, infinitel!, long, filamentary remnants of phase 
transitions in the early universe). These are all important contributions, 
but the proposal that's simplest to describe, usmg concepts we've devel- 
oped in prevlous chapters, \vas found by Kip Thorne and his students at 
the California Institute of Technolop.  It makes use of wormholes. 
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B l u e p r i n t  fo r  a W o r m h o l e  Time M a c h i n e  

I'll first lay out the bas~c  strategy for constructing Thorne's wormhole time 
machine, and in the next section I'll discuss the challenges faced by any 
contractor Thorne might hire to execute the plans. 

A wornzhole is a hypothetical tunnei through space. A more familiar 
kind of tunnel, such as one that's been bored through the side of a inoun- 
tain, provides a shortcut from one location to another. Wormholes serve a 
similar funct~on,  but (hey differ from conventional tunnels in one impor- 
tant respect. Whereas conventional tunnels prolzide a ne\v route through 
existing space-the mountain and the space it occupies exist before a 
tunnel is constructed-a \vormhole provides a tunnel from one point 
in space to another along a new, previously nonexistent tube of space. 
Were you to remove the tunnel through the mountain, the space it occu- 
pied would still exist. Were you to remove a wormhole, the space it 
occupied ~vould van~sh. 

Figure 15.ia illustrates a wormhole connecting the Kwik-E-Mart and 
the Springfield Nuclear Power Plant, but the drawing is misleading 
because the wormhole appears to stretch across Springfield airspace. 
More accurately, the wormhole should be thought of as a new region of 
space that interfaces with ordinary, familiar space only at ~ t s  ends-its 
mouths. If while walking along the streets of Springfield, you scoured the 

(a) (b) 

Figure 15.2 (a) .A wormhole extending from the Kwik-E-hIart to the 
nuclear power plant (b) The \iew through the ~kormhoie, lookmg from 
the mouth at the Kwik-E-hIart and into the mouth in the power plant 
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F~gure 15 3 G e o m e k  nhich more clearlr shows that the sornihole 1s a 
shortcut (M'ormhole mouths are really lnside Kwih-E-Mart and the 
nuclear polrer plant, although that is d~fficult to show in thls represen- 
ta t~on ) 

skyline in search of the wormhole, you'd see nothing. The  011iy way to see 
it would be to hop on over to the Kn~ik-E-Mart, where you would find an 
opening in ordinary space-one wormhole mouth. Looking through the 
opening, you'd see the inside of the power plant, the location of the sec- 
ond mouth, as in Figure 15.2b. Another misleading feature of Figure 
15.2a is that the wormhole doesn't appear to be a shortcut. We can fix this 
bl' modifyng the illustration as in Figure 15.3. As you can see, the usual 
route from the power plant to the Kwik-E-Mart is indeed longer than the 
wormhole's neu. spatial passage. T h e  contortions in Figure 15.3 reflect 
the difficulties in drawing general relativistic geometsy on a page, but the 
figure does give an intuitive sense of the new connection a wormhole 
would provide. 

No one knows kvhether ~vormholes exist, but many decades ago physi- 
cists established that the!, are allowed by the mathematics of general rela- 
tivit). and so are fair game for theoretical study. In the 1950s, John Wheeler 
and his co~t.orkers were among the earliest researchers to investigate 
worn~holes, and they discovered many oftheir fundamental mathematical 
properties. More recently, though, Thorne and his collaborators revealed 
the full richness of wormholes by realizing that not only can they provide 
shortcuts through space, they can also provide shortcuts through time. 

Here's the idea. Imagine that Bart and Lisa are standing at opposite 
ends of Springfield's wormhole-Bart at the power plant, Lisa at the 
Kwik-E-Mart-idly chatting with each other about what to get Homer for 
his birthday, when Bart decides to take a short transgalactic jaunt (to get 
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Homer some of his favorite Xndrornedean fish fingers). Lisa doesn't feel 
up for the ride but, as she's always wanted to see Andromeda, she per- 
suades Bart to load his tvormhole mouth on his ship and take it along, so 
she can have a look. You might expect this to mean that Bart will have to 
keep stretching the nrormhoie longer as his journey progresses, but  that 
assumes the wormhole connects the Kwik-E-Mart and Bart's ship through 
ordinary space. It doesn't And, as illustiated in Figure 15 .i; through the 
wonders of general relativistic g e o m e t ~ ,  the mormholei length can 
remain fixed throughout the entire voyage, This 1s a key point. Even 
though Bart rockets off to Andromeda, his distance to Lisa through the 
wormhole does not change. This makes manifest the tvormhole's role as a 
shortcut through space. 

For definiteness, let's say that Bart heads off at 
99.999999999999999999 percent of light speed and travels four hours 
outbound to Andromeda, all the while continuing to chat with Lisa 
through the wormhole, just as they'd been doing before the flight. When 

Figure 15.4 (a) A wormhole connecting the Kwik-E-Mart and the nuclear 
power plant (b) The lower wormhole opening transported (from the 
nuclear power plant) to outer space (on spaceship, not shown). The 
wormhole length rematns fixed. (c) T h e  wormhole opening arrives at the 
Andromeda galaq; the other opening is still at the Kwik-E-Mart. The 
length of the wormhole is unchanged throughout the entlre voyage. 
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the shlp reaches Andromeda, Lisa tells Bart to pipe down so she can take 
In the view wlthout disturbance. She's exasperated by his insistence on 
quickiy grabbing the takeout at the Fish Finger Flythrough and heading 
back to Springfield, but agrees to keep on chatting until he  returns. Four 
hours and a few dozen rounds of tic-tac-toe later, Bart safely sets his ship 
down on the lawn of Springfield High. 

When he looks out the ship window, though, Bart gets a bit of a shock. 
The buildings look completely different, and the scoreboard floatlng high 
above the rollerball stadium gives a date some 6 million years after his 
departure. "Dude!?!" he  says to himself. but a moment later it all becomes 
clear. Specla1 relativib, he remembers from a heart-to-heart he'd recently 
had with Sideshow. Bob, ensures that the faster you travel the slower your 
clock ticks. If you travel out into space at high speed and then return, only 
a few hours might have elapsed aboard your ship while thousands or mii- 
lions of years, if not more, will have elapsed according to someone sta- 
tionary. \f7ith a quick calculation, Bart confirms that at the speed he was 
traveling, eight hours elapsed on the ship would mean 6 million years 
elapsed on earth. The  date on the scoreboard is right; Bart realizes he  has 
traveled far into earth's future. 

". . Bart! Hello, Bart!" Lisa yells through the wormhoie. "Have you 
been listening to me? Step on it. I want to get home In time for dinner." 
Bart looks into his wormhole mouth and tells Lisa he's already landed on 
the iawn of Sprmgfield High. Looking more closely through the morm- 
hole, Lisa sees that Bart is telling the truth, but looking out of the Kwik-E- 
Mart toward Springfield High, she doesn't see his shlp on the lawn. "I 
don't get it," she sajzs. 

"Actually, it makes perfect sense," Bart proudly answers. "I've landed 
at Springfield High, but 6 million years into the future. You can't see m e  
by looking out the Kwik-E-Mart wndow, because you're looking at the 
right place, but you're not looking at the right time. You're loohng 6 mil- 
lion years too early." 

"Oh, right, that time-dilation thing of special relativity," Lisa agrees. 
'Cool. Anyva); I want to get home in time for dinner, so climb through 
the wormhole, because we've got to hurry." "Okay," Bart says, crawling 
through the wormhole. He buys a Butterfinger from Apu, and he and Lisa 
head home. 

Notice that althougn Bart's passage through the wormhole took him 
but a moment, it transported him 6 million years back in time. He and his 
ship and the wornlhole mouth had landed iar into eart'h's future. Had he  
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gotten out, spoken with people, and checked the newspaper, evevthing 
would have confirmed this. Yet, when h e  passed through the wormhole 
and rejoined Lisa, he found himself back in the present. T h e  same holds 
true for anyone else who might follow Bart through the wormhole mouth: 
he  would also travel 6 million years back in time. Similarly, anyone who 
climbs into the wormhole mouth at the Kwik-E-Mart, and out of the 
mouth Bart left in his ship, would travel 6 million years into the future. 
T h e  important point is that Bart did not just take one of the wormhole 
mouths on a journey through space. His journey also transported the 
wormhole mouth through time. Bart's voyage took him and the worm- 
hole's mouth Into earth's bture.  In short, Bart transformed a tunnel 
through space into a tunnel through time; he turned a wormhole into a time 
machine. 

A rough way to visualize what's going on 1s depicted in Figure 15.5. In 
Figure 15.5a we see a iirormhoie connecting one spatial location iiith 
another, with the wormhole configuration drawn so as to emphasize that 
it lies outslde of ordinary space. In Figure 15.5b, we show the time evolu- 
tion of this wormhole, assuming both its mouths are kept stationary. (The 
time slices are those of a stationary observer.) In Figure 1 5 . 5 ~ ~  we show 
what happens when one wormhole mouth is loaded onto a spaceship and 
taken on a round-trip journey. Time for the moving mouth, just like time 
on a moving clock, slolr~s down, so that the moving mouth is transported 
to the future. (If an hour elapses on a moving clock but a thousand pears 
elapse on stationary clocks, the moving clock will have jumped into the 
stationary clocks' future.) Thus, instead of the stationary wormhole 
mouth's connecting, via the wormhole tunnel, to a mouth on the same 
time slice, it connects to a mouth on a future time slice, as in Figure 
1 5 . 5 ~ .  Unless the wormhole n~ouths  are moved further, the time differ- 
ence between them will remain locked In. At any moment, should you 
enter one mouth and exit the other, you will have become a time traveler. 

Building a Wormhole T ime  Machine  

One  blueprint for building a time machine is now clear. Step 1. find or 
create a wormhole wide enough for you, or anything you want to send 
through time, to pass. Step 2: establish a time difference between the 
wormhole mouths-say, by movmg one relative to the other. That's it. In 
principle. 
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( C) 

Ftgure 15.5 (a) A ~ o r m h o l e ,  created at some moment in time, connects 
one locat~on in space \vith another (b) If the mormhole mouths do  not 
mo\e  relative to one another, the) "pass" through time at the same rate, 
so the tunnel connects the tn o regions at the same time (c) If one worm- 
hole n ~ o u t h  is taken on a round-trip lournel (not  shown), less time will 
elapse for that mouth, and hence the tunnei uill connect the two 
regions of space at different moments of tlme T h e  normhole has 
become a t ~ m e  machme 

How about in practice? Well, as I mentioned at the outset, no one 
knows whether wormholes even ex~st. Some physic~sts have suggested that 
tiny wormholes might be plentiful in the microscopic makeup of the spa- 
tial fabric, being continually produced by quantum fluctuations of the 
gravitat~onal field. If so, the challenge would be to enlarge one to macro- 
scopic size. Proposals have been made for how this might be done, but 
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they're barely beyond theoretical flights of fancy. Other physicists have 
envisioned the creation of large wormholes as an engineering project in 
applied general relativib. We know that space responds to the distribution 
of matter and energy, so with sufficient control over matter and e n e r a ,  we 
might cause a region of space to spawn a ~vormhoie. This approach pre- 
sents an additional complication, because just as we must tear open the 
side of a mountain to attach the mouth of a tunnel, we must tear open the 
fabric of space to attach the mouth of a wormhole." No one knows 
whether such tears in space are allowed by the l a w  of physics. Work a.it11 
which I've been involved in string theory (see page 386) has shown that 
certain kinds of spatial tears are possible, but so far we have no ~ d e a  
whether these rips might be relevant to the creation of wormholes. T h e  
bottom line is that intentional acquisit~on of a macroscopic wormhole is a 
fantasy that, at best, is a very long way from being realized. 

Morever, even if we somehow managed to get our hands on a macro- 
scopic wormhole, bve wouldn't be done; we'd still face a couple of signifi- 
cant obstacles. First, in the 1960s, Wheeler and Robert Fuller showed, 
using the equations of genera: relativity, that wormholes are unstable. 
Their walls tend to collapse inward in a fraction of a second, which elim- 
inates their utility for any kind of travel. More recently, though, phj~sicists 
(including Thorne and Morris, and also Matt Visser) have found a poten- 
tial way around the collapse problem. If the wormhole is not empty, but 
instead contains material-so-called exotic matter-that can exert an out- 
ward push on its walls, then it might be possible to keep the wormhoie 
open and stable. Although similar in its effect to a cosn~ological constant, 
exotic matter would generate outward-pushing repulsive gravip by virtue 
of having negative energy (not just the negative pressure characteristic of 
a cosmological constant13). Under highiy specialized conditions, quan- 
tum mechanics allows for negatwe energy,'%uut it would be a monumen- 
tal challenge to generate enough exot~c  matter to hold a macroscopic 
wormhole open. (For example, Visser has calculated that the amount of 
negative energy needed to keep open a one-meter-wide wormhole is 
roughly equal in magnitude to the total energjT produced by the sun over 
about 10 billion years.") 

Second, even if we somehow found or created a macroscoplc worm- 
hole, and even if n.e somehow were able to buttress its walls against imme- 
diate collapse, and even if we [vere able to induce a time difference 
between the wormhole mouths (say, by flying one mouth around at high 
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speedj, there would r e m a ~ n  another hurdle to acquiring a time machine. 
-A number of physicists, including Stephen Hawking, have raised the pos- 
sibility that vacuum fluctuations-the jitters arising from the quantum 
uncertainty experienced by all fields, even in empt). space, discussed in 
Chapter 12-might destroy a wormhole just as it was getting into position 
to be a time machine. The  reason is that, just at the moment when time 
travel through the wormhole becomes possible, a devastating feedback 
mechanism, somewhat like the screeching noise generated when micro- 
phone and speaker levels in a sound system are not adjusted appropri- 
ately, may come into piay. 17acuum fluctuations from the future can travel 
through the wormhole to the past, where they can then travel through 
ordinary space and time to the future, enter the worn~hole, and travel 
back to the past again, creating an  endless cycle through the wormhole 
and filling it with ever-increasing energy. Presumably, such an intense 
energy buildup n~ould destroy the wormhole. Theoretical research sug- 
gests t h ~ s  as a real possibility, but the necessary calculations strain our cur- 
rent understanding of general relatiiit). and quantum mechanics in 
curved spacetime, so there is no conclusive proof. 

The  challenges to building a wormhole time machine are cleariy 
immense. But the final word mron't be given until our facilip with quan- 
tum mechanics and gravity is refined further, perhaps through advances 
in superstring theory. Although at an  intuitive levei physicists generally 
agree that time travei to the past is iinpossibIe, as of today the question has 
yet to be fully closed. 

Cosmic Rubbernecking 

In thinking about time travel, Hawking has raised an  interesting point. 
Why, he asks, if time travel is possible, haven't we been inundated with 
visitors from the future? Jf'ell, you might answer, ma)zbe we have. And you 
might go further and say we've put so many time travelers in locked wards 
that most of the others don't dare identih themselves Of course, Hawking 
is half joking, and so am i, but he  does raise a serious question. If you 
believe, as I do, that we have not been vislted from the future, is that tan- 
tamount to believing time travei impossible? Surely, if people succeed in 
building time machines in the future, some historian is bound to get a 
grant to study, up close and personal, the building of the first atomic 
bomb, or the first voyage to the moon, or the first foray into reality teievi- 
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sion. So, if we believe no one has visited us from the future, perhaps we 
are implicitly saying that we believe no such time machine will ever be 
built. 

Actually, though, this is not a necessag conclusion. The time 
machines that have thus far been proposed do not allow travel to a time 
paor to the construction ofthe first time machine itself For the \vormhole 
time machine, this is easy to see by examining Figure 15 .5 .  Although 
there is a time difference behreen the wormhole mouths, and although 
that difference allows travel for~vard and backward in time, you can't 
reach a time before the time difference was established. T h e  wormhole 
itself does not exist on the far left of the spacetime loaf. so there is no way 
you can use it to get there  Thus, if the first time machine is built, sab 
10,000 years from now, that moment nil1 no doubt attract many time- 
traveling tourists, but all previous times, such as ours, will remain inac- 
cessible. 

I find it curious and compelling that our current understanding of 
nature's laws not only suggests how to avoid the seeming paradoxes of time 
travel but also offers proposals for how time travel might actually be 
accompiished Don'! get me wrong: I count myself among the sober 
physicists L I ~ O  feel intuitir>ely that we will one day rule out time travel to 
the past But until there's definititze proof, I think it justified and appropri- 
ate to keep an open mind. At the very least, researchers focusing on these 
issues are substantially deepening our understanding of space and time in 
extreme circumstances. At the very best, they may be taking the first criti- 
cal steps toward integrating us into the spacetime superhigliii~ay. After all, 
every moment that goes by without our having succeeded in building a 
time machine is a moment that will be forever beyond our reach and the 
reach of all who follow. 



T h e  F u t u r e  
of  an Al lu s ion  

P R O S P E C T S  F O R  S P A C E  A N D  T I M E  

P hysicists spend a large part of their lives in a state of confusion. It's 
an occupational hazard. To excel in physics is to embrace doubt 
while walking the rtrinding road to clarity. The tantalizing discom- 

fort of perplexity is what inspires otherwise ordinary men and women to 
extraordinary feats of ingenuik and creativity; nothing quite focuses the 
mind like dissonant details awaiting harmoi2ious resolution. But en route 
to explanation-during their search for new frameworks to address out- 
standing questions-theorists must tread with considered step through 
the jungle of beirilderment, guided mostly by hunches, inklings, clues, 
and calculations. And as the majority of researchers have a tendency to 
correr their tracks, discoveries often bear little evidence of the arduous ter- 
rain that's been covered. But donJ: lose sight of the fact that nothing 
comes easily. Nature does not give up her secrets lightly. 

In this book we've looked at numerous chapters in the st09 of our 
species' attempt to understand space and tlme. And although we have 
encountered some deep and astonishing insights, we've yet to reach that 
ultimate eureka moment when all confusion abates and total c l a r i ~ ~  pre- 
vails. We are, most definitely, still wandermg in the lungle. So, where 
from here? What 1s the next chapter in spacetin~e's story? Of course, no 
one knows for sure. But in recent years a number of clues have come to 
light, and a l tho~~gh  they've yet to be integrated into a coherent picture, 
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many physicists beiieve they are hinting at the next big upheaval in our 
understanding of the cosmos. In due course, space and time as currently 
conceived may be recognized as mere allusions to more subtle, more pro- 
found, and more fundamental principles underlying physical reality. In 
the final chapter of this account, let's consider some of these clues and 
catch a glimpse of where we may be headed in our continuing quest to 
grasp the fabric of the cosmos. 

Are Space and Time Fundamental  Concepts! 

The German philosopher Immanuel Kant suggested that it would be not 
merely difficult to do away with space and time when thinking about and 
describing the universe, it would be downright impossible. Frankly, I can 
see where Kant Lvas coming from. Whenever I sit, close rnSr ejres, and try to 
think about things while somehow not depicting them as occupying 
space or experiencing the passage of time, I fall short. Way short. Space, 
through context, or time, through change, always manages to seep in. 
Ironically, the closest I come to ridding my thoughts of a direct spacetlme 
association is when I'm immersed in a mathematical calculation (often 
having to do with spacetime!), because the nature of the exercise seems 
able to engulf my thougllts, if only momentarily, in an abstract setting that 
seems devo~d of space and time. But the thoughts themselves and the 
body in which the!; take place are, all the same, very much part of familiar 
space and time. Truly eluding space and tlme makes escaping your 
shadow a cakewalk. 

Nevertheless, many of today's leading physicists suspect that space 
and time, although pervasive, may not be truly fundamental. Just as the 
hardness of a cannonball emerges from the collective properties of its 
atoms, and just as the smell of a rose emerges from the collective proper- 
ties of its n2olecules, and just as the swiftness of a cheetah emerges from 
the collective properties of its muscles, nerves, and tissues, so too, the 
properties of space and time-our preoccupation for much of this book- 
may also emerge from the collective behavior of some other, more funda- 
mental constituents, which we've pet to identify. 

Physicists sometimes sum up this possibili~ by saying that spacetime 
may be an illusion-a provocative depiction, but one whose meaning 
requires proper interpretation. After all, if you were to be hit by a speeding 
cannonball, or inhale the alluring fragrance of a rose, or catch sight of a 
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blisteringly fast cheetah, you wouldn't deny their existence simply 
because each is composed of finer, more basic entities. To the contrary, I 
think most of us would agree that these agglomerations of matter exist, 
and moreover, that there is much to be learned from stud) ~ l n  ' g how their 
familiar characteristics emerge from their atomic constituents. But 
because they are composites, what we wouldn't try to do is build a theory 
of the universe based on cannonballs, roses, or cheetahs. Similarly, if 
space and time turn out to be composite entities, it wouldn't mean that 
their familiar n~anifestations, from Newton's bucket to Ginstein's gravity, 
are illusory; there is little doubt that space and time will retain their all- 
embracing positrons in experiential real$; regardless of future develop- 
ments in our understanding. Instead, composite spacetime \vould mean 
that an even more elemental description of the universe-one that 1s 
spaceless and timeless-has pet to be discovered. The  illusion, then, 
would be one of our own making: the erroneous belief that the deepest 
understanding of the cosmos would bring space and time into the 
sharpest possible focus. Just as the hardness of a cannonball, the smell of 
the rose, and the speed of the cheetah disappear ~ v h e n  you examine mat- 
ter at the atomic and subatomic level, space and time may sirnilarl~r dis- 
solve when scrutinized with the inost fundamental formulation of 
nature's laws. 

That spacetime may not be among the fundamental cosmic ingredi- 
ents may strike you as somewhat far-fetched. And you ma), well be right. 
But rumors of spacetime's impending departure from deep phys~cal latv 
are not born of zany theorizing. Instead, this idea is strongly suggested by 
a number of well-reasoned considerations. Let's take a look at some of the 
most prominent. 

Quan tum Averag ing  

In Chapter 12 we discussed how the fabric of space, much like everything 
else in our quantum universe, is subject to the jitters of quantum uncer- 
tainty. It is these fluctuations, you'll recall, that run roughshod over point- 
particle theories, preventing them from proriding a sensible quantum 
theory of gravity By replacing point particles with loops and snippets, 
string theory spreads out the fluctuations-substantially reducing their 
magnitude-and this is how it yields a successful unification of quantum 
mechanics and general relativity. Neverthejess, the diminished spacetlme 
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fluctuations certainly still exist (as illustrated in the next-to-last level of 
magnification in Figure 12.2), and within them we can find important 
clues regarding the fate of spacetime. 

First, we learn that the familiar space and time that suffuse our 
thoughts and support our equations emerge from a kind of averaging 
process. Think of the pixelated image you see when your face is a few 
inches from a television screen. This image is very different from what 
you see at a more conlfortable distance, because once you can no longer 
resolve individual pixels, your eyes combine them into an average that 
looks smooth. But notice that it's only through the averaging process that 
the pixels produce a familiar, continuous image. In a similar vein, the 
microscopic structure of spacetime is riddled with random undulations, 
but nre aren't directly aware of them because we lack the ability to resolve 
spacetime on such minute scales. Instead, our eyes, and even our most 
powerful equipment, combine the undulations into an average, much 
like what happens with television pixels. Because the undulations are ran- 
dom, there are typically as many "up" unduiations in a small region as 
there are "down," so n.hen averaged they tend to cancel out, yielding a 
placid spacetime. But, as in the television analogy, it's only because of the 
averaging process that a smooth and tranquil form for spacetime emerges. 

Quantum averaging provides a down-to-earth interpretation of the 
assertion that familiar spacetime may be illusory. Averages are useful for 
many purposes but, by design, they do not provide a sharp picture of 
underlying details. Although the average family in the U.S. has 2.2 chil- 
dren, you'd be in a bind were I to ask to visit such a family. And although 
the national average p r ~ c e  for a gallon of milk is $2.783, you're unlikely to 
find a store selling it for exactly this price. So, too, familiar spacetime, 
itself the result of an averaging process, may not describe the details of 
something we'd want to call fundamental. Space and time may only be 
approximate, collective conceptions, extremely useful in analyzing the 
universe on all but ultramicroscopic scales, yet as ill us or)^ as a family with 
2.2 children. 

A second and related ~nslght is that the ~ncreasingil; intense quantum 
jitters that arise on decreasing scales suggest that the notion of being able 
to divide distances or durations into ever smaller units likely comes to 
an  end at around the Planck length centimeters) and Planck time 
(lod3 seconds). We encountered this idea in Chapter 12, where nre 
emphasized that, although the notion is thoroughly at odds with our usual 
experiences of space and time, it is not particularly surprising that a prop- 
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e r b  relevant to the everyday fails to survive when pushed into the micro- 
realm. And since the arbltran divisibility of space and time is one of their 
most familiar everyday properties, the inapplicability of this concept on 
ultrasmall scales gives another hint that there is something else lurking in 
the microdepths-something that might be called the bare-bones sub- 
strate of spacet~me-the ent iv  to whlch the familiar notion of spacetime 
alludes. IVe expect that this ur-ingredient, this most elemental spacetime 
stuff, does not allon, dissection into ever smaller pieces because of the vio- 
lent fluctuations that would ultimately be encountered, and hence is 
quite unlike the large-scale spacetime we directly experience. It seems 
likely, therefore, that the fundamentai spacetime constituents, whatever 
they may be, are significantly transformed through the averaging process 
by which they ~ , ie ld  the spacetime of common experience. 

Thus, looking for familiar spacetime in the deepest laws of nature 
may be like trying to take in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony solely note by 
single note or one oiMonetls haystack paintings solely brushstroke by sin- 
gle brushstroke. Like these mastern,orks of human expression, nature's 
spacetime whole may be so different from its parts that nothing resem- 
bling ~t exists at the most fundamental le17el. 

G e o m e t r y  i n  Translat ion 

Another consideration, one physicists call geometrical duality, also sug- 
gests that spacetime may not be fundamental, but suggests it from a very 
different viewpoint. Its description is a little more technical than quantum 
averaging, so feel free to go into skim mode if at any point this section gets 
too healy. But because many researchers consider this material to be 
among string theory's most emblemat~c features, it's worth trying to get 
the gist of the ideas. 

i n  Chapter 13  we saw h o ~ v  the five supposedly distmct string theorles 
are actually different translations of one and the same theory. Among 
other things, we emphasized that this is a powerful realization because, 
when translated, supremely difficult questions sometimes become far 
simpler to answer. But there is a feature of the translation dictionary uni- 
fying the five theories that I've so far neglected to mention. Just as a ques- 
tion's degree of difficulty can be changed radically by the translation from 
one string formulation to another, so, too, can the description of the geo- 
metrical form of spacetime. Here's Fvhat I mean. 
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Because string theory requires more than t'he three space dimensions 
and one time dimension of coinmon experience, we were motivated in 
Chapters 12 and 1 3  to take up the question of where the extra dimensions 
might be hiding. The  answer we found is that they may be curled up into 
a size that, so far, has eluded detection because it's smaller than we are 
able to probe experimentally. MJe also found that physics in our familiar 
big dimensions is dependent on the precise size and shape of the extra 
dimensions because their geometrical properties affect the vibrational 
patterns strings can execute. Good. Now for the part I left out. 

T h e  dictionary that translates questions posed in one string theory 
into different questions posed in another string theory also translates the 
geometry ofthe extra dimensions in the first t h e o ~  into a different extra- 
dimensional geometry in the second theoql. If, for example, you are study- 
ing the physical in~plications of, say, the Type IIA string theory with extra 
dimensions curled up into a particular size and shape, then every conclu- 
sion you reach can, at leas: in principle, be deduced by considering 
appropriately translated questions in, say, the Type IIB string theory. But 
the dictionary for carrying out the translation demands that the extra 
dimensions in the Type IIB string theory be curled up  into a precise geo- 
metrical form that depends on-but generally differs from-the form 
given by the Type IIA theory. In short, a gitren string theory with curled-up 
dimensions in one geometrical form is equivalent to-is a translation of- 
another strlng theory with curled-up dimensions in a different geometrical 
form. 

And the differences in spacetime geometry need not be minor. For 
example, if one of the extra dimensions of, say, the Type IIA strlng t h e o n  
should be curled up into a circle, as in Figure 12.7, the translation dictio- 
nary shows that this is absoiutely equivalent to the T jpe  IIB string t h e o n  
with one of its extra dimensions also curled up into a circle, but one 
nkose radius is inversely proportional to the original. If one circle is tiny, 
the other is big, and wce versa-and yet there is absolutely no way to dis- 
tlnguish between the two geometries. (Expressing lengths as multiples of 
the Planck length, if one circle has radius R, the mathematical dictionary 
shows that the other circle has radius 1IR). You might think that you could 
easily and immediately distinguish between a big and a small dimension, 
but in string t h e o y  this is not always the case. All observations derive from 
the interactions of strings, and these two theories, the Type IIA with a big 
circular dimension and the Type IIB with a small circular dimension, are 
merely different translations of-different ways of expressing-the same 
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physics. Eveqr observation you describe withln one strmg theor! has an 
alternative and equally viable description wlthin the other string theory, 
even though the language of each theor j~  and the interpretation it gives 
may differ. (This is possible because there are two qualitatively different 
configuratio~x for strings movlng on a circular dimension: those in which 
the string is wrapped around the circle like a rubber band around a tln 
can, and those in which the string resides on a portion of the c~rc le  but 
does not Ivrap around it. The  former have energies that are proportional to 
the radius of the circle [the larger the radius, the ionger the wrapped 
strings are stretched, so the more energy they embody], while the latter 
ha~.e  energies that are znverseiy proportzonal to the radius Ithe smaller the 
radius, the more hemmed in the strings are, so the more energetically 
they move because of quantum uncertainty]. Notice that if we were to 
replace the original circie by one oiini1erted radius, while also exchanging 
"\vrapped7' and "not wrapped" strings, physical energies-and, it turns 
out, physics more generallp-would remain unaffected. This is exactly 
nhat  the dictionary translating from the Type IIX theor). to the Type IIB 
theorv requires, and why two seemingly different geometries-a big and a 
small circular dimension- can be equivalent.) 

.4 sslmilar idea also holds when circular dimensions are replaced with 
the more complicated Calabi-Eu shapes introduced in Chapter 12. A 
given string theory with extra dimensions curled up into a particular 
Calabi-Yau shape gets translated by the dictionary into a different string 
theory nith extra dimensions curled up  into a different Calabi-J7au shape 
(one that is called the mirror or dual  of the original). In these cases, not 
only can the sizes of the Calabl-Yaus differ, bbut so can their shapes, includ- 
ing the number and varieb of their holes. But the translation dictionary 
ensures that they differ In lust the right wa)., so that even though the extra 
dimensions have different sizes and shapes, the physics following from 
each theory is absolutely identical. (There are two types of holes in a given 
Calabi-Yau shape, but it turns out that string ~ibrational patterns-and 
hence physical implications-are sensitive only to the diference between 
the number of holes of each type. So if one Calabi-Yau has, say, two holes 
of the first kind and five of the second, while another Calabi-Yau has five 
holes of the first kind and two of the second, then even though they differ 
as geometrical shapes, they can give rlse to identicai phjsics.*) 

'For details on geometrical dual~tv in\ ol\ ing both circles and Calabi-Yau shapeb, see 
The Elegant Unwerse, Chapter 10 
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From another perspective, then, this bolsters the suspicion that space 
is not a foundational concept. Someone describing the universe using 
one of the five string theories would claim that space, including the extra 
dimensions, has a particular size and shape, while someone else using one 
of the other string theories would claim that space, including the extra 
dimensions, has a different size and shape. Because the two observers 
would simply be using alternative mathematical descriptions of the same 
physzcal universe, it is not that one would be right and the other ivrong. 
They would both be rlght, even thoug'h their conclusions about space- 
~ t s  slze and shape-wouid differ. Note too, that it's not that they would be 
slicing up spacetlme in different, equally valid ways, as in special relativity. 
These two observers wouid fail to agree on the overall structure of space- 
time itself. And that's the point. If spacetime were really fundamental, 
most ph>sicists expect that elrevone, regardless of perspectit.e-regardless 
of the language or theory used-lvould agree on its geometrical proper- 
ties. But the fact that, at least within string theory, this need not be the 
case, suggests that spacetime may be a secondary phenomenon. 

We are thus led to ask: if the clues described in the last 'nvo sections 
are pointing us in the right direction, and famiiiar spacetime is but a iarge- 
scale manifestation of some more fundamental entity, what is that entity 
and what are its essential properties? As of today, no  one knows. But in the 
search for answers, researchers have found yet further clues, and the most 
important have come from thinking about black holes. 

W h e r e f o r e  t h e  E n t r o p y  of  B l a c k  H o l e s ?  

Black holes have the universe's most inscrutable poker faces. From the 
outside, they appear just about as simple as you can get. T h e  three distin- 
guishing features ofa black hole are its mass (which determines how big it 
is-the distance from its center to its event horizon, the enshrouding sur- 
face of no return), its electric charge, and how fast it's spinning. That's it. 
There are no more details to be gleaned from scrutinizing the visage that 
a black hole presents to the cosmos. Physicists sum this up with the saying 
"Black holes have no hair," meaning that they lack the kinds of detailed 
features that allow for individuality. When you've seen one black hole 
with a given mass, charge, and spin (though you've learned these indi- 
rectly, through their effect on surrounding gas and stars, since black holes 
are black), you've definitely seen them all. 
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Nevertheless, behind their stony countenances, black holes harbor 
the greatest resewoirs of mainem the universe has ever known. Among all 
physical systems of a given size with any possible composition, black 
holes contain the highest possible entropy. Recall from Chapter 6 that 
one rough way to think about this comes directly from entropy's definition 
as a measure of the number of rearrangements of an object's internal con- 
stituents that have no effect on its appearance. When it comes to black 
holes, even though we can't say what thelr constituents actually are- 
smce we don't know what happens when matter is crushed at the black 
hole's center-we can say confidently that rearranging these constituents 
will no more affect a black hole's mass? charge, or spin than rearranging 
the pages in Wr and Peace will affect the weight of the book. -4nd since 
mass, charge, and spm fully determine the face that a black hole shows 
the external world, all such manipulations go unnoticed and we can say a 
black hole has maximal entropy. 

Even so, you might suggest one-upping the entropy of a black hole in 
the following simple way. Build a hollocv sphere of the same size as a 
given black hole and fill it with gas (hydrogen, helium, carbon dioxide, 
whatever) that you allow to spread through its interior. T h e  more gas you 
pump in, the greater the entropy, since more constituents means more 
possible rearrangements. You might guess, then, that if you keep on 
pumping and pumping, the entropy of the gas will steadily rise and so will 
eventually exceed that of the given black hole. It's a clever strategy, but 
general relativity shows that it fails. The  more gas you pump in, the more 
massive the sphere's contents become. And before you reach the entropy 
of an equal-sized black hole, the increasingly large mass within the sphere 
will reach a critical value that causes the sphere and its contents to become 
a black hole. There's just no way around it. Black holes have a monopoly 
on maximal disorder. 

What if you try to further increase the entropy in the space inside the 
black hole itself by continuing to pump in yet more gas? Entropy will 
indeed contmue to rise, but you'll have changed the rules of the game. As 
matter takes the plunge across a black hole's ravenous event horizon, not 
only does the black hole's entropy increase, but its size increases as well. 
The  size of a black hole is proportionai to its mass, so as you dump more 
matter into the hole, it gets heavier and bigger. Thus, once you max out 
the entropy in a region of space by creating a black hole, any attempt to 
further increase the entropy in that region will fail. The  region just can't 
support more disorder. It's entropy-sated. Whatever you do, uhether you 
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pump in gas or toss In a Hummer,  you will necessarily cause the black 
hole to grow and hence surround a larger spatial region. Thus, the 
amount of entropy contained within a black hole not only tells us a fun- 
damental feature of the black hole, it also tells us something fundamental 
about space itself: the maxzmum entropy that can be crammed into a 
region of space-any region of space, anywhere, anytime-is equal to the 
entropy contained within a black hole whose size equals that of the region 
in question. 

So, how much entropy does a black hole of a given size contain! Here 
is where things get interesting. Reasoning intuitively, start with something 
more easily visualized, like air in a Tupperware container. If you were to 
join together two such containers, doubling the total volume and number 
of air n~olecules, you might guess that you'd double the entropy. Detailed 
calculations confirm1 this conclusion and show that, all else being equal 
(unchanging temperature, density, and so on), the entropies of familiar 
physical systems are proportionai to their volumes. A naturai next guess is 
that the same conclusion would also apply to less familiar things, like 
black holes, leading us to expect that a black hole's entropy is also propor- 
tional to its volume. 

But in the 1970s, Jacob Bekenstem and Stephen Hawking discovered 
that this isn't right. Their mathematical analyses showed that the entropy 
of a black hole is not proportional to its volume, but instead is propor- 
tional to the area of its event horizon-roughly speaking, to its surface 
area. This is a very different answer. Were you to double the radius of a 
black hole, its volume would increase by a factor of 8 (23) ~dhile its surface 
area would increase by only a factor of 4 ( 2 ' ) ;  were you to increase its 
radius by a factor of a hundred, its volume urould increase by a factor of a 
million (10O3), while its surface area nrould increase only by a factor of 
10,000 (!002). Big black holes have much more volume than they do sur- 
face area.' Thus, even though black holes contain the greatest entropy 
anlong all things of a given size, Bekenstein and Harvking showed that the 
amount of entropy they contain is less than what we'd nai'vely guess. 

That entropy is proportional to surface area is not merely a curious 
distinction between black holes and Tupperware, about \vhich we can 
take note and swiftly moire on. We've seen that black holes set a limit to 
the amount of entropy that, even in principle, can be crammed into a 
region of space: take a black hole whose size precisely equals that of the 
region in question, figure out how much entropy the black hole has, and 
that is the absoIute limit on the amount of entropy the region of space can 
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contain. Since this entropy, as the works of Bekenstein and Hawking 
showed, is proportional to the black hole's surface area-which equals the 
surface area of the region, since we chose them to have the same size-we 
conclude that the maximai entropy any given region of space can contain 
is proportional to the region's surface area.3 

The  discrepancy between this conclus~on and that found from think- 
ing about air trapped in Tupperware (where we found the amount of 
entropy to be proportional to the T~ipperware's volume, not its surface 
area) is easy to pinpoint: Since we assumed the air mas uniformly spread, 
the Tupperware reasoning ignored gravio.; remember, when gravity mat- 
ters, things clump. To ignore gram@ is fine when densities are lo\$; but 
when you are considering large entropy, densities are high, gravity mat- 
ters, and the Tupperware reasoning is no longer valid. Instead, such 
extreme conditions requlre the gravibr-based calculations of Bekenstein 
and Hawking, with the conclusion that the maximum entropy potential 
for a region of space is proportional to its surface area, not its voiume. 

All right, but why should we care? There are two reasons. 
First, the entropy bound gives yet another clue that ultramicroscopic 

space has an atomized structure. In detail, Bekenstein and Hawking 
found that if you imagine drawing a checkerboard pattern on the event 
horizon of a black hole, ~vith each square being one Planck length by one 
Planck length (so each such "Planck square" has an area of about 
square centimeters), then the black hole's entropy equals the number of 
such squares that can fit on its surface.' It's hard to miss the conclusion to 
which t h ~ s  result strongly hlnts: each Planck square is a minimal, funda- 
mental unit of space, and each carries a minimal, single unit of entropy. 
This suggests that there is nothing, even in principle, that can take place 
within a Planck square, because any such activity could support disorder 
and hence the Planck square couid contain more than the single unit of 
entropy found by Bekenstein and Hawking. Once again, then, from a 
completely different perspective we are led to the notion of an elemental 
spatial entit;\,.' 

Second, for a physicist, the upper limit to the entropy that can exist in 
a region of space 1s a critical, almost sacred quantiQ. To understand why, 
imagine you're worklng for a behavioral psychiatrist, and your job is to 
keep a detailed, moment-to-moment record of the interactions between 
groups of intensely hyperactive young children. Every morning you pray 
that the day's group will be well behaved, because the more bedlam the 
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children create, the more difficult ),our job. T h e  reason is intuitively obvi- 
ous, but it's worth saying explicitly: the more disorderly the children are, 
the more things you have to keep track of. T h e  universe presents a physi- 
cist with much the same challenge. A fundamental physical theory is 
meant to describe everything that goes on-or could go on, even in prin- 
ciple-in a given region of space. And, as with the children, the more dis- 
order the region can contain-even in pr~nciple-the more things the 
theory must be capable of keeping track of. Thus, the maximum entropy a 
region can contain provides a simple but incisive litmus test: physicists 
expect that a truly fundamental theory is one that is perfectly matched to 
the maximum entropy in any given spatial region. The  theory should be 
so tightly in tune with nature that its maximum capacib to keep track of 
disorder exactly equals the maximum disorder a region can possibly con- 
tain, not more and not less. 

T h e  thing is, if the Tupperware conclusion had had unlimited valid- 
ity, a fundamental theory would have needed the capacity to account for 
a volume's worth of disorder in any region. But since that reasoning fails 
when gravity is included-and since a fundamental theory must include 
gravity-we learn that a fundamental theory need only be able to account 
for a surface area's worth of disorder in any region. And as we showed with 
a coupie of numerical examples a few paragraphs ago, for large regions 
the latter is much smaller than the former. 

Thus, the Bekenstem and Hawking result tells us that a theory that 
includes gravity is, in some sense, slmpier than a theory that doesn't. 
There are fewer "degrees of freedomn--fewer things that can change and 
hence contribute to disorder-that the theory must describe. This is an 
interesting realization in its own right, but if we follow this line of reason- 
ing one step further, it seems to tell us something exceedingly bizarre. If 
the maximum entropy in any g i~ fen  region of space is proportional to the 
region's surface area and not its volume, then perhaps the true, funda- 
mental degrees of freedom-the attributes that have the potential to give 
rise to that disorder-actually reside on the region's surface and not within 
its volume. Maybe, that is, the universe's real physical processes take place 
on a thin, distant surface that surrounds us, and all we see and experience 
is merely a projection of those processes. Maybe, that is, the universe is 
rather like a hologram. 

This is an odd idea, but as we'll now discuss, it has recently received 
substantial support. 
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Is the Universe a H o l o g r a m ?  

A hologram is a isvo-dimensional piece of etched plastic, Lvhich, when 
illuminated with appropriate laser light, projects a three-dimensional 
image.6 In the early 1990s, the Dutch Nobel laureate Gerard 't Hooft and 
Leonard Susskind, the same physicist who coinvented strlng theory, sug- 
gested that the universe itself might operate in a manner analogous to a 
hologram. They put forward the startling idea that the comings and 
goings we observe in the three dimensions of day-to-day life might them- 
selves be holographlc projections of physical processes taking place on a 
distant, two-dimenslonai surface. In their new and peculiar-sounding 
vlsion, we and everything we do or see would be akin to holographic 
images. Whereas Plato envisioned common perceptions as revealing a 
mere shadow of reali?, the holographic principie concurs, but turns the 
metaphor on its head. The  shadows -the things that are flattened out and 
hence lirze on a lower-dimensional surface-are real, while n,hat seem to 
be the more richly structured, higher-dimensional entities (us; the world 
around us) are evanescent projections of the shadows," 

Xgaln, while it 1s a fantastically strange idea, and one whose role in 
the final understanding of spacetime is far fionl clear, 't Hooft and 
Susskind's so-called holographlc principle is well motivated. For, as we dis- 
cussed in the last section, the nlaximunl entropy that a reglon ofspace can 
contain scales with the area of its surface, not tvith the volume of its inte- 
nor. It's natural to guess, then, that the universe's most fundamental ingre- 
dients, its most basic degrees of freedom-the entities that can carry the 
unwerse's entropy much as the pages of \\jar and Peace carry its entropy- 
nlouid reside on a bounding surface and not in the universe's interior. 
What we experience in the "volume" of the universe-in the bulk, as 
physicists often call it-would be determined by what takes place on the 
bounding surface, much as what we see in a holographic projection is 
determined blr informat~on encoded on a bounding piece of plastic. The  
laws of physics would act as the uni~rerse's laser, illuminating the real 

'If iou  re reluctant to re~rrlte Plato, the brane~iorld scenario gikes a Lersion of holog- 
r a p h ~  in ~ r h l c h  shadons ale put back In thelr proper place Imagine that n e  like on a three- 
brane that surrounds a region ui th four space dimensions (much as the trio-dl~nensional 
s h n  of an apple surrounds the apple's three-dimensional ~nterlor) The  holographic prin- 
c ~ p l e  111 thls settlng would sa! that our three-dimensional perceptions ~ o u l d  be the shad- 
oivs of four-dlmens~onal ph~s lcs  taking place in the region surrounded b) our brane 
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processes of the cosmos-processes taking place on a thin, distant sur- 
face-and generating the holographic illusions of daily life. 

We have not yet figured out how this holographic principle might be 
realized in the real nrorld. One  challenge is that in convent~onal descrip- 
tions the universe is imagined either to go on forever, or if not, to wrap 
back on itself like a sphere or a video game screen (as in Chapter 8), and 
hence it wouldn't ha.i,e any edges or boundaries. So, where would the sup- 
posed "bounding holographic surface" be located? Moreover, physical 
processes certainly seem to be under our control, right here, deep in the 
universe's interior. It doesn't seem that something on a hard-to-locate 
boundary is somehow calling the shots regarding what happens here in 
the bulk. Does the hoiographic principle imply that that sense of control 
and autonomy IS illusory? Or  is it better to think of holography as articu- 
lating a kind of d u a l i ~  in which, on the basis of taste-not of physics- 
one can choose a familiar description in which the fundamental laws 
operate here in the bulk (which aligns with intuition and perception) or 
an unfamiliar description in which fundamental physics takes place on 
some kind of boundary of the universe, with each viewpoint being equally 
valid? These are essential questions that remain controversial. 

But in 1997, building on earlier insights of a number of string theo- 
rists, the Argentinian physicist Juan Maldacena had a breakthrough that 
dramatically advanced thinking on these matters. His discovery is not 
directly relevant to the question of i20lographj~'s role in our real universe, 
but in the time-honored fashion of physics, he  found a hypothetical con- 
text-a hypothetical universe-in u,hich abstract musings on hojography 
could be made both concrete and precise using mathematics. For techni- 
cal reasons, Maldacena studied a hypothetical universe rvith four large 
space dimensions and one time dimension that have uniform negative 
curvature-a higher dimensional version ofthe Pringle's potato chip, Fig- 
ure 8 . 7 ~ .  Standard mathematical analysis reveals that thls five- 
dimensional spacetime has a boundary7 that, like all boundaries, has one 
dimension less than the shape it bounds: three space dimensions and one 
time dimension. (As always, higher-dimensional spaces are hard to en\+ 
sion, so if you want a mental picture, think of a can of tomato soup-the 
three-dimensional liquid soup is analogous to the five-dimensional space- 
time, while the two-dimensional surface of the can is analogous to the 
four-dimensional spacetime boundary.) After including additional curled- 
up dimensions as required by strlng theory, Maldacena convincingiy 
argued that the physics witnessed by an obsen~er living within this uni- 
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verse (an  observer in the "soup") could be completely described in terms 
of physics' taking place on the universe's boundary (physics on the surface 
of the can). 

Although it is not realistic, this work provided the first concrete and 
mathematically tractable example in which the holographic principie 
n7as explicitly r e a l i ~ e d . ~  In doing so, it shed much light on the notion of 
holography as applied to an entire universe. For instance, in Maldacena's 
work, the bulk description and the boundary description are on an 
absolutely equal footing. One  is not primary and the other secondary. In 
much the same spirit as the relation between the five string theories, the 
bulk and boundary theories are translations of each other. The  unusual 
feature of this particular translation, though, is that the bulk theon, has 
more dimensions than the equivalent theory formulated on the boundary. 
Moreover, whereas the bulk theory includes gravity (since Maldacena for- 
mulated it using string theory), calculations show that the boundary the- 
ory doesn't. Nevertheless, any question asked or calculation done in one 
of the theories can be translated into an equivalent question or calcula- 
tion In the other. While someone unfamiliar with the dictionary would 
think that the corresponding questions and calculations have absolutely 
nothing to do with each other (for example, since the boundary theon. 
does not include gravity, questions involving gravity in the bulk theory are 
translated into very-different-sounding, grayit).-less questions In the 
boundary theory), someone well versed in both languages-an expert on 
both theories-would recognize their relationship and realize that the 
answers to corresponding questions and the results of corresponding cal- 
culations must agree. Indeed, every calculation done to date, and there 
have been many, supports this assertion. 

The details of all this are challenging to grasp fully, but don't let that 
obscure the main point. Maldacena's result is amazing. He found a con- 
crete, albeit hypothetical, realization of holography within string theory. 
He  showed that a particular quantum theory without gravity is a transla- 
tion of-is indistinguishable from-another quantum theory that 
includes gravity but is formulated with one more space dimension. Vigor- 
ous research programs are under way to determine how these insights 
might apply to a more realistic universe, our universe, but progress is slow 
as the analjrsis is fraught with techn~cal hurdles. (Maldacena chose the 
particuiar hypothetical example he  did because it proved relatively easy to 
analyze mathematically; more realistic examples are much harder to deal 
Lvith.) Nevertheless, we now know that string theory, at least in certain 
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contexts, has the capacity to support the concept of holography. And, as 
with the case of geometric translations described earlier, this provides yet 
another hint that spacetime is not fundamentai. Not only can the size and 
shape of spacetime change in translation from one formulation of a theory 
to another, equivalent form, but the number of space dimensions can 
change, too. 

More and more, these clues point toward the conclusion that the 
form of spacetime is an adorning detail that varies from one formulation 
of a physical theory to the next, rather than being a fundamental element 
of reality. Much as the number of letters, syllables, and vowels in the word 
cat differ from those in gato, its Spanish translation, the form of space- 
time-its shape, its size, and even the number of its dimensions-also 
changes in translation. To any given observer wno is using one theory to 
think about the universe, spacetime may seem real and indispensable. 
But should that observer change the formulation of the theory he or she 
uses to an equivalent, translated version, what once seemed real and indis- 
pensable necessarily changes, too. Thus, if these ideas are right-and 1 
should emphasize that they have yet to be rigorously proven even though 
theorists have amassed a great deal of supporting evidence-they strongly 
challenge the primacy of space and time. 

Of all the clues discussed here, I'd pick the holographic principle as 
the one most likely to play a dominant role in future research. It emerges 
from a basic feature of black holes- their entropy - the understanding of 
which, many physicists agree, rests on firm theoretical foundations. Even 
if the details of our theories should change, we expect that any sensible 
description of gravity will allow for black holes, and hence the entropy 
bounds driving this discussion will persist and holography \ d l  apply. That 
string theor), naturally incorporates the holographic principle-at least in 
examples amenable to mathematical analysis-is another strong piece of 
etidence suggesting the principle's validity. I expect that regardless of 
~vhere  the search for the foundations of space and time may take us, 
regardless of modifications to str inghl-theov that may be waiting for us 
around the bend, holography will continue to be a guiding concept. 

T h e  Constituents of Spacetime 

Throughout this book we have periodically alluded to the ultramicro- 
scopic constituents of spacetime, but although we've given indirect argu- 
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ments for their existence we've yet to say anything about what these con- 
stituents might actually be. And for good reason. We really have no idea 
what they are. Or,  perhaps i should say, when it comes to Identifying 
spacetime's elemental ~ngredients, we have no ideas about which we're 
really confident. This is a major gap in our understanding, but it's worth- 
while to see the problem in its historical context. 

Were you to have polled sc~entists in the late nineteenth century 
about their vie~vs on matter's elementary constituents, you wouldn't have 
found universal agreement. A mere century ago, the atomic hypothesis 
was controversial; there were well-known scientists-Ernst Mach bvas 
one-who thought ~t wrong. Moreover, ever smce the atomic hypothesis 
received widespread acceptance in the eariy part of the twentieth century, 
scientists have been continuously updating the picture it supplies with 
what are believed to be ever more elementary ingredients (for example, 
first protons and neutrons, then quarks). String theory is the latest step 
along this path, but because ~t has yet to be confirmed experimentally 
(and even if it were, that wouldn't preclude the existence of a yet more 
refined theory awaiting development), we must forthrightly acknowledge 
that the search for nature's basic material constituents continues. 

The incorporation of space and time into a modern scientific context 
goes back to Newton in the 1600s, but serlous thought regarding their 
rnlcroscopic makeup required the twent~eth-century discoveries of gen- 
eral relativity and quantum mechanics. Thus, on historical time scales, 
we've really only just begun to analyze spacetime, so the lack of a defini- 
tive proposal for its "atomsn-spacetime's most elementary constituents- 
is not a black mark on the subject. Far from it. That we've gotten as far as 
we have-that we've revealed numerous features of space and time vastly 
beyond common experience-attests to progress unfathomable a century 
ago. The search for the most fundamental of nature's ingredients, 
whether of matter or of spacetime, is a formidable challenge that will 
likely occupy us for some time to come. 

For spacetime, there are currently two promising directions in the 
search for elementary constituents. O n e  proposal comes from string the- 
ory and the other from a theory known as loop quantum graviiy. 

String theor<s proposal, depending on how hard you think about it, is 
elther intuitively pleasmg or thoroughlr. baffling. Since we speak of the 
"fabric" of spacetime, the suggest~on goes, maybe spacetime is stitched 
out of strings much as a s h ~ r t  is st~tched out of thread. That is, much as 
joining numerous threads together in an  appropriate pattern produces a 
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shirt's fabric, maybe joining numerous strings together in an appropriate 
pattern produces what we commonly call spacetime's fabric. Matter, like 
you and me, would then amount to additional agglomerations of vibrating 
strings-like sonorous music played over a muted din, or an elaborate pat- 
tern embroidered on a plain piece of material-moving within the con- 
text stitched together by the strings of spacetime. 

I find this an attractive and compelling proposal, but as yet no  one has 
turned these words mto a precise mathematical statement. As far as I can 
tell, the obstacles to dolng so are far from trifling. For instance, if vour 
shirt completely unraveled you'd be left with a pile of thread-an out- 
come that, depending on circumstances, you might find embarrassing or 
irritating, although probably not deeply mysterious. But it thoroughly 
taxes the mind (my mind, at least) to think about the analogous situation 
with strings-the threads of spacetime in this proposal. What would we 
make of a "pile" of strings that had unraveled from t'he spacetime fabric 
or, perhaps more to the point, had not pet even joined together to p o d u c e  
the spacetime fabric? The  temptation might be to think of them much as 
we do the shirt's thread-as ran' material that needs to be stitched 
together-but that glosses over an absolutely essential subtlety. We pic- 
ture strings as vibrating in space and through time, but without the space- 
time fabric that the strmgs are themselves imagined to yield through their 
orderly union, there is no space or time. In this proposal, the concepts of 
space and time fail to have meaning until innumerable strings weave 
together to produce them. 

Thus, to make sense of (his proposal, we would need a framework for 
describing strings that does not assume from the get-go that they are 
vibrating in a preexist~ng spacetime. We would need a fully spaceless and 
timeless formulation of string theor)., in which spacetime emerges from 
the collective behavior of strings. 

Although there has been progress toward this goal, no  one has lret 
come up  with such a spaceless and timeless formulation of string 
theory-something that physicists call a background-independent form- 
ulation (the term comes from the loose notion of spacetime as a 
backdrop against which phys~cal phenomena take place). Instead, 
essentially all approaches envision strings as moving and vibrating 
through a spacetime that is inserted ~ n t o  the theory "by hand"; spacetime 
does not emerge from the theory, as physicists imagine it would in a 
background-independent framework, but is supplied to the theory by the 
theorist. Many researchers consider the developn~ent of a background- 
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independent formulation to be the single greatest unsolved problem fac- 
ing string theory. Not only \vould it give insight into the origin of space- 
time, but a background-independent framework \youid likely be 
instrumental in resolving the major hang-up encountered at the end of 
Chapter 12  -the theory's current inability to select the geometrical form 
of the extra dimensions. Once its basic mathematical formalism is disen- 
tangied from any particular spacetime, the reasoning goes, string theory 
should have the capacity to suwey all possibilities and perhaps adjudicate 
among them. 

Another difficulty facing the strings-as-threads-of-spacetime proposal 
is that, as we learned in Chapter 13, string theory has other ingredients 
besides strings. What role do these other components play in spacetime's 
fundamental makeup? This question is brought into especially sharp 
relief by the braneworld scenario. If the three-dimensional space we expe- 
rience is a three-brane, ls the brane itself indecomposable or is it made 
from combining the the or)'^ other ingredients? Are branes, for example, 
made from strings, or are branes and strings both elementary' Or  should 
we consider yet another possibility, that branes and strings might be made 
from some yet finer ingredients? These questions are at the forefront of 
current research, but since this final chapter is about hints and clues, let 
me note one relevant insight that has garnered much attention. 

Earlier, we talked about the various branes one finds in stringM- 
theory: one-branes, two-branes, three-branes, four-branes, and so on. 
Although I didn't stress it earlier, the theory aiso contains zero-branes- 
ingredients that have no spatial extent, much like point particles. This 
might seem counter to the whole spirit of stringM-theory, which moved 
away from the point-particle framework in an effort to tame the wild 
undulations of quantum gravity. However, the zero-branes, just like their 
higher dimensional cousins in Figure 13.2, come with strings attached, 
literally, and hence their interactions are governed by strings, Not surpris- 
ingly, then, zero-branes behave very differently from conventional point 
particles, and, most important, they participate fully in the spreading out 
and lessening of uitramicroscopic spacetime jitters; zero-branes do not 
reintroduce the fatal flaws afflicting point-particle schemes that attempt to 
merge quantum mechanics and general reiativity. 

In fact, Tom Banks of Rutgers University and Willy Fischler of the 
University of Texas at Austin, together with Leonard Susskind and 
Stephen Shenker, both now at Stanford, have formulated a version of 
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stringhl-theory in which zero-branes are the fundamental ingredients 
that can be combined to generate strings and the other, higher dimen- 
sional branes. This proposal, known as Matrix theory-still another possi- 
ble meaning for the "M" in "RI-theoryn--has generated an  avaianche of 
follow-up research, but the difficult mathematics involved has so far pre- 
vented scientists from bringing the approach to completion. Neverthe- 
less, the calculations that physicists have managed to carry out in this 
framework seem to support the proposal. If Matrix theory is true, it might 
mean that everything-strings, branes, and perhaps even space and time 
themselves-is composed of appropriate aggregates of zero-branes. It's an 
exciting prospect, and researchers are cautiously optimistic that progress 
over the next few years will shed much light on its validity. 

We have so far surveyed the path string theorists have followed in the 
search for spacetime's ingredients, but as I mentioned, there is a second 
path coming from string theory's main competitor, loop quantum gra\.ity. 
Loop quantum gravity dates from the mid-1980s and is another promising 
proposal for merging general relativity and quantum mechanics. I won't 
attempt a detailed description (if you're interested, take a look at Lee 
Smolin's excellent book Three Roads to Quantum Gravity), but a.ill 
instead mention a few key points that are particularly illuminating for our 
current discussion. 

String t h e o y  and loop.quantum gravity both claim to have achieved 
the long-sought goal of providing a quantum theory of gravity, but they do 
so in very different ways. String theory grew out of the successful particle 
physics tradition that has for decades sought matter's elementary ingredi- 
ents; to most early string researchers, gravit) was a distant, secondar): con- 
cern, at best. By contrast, loop quantum gravity grew out of a tradition 
tightly grounded in the general theory of relativity; to most practitioners of 
this approach, gravity has always been the main focus. A one-sentence 
comparison would hold that string theorists start with the small (quantum 
theoq)  and move to embrace the large (gravity), while adherents of loop 
quantum gravity start with the large (gravity) and move to embrace the 
small (quantum t h e ~ r y ) . ~  In fact, as we saw in Chapter 12, string theory 
was initially developed as a quantum theory of the strong nuclear force 
operating within atomic nuclei; it was realized only later, serendipitouslp, 
that the theory actually included gravity. Loop quantum gravity, on the 
other hand, takes Einstein's general relativity as its point of departure and 
seeks to incorporate quantum mechanics. 
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This starting at opposite ends of the spectrum is mirrored in the ways 
the b o  theorles have so far developed. To some extent, the main achieve- 
ments of each prove to be the faiiings of the other. For example, string 
theon  merges all forces and all matter, including gravity (a complete uni- 
fication that eludes the loop approach), by describing e t , e ~ t h i n g  in the 
language of [ribrating strings. The  particle of gravi?, the grawton, is but 
one particular strlng vibrational pattern, and hence the theory naturally 
describes how these elemental bundles of gravity move and interact quan- 
tum mechanically. Hon,e.i,er, as just noted, the main failing of current for- 
mulations of strlng theory is that they presuppose a background spacetime 
within which strings move and vibrate. By contrast, the main achieve- 
ment of loop quantum g r a v l t p a n  impressive one-is that it does not 
assume a background spacet~me. Loop quantum gral~it), is a background- 
independent framework. However, extracting ordinan space and time, as 
xell as the familiar and successful features of general relativity when 
applied on large distance scales (something easily done with current for- 
mulations of string theory) from this extraordinarily unfamiliar space- 
lessltimeless startmg point, 1s a far from trivial problem, which researchers 
are still trying to solve. Moreove:, in comparison to string theory, loop 
quantum gravity has made far less progress in understanding the dynain- 
ics of gravitons. 

One  harmonlous possibilit) 1s that strlng enthusiasts and loop quan- 
tum gravity aficionados are actually constructing the same theory, but 
from vastly different starting pomts. That each theory involves loops-in 
string theory, these are string loops; in loop quantum gravity, they're 
harder to describe nonmathematically, but, roughly speaking, they're eie- 
mentary loops of space-suggests there might be such a connection. This 
possibility is further supported by the fact that on the few problems acces- 
sible to both, such as black hole entrop); the two theories agree 
And, on the question of spacetlme's constrtuents, both theories suggest 
that there 1s some kind of atomized structure. We've already seen the 
clues pointlng toward this conclusion that arise from string theory; those 
coming from loop quantum gravity are compelling and even more 
explicit. Loop researchers have shon~n that numerous loops in loop quan- 
tum gravity can be interwoven, somewhat like tmy wool loops crocheted 
into a sweater, and produce structures that seem, on larger scales, to 
approximate regions of spacetime. Most convincing of all, loop 
researchers have calculated the allowed areas of such surfaces of space. 
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And just as you can have one electron or two electrons or 202 electrons, 
but you can't have 1.6 electrons or any other fraction, the calculations 
show that surfaces can have areas that are one square Planck-length, or 
two square Planck-lengths, or 202 square Planck-lengths, but no  fractions 
are possibie. Once again, this is a strong theoretical clue that space, like 
electrons, comes in discrete, indivisible chunks." 

If I were to hazard a guess on future developments, I'd imagine that 
the background-independent techniques developed by the loop quantum 
gravity communiQ will be adapted to string theory, paving the nlay for a 
string formulation that is background independent. And that's the spark, I 
suspect, that will ignite a third superstring revolution in nrhich, I'm opti- 
mistic, many of the remaining deep mysteries will be solved. Such devel- 
opments would likely also bring spacetime's long story full circle. In 
earlier chapters, we followed the pendulum of opinion as it swung 
between relationist and absolutist positions on space, time, and space- 
time. We asked: Is space a something, or isn't it? Is spacetime a some- 
thing, or isn't it? And, over the course of a few centuries' thought, we 
encountered differing views. I believe that an experimentally confirmed, 
background-independent union between general relativity and quantum 
mechanics would yield a gratibing resolution to this Issue. By virtue of 
the background independence, the theory's ingredients might stand in 
some relation to one another, but with the absence of a spacetime that is 
inserted into the theory from the outset, there'd be no background arena 
in which they were themselves embedded. Only relative relationships 
would matter, a solution much in the spirit of relationists like Leibniz and 
Mach. Then, as the theory's ingredients-be they strings, branes, loops, or 
somethmg else discovered in the course of future research-coalesced to 
produce a familiar, large-scale spacetime (either our real spacetime or 
hypothetical examples useful for thought experiments), ~ t s  being a "some- 
thing" would be recovered, much as in our earlier discussion of general 
relativity: in an othenvise empty, flat, infinite spacetime (one of the useful 
hypothetical examples), the water in Newton's spinning bucket would 
take on a concave shape. The  essential point would be that the distinction 
between spacetime and more tangible materlal entitles would largely 
evaporate, as they would both emerge from appropriate aggregates of 
more basic ingredients in a theor). that's fundamentally relational, space- 
less, and timeless. If this is how it turns out, Leibniz, Newton, Mach, and 
Einstein could all claim a share of the victory. 
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I n n e r  a n d  Outer Space 

Speculating about the future of science is an entertaining and construc- 
tive exercise. It places our current undertakings in a broader context, and 
emphasizes the o\,erarch~ng goais toward which we are slowl\~ and delib- 
erately working. But when such speculation turns to the future of space- 
time itself, it takes on an almost mystical quality: we're considering the 
fate ofthe very things that dominate our sense of reality. Again, there is no 
question that regardless of future discoveries, space and time will con- 
tinue to frame our individual experience; space and time, as far as etrery- 
day life goes, are here to stay. What will continue to change, and likely 
change drastically, is our understanding of the framework they provide- 
the arena, that is, of experiential reality. After centuries of thought, nZe still 
can only portray space and time as the most familiar of strangers. They 
unabashedly wend their way through our lives, but adroitly conceal their 
fundamental makeup from the very perceptions they so fully inform and 
influence. 

Over the last century, we've become intimately acquainted with some 
previously hidden features of space and time through Einstein's two theo- 
ries of relativity and through quantum mechanics. The  slowing of time, 
the relativity of simultaneity, alternative siicings of spacetime, gravity as 
the \varping and cuwing of space and tlme, the probabilistic nature of real- 
it); and long-range quantum entanglement were not on the list of things 
that even the best of the worid's nineteenth-century physicists would have 
expected to find just around the corner. And yet there they ryere, as 
attested to by both experimental results and theoretical explanations. 

In our age, ~ e ' t z e  come upon our own panoply of unexpected ideas: 
Dark matter and dark energy that appear to be, far and away, the domi- 
nant constituents ofthe universe. Gravitational waves-ripples in the fab- 
ric of spacetime-which were predicted by Einstein's general relativity 
and may one day allow us to ~ e e k  farther back in time than ever before. A 
Higgs ocean, which permeates all of space and n.hich, if confirmed, ~vill 
help us to understand how particies acquire mass. Inflationary expansion, 
which may explain the shape of the cosmos, resolve the puzzle of why it's 
so uniform on large scales, and set the direction to time's arrow. String 
theory, which posits loops and snippets of energy in place of point parti- 
cles and promises a bold version of Einstein's dream in which all particles 
and all forces are coinbinecl into a single theory. Extra space dimensions, 
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emerging from the mathematics of string theory, and possibly detectable 
In accelerator experiments during the next decade. A braneworld, in 
which our three space dimensions may be but one universe among many, 
floating in a higher-dimensional spacetime. And perhaps even emergent 
spacetime, in which the veq. fabric of space and time is composed of 
more fundamental spaceiess and timeless entities. 

During the next decade, ever more pon~erful accelerators 'ivill provide 
much-needed experimental input, and many physicists are confident that 
data gathered from the highly energetic collisions that are planned will 
confirm a number of these pivotal theoretical constructs. I share this 
enthusiasm and eagerly await the results. Until our theories make con- 
tact n.ith observable, testable phenomena, they remain in limbo-they 
remain promising collections of ideas that may or may not have relevance 
for the real world. T h e  new accelerators mill advance the overlap between 
theory and experiment substantially, and, we physicists hope, will usher 
many of these ideas into the realm of established science. 

But there is another approach that, while more of a long shot, fills me 
with ~ n c o m ~ a r a b l e  wonderment. In Chapter 11 we discussed how the 
effects of tiny quantum jitters can be seen in any clear night sky since 
they're stretched enormously by cosmic expanslon, resulting in clumps 
that seed the formation of stars and gaiaxies. (Recall the ana loa  of tin!. 
scribbles, drawn on a balloon, that are stretched across its surface when the 
balloon is inflated.) This realization demonstrably gives access to quantum 
physics through astronomical observations. Perhaps it can be pushed even 
further. Perhaps cosmic expansion can stretch the imprints of even shorter- 
scale processes or features-the physics of strings, or quantum gravity 
more generally, or the atomized structure of ultrainicroscopic spacetime 
itself-and spread their influence, in some subtle but observable manner, 
across the heavens. hlaybe, that is, the universe has already drawn out the 
inicroscopic fibers of the fabric of the cosmos and unfurled them clear 
across the sky, and all we need do is learn how to recognize the pattern. 

Assessing cutting-edge proposals for deep physical laws may well 
require the ferocious might of particle accelerators able to re-create vio- 
lent conditions unseen since moments after the big bang. But for me, 
there would be nothing more poet&, no outcome more graceful, no unl- 
fication more complete, than for us to confirm our theories of the ultra- 
small-our theories about the ultra~~icroscopic makeup of space, time, 
and matter-by turning our most powerful telescopes skyward and gazing 
silently at the stars. 
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9 I am focusmg on Leibniz as the representatne ofthose who argued agalnst assign- 

ing space an ex~stence mdependent of the oblects mhab~ting it, but man) others also stren- 
uousl! defended this \lei\: among them Christiaan H u ~ g e n s  and Bishop Berkeley 

10 See, for example, hlaw Jammer, p 116 
l I \' I Lenm, hlatenalmi and Empmocntmsm Cntlcal Comments on a Reac- 

tlonan, Phllosoph) (We[! I'orl International Publications, 1909) Second English ed of 
Ilatenallzm I Emplnoknt~tslzm' Kntlchesk~a Zametkl ob' Odnol Reaktslonnol Fdosof~ 
(hloscoa Z ~ e n o  Press, 1909) 

C h a p t e r  3 

1. For the mathematically tramed reader, these four equat~ons are 

v . E = pi%, v . B = 0, v x E + a s i a t  = 0, v x B - ~ p ~ a ~ ~ a t  = U,J, 

where E, B, P, I, %, PO 
denote the electrlc field, the magnetic field, the electric charge denslty, the electr~c cur- 
rent densib, the permittivltr. of free space, and the permeabilib of free space, respectively. 
As you can see, M a x a d ' s  equations relate the rate of change of the electromagnetic fields 
to the presence of electric charges and currents. It is not hard to shoa, that these equations 
impl!. a speed for electromagnetic waves given by 1 1 6 ,  w h ~ c h  nhen  evaluated 1s ~n 
fact the speed of light. 

2. There is some controversy as to the role such experin~ents played in Einstein's 
development of special relativ~ty. In his biography of Einstem, Subtle Is the Lord: The Sci- 
ence and the Life ofAlbert Einstezn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982), pp. 1 ! 5-19, 
Abraham Pals has argued, uslng Einstein's own statements from his later years, that Ein- 
stein was aware of the Michelson-h'lorley results. Albrecht Folslng In Alberl Einstein: A 
Biography (New York: Viklng, 1997), pp. 217-20, also argues that Einste~n u.as auare of 
the Michelson-h4orley result, as  ell as earlier experimental null results in searching for 
evidence of the aether, such as the work of.4rmand Fizeau. But Folsing and many other 
historians of science have also argued that such experments played, at best, a secondary 
role In Einstein's thinking. Einstein \vas primarily guided by cons~derations of mathemat- 
ical symmety, slmpliciF, and an uncanny physical ~ n t u l t ~ o n .  

3. For us to see anyth~ng, light has to travel to our eyes; similarly, for us to see light, 
the light ~tself would have to make the same journey. So, when I speak of Bart's seeing 
light that 1s speeding away, it is shorthand. ! am ~ i n a g ~ n i n g  that Bart has a small army of 
helpers, all moving at Bart's speed, but situated at various distances along the path that he 
and the light beam follow. These helpers give Bart updates on how far ahead the light has 
sped and the time at w h ~ h  the light reached such distant locations. Then,  on the bass of 
this information, Bart can calculate how fast the light is speeding away from him. 

4. There are many element an^ mathematical denvations of Einstein's insights on 
space and time arlslng from specla1 relati\ib. If you are mterested, you can, for example, 
take a look at Chapter 2 of The Elegant Unwerse (together with mathematical details glven 
In the endnotes to that chapter). .I more technical but extremeiy lucid account is Edwm 
Taylor and John Archibald Liyheeler, Spacetime Phys~cs: Introduction to Speclal Relatlvlty 
(New Yoric, LV. EH. Freeman & Co., 1992). 

5. The  stopplng of time at light speed is an mteresting notion, but it 1s Important not 
to read too much into it. Special relativib sholvs that no inaterlal object can ever attain 
light speed: the faster a material oblect travels, the harder we-d have to push it to further 
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increase its speed. Just shy of light speed, we'd have to glve the object an essentially ~nfi- 
nitely hard push for ~t to go any faster, and that's somethmg we can't ever do. Thus, the 
"timeless" photon perspect~ve is limited to massless objects (of nfhich the photon 1s an 
example), and so "timelessness" is permanently beyond what all but  a few types of part~cle 
specles can ever attam. LVhile it 1s an mteresting and fruitful exerclse to lmaglne how the 
universe aould appear when mowng at light speed, ult~mately we need to focus on per- 
spectwes that materlal objects, such as ourselves, can reach, if we want to dra\v inferences 
about how special relativib affects our experlentla1 conception of time. 

6. See Abraham Pais, Subtle Is the Lord, pp. 113-14. 
7 .  To be more preclse, we define the water to be sp~nnlng if it takes on a concave 

shape, and not spinning if it doesn't. From a hlachian perspect~ve, In an empty universe 
there is no conception of spinning, so the water's surface would always be flat (or, to aloid 
Issues of the lack of gravlty pulling on the water, we can say that the tension on the rope 
tied between hvo rocks will always be slack). T h e  statement here 1s that, by contrast, in spe- 
c ~ a l  reiativ~t). there IS a notion of spinning, even in an empty universe, so that the water's 
surface can be concave (and the tension on the rope tied behveen the rocks can be taut). 
In this sense, special relativity \,~olates Mach's ~deas .  

8. Albrecht F6lsing, Alberl Einstezn (New York: Vikmg Press, 1997), pp. 208-10. 
9. The  matheinatically lnclined reader will note that if we choose units so that the 

speed of light takes the form of one space unit per one time unit (like one light-year per 
year or one light-second per second, where a light-year is about 6 trillion miles and a light- 
second is about 186,000 miles), then light moves through spacetime on 45-degree rays 
(because such diagonal lines are the ones which cover one space unit In one tlme u n ~ t ,  
hvo space units in hvo time units, etc.). Since nothmg can exceed the speed of light, any 
material oblect must cover less distance 111 space in a given ~ n t e n a l  of time than would a 
bean1 of light, and hence the path it follows through spacetime must make an angle wlth 
the centerline of the diagram (the line runnlng through the center ot the loaf from crust to 
crust) that 1s less than $5 degrees. Moreover, Einstein sho~ved that the time slices for 
an obsewer moving with veloc~t). v-all of space at one moment of such an obsener's 
time-have an equation (assuming one space diinens~on for slmplic~ty) given by t,,,,,,g = 
y(titationar, - (v/c2) x ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ,  where y = 11 - v2/c2)-"I, and c is the velocity of light. In units 
where c = 1, we note that v i 1 and hence a tlme slice for the movlng obsener-the locus 
~vhere fnavlng takes on a fixed value-is of the form (t,,,, ,,,,, - vx,,,, ,,,,,,) = constant. Such 
t ~ m e  slices are angled w t h  respect to the statlonary time slices (the loci of the form 
tjtatlonaii =constant), and because 11 < 1, the angle behveen them 1s less than 45 degrees. 

10. For the mathematically inclined reader, the statement bemg made 1s that the 
geodesics of hiinkowski's spacetime-the paths of extremal spacetime length behveen hvo 
gi\,en points-are geometr~cal entlties that do not depend on any particular choice of 
coordinates or frame of reference. They are intrlnslc, absolute, geonietr~c spacetime fea- 
tures. Explicitly, u s ~ n g  the standard Minkowski metric, the (t~melike) geodesics are 
straight lines (whose angle with respect to the time axis is less than 45 degrees, since the 
speed lnvolved is less than that of light). 

i l .  There 1s s o m e t h ~ n ~  else of importance that all observers, regardless of their 
motlon, also agree upon. It's ~mplicit in what we've described, but it's worth stating 
directly. If one event is the cause of another (I shoot a pebble, causlng a wndow to break), 
all observers agree that the cause happened before the effect (all observers agree that I shot 
the pebble before the wndow broke). For the mathematically lnclined reader, it is actually 
not difficult to see thls uslng our schematic depiction of spacetime. If event A 1s the cause 
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of event B, then a line drawn from I\ to B intersects each of the tlme slices i t m e  slices of 
an obsemer at rest ivith respect to A) at an angle that is greater than 45 degrees (the angle 
between ihe space axes-axes that lie on  an), given time slice-and the line between A 
and B is greater than 45 degrees). For instance, ifi4 and B take place at the same location 
In space ( the rubber band wrapped around my finger [A] causes my finger to turn w h ~ t e  
[Bj) then the line connecting A and B makes a 90-degree angle relative to the time slices. 
1f.A and B take place at different locat~ons In space, whatever traveled from X to B to exert 
the influence (my pebble traveling from slingshot to wndow)  did so at less than light 
speed, which means the angle differs from 90 degrees ( the angle when no  speed is 
~nvolr~ed)  b!. less than 45 degrees-1.e. the angle rwth respect to the time slices ( the space 
axes) is greater than 45 degrees. (Remember from endnote 9 of this chapter that light 
speed sets the iimit and such motion traces out 45-degree lines.) Now, as In endnote 9, the 
different time slicings associated ni th an observer in m o t ~ o n  are angled relative to those of 
an obsen.er at rest, but the angle 1s always less than 45 degrees (since the relatlve motion 
betx#een h5.o materlal obsen.ers is alu.ai,s less than the speed oflight). . h d  smce the angle 
associated n ~ t h  causally related events is always greater than 45 degrees, the time slices of 
an obsemer, who necessarily travels at less than light speed, cannot first encounter the 
effect and then later encounter the cause. To all observers, cause will precede effect. 

12. T h e  notion that causes precede their effects [see the preceding note) uould,  
among other thmgs, be challenged if influences could travel faster than the speed of light. 

13. Isaac Newton, Sir Isaac Newton's Llathematlcal Pnnc~ples  ojNatura1 Philosophy 
and His System of the World, trans. A. Motte and Florian C a j o r ~  (Berkeley: Un~versity of 
California Press, 1962), vol. 1, p. 634. 

14. Because the gravltatlonal pull of the earth differs from one location to another, a 
spatially extended, freely falling observer can still detect a resldual gra\.itational influence. 
Xamely, if the observer, while falling, releases hvo baseballs-one from h ~ s  outstretched 
right arm and the other from his left-each will fall along a path to~vard the earth's center. 
So, from the observers perspective, he will be falling straight d0n.n toward the earth's cen- 
ter, while the ball released from his right hand nil1 trave! downward and slightly toward 
the left, while the ball released from hls left hand will travel dou~nward and slightly tortzard 
the right. Through careful measurement, the obsen~er will therefore see that the distance 
between the two baseballs sloivly decreases; they move toward one another. C r u c ~ a i  to thls 
effect, though, is that the baseballs \\,ere released in slightly different locations 111 space, so 
that thelr freely falling paths toward earth's center were slightly different as \\,ell. Thus,  a 
more precise statement of Einstein's realization is that the smaller the spatial extent of an 
object, the inore fully it can eliminate gravity by golng into free fall. IVhile an important 
pomt of principle, this coinplicatlon can be safely ignored throughout the discussion. 

15, For a more detailed, yet general-level, explanation of the warping of space and 
time according to general relatlv~ty, see, for example, Chapter 2 of The Elegant Unwerse. 

16. For the mathematically trained reader, Einsteln's equations are GI, = (8zGlc4) 
TI,,, where the left-hand side describes the cuna ture  of spacet~me using the Einstein ten- 
sor and the right-hand slde describes the distribution of matter and energy In the universe 
usmg the energ-momentum tensor. 

17. Charles Misner, Kip Thorne, and John Archibald IVheeler, Grawtatlon (San 
Francisco: \V. H.  Freeman and Co. ,  1973), pp. 541-45 

18. In 1954, Einstein wrote to a colleague: "h a matter of fact, one should no  longer 
speak of Lfach's pr inc~ple at all" (as quoted In Abraham Pals, Subtle Is the Lord, p. 288). 

19. As mentioned earlier, successive generations have attributed the follo\ving ideas 
to Mach even though hls own \vritings do not phrase thmgs explicitly in t h ~ s  manner. 
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20. O n e  qualification here is that objects \vhich are so distant that there hasn't been 
enough time since the begmning of the universe for thelr light-or gravitational ~nflu-  
ence-to yet reach us have no  impact on  the gravlty we feel. 

21, T h e  expert reader will recognize that this statement is, technically speaking, too 
strong, as there are nontrivial ( that  is, non-Minkowsk~ space) empty space solutions to 
general relativ~ty. Here 1 am s ~ m p l y  u s ~ n g  the fact that specla1 relat~vlty can be thought of 
as a specla1 case of general relativity In w h ~ c h  gravity is ignored. 

22. For balance, let m e  note that there are physicists and philosophers who do not 
agree with t h ~ s  conclusion. Even though Einstein gave up on  Mach's prmciple, during the 
last th~rty years 11 has taken on  a life of its 0u.n. Various verslons and interpretatlons of 
Mach's idea have been put  forward, and, for example, some phys~cists have suggested that 
general relativity does fundamentally embrace Machs  ~deas ;  it's p s t  that some part~cular - 
shapes that spacet~me can have-such as the infinlte flat spacetime of an empty uni- 
verse-don't. Perhaps, they suggest, any spacetime that 1s remotely r e a l i s t i ~ - ~ o ~ u l a t e d  
bjr stars and galaxies, and so forth-does satisfy Mach's pr inc~ple.  Others have offered 
reformulations of Mach's pr inc~ple In nh lch  the lssue IS no  longer how objects, such as 
rocks tied by a strlng or buckets filled with water, behave in an otherwise empty universe, 
but rather how the various time slicings-the various three-dimensional spatial geome- 
tries-relate to one another through t ~ m e .  ,h enl ighten~ng reference on  modern thinking 
about these ideas 1s hfach's Principle: From Newton's Bucket to Quantum Graviw, Julian 
Barbour and Herbert Pfister, eds. (Berlin: Birkhauser, 1995), a .h~ch  is a collection of 
essays on  the sublect. A an interesting aside, this reference contams a poll of roughly forty 
phys~cists and philosophers regarding their vlew on  hlach's principle. Most (more than 90 
percent) agreed that general relatiwty does not fully confornl to Mach's ~deas.  Another 
excellent and extremely lnterestlng discussion of these ~deas ,  from a distinctly pro- 
Machian perspective and at a level suited to general readers, IS Julian Barbour's book The 
End  of Time: The Nest Revolut~on in Phys~cs (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999). 

23. T h e  mathematically mclined reader mlght find it enlightenlng to learn that Ein- 
stem believed that spacetme had no  existence Independent of its m e t r ~ c  (the mathemati- 
cal dev~ce  that gives distance relations In spacetime), so that if one were to remove 
everything-mcluding the metr~c-spacetime would not be a someth~ng.  By "spacetime" 
1 always mean a manifold together with a metric that solves the Einsteln equations, and so 
the conclusion \ve've reached, In mathematical language, IS that metr~cal  spacet~me IS a 
someth~ng.  

24. Max Jammer, Concepts ofspace, p. xvii. 

Chapter  4 

1. More accurately, this appears to be a medieval conception with historical roots 
that go back to Arjstotle. 

2. A we will discuss later in the book, there are realms (such as the b ~ g  bang and 
black holes) that still present many mysteries, at least in part owmg to extremes of small 
s u e  and huge densitles that cause even Einsteln's more refined theory to break down. So, 
the statement here applies to all but  the extreme contexts in which the known laws them- 
selves become suspect 

3 An earl) reader of thls text, and one who, surprlsinglp, has a particular expertise 111 

voodoo, has informed m e  that something 1s imagined to go from place to place to c a q  out 
the voodoo practltloner's ~ntentions-namely, a spmt So my example of a fanc~ful nonlocal 
process may, depend~ng on )our take on  voodoo, be flawed Nevertheless, the Idea is clear 
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4. To avoid any confusion, let m e  reemphasize at the outset that when I say, "The 
universe is not local," or "Something we do o.i.er here can be entwined with something 
over fhere," I am not referring to the abilih. to exert an instantaneous mtentioned control 
over something distant. Instead, as will become clear, the effect I a m  referring to manifests 
~tself as correlatlons between events taking place-usually, 111 the form of correlations 
between results of measurements-at distant locations ilocations for which there ~vould 
not be sufficient time for e l m  light to travel from one to the other). Thus, I am referring 
to what physic~sts call nonlocai correlatlons. . i t  first blush, such correlations may not strike 
!.ou as particularly surprising. If someone sends you a box containing one member of a 
pair of gloves, and sends the other member of the pair to your friend thousands of miles 
away, there will be a correlation between the handedness of the glove each of you sees 
upon opening your respective box: if vou see left, your friend \r4l see right; if you see right, 
lour  friend i t  ill see left. And, clearly, nothmg in these correlat~ons is at all mysterious. But, 
as we will gradually describe, the correlations apparent in the quantum ~vorld seem to be 
of a very different character. It's as if you have a pair of "quantum gloves" in w h ~ c h  each 
member can be either left-handed or right-handed, and commits to a defin~te handedness 
only when appropriately obsenwi or interacted with. T h e  we~rdness arises because, 
although each glove seems to choose ~ t s  handedness randomly when obsened, the gioves 
work in tandem, even if widely separated: if one  chooses left, the other chooses right, and 
\'ice Irersa. 

5 Quantum niechaii~cs makes predictions about the niicroworld that agree fantasti- 
cally well with expermental obsenations. O n  this, there is universal agreement. Never- 
theless, because the detailed features of quantum mechan~cs,  as discussed in this chapter, 
difier significantly from those of common experience, and, relatedly, as there are different 
mathematical forrnulat~ons of the theory (and  different formulations of how the theory 
spans the gap between the microworld of phenomena and the macroivorld of measured 
results), there isn't consensus on  hou to Interpret various features of the theory (and vari- 
ous puzzling data which the theory, nevertheless, is able to explam mathenlat~cally), 
ir~cluding issues ofnonlocality In this chapter, I have taken a particular point of vieu., the 
one I find most conviiicing based on current theoretical understanding and experimental 
results. But, I stress here that not everyone agrees with this view, and in a later endnote, 
after explaining this perspective more fully, I will br~efly note some of the other perspec- 
tives and indicate where you can read more about them. Let m e  also stress, as \ve nil1 dis- 
cuss later. that the expermelits contradict Einstein's belief that the data could be 
explained solely on the bas~s of particles always possessing defin~te, albeit hidden, proper- 
ties ulthout any use or rnentlon of noniocal entanglement. However, the failure of this per- 
spective only rules out a local universe. It does not rule out the possibilib that particles 
have such definite hidden features. 

6. For the mathematically inclined reader, let me note one potent~allj. m~sleading 
aspect of this descript~on. For multipart~cle systems, the probabilih. wave ( the wavefunc- 
t ~ o n ,  in standard t e r m i n o l o ~ )  has essentially the same interpretat~on as lust described, but 
is defined as a function on the configurat~on space of the particles (for a single particle, the 
configuration space is isomorphic to real space, but for an N-particle system it has 3N 
dimensions). This is important to bear in mmd when thinking about the question of 
~vhether  the wavefunct~on 1s a real physical entity or merely a mathematical de\ ,~ce,  since 
if one takes the former position, one ~vould need to embrace the realit). of configuration 
space as well-an interesting variation on  the themes of Chapters 2 and 3. In relatwistic 
quantum field theory, the fields can be defined in the usual four spacetune dimeiis~ons of 
common experience, but there are also somewhat less widelv used formulations that 
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i n ~ o k e  generalized ~taefunctions-so-called wavefunctlonals defined oil an e \en  more 
abstract space, field space 

7 T h e  ewperlments I am reierr~iig to here are those on the photoeiectnc effect, in 
a h i c h  light shinmg on Larious metals causes electrons to be elected from the metal's sur- 
face Experimenters found that the greater the intensib of the Iight, the greater the num- 
ber oi electrons e n ~ ~ t t e d  XIoreoLer, the experiments re~ea led  that the e n e r a  of each 
ejected electron a a s  deternxned b\ the color-the frequencv-of the Iight This, as Em- 
stein argued, is eas! to understand if the l ~ g h t  beam is composed of partlcies, since greater 
hght ~n tens ih  translates Into more light particles (more photons) In the beam-and the 
more photons there are, the more electrons they nil1 hit and hence elect from the metal- 
lic surface Furthermore, the frequencr of the light uould determine the e n e r g  of each 
photon, and hence the energi of each electron elected, precisel\ in heeping ni th the data 
T h e  particlelike properties of photons mere finally confirmed b\ 4rthur Compton in 1923 
through experiments ~ n v o l ~  mg the elast~c scatter~ng of electrons and photons 

8 Institut International d e  Physique S o l ~ a l ,  Rapport et d~scussior~s du jelne Consell 
,Paris, 1928), pp 253ff 

9 Irene Born, trans , The Born-Emstem Letters ( Y e n  YorL \17alker, 19-1 ), p 223 
10 H e n q  Stapp, Nuovo Clmento SOB (1977), 191-204 
11 Dawd Bohm 1s among the creatne minds that ~ o r ' l e d  on quantum mechanics 

during the tnentieth cen tuq  H e  nas  born in Penns)l \an~a in 1917 and vas  a student of 
Robert Oppenhe~mer  at Berkeley Whde  teaching at Princeton LJnnersitv, he nas  called 
to appear in front of the House U n - h e r i c a n  .Activities Committee, but refused to testih 
at the hearings Instead, he departed the United States, becoming a professor at the irni- 
~e rs i ty  of SSo Paulo in Brazil, then at the Technion In Israel, and finallv at Bir'hbeck Col- 
lege of the U n i ~ e r s i b  of London He lned  in London until his death in 1992 

i 2  Certainl!, i f lou  uai t  long enough, a h a t  jou do to one particle can, in principle, 
affect the other one particle could send out a signal alerting the other that it had been sub- 
jected to a measurement, and thls signal could affect the recenlng part~cle  H o u e ~ e r ,  as 
no signal can travel faster than the speed of Iight, t h ~ s  hind of influence is not instanta- 
neous T h e  k e ~  point in the present discussion is that at the lery moment  that we measure 
the spin of one particle about a chosen axis v e  learn the spln of the other particle about 

I 
that axis And so, an1 hmd of "standard" communication behreen the particles-luminal 
or sublun~inal  communicatioil-is not r e l e ~ a n t  

13 In this and the next section, the distillation of Bell's disco~er)  n h ~ c h  I am using is 
1 a ' dramatization ' insp~red bl Dal id \Iernxn s ~ronderful  papers "Quantum hI)steries for 

Anlone," Journal of Ph~losophy 78, (1981), pp 393-408, "Can You Help Your Team 
Ton~ght  bT LVatching on  TV," in Phdosophlcai Consequences of Quantum Theon' Re@- 
tlons on Bell's Theorem, jaines T Cushing and Ernan h l c h l u l l ~ n ,  eds i U n ~ \ e r s ~ t i  of Notre 
Dame Press, 1989), "Spooky Act~on  at a D ~ s t a n c e  Mvster~es of the Quantum Theon , '  in 
The Great ldeas Today (Encjclopaedia Br~tannica,  Inc , 1988), hh ich  are all collected in 
N Darid hIermin, Boolums 411 the Way Through (Cambridge, Eng Cambridge LJnner- 
siw Press, 1990) For anlone interested in pursulng these ideas in a more technical man- 
ner, there is no  better  lace to start than w t h  Bell's own papers, man? ot which are 
collected in J S Bell, Speakable and  Unspeakable In Quantum Mechan~cs (Cambridge, 
Eng  Cainbridge Uni\ersit) Press, 199-) 

14 \ l h l e  the localih assumption is cr~t lcal  to the argument of Emstem, Podolsht 
and Rosen, researchers h a ~ e  tried to find fault u ~ t h  other elements of their reasoniilg In an 
attempt to a \ o ~ d  the conclusion that the universe admits nonlocal features For example, it 
is somet~mes claimed that all the data require is that n e  giLe up so-called realism-the 
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idea that objects possess the properties they are measured to have independent of the mea- 
surement process. In this context, though, such a claim misses the point. If the EPR rea- 
soning had been confirnied by experiment, there tvould be nothing mysterious about the 
long-range correlations of quantum mechanics; t h e j d  be no more surprising than classi- 
cal long-range correlations, such as the way finding your left-handed glove o\,er here 
ensures that its partner over t-here is a right-handed giove. But such reasoning is refuted by 
the Bell/hpect results. Xow, if in response to this refutation of EPR we give up realism- 
as we do in standard quantum mechanics-that does nothing to lessen the stunning weird- 
ness of long-range correlations behveen a.idely separated random processes; \vhen we 
relinquish realism, the gloves, as in endnote 4, become "quantum gloves." Giving up real- 
ism does not, by any means: make the observed nonlocal correlations any less bizarre. It IS 

true that if, in light ofthe results of EPR, Bell, and Aspect, we try to maintain realism-for 
example. as in Bohni's theory discrissed later In the chapter-the kind of nonlocality \ve 
requlre to be coixistent with the data seems to be more se\.ere, involving nonlocal ~nter-  
actions, not just nonlocal correlations. L~iany physicists have resisted this option and have 
thus relinquished realism. 

1 5  See, for example, Murray Gell-Llann, The Quark and the jaguar (New 'lbrk: 
Freeman, 1994), and Hucv Price, Time's Arrow and Archirnedesi Point (Oxford: Oxford 
Uni\~ers!h. Press, 1996). 

16. Special relativity forbids anything that has ever traveled slower than light speed 
from crossing the speed-of-light barrier. But if something has always been traveling faster 
than the speed oflight, it is not strictly ruled out by special relat~vity. Hypothetical particles 
of this sort are called tachyons. Most phys~cists believe tachyons don't ex~st, but others 
erijoy tinkering with the possibiiig. that they do. So far, though, iargely because of the 
strange features that such a faster-than-light partlcle would have according to the equa- 
tions of special relativity, no one has found any particular use for them-even hvpotheti- 
cally speaking. In modern studies, a theory that gives rise to tachyons is generally \;iewed as 
suffering from an ~nstabilib. 

17 The mathematicallv inclined reader should note that, at its core, special relativ- 
ity claims that the laws of physics must be Lorentz invariant, that is, ~ n ~ ~ a r ~ a n t  under 
S0(3,1)  coordinate transformations on Minkowski spacetime. The  conclusion, then, is 
that quantum mechanics would be squared with special re la t iv i~  if it could be formulated 
in a fully Lorentz-invanant manner. Now, relativistic quantum mechanics and relativistic 
quantum fieid theo~). have gone a long way toward t h ~ s  goal, but as yet there isn't full 
agreement regarding whether they have addressed the quantum measurenient problem in 
a Lorenb-in\.arlant framework. In relativistic quantum field theory, for example, it is 
straightforward to compute, in a completely Lorentz-invariant manner, the probabiiity 
amplitudes and probabilit~es for outcomes of various experiments. But the standard treat- 
ments stop short of also describing the way in ~vhich one particular outcome or another 
emerges from the range of quantum possibilities-that is, what happens in the measure- 
ment process. This is a particularly important issue for entanglement, as the phenomenon 
hinges on the effect of what an experimeiiter does-the act of measuring one of the entan- 
gled particle's properties. For a more detailed discussion, see Tim Maudlin, Quantum 
Non-locality and Relativity (Oxford: Blackwell, 2002). 

18. For the mathematically inclined reader, here is the quantum mechanical calcu- 
lation that makes predictions in agreement with these experiments. Assume that the axes 
along which the detectors measure spin are vertical and 120 degrees clock\vise and coun- 
terclockwise from vertical (like noon, four o'clock, and eight o'clock on two clocks, one for 
each detector, that are facing each other) and consider, for argument's sake, hvo electrons 
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emerging back to back and heading toivard these detectors in the so-called singlet state. 
That IS the state whose total spin is zero, ensuring that if one electron is found to be in the 
spin-LI!, state, the other will be in the spln-do\vn state, about a given axis, and vice versa. 
(Recall that for ease in the text, I've described the correlation between the electrons as 
ensuring that if one 1s spin-up so is the other, and if one 1s spin-down, so is the other; in 
point of fact, the correlation IS one in which the spins point in opposite directions. To 
make contact with the main text, you can al\vays imagine that the two detectors are cali- 
brated oppositely, so that what one calls spin-up the other calls spin-down.) A standard 
result from elementary quantum mechanics shows that if the angle behveen the axes 
along m h c h  our two detectors measure the electron's spins is 0, then the probability that 
they will measure opposite spin values is cos2 (%). Thus, if the detector axes are aligned (0  
= 0), they definitely measure oppos~te spin values ithe analog of the detectors in the main 
text always measuring the same value when set to the same direction), and ifthey are set at 
either 1-120' or -!ZOO, the probability that they measure opposite spins is cos' (1-120" or - 
lZOOj = K. Now, if the detector axes are set randomly, of the time they will point in the 
same direction, and ?4 of the time they ivon't. Thus, over all runs, we expect to find oppo- 
site spins ( ! 4 ) ( l )  + (%)(!4) = !4 of the time, as found by the data. 

You may find it odd that the assumption of localiv yields a higher spin correlation 
(greater than 50 percent) than what we find with standard quantum mechanics (exactly 50 
percent); the long-range entanglement of o,uantum mechanics, you'd think, should yield a 
greater correlation. In fact, it does. A way to think about ~t IS this: With only a 50 percent 
correlation over all measurements, quantum mechanics yields 100 percent correlation for 
measurenients In which the left and right detector axes are chosen to point in the same 
direct~on. In the local universe of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen, a greater than 5 5  percent 
correlation over all measurements is required to ensure 100 percent agreement n'hen the 
same axes are chosen. Roughly, then, in a local uni\-erse, a 50 percent correlation over all 
measurements would entail less than a 100 percent correlation when the same axes are 
chosen-i.e., less of a correlation than what we find in our nonlocal quantum universe. 

19. You might think that an instantaneous collapse would, from the get-go, fall afoui 
of the speed limit set by light and therefore ensure a conflict with specla1 relativih. .And if 
probability bvaves were indeed like water waves, you'd have an irrefutable point. That the 
value of a probability a.ave suddenly dropped to zero over a huge expanse would be far 
more shocking than all of the ivater in the Pacific Ocean's instantaneously becoming per- 
fectly flat and ceasing to move. But, quantum mechanics practitioners argue, probabilib 
lvaves are not like water waves. h probability Lvave, although it describes matter, is not a 
material thing itself. . h d ,  such practitioners continue, the speed-of-light barrler applies 
only to material objects, things mliose motion can be directly seen, felt, detected. If an 
electron's probability wave has dropped to zero in the Andromeda galaw, an Andromedan 
phys~c~st  will merely fail, w.ith 100 percent certainq, to detect the electron. Nothing In the 
Andromedan's observations reveals the sudden change In the ~ r o b a h i l i ~  xvave associated 
with the successful detection, say, of the electron in New lhrk C i p .  14s long as the electron 
itself does not travel from one place to another at greater than light speed, there IS no con- 
flict with special relativity. And, as you can see, all that has happened IS that the electron 
was found to be in New York City and not anywhere else. Its speed never even entered the 
discussion. So, ~vhile the instantaneous collapse of probability is a framea.ork that comes 
rvith puzzies and (discussed more fully In Chapter 7), it need not necessarily 
imply a conflict with special relativity. 

20. For a discussmn of some of these proposals, see Tim Maudlin, Quantum Non- 
localiy and Relativzty 
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Chapter 5 

1. For the mathematically Inclined reader, from the equat~on t,,,,!,g = ~ ( t , , ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~  - 
(v/c2) x,,,,,,,,,,.) (discussed In note 9 of Chapter 3) Nre find that Chewie's n o d i s t  at a given 
moment will contam events that obseners on  earth will claim happened (vic') x,,,,,, ear- 
lier, where xeaith IS  Chewe's distance from earth. T h ~ s  assumes Chewie ls mowng away 
from earth. For motion toaard earth, v has the opposite sign, so the earthbound obsenners 
will c l a m  such events happened (~ic')x,,,~ later. Setting v = 10 miles per hour and x,,,,,, = 
10'"ight-year~. we find (v/c2j x,,,~ is about 150 years. 

2. This number-and a similar number glven in a few paragraphs further on describ- 
Ing Chewe?  motion toward earth-were valid at the tlrne of the book's publicat~on. But 
as time goes by here on earth, the!.\rill be rendered slightly Inaccurate. 

3. The  mathemat~cally Inclined reader should note that the metaphor of s h n g  the 
spacetime loaf at different angles 1s the usual concept of spacetlme diagrams taught In 
courses on specla1 relativity In spacetime diagrams, all of three-dimens~onal space at a 
gwen moment of time, according to an observer who IS considered stat~onary, is denoted 
by a hor~zontal line (or, In more elaborate diagrams, by a hor~zontal plane), while t ~ m e  IS 

denoted by the vertical axls. (In our depiction, each "slice of breadn-a plane-represents 
all of space at one moment of t ~ m e ,  while the axls runnlng through the m ~ d d i e  of the loaf, 
from crust to crust, is the time ax~s. ) Spacetime diagrams prowde an ~nslghtful way of illus- 
tratlng the pomt belng made about the now-slices of you and Chensie. 

The light solid lines are equal time slices (no\r-slices) for obsewers at rest with respect 
to earth (for s~mplic~tv, we Imagine that earth is not rotating or undergo~ng any accelera- 
t ~ o n ,  as these are irrelevant complicat~ons for the p a n t  b e ~ n g  made), and the light dotted 
lines are equal time siices for obsen~ers movlng away from earth at, say, 9.3 miles per hour. 
When C h e w e  IS at rest relative to earth, the former represent h ~ s  now-slices (and since 
YOU are at rest on earth throughout the stoq, these light solid lines always represent your 
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now-slices), and the darkest solid line shonzs the now-slice contaming you (the left dark 
dot), in earth's h\:ent)'-first century, and he ( the right dark dot), both sitting still and read- 
Ing. When C h e w ~ e  1s ~ v a l k ~ n g  away from earth, the dotted lines represent his now-slices, 
and the darkest dotted line shows the n o e 4 i c e  contamng Chewie ihavlng lust gotten up 
and started to walk) and John Wilkes Booth (the lower left dark dot). Note, too, that one of 
the subsequent dotted time slices will contain Chewie walkmg (if he 1s still around!) and 
you, in earth's twenty-first century, sittmg still reading. Hence, a single moment for you 
will appear on hvo of Chewe's nox-lists-one list of relevance before and one of rele- 
vance after he started to walk. This shows yet another was In which the simple ~ntuitwe 
notlon of now-when enws~oned as applylng throughout space-is transformed by special 
relatnity Into a concept w ~ t h  highly unusual features. Furthermore, these now-lists do not 
encode causality: standard causality (note i 1, Chapter 3) remains In full force. Chewie's 
now-lists lump because he lumps from one reference frame to another. But eve? 
observer-usmg a single, well-defined cholce of spacetlme coordinat~zation-will agree 
~11th every other regarding w h ~ c h  events can affect which. 

4. The expert reader will recognize that i am assuming spacetime IS Minkowsk~an. A 
s~milar argument In other geometr~es \?ill not necessarily yield the entlre spacet~me. 

5.  Albert Einstein and Michele Besso: Correspondence 1903-1955, P. Speziali, ed. 
(Pam: Hermann, 1972). 

6. The discussion here is meant to glve a quaiitatwe sense of how an experience r~ght  
now, together vr~th memories that you have right now, forms the bas~s of your sense of hav- 
ing exper~enced a life in w h ~ c h  youve lived out  those memorles. But, if, for example, your 
brain and body were somehow put Into exactly the same state that they are r~g'nt now, you 
\vould ha1.e the same sense of having lived the life that your memorles attest to (assuming, 
as I do, that the basls of all experience can be found in the physicai state of b r a ~ n  and 
body), elsen if those experiences never really happened, but were artific~ally Imprinted 
Into your brain state. One sirnplificatlon in the discuss~on 1s the assumption that we can 
feel or experience thmgs that happen at a singie instant, when, In reality, processing time 
IS required for the brain to recognize and Interpret whatever stimuli ~t receives. While true, 
t h ~ s  1s not of part~cular relevance to the polnt I'm making; it is an ~nterest~ng but largely 
irrelevant complication ar~sing from analyzing time In a manner directly t ~ e d  to human 
experience. As we discussed earlier, human examples help make our discussion more 
grounded and wsceral, but ~t does require us to tease out those aspects of the discuss~on 
that are more interest~ng from a b~ological as opposed to a physical perspect~ve. 

7. You mlght wonder how the discussion In t h ~ s  chapter relates to our descript~on in 
Chapter 3 of objects "moving" through spacet~me at the speed of light. For the mathemat- 
lcally disinclined reader, the rough answer is that the h~story of an object is represented by 
a curve In spacet~me-a path through the spacetune loaf that h~ghlights evev  place the 
object has been at the moment it was there (much as we see in Figure 5.1). The  ~ntuitive 
notion of "mowng" through spacetime, then, can be expressed In "flowless" language by 
simply specifying this path (as opposed to imagining the path bemg traced out before your 
eyes). The  "speed" associated w ~ t h  thls ~ a t h  is then a measure of how long the path is 
(from one chosen p o ~ n t  to another). div~ded by the t ~ m e  difference recorded on a watch 
carrled by someone or someth~ng behveen the two chosen points on the path. This, agaln, 
is a conception that does not ~nvoive any time flow: you simply look at what the watch in 
question says at the hvo points of mterest. It turns out that the speed found In thls wav, for 
any mot~on,  1s equal to the speed of light. T h e  mathemat~cally inclined reader \?ill realize 
that the reason for this is Immediate. In Minkowski spacetime the met r~c  is ds2 = c'dt2 - dx' 
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(where dx' is the Euclidean length dx12 + dxz2 + d ~ ~ ~ ) ,  while the time carried by a clock 
("proper" time) 1s given by d ~ '  = ds2ic2 So, clearly, velocity through spacetlme as lust 
defined is given niathematlcally by dsldr, which equals c. 

8. Rudolf Carnap, "Autobiography," in The Philosophy of Rudolf Camap,  P. A. 
Schilpp, ed. (Chicago: Library of Living Philosophers, 1963), p. 37. 

C h a p t e r  6 

1.  Notice that the asymmetn bemg referred to-the arrow of time-arises from the 
order in which e\.ents take place In time. You could aiso wonder about asj.mrnetrles in 
tiine itself-for example, as we mill see In later chapters, according to some cosmolog~cal 
theories t ~ m e  may have had a beginning but ~t may not have an end. These are distinct 
notions of temporal asymmetry, and our discussion here is focusing on the former. Even 
so, by the end of the chapter \ve \id1 conclude that the temporal asymmetry of things In 
time relies on special conditions early on In the universe's history, and hence links the 
arrow of time to aspects of c o ~ r n o l o ~ .  

2. For the mathematically i n c h e d  reader, let me note more preclselv what is meant 
b!- time-reversal symmetry and pomt out one intrlgulng exception whose significance for 
the issues \r.e're discussing In thls chapter has yet to be fully settled. The  smpiest notion of 
t~me-reversai symmetr) 1s the statement that a set of laws of physlcs 1s tlme-reversal s p -  
metric if given any solution to the equatlons, say Sit), then S(-t) 1s also a solution to the 
equations. For ~nstance, in Newtonian mechanlcs, with forces that depend on particle 
posltions, if s ( t )  = ix,jt), s2(t), ,xj,(t)) are the positions of n-particles In three space 
dimensions, then the fact that x(t) solves d2x(i)/dt2 = F(x(t)) implies that x(-t) 1s also a solu- 
tion to Iiea>ton's equatlons, 1.2. d2.x(-t)ldt2 = F1x1-t)). Notlce that x(-t) represents particle 
motion that passes through the same positions as x(t), but In reverse order, with reverse 
velocities. 

hlore generally, a set of physical laws provides us with an algorithm for evolvlng an 
mitial state of a physlcal s!,stem at time t, to some other tlme t + to. Concretely, thls algo- 
rlthm can be vlemed as a map U(t) which takes as Input S(to) and produces Sit + to), that 
IS: S i t  + to) = U(t)SitO). \\'e say that the laws g w n g  rlse to U(t) are time-reversal synlmetric 
if there is a map T satisfying U(-t) = T I U ( t ) T .  In English, thls equatlon says that by a suit- 
able manipulation of the state of the physical svstem at one moment (accomplished bv T),  
evolution by an amount t forward In tlme according to the la\r.s of the theory (accom- 
plished by U(t)) is equivalent to having evolved the system t units oftinie backivard in time 
(denoted by U(-t)). For rnstance, if u.e specifr. the state of a system of particles at one 
moment by thelr positlons and velocitles, then T would keep all particle positlons fixed 
and reverse all velocitles. Evolvlng such a configuration of partlcles fonvard in tlme by an 
amount t IS equivalent to having evolved the origlnal configuration of particles backward 
in time by an amount t. (The factor o i T '  undoes the velociQ reversal so that, at the end, 
not oniv are the particle posltions what they would have been t units of tiine previously, 
but so are their ve1ocities.l 

For certaln sets of iaws, the T operatlon 1s more complicated than kt 1s for Nev.tonlan 
mechanlcs For euample, if we studr the motion of charged particles In the presence of an 
electromagnetic field, the reversal of particle ~elocities ~ t o u l d  be madequate for the equa- 
tions to yield an e\olutlon in whlch the partlcles retrace their steps Instead, the direction 
of the magnetic field must also be re\ersed (This 1s required so that the v x B term In the 
Lorentz force lav equation remains unchanged) Thus, in thls case, the T operatlon 
encompasses both of these transformations The  fact that v e  have to do more than lust 
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reverse all particle velocities has no impact on any of the discussion that follo~vs In the text. 
.dl that matters is that particle motlon in one directlon 1s lust as consistent with the physi- 
cal laws as particle motion In the reverse direction. That we have to reverse any magnetic 
fields that happen to be present to accomplish this is of no part~cular relevance. 

Where things get more subtle 1s the ~veak nuclear interactions. T h e  weak interactions 
are described by a part~cular quantum field theory (discussed briefly in Chapter 9), and a 

theorem shows chat quantum field theorles (so long as they are local, unitary, and 
Lorentz im-ar~ant-which are the ones of Interest) are always symmetric under the com- 
bmed operations of charge conlugat~on C (which replaces particles by then antiparticles), 
panty P (ashich inverts posltlons through the orlgm), and a bare-bones time-reversal oper- 
atlon T iwhlch replaces t by -1). So, we could define a T operation to be the product CIYT, 
but if T Invarlance absolutely requlres the C P  operation to be included, T \vould no 
longer be slmpiy interpreted as partlcles retrac~ng thelr steps (slnce, for example, partlcle 
ldentlties would be changed b'i. such T-particles would be replaced b) thelr ant~partl- 
cles-and hence it would not be the origmal particles retracing then steps) Xs it turns out, 
there are some exotic experimental situations in whlch we are forced mto this corner. 
There are certain partlcle species iK-mesons, B-mesons) whose repertoire of behav~ors 1s 
CPT invariant but 1s not invariant under T aione. Thls was established ~ndirectly In 1964 
by James Cronm, Val Fitch, and their collaborators (for which Cronln and Fitch received 
the 1980 Nobei Prize) by showlng that the K-mesons v~olated CP symmetry (ensuring that 
they must vlolate T symmetry In order not to v~olate CPT). More recently, T symmetry vio- 
iat~on has been directly established by the CPLEAR experiment at CERN and the KTEV 
experiment at Fermilab. Roughly speaking, these experiments show that if you a w e  pre- 
sented with a film of the recorded processes involving these meson particles, you'd be able 
to determine whether the film was belng protected In the correct forward tlme dlrectlon, 
or In reverse In other words, these part~cular partlcles can dlstingulsh behieen past and 
future LVhat remalns unclear, though, is ahether this has any rele~ance for the arrou of 
time we experience In everyday contexts. After all, these are exotic partlcles that can be 
produced for fleeting moments in hlgh-energy collisions, but they are not a constituent of 
familiar mater~al objects. To many physicists, including me, it seems unlikely that the tlrne 
nonre\ersal mvarlance e\ ~denced  b) these particles plays a role in answermg the puzzle of 
tlme s axon,  so we shall not dlscuss thls e~ceptional  example further But the truth 1s that 
no one knows for sure. 

3. I sometimes find that there is reluctance to accept the theoretical assertion that 
the eggshell pieces \vould really fuse back together into a pristine, uncracked shell. But 
the t~me-reversal symmetry of nature's laws, as elaborated wlth greater preclslon In the pre- 
vious endnote, ensures that thls 1s what would happen. hlicroscoplcally, the crackmg of an 
egg 1s a physical process ~nvolv~ng the various molecuies that make up the shell. Cracks 
appear and the shell breaks apart because groups of molecules are forced to separate by the 
impact the egg experiences. If those molecular mot~ons were to take place in reverse, the 
molecules would loin back together, re-fusing the shell into its prewous form. 

4. To keep the focus on modern ways of thinking about these ~deas,  i am sk~pping 
over some \leg: interesting hlstory. Boltzmann's own th~nking on the subject of entropy 
went through significant refinements during the 1870s and 1880s, durlng which tlme 
interactions and communications with physicists such as James Clerk Maxwell, Lord 
Kelvln, Josef Loschmldt, Joslah Willard Gibbs, Henrl Pomcare, S. H. Burbury, and Ernest 
Zermelo were ~nstrumental. In fact, Boltzrnann initially thought he could prove that 
entropy ~vould always and absolutely be nondecreaslng for an ~solated physical system, 
and not that it was merely highly unlikely for such entropy reduction to take place. But 
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objections ralsed by these and other physlclsts subsequently led Boltzmann to emphasize 
the statistical/probabilistic approach to the subject, the one that isstill in use today. 

5.  I a m  lmaginlng that we are uslng the Modern Libra? Classlcs edition of LVur and  
Peace, translated by Constance Garnett, with 1,386 text pages. 

6. Thr mathematica!lv inclined reader should note that because the numbers can 
get so iarge, entropy 15 ~ct~:n!!v defined as the logarithm of the number of possible 
arrangements, a detail that won't concern us here However, as a point of principle, this is 
important because it 1s very convenient for entropy to be a so-ca!led extenswe quantih., 
a h i c h  means that if you bring hvo systems together, the entropy of their union 1s the sum 
of thelr mdividual entropies. Thls holds true only for the logarlthmlc form of entropy, 
because tlie number of arrangements in such a situation is gwen by the product of the 
indiv~dual arrangements, so the logar~thm of the number of arrangements is additive. 

f .  ii 'hile we can, In pnnczple, predict where each page will land, you mlght be con- 
cerned that there 1s an additional element that determines the page ordering: ho\v you 
gather the pages together In a neat stack. This 1s not relevant to the physlcs belng dis- 
cussed, but In case ~t bothers you, Imagine that we agree that you'll plck u p  the pages, one 
by one, starting with the one that's closest to you, and then plcklng u p  the page closest to 
that one, and so on. (.4nd, for exampie, we can agree to measure distances from the near- 
est corner of the page In question.) 

8. To succeed In calculat~ng the motion of even a few pages with the accuracy 
requ~red to predict t h e ~ r  page ordermg (after employing some algor~thm for stacklng them 
In a pile, such as In the previous note), 1s actually extremely optimistic. Depending on  the 
flexibility and welght of the paper, such a comparatively "slmple" calculation could still 
be beyond today's computat~onal  power. 

9. You m g h t  worry that there 1s a fundamental difference between definmg a notion 
of entropy for page ordermgs and defining one for a collection of molecules. After all, page 
orderings are discrete-you can count them, one  by one, and so although the total num- 
ber of possibiiitles might be large, ~t ' s  f in~te.  To the contrar)., the motion and posltion of 
even a single molecule are continuous-you can't count them one by one, and so there is 
( a t  least according to classical physics) an infinite number of possibilities. So ho\v can a 
precise counting of molecuiar rearrangements be carried out? iVell, the short response 1s 
that this 1s a good question, but one that has been answered fully-so if thatis enough to 
ease your w o r q  feel free to skip what folloivs. T h e  longer response requires a bit of math- 
ematlcs, so without background thls mav be tough to follow completely. Physicists 
describe a classical, man!-partlcle system, by invoking phase space, a 6N-dimensional 
space (where N is the number of particles) In which each pomt denotes all partlcle posl- 
tlons and veloc~ties (each such pos~tlon requires three numbers, as does each v e l o c i ~ ,  
accounting for the 6N dimens~onalit) of phase space). T h e  essential p o ~ n t  1s that phase 
space can be caned  up mto reglons such that all polnts In a g n e n  region correspond to 
arrangements of the speeds and velocities of the molecules that ha\e  the same, oherall, 
gross features and appearance If the molecules' configuratlon a e r e  changed from one 
point ln a gn en reglon of phase space to another polnt In the same region, a macroscop~c 
assessment would find the two configurations rndistinguishable You,  rather than count- 
ing the number of point5 In a p e n  regioil-the most dlrect analog of countlng the num- 
ber of different page rearrangements, but somethmg that nil1 sureh result in an lnfinlte 
ansuer-phbs~cists define entropy In terms of the volume of each region in phase space A 
larger volume means more points and hence h ~ g h e r  entropb And a region s volume, ecen 
a region In a hlgher-dimensional space, is something that can be g n e n  a rigorous mathe- 
matical definition (Mathematlcal l~,  it requires chooslng something called a measure, and 
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for the mathernatlcally inclined reader, I'll note that we usually choose the measure 
whlcti is uniform over all microstates compatible wlth a glven macrostate-that IS, each 
m ~ c r o s c o p ~ c  colnfiguratlon associated wlth a given set of macroscop~c properties is 
assumed to be equally probable.) 

10. Specifically, n.e know one way In which t h ~ s  could happen: if a few days earlier 
the CC2 was initially in the bottle, then we know from our discussion above that if, right 
nou., you were to s ~ m u i t a n e o u s l ~ ~  reverse the velocliy of each and every CC2 molecule, 
and that of every molecule and atom that has in any \vay Interacted wlth the C 0 2  mole- 
cules, and wait the same few days, the n~olecules  would all group back together In the bot- 
tle. But thls velocliy reversal ~ s n ' t  something that can be acconiplished In practice, let 
.!one sometliing that is likely to happen of its own accord. I rnlg'ht note, though, that one 
can prove mati~tiniat!callr that if you \vait long enough, the C C 2  moiecules will, of thelr 
0n.n accord, all find thezr way bock into the bottle. .4 result proven In the 1800s by the 
French mathematiclan Joseph Liouville can be tised to establish u h a t  is known as the 
Polncark recurrence theorem. Thls theorem shous that, if you \idit long enough, a system 
with a finite energy and confined to a finlte spatial volume (like C 0 2  mo~zculec 111 a 
closed room) will return to a state arbztrarily close to ~ t s  m t l a l  state (in thls case, C 0 2  mol- 
ecules all sltuated in the Coke bottle). T h e  catch is how long you'd have to \valt for this to 
happen. For systems with all but a small number of constituents, the t'heorem shows you'd 
typically have to walt far In excess of the age of the universe for tlie constituents to, of the11 
o a n  accord, regroup in their ini t~al  configuratlon. Nevertheless, as a point of prmc~ple,  it 
1s provocative to note that with endless patience and longevity, every spatially contained 
physical system will return to how it was initially configured. 

11. You mlght wonder. then, n.hy water ever turns Into ice, slnce that results In the 
H20 molecules becoming more ordered, that IS, attaming iou.er, not hlgher, entropy. 
IVell, the rough answer 1s that when i iqu~d  water turns Into solid ice, ~t gives off energy to 
the environment ( the oppos~te of what happens when Ice melts, when it takes in energy 
from the envlronment), and that raises the env~ronmentai  entropy. At low enough ambi- 
ent temperatures, that IS, below 0 degrees Celslus, the lncrease in enwronmental entropy 
exceeds the decrease in the water's entropy, so freezing becomes entropically favored. 
That's why Ice forms in the cold of wlnter. Similarly, when Ice cubes form in your ref]-~g- 
erator's freezer, their entropy goes donm but the refrigerator itself pumps heat lnto the 
envlronment, and if that is taken account of, there 1s a total net lncrease of entropy. T h e  
more preclse answer, for the mathematically ~ncl ined reader, 1s that spontaneous phe- 
nomena of the sort we're discussing are governed by what 1s known as free energy. Intu- 
itlvely, free energy 1s that part of a system's energy that can be harnessed to do work. 
hIathematlcally, free energy, F, is defined by F = U - TS, ~vhere  U stands for total e n e r a ,  
T stands for temperature, and S stands for entropy. A system ~vill undergo a spontaneous 
change if that results In a decrease of its free energy. .4t low temperatures, the drop in U 
associated wlth liquld ~vater turnlng lnto solid ice ouhveighs the decrease In S (outlielghs 
the lncrease In -TS), and so will occur. At h ~ g h  temperatures (above 0 degrees Celsius,), 
though, the change of ice to liquid njater or gaseous steam 1s entropically falrored (the 
lncrease in S ouixveighs changes to U) and so ~vill occur. 

12. For an early discussion of how a straightforward applicat~on of entroplc reasoning 
~vould lead us to conclude that memories and hlstorlcal records are not t rush~orthp 
accounts of the past, see C. F von ivelzsacker In The Unzt). of Nature (New York: Farrar, 
Straus, and Giroux, 19SO), 138-46, (onginally published 1nAnnaIen der Physik 3.6 (!939). 
For an excellent recent discussion, see David Albert In Time and  Chance (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Haward University Press, 2000). 
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13. In fact, since the laws of physics don't distinguish between fonvard and backward 
in time, the explanation of having fully formed ice cubes a half hour earlier, at 10 p.m., 
would be preczsely as absurd-entropically speak~ng-as predicting that by a half hour 
later, by 1 i:00 p.m., the little chunks of ~ c e  would have gr0u.n into fully formed ice cubes. 
To the contrary, the explanation of having liquid water at 10 p.m. that slo\vly forms small 
chunks of ice by 10:30 p.m. is precisely as sensible as predicting that by 11:00 p.m. the iit- 
tle chunks of ice \ d l  melt into liquid water, something that is familiar and totally 
expected. Thls latter explanation, from the perspective of the obsewation at 10:30 p.m., is 
perfectly temporally symmetric and, moreover, agrees wlth our subsequent observations. 

14. The particulariy careful reader might thlnk that I've prejudiced the discuss~on 
~vith the phrase "early on" smce that inlects a temporal asymmetry. K7hat I mean, In more 
preclse language, is that we \vill need speclal condit~ons to prevail on (at ieast) one end of 
the temporal dimension. .As uill become clear, the special conditions amount to a low 
entropy boundary condition and I will call the "past" a direction in \vhlch thls condition IS 

satisfied. 
15. The  idea that time's arrow requires a low-entropy past has a long history, going 

back to Boltzmann and others; ~t was discussed 111 some detail in Hans Reichenbach, The 
Direction of Time (hlineola, N.Y.. Dover Publications, 1984), and was championed in a 
particularly lnterestlng quantitative way in Roger Penrose, The Emperor's New Mind (New 
York: Oxford Universltv Press. 1989). DD. 317E. 

!'A 1 

16. Recall that our discussion in this chapter does not take account of quantum 
mechanics. As Stephen Haaklng showed in the 1970s; when quantum effects are consid- 
ered, black holes do allow a certain amount of radiatlon to seep out, but this does not 
affect thelr being the highest-entropy objects in the cosmos. 

17. A natural quest~on is h o n  we know that there isn't some future constraint that 
also has an impact on entropy. The bottom line is that we don't, and some physicists have 
even suggested experiments to detect the possible mfluence that such a future constraint 
m g h t  have on thlngs that we can obsewe today. For an interesting article discussing the 
possibility of future and past constraints on entropy, see Murray Gell-Mann and James 
Hartle, "Time Symmetry and Asymmetry in Quantum hIechanics and Quantum Cos- 
mology," In Physical Orlgzns ojTimei\svmmetty, J .  j. Halliu~ell, J. Perez-h'Iercader, W. H. 
Zurek, eds. (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge UnlversiQ Press, 1996), as well as other papers 
In Parts 4 and 5 of that collection. 

18. Throughout this chapter, we've spoken of the arrow of time, referring to the 
apparent fact that there is an asymmetry along the tlme axis (any observer's tlme axis) of 
spacetime: a huge variety of sequences of events is arrayed in one order along the time 
axis, but the reverse ordering of such events seldom, if ever: occurs. Over the years, physi- 
cists and philosophers have divided these sequences of events Into subcategories whose 
temporal asymmetries might, In principle, be subject to logicaily Independent explana- 
tions. For example, heat flows from hot obrects to cooler ones. but not from cool ob~ects to 
hot ones; electromagnet~c waves emanate ouhvard from sources like stars and lightbulbs, 
but seem never to converge inward on such sources; the unlverse appears to be uniformiy 
expanding, and not contracting; and we remember the past and not the future (these are 
called the thermodynamlc, electromagnet~c, cosmological, and psychological arrows of 
time, respectively). 'g1 of these are time-asymnletric phenomena, but they nxght, In prin- 
ciple, acquire thelr time asymmetr). from completely different physlcal principles. My 
vie\v, one that many share (but  others don't), 1s that except possibly for the cosmological 
arrow, these temporally asymmetr~c phenomena are not fundamentally different, and ulti- 
mately are subiect to the same explanation-the one we've described in this chapter. For 
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example, why does electromagnetic radiatlon travel in expanding outward waves but not 
contracting inward Lvaves, even though both are perfectly good solutions to hlaxwell's 
equations of electromagnetism? Well, because our universe has low-entropy, coherent, 
ordered sources for such ouhvard waves-stars and lightbulbs, to name two-and the exis- 
tence of these ordered sources derives from the even more ordered environment at the 
universe's ~nception, as discussed in the maln text. The psychological arrow of time 1s 
harder to address since there is so much about the mlcrophpsicai bass of human thought 
that Ive'ue yet to understand. But n ~ u c h  progress has been made in understanding the 
arrolv of tlme when it comes to computers-undertaking, completing, and then produc- 
ing a record of a computatlon is a basic computational sequence whose entropic proper- 
ties are well understood (as developed by Charles Bennett, Rolf Landauer, and others) and 
fit squarely withm the second law of thermodynam~cs. Thus, if human thought can be 
likened to comp~itatlonai processes, a similar thermodynamic explanat~on may apply. 
Notlce, too, that the asymmetq associated with the fact that the unlverse is expanding and 
not contracting is related to, but logically distlnct from, the arrow of time we've been 
exploring. If the universe's expansion were to slow down, stop, and then turn into a con- 
traction, the arrow of time n.ould still point in the same direct~on. Physlcal processes (eggs 
breaking, people aglng, and so on) \vould still happen in the usual direction, even though 
the unlverse's expansion had reversed. 

19. For the mathematically ~nclined reader, notice that when we make thls kind of 
probabilistic statement we are assumlng a particular probability measure: the one that is 
uniform over all microstates compatible with what we see right now. There are, of course, 
other measures that we could ~nvoke. For example, David Albert in Time and Chance has 
advocated using a p r o b a b i l i ~  measure that IS uniform over all microstates compatible with 
what \ve see now and what he calls the past hypotheszs- the apparent Fact that the unlverse 
began In a low-entropy state. Using this measure, we eliminate consideration of all but 
those histories that are compatible with the low-entropy past attested to by our memories, 
records, and cosmolog~cai theories. In this way of thlnkmg, there 1s no probabilistlc puzzle 
about a unlverse vcith low entropy; ~t began that way, by assumption, with probability i .  
There IS still the same huge puzzle of why ~t began that Ivay, even if it isn't phrased in a 
probabilistlc context. 

20. You might be tempted to argue that the knolvn universe had low entropy early on 
simply because it was much smaller in size than it 1s today, and hence-like a book ~vith 
fewer pages-allowed for far fewer rearrangements of its constituents. But, by ~tself, t h ~ s  
doesn't do the trick. Even a small universe can have huge entropy. For example, one pos- 
sible (although unlikely) fate for our universe 1s that the current expansion will one day 
halt, reverse, and the unlverse will implode, ending in the so-called big crunch. Calcula- 
tions show that even though the size of the universe would decrease during the implosion - 

phase, entropy \vould contmue to rise, which demonstrates that small slze does not ensure 
low entropy. In Chapter 11, though, we will see that the unlverse's small Initial size does 
play a role in our current, best expianation of the low entropy beginning. 

C h a p t e r  7 

1. It IS n d l  known that the equations of classical physlcs cannot be solved exactly if 
you are study~ng the motlon ofthree or more mutually interacting bodies. So, even In clas- 
sical physics, any actual prediction about the motion of a large set ofpart~cles will neces- 
sarily be approximate. The  point, though, is that there IS no fundamental limit to how 
good this approxilnat~on can be. If the world were governed by classical physics, then \vlth 
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ever more powerful computers, and ever more precise Initial data about positions and 
velocities, we would get ever closer to the exact ansaer. 

2. At the end of Chapter 4, I noted that the results of Bell, Aspect, and others do not 
rule out the possibility that particles always have definite positions and velocitles, e\,en if 
we can't ever determme such features s~multaneously. Rloreover, Bohm's verslon of quan- 
tum rnechan~cs erplicitly realizes thls possibility. Thus, although the widelv held vlew that 
an electron doesn't have a position until measured 1s a standard feature of the conven- 
tional approach to quantum mechanics, it is, strictly speaking, too strong as a blanket state- 
ment. Bear in mind, though; that in Bohm's approach, as we \vill discuss later in this 
chapter, particles are "accompanied" by probability waves; that is, Bohm's theory always 
invokes particles and waves, whereas the standard approach envisions a complementarity 
that can roughly be summarized as particles or waves. Thus, the conclusion we're after- 
that the quantum mechanical description of the past would be thoroughly incomplete if 
we spoke excl~is~vely about a part~cie's having passed through a unlque point In space at 
each definlte moment in time (what we wouid do In class~cal physics)-is true neverthe- 
less. In the conventional approach to quantum mechanics, we niust also include the 
wealth of other locations that a particle could have occupied at any given moment, while 
in Bohm's approach we must also include the "pilot" wave, an object that is also spread 
throughout a wealth of other locations. (The expert reader should note that the pilot wave 
is lust the wavefunction of conventional quantum rnechan~cs, although its incarnation in 
Bohm's theory is rather different.) To avold endless qualifications, the discussion that 
follo~vs will be from the perspective of conventional quantum mechanics (the approach 
most widely used), leav~ng remarks on Bohm's and other approaches to the last part of the 
chapter. 

3. For a niathematicai but highly pedagog~cai account see R. P. Feynman and A. R. 
Hibbs, Quantum Afechanm and Path lntegrals (Burr Ridge, Ill.. IZIcGraa-Hill Higher 
Education, 1965). 

4. You might be tempted to invoke the discussion of Chapter 3,  in ~vhich we learned 
that at light speed time slows to a halt, to argue that from the photon's perspective all 
moments are the same moment, so the photon "knows" how the detector snitch 1s set 
when it passes the beam-splitter. HoLvever, these experiments can be carried out with 
other particle species, such as electrons, that travel slower than light, and the results are 
unchanged. Thus, this perspective does not illuminate the essential physics. 

5 The  experlmental setup discussed, as well as the actual confirming experlmental 
results, comes from I: Kim, R. Yu, S. Kulik, Y. Shih, LI. Scullv, Phys. Rev. Lett, vol. 83, no. 
1, pp, 1-5~ 

6. Quantum mechanics can a k a  be based on an equndent  equation presented in a 
different form [known as matrix mechanics) by \Verne1 Heisenberg in 192,. For the math- 
ematically inclined reader, Schrodinger's equation is: H Y(x,t) = ih (dY(x,t)/dt), where H 
stands for the Hamiltonian, '+'stands for the wavefunction, and h IS Plancks constant. 

- The expert reader \vill note that ! am suppressing one subtle point here. Namely, 
\ve would have to take the complex conjugate ofthe particle's wavefunction to ensure that 
it solves the time-reversed version of Schrodinger's equation. That IS, the T operat~on 
described In endnote 2 of Chapter 6 takes a wavefunctlon Yix,t) and maps it to Yi:'(x,-t). 
This has no significant impact on the discussion In the text. 

8. Bohm actually rediscovered and further developed an approach that goes back to 
Prince Louis de Broglie, so this approach is sometimes called the de Broglie-Bohm 
approach. 
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9.  For the mathematically inclined reader, Bohm's approach 1s local in configuration 
space but certainly nonlocal in real space. Changes to the wavefunction in one location in 
real space immediately exert an Influence on part~cies located in other, distant locations. 

10. For an exceptionally clear treatment of the Ghirardi-Riminl-Lf!eber approach 
and its relevance to understanding quantum entanglement, see J .  S. Bell, ".4re There 
Quantum Jumps?" In Speakable and iinspeakabie In Quantum Mechan~cs (Cambridge, 
Eng.: Cambridge Unwersity Press, 1993). 

11. Some physic~sts consider the questions on this list to be melevant by-products of 
earlier confus~ons regarding quantum mechanics. The wavefunct~on, this wew professes, 
is merely a theoretical tool for making (probabilist~c) predictions and should not be 
accorded any but mathematical reality [a \,lea. sometimes called the "Shut up and calcu- 
late" approach, smce it encourages one to use quantum mechanics and wavefunct~ons to 
make predictions, without thinking hard about what the wavefunctions actually mean and 
do). A var~a t~on  on this theme argues that wavefunctions never actually collapse, but that 
Interactions \wth the environment make it seem as if they do. (We will discuss a version of 
this approach shortly.) I am sympathetic to these ideas and, In fact, strongly believe that 
the notion of wavefunct~on collapse will ultimately be dispensed with. But I don't find the 
former approach satisfying, as I am not ready to give up on understanding what happens in 
the world when we are "not looking," and the latter-nshile, In my view, the right direc- 
tlon-needs further mathematical development. The  bottom line IS that measurement 
causes someth~ng that 1s or is akin to or masquerades as wavefunction collapse. Either 
through a better understanding of environmental influence or through some other 
approach yet to be suggested, t h ~ s  apparent effect needs to be addressed, not s~mply dis- 
m~ssed. 

12 .  There are other controversial issues associated with the hIany Worlds interpreta- 
tion that go beyond its obvious extravagance. For example, there are technical challenges 
to define a notlon of probability In a context that ~nvolves an infinite number ofcop~es  of 
each of the obsewers whose measurements are supposed to be sublect to those probabili- 
ties. If a given observer IS really one of many coples, in what sense can we say that he or she 
has a particular probability to measure thls or that outcome? \Vho really is "he" or "she"? 
Each copy of the observer will measure-as~th probability 1 -whatever outcome is slated 
for the particular copy of the universe in which he or she resides, so the whole probabilis- 
tic framework requ~res [and has been given, and continues to be g~ven) careful scrut~ny in 
the hiany \Vorlds framework. Moreover, on a more technical note, the mathemat~cally 
Inclined reader will realize that, depending on how one precisely defines the Many 
iVorlds, a preferred eigenbas~s may need to be selected. But how should that eigenbasis be 
chosen? There has been a great deal of discussion and much written on all these ques- 
tions, but to date there are no universally accepted resolutions. The  approach based on 
decoherence, discussed shortly, has shed much light on these Issues, and has offered par- 
ticular m i g h t  tnto the Issue of e~genbas~s selection. 

13. The  Bohm or de Broglie-Bohm approach has never received wide attention. 
Perhaps one reason for thls, as pointed out by John Bell in hls article "The Impossible Pilot 
LVave," collected In Speakable and Unspeakable In Quantum Mechan~cs, IS that neither 
de Broglie nor Bohm Lvas particularly fond of what he hlmself had developed. But, again 
as Bell pomts out, the de Broglie-Bohm approach does away with much of the vagueness 
and subjectlvlty of the more standard approach. If for no other reason, even if the 
approach is wrong, it 1s worth knowing that particles can have definite positions and defi- 
nite velocities at all times (ones beyond our ability, even in pr~nciple, to measure), and still 
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conform fully to the predictions of standard quantum rnechan~cs-uncerta~ntp and all. 
Another argument a g a m t  Bohm's approach 1s that the n o n l o c a l i ~  In this framework is 
more "severe" than that of standard quantum mechanics. By t h ~ s  it is meant that Bohm's 
approach has nonlocal ~nteractions (between the wavefunction and particles) as a central 
element of the theory from the outset, while In quantum mechanics the nonlocaiity 1s 
more deeply burled and arises only through nonlocal correlations between w~dely sepa- 
rated measurements. But, as supporters of t h ~ s  approach have argued, because something 
1s hidden does not make it any less present, and, moreoLer, as the standard approach is 
vague regarding the quantum measurement problem-the very place where nonlocalitp 
makes itself apparent-once that Issue is fully resolved, the noniocality may not be so hid- 
den after all. Others have argued that there are obstacles to making a relat~vistic verslon of 
the Bohm approach, although progress has been made on t h ~ s  front as well (see, for exarn- 
ple, John Bell Beables for Quantum Field Theory, In the collected volume mdicated 
above). And so, it is definitely worth keeping t h ~ s  alternative approach In m n d ,  even if 
only as a foil against rash conclusions about what quantum mechanics unavo~dably 
implies. For the mathemat~cally inclined reader, a ven, nice treatment of Bohm's theon, 
and Issues of quantum entangiement can be found in Tim Maudlin, Quantum Non- 
locality and Relativitv (Malden, Xlass.: Blackwell, 2002). 

14. For an in-depth, though techn~cal, discuss~on of time's arrow In general, and the 
role of decoherence in particular, see H. D Zeh, The Physzcal Baszs ofthe Direction of 
Time (He~delberg: Springer, 2001). 

15.  Just to glve you a sense of how qu~ckly decoherence takes place-how quickly 
envlronmental influence suppresses quantum mterference and thereby turns quantum 
probabiiities into familiar class~cal ones-here are a feu  examples. The  numbers are 
approximate, but the pomt they convey 1s clear. The  wavefunction of a gram of dust float- 
Ing In your livlng room, bombarded by jittering alr molecules, will decohere in about a 
billionth of a billionth of a billionth of a billionth (10-j6) of a second. If the grain of dust is 
kept In a perfect vacuum chamber and subject only to mteract~ons w ~ t h  sunligllt, its wave- 
function will decohere a bit more slo\rly, takmg a thousandth ofa  billionth of a billionth 
(lo-'') o i a  second. And if the gram of dust is floating 111 the darkest depths of empty space 
and subject only to interact~ons with the relic microwave photons from the big bang, its 
wavefunction will decohere In about a millionth of a second. These numbers are 
extremely small, w h ~ c h  shows that decoherence for something even as tiny as a gram of 
dust happens very quickly. For larger objects, decoherence happens faster still. It is no 
wonder that, e\,en though ours 1s a quantum universe, the world around us looks like it 
does. (See, for example, E. Joos, "Elements of Environmental Decoherence," In Decoher- 
ence: Theoretical, Expenmental, and Conceptual Problems, Ph. Blanchard, D. Giulin~,  E. 
Joos, C. Kiefer, I.-0. Stamatescu, eds. [Berlin: Spr~nger, 20001). 

Chapter  8 

1. To be more preclse, the symmetry between the laws 111 Connecticut and the iaws 
In New Yo& makes use of both translational symmetry and rotat~onai symmetry. \\'hen 
you perform In New York, not only will you have changed locat~on from Connecticut, but 
more than likely you will undertake your routines while facmg In a somewhat different 
direction (east versus north, perhaps) than during practice. 

2 .  I\;ewton's laws of motion are usually described as bemg relevant for "inertial 
obseners," but when one looks closely at how such obseners are specified, it sounds cir- 
cular: inertial observers are those obsemers for whom Newton's laws hold. A good way to 
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think about \\hats really gomg on 1s that Ne~r ton  s laas dran our attention to a large and 
partlculariy useful class of obseners those whose description of motion fits completeh 
and quant~tat i~elv \ \ ~ t h ~ n  Neaton s framework Bv defin~tion, these are inertla1 observers 
Opera t~onal l~ ,  inertial obseners are those on whom no forces of any kmd are acting- 
observers, that is, n h o  experlence no accelerat~ons Emstem's general relatwty, b~ con- 
trast, appiies to all obsenws, regardless of their state of rnot~on. 

3. If we lived In an era durlng ulhich all change stopped, we'd experience no passage 
of t ~ m e  (all body and brain functions would be frozen as \veil). But whether this would 
mean that the spacetime block In Figure 5.1 came to an end, or, ~nstead, carried on with 
no change aiong the time axis-that is, whether t ~ m e  would come to an end or would still 
ex~st  In some kind of formal; overarchmg sense-is a hypothetical question that's both dif- 
ficult to answer and largely irrelevant for anything we mlght measure or experlence. Note 
that t h ~ s  hypothetical situation is different from a state of max~mal disorder In which 
entropy can't further Increase, but microscopic change, like gas molecules going t h ~ s  way 
and that, still takes place. 

4. The cosmic microwave radiat~on was discovered In 1964 by the Bell Laboratory 
scientists Xrno Penzias and Robert Wilson, while testing a large antenna liltended for use 
In satellite comnxmicat~ons. Penz~as and \Vilson encountered background nolse that 
proved lnlpossible to remove (even after they scraped b ~ r d  droppmgs-"white nolsen- 
from the inside of the antenna) and, with the key ms~ghts of Robert Dicke at Prmceton 
and h ~ s  students Peter Roll and Dawd Wilinson, together w ~ t h  Jim Peebles, ~t was ulti- 
mately realized that the antenna was p ~ c k ~ n g  u p  microwave radiat~on that or~gmated with 
the b ~ g  bang. (Important work In cosmology that set the stage for this discover) was carried 
out earlier by George Garno\\#, Ralph Alpher, and Robert Herman.) As we discuss further 
In later chapters, the radiation glves us an unadulterated plcture of the unlverse when ~t 
was about 300,000 years old. That's mhen electr~cally charged particles like electrons and 
protons, w h ~ c h  disrupt the niotlon of light beams, combined to form electr~cally neutral 
atoms, w h ~ c h ,  by and large, allow light to travel freely. Ever since, such anc~ent  light-pro- 
duced In the early stages of t'he un~rerse-has traveled un~mpeded,  and today, suffuses all 
of space with microwave photons. 

5.  The  p h p c a l  phenomenon involved here, as discussed In Chapter 1 1 , s  known as 
redshift. Common atoms such as hydrogen and oxygen e m ~ t  light at wavelengths that have 
been asell documented through laboratory experiments. When such substances are con- 
stituents of galaxies that are rushing away, the light they e m ~ t  IS elongated, much as the 
siren of a police car that's racing away is also elongated, mak~ng the pitch drop. Because 
red is the longest ~vavelength of light that can be seen a , ~ t h  the unaided eye, t h ~ s  stretchmg 
of light 1s called the redshift effect. The  amount of redshift grows with increasing reces- 
s~onal  speed, and hence by measuring the received wavelengths of light and comparing 
with laborator!. results, the speed of distant objects can be determmed. (This IS actually 
one h n d  of redshift, akm to the Doppler effect. Redshifting can also be caused by grawty: 
photons elongate as they climb out of a grav~tat~onal field.) 

6. hlore prec~sely, the mathemat~cally inclined reader will note that a particle of 
mass m, sitting on the surface of a ball of radius R and mass density p, experiences an 
acceleration, d'R/dt2 gwen by (4d3)R3Gp/R2, and so ( lIR) d 2 ~ / d t '  = (4d3)Gp.  If we for- 
mally identify R with ihe radius of the universe, and p w ~ t h  the mass density of the uni- 
verse, this is Einstem's equation for how the size of the universe evolves (assuming the 
absence of pressure). 

7 See P.J.E. Peebles, Pnnclples ofPhyslca1 Cosmology [Pr~nceton: Prmceton Uni- 
verslty Press, 1993), p. 81. 
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The captlon reads: "But who IS really blowmg up thls ball? \%at makes it so that the 
unlverse expands or ~nflates? .%Lambda does the lob! Another anstver cannot be given." 
(Transiation by Koenraad Schalm.) Lambda refers to something kn0u.n as the cosmolog~- 
cal constant, an idea we will encounter In Chapter 10. 

8. To avo~d confusion, let me note that bne drabvback of the penny mode! 1s that 
every penny IS essentially identical to every other, azhile that 1s certainly not true of galax- 
ies. But the p o ~ n t  is that on the largest of scales-scales on the order of 100 million light- 
years-the ~ndivldual differences behveen galaxies are believed to average out so that, 
when one analyzes huge volumes of space, the overall properties of each such volume are 
extremely similar to the properties of any other such volume. 

9. You could also trave! to just outslde the edge of a black hole, and remaln there, 
englnes firing away to avoid being pulled In. The  black hole's strong gravitational field 
manifests itself as a severe narplng of spacetime, and that results In your clock's tlcking far 
slower than ~t a.ould 111 a more ordinan location in the galaxy (as In a relatively empty spa- 
tial expanse). .%am, the time duration measured by your clock IS perfectly valid. But, as In 
zlpping around at hlgh speed, ~t 1s a completely ~ndiv~dualistic perspective. When analpz- 
Ing features of the universe as a whole, ~t is more useful to have a widely appiicable and 
agreed upon not~on  of elapsed time, and that's what is provided by clocks that move along 
w t h  the cosmic flow of spatlal expanslon and that are subject to a far more mild, far more 
average grav~tat~onal field. 

10. The mathemat~cally inclined reader will note Chat light travels along null geo- 
desm of the spacetime metric, whlch, for definiteness, we can take to be ds' = dt' - 
a2(t)(dx", where dx2 = dx,' + dx2' + dxj2, and the x, are comoving coordinates. Setting 
ds' = 0, as appropr~ate for a null geodesic, we can wrlte 1," (dt/a(t)) for the total comovlng 
distance light emitted at tlme t can travel by tlme to. If we multiply thls by the value of 
scale factor a(to) at time to, then we will have calculated the physical distance that the light 
has traveled in thls time ~ n t e n ~ a l .  Thls algorithm can be wdely used to calculate how far 
light can travel In any glven time i n t e n d ,  revealing whether hvo pomts In space, for exam- 
ple, are in causal contact. .& you can see, for accelerated expanslon, even for arbitrarily 
large to, the integral is bounded, showing that the light will never reach arb~trarily distant 
comoving locations. Thus, In a universe with accelerated expansion, there are locations 
a ~ t h  which we can never con~municate, and conversely, reglons that can never communl- 
cate ~ ' l t h  US. Such regions are s a ~ d  to be beyond our cosmic hor~zon.  

11. When analyzing geometrical shapes, niathematiclans and phpclsts  use a quan- 
titatlve approach to curvature developed In the nineteenth century, 'ivhlch today is part of 
a mathematical body of knowledge known as differential geometry. One  nontechnical way 
of thinklng about thls measure of cunature is to study tr~angles drawn on or withln the 
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shape of Interest. If the triangle's angies add u p  to 180 degrees, as they do when it IS drawn 
on a flat tabletop, we say the shape IS flat. But if the angles add up to more or less than 180 
degrees, as they do rvhen the triangle IS drawn on the surface of a sphere (the ouhvard 
bloating of a sphere causes the sum of the angles to exceed 180 degrees) or the surface of 
a saddle [the mward shrinking of a saddle's shape causes the sum of the angles to be less 
than 180 degrees), we say the shape is cuwed. Thls IS illustrated In Figure 8.6. 

12. If you were to glue the opposite vert~cai edges of a torus together ( w h ~ c h  IS rea- 
sonable to do, since they are identified-when you pass through one edge you immedi- 
ately reappear on the other) you'd get a cylinder. And then, if you did the same for the 
upper and lou.er edges (rvhich would now be In the shape of c~rcles), you'd get a dough- 
nut. Thus, a doughnut IS another way of think~ng about or representmg a torus. One  com- 
plicat~on of this representatlon 1s that the doughnut no longer looks Rat! However, ~t 
actually IS. Using the notion of curvature glven In the prevlous endnote, you'd find that all 
triangles drawn on the surface of the doughnut have angles that add up to 180 degrees. 
The  fact that the doughnut looks curved is an artifact of how we've embedded a hvo- 
dimensional shape In our three-dimensional world. For this reason, In the current context 
~t is more useful to use the manifestly uncun~ed  representations of the hvo- and three- 
dimensional ton, as discussed In the text. 

13. Xotice that we've been loose In dist~ngu~shlng the concepts of shape and cunza- 
ture. There are three types of curvatures for completely synimetrlc space: posit~ve, zero, 
and negatlve. But mfo shapes can have the same curvature and yet not be identical, with 
the s~mplest example being the flat video screen and the flat infinite tabletop. Thus, sym- 
metry alloa,s us to narrow down the curvature of space to three possibilities, but there are 
some\vhat more than three shapes for space (differing In what matheinatlc~ans call t h e ~ r  
global properties) that realize these three cun8atures. 

14. So far, we've focused exclus~vely on the curvature of three-dimensional space- 
the curvature of the spatial slices In the spacet~me loaf. However, although ~t's hard to PIC- 

ture, In all three cases of spatial curvature (positive, zero, negatlve), the whole 
four-dimensional spacetlme 1s curved, w ~ t h  the degree of cunature becomlng eLrer larger 
as we examlne the unlverse ever closer to the b ~ g  bang. In fact, near the moment of the blg 
bang, the four-dimenslonai cumature of spacetlme grows so large that Einstein's equations 
break down. We will discuss thls further in later chapters. 

Chapter  9 

1. If you ra~sed the temperature much hlgher, you'd find a fourth state of matter 
kno~vn as a plasma, in nhlch atoms disintegrate into thelr conlponent part~cles. 

2. There are curlous substances, such as Rochelle salts, u h ~ c h  become less ordered 
at hlgh temperatures, and more ordered at low temperatures-the reverse of njhat are nor- 
mally expect. 

!. One difference behveen force and matter fields IS expressed by Wolfgang Pauli's 
excluszon pnnczple. Thls prmciple shows that whereas a huge number of force particles 
(like photons) can c o m b ~ n e  to produce fields accessible to a prequantum pllys~c~st  such as 
Maxwell, fields that you see every time you enter a dark room and turn on a light, matter 
particles are generally excluded by the laws of quantum physics from cooperating in such 
a coherent, organized manner. (More precisely, hvo particles of the same specles, such as 
hvo electrons, are excluded from occupying the same state, whereas there is no such 
restriction for photons. Thus, matter fields do not generally have a macroscopic, class~cal- 
like manifestation.) 
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4. In the framework of quantum field theory, every known particle is viewed as an 
excitation of an underlying field associated with the species of ~vhich that particle is a 
member. Photons are excitations of the photon field-that is, the eiectronngnetic field; 
an up-quark is an excitation of the up-quark field; an electron is an excitation of the elec- 
tron field, and so on. In this way, all matter and all forces are described in a uniform quan- 
tum mechanical language. .I key problem is that it has proved very difficult to describe all 
the quantum features of gravity in this language, an issue we mill discuss in Chapter 12. 

5 ."llthough the Higgs field is named after Peter Higgs, a number of other physi- 
cists-Thomas Kibble, Philip Anderson, R. Brout, and Fran~ois Englert, among others- 
played a vital part in its introduction into phys~cs and its theoretical development. 

6. Bear in mind that the field's value is given by its distance from the bowl's center, so 
even though the field has zero energy n,hen its value is in the bowl's valley (since the 
height above the valley denotes the field's energy), its value IS not zero. 

7 In the text's description, the value of the Higgs field is given by its distance from 
the bod ' s  center. and so you may be wondering how points on the bowl's circuiar valley- 
which are all the same distance from the bowl's center-give rise to any but the same 
Higgs value. The answer, for the mathematically inclined reader, is that different points in 
the valley represent Higgs field values with the same magnitude but different phases ithe 
Higgs field value is a complex number). 

8. In principle, there are hvo concepts of mass that enter into ph!.sics. One  is the 
concept described in the text: mass as that property of an object which resists acceleration. 
Somet~mes, this notion of mass is called znertzal mass. The  second concept of mass is the 
one relevant for gravity: mass as that property of an object which determines how strongly 
it will be pulled by a grauitationai field of a specified strength (such as the earth's). Some- 
times this notion of mass is called gravitatzonai mass. At first glance, the Higgs field is rel- 
evant only for an understanding of inertial mass. However, the equivalence principle of 
general relativity asserts that the force felt from accelerated motion and from a gravita- 
tional field are indistinguishable-they are equivalent. And that implies an equivalence 
between the concepts of inertial mass and gravitational mass. Thus, the Higgs field 1s reie- 
vant for both kinds of mass we've mentioned since, according to Einstein, they are the 
same. 

9. i thank Raphael Kasper for pointing out that this description is a variation on the 
prize-~vinning metaphor of Professor David i~liller, submitted 111 response to British Sci- 
ence LIinister William Li'aidegrave's challenge in 1993 to the British physics community 
to explain why taxpayer money should be spent oil searching for the Higgs particle. 

10. The mathematically inclined reader should note that the photons and W a n d  Z 
bosons are described in the electroweak theory as lying in the adjoint representation of the 
group SiT(2) x U( l ) ,  and hence are interchanged bv the action of this group. LIoreover, 
the equations of the electroweak theory possess compiete symmetry under t h ~ s  group 
ac t~on  and it is in this sense that we describe the force particles as being interrelated. More 
precisely, in the electro~veak theory, the photon is a particular mixture ofthe gauge boson 
of the manifest U( 1) symmetr). and the U ( l )  subgroup of SU(2); it is thus tightly related to 
the weak gauge bosons. However, because of the symmetry group's product structure, the 
four bosons (there are actually two W bosons with opposite electric charges) do not fully 
mix under its act~on.  In a sense, then, the weak and electromagnetic interactions are part 
of a single n~atheinatical fran~ework, but one that is not as fullv unified as it might be. 
\Vhen one includes the strong interactions, the group is augmented by including an 
SU(3) factor-"color" SU(3)-and this group's having three ~ndependent  factors, SU(3) x 
SU(2) x U i l ) ,  only h~ghlights further the lack of complete unity. This is part of the moti- 

~ a t i o n  for grand unification, discussed In the next sectroil grand unification s e e k  a single, 
semi-simple (Lie) group-a group with a single factor-that describes the forces at hlgher 
e n e r g  scales 

l i  The  mathematically inclined reader should note that Georgl and Glashoa's 
grand unified theon, was based on the group SU(5), which d u d e s  SU(3), the group asso- 
ciated mith the strong nuclear force, and also SU(2) x U ( i ) ,  the group assoc~ated with the 
electroneak force S ~ n c e  then, ph)sicists ha te  studied the implications of other 
grand unified groups, such as S O ( l 0 )  and E, 

Chapter 10 

1. As we've seen, the big bang's bang is not an explosion that took place at one loca- 
t ~ o n  in a preexisting spatial expanse, and thatis why ive've not also asked where it banged. 
The  pla)iul description of the big bang's deficiency tve've used 1s due to Alan Guth; see, 
for example, his The Inflattonary Universe (Reading, Eng.. Perseus Books, 1997), p. xiii. 

2. The term "big bang" is sometimes used to denote the event that happened at 
time-zero itself, bringing the unwerse into existence. But since, as we'll discuss in the next 
chapter, the equations of general relativity break down at time-zero, no one has any under- 
standing ofwhat this event actually was. This omisslon is what we've meant by saying that 
the big bang theor). leaves out the bang. In this chapter, we are restricting ourselves to 
realms in which the equations do not break down. Inflationary cosmology makes use of 
such well-behaved equations to reveal a brief explosive swelling of space that we naturally 
take to be the bang left out by the big bang theory. Certainly, though, this approach leaves 
unanswered the question of what happened at the initial moment of the un~verse's cre- 
ation-if there actually was such a moment. 

3. Abraham Pals, Subtle Is the Lord (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 19821, 
p. 253. 

4. For the mathemat~ca l l~  inclined reader: Einste~n replaced the or~ginal equat~on 
G,,, = 8nT,, by G,, + Ag,,, = 8nTp,. ~vhere A 1s a number denotmg the size of the cosmo- 
logical constant. 

5. When I refer to an object's mass in t h ~ s  context, I am referring to the sum total 
mass of its particulate constituents. If a cube, say, Lvere composed of 1,000 gold atoms, I'd 
be referring to 1,000 times the mass of a single such atom. This definition jibes \vith N e w  
ton's perspective. Newton's la~vs say that such a cube would have a mass that is 1,000 times 
that of a single gold atom, and that it would weigh 1,000 times as much as a single gold 
atom. According to Einste~n, though, the iveight of the cube also depends on the kinetic 
energy of the atoms (as well as all other contributions to the energy of the cube). T h ~ s  fol- 
lows from E=mc2. more energy ( E ) ,  regardless of the source, translates into more mass im) .  
Thus, an equivalent way of expressing the point IS  that because Newton didn't know about 
E=mc2, his law of gravity uses a definition of mass that misses various contributions to 
energy, such as energy associated with motion. 

6. The  discussion here is suggestive of the underlyng phys~cs but does not capture it 
fully. The  pressure exerted by the compressed sprlng does ~ndeed  influence how strongly 
the box is pulled earthward. But this 1s because the con~pressed sprlng affects the total 
energy of the box and, as discussed in the previous paragraph, according to general relatip 
ity, the total e n e r p  is what's relevant. However, the point I'm explaining here 1s that pres- 
sure itself-not just through the contribution it makes to total energ) -generates grawty, 
much as mass and energy do. According to general relativity, pressure gravitates. Also note 
that the repulsive gravib we are referring to is the ~nternal  gravitational fieid experienced 
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within a reglon of space suffused by something that has negative rather than pos~tive pres- 
sure. In such a situation, negative pressure will contribute a repuls~ve gravitational field 
actme wthln the reeion. " " 

7. Mathematically, the cosmological constant is represented by a number, usually 
denoted by A (see note 4). Einstein found that his equations made perfect sense regardless 
ottvhether A was chosen to be a positive or a negative number. The discuss~on in the text 
focuses on the case of particular interest to inodern cosmolog (and inodern observations, 
as a.ill be discussed) in a~liich A 1s posltir,e, since this gives rise to negative pressure and 
repulsive gravity. A negative value for A !~elds ordinary attractive gravity. Note, too, that 
since the pressure exerted by the cosmological constant is uniform, this pressure does not 
directly exert any force: only pressure differences, like what your ears feei when you're 
underwater, result in a pressure force. Instead, the force exerted by the cosmological con- 
stant is purely a gravitational force. 

8. Familiar magnets always have both a north and a south pole. By contrast, grand 
unified theories suggest that there may be particles that are like a purely north or purely 
south magnetic pole. Such particles are called monopoles and they could have a major 
impact on standard blg bang cosmology. They have never been observed. 

9. Guth and Tye recognized that a supercooled i-Jiggs field would act like a cosmo- 
logical constant, a realization that had been made earlier by Martinus L'eltman and others. 
In fact, Tye has told me that Lvere it not for a page limit in P h v s ~ a l  Revleu, Letters, the lour- 
nal to which he and Guth submtted their paper, they would not have struck a finai sen- 
tence noting that t h e ~ r  model would entail a period of exponentla1 expansion. But Tye also 
notes that it was Guth's achievement to realize the important cosmological implications of 
a per~od of exponential expansion (to be discussed later in this and in the next chapter), 
and thereby put inflation front and center on cosmologists' maps. 

In the sometimes convoluted histon of discovery, the Russian physicist iUexe~ 
Starob~nskp had, a few years earlier, found a different means of generating what we no\$ 
call inflationary expansion, ~vork described In a paper that ivas not widely known among 
[vestern scientists. Holvever, Starob~nsky did not emphasize that a period of such rapid 
expamon would solve key cosn~ological problems (such as the horizon and flatness prob- 
lems, to be discussed shortlv), which explains, in part, why his work did not generate the 
entliusiastic response that Guth-s received. In 1981, the Japanese physicist Katsuhiko Sato 
also developed a verslon of inflationar) cosmology, and even earlier ( in 19781, Russian 
physicists Gennady Chib~sov and Andre1 Linde hit upon the ~ d e a  of inflation, but they 
realized that-when studied in detail-it suffered form a key problem (discussed in note 
11) and hence did not pubiish their work. 

The mathematically inclined reader should note that it is not difficult to see how 
accelerated expansion arises. One of Einste~n's equation is d2a/dt'/a = -4n/3(p + 3p) 
where a,  p, and p are the scale factor of the universe (its "size"), the energy density, and the 
pressure densty, respectively. Not~ce  that if the righthand side of this equation is positive, 
the scale factor will grow at an increasing rate: the universe's rate of growth will accelerate 
with time. For a Higgs field perched on a plateau, ~ t s  pressure density turns out to equal 
the negative of its energy density (the same is true for a cosmological constant), and so the 
righthand side is indeed positive. 

10. The physics underlying these quantum lumps is the uncertainty princ~ple, cov- 
ered in Chapter 4. I \\dl explicitly discuss the application of quantum uncertainty to fields 
in both Chapter 11 and Chapter 12, but to presage that material, briefly note the follo\v- 
ing. The  value of a fieid at a given point 111 space, and the rate of change of the field's value 
at that point, play the same role for fields as positlon and velocity (momentum) play for a 
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particle. Thus, just as \ve can't ever know both a detlli~tc por:+!on and a definite velocity for 
a particle, a field can't have a definite value and a definite rate ot change of that value, at 
any given point In space. The  more definite the field's vaiue is at one moment, the more 
uncertain is the rate of change of that value-that is, the more likely it is that the field's 
vaiue will change a moment later. ,4nd such change, Induced by quantum uncertainty, IS 

what I mean when referring to quantum lumps in the fieid's value. 
11. The contribution of Linde and of Nbrecht  and Steinhardt rvas absolutely cru- 

c ~ a l ,  because Guth's original model-now called old inf7ation-suffered from a perni- 
cious flaw. Remember that the supercooled Higgs field (or, In the term~nology we 
introduce shortly, the lnflaton field) has a value that IS  perched on the bump in its energ  
bowl uniformiy across space. And so, tvhile I've described how quickly the supercooled 
~nflaton field could take the lump to the iowest energy value, we need to ask whether this 
quantum-induced lump would happen everywhere in space at the same t ~ m e .  And the 
answer is that ~t wouldn't. Instead, as Guth argued, the relaxation of the inflaton field to a 
zero energy value takes place by a process called bubble nucleation: the inflaton drops to 
its zero e n e r g  value at one point in space, and this sparks an ouhvard-spreading bubble, 
one whose walls move at light speed, in which the ~nflaton drops to the zero energy value 
\vith the passing of the bubble wall. Guth envisioned that nianv such bubbles, with ran- 
dom centers, would ultimately coalesce to gwe a universe with zero-energy inflaton field 
everywhere. The  problem, though, as Guth himself realized, was that the space surround- 
ing the bubbles was still infused with a non-zero-energy mflaton field, and so such regions 
\\,auld continue to undergo rapid inflatlonary expansion, dr~ving the bubbles apart. 
Hence, there was no guarantee that the growing bubbles would find one another and coa- 
lesce into a large, homogeneous spatial expanse. Moreover, Guth argued that the lnflaton 
field e n e r g  was not lost as ~t relaxed to zero energy, but was converted to ordinary particles 
of matter and radiat~on inhabiting the universe. To achieve a model compatible with 
observations, though, this conversion would have to yield a uniform distribution of matter 
and energy throughout space. In the mechanism Guth proposed, this conversion would 
happen through the collision of bubble walls, but calc~ilations-carried out by Guth and 
Erick Weinberg of Columbia University, and also by Stephen Hawk~ng, Ian Moss, and 
John SteLvard of Cambridge University-revealed that the resulting distrl-bution of matter 
and energy was not uniform. Thus, Guth's origmal inflationary model ran into significant 

of detail. 
The  inslghts of i i n d e  and of Albrecht and Steinhardt-now called new ~nflation- 

fixed these vexing problems. By changing the shape of the potential energy bowl to that in 
Figure 10.2, these researchers realized, the inflaton could relax to its zero energy value by 
"rolling" down the energy hill to the valley, a gradual and graceful process that had no 
need for the quantum lump of the origmal proposal. And, as their calculations showed, 
this somewhat more gradual rolling down the hill suffic~ently ~ r o l o n ~ e d  the inflationan 
burst of space so that one single bubble easily grew large enough to encompass the entire 
obsenlable universe. Thus, in this approach, there is no need to worr), about coalescing 
bubbles. What was of equal importance, rather than converting the inflaton field's energy 
to that of ordinary particles and radiation through bubble collisions, In the new approach 
the ~nflaton gradually accomplished this energy conversion uniformly throughout space 
by a process akm to friction: as the field rolled down the energy hill-uniformly through- 
out space-it gave up its energy by "rubbing aga~nst" (interacting with) more familiar 
fields for particles and radiation. New inflat~on thus reta~ned all the successes of Guth's 
approach, but patched up the significant problem it had encountered. 

About a year after the Important progress offered by new inflation, .Andre] Lmde had 
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is invisible to the eye but causes every region of space to push, rather than pull, on  ever) 
other. 

24. Dark energy 1s the most widely accepted explanation for the obsen~ed acceler- 
ated expansion, but other theories have been put forward. For instance, some have sug- 
gested that the data can be explained if the force of grav~gs dev~ates from the usual strength 
predicted by Newtonian and Einstein~an phys~cs when the distance scales involved are 
extremely large-of cosmological size. Others are not yet conwnced that the data show 
cosmic acceleration, and are wait~ng for more preclse measurements to be carr~ed out. It 
is important to bear these alternative ideas ln mind, especially should future observations 
y~e ld  results that stram the current explanations. But currently, there 1s ~vldespread con- 
sensus that the theoretical explanations described In the mam text are the most con- 
vinclng. 

Chapter  11  

1. Among the leaders In the early 1980s In determlnlng hoa. quantum fluctuations 
~vould yield mhomogeneit~es were Stephen Iia~vklng, h l e x e ~  Starobinsky, Aian Guth,  So- 
h u n g  Pi, James Bardeen, Paul Steinhardt, Michael Turner, L'iatcheslav Mukhanov, and 
Gennady Chiblsov. 

2 .  Even with the discussion in the main text, you may still be puzzled regarding how 
a tiny amount of nlasslenergy in an inflaton nugget can y~e ld  the huge amount of 
massienerg const~tuting the obsemable universe. How can you wind u p  w t h  more 
massienergy than you begin with? Well, as explained in the main text, the inflaton field, by 
virtue of ~ t s  negative pressure, "rimes" e n e r g  from gravity. T h ~ s  means that as the energy 
in the Inflaton field Increases, the e n e r g  in the gravitational field decreases. T h e  special 
feature of the gravitat~onal field, known since the days of Newton, is that its energy can 
become arbitrarily negative. Thus,  gravity 1s like a bank that is ~villing to lend unlimited 
amounts of money-gravi? embodies an essentially lim~tless supply of e n e r g ,  which the 
inflaton field extracts as space expands. 

T h e  particular mass and slze of the ~ n i t ~ a l  nugget of uniform inflaton field depend on 
the details of the niodel of inflationary cosmology one studies (most notably, on  the pre- 
cise details of the lnflaton field's potential energy bowl). In the text, I've ~maglned that the 
initial inflaton field's energy density was about 10" grams per c u b ~ c  centimeter, so that a 
volume of  centimeter^)^= lo-'' cubic centimeters ~vould have total mass of about 
10 kilograms, l.e., about 20 pounds. These values are typical to a falrly conventional class 
of inflationan. models, but are only meant to gwe you a rough sense of the nun~bers  
involved. To glve a flavor of the range of possibilities, let me note that in Andrei Linde's 
chaotlc models of mflation (see note 11 of Chapter 101, our obsewable unlverse w.ould 
have emerged from an inl t~al  nugget of even smaller size, centmleters across ( the so- 
called Planck length), whose energy densib was even higher, about lo9' grams per cubic 
centimeter, c o m b ~ n ~ n g  to give a lower total mass of about grams ( the so-called Planck 
mass). In these realizations of ~nflation, the initial nugget would have we~ghed about as 
much as a gram of dust. 

3. See Paul Davies, "Inflation and T ime  Asymmetry In the Universe," in Nature, vol. 
301, p. 398; Don Page, "Inflation Does Not Explain Time .kymmetry," In Nature, vol. 
304, p. 39; and Paul Dav~es,  "Inflation in the Universe and Time Asymmetry," in Nature, 
vol. 312, p. 524. 

4. To explaln the essential point, it is conven~ent  to split entropy up into a part due to 
spacetime and grav~ty, and a r e m a m n g  part d u e  to everything else, as t h ~ s  captures mtu- 
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itiveiy the key ideas. Ho\vever, I should note that it proves elusive to give a mathematically 
rigorous treatment in w h ~ c h  the gravitational contribution to entropy is cleanly Identified, 
separated off, and accounted for. Nevertheless, this doesn't compromise the qualitative 
conclus~ons we reach. In case you find t h ~ s  t~oublesome,  note that the whole discuss~on 
can be rephrased largely as~thout reference to gravitational entropy, i\s rve emphas~zed in 
Chapter 6, when ordinary attracti1.e gravity 1s relevant, matier falls together into clumps. 
In so doing, the matter converts gravitat~onal potential energy Into kinetic energy that, 
subsequently, is partially converted into radiat~on that emanates from the clump itself. 
This is an entropy-mcreasing sequence of events (larger average particle velocit~es 
Increase the relevant phase space volume; the production of radiation through interac- 
tions increases the total number of particles-both of which increase overall entropy). In 
this way, what we refer to in the text as gravltatlonal entropy can be rephrased as matter 
entropy generated by the gravitaflonal force. W h e n  we say gravitational entropy is low, we 
mean that the gravltationai force has the potentla1 to generate significant quantities of 
entropy through matter clumping. In reaiizing such entropy potential, the c l u n ~ p s  of mat- 
ter create a non-uniform, non-homogeneous gravitational field-a.arps and ripples in 
spacetime-which, In the text, I've described as havmg hlgher entropy. But as this discus- 
sion makes clear, ~t really can be thought of as the clumpy matter (and radiation produced 
in the process) as having higher entropy ( than when uniforndy dispersed). This is good 
since the expert reader will note that if we view a classical gravitational background ( a  clas- 
sical spacetime) as a coherent state of grawtons, it is an essentially unlque state and hence 
has low entropy. Only by su~tabh.  coarse graining would an entropy assignment be possi- 
ble. As this note emphasizes, though, this Isn't particulariy necessar).. O n  the other hand, 
should the matter clump sufficiently to create black holes, then an unassailable entropy 
assignment becomes available: the area of the black hole's event hor~zon  (as explained fur- 
ther in Chapter 16) is a measure of the black hole's entropy. 4 n d  t h ~ s  entropy can unani- 
biguously be called grav~tational entropy. 

5.  Just as it is possible both for an egg to break and for broken eggshell pleces to 
reassemble into a pristlne egg, it is possible for quantum-lnduced fluctuations to grow into 
larger ~nhomogene i t~es  (as we'1.e described) or for sufficiently correlated inhomogeneities 
to worl: In tandem to suppress such gro~vth. Thus,  the inflationary contribution to resoiv- 
Ing tline's arrow also requires suffic~ently uncorrelated ~ n i t ~ a l  quantum fluctuations. 
Again, if we think in a Boltzmann-like manner, among all the fluctuations yielding condi- 
tlons ripe for inflatlon, sooner or later there will be one that meets this condition as well, 
allowing the universe as we know ~t to initlate. 

6. There are some physicists vrzho would clalni that the situation is better than 
described. For example, Andrei Lmde argues that in chaotic mflation (see note 1 I ,  Chap- 
ter lo) ,  the observable universe emerged from a Planck-slzed nugget containing a uniform 
lnflaton field asith Planck scale energy densly. Under certain assumpt~ons, i i n d e  further 
argues that the entropy of a uniform inflaton field in such a tiny nugget 1s roughiy equal to 
the entropy of any other inflaton field configuratlon, and hence the conditions necessav 
for achieving inflatlon weren't speclal. T h e  entropy of the Planck-s~zed nugget was small 
but on a par with the possible entropy that the Planck-sized nugget could have had. T h e  
ensulng inflationary burst then created, in a flash, a huge unwerse with an enormously 
higher entropy-but one that, because of lts smooth, uniform distribution of matter, was 
also enormously far from the entropy that it could have. T h e  arroa, of time pomts in the 
direction in which t h ~ s  entropy gap is being lessened. 

LVMe I a m  partla1 to this optimistic vis~on,  until \ve have a betier grasp on  the phys~cs 
out ofwhich inflation is supposed to have emerged, caution is warranted. For example, the 
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expert reader iw11 note that this approach makes favorable but unlustlfied assumptions 
about the hlgh-enerp [transplanckian) inflation field modes-modes that can affect the 
onset of iiiflat~on and pla\ a cruclal role In structure formation 

Chap te r  1 2  

1. The circumstantial evidence I have In mind here relies on the fact that the 
strengths of all three nongrav~tational forces depend on the energy and temperature of the 
environment in which the forces act. At low energles and temperatures, such as those of 
our everyday environment, the strengths of all three forces are different. But there is indi- 
rect theoretical and experlmental evidence that at v e v  high temperatures, such as 
occurred In the earliest moments of the universe, the strengths of all three forces converge, 
~ndicating, albeit indirectly, that all three forces themselves may fundamentally be unl- 
fied, and appear distinct only at low energies and temperatures. For a more detailed dis- 
cusslon see, for example, The Elegant Unwerse, Chapter 7 

2.  Once we know that a field, like any of the known force fields, is an ingredient in 
the makeup of the cosmos, then we know that lt exlsts everywhere-it is stitched into the 
fabric of the cosmos. It is impossible to excise the field, much as it is impossible to excise 
space itself. The nearest we can come to eliminat~ng a field's presence, therefore, is to 
ha\e it take on a value that minimizes ~ t s  energy. For force fields, like the electromagnetic 
force, that value is zero, as discussed in the text. For fields like the inflaton or the standard- 
model Higgs-field (which, for simplicib, we do not consider here), that value can be some 
nonzero number that depends on the field's precise potential energ). shape, as \re dis- 
cussed In Chapters 9 and 10. h mentioned in the text, to keep the discuss~on streamlined 
\ve are only explicitly discussing quantum fluctuations of fields whose lowest energy state 
is achleved when their value is zero, although fluctuations associated 1~1th Higgs or ~nfla- 
ton fields requlre no modification of our conclusions. 

3. Actually, the mathematically inciined reader should note that the uncertainty 
princlple dictates that energy fluctuations are inversely proport~onal to the tlme resolution 
of our measurements, so the finer the t ~ m e  resolution a,ith which we examine a field's 
energy, the more wildly the field ~vill undulate. 

4. I11 this experin~ent, Lamoreaux verified the Caslmir force in a modified setup 
involving the attraction behveen a spherical lens and a quartz plate. More recently, Gianni 
Carugno, Roberto Onofrio, and their collaborators at the Unlversib of Padova have under- 
taken the more difficult experiment invol\,ing the original Casimlr franie~vork of hvo par- 
allel plates. (Keeping the plates perfectly parallel is quite an experlmental challenge.) So 
far, they have confirmed Casimlr's predictions to a level of 15 percent. 

5 In retrospect, these lnslghts also shon that if Einstein had not introduced the cos- 
mological constant In 1917, quantum physicists would ha\re introduced thelr own version 
a feu- decades later. k you will recall, the cosmological constant was an energy Einstein 
envisioned suffusing all of space, but whose origin he-and modern-day proponents of a 
cosmological constant-ieft unspecified. We now realize that quantum physics suffuses 
empty space 1~1th jittering fields, and as we directly see through Casimir's discove~)., the 
resulting microscopic field frenzy fills space w t h  energy. In fact, a malor challenge facing 
theoretical phys~cs 1s to show that the combmed contribution of all field jitters yields a 
total energ). in empty space-a total cosmological constant-that is withln the obsenra- 
tional limit currently determined by the supernova observations discussed in Chapter 10. 
So far, no one has been able to do this; carrying out the analysis exactly has proven to be 
beyond the capacity of current theoreticai methods, and approximate calculations have 
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gotten answers wildly larger than obsen3ations allo~v, strongly suggestmg that the approxi- 
mations are \vay off. hIany view explaining the value of the cosmoiogical constant 
(nhether it is zero; as iong thought, or small and nonzero as suggested by the inflation and 
the supernova data) as one of the most important open problems in theoretical physlcs. 

6. In this sectlon, I describe one way of seeing the conflict between general relativity 
and quantum mechanics. But I should note, in keeping w ~ t h  our theme of seeking t'he true 
nature of space and time, that other, somewhat less tangible but potentially important 
puzzles arise In attempting to merge general relativity and quantum mechanics. One  
that's part~cularly tantalizing arises when the stra~ghtfonvard application of the procedure 
for transforming classical nongrav~tatlonal theories (like Maxwell's eiectrodynamics) Into 
a quantum theoy  is extended to classical general relativity (as shown by Bryce De'lS'itt in 
what is now called the Wheeler-DeWitt equation). In the central equation that emerges, it 
turns out that the time variable does not appear. So, rather than havlng an explicit mathe- 
matlcal embodiment of time-as is the case in even' other fundamental theon)-~n this 
approach to quantizing gravity, temporal evolution must be kept track of by a physical fea- 
ture of the universe (such as its densib) that we expect to change In a regular manner. As 
yet, no one k n o ~ s  if this procedure for quantizing gravltp is appropr~ate (although much 
progress in an offshoot of this formalism, called loop quantum gravitv, has been recently 
achieved; see Chapter 16), so ~t is not clear whether the absence of an explicit time vari- 
able is hintmg at something deep (tlme as an emergent concept?) or not. In thls chapter 
we focus on a different approach for merging general relatiwty and quantum mechanics, 
superstring theory. 

7 It 1s somewhat of a misnomer to s ~ e a k  of the "center" of a black hole as if it were a 
place in space The  reason, roughly speaking, 1s that a h e n  one crosses a black hole's e ~ e n t  
horizon-its outer edge-the roles of space and t ~ m e  are Interchanged In fact, just as l o u  
can't res~st going from one second to the newt in t ~ m e ,  so you can't res~st being pulled to 
the black hole's "center" once you'\e crossed the event horizon It turns out that thls anal- 
ogy between heading fonvard in tlme and heading toward a biack hole's center is strongly 
motivated by the mathematical description of black holes. Thus, rather than thlnking of 
the black hoie's center as a location in space, it is better to think of lt as a iocation In time. 
Furthermore, since you can't go beyond the black hole's center, you might be tempted to 
think of it as a location In s~acetlrne xhere time comes to an end. This may well be true. 
But since the standard general relatn~ti  equat~ons break donn under such extremes of 
small size and huge mass densih, our abilib to make definite statements of thls sort 1s 
compromised Clearll, this suggests that ~f we had equations that don't break dorm deep 
inside a black hole, me might gain important mslghts Into the nature of time That 1s one 
of the goals of superstring theon 

8 As In earher chapters, b.i "obsenable unwerse" l mean that part of the unlserse 
~51th mhich vie could ha\e had, at least in princlple, commun~cat~on  durlng the time since 
the bang In a unnerse that is infinite In spatla1 extent, as discussed in Chapter 8, all of 
space does not shrink to a point at the moment of the bang Certalnh, e~erything In the 
obsenabie part of the unnerse n111 be squeezed Into an ever smaller space as we head back 
to the beginning, but, although hard to picture, there are things-infinitely far away-that 
will forever remain separate from us, even as the density of matter and energy grows ever 
higher 

9 Leonard Susskind, in "The Elegant Uni~erse," NOV4, three-hour PBS serles first 
aired October 28 and Nolember 4, 2007 

10 indeed, the difficulg of deslgnlng esperlmentai tests for superstring theow has 
been a cruclal stumbling block, one that has substantially hindered the theon's accep- 
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tance. However, as we will see In iater chapters, there has been much progress in t h ~ s  
direction; strmg theorists have hlgh hopes that upcoming accelerator and space-based 
experiments will provide at least c~rcurnstantiai ewdence In support of the theory, and 
~vith iuck, maybe even more. 

11. ;Uthough !haven't covered it explic~tly in the text, note that even  known particle 
has an antzpartlcle-a part~cle w ~ t h  the same mass but oppos~te force charges [like the 
opposite sign of electr~c charge). The  electron's antiparticle is the positron; the up-quark's 
antiparticle is, not surprismgly, the anti-up-quark; and so on. 

12. '4s we will see in Chapter 13, recent ~vork In strmg theor). has suggested that 
strmgs may be much larger than the Planck length, and t h ~ s  has a number of potentially 
crit~cal ~mplicatioi~s-~ncluding the possibilib of making the theory experimentally 
testable. 

13 The  evistence ot atoms aas  initially argued through ind~rect means (as an expla- 
nation of the particular ratios in ~ h l c h  various chemical substances would combine, and 
later, through Brownian motion), the ex~stence of the first black holes was confirmed (to 
man1 phls~cists satisfaction) bv seelng the11 effect on gas that falls toward them from 
nearby stars, instead of "seeine" them direct]\ 

i-t. Since even a piac& vibrating stiing has some amount of energy, you m g h t  
wonder how it's possible for a string vibrational pattern to yield a massless particle. The  
answer, once agaln, has to do with quantum uncertainty No matter how piacid a strmg is, 
quantum uncertain5 impiies that it has a minimal amount of jitter and jiggle. And, 
througln the we~rdness of quantum mechanics, these uncertaintynduced jitters have neg- 
atwe energy. When this IS combmed w t h  the positive energy from the most gentle of ordi- 
n a n  strmg vibrations, the total mass/energy 1s zero. 

15. For the mathematically d i n e d  reader, the more precise statement is that the 
square of the masses of string vibrat~onal modes are given by integer multiples of the 
square of the Planck mass. Even more precisely (and of relevance to recent developments 
covered in Chapter 131, the square of these masses are mteger multiples of the stnng scale 
iwhlch is proportional to the inverse square of the strmg iength). in conventional formula- 
tions of strlng theoy, the strlng scale and the Planck mass are close, which 1s why I've sim- 
plified the main text and only mtroduced the Planck mass. However, in Chapter 13 we 
\vill cons~der s~tuations In C h ~ c h  the s t r q  scale can be different from the Planck mass. 

16. It's not too hard to understand, In rough terms, how the Planck length crept into 
Klem's analys~s. General relativity and quantum mechan~cs Invoke three fundamental 
constants of nature: c (the velocity of light), G (the basic strength of the grav~tational force) 
and h (Planck's constant describmg the slze of quantum effects). These three constants 
can be comb~ned to produce a quantity with umts of length: ( f i G / ~ ~ ) ~ ' ~ ,  v 'h~ch ,  by definl- 
tion, is the Planck length. .After substituting the numerical values of the three constants, 
one finds the Planck length to be about 1.616 x 10F3 centimeters. Thus, unless a dimen- 
sionless number w ~ t h  value differ~ng substant~ally from 1 should emerge from the the- 
on-somethmg that doesn't often happen in a s~mple ,  nell-formulated physical 
theory-we expect the Planck length to be the characteristic size of lengths, such as the 
length ofthe curled-up spatial dimension. Nevertheless, do note that t h ~ s  does not ruie out 
the possibility Chat dimens~ons can be larger than the Planck length, and In Chapter 13 we 
will see interesting recent ~vork that has investigated t h ~ s  possibilie vigorously. 

17 Incorporatmg a particie with the electron's charge, and ~vith its relatively tiny 
mass, proved a formidable challenge. 

18. Note that the uniform symrnetr). requirement that we used in Chapter 8 to nar- 
row down the shape of the universe was motivated by astronom~cai obsenlations (such as 
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I those of the microwave background rad~ation) nithln the three large dlmenslons These 
symmetq constra~nts ha\e no bearing on the shape of the poss~ble s ~ x  tiny extra space 
d ~ m e n s ~ o n s  

I 19 You might nonder about whether there might not only be extra space d ~ m e n -  
slons, but also extra t m e  dimens~ons Researchers (such as Itzhak Bars at the Uni\ersi& of 
Southern California) have in\ estlgated this poss~bdity, and shown that it 1s at least poss~ble 
to formulate theorles nith a second time dlmens~on that seem to be ph\sicallv reasonable 
But uhether t h ~ s  second tlme d ~ m e n s ~ o n  1s really on a par 11 ~ t h  the ordlnar) time d ~ m e n -  

1 sion or is lust a mathematical device has never been settled f~111>, the general feeling IS 

more toward the latter than the former B\ contrast, the most straightforward readlng of 
strmg theory sals that the extra space dimens~ons are elery bit as real as the three a e  Lnow 
about 

20 Strmg theon experts (and those u h o  h a ~ e  read The Elegant Unzverse, Chapter 
i2 )  n111 recognize that the more preclse statement is that certam formuiat~ons of string 
t h e o ~  (discussed In Chapter 13 of t h ~ s  book) admit 11mm in\olvlng eleven spacetlme 
dmensions There is stdl debate as to whether strmg theor) is best thought of as funda- 
mentalh being an e l e ~ e n  spacetime d~mensional theow, or whether the eleven d m e n -  
slonai formulation should be Liewed as a p a ~ t ~ c u l a r  limit ( e  g , \!hen the strmg coupimg 
constant IS  taken large in the Tvpe IL4 formulation), on a par a ~ t h  other l ~ m ~ t s  As t h ~ s  dis- 

1 tmction does nor hate much ~ m p a c t  on our general-level discuss~on, I have chosen the for- 

1 
mer vienpo~nt, largely for the lmguistic ease of having a fixed and uniform total number of 
dimensions 

Chapter  13 

1 For the mathematicall) mchned reader I am here referring to conformal s\mme- 
try-scmmem~ under arb~tran angle-presen~ng transforn~ations on the rolume In space- 
t m e  swept out b\ the proposed fundamental const~tuent Strmgs saeep out tmo- 
spacet1me-d1rnens!ona1 surfaces, and the equations of string theor! are ~nlariant  under the 
hro-d~mensional conformal group, a h ~ c h  is an znf nite d~mens~onal  s1 mmetr) group BF 
contrast, in other numbers of space din~ensions, associated nlth objects that are not thern- 
selves one-d~mens~onal, the conforn~al group is finite-dimensional 

2 hlan) phFsicists contributed slgnificantl~ to these developments, both by l a i ~ n g  
the groundworh and through folloa-up d~scoveries Mchae l  Duff, Paul Hone, Taheo 
Inaml, Kelley Steile, Eric Bergshoeff, Ergm Szegm, Paul Tolbnsend, Chris Hull, Chris 
Pope, John Schwarz, k h o h e  Sen, Andren Strommger, Curtis Callan, Joe Polch~nshi, Petr 
Hoiava, J Dai, Robert Leigh, Hermanil N ~ c o i a ~ ,  and Bernard de\lJlt, among man! others 

3 In fact, as evplalned In Chapter 17 of The Elegant Unzverse, there IS an eten 
tighter connection bet\!een the oterlooked tenth spatla1 dimens~on and p-branes ,!is ~ o u  
Increase the size of the tenth spatla1 d ~ m e n s ~ o n  in, sa), the tvpe IIA formulation, one- 
d~mens~onal  strmgs stretch into mo-dlmenslonal inner-tube-like membranes If I O U  1 assume the tenth d ~ m e n s ~ o n  is \ e n  small, as had alnays been ~mpliciti) done prior to these 

1 discoveries, the inner tubes look and beha\e hke strmgs b is the case for strings, the ques- 
tion of whether these nenly found branes are ~ndi t i s~ble  or, ~nstead, are made of le t  finer 
constltuents. remains unanswered Researchers are open to the p o s s ~ b ~ l ~ t v  that the Ingre- 
dients so far identified in strlngAI-theo~) ~ 1 1 1  not brmg to a close the search for the ele- 
mentary constltuents of the unnerse h'one\er, rt's also poss~ble that thevn111 Since much 
oiwhat follows is lnsens~tive to thls Issue, me'll adopt the s~mplest perspective and lmaglne 

I 
that all the mgred~ents-str~ngs and branes of ~ a r l o u s  dimenslons-are fundamental 4nd 
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what of the earlier reasoning, which suggested that fundamental hlgher dimensional 
objects could not be incorporated mto a physically sensible framework? \\'ell, that reason- 
mg was itself rooted In another quantum mechanical approximation scheme-one that is 
standard and fully battle tested but that, like any approxlmat~on, has limitations. Although 
researchers have yet to figure out all the subtleties associated with mcorporating hlgher- 
dimensional objects into a quantum theoq,, these ingredients fit so perfectly and consis- 
tently w t h m  all five string formulat~ons that almost everyone believes that the feared 
violations of basic and sacred physical principles are absent. 

4. In fact, we could be living on an even higher-dimensional brane (a four-brane, a 
five-brane . . .) three of whose dimensions fill ordinary space, and whose other dimensions 
fill some of the smaller, extra dimens~ons the theory requires. 

5.  The  mathematically inclined reader should note that for many years string theo- 
rists have known that closed strings respect something called T-dualib (as explained fur- 
ther in Chapter 16, and in Chapter 10 of The Elegant Universe). Basically, T-duality is the 
statement that if an extra dimension should be In the shape of a c~rcie,  strmg theoq. 1s 
completely Insensitive to whether the circle's radius is R or liR. The reason 1s that strings 
can move around the clrcle ("momentum modes") andlor wrap around the circle ("nind- 
ing modes") and, under the replacement of R wlth llR, physicists halre realized that the 
roles of these two modes smply  mterchange, keepmg the overall ph>s~cal  propert~es of the 
theory unchanged. Essential to this reasoning is that the strlngs are closed loops, since if 
they are open there is no topologically stable notion of thelr wmding around a clrcular 
dimension. So, at first blush, it seems that open and closed strings behave completely dif- 
ferently under T-duality. With closer ~nspec t~on ,  and by maklng use of the Dirichlet 
boundan condit~ons for open strlngs (the "D" in D-branes), Polchlnskl, Dai, Leigh, as 
well as Hoiava, Green, and other researchers resolved this puzzle. 

6. Proposals that have trled to circumvent the introduction of dark matter or dark 
energy have suggested that even the accepted behavior of grawt); on large scales may dif- 
fer from what Newton or Einstein would have thought, and In that way attempt to 
account for grav~tational effects ~ncompatible with soleiy the inaterlal we can see. hs yet, 
these proposals are highly speculative and have little support, either experimental or the- 
oretlcal. 

7. The physicists who Introduced this idea are S. Giddings and S. Thomas, and S. 
Dimopoulus and G .  Landsbere. 

d 

8. Notice that the contraction phase of such a bouncing universe is not the same as 
the expansion phase run in reverse. P h j w a l  processes such as eggs splattering and candles 
melting would happen In the usual "forward" time direct~on during the expansion phases 
and would continue to do so during the subsequent contraction phase. That's uhy entropy 
u.o~ild increase d u n g  both phases. 

9. The expert reader will note that the cyclic model can be phrased In the language 
of four-dimensional effective field theory on one of the three-branes, and in this form it 
shares many features with more familiar scalar-field-driven inflationan models. Li7hen I 
say "radicallv new mechanism," 1 am referring to the conceptual description in terms of 
colliding branes, which In and of itself is a striking new way of thrnk~ng about cosmoiogy. 

10. Don't get confused on dimension countmg. The h\,o three-branes, together Lvith 
the space mtervai behveen them, have four dimensions. Time brings it to five. That leaves 
six more for the Calabi-Yau space. 

11 4n important esceptmn, rnentmned at the end of t h ~ s  chapter and d~scussed ~n 
further detall in Chapter 14, has to do 1~1th inhomogeneities In the gra\ltational field, so- 
called pr~mordial grav~tational naves Inflationarc cosmology and the cvcl~c model dlffer 
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In this regard, one \vay In whlch there is a chance that they may be distlngulshed experl- 
mentally. 

12. Quantum mechanics ensures that there is always a nonzero probabiliv that a 
chance fluctuation tvill disrupt the cyclic process [e.g., one brane hwsts relatlve to the 
other), causlng the model to grmd to a halt. Even if the probability is minuscule, sooner or 
later it will surely come to pass, and hence the cycles cannot continue indefinitely. 

Chapter  1 4  

1. A. Einstein, "Vierteljahrschrift fiir gerichtliche Medizin und offentliches Sani- 
tats~tresen"44 37 11912). D. Brill and J. Cohen, Phys. Rev. vol. 143, no. 4, 101 1 (1966); H. 
Pfister and K. Braun, Class. Quantum Grav. 2 ,  909 (1985). 

2. In the four decades since the initial proposal of Schiff and Pugh, other tests of 
frame dragging have been undertaken. These experiments [carried out by, among others, 
Bruno Bertotii, Ignazio Ciufolinl, and Peter Bender; and I. I. Shap~ro, R. C. Reasenberg, 
J. F Chandler, and R. W. Babcocki have studied the motion of the moon as well as satel- 
lites orb~ting the earth, and found strong evidence for frame dragging effects. The  advan- 
tage of Gravit); Probe B 1s that it 1s the first fully contained expermlent, one that IS under 
complete control of the experimenters, and so should give the most preclse and most 
direct evidence for frame dragging. 

3. Xlt'hough they are effectwe at giving a feel for Einstein's discovery, another limita- 
tion of the standard Images of warped space is that they don't illustrate the warplng oftime. 
Thls is important because general relativity sholvs that for an ordinary object like the sun, as 
opposed to somethlng extreme like a black hole, the warplng of tune (the closer you are to 
the sun, the slower your clocks will run) is far more pronounced than the narping of space. 
It's subtler to deplct the warping of tlme graphically and it's harder to convey how warped 
time contributes to curved spatial tralectories such as the earth's elliptical orbit around the 
sun, and that's why Figure 3.10 (and just about evev  attempt to visualize general relativity 
I've ever seen) focuses solely on warped space. But it's good to bear in mmd that In many 
common astrophysical environments, it's the warplng of time that IS dommant. 

4. In 1974, Russell Hulse and Joseph Taylor discovered a binary puisar system-hvo 
pulsars (rap~dly spinning neutron stars) orbiting one another. Because the pulsars move 
very quickly and are very close together, Einstein's general relativity predicts that they will 
emlt copious amounts of grav~tational radiation. Although it is qulte a challenge to detect 
thls radiat~on directly, general relatwit); shows that the radiation should reveai itself mdi- 
rectly through other means: the energ, emltted via the radiation should cause the orbital 
period of the hio pulsars to gradually decrease. The  pulsars have been observed continu- 
ously since their discovery, and ~ndeed ,  t h e ~ r  orbltal period has decreased-and In a man- 
ner that agrees w t h  the prediction of general relat~\lity to about one part in a thousand. 
Thus, even without direct detection of the emitted gravitational radiation, this provldes 
strong ev~dence for ~ t s  existence For their discovery, Hulse and Tavlor liere anarded the 
1993 Nobei P r ~ z e  In Phys~cs 

5. h'owever, see note 4, above. 
6. From the vlewpolnt of energetics, therefore, cosmlc rays provlde a naturallv occur- 

ring accelerator that 1s far more powerful than any we have or will construct in the fore- 
seeable future. The drawback is that although the particles in cosmic rays can have 
extremely hlgh energies, we have no control over what slams into what-when ~t comes to 
cosmic ray collisions, we are passlve obseniers. Furthermore, the number of cosmic ray 
particles with a given energy drops quickly as the e n e r a  level Increases. While about 10 
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billion cosmlc ray particles 1~1th an energ) equ~valent to the mass of a proton (about one- 
thousandth of the design capacity of the Large Hadron Collider) strike each square kilo- 
meter of earth's surface even  second (and quite a few pass through your body even. second 
as \veil), only about one of the most energet~c part~cles (about 100 billion t ~ m e s  the mass of 
a proton) would strike a glven square kilometer of earth's surface each centurv. Finally, 
accelerators can slam particles together by making them move quickly, in opposite direc- 
tions, thereby creating a large center of mass energy. Cosmic ray particles, by contrast, 
siam Into the relatively slow moving particles In the atmosphere. Nevertheless, these draw- 
backs are not insurmountable. Over the course of many decades, experimenters have 
learned quite a lot from studying the more plentiful, lo~ver-enera, cosmic ray data, and, to 
deal w ~ t h  the paucity of h~gh-energy collis~ons, exper~menters have built huge arrays of 
detectors to catch as manv  articles as ~ossible.  , . 

7 The expert reader will realize that conservation of energy in a theorp w ~ t h  dynam~c 
spacetime is a subtle Issue. Certainly, the stress tensor of all sources for the Einstem equa- 
tions is covariantly consewed. But this does not necessarily translate mto a global c0nsen.a- 
t ~ o n  law for energy. And w ~ t h  good reason. The  stress tensor does not take account of 
gravitat~onaf energy-a notoriously difficult notion In general relat~vity. Over short enough 
distance and time scales-such as occur In accelerator exper~ments-local energy consenja- 
t ~ o n  is valid, but statements about global conservation have to be treated ~vith greater care. 

8. T h ~ s  is true of the simplest inflationary models. Researchers have found that more 
complicated realizat~ons of inflation can suppress the production of grav~tational waves. 

9. .A \]able dark matter candidate must be a stable, or very long-lii.ed, particle-one 
that does not dis~ntegrate into other part~cles. This IS expected to be true of the lightest of 
the supersymmetric partner part~cles, and hence the more preclse statement is that the 
lightest ofthe zino, higgsmo, or photino 1s a su~table dark matter candidate. 

10. Not too long ago, a joint Italian-Chinese research group known as the Dark hlat- 
ter Expermlent (DAbM), working out of the Gran Sasso Laborator). in Italy, made the 
exc~tmg announcement that they had ach~eved the first direct detection of dark matter. So 
far, however, no other group has been able to verify the c l a m .  In fact, another experiment, 
Cwogenic Dark Matter Search ICDMS), based at Stanford and involv~ng researchers 
from the United States and Russ~a, has amassed data that many beiieve rule out the 
D.UL.4 results to a high degree of confidence. In addition to these dark matter searches, 
many others are under way To read about some of these, take a look at htt~://hep~uwwrl. 
ac.uk/ukdmcldark-matterlother-searches.htmi. 

C h a p t e r  15  

1. This statement Ignores hidden-var~abie approaches, such as Bohnl's. But even In 
such approaches, we'd want to teleport an object's quantum state (its wavefunction), so a 
mere measurement of position or velocity would be inadequate. 

2. Zeilinger's research group also included Dick Bouwmeester, Jian-114 Pan, Klaus 
Mattle, hfanfred Eibl, and Harald Weinfurter, and De Martini's has included S. Giaco- 
m m ,  G .  RIilani, F Sc~arrino, and E. Lombardi. 

3. For the reader who has some familiar15 uith the formalism of quantum mechan- 
lcs, here are the essential steps In quantum teleportatlon. Imagine that the in~tial state of a 
photon ! have In New York is glven by IY), = aIO), + P/ l ) ,  v/here 10) and 11) are the two 
photon polarization states, and we alloa/ for definite, normalized, but arbitrary values of 
the coefficients. hly goai is to glve Nicholas enough information so that he can produce a 
photon In London in exactly the same quantum state. To do so, Nicholas and I first 
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3 
4 acquire a pair of entangled photons In the state, sal = ( l l f i  jOz03) - ( l / \ h ) / l z i , )  

9 T h e  i n ~ t ~ a i  state of the three-photon system 1s thus jY)123 = ( a 1  2 7)  {/010203) - 10,1213)} + 
3 ( P I G )  {1110203) - 1111213)) \!Then I perform a Bell-state measurement on Photons i and 

2 ,  I project this part of the svstem onto one of four states I@), = ( 1  A h )  {10,02) + 11,12)} 
and In), = ( N h )  {lo, 1 2) rt 11,0J} Now, ~f we re-express the m t ~ a l  state using t h ~ s  bass 
of e~genstates for Part~cles 1 and 2, Me find /Y)123 = M{(@)Ja(O,) - PJI,)) i- I@)- iaJO3) + 
PIl,)) + In), (-ail3) + P10,)) + In)_ (-all3) - P10,)} Thus, after per for~n~ng mv measure- 
ment, 1 w~l l  "collapse" the system onto one of these four summands Once I communicate 4 to N~cholas ( \ la  ordinary means), v.h~ch summand I find, he hnows hou to man~puiate 
Photon 3 to reproduce the or~ginal state of Photon 1 For ~nstance, ~f 1 find that my mea- 

3 surement > ~ e l d s  state I@)-, then N~cholas does not need to do anything to Photon 3, smce, 
d as above, it is already in the origmal state of Photon 1 If 1 find anv other result, N~cholas 
J nil1 habe to perform a suitable rotation (d~ctated, as bou can see, b, \r h ~ c h  result i find), to 

1 put Photon 3 mto the des~red state 
4 In fact, the mathemat~cally i n c h e d  reader nil1 note that ~t 1s not hard to pro\e the 

so-called no-quantum-clon~ng theorem Imagine we have a uixtaw clonmg operator U 

I that takes an) gwen state as input and produces hilo copies of it as output (U  maps / a )  + 
Ia)l~,), for an) mput state la)) Note that U actmg on a state l ~ k e  (la) + IP)) y~elds ((a)la)  + 
/P)/P)), ~ i h c h  IS not a two-fold copy of the or~gmal state ( la )+  iP))(la) + ID)), and hence no 

3 such operator U exists to c a w  out quantum c lon~ng ( T h ~ s  was first shown by Wootters and 
4 Zurek in the earl? 1980s ) 

1 5 \Ian\ researchers have been involved In de~elopmg both the theon, and the exper- 

i menta l  realizat~on of quantum teieportat~on in add~tion to those d~scussed In the text, the 
aorl, of Sandu Popescu \ i h ~ l e  at Cambridge Un~versi& plaved an important part in the 
Rome exper~ments, and Jeffrev Kimble's group at the Cal~fornia Institute of Technolorn 
has p~oneered the teleportat~on of continuous features of a quantum state, to name a feu 

6 For extremely ~nteresting progress on entangl~ng maw-part~cle slstems, see, for 
example, B Julsgaard, 4 KozheLin, and E S Polzik, "Experimental long-lived entangle- 
ment of two macroscopic oblects," Nature 413 iSept 2001), 400-403 

I 7 O n e  of the most e\cit~ng and actwe areas of research makmg use of quantum 
entanglement and quantum teleportation IS the field of quantum computmg For recent 

1 general-level presentat~ons of quantum computing, see Tom S~egfried, The Bzt and the 
Penduium (New Yotic John 1\'1ler, 2000), and George Johnson, A Shortcut Through Tlme 

i 
(New Yorl, Knopf, 2003) 

8 One  aspect of the slowing of t ~ m e  at Increasing veloc~h,  ~ h i c h  \be did not discuss 
in Chapter 3 but ~ 1 1 1  play a role In t h ~ s  chapter, IS the so-called twm parado\ The Issue is 

1 simple to state if you and I are movlng relat~ve to one another at constant v e l o c i ~ ,  I ad1 

1 thmk your clocl, 1s runnlng sloa relative to mlne But since you are as lust~fied as ! In 
claiming to be at rest, ?ou \ d l  think that mlne IS the mowng clock and hence is the one 
that is runnmg slow That each of us thmks the other's clock is runnlng slow ma) seem 
paradoxical, but ~ t s  not At constant velocits, our clocks ~ 1 1 1  contlnue to get farther apart 
and hence thev don't allow for a direct, face-to-face comparison to determine ~ h ~ c h  IS 

1 
"reall1" running slow And all other indirect comparisons (for ~nstance, we compare the 

j 
t m e s  on our clocls bt cell phone commun~cation) occur ai th some elapsed time over 

i some spatla] separation, necessarily bring~ng Into pla) the complications of d~fferent 
observers' not~ons of now, as In Chapters 3 and 5 I won't go through ~t here, but when 

I these special relat~v~stic ~ o m ~ l ~ c a t ~ o n s  are folded into the anal)s~s, there is no contradic- 
tion between each of us deciarmg that the others clock IS runnlng slom [see, e g , E Taylor 
and J A Li'heeler, Spacetune Physm, for a complete, techn~cal, but elernentaw discus- 

i 
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s o n ) .  \\'here things appear to get more puzzling is if, for example, you slow down, stop, 
turn around, and head back tovtard me so that we can compare our clocks face to face, 
eliminating the complications of different notions of now. Upon our meeting, whose clock 
will be ahead of whose? Thls 1s the so-called hwn paradox: if you and I are hvins, when u.e 
meet agaln. will u.e be the same age, or will one of us look older? The ansbver is that my 
clock will be ahead of yours-if we are twins, I will look older. There are many Lvavs to 
explain why, but the simplest to note is that when you change your ve locq  and experience 
an acceleration, the symmetry behveen our perspecti\~es is lost-you can definitively ciatni 
that you were movlng (since, for example, you felt ~t-or ,  uslng the discussion of Chapter 
3, unlike mlne, your journey through spacetime has not been along a straight line) and 
hence that your cioci; ran slow relat~ve to mlne. Less time elapsed for you than for me. 

9. John \!'heeler, among others, has suggested a possible central role for obsen,ers in 
a quantum universe, summed up in one of h ~ s  famous aphorisms: "No elementary phe- 
nomenon IS a phenomenon until ~t IS  an obsened phenomenon." You can read more 
about \VheelerJs fascinating life In physlcs in John Archibald Wheeler and Kenneth Ford, 
Geons, Black Holes, and Quantum Foam: A Life In Physzcs fNe~v York: Norton, 1998). 
Roger Penrose has also studied the relatlon between quantum physics and the mlnd in his 
The Emperor's brew bfind, and also In Shadows of the Mind: A Search for the kliss~ng Scl- 
ence of Consciousness (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994). 

10. See, for example, "Repiy to Criticisms" In Albert Einstem, vol. 7 of The Library of 
L~vlng Philosophers, P. A. Schilpp, ed. (New York: M J F  Books, 2001). 

11. \Y. J. van Stockurn, Proc. R. Soc. Edin. A 57 (1937), 135. 
I? .  The expert reader \vill recognize that I am slmplifving. In 1966, Robert Geroch, 

lvho was a student of John Wheeler, showed that it is at least possible, In prlnclple, to con- 
struct a wormhole \vithout rlpplng space. But unlike the more mtuitwe, space-tearing 
approach to building n,ormholes In w h ~ c h  the mere existence of the ~vormhoie does not 
entail time travel, In Geroch's approach the constructlon phase itself tvould necessarily 
require that tlme become so distorted that one could freely tra\,el backivard and fonvard in 
time (but no farther back than the initiation of the construction itself). 

13. Roughly speaking, if you passed through a reglon contalnlng such exotic matter 
at nearly the speed of light and took the average of all your measurements of the energy 
density you detected, the am{-er you'd find would be negative. Phys~c~sts say that such 
exotic matter violates the so-called averaged weak energy condition. 

14. The simplest realizat~on of exotic matter comes from the vacuum fluctuations of 
the eiectromagnetic field b e h ~ e e n  the parallel plates In the Cas~mlr experlnient, discussed 
In Chapter 12. Calculat~ons show that the decrease In quantum fluctuations behveen the 
plates. relative to empty space, entails negative averaged energ) densiv (as u.ell as negatlve 
pressure). 

15. For a pedagogical but technical account of wormholes, see Matt Visser, Lorentz- 
Ian Iliormholes: From Einsteln to Hawking (New York: American Institute of P h ~ m s  Press, 
1996). 

Chapter  1 6  

1 For the mathernat~cally mcilned reader, recall from note 6 of Chapter 6 that 
entropv 1s defined as the loganthm of the number of rearrangements (or states), and that's 
Important to get the rlght answer In thls example When you ]om two Tuppenvare con- 
tamers together, the Lanous states of the air molecules can be described bc giving the state 
of the alr molecules In the first contamer, and then bv glving the state of those In the sec- 
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ond. Thus, the number of arrangements for the joined contamers is the square of the num- 
ber of arrangements of either separately. .After t ak~ng the logarithm, thls tells us that the 
entropy has doubled. 

2. You will note that it doesn't really make much sense to compare a volume with an 
area, as the! have different units. What I really mean here, as mdicated by the text, 1s that 
the rate at which volume grows with radius is much faster than the rate at \vh~ch surface 
area grows. Thus, since entropy is proportional to surface area and not volun1e, it grows 
more slowly with the size of a reglon than it would were ~t proporilonal to volume. 

3. While tills captures the spirit of the entropy bound, the expert reader \vill recog- 
nize that I am simplify~ng. The  more precise bound, as proposed by Raphael Bousso, 
states that the entropy flux through a null hypersurface ( w t h  everywhere non-posltlve 
focusmg parameter Q) is bounded by N 4 ,  where A 1s the area of a spacelike cross-sectton 
of the null hypersurface (the "light-sheet"). 

4. More precisely, the entropy of a black hole IS  the area of ~ t s  event horizon, 
expressed In Planck unlts, divided b v i ,  and multiplied bl. Boltzmann's constant. 

5.  The  mathematically lnciined reader may recall from the endnotes to Chapter 8 
that there 1s another notion of horizon-a cosmlc horizon-which is the div~ding surface 
b e h e e n  those thmgs naith which an obsenfer can and cannot be In causal contact. Such 
horizons are also believed to support entropy, agaln proport~onal to t h e ~ r  surface area. 

6. In 1971, the Hunganan-born physicist Dennls Gabor was awarded the Nobel 
P r ~ z e  for the d i s c o v e ~  of sornethlng called holography. Initially motivated by the goal of 
mprowng the resolving,power of electron microscopes, Gabor ~vorked In the 1940s on 
finding ways to capture more of the information encoded in the light waves that bounce 
off an object. .4 camera, for example, records the intensity of such light waves; places 
n.here the Intensity 1s high yleld br~ghter reglons of the photograph, and places where it's 
low are darker. Gabor and many others realized, though, that lntenslty IS only part of the 
information that light aaves carry. \Ye saw thls, for example, In Figure 4.3b: while the 
lnterference pattern IS affected by the intens~ty ( the amplitude) of the light (higher-ampli- 
tude waves yeld an overall brighter pattern), the pattern itself arlses because the overlap- 
ping waves emerging from each of the slits reach their peak, t h e ~ r  trough, and various 

Intermediate wave heights at different locations along the detector screen. The  latter ~nfor- 
matlon 1s called phase ~nformation: hvo light waves at a glven polnt are sald to be In phase 
if they reinforce each other (they each reach a peak or trough at the same time), out of 
phase if the! cancel each other (one reaches a peak while the other reaches a trough), and, 
more generally, they have phase relations ~ntermediate behveen these hvo extremes at 
polnts where they partlallr; remforce or partially cancel. .\n lnterference pattern thus 
records phase lnforrnatlon of the interfering light waves. 

Gabor developed a means for recording, 011 specially des~gned film, both the inten- 
s ty  and the phase information of iight that bounces off an oblect. Translated into modern 
language, hls approach is closely akm to the experimental setup of Figure 7.1, except that 
one of the hvo laser beams 1s made to bounce off the object of interest on its way to the 
detector screen. If the screen is outfitted with film containing appropr~ate photograpli~c 
emulsion, ~t will record an lnterference pattern-in the form of mlnute, etched lines on 
the film's surface-behveen the unfettered beam and the one that has reflected off the 
object. The lnterference pattern nil1 encode both the intensity of the reflected light and 
phase relations behveen the two light beams. T h e  ramifications of Gabor's ~nsight for scl- 
ence have been substantial, allo~vlng for vast improvements in a wlde range of measure- 
ment techn~ques. But for the public at large, the most prominent Impact has been the 
artistic and commercial development of holograms. 
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Ordinay  photographs look flat because they record only light ~ntenslty. To get depth, 
you need phase information. T h e  reason 1s that as a light iva1.e tra~rels, ~t cycles from peak 
to trough to peak again, and so phase informat~on-or, more precisely, phase differences 
between light beams that reflect off nearby parrs of an object-encodes differences in h o ~  
far the light rays have traveled. For example, if you look at a cat straight on, its eyes are a lit- 
tle farther away than its nose and thls depth difference is encoded in the phase difference 
behveen the light beams' reflecting off each facial element. By shining a laser through a 
hologram, we are able to explolt the phase Information the hologram records, and thereby 
add depth to the image. We've all seen the results: stunnmg three-dimensional projections 
generated from hvo-dimensional pieces of plastic. Note, though, that your eyes do not use 
phase information to see depth. Instead, your eyes use parallax: the siight difference in the 
angles at which light from a given pomt travels to reach your left eye and your r g h t  eye 
supplies information that your brain decodes into the point's distance. That's why, for 
example, if you lose sight In one eye (or just keep it closed for a Lvhile), your depth per- 
ception is com~romised .  

7 For the mathematically d i n e d  reader, the statement here is that a beam of light, 
or massless particles more generally, can travel from any point In the interior of anti- 
deSitter space to spatla1 infinit). and back, In f in~te time. 

8. For the mathematically d i n e d  reader, Maldacena worked in the context of 
A d s j  x S5, with the boundary theory arising from the boundary ofXdS,. 

9. This statement 1s more one of sociolog) than ofphysics. String theory grew out of 
the tradition of quanium part~cle  physics, while loop quantum gravity grew out of the tra- 
dition of general relativity. However, ~t is important to note that, as of today, only strmg 
theory can make contact \vith the successful predictions of general relativity, since only 
strlng theory convincingly reduces to general relatwity on  large distance scales. Loop 
quantum gravity 1s understood well In the quantum donlam, but bridging the gap to large- 
scale phenomena has proven difficult. 

10. hlore precisely, as discussed further in  Chapter 13 of The Elegant Universe, are 
have knolvn hotv much entropy black holes contain slnce the work of Bekenstem and 
Hawking In the 1970s. However, the approach those researchers used was rather indirect, 
and never identified microscopic rearrangements-as In Chapter 6-that \vould account 
for the entropy they found. In the mid-1990s, thls gap was filled by two string theorists, 
Andrew Stromlnger and Cumrun  Vafa, who cleverly found a relatlon behveen black holes 
and certaln configurations of branes In strmgiil1-theor).. Roughly, they were able to estab- 
lish that certain specla1 black holes would admit exactly the same number of rearrange- 
ments of their basic ingredients (whatever those ingredients m ~ g h t  be) as do particular, 
special comb~nations of branes. Tl'hen they counted the number of such brane rearrange- 
ments (and took the logarithm) the answer they found was the area of the corresponding 
black hole, In Planck unlts, divided by 4-exactly the answer for black hole entropy that 
had been found years before. In loop quantum gravity, researchers have also been able to 
show that the entropy of a black hole IS proportional to its suriace area, but getting the 
exact answer (surface area in Planck units divided by 4) has proven more of a chalienge. If 
a particular parameter, known as the Immirzl parameter, 1s chosen appropriately, then 
mdeed the exact black hole entropy emerges from the mathematics of loop quantum grav- 
ity, but as yet there is no  umversally accepted fundamental explanation, within the theory 
itself, of what sets the correct value of this parameter. 

11. As I have throughout the chapter, I am suppressing quantitatively Important but 
conceptually irrelel~ant nun~erical  parameters. 

G l o s s a r y  

absolute space: Nevlton's wew of space; envls~ons space as unchanging and Independent 
of its contents. 

absolute spacetime: View of space emerging from speclal relativit).; envlslons space 
through the entirety of time, from any perspective, as unchanging and independent of its 
contents. 

absolutist: Perspective holding that space 1s absolute. 

acceleration: h4otlon that involves a change in speed andlor direction. 

accelerator, atom smasher: Research tool of part~cle  physics that collides particles 
together at high speed. 

aether, luminiferous aether: H>pothetlcal substance filling space that provides the 
medium for light to propogate; discredited. 

arrow of time: Direction in which time seems to polnt-from past to future. 

background independence: Property of a physical theory in a h l c h  space and time emerge 
from a more fundamental concept, rather than being inserted ax~omatically. 

big bang theorylstandard big bang theory: T h e o ~ )  describing a hot, expanding unlverse 
from a moment  after its birth. 

big crunch: O n e  possible end to the unlverse, analogous to a reverse of the blg bang In 
~vhich space collapses In on ~tself. 

black hole: . in  object whose immense gravitational field traps anything, even light, that 
gets too close (closer than the black hole's event horizon). 

braneworld scenario: Possibility w t h m  stringhl-theory that our familiar ihree-spatial 
dimensions are a three-brane. 

Casimir force: Quantum mechanical force exerted by an imbalance of vacuum field fluc- 
tuations. 

classical physics: As used in thls book, the physlcal laws of Newton and hIaxwell. More 
generally, often used to refer to all nonquantum l a w  ofphys~cs, including special and gen- 
eral relat~vity. 

closed strings: Filaments of energy in s t r~ng  theory, in the shape of loops. 

collapse of probability wave, collapse of wavefunction: Hypothet~cal development In 
~ v h ~ c h  a probability cvave ia wavefunction) goes from a spread-out to a spiked shape. 

Copenhagen interpretation: Interpretation of quantum mechanics that env~sions large 
objects as belng subject to classical laws and small objects as being subject to quantum 
laws. 
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cosmic microwave background radiation: Remnant electromagnet~c radiation [photons) 
from the early universe, which permeate space. 

cosmic horizon, horizon: Locat~ons in space beyond which light has not had t m e  to reach 
us, s m e  the beglnnlng of the unlverse. 

cosmological constant: A hypothetical energy and pressure, uniformly filling space; or]- 
gin and composition unkno\vn. 

cosmology: Study of origm and evolut~on of the universe. 

critical density: Amount of masslenergl densly required for space to be flat; about lo-?? 
grams per cublc meter. 

D-branes. Dir~chlet-p-branes i\ p-braile that 1s "sticky", a p-brane to \rhlch open strmg 
endpo~nts are attached 

dark energy: A hypothetlcai e n e r a  and pressure, uniformly filling space; more general 
notlon than a cosmolog~cal constant as ~ t s  energ)./pressure can vary with t ~ m e .  

dark matter: Matter suffused through space, exertlng gravlty but not em~tt ing light. 

electromagnetic field: The field which exerts the electromagnet~c force. 

electromagnetic force: One of nature's four forces; acts on particles that have electrx 
charge. 

electron field: The field for which the eiectron part~cle 1s the smallest bundle or con- 
st~tuent. 

electroweak theory: The theory unlfvlng the electromagnet~c and the weak nuclear forces 
mto the electroneak force 

electroweak Higgs field: F ~ e l d  that acqu~res a nonzero value In cold, empty space, gltes 
rlse to masses for fundamental part~cles 

energy bowl: See potentzal energy bowl. 

entropy: A measure of the disorder of a phys~cal system; the number of rearrangements of 
a system's fundamental constituents that leave ~ t s  gross, overall appearance unchanged. 

entanglement, quantum entanglement: Quantum phenomenon in ~ h l c h  spatla111 dls- 
tant part~cles ha\e correlated propert~es. 

event horizon: Imag~nary sphere surround~ng a black hole dellneatmg the pomts of no 
return, anything crosslng the event hor~zon cannot escape the black holes gravlw 

field: A "mlst" or "essence" permeating space; can convey a force or describe the pres- 
encelmot~on of particles. Mathematically, ~nvolves a number or collection of numbers at 
each point In space, signify~ng the field's value. 

flat space: Possible shape oi the spatla1 universe having no cun~ature. 

flatness problem: Challenge for cosmolog~cal theories to explam observed flatness of 
space. 

general relativity: Einstein's theory of gra\fity; invokes cunrature of space and t m e .  

gluons: Messenger particles of the strong nuclear force. 

gravitons: H)pothetical messenger part~cles of the gravitational force. 

grand unification: Theory attempting to unify the strong, ~veak, and electromagnetic 
forces. 

Higgs field: See electroweak Higgs field. 
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Higgs field vacuum expectation value: Situation in w h ~ c h  a Higgs field acquires a 
nonzero value In empt) space; a Higgs ocean. 

Higgs ocean: Shorthand, peculiar to t h ~ s  book, for a Higgs field vacuum expectat~on 
vaiue. 

Higgs particles: Finest quantum constituents of a Higgs field. 

horizon problem: Challenge for cosmological theones to explam how reglons of space, 
beyond each other's c o s r n o l ~ ~ ~ c a l  horizon, have nearly ident~cal propert~es. 

inertia: Property of an object that resists ~ t s  being accelerated. 

inflationary cosmology: Cosmological theory incorporating a brlef but enormous burst of 
spatial expansion In the early unlverse. 

inflaton field: The field whose energy and negative pressure drives inflationary expansion. 

i interference: Phenomenon 111 whlch o~erlapplng waves create a dlst~nct~ve pattern, In 
1 quantum mechan~cs, ~ n ~ o l v e s  seem~ngl) exclusi\e alternatnes comb~mng together 

1 Kaluza-Klein theory: Theon of un~rerse involv~ng more than three spatlal d ~ m e n s ~ o n s  
i 
i Kelvin: Scale In whlch temperatures are quoted relative to absolute zero (the lowest possl- 

ble temperature, -273" on the Cels~us scale) 

luminiferous aether: See aether. 

M-theory: Currently mcomplete theory unifymg all five verslons of string theory; a fully 
quantum mechanical theory of all forces and all matter. 

Mach's principle: Prmciple that all m o t ~ o n  is relatlve and that the standard of rest IS  pro- 
vided by average mass distribution in the unlverse. 

Many Worlds interpretation: Interpretahon of quantum mechanm In which all potential- 
i t~es embodied by a probability wave are realized In separate universes. 

messenger particle: Smallest "packet" or "bundle" of a force, which commun~cates the 
forces' influence. 

microwave background radiation: See cosmic mzcrowave background radiat~on. 
I 

1 negative curvature: Shape of space contamng less than the c r ~ t ~ c a l  densltv, saddle- 

I shaped 
I observable universe: Part of unlverse u ~ t h m  our cosmlc hor~zon,  part of unnerse close 

1 enough so that l ~ g h t  ~t enutted can have reached us b~ toda), part of unlverse \re can see 

1 open strings: F~laments of e n e r g  in str~ng theow, in the shape of sn~ppets 

p-brane: Ingred~ent of strmgAI-theow a i th  p-spatlal d~mensions See also D-brane 

1 Planck length: S m  (10-j3 centimeters) belo\$ uhlch the confl~ct between quantum 

1 mechanics and general relat~vlty becomes manifest, slze below whlch convent~onal 

I notlon of space breaks do\rn 

Planck mass: Mass (lo-' grams, mass of a gram of dust, ten b ~ l h o n  bill~on t ~ m e s  the pro- i ton mass), hplcal mass of a ~ ~ b r a t ~ i l g  string 

1 Planck time: Time (lo4? seconds) ~t takes l&t to traverse one Planch length, tlme Inter- 

1 val below nhich convent~onal no t~on  of t ~ m e  breaks dovrn 

phase transition, Quahtat~ve change In a phys~cal s)stem when ~ t s  temperature 1s \aried 
through a suffic~entl) wlde range 

I photon: hlessenger part~cle of the electromag~letlc force, a "bundle" of I~ght  I 

1 potential energy: Energy stored In a field or object 
I 
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potential energy bowl: Shape describing the energy a field contains for a glven field vaiue; 
technically called the fieid's potent~ai energy 

probability wave: IVave In quantum mechan~cs that encodes the probab~lity that a particle 
will be found at a gwen locatlon 

quantum chromodynamics: Quantum mechanicai theon of the strong nuclear force 

quantum fluctuations, quantum jitters: The unavoidable, rap~d variations In the ~ a l u e  of 
a field on small scales, armng from quantum uncertainh 

quantum measurement problem: Problem of explain~ng how the rnyr~ad possibilities 
encoded in a probability wave glve \vay to a s~ngle  outcome  hen measured. 

quantum mechanics: Theon,  developed In the 1920s and 1930s, for describing the realm 
of atoms and subatomic particles. 

quarks: Elementary particles sublect to the strong nuclear force; there are six varleties 
(up, donn,  strange, charm, top, bottom). 

relationist: Perspective holding that all mot~on 1s relative and space is not absolute. 

rotational invariance, rotational symmetry: Characterist~c of a physlcal system, or of a 
theoretical law, of bemg unaffected by a rotation. 

second law of thermodynamics: Law that says that, on average, the entropy of a phys~cal 
system will tend to rlse from any glven moment. 

spacetime: The union of space and time first articulated by special relativiq. 

special relativity: Einstein's theor). In w h ~ c h  space and time are not ~ndiv id~~al ly  absolute, 
but Instead depend upon the relat~ve motion between distinct obseners. 

spin: Quantum mechanical property of elementary particles in which, somewhat like a 
top, they undergo rotational motion (they have intrins~c angular momentum). 

spontaneous symmetry breaking: Technical name for the formation of a Higgs ocean; 
process by which a previously manifest symmetry 1s hidden or spoiled. 

standard candles: Objects of a k n o ~ + n  intrmsic brightness that are useful for rneasurmg 
astronomical distances 

standard model: Quantum mechanicai theory composed of quantum chromodynam~cs 
and the electroneak theory, describes all matter and forces, except for gravlhl Based on 
concept~on of point part~cles 

strong nuclear force: Force of nature that mfluences quarks; holds quarks together m l d e  
protons and neutrons 

string theory: Theor). based on one-dimensional vibrating filaments of energy [see super- 
string theory), but w h ~ c h  does not necessarily incorporate supersymmetry. Sometimes 
used as shorthand for superstring theory. 

superstring theory: Theory in w h ~ c h  fundamental ingredients are one-dimensional loops 
(closed strings) or snippets (open strings) of vibrating energy, ~vhlc!) unites general relat~v- 
ity and quantum mechanics; incorporates supersymmetr).. 

supersymmetry: A q m m e t q  in which iaas are unchanged when part~cles a i t h  a nhole 
number amount of spm (force particles) are mterchanged n ~ t h  particles that have half of a 
whole number amount of spm (matter particles) 

symmetry: A transformatlon on a physical system that leaves the system's appearance 
unchanged (e.g., a rotation of a perfect sphere about its center leaves the sphere 
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unchanged); a transformation of a physical system that has no effect on the laws describing 
the system. 

time-reversal symmetry: Property of the accepted Iaws of nature in n h ~ c h  !a\vs make no 
dist~nction behveen one direct~on in t ~ m e  and the other. From any glven moment, the 
laws treat past and future In exactly the same way. 

time slice: A1 of space at one moment of time; a smgie slice through the spacetlme block 
or loaf. 

translational invariance, translational symmetry: Property of accepted laws of nature in 
u.h~ch the Ia~vs are applicable at any location in space. 

uncertainty principle: Propert) of quantum mechanics in ~vhich there is a fundamental 
limit on how prec~sely certam complementar). phys~cal features can be measured or spec- 
ified. 

unified theory: A theory that describes all forces and all matter in a s~ngie theoretical struc- 
ture. 

vacuum: The empt~est that a reglon can be; the state oilonvest energy. 

vacuum field fluctuations: See quantum fluctuations 
velocity: The speed and direction of an object's m o t ~ o n  

W and Z particles: The messenger part~cles of the weak nuclear force 

wavefunction: See probabdity wave 

weak nuclear force: Force of nature, actmg on subatom~c scales, and responsible for phe- 
nomena such as radioactne decal 

which-path ~nformation: Quantum mechan~cal  information del~neating the path a parti- 
cle took in going from source to detector 
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delayed-choice quantum eraser experi- 

ment and, 194-9,196 
electromagnetic fields and, 254-5 
grand unified theory and, 267 
nilcrowave, polarization of, 432 
microwave, temperature var~ations of, 

308-10,429 
particle-like and rvaveiike properties of, 

90, 501n 
as part~cles without mass, 263, 265 
photoelectric effect and, 50111 
quantum entanglement and, 113, 

115-19, 122-3 
quantum eraser experment and, 

192-4,193 
redshift of, 3 12n 
sum over histories approach and, 

180-1,181, 182 
symmetry between W and Z particies 

and, 265-6, 518n-5 19n 
teleportation of, 442-6 
"timeless" perspect~ve of, 49% 
which-path mformation and, 187, 

l87-9l,l9O 
photosynthesis, 171 
Pierre Auger Observatory 425 
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pions, 267 
Planck, Max, 78 
Planck length, 491, 52811 

concept of space at scales smaller than, 
350-1, 374 

extra spatral dimensions and, 363-5, 
401-2,423-4, 528n 

quantum fluctuations on scales smaller 
than, 333,334, 349-50, 473-4 

Planck mass, particle properties in strlng 
theon. and, 357, 358,402, 528n 

Planck satellite, 430,431 
Planck square, 480 
Planck time: 

concept of time at scales smaller than. 
350-1, 374 

quantum fluctuations on scales smaller 
than, 3334,473-4 

planets, 19, 173, 174 
formation of, 305 
gramtational fields of, 255, 278 

Plato, 29,482 
Podolsky, Boris, EPR paradox and, 

99-1 15 
see also EPR paradox 

polarization, 432 
Polch~nsici, Joe, 388-91 
poslt~ve curvature, 241, 242, 242-3, 290 
positwe pressure, 277 
present, see now concept 
pressure: 

grawtat~onal force and, 276-9, 
5 19n-520n 

negative, supercooled Higgs field and, 
280-6 

Pnncipra ,llathernat~ca (Nen ton), 8, 
45-6,64 

Pnnc~pla Phdosoph~ae (Descartes), 25 
probabilistic or statlstlcal reasoning 

entropy and, 153-6, 158-60, 176, 
507n-50871, 51 ln 

as Inescapable eiernent of quantum 
mechanics, 11, 79, 88-95, 178-9, 
208-9, 5 1271 

pract~cal convemence of, In class~cal 
phvs~cs, 177-8 

quantum Interference and, 209 
probabilib \\ales [ a a ~ e f u n c t ~ o n s ) ,  88-95 

89, 201 

act of measurement and, 94-5 
collapse of, 1 1  8-20, 119. 201-1 6, 
438-9, 503n, 5 1371; see also collapse 
of wavefunct~on; quantum measure- 
ment problem 

decoherence and, 209-1 3, 514n 
Einstein's challenges to, 93-5 
as embodiment of what we know about 

reality, 205, 207, 21 3 
e v e ~ d a y  experience and, 92-3 
experimental confirmation of, 89-90 
extended throughout all of space, 90, 
92-3 

hldden var~ables and, 206 
interference patterns of electrons and, 
86-8,87. 88, 91-2, 94; see U ~ S O  

double-slit experiment 
lack of consensus about expression of, 
91 

in large object, 207 
Many !lJorlds approach and, 205-6, 
207-8,2 13,452,456-8, 5 13n 

for mult~partlcle systems, 500n-501n 
not directly observable, 182-3 
quantum eraser expermlent and, 
1924,193 

Schrodinger's equation and, 200-1, 
202,203,206-7,208,213-14, 
445-56 

as separate element mteracting with 
particle itself, 206, 208, 2 14, 5 1271 

as space-filling fields, 256 
speed-of-light barrier and, 503n 
sum over histories approach and, 
i79-84, 185n 

uncertainty and, 98, 98 
protons, 17, 90, 267, 278, 300-1,425, 

429,432 
constituents of, see quarks 
decay of, 267-8 
orlgln of mass of, 261-3 

psychological arrow of time, 51012, 
511n 

Pugh, Goerge, 41 8 
~ulsars ,  53 in 

quantum averagmg, 472-4 
quantum chromodynamlcs, 340 
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quantum eraser experiment, 192-4, 193 
delayed-choice, 194-9, 196 

quantum measurement problem, 119-20, 
183-4,201-16,335,455-6, 502n, 
5 lln-514n 

arrow of time and, 203-4, 21 3-1 6 
Bohm's approach to, 206,208,213-14, 
512n-514n 

decoherence and, 208-1 3, 5 14n 
eveiyday experlence and, 202-3 
Ghirardi-Rimlnl-Weber modificat~on to 

Schrodinger's equation and, 206-7, 
208,214,215 

Many \Vorlds approach and, 205-6, 
207-8,213,452,456-8, 513n 

slze of object and, 203,207; 210 
wavefunction as kno~vledge approach 

and, 205,207,213 
see also Schrodinger's equat~on 

quantum mechanics, 10-12,75-123, 
486, 500n-503n 

arrow of time and, 200-16 
attempts to link experlence of classical 

physics n.ith, 199-2 16 
conceptual schema of class~cal physics 

undermmed by, 177,329-30 
decoherence concept and, 208-13, 

5 l4n 
Einstein's resistance to, 11, 80, 83-4, 
93-5,99-102, 500n 

entanglement and, 11-11, 80-4, 
105-23, 500n; see aiso entanglement 

EPR paradox and, ll,99-115, 120-2, 
199,206, 501n-502n 

everyday experience and, 92-3,97, 
199-216 

experimental verification of, 11, 84, 
89-90,93, 113, 115, 118-19,182, 
186,202,332, 500n 

formation of stars and galaxles and, 
305-8 

gravlty described in terms of, 341-3, 
348-50, 358-9,489-91; see also 
superstrlng theory 

history of scientific progress and, 
328-9 

jittermess ~nherent  to m~cro\vorld and, 
201n, 305-10, 329-35,334, 349-50, 
472-4, 525n, 526n, 528n 

merging of general relativity and, 
489-91; see also superstrlng theory 

nonlocality and, 11-11, 80-4, 114-1 5, 
120-3, 500n-503n; see also non- 
locality 

obsenlatlon or measurement as lntegral 
element of, 94-5,456, 534n 

particle-~vave fusion and, 90 
past and future In ciasslcal physlcs vs., 
178-9, 181-2, 190 

probability as fundamental aspect of, 
11,79,88-95, 178-9,208-9, 5l2n 

relatlonshlps behveen particle speeds 
and posit~ons and, 100-2 

rift behveen general relat~vity and, 1 5 ,  
16-17, 18,323, 329,333-8,348-50, 
527n 

size of object and, 183,203, 207,210 
sum over hlstorles approach in, 
179-84, 185n 

teleportation and, 43748,447: 
532n-533n 

tenslon behveen speclal relativity and, 
335-6 

time in context of, 177-216 
time-reversal symmetry In, 200 
uncertainty and, 95-123, 305-10, 
329-35, 376; see aiso uncertamty 
principle 

quantum states, identical particles and, 
439-40 

quarks, 17, 355 
mteraction of Higgs ocean with, 261-3 
species of, 346, 317 
standard model and, 344-6, 345, 347 
string theory and, 345,345, 346-7, 394 

quasars, in cosmic version of delayed- 
cholce experiment, 189-9 1,190 

Quinn, Helen, 267 
quintessence, 435 

radiation, 9, 78 
origin of masstenerg)? and, 3 10-: 3 
see also cosmic m l c r o ~ a v e  background 

rad~atlon 
radloact~ve decay, 255, 265 
Ran~ond,  P~erre,  3 5 5 
Randall, Llsa, 40011 
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reality: 
all events in spacetime encompassed 

by, 138-9 
classical, 7-9, 329-30; see also classical 

pill sics 
cosmological, 12-1 5, see also big bang, 

braneworld scenario, c) clic cosmol- 
ogy; mflationary cosmology 

freeze-frame mental image rlght now 
as, 132-3, 138-9 

human experience as misleading guide 
to, 5, 19 

quantum, 10-12; see also quantum 
mechanics 

relatn,istic, 9-1 0, 1 3 3-9: see also 
general relativity; special relativib. 

scientific progress and, 3-5 
unified, 15-19; see also hl-theory; 

superstring theory; unification 
redshift, 3 12n, 5 1 5n 
relatlonlst posltion, 30-1, 37, 72-4, 75 
r e l a t n ~ i c  quantum field theory, 

500n-501n, 502n 
relat~vlty, 9-10, 12, 39-76,496n-49911 

effects of, amplified at large scales, 
1 34-9 

before Einstein, 24-9, 31-8 
of simultaneity, 55-8 
see also general relat~vlty; special 

relativity 
Riemann, Georg Bernhard, 68,416 
Rimmi, Aberto, 206-7, 208, 214 
Rosen, Nathan, EPR paradox and, 

99-1 15 
see also EPR paradox 

rotatlon: 
bucket experiment and, seebucket of 

spinning water 
frame dragging and, 416-18,4i7, 

531n 
time travel and, 459-60 

rotational synmetry or rotational invari- 
ance, 2'3, 253, 514n 

Rubln, Vera, 295 

saddle, as possible shape of universe, 241, 
248,434 

Salam, Xbdus, 264-6, 328 

Sato, Katsuhiko, 520n 
scale, 334-5 

decoherence and, 210-13, 514n 
difficulty of reconciling quantum 

mechanics n'ith eveqday experience 
and, 92-3 

Inverse square law and, 397-400 
large, amplification of relativity effects 

at, 134-9 
quantum jitters and, 307-5, 333-5, 

3?4, 349-50,473-4 
realm ofclassical vs. quantum phjaics 

and, 183,203,207,210 
and rift between general relat~vib 

and quantum mechanics, 
336-8 

string theory and, 348-50 
aavefunctlon collapse and, 207 

Scherk, Joel, 341-2, 347-8, 355, 356, 
384-5 

Schiff, Leonard, 418 
Schmidt, Brian, 299, 300 
Schrodinger, Erwin, 88, 200 
Schrodinger's cat, 2 11 
Schrodinger's equation, 200-1,202, 203, 

213-14,455-6, 512n 
decoherence and, 209-10 
Ghirardi-Rimini-illeber n~odification 

to, 206-7,208,214,215 
unfolding of phenomena in two 

distinct stages and, 200-1 
Schwarz, John, 340-4, 347-8, 355, 356, 

378,384-5 
Scully, Marlan, 192-3 
second law of thermodynamics, 156-9, 

164-5 
entropy balance sheet and, 173 
time-reversal symmetry and, 159-69, 

161, 175 
Seiberg, Nathan, 406 
Sen, Ashoke, 378 
shape of universe, 14, 15, 3 14-1 5, 

434 
cyclic cosmology and, 406,406-12, 

408 
Einstein's equations for cuxature and, 

242-3 
flatness problem and, 290-4 
general relatirib and, 242-3. 290-1 
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lnfinlte flat space and, 235, 239-40, 
241,24!, 248-50,245 

mass iener~  dens16 and, 242-3, 290-4, 
434, 523n 

measure of cunature and, 5 16n-51511 
saddle and, 241, 248, 4 3  
sphere and, 238-9,241,248,406,434 
sbmmetr) and, 238-43,248-50, 

528n-52911 
three tvpes of cunature and, 241,242, 

517n 
hvo-dimensional torus (finite flat space 

or video game shape) and, 240, 
240-1,243-8,244-7,134,517n 

uniform curvature and, 3 14-1 5 
Shapere, Alfred, 424,425 
Shenher, Stephen, 488-9 
simultaneity, relatibll) of, 55-6 
m e ,  see scale 
Snxth, Slnclair, 295 
Solvay conferences, 93-5 
sound wales, 42-3 
Spaarnay, Marcus, 332 
space, 23-123 

absolute, see absolute space 
In classical ph~sics vs quantum 

mechanics, 79-80 
edges or boundaries of, 239-41,243 
e m p k  see nothingness 
extra dlmenslons of, 18-19, 359-74, 

365,367, 369, 382-4, 391, 392-400, 
423-6,428,475, 528n-529n 

filled bl Higgs ocean, 260-3 
filled by spmtual substance, 29,43 
grat l t~ tred to dln-renslons of, 394-7, 

396,397 
infinlb and, 248-50,249 
Inherent arrov, lacked by, 129 
locallty concept and, 79-84, see aiso 

locahty, nonlocallh 
location of universe w ~thln,  30 
Xlach's conceptlon of, 33-8,416-18, 

420,460 
meaning of word, 29-30 
measurement of, 45 
Nenton's conceptlon of, see absolute 

space 
quantum litters and, 30--8, 333-5, 

334, 349-50,472-4 

relationlst posltion and, 30-1, 37 
relativistic, 9-10, 24-9,4650, 230-1; 

see aiso general relativity; special 
relativliy 

rotational symmetry and orientation in, 
223, 514n 

on scales finer than Planck scale, 
3 50-1,374 

shape of, see shape of universe 
summary of positions on nature of, 62 
tears In, 467 
tlme enmeshed with, 39; see also 

spacetlme 
translational symmetry and location in, 

221-3, 225; 51411 
traveling through, 437-48; see also 

teleportation 
upper limit to entropy that can exlst 111 

region of, 477-8: 
wrinkles In, 307-8, 3 15 

spacetime: 
in absence of matter or energy, 69,70, 

74 
absolute, see absolute spacetlme 
braneworid scenarlo and, 386-412 
constituents of, 485-91 
extra dimensions of, requlred by string 

theory, 18-19,359,366-8,370-4, 
382-4, 351, 392-400,423-6,47j; 
528n-529n 

flip book metaphor and, 53-8, 54, 57, 
68 

four-dimensional curvature of, 5 17n 
four-dimensionality of, 360 
geometrical duality and, 474-7 
gravitational waves and, 415,119-23 
liolographic principle and, 481-5 
as illuslon vs. fundamental concept, 

47 1-85 
intuitive notion of "moving" through, 

50511-506n 
loaf slicings and, see spacetlme, loailoi- 

bread metaphor for 
quantum averaging and, 472-4 
relativity of simultaneity and, 55-8 
speculation on future of, 470-93 
streetiavenue design metaphor and, 

51-2,52, 53, 54, 56, 58, 59-60,60 
summary of positions on nature of, 62 
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spacetime (continued): 
totality of block of, 58-9 
trajectories through, 60-1: 61, 69,497n 
111 ultrainicroscop~c realm of string 

theory, 350-1, 374 
viewed as a somethulg by Einstein, 39, 

7 5,499n 
ivarps and curves in fabric of, 68-72, 

7 - ;,-4,9ji 335; 418-20,419, 531n 
spacetime, loaf-of-bread metaphor for, 

58-9,59,68, 133-4 
acceleration and, 68-9,70 
of all space throughout all time, 130, 

130-2, 138-9,139, 226 
cause and effect and, 497n-498n 
cosmolog~cal evolut~on and, 243-8, 

241-7' 
mot~on at light speed and, 58.497n 
now concept and, 13 1-9.135, 136, 

504n-505n 
iioin "outs~de" perspective, 130, 130-1, 

144 
over large distances In space, 134-9, 

135, 136, 504n-505, 
time travel and, 451-5 

spacetime diagrams, 50%-505n 
speciai relativity, 9-lo,#-63, 62, 75, 

200, 376,496n-498n 
absolute space refuted by, 46-7, 50-1 
absolute spacetime In, 51-61,67 
bucket of spmning water and, 50-1, 

59-61,62, 132,497~7 
clocks mowng through space and, 50, 

55,234,235 
combined mot~on through space and 

t m e  and, 49-50 
constant velocity motion as focus of, 

51,65 
determmistic perspectwe of, 78-9 
entanglement and, 11  5-20, 502n 
everyday experience and, 47, 77, 78 
expanslon of unwerse and, 234, 235, 

237 
gravity ignored in, 62-3,64,74 
Higgs ocean and, 269 
intuit1r.e sense of ttme at odds w~th,  

128, 130-2 
loafof-bread metaphor for spacetme 

and, 58-9,59,68 

Lorentz-lnvariant frameafork and, 502n 
now concept and, 132, 133-9, 

504n-50511 
relativity of space and time established 

in, 44-50 
spacetime diagrams and, 504n-505n 
speed-of-light barner and, 49-50; 63, 

116-18, 502n,503n 
symmetry underlying laass of physics 

and, 223-4.225 
tension between quantum mechamcs 

and, 3 3 5-6 
ttme travel to future and, #8-9, 

463-5, 533n-534n 
tralector~es through spacetime and, 

60-1,61 
hvln paradox and, 53 3n-5 34n 

speed, see veloc~ty 
speed of light: 

combmed motion through space and 
t m e  and, 49-50 

constancy of, 45,47 
as fastest that anyth~ng can travel, 

49-50,63, 116-18, 50Zn, 503n 
Ium~niferous aether and, W, 50 
SIaxwell's equations for, 42-3,#-5 
measurement of, 43-4,46,496n 
motlon In excess of, 237 
reference pomt for, 42-5 
spacetime slicings and, 58, 49:n 
special relativity and, 45-50, 63, 

116-18,223-4,237, 376, 
496n-497n, join,  503n 

speed of transm~ssion of gravity and, 
63-4.72 

stoppmg of tlme at, 49,496n-497n 
speed of sound, 43 
sphere 

as shape of unnerse, 238-9 241,248, 
406,434 

symmetn of, 220 
spln, 354-5 

Bell's disco~rery and, 104-5, 106-1 1, 
112-13 

quantum entanglement and, 104-1 3, 
115-23 501n, 502n-503n 

spontaneous s) mrnetn: breaking, 
260 

Starob~ns'hy, Alexel, 52017 
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stars, 19, 171, 173, 174, 26i 
formation of, 305-8 
gravltatmnal fields of, 278 
light from, bent by spacetime's cuxa- 

ture, 273-4 
neutron, 422, 531n 
nuciear processes In, 353 
see also supernovas 

steam, trans~tion behveen water and, 252, 
253,263; 264 

Steinberg, Aephraim, 193 
Steinhardt, Paul, 283,285, 431, 521n 
strange-quarks, 346,347 
streetlavenue design metaphor, spacetme 

and, 51-2,52, 53, 54, 56, 58, 59-60, 
60 

strlng theory, see superstring theory 
Strominger, Andrew, 373, 386, 536n 
strong nuclear force, 225, 255-6, 262, 

332,348 
Euler's beta funct~on and, 339-40 
grand unified theory and, 266-8, 328, 

329, 51911, 526n 
particles of, see giuons 
str~ng theory and, 339-42, 394 

sum over histor~es approach, 179-84, 
185n 

beam-splitter exper~ment and, 180-1, 
181, 182 

quantum measurement problem and, 
183-4 

stze of object and,  183 
sun, 171,235,405 

bending of starlight and, 273-4 
grav~tational field of, 25 5 
spacetime warped by, 69, 71 

Sundrum, Raman, 400n 
supercooling, 281 
SuperNovaIAcceleration Probe (SNAP), 

434-5 
supernovas, 171,425 

cosmological constant and, 300, 30 1, 
409,434-5, 523~1, 526n-5% 

grav~tational naves and, 419,42i ,  422 
standard candle role played by, 

298-9 
superstr~ng theory, 17-19,268, 323, 

338-412,472,486 
anomalies and, 343, 355 

approximate equat~ons in, 371n, 372, 
3804,385-6 

background-dependent formulations 
of, 4874 ,491  

branes added to strings In; 384-6 
braneworld scenario and, 386-412; 

see also braneuorld scenarlo 
Calabl-Yau shapes and, 369, 369-70; 

371-3; 386,476 
confirmation of supersymmetn and, 

427-8 
constituents of space and, 486-9 
core princ~ple iacking In, 376-7 
cosmologyand, 20,403-12,406, 408; 

see also cyclic cosmology 
direct obsenation of strings and, 352 
discovery of, 3 38-# 
endpoints of open strlngs and, 388-91, 

390, 392,394 
essent~al cialms of, 344-5 
experimental data and, 356-9; 371, 

378,402-3,4234,433, 
527n-528n 

extra dimensions of spacetime required 
by, 18-19, 359, 366-8, 370-4, 
382-4,391,392-400,423-6,475, 
528n-529n 

five distinct versions of, 377-9, 380, 
474-7 

fundamental constituents of, 344-8, 
384-6,388-91, 529n-530n 

geometrical duality and, 474-7 
holographic principle and, 483-5 
Kaluza-Klem theory and, 360-6, 365, 

367 
loop quantum gravltc. and, 489-91, 

536n 
messenger particles and, 347-8, 348 
meta-unificat~on of, 378-82,380; see 

also M-theory 
origin of name, 3 5 5 
part~cle properties and, 17-18, 345, 

346-8, 353-60,371-4,394,402-3. 
427-8, 528n 

quantum mechanical description of 
gravity and, 341-3,348-50, 358-9, 
489-90 

and rift behveen general relativity and 
quantum mechanics, 348-50 
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superstring theory (continued): 
space and t m e  concepts and, 350-1, 

3 74 
string length and, 356-7, 386-8, 

400-2.428, 528n 
T-duality and, 530n 
vibrationai patterns and, 346-7, 

354-60,357, 370-3, 386-7, 394, 
428, 52811 

zero-branes and, 488-9 
supersymmetric particles, 427-8,433 
supersymmetry, 355 

detecting evidence of, 427-8 
Susskind, Leonard, 330,482,488-9 
symmetry, 2 19-50 

eiectrorceak force and, 264-6, 267, 
268, 328, 329, 518n-j 1% 

expanslon of universe and, 229-38 
in first fraction of second after big 

bang, 25 1 
fundamental constituents and, 385, 

i29n 
gauge, 265,267 
grand unified theon and, 266-8, 328, 

329, 51971, 526n 
interplay between heat and, 250, 

251-4 
known laws of physlcs underlaid by, 

221-5,250 
motloll and, 223-4, 225 
of objects In space, 220-1,221 
phase transit~ons and, 253-4, 264 
reduct~on In, arislng from format~on of 

Hlggs ocean, 264-6,269 
rotational, 223, 253, 514n 
shape of universe and, 23843,246-50, 

528~1-529n 
spontaneous symmetry breaking and, 

260 
time and, 220,225-9 
translat~onal, 221-3, 225, 514n 
see also tme-reversal symmetry 

tachyons, 502n 
tau-neutrinos, 346,317 
taus, 346,317 
Tayior, Joseph, 53 1n 
T-dual~ty, 530n 

teieportat~on, 437-48, 532n-533n 
entanglement and, 442-8,447 
of large collection of particles, 440-1, 

446-8,447 
relationship bemeen replica and 

orig~nal and, 438,439-41,415 
wavefunct~on collapse and, 438-9 

temperature: 
fields' response to, 256-9 
horizon problem and, 287-90, 

522n-523n 
k~netic energ). and, 276, 277 
unifornxtv of, across space, 287-90 
ofuni\rerse, 250, 251, 252, 254, 280-1, 

287-90 
variations in, across cosm~c microwave 

background radiation, 308-10, 309, 
429-32,430 

see also heat 
thermodynamic arrow of time, 5 Ion, 

511n 
thermodynamm, 15 1 

see also entropy; second law of thermo- 
dynamics 

Thirring, Hans, 416 
Thompson. Randall, 1 13 
Thorne, Kip, 460,46i ,  462,467 
three-branes, 385 

branercorid scenarlo and, 386-4i2; see 
also braneworld scenario 

three-dimensional torus, 240, 241, 
517n 

three-sphere, 236n, 239 
time, 127-216 

absolute, see absolute time 
arrow of, see arrow of time 
asyrnmetr~es in, 506n 
in context of class~cai ph!s~cs, 129-76, 

178 
cyclic phenomena and, 404-5 
elapsed, uniformih of, 228 
enmeshed with space, 39; see also 

spacetime 
entanglement through, 199 
everyday experience of, 127-9, 139-42, 

177 
in expanding universe, 233-6,234 
extra dimensions of, 529n 
flow of, 128-42 
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as measure of change, 141, 220,225-6, 
228, 515n 

movie-projector metaphor for, 128, 
13i, 139-41 

in quantum context, 177-216 
relativistic, 9-10,4650,  !28, 230-1; 

see also general relat~vity; specla1 
relativity 

slicings of, in flip books, 53-8, 54, 57, 
68 

slowing of, at increasing velocity, 
47-50,448-9, 5351-534, 

stoppmg of, at speed of light, 49, 
196n-497n 

string theon and, 350-1, 374 
s y m m e t ~  and, 220,225-9 
unanswered questions about, 127, 

129 
uniformity of, across universe, 226-36, 

234 
warping of, 6911, 53 1n 
see aiso future; now concept; past; 

spacetime 
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